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IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.B.LA.,

James Robertson, J.P.

Hon. Treasurer—D. L Ramsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH
BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

" The most ample expression of our thankfulness can
never repay the debt which the people of these Islands owe to
the gallant Officers and men^of the Navy, v^ho, by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-stre^A^n v^aters of the North Sea, are
maintaining us in comparative peace and quiet."

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon, Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR, D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBLIN
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Food Production.

This is a subject of vital importance at the
present time, and intimately concerns every
gardener, whether amateur or professional. The
production of the greatest possible quantity of

food material should be the aim and object of

every person who has the smallest plot of ground
available. In times of peace and plenty the
owner of a very small garden, perhapv, only a
strip of a few yards behind his house, probably
gets more value out of flower culture considering

that vegetables are usually to be had at reason-

able prices in the greengrocer's ; but many causes

have operated in the last two years to make the
succulent cabbage and other vegetables scarce

and dear. Scarcity of labour has been one of

the chief causes, and it is not likely to be abated
for some time. During the ensuing year there-

fore we earnestly urge everyone to utilise to
the full every spare corner of ground in growing
vegetables for home consumption, and if a

surplus should result, then many a one with
absolutely no garden would doubtless be glad to

receive a portion, and thus a work of national
importance may be done by all who have a
garden.

No harm whatever would be done to the
professional market gardener, since our large

cities contain thousands of inhabitants who yet
have no gardens, and it is obvious from the
prices charged and the frequent scarcity that

the supply is not equal to the demand.
Gardeners, in a mucli greater degree than

farmers, have long ago learned the value of

intensive cultivation, and even Mr. Wibberley
might perhaps gain a few hints in a well-managed

market garden from the rapidity with which one
crop follows another and in the value of deep
cultivation in maintaining the soil in a high state
of fertility. Private owners with large gardens
in charge of a capable gardener will have no
difficulty in maintaining large supplies, and on
them devolves a duty in assisting the Vegetable
Products Committee to supply our sailors with
sufficient vegetables while at sea. If this
ghastly war has no other result than that it

bestirs thousands of cottagers and suburban
dwellers to dig and plant their too often neglected
gardens, then it will have done a world of good.
There are doubtless many with but a vague idea
of how to set about cultivating and cropping a
plot of ground, and with a view to helping such
we have secured a writer who has considerable
experience in instructing beginners and who has
taken an important part in laying out some of
the most successful allotments in Ireland.
Month by month he will indicate the chief
operations necessary to get the mostout of small
gardens, while useful reminders of current work
each month will be contributed by writers in the
north and south respectively. It is our earnest
hope that during the year just commencing no
land at all capable of production will be found
anywhere m Ireland uncropped, and of those
who own or rent gardens, large or small, let it not
be said as it is in Scripture— '' I went by the field

of the slothful, and by the vineyard of the man
void of understanding. And, 1 ^ ! it was all grown
over with thorns, and nettles had covered the
face thereof I looked upon it, and
received instruction."
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The Raspberry.

As a garden fruit the raspberry is one of the

easiest to cultivate, and, given good cultivation,

is a most remxmerative crop. As a dessert fruit

it does not take a high place ; but it is of great

value for preser\ing and cooking purposes, and

is excellent when bottled.

A suitable time for planting is in the autunni

after the leaves can be shaken easily from the

canes, a good time being the present month.*
The next best time is when the buds begin to

swell in spring. They will grow well hi good

garden soil, but prefer a rich and rather moist

soil, the richer and deeper the soil the better the

results obtained. Planted between the rows of

fruit trees in a young orchard, where they are

partially shaded, they will do well ; but the best

cro]is are obtained in an open sunny situation

where they are sheltered from cold winds. In

poor soil, not naturally suited for raspberries, it

will be necessary to prepare the site by digging or

trenching as deeply as jiossible, and adding a

heavj^ dressing of manure and decayed vegetable

refuge ; this should be dug in deeply, so that it

will not come in contact with the roots of the

neAvly planted canes. Care should be taken

when trenching that the subsoil is not brought

to the surface.

The usual way of j)ropagating the raspberry

is by suckers, which spring up in abimdance
from the creeping roots. These may be taken

any time after the leaves fall ofl' the canes. When
selecting canes for planting, medium-sized and
well-ripened ones should be chosen ; these can

be pulled up with a sharp jerk, securing with

each some bushy fibrous roots. Old plantations

generally throw up suckers at some distance

from the parent stock, and from these ])l5n.ty of

suitable canes can be obtained.

There are different methods of planting. The
one usually adopted for large plantations and
market gardens is, to plant in groups of three

canes, three feet apart in the rows, and five feet

between the rows. They may also be planted

for arched training in rows iouv feet apart and
the same distance between the plants. Stakes

are driven midway between the rows, the

fruiting canes are bent over, three to the right

and three to the left, and tied to the stakes, thus

forming an arch. Probably the most jiroductive

method of planting, and one to be recommended
for small gardens, is that of planting in hues,

one foot between the plants and five feet

between the lines. When planted in this way
thev should be trained to a trelhs. Strong stakes

* Written in October.

must be inserted in lines about twelve feet apart

and wires stretched on these, the first at two
feet from the ground, the second at four feet.

There must be a strong straiaing post at each
end of the line to kee]J the wires tight. To thes e

wires the fruiting canes are tied, each cane to be

free from its neighbour and leaving room for the

succession cane to be trained betwe?n-. The top

of the bearing cane should be cut off about a foot

above the top wire.

When planting, plant firmly, and afterwards

cut the canes down to within six inches of the

ground ; or, if preferred, they may be left until

spring and then cut down as soon as they show
signs of giowlh Put a mulch of short litter

round the plants ; this acts as a protection for

the roots in winter and also as a fertilising agent.

The object in cutting down the canes is to

induce llie develo]iment of strong ones from ths

base during the season for subsequent fruiting

and also to lay a foundation for i:>rofitablc plants

for future years.

Most inexperienced persons would leave the

cane the full length ait^r planting in order to get

fruit the first year. This is a mistake. The
cane may bear a few fruits the first season, and
miserable ones at that, but i!" afterwards dies,

and probably leaves one or two Aveak and useless

young canes, which Seldom develop into pro-

ductive plants, and in this ease a year is lost.

After planting, nothing more Avill require to be

done until the following autanin, except hoeing

between the rows to keep down weeds. At the

end of the first season after planting, three or

four of the strongest canes made during the

summer should be selected and tied to the

wires, and the rest cut out.

General cultivation consists in an annual
heavy mulch of manure in early sprmg. Manure
should never be dug in, as the digging or deeji

forking will injure the surface -feeding roots.

Hoe occasionally during summer to keep
doAAai weeds. In autumn, about September, all

the old canes which have borne fruit should be

cut out ; this will allow light and air to reach the

young canes, and they will rij^en better and be
more fruitful. Later on thin out the current year's

canes, leaving four or six of the strongest to each
clump, tie these to the wires, where support is

given, and cut off the unripened tip. The
annual pruning and training consists of a

repetition of this practice.

Raspberries are usually allowed to grow in the

same ])lace for several years, therefore heavy
annual dressings <if manure are required. This

should not be neglected if the best results are to

be obtained.

A few of the nio;^t suitable varieties are :

—
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SiilXJiiative, probably the bej^t rasplxniy grown.

The berries are dark reel, very sweet, and ripen

early—one of the best for eating and most
suitable for bottling. The canes are strong and
\dgorous, it is a most suitable variety for tralUs.

Norwich Wonder, a vigorous sturdy grower,

most suitable for large plantations where no
stakes are used. It is s])lendid for preserving.

Baumford's Seedling and Hornet are also to be

recommended ; they are good growers of well

proved merit. G. Vennard.

(Sternbergia liitea, commonly known as the
Winter Daffodil, is the supposed Lily of the Field,

of Scripture, a native of the Mediterranean
region from Spain and Algeria to Syria and
Persia. There are several forms of this, but
the variety angustifolia is by far the best, as it

soon becomes established and blooms more freely

than any other. This and the type are always
an attractive feature in the Cambridge Botanic
Gardens at this season of the year, with their

rich deep yellow flowers. Sternbergia Fischeri,

Photo hij] Sternbergia lutea

lu Cambridge Botanic Gardeuis.

[F. G. Preston

Sternbergias.

Few plants are more valuable and attractive
than the genus Sternbergia either in the rockery,
the open border, and even for the edge of
shrubberies, for they brighten up the garden
Avith their beautiful yellow Crocus-like flowers
at this season of the year for quite two months,
and with such bulbs as Zephyranthes, Colchi-
cums and Crocus, that flower during the autumn,
they add a touch of warm yellow, which others
lack. It is essential that they should be planted
in a warm spot in well-drained soil and should
be left undisturbed ; apart from that their
requirements are so easily met, that one wonders
why this beautiful class of plant is not more
often grown.

a native of the Caucasus, somewhat resembles
S. lutea, and by some authorities is considered
only a form of that species ; it differs, however,
in blooming in the spring, and by its stijjitate

ovary and capsule. Sternbergia macrantha.
from Asia Minor, is a handsome species, but not
so reliable as forms of S. lutea, although its large

bold flowers are double the size ; the flowers

appear in the autumn, but the foliage does not
appear until the spring. Another species not
usually seen in cultivation is S. colchiciflora, a

native of S. Europe, and another autumn-
flowering species, the foliage of which appears in

the spring ; it is of diminutive growth when
compared with forms of S. lutea, and the

perianth segments little more than an inch long.

Cambridge. F. G. Preston.
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Bad Flower Gardening at Kew.

This, we Blioiild explain, is tlic title of a pamphlet

which has reached us lately and purports to

criticise and denounce a system while making
no reflection on the responsible authorities

charged with the management of the " first

botanic garden in Europe."
The Avriter, W. R., if we make no mistake, is a

horticulturist of world-wide repute and one to

whom gardeners owe an immense debt for the

magnificent fight he has made for the proper

use and cultivation of hardy plants as 02)posed

to the system of '' bedding out " dwarf tender

plants in geometrical designs. No reasonable

person will deny that " bedding out " in the old

style was carried to excess often in positions

quite unsuitable. It is a moot point, however,

whether W. R.'s views are not as stereotyped

as the system he denounces. He " went to Kew
early in September to see what the summer had
left of the beauty of the flower garden and gaw
a dismal sight." Well, considering the season

and the fact that all skilled labour at Kew had
long since gone to the war, we think W. R.'s

attack savours rather of hitting below the belt,

for, though denouncing the system only, he

could hardly expect it to be fairly represented

lender present conditions, and doubtless the

authorities who cater for the mill'on did their

best with the material in hand.
The flower garden particularly referred to, as

many of our readers will know, lies between the

pond and the palm house, and is bounded on
both sides by straight lines. The beds ars laid

out in a formal way much less complicated than

is often the case, but from several years' experi-

ence of digging and planting these same beds,

we are disposed to agree that their number might
be reduced and their size increased with advan-
tage, for we have spent many trying days under
a scorching summer sun '" bedding oi;t," and
have been glad to escape into the palm house
for a few moments' respite.

W. R. would banish all the tender plants, and
in their place proposes to plant hardy herbaceous
plants, Roses, Clematis, Honeysuckle and
Jasmine, with which Kew abounds in glorious

masses elsewhere. Incidentally he would do
away with the grass between the beds and
substitute dusty gravel or hot flags for paths and
hard stone edgings to the beds. Why do away
with the fresh green grass, the glory of our
British and Irish gardens and the envy of every

visitor to our shores ?

From the palm house to the pond, but a few
yards at most, W R. would have a pergola to
" give shade on hot days." There are noble

trees enough to give all the natural shade

required during the few really hot days experi-

enced in our climate, but we agree as to the value
of the pergola to display the beauties of many
of our hardy climbers, of whicli he mentions only
two. But why introduce an architect to design

it ? Simplicity and stability should be the first

essentials, and if a gardener marks out the site

and extent, a bricklayer can do the rest if W. R.
hankers after bricks and mortar. We had pre-

viously supposed him rather averse to architects

iia the garden.

Further paragraphs refer to water and waterside
plants, and the suggestion is made that Mar-
liacs Water Lilies might adorn the pond, which,

if we recollect aright, is far too dee^D for anything
of the kind : and, as for the water fowl, " this is

a Royal Botanic Garden" certainly, but public,

and the great B. P. will have what it wants no
matter what individuals may think.

If the authorities at Kew ever feel impelled
to make any changes in the flower garden we
hope H will only be in the direction of reducing
and simplifying the beds ; at Kew, with its

300 acres, there is room for all styles of gardening,

and we trust the bedding-out will be retained,

but amplified by the greater use of specimen
Fuchsias, Streptosolens, Heli.otroj)es and many
other plants which cannot be grown in sufficient

quantities and to a large enough size indoors to

display their true beauty, and which when taste-

fidly bedded out give joy and pleat5ure to

thousands. B.

A Beautiful Greenhouse Plant.

A PLANT that has recently come to the front,

although by no means new, is Lindenbergia
grandiflora. It is one of the most valuable of

greenhou; e i:)lants, with its large, bright yellow,

musk-shaped flowers, nearly an inch in diameter,

which are borne in great j)rofusion, and last for

quite three months. For a number of years this

beautiful but little known plant has been a con-

spicuous feature in the conservatory m the

Botanic Gardens, Cambridge, during the lale

autitmn and winter months. It is of easy cultiva-

tion under greenhoure treatment, but requires

a little shade during the summer, and although

of perennial nature, it is bei-t given annual treat-

ment, similar to Chrysanthemums, cutting the

plants back as soon as they pass out of floAver,

when cuttings are freely produced, growing on
two or three in each pot to obtain good bushy
specimens, which grow 2 or 3 feet high and even
more. For cutting they are very valuable, as

the spraj^s remain fresh for a long time in water.

It is a native of tlie Himalayas, and is common
on the hills from Simla to Bliotan, at an elevation

from 2,000 to 6,000 feet.—F. G. Preston.
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Tree and Shrub Notes,

At this time of the year there is generally some
cutting or pruning to be done among large trees.

This work is best clone this month, for it may be

noticed that the pap of many trees, particularly

those with large leaves, such as walnuts, horse-

chestnuts, and sycamores, begins to flow early

in the new year. Any cutting required to the

members of the Conifer family should also be

done now and not left till the spring.

A native of New Zealand, it was first seen in

this country about 1875. It is interestmg from

the fact that it belongs to the Viola family, and

is the only hardy genus of that family of a

shrubby nature. There is another species, H.
Chathamica, a native also of New Zealand, not

so well known as the former ; this is genuinely

evergreen, with much longer leaves, which are

toothed and prominently veined, but is not so

hardy.

Cambridge. F. G. P.
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Quercus pontica.

This rare and little known oak is quite distinct

froin all other deciduous species in cultivation.

A couple of small specimens growing in the oak

collection at Kew^ suggest that it is never more

than a small spreading tree, or possibly a large

shrub. The leaves are large, 6 to 7 or 8 inches

long, half as wide, and conspicuously ribbed.

In winter the large terminal buds are a distinct

character. Q. pontica is a native of Armenia

and the Caucasus, and is sometimes known as

the Armenian Oak. A. 0.

AInus cremastogyne.

This is a distinct Alder from China which

promises to prove of value as an ornamental tree

in our pleasure grounds. 8pecimens were col-

lected by Dr. Henry
nearly twenty years

ago, but for its intro-

duction to our gardens

we are indebted to Mr.

E. H. Wilson.

A. cremastogyne has

large shining green

leaves up to nearly 6

inches long and half as

wide. It has distinct

fruits, which are soli-

tary and borne on Idng

stalks resembling in

this respect an allied

species, A. lanata, also

from China.

Valued as waterside,

trees both these Alders

Saxifkaga longifolia

At Mount Usher.

of Western China should find a congenial home
by the side of lakes and streams in Ireland.

A. 0.

Rosa Willmottiae.

This is a very elegant and dainty wild Rose,
introduced by Mr. E. H. Wilson' from China.
It is one of the first species to flower, being
covered with rosy-red flowers borne on the
slender graceful twigs in May. Naturally attain-
ing its greatest beauty when in flower, R.
Willmottiae is ornamental at all seasons of the
year. Growing with age into a tall bush 7 to 8
feet or more in height, the leafless twigs are
attractively armed with prickles in winter,
clothed with elegant foliage in summer, and
showy orange-red fruits in autumn. In
addition to other uses in the pleasure grounds
R. Willmottise is useful as a lawn specimen,
and makes a very attractive informal hedge.

A. O.

Late Roses,

In the absence of frost one could cut beautiful

blooms daily during the autumn and winter

months of 1916. To-day (3rd December) many
of the Hybrid Teas are still showy, such as Lady
Pirrie, Rayon d"Or, Simplicity, and Marquise

de Sinety on two-year plants. And I have just

cut a good bunch of Hugh Dicksons off maiden
plants ; most of these aie perfect blooms, the

colour fully as good as in summer : quite a treat

to cut in an open nursery field within a few
weeks of Christmas. It is no wonder that Hugh
Dickson is a j)opular Rose, but, though
thoroughly appreciated as a bedder and for

pegging down, and unrivalled as a standard, I

do not think it is so well known as a climber for

low wall or paling. Yet, perhaps, the finest

plant of this Rose
which I liava seen is

treated as a gemi-

c 1 i m b o r i n Miss
Pentland's garden at

Clontarf, and when I

saw it the plant was
covered with beauti-

ful blooms. J.M.W.

Climbers for

Walls, &c.
MUHLENBECK lA
coMPLEXA, an ever-

green from New Zea-

land, is very free-

growing, with thin

Aviry shoots that cling

freely to any support
The leaves are scattered on these shoots, dark
green, small and heart-shaped, rather like the

leaf of Maidenhair Fern. This species is hardy
in most parts of Ireland, and will do in sun or

semi-shade. The flowers are quite small and
inconspicuous, and of a waxy green.

M. varians is also a rapid grower, but is

deciduous, and loses its leaves every autumn.
In this sjjecies the leaves vary considerably, as

the name implies, and on one shoot several

different shajjes Avill be found. It is an excellent

sj^ecies for any spot where some quick grower
is wanted, as it very soon forms a thick mass of

light green foliage.

Polygonum baldschuanicum, a native of

Bokhara. This is another very free and quick
grower. From July to September the lateral

shoots carry a loose cluster of creamy-pink
flowers. Planted alone, it is not a suitable plant

for a wall, but alloA\ ed to mix with any evergreen,

preferably a dark one, ivy or such like, it gets a

back ground and the bare stems during the

Avinter are hidden. R. M. P.
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Saxifraga longifolia.

At its best tliis is uiidoiil)tedly the finest of all

the iiicrusted Saxifragas. The rosettes of long

silvery leaves may measure up to 6 inches across

before the flowers are produced, and at that

stage are as beautiful as at any in the plant's

existence. The flowers are produced in long

pyramidal masses of great beauty, and well

worth waiting for. The time of flowering is un-
certain—plants may live and increase in size

for a number of years before flowering, a,nd the

larger they become ere doing so the finer the
inflorescence is likely to be. Side shoots are

not usually produced, though sometimes they
are when the centre of a rosette is injured prior

to flowering. Seeds form the best means of

Nerine flexuosa alba*

All the Nerines are useful subjects for decorating

the cool greenhouse, but few are more attractive

than the white Zigzag Nerine (Nerine flexuosa

alba), with its snowy-white flowers, the x^etals

of which are elegantly undulated and recurved.

A batch of this choice free-flowering plant, inter-

mixed with other Nerines or similar plants, will

a.dd great beauty to the greenhouse. Like all

other of this genus, it must be well ripened in

the summer by placmg the plants in a dry place

in full sun, withholding water from the time
the leaves die until the flower scapes appear,

when they may be repotted or top
dressed

.

F. P. G.

Primula capitata.

propagation, and to ensure the resulting seed-

lino-s bemg true it is necessary to enclose the

inflorescence in a bag made of gauze or similar

material to prevent cross -fertilization. The

seeds should be sown in light sandy soil and

covered very finely with silver sand ;
cover the

pot with a piece of glass and shade from bright

light. Care is necessary in watering as with all

small seeds, and is best carried out by standing

the pot in water up to the rim and allowing the

water to soak up. Wiien large enough the

seedUngs may be pricked out into pans or pots

of gritty soil' and grown on till large enough for

planting out on the rockery. A vertical position

is best,"and by planting before the rosettes get

too large it is much easier to get the roots firmly

packed into chinks and fissures. Although in

the Pyrenees S. longifolia is said to frequent

shady cliffs, in our cHmate it appears to thrive

quite well in the sun.

Our illustration shows a group of plants in

the gardens of Mr. E. H. Walpole at Mount

Usher, Co. Wicklow. B.

The Cross Vine.

BiGONIA CAPREOLATA.

This is a very pretty and interesting climber

for a sunny wall in well drained soil. At first

it is sometimes difficult to establish where

much frost is experienced in winter, but when

it has attained some height, more satisfactory

progress is made. It is practically evergreen

in mild localities, but here sheds most of its

leaves in winter. The leaves are made up of

two leaflets, varying from three to four inches

long and an inch or more wide, their size de-

pending on the vigour and health of the plant.

Tlie flowers are tubular, up to two inches long,

and of a fine rich orange-red colour. A sunny

wall is essential in most districts, but in the

milder parts of the south and west it should

be possible to get fine specimens established

on old trees, much in the way that Rambler

Roses are often grown. A variety, atrosan-

guinea, is in cultivation, with reddish purple

flowers. B., Dublin.
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Notes on some New Primulas.

By Murray Hornibrook.

It seems only a few years ago that—excepting
those from the European Alps—very few
Primvilas were known to our gardens beyond a
few well known species, such as P. japonica,
P. denticulata. P. rosea and P. sikkiiuensis, but
now the journeys of svich keen collectors as
Forrest, Wilson, Kingdon Ward. Purdoni and
Farrer have opened for us the doors of those
Primula treasure houses—the Chinese Alps—and,
as a result, one is almost bewildered by the
number of new Primulas—some already obtain-
able through nurserymen, others still in the posses-
sion of a few botanic and private gardens.

Unfortunately a good many of these new
Primulas do not seem likely to prove " good
garden plants." I write this advisedly, having
learnt from many disappointing experiences that
few Priniulas that are not " good garden plants "

are likely to remain with me long. I can rarely
get shade in my garden without getting also the
roots and drippings of trees. Equally difficult is

it for me to satisfy the reqviirements of moisture
lovers in a limestone soil with a far distant pump
as the only source of artificial moisture. Others
more happily situated may therefore expend
their money upon these, at present rather
expensive, luxuries with a better hope of keeping
them as permanent joys of their garden than I

ever can. but as. through the kindness of friends.
I have already been enabled to try quite a large
number of these novelties, my experience of them
may be useful to readers of Irish Gardening.

I have had several Primulas nearly akin to P.
cortusoides and P. obconica, as may he expected,
therefore, the majority of them are not very hardy,
but P. Veitchii is an exception, it has large thick
Pelargonium-like leaves and throws up quantities
of stems bearing good sized bunches of flowers in
varying shades of crimson pink. It seems quite
hardy here on a northern rock face growing with
Ramondias. P. Sino-Listeri is like a small
P. obconica. I have it in sandy leaf mould, but
it does not seem very hardy. P. septemloba.
with drooping heads of deep magenta-pink
flowers, seems perennial if protected from over-
head winter moisture. P. pycnoloba is an extra-
ordinary plant, with leaves of thick blanket felt
and small flowers encased in enormous creamy
calices. It seems to resent damp and to be
beloved of slugs. I cannot keep it out of doors.
P. malacoides and P. Forbesii are two charming
annuals which usually sow themselves freely. I
lift the seedlings and keep them in a frame over
winter, as neither of theni are very hardy.
P. Forbesii is nainute and fairy like ; P. malacoides
stronger, with wonderful scented foliage.

P. Forresti I always lost until I planted it out
in full sun tightly wedged between rocks; here it
has lived and increased for three years, so I am
hoping that I have solved its difficultv. Its deep
cowslip yellow flowers are beautiful, and its
foliage has that wonderful pineapple perfume
that one finds in several of these Chinese Primulas.
One of the most distinct of the new sections is

known as Muscarioides. Most of the forms in
this section have spikes of flowers just like grape
Hyacinths. The best known was sent out as

P. muscarioides, it is now known as P. Giraldiana.
It has spikes of blue flowers, but the individual
flowers are very small. P. pinnatifida is a much
smaller plant, with flowers of deepest blue.

P. deflexa is very fragrant and has a much finer

spike of flowers itlian the dowdy plant originally

sent out under this name, but now recognised as
P. Watsoni—this has heads but sparsely covered
with dull purple flowers nearly smothered in
" meal." All these forms, however, are quite put
into the shade Ijy an innocent imposter that
flowered for the first time this season; its seed

—

together with that of another Primula—was sent
home by a collector who mixed his labels. The
Primula I got was named " P. tibetica," and
turned out to be a magnificent plant of the
Muscarioides section, with muchlarger flowers than
those of P. Giraldiana, varying in colour from pale
to a pure deep Oxford blue and with a fragrance
unsurpassed by that of any other Primula. It is

a gem of the first water, but its name puzzled me,
for I knew that Sir George Watt, in his monograph
on Indian Primulas, classified P. tibetica with P.
rosea—to which section the new Primula could
not possibly belong. I now learn from Prof.
Bayley Balfour that it has been determined that
the new Primula is a new species and is to be
called P. Menziesii, while the second Primula

—

by error named P. bellidifolia—is the true
P. tibetica. (This plant is like a tiny P. rosea,
each thread-like stem bearing a single pink
flower—an interesting, but not a showy plant.)
The last member of this section that I have grown
—P. Littoniana—seems to be the best perennial
among them. It is most distinct—from narrow
hairy leaves it sends up what apj)ear at first to be
dwarf scarlet kniphophias until the purple
flowers break through the scarlet bracts. I grow
it in sandy loam, and provided it does not get too
much overhead winter wet it comes up again
every year, but seems after its second year to
deteriorate ; it must be either a gross feeder or
a surface feeder, and in future I will lift it and
replant it in fresh soil immediately after flowering.
As regards the others, P. Giraldiana usually
flowers two years and then dies, P. Watsoni and
P. pinnatifida flower and die, P. deflexa seems
more perennial ; but, as all come freely from seed,
I find it safer to raise a few seedlings yearly and
thus anticipate any shortage.
The section Soldanelloides contains some of the

most beautiful Primulas in existence. So far I

have only grown one^P. nutans—which
flowered this year. It has a spike not unlike
those of the muscarioides section, but instead of
their minute flowers it has fewer flowers, but much
larger—each of them about the size and shape of
a Soldanella—wide open cups of the purest
lavender-blue, almost a plumbago blue and
dusted with meal—the effect is indescribably
lovely. My plants are so far only in pots, but
not one died after flowering, and all being well,
I will put some of them out next season in
similar soils and situations to those in which
P. Littoniana succeeds here—good turfy loam,
leaf mould and silver sand—in a spot not too
dry or water soaked.

P. Knuthiana is like a strong growing P.
frondosa and seems to like similar treatment

—

rich loam fairly damp. P. secundiflora is of the
same section as P. sikkimensis and has a few
large drooping port wine coloured flowers. So
far it is not a success here. It seems to require
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a wet summer and a dry winter : at any rate I do
not seem to be able to give it a damp enougli soil

in summer without running the risk of losing it

in the winter—a light porous soil kept well

watered in spring and summer should suit it better.

P. pseudo-sikkimensis has larger flowers than the
type and paler yellow; it has no fads. P. pul-

chella and P. pulchelloides I cannot keep
through my very damp winters. P. Maximowiczi
is quite unlike any other Primula, dull red-green
leaves and a loose spike of mahogany red flowers,

like a Roman Hyacinth. In var. tangutica the
flowers are almost black. I flowered three plants
(out of about half a dozen), two in pots, one in

leaf-mould on rock work ; all failed to set seed,

and all died after flowering.
P. vincffiflora is a minute marsh plant, said to

love running water and sharp drainage ; it grows
very slowly. I give it lots of water and a pot
half full of crock ; under such conditions my
plants have lived for two years, but so far have
not flowered.

P. Bulleyana, Beesiana and pulverulenta are

too well known now to require any further

description, but a new plant of this section

—

P. helodoxa—is a beauty, a good grower and very
deep yellow flowers.

P. capitellata is a rare but dull plaut. about
midway between P. farinosa and 1'. denticulata.
It is quite easy to grow in stiff well drained loam.
P. Kaufmanniana is another rare plant, like a
small P. cortusoides ; it has survived five seasons
in a leaf-mould pocket, but has never flowered.

P. Megasaefolia has large bright green leaves and
deep magenta-pink flowers, which it bears in

winter or early spring, at which time frost often
plays havoc with it, but I have it now growing
out of a peat clifi:", with a small plant of heather
growing out above it and acting as a thatch ; here
it has flowered almost unscathed by frost the
last two years.

P. nivalis lar. farinosa was a rare purple-

flowered Primula I had from Northern Asia, it

bloomed and died, and from what I have since

read about its character I am not surprised that
I lost it. P. saxatilis is another plant near
P. cortusoides, quite easy to grow in sandy leaf-

mould in half shade, and seems fairly hardy here.

P. Keinii—a Japanese—is like a tiny Chinese
Primula with pale rather washy pink flowers ;

it is rather a miff, and I doubt its hardiness ; so far

I have not planted it out.

P. suffrutescens—from America—is a most
distinct plant, quite sub-shrubby in appearance,
with rosettes of narrow stiff green leaves, rather
like those of an Androsace ; it succeeds with me
on a cliff face, its foliage in full sun and its roots

tucked away Isehind the cliff" in a cool mixture of

peat, leaf-mould and sand. P. Inayati is a rare

Primula from the Himalayas, re-introduced by
Glasnevin. It has very narrow and long bright
green leaves and pale lilac flowers. It has sur-

vived three winters here in the open planted in a
peat cliff' in shade, there being a good admix-
ture of sand with the peat in which it is growing.
Another new Himalayan, P. Smithiana. seems

to be a good garden plant ; it is like a smaller
edition of P. Bulleyana, but with flowers of pure
Chinese yellow ; heavy soil seems to suit it.

P. erosa seems very near P. denticulata, but is

smaller and has serrated edges ; it seems quite
happy in ordinary loam. P. Reidii—another
Himalayan—is, to my mind, the most beautful

of all Primulas ; it has leaves like an ordinary
Primrose, but bristling with stiff silver hairs, and
throws up four to six inch stems^—white with
meal—each bearing at the top two or three large
cup-like flowers of the purest glistening white,
with a distinct green eye ; the textvire of the
flowers is almost velvety like a Rose, and the
individual flowers are about the size and shape of
Campanula puUoides. Unfortunately, it is not
easy to keep, it seems a true perennial, but is

liable to rot away in the winter, but I have
managed to keep two pot plants for four years,
and one of them set seed last year, from which
I raised a few seedlings, so I trust I shall again
see sonae small hairy leaves poking up next
spring. I only once tried a plant out of doors ;

it flowered and never appeared again, and my
stock has been too small to take further risks at
present, but I am afraid its silky foliage implies
a hatred of winter danip almost as irreconcilable
as that of Eritrichium nanum.

In addition to these there are several new
Primulas which have either not as yet flowered
here or have not been tried ovit of doors. Of
these P. conspersa is very distinct ; its foliage is

not unlike that of P. capitata, but the plants
(which have not yet flowei-ed) are throwing out
strawberry-like runners which root and throw
up leaves. P. Loczii has rosettes of narrow
stiff" olive-green leaves. P. Purdom and P.
Imperator have not flowered, but one of the new
Kew plants (P. Sp. 11041, I think) seems a fine

thing, foliage near to cortusoides, flower stems
erect, bearing good trusses of large deep pink
flowers.

Last, but not least, comes P. Winteri. which I

cannot keep in a pot, but which seems now quite
happy out of doors. I have a couple of jjlants

on a peat cli 1" and keep a small piece of glass over
them from November to end of Janviary. I

know few sights more lovely than this Primula
in flower, its dark green leaves thickly dusted
with white meal, and its very generous display of

large Primroses of pure lavender blue. 1 think
it requires generous treatment both during its

flowering period and for some time after, other-

wise it is apt to be weakened by its lavish display
of blossom and may die off.

In conclusion, a few notes on culture. Having
no running water I plant all the moisture lovers,

such as P. Bulleyana, P. sikkimensis, ikc, in

ordinary loam sitting on a sandwich of two peat
blocks with some old cow manure between; the

peat helps to keep the Primulas cool and the
sandwich conserves the manure to the use of the

plant above. Doubtful perennials, such as P.
L'ockburniana, P. capitata, &c., I treat as

biennials ; there are always a few self-sown

seedlings and surviving old i)lants, but one feels

safer with a pan of seedlings coming on. The
seed of most of the moisture lovers resents

germination in heat, and I find it simplest to

shake their seed round the parent jjlants and get

sufficient seedlings of these kinds by such means.
P. Julise does not flower freely here unless in a

pot-bound condition, wedged between rocks, &c.

I am going to try some pot-bound plants sunk in

with their pots. P. deorum is a very shy flowerer

unless it is grown in running water. P. frondosa

and its cousins are surface feeders, and repay one
for lifting them immediately after flowering and
dividing and replanting in rich soil.

Any Primulas in pots that resent winter damp
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are particularly liable also to rot in their pots
if the frame is ever shut. The only way I can keep
Primulas such as P. Reidii in this damp climate
is by resting the lights of the frame upon four
bricks, thus allowing a free passage of air night
and day. If the pots are plunged up to their
rims they do not seem to mind the cold in these
circumstances, and Primulas of doubtful hardi-
ness, such as P. septemloba and P. Sino-Listeri,
have stood 25 degrees of frost without coniing to
harm.

In n^ore favoured localities doubtless many of
these Primulas will be quite perennial, but where-
ever artificial watering is possible I should
recommend planting in the lightest possible soil

—

leaf-mould and sand. It will require more
moisture in summer, but one will be far less

likely to lose the plants in the winter. Finally,
if you take your courage in both hands and plant
out such treasures as P. Reidii. put a few small
stones on the surface in a circle three or four
inches from the plant and fill up tlie enclosed
space with sharp sand, which will help to keep
the collar of the plant froni damping ofi. This
sand rovmd the neck will be found far more
effective than stones; the latter as a rule only
conceal slugs and bring them thus nearer the
object of their desire, the sand " packs " better
round the crown and is not beloved by slugs, who
regard sharp sand as a highway to be avoided.

Forcing Seakale and Asparagus.
Seakale is a vegetable which is always looked for
at the end of autumn and throughout the winter
months in all establishments where any pretence
of gardening is made, and when quickly grown
and of good, substance is very much esteemed.
Perhaps of all vegetables it is the most easily
forced ; but even it requires some practical
experience to keep vip a succession of good kale
for several months. It often occurs, perhaps for
lack of convenience, that early forcing of this
plant is done in the open ground, by pots being
placed over the crowns of the plants, and these
covered with leaves, dung, &c. As much more
heat is required to force this vegetable out of
doors at this season than is necessary in spring;,
it often hapi^ens when this plan is adopted that
the first and second batches are long and spindly
and very unsatisfactory. By far the best and
most economical plan is to .secure in November,
or early in December, a number of cuttings by
lifting old plants, and cutting the roots into
pieces the thickness of one's thumb, and about
five inches in length, the number of cuttings being
regulated by the requirements of the establish-
nxent. In performing this operation it is advis-
able to make a clean cut across the top and a
slanting one at the bottom, otherwise it will be a
difficult matter to know which is the top of the
cutting. These cuttings should be tied in small
bundles, and placed upright in a sheltered position
out of doors, where they can be covered to a depth
of three inches, with old felt for preference, and
there be allowed to remain to callus, which will
have taken place by the beginning of February.
If the weather be fine and the cuttings nicely
callused, they should, be dibbled into the ground
at a distance of eighteen inches apart each way.
As soon as the plants make their appearance

above ground, and it can be ascertained whicli

will make the strongest growth, all the weak ones
should be removed. The result will be, by
September, as fine a lot of plants for early forcing
purposes as could be desired, and as soon as they
have cast their leaves they will be ready to
commence with. As they are required they should
be carefully lifted out of the ground and planted
in light soil in a cellar, or, where such convenience
cannot be had, they may be planted, seven or
eight roots in an 8-inch pot—a similar pot being
used to cover them—and be placed in any struc-
ture where they can receive the benefit of a little

warmth. As soon as the leaves of those in the
permanent plot have fallen they should be re-

moved, and the crowns covered, with ashes, and
when thought necessary, pots may be placed over
a portion of them, and covered with leaves or
manure, to bring them gradually along. But
this should be deferi'ed until the end of January,
as far better kale w ill then be secured from them
than if covered earlier in the season.

Asparagus is another highly esteemed and most
useful vegetable. Fortunately it belongs to the
category of easily forced vegetables, and can be
secured in abundance at almost all periods of the
year. The important point to remember about
the successful forcing of this vegetable is to
always have two or three fair sized beds of strong
three year old. plants, which have not been forced
previously. As soon as the tops are yellow and
hard they should be cut off, and the beds cleaned,
and at once be well mulched with rotten manure
to keep frost from penetrating too deeply into the
ground. Preparations may at once be made for
forcing this plant where there is sufficient

material, convenience and a good batch of plants
to keep up a succession until spring. Commence
by collecting into a heap long dung and leaves,
which must be prepared, by frequent turnings, to
form a bed five feet high at the back and four feet
at the front—the length to be determined by the
size of the frames to be employed. On the top of

this must be placed six inches of well decayed
manure, on which jDlace a frame. On the top of

the manure place a third layer of chopped loam
and about six inches of light, rich soil. Lift the
plants very carefully, and place them in the frame
as closely together as possible, with their roots
nicely spread out. Cover them to a depth of about
four inches with light, rich soil, and give a good
watering to settle all down. The lights should
then be placed on and kept covered, for a few days,
when air may be given, care being taken to watch
the heat as it rises. If it be inclined to become
too hot holes may be bored round the sides of the
bed to act as safety-valves, and they may be
plugged when the heat was diminished. By
jjreparing a fresh bed in a similar manner as the
previous one becomes exhausted, a succession of
crops can be secured until the season for outdoor
cutting commences. J. J. Cleary

Correspondence,
In your November nuniber there is an interesting
note on Dictamnus Albus, formerly white Fraxi-
nella. The most interesting cliaracteristic of this

plant is not mentioned—viz., that it emits an
inflammable gas \\hicli may be lighted on a still,

warm evening when the flowers are fully open;
it burns without injuring the flowers or leaves,
and gives off a pleasing aromatic perfume.
Seskin, Carrick-on-Suir. J. Ernest Grubb.
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Three Years' Work at Sedums*

By E. Lloyd Praeger.

Perhaps a brief account of experiences in an
attempt to work out on.' of the most difficult

genera which is in general cultivation may be of

interest to those readers of Irish Gardening
who, having theniselves learned the difficulties of

running down the species in some complicated

and misnamed group, are inclined to look sympa-
thetically on work of a similar kind. V^* It was the

late Canon Ellacombe, whose loss all gardeners

deplore so deeply,
who first urged on
me the desirability

of a revision of the
Sedums found in cul-

tivation ; and after

a second appeal from
him, and a prompt
and generous offer

f r o ni the Royal
Horticultural Scciety

of London to pub-
lish the results of

such an investiga-
tion, I took oft'

my coat — meta-
phorically— and
went at them. The
study of this genus
is rendered difficult

owing to several
reasons. First, a
number of the species

—and most of them
common in cultiva-

tion — are poly-
morphic ; they dis-

play a large range
of variation, as
regards size, growth-
form, shape and
colour of leaf, colour
of flower, and so on :

so that different

forms of one species
often appear, super-
ficially, more distinct
from each other than
do allied but quite distinct species. Next, the
nomenclature of the genus in gardens is quite
hopeless ; several common species are grown
under a dozen names apiece, and one name is

found applied to a dozen different species.

Thirdly, these plants do so badly that herbarium
specimens are often neai'ly useless to help identi-

fication, and can seldom be used without the
exercise of great care, and without reliance only
on critical characters, which are often minute.
On the other side of the account, one was helped
by the ease with which the species can be grown

—

though this advantage often proved the reverse,
since the readiness of the plants to invade their
neighbours' territory resulted in confusion of the
labels unless much care was exercised.

Well, the first and the main thing to do was to

get together as large and as complete a collection
of Sedums as was possible, and fortunately I was
well ahead with this work before the paralyzing

influence of the European War slowly clutched
and strangled the free and easy intercourse at
home and abroad which we had enjoyed so long.
I begged, borrowed and bought in all directions!
I plundered the British i^ublic collections, I
worried my friends, I wrote perhaps a hundred
and fifty or two hundred begging letters to foreign
botanic gardens and foreign botanists. Parcels
soon began to pour in—from England, Scotland
and Ireland, France, Holland. Belgium, Denmark,
Sweden, Norway, Russia, Austria, Italy, Spain
and Portugal, Algeria, Canada and the Ignited
States, the Himalayas, Hong-Kong and Japan.
I cannot indeed sufficiently thank the directors

of botanic gardens
both at home and
abroad, many friends—some of them,
unfortunately, at
present enemies

—

and many distant
correspondents whose
acquaintance I hope
to make. some day,
for their generous
response to nay
request for material.
I had also the good
fortune to get abroad
just before war broke
out, and made a
good " scoop " of
material at Berlin,
Leipzig, Dresden,
Hamburg, and Bre-
men. As a result a
large collection was
got together in my
garden during 1914
and 1915. At first,

until I had made my-
self familiar with
most of the species,
everything was grown
and flowered. Later,
with better know-
ledge it was in most
cases difficult to ex-
amine material
received. Altogether,
some 1,500 separate
plants were grown

PlUilULA DEonr.M.

and flowered, and about an equal number were
either examined as received, or inspected where
they grew in various public or private gardens.

The first result of my efforts, then, was the
accumulation in the garden of a rather bewildering
collection, with a wealth of obviously inaccurate
names, enough to make one shudder. Even
collections received from the most famous
botanic gardens were evidently misnamed to the
extent of one-third, or even one-half, of the total.

The nurserynien's stuff was worse still—in one
case every species was wrongly named. But with
the flowering season of 1914 order began to evolve.

Species after species was, in spite of frequent
variability, ruu down, with the assistance of a
collection of twenty or thirty of the leading

floras of the countries in which the plants were
native, and occasional reference to a much more
extensive literature. Some species proved easy :

others were very tough nuts to crack, especially
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where the country of origin was unknown, or
where the published descriptions were inadequate.
In otlier cases difTticulties arose owing to plants
being sent with erroneous information attached
to them. Thus, a Sedum received from a well-
know-n Enghsh botanist as collected in Sussex
proved to be a species unknown wild outside
Japan ; another from a Durham school garden
received as found in Scotland, proved eventually
to be the female plant of S. fastigiatum, a Hima-
layan species, of wl ich I have never again seen
the female in cultivation ; and so on. Some col-

lections, again, proved most interesting. Of a
small consignment from the University Botanic
Gai-den, Sapporo, Japan, two have turned out to
be new to science. Two more new species were
among a delightful collection of tlie tender and
half-hardy Sedums which American botanists
have of recent years been finding in such numbers
in Mexico ; these came to me from the gardens at
Washington and New York. Still another new
species—and this shows in what a state of con-
fusion the genus has been—was found to be
common in cultivation throughout Europe, east-
ward to Japan and westwai'd to Canada, un-
detected and unknown, and grown under the name
of one or other of its allies.

The nailing down of species after species
allowed of more attention being paid to difficult

and obscure plants, and these were also mastered
one after another, as one grew more expert.
Access to botanical literature became more
important, and eventually I found it best to get
typed out tlie original description, and other full

descriptions of every known species, except wliere
I had already easy access to the books concerned.
The magnificent botanical libraries at Kew and
the British Museum furnished the materials
necessary to do this completely.
The present state of the business on which I

entered so lightly is that my whole list of some
3,000 plants grown or examined fresh has boiled
down to about 130 species, to which must be
added about 15 species more which still await
identification. Some of these—notably tho ;e

contained in an interesting package of seed kindly
collected in Yunnan by Rev. Father E. E.
Maire—are still immature ; others have not yet
been induced to flower, in spite of eff'orts at
home kindly supplemented by others at Kew,
Wisley and Glasnevin. Another season will, it

is hoped, suffice to run down most of these, when
they will be, like all those which have preceded
them, figured by my friend Miss E. Barnes, and
a full description drawn up. So far eight species
new to science have been definitely recognised,
and these have been named and are about to be
described in tlie " Journal of Botany." The
material still remaining will undoubtedly yield
some more new species, and when this is worked
out the full results, with a figure of every species
found to be in cultivation, will be presented to
the lloya] Horticultural Society for publication.

I shall conclude by saying that the study of
the Sedums proved quite absorbingly interesting,
although most people woukl not consider them
as being a very interesting group ; I am sure a
similar study of any of the other numerous
garden genera which stand in need of revision
would prove equally fascinating, and I would
cordially urge my readers to try specialising in
some group whicli is in need of similar attention

;

I can assure them that I have found it the most
exhilarating sport that can be imagined-

Suburban and Allotment

Gardens.

Introduction.— It is confidently anticipated
that during the season now commencing a great
extension of allotments will take place in the
various Irish towns and cities, consequent upon
the amount of public opinion which has recently
been focussed upon the matter and the probable
extension of the British Defence of the Realm
" AllotmentK- " Regulations, or an extension of
the Small Holdings and Allotments Act to include
Ireland. In suburban gardens, consequent upon
the dearness of vegetables, it is to be expected
that much of the ground at present under flowers
and grass will be turned into the production of
vegetable foods.

It is hoped that the monthly notes in this
column will be of practical value to both holders
and occupiers of suburban gardens.

Work for the Month.
Cropping the Garden.—Decide early what

ground is to be cultivated for vegetables, make
a measured sketch of it, and then draw up a
plan of cropping for the first crop, with such
companion crops—like lettuces and radishes—as
may be grown with it, also allowing for succes-
sional cropping where the district is sufficiently
favoured to get two crops in the same season.
(Transplanted leeks after cabbagei-, &c.) In
drawing up a schem.e or plan of cropping for the
large garden decide to grow the vegetables which
may be considered necessary—from past experi-
ence or from the housekeeper's records—to keep
the household supplied throughout the year.
Where the garden is a small one aim particularly
at growing the necessary vegetables which are
dearest at the shops, growing the crops, where
possible, so that they come into use before other
supplies are available or after they are over.
Arrange the crops so that those of the same type
and requiring sinvilar methods of cultivation
(cabbages and cauliflowers, carrots and beet root)
are grown in blocks together, growing them on
diffei-ent ground to that which they occupied
last year. Space tall growing kinds, like peas
and beans, at wide intervals, and where at all

possible run the row? north and south, so that
each crop gets the maximum amount of sunshine.

Soil Operations.—In old gardens with a good
under soil, trenching— i.e., digging two feet deep
and putting the top soil to the bottom with the
bottom soil to the top—is the best form of culti-

vation to adopt. In newer gardens or where the
subsoil is not of good quality—crude clay, for
instance—bastard trenching or plain digging
should be done, but even here it will pay to put
down the top three inches of soil to the bottom
of the trench, this usually contains millions of

weed seeds, most of which will be smothered by
such treatment. Grass should be similarly
treated, the sods being placed at the bottom of
each trench, about 12 inches deep, and a little

salt, about two to four ozs. per square yard, put
over it ; this helps to get rid of wire worms, which
are often troublesome creatures in newly culti-

vated ground. ^lanure may be applied just
above the turf or weed layer ; this will help to
decompose the former, and by the time the plants
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make a good rooting system wi'l be in a suitable
condition for the plant to obtain benefit from it.

Early Potatoes.—If early potatoes, or extra
good main crop,, are desired, the tubers should
be put to sprout early. Shallow boxes of any type
vvill do. Put in each box a layer of potatoef-,

bud ends up, then place the boxes where they
will have plenty of light and air without being
subjected to fro. t.

Early Peas and Beans.—Those living in warm
localities or favoured districts can sow a row each
of early peas and beans, provided that the soil is

well drained.

The Seed Order, &c.—Select the kind of
seeds you want, to meet the requirements of yovir

garden, early, and tlien obtain them from the
seedsman without delay : prepare labels, writing
the names on tliem during Ijad weather periods ;

get all implements in good condition, anticipate
future requirements ; prepare pea stakes by
cutting branches off trees overhanging the garden,
and generally get things in thorough-going order,
so that when the big advance comes along in the
spring and more food mateiuals are asked for, your
garden, at least, will have done its shai'e.

Fruit Plot.—Pruning should be completed
at an early date, after wliich dirty trees should be
sprayed with lime-sulphur or some other suitable
preparation ; this being done, the ground should
be forked over, digging in manure to the older
trees more particularly.

Flowers.—Prepare a trench for Sweet Peas.
If good blooms are desired this should be about
three feet deep and two feet wide. Place with the
bottom layer of soil some vegetable refuse, leaves
and manure ; higher up a little well rotted
manure, and nearer the surface a little well
chopped fibrous turf or sod, with rotted manure,
incorporating also a dressing of wood ashes, basic
slag and charcoal or soot, in equal pi'oportions

—

putting on about 6 ozs. per square yard of the
mixture.

W. H. J.

Daphne Dauphini,

This is a delightful evergreen flowering very
freely now in the middle of November, and likely

to continue some time should the weather prove
favourable. It is a hybrid between D. collina and
D. odora, neither supposed to be really hardy,
though flourishing in the open in some parts of

Ireland. The parents are sometimes given as

D. sericea x D. odora : D. sericea being a species

closely allied to D. collina, and apparently often
confused with it. The hybrid seems quite hardy
in the climate of Dublin, which is by no meanr^
ideal in winter at least. A peaty soil suits it

admirably, and at least half shade seems benefi-

cial. In the Botanic Gardens at Cilasnevin a nice

bush is flowering freely in a narrow border on the
north side of one of the greenhouses. The
flowers are reddish-purple, borne in small clusters

and are sweetly scented. The glossy green leaves
are abovit a coviple of inches long and are them-
selves attractive. D. Dauphini is well wort a

artention by those who desire to have their

gardens interesting and attractive over as long a
season as possible. B.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Gardener to Lady O'Neill,
Shane's Castle, Antrini.

General Remarks.—The year 1917 should be a
year for all gardeners, professional and amateur
alike, to stir themselves, in the way of utilising
all their energy and ground to the very best
advantage ; to help, in their line, to stave off
anything like a famine in this Country. A
gardener in the northern counties often finds he
has to cope witli many difficulties that his
southern fiiend cannot understand, in the way
of hardening off stuff before planting out, or
getting in crops early, so that in these notes for
the year I would have young gardeners to under-
stand that no hard and fast rules can altogether
be observed, but they must be always ready to
adapt themselves to the conditions they have to
meet and the conveniences they have to meet
them with.

Vegetable Garden.

Owing to the very wet weather we have had
lately the most of the work outside is in arrear.
Push on all digging and trenching if weather is at
all favouraV)le, more especially for such important
crops as onions, carrots and parsnips ; if possible,
double dig or bastard trench your ground for these
crojas. The onion ground treat extra well in the
way of manure and conipost heap. Take advan-
tage of frosty weather to get all manure wheeled or
carted on to vacant plots ; keep it in good S'zed
heaps in case it has to lie for a time ; it would be
dried up and lose its goodness in small heaps.
The ,Seed Order must now receive attention :

do not hurry over it, and stick to good old
varieties you know well : do not try too many
novelties all at once, but. all the same, gardeners
should try a limited number every year, so that
older varieties may be discarded gradually in
favour of better sorts, for there is just the same
bother growing a bad variety as a good one.
Seed Sowinc;.—Where heat can be utilised,

either from hotbed or pipes, onions may be sown
in boxes. Sow thinly and do not force them too
quick : sow also a box of cauliflovvers. Early
Snowball or Early Erfurt. Prepare a frame for
early Short-horn carrots. The way I proceed is

to form a bed of leaves and strawy manure

—

niostly leaves—about 4 feet deep, tramp them
well, then i3ut a layer of sandy soil on top, 9 inches
deep ; sow carrots broadcast (I always sow a
pinch of radish seed with the carrots), then cover
with finely sifted soil, and one watering will

suffice until the seedlings appear. According as
you are using your radish you are thinning your
carrots at the same time ; sow also a line of

lettuce at the end of the frame. Sow a pan of

tomatoes ; also cucumbers (if you want an early
crop), sow one seed in a 3-inch jjot and plunge
into a nice bottom heat of 70°, withhold water
until the seed leaves appear. A sowing of an
early pea may be made in narrow boxes or 6-inch
pots, cover with boards to keep off mice or soak
seed in paraffin before sowing.
Forcing.—Bring in rhubarb and seakale to

the forcing house at regular intervals. When
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lifting Heakale crowns for forcing, prepare the
best rootlets for cuttings, tie in bundles and
plunge in ashes till time for planting. Of the sea-

kale that is to remain in the ground, cover half of

it with strawy manure and leaves, the other half

with ashes, then all will not be coming in at once.

If you have plenty of house room make a sowing
of French beans in pots—Osborne's early forcing

I find reliable—but unless you have enough heat
to force these well, they should not be attempted
meanwhile. Blanch endive and chicory according
to the demand you have for these delicious salads :

at this season of the year they are much appre-
ciated by all. It is usual to force a few early
potatoes, and the sooner we get them in the
better this year by the reports we hear. Get your
seeds nicely placed end up in seed boxes, sprout
them in some nice warm house by keeping them
damp, and rub out weak eyes.

Horse Radish is usually a neglected crop ; it

should be lifted annually and the roots stored,

and a fresh plantation made in trenched ground.
This is a good month for the job ; it will repay
you for the trouble both by nice straight young
roots and the general appearance of the plot.

Winter Spravixg should be done in every
garden, to every fruit tre , even though you see
no visible enemy ; prevention is better than cure
any day. I use (he lime and sulphur wash, which
is non-poisonous and very effective. Ohoose a
nice calm day for the operation.

Inside Fruit.—Peach houses will have been
thoroughly washed, and the trees pruned and
retied, if not they should be done at once, as the
buds are easily knocked off after this month.
Vines should be cleaned and pruned by now.
loose bark scraped and rods w^ashed (if mealy bug
is prevalent they will need to be more than
scraped, as it is very hard to get rid of that pest),

and the whole house thoroughly cleansed ; the
borders ai'e sure to be dry if we have been trying
to keep grapes hanging, so, after giving a liberal

dressing of loam, wood ashes and bone meal, give
the whole border a good soaking of weak liquid
nianure, open all ventilators and give plenty of

air till ready for starting. If forcing sti"awberries

is contemplated bring in a batch after washing
the parts and scraping top soil ; give them a nice
top dressing and put them on a shelf near the
glass and let them start away quietly at first.

Fruit Garden.

Planting operations should be completed
if the weather conditions are favourable. The
ground should be prepared in early autumn
to allow time for the soil to settle. Good
drainage is essential to the successful cultivation
of all fruits and should be given special attention.
When planting fruit trees care should be taken
not to plant too deep or too shallow\ as is often
done now in light soil, but try and strike the
happy medium. After the hole is opened and
before planting your tree drive a stake (a good
stout one) first into the middle of the hole, then
place your tree alongside of the stake, spread out
the roots, then tread in your nice dry soil firmly
and well, finishing up with tying your tree to the
stake not too tight, but just tight enough to keep
it from wobbling. Often one sees young tre3S
ruined, by driving in stakes after the trees have been
planted. If any young trees require root-
pruning—that ii:, growing all to tiniber—this
month is not too late, but I prefer, if possible,
to do it just before the fall of the leaf.

Pruning.—If the pruning of gooseberries and
curi'ants is finished, rake up and burn branches,
then proceed with forking between them and give
a nice dressing of rotten manure round each bu, h ;

take advantage of the middle of the rows, where
there are few roots, to dig deeply and get any
annual weeds well down. Prvxning and nailing of
wall trees should be completed as early as possible,
but avoid pruning if frost is very severe, for much
damage may be done which will not be apparent
till later.

Strawberries.—Established beds should be
scuffled and cleaned, very lightly forked, and a
good dusting of wood ashes between and round
the plants, and over that a good dressing of farm-
yard manure should be given.

Raspberries should be thinned out and tied
to wires or stakes ; a good liberal dressing of
farmyard manure should be given, as raspberries
soon deteriorate if not liberally treated in that
way.

Flower Garden.

The present time is suitable to examine
laurel and other common shrubs ; cut out
any rotten branches and trim back any
branches coming too far out on to the w^alk or
grass. The bordeis cons'sting of flowering shrubs,
such as Azalea Mollis and Rhododendrons, &c.,
should get a nice topdressing of leaf-mould or
rotten manure, if available, for after the various
rakmgs and surface cleanings it is bound to leave
the borders exhausted ; fork the border over,
leaving it rough ; it can be fined down later when
dry.

Turfing.—Complete any necessary alteration
to turf on lawn and repair grass verges where they
are worn or damaged by the absence of light or
the drip of trees. Use the roller after rain, for the
more a roller is used the more satisfactory the
lawn becomes.

Give a liberal coating of manure to herbaceous
borders, and if there are not many bulbs use the
spade when digging, and as you proceed any
rearranging can be done, unless the border wants
to be lifted, trenched and replanted- -Make the
clumps in your herbaceous border a good size, as
nothing looks better (to my way of thinking) than
good bold clumps of each variety.

Seeds.—Sow East Lothian Stocks now if you
want a good show of them this year ; sow in
boxes or pans, and bring them on slowly in nice
quiet bottom heat, be sparing with the water, as
they are very liable to damp. A sowing of Sweet
Pea should be made this month ; sow m pots,
three seeds in 3-inch pots. Look after the cuttings
in frames, such as Calceolarias, Pentstemons, and
Violas. Pick them over, and give them plenty of
air on mild days. Early flowering Chrysanthe-
mums which have been lifted and placed in

frames or peach Iiouse have developed plenty of
shoots suitable for cuttings. They may be taken
off now and inserted in boxes of nice sandy sod ;

place in a cool house and shade with, paper from
the bright sun till they begin to take root.
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Southern and Western Counties.

By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord
Barrymoie. Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

It is scai'cely necessary for me to emphasise the
importance already urged by other writers, to

increase the quantity and quality of our home-
grown foodstuffs as far as one possibly can,
within his own particular scope, in the interest

of the nation ; and I think in such times as these
we are now passing through that such work
should claim the greater share of our attention.
In order to economise labour and to use the
supply of manure available to the best advantage,
a rough plan should be drawn up of the position
the intending crops are to occupy for the forth-

coming season, and then the work of preparing
each plot can be dealt with to the best advantage
and the work pressed forward as speedily as the
climatic and other conditions allow.
The rotiition of crops is a question which needs

to be studied, and although some crops, such as
potatoes and onions, as examples, may be grown
on the same site for a number of years with every
success, providing the ground, is suitably manured
each season to repair that which is lost, others,
such as all the Brassica tribe, require renewing ;

and then root crops, such as carrots, parsnips
and beetroot, should follow on ground that has
been liberally treated and worked as deep as
possible the previous season to prevent the tap-
roots coniing in contact with raw manure, and so
preserve their shape ; therefore in a small garden
especially a change of site for each subject is

desirable. Ground that has been liberally treated
with manure for several seasons will produce even
better results by its omission for once and a
dressing of lime given instead. Cai'efully save and
keep as dry as possible the resultant ash from all

smother fires ; this will be of inestimable value in

the spring for dressing ground previous to sowing
or planting. Soot also, in addition to being a
valuable fertiliser, is excellent for dusting growing
crops of every description in the early morning
when the dew is on them and greatly protects
them from insect and other pests. Take advan-
tage during frosty weather to haul in manure to
the respective quarters and every opportunity
when the weather is open to push on the work
of trenching and digging, leaving the surface soU
in as rough a condition as ijossible. The question
of trenching is a debatable one, and much depends
upon the nature of the subsoil and also what is

to occupy the ground. Personally, if the subsoil
is not too crude, I would not hesitate to bring it

to the surface for the onion bed, thoroughly well
working the soil and enriching it accordingly,
giving the young plants a deep rooting nredium
of the greatest value of a dry season especially.

During inclement weather much work can be
done under cover that will relieve the pressure
which every month will bring later on.
Potatoes.—The whole of the tubers intended

for planting should now be laid out thinly on
trays or shelves in a cool, light structure. Young
potatoes are usually eagerly awaited for, and for
the very earliest supplies may be grown under
glass, not necessarily with a lot of fire heat, in
10-inch jjots or, with perhaps better results
still, in empty kipper boxe.s. Use a moderately

light soil, fairly rich
; grow as sturdily as possible,

supporting the growths and topdressing with a
similar mixture when necessary.

Pits and frames should a'so be utilised, and, if

deep enough, filled up almost to the required
depth with freshly-fallen tree leaves, which will
promote a steady heat, and also use them up in
a tidy manner and make excellent material for
potting purposes and wheeling on to the ground
next season ; or shallow portable frames may be
used and the leaves enclosed with stout, rough
posts and slabs, and the frames placed on top.
In any case thoroughly well firm before placing
the soil on top and planting the tubers, and allow
at least 18 inches to 2 feet between the soil and
the lowest end of the light to allow for the proper
development of the foliage. Tubers intended for
planting, if not sufficiently advanced, may be
placed on the border of an early fruit house, and
lightly syringed when the weather conditions
permit. Plant with a trowel a foot apart all ways,
and if not already mixed in the soil, give a good
dusting of wood ashes and soot. If required
make a sowing or two of an early maturing radish.
Rhubarb.—During open weather the whole

plot may be forked over, removing any weeds of
a perennial nature. Lift and expose to the
weather any further stools i^equired for forcing.
Give the bed a liberal dressing of manure, and
towards the end of the month a few of the
strongest crowns of an early variety may be
covered out of doors with barrels, boxes, or even
seakale pots, and well covered up with long
str?iwy litter.

Asparagus.—If strong roots are available
forcing may be carried out now with every
success on a mild hotbed under a frame. Trans-
plant the crown with as little delay as possible,
covering well with fine soil, and thoroughly water
in. Unlike most other roots, Asparagus is injured
rather than benefited by undue exposure.
Seakale and Chicory.— These are easily

forced, and where winter salads are in request the
latter is indispensable and easily managed.
Avoid too high a temperature, and whatever
means are devised keep absolutely dark, and apply
the heat as near as possible to their toes, and water
freely with tepid water to settle the soil about
them.
Broad Beans.—Where circumstances do not

permit of autumn sowing an earlier crop may be
obtained by sowing in boxes and raising in a cold
frame than would be by sowing out of doors.
This method has nruch to recommend it, and can
be practised by everyone possessing a cold frame.
Place the beans two inches or so apart and cover
to the depth of half an inch. Any old potting or
garden soil will answer the purpose. Protect
from mice or rats, and thoroughly harden off

before placing out of doors in March, when a row
may be planted practically anywhere, besides the
usually all-too-small south border.
Mint and Tarragon may be lifted and a few

roots placed in boxes and brought on in a mild
forcing pit. Sow a little cauliflower, such a,s Early
London, in a well-drained pot or pan, using sifted

soil, and raise in a gentle heat, keeping the

seedlings as near to the glass as possible, and
prick out into other boxes when the rough leaf

is formed. Where autumn sowing is practised

this will scai'cely be necessary. Sow a little

lettuce in the same way, or make a drill of each
on a mild hot-bed.
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Carrots.—For frames on a mild hot-bed
choose an early variety such as Sutton's Ininait-

able Forcing:, and sow in drills six inches apart.

Sown thinly tliey may be gradually thinned after-

wards as re(|uired for kitchen use. A thin
scattering- of radisli can also be made. Admit
air cautiously, and always on the leeward side,

and water with a fine rose-can when the weather
is fine. These remakrs apply to all early crops.

A sowing of turnips made in a cold frame
facing south will produce choice young root?,

without the aid of any fermenting material.
Peas.—Various methods ai'e practised of raising

seeds of this important vegetable under glass for

subsequent jjlanting out, such as in pots, boxes
and turves. Practically the same remarks apply
as to those given for broad beans, excepting that
they need not have quite so much room. A
practice I adopted last year, and which I hope to

repeat this year, was as follows : The first

opportunity in the new year, when the ground
was workable, I pegged out a narrow south
border for peas at ten feet apart, drawing fairly

wide but shallow drills and sowed thickly with
Early Marvel—a pea that I consider is hard to

beat—coating the seeds well with red lead. I

then covered each row with some old lights.

Germination took place in about a fortnight, and
a week or so later, according to the weather, a

little soil was drawn to the rows, short bushj^

stakes put to them, and on the exposed easterly

side a few spruce branches in addition. Between
the rows I afterwards planted five rows of

potatoes.

The Flower Garden.

Much will depend upon the weather as to what
can be practised ; but. as in other departments,
as much as can be possibly done to ease the work
later should be put forward as speedily as

possible. There is a vast variety of work comes
under this heading, and a great deal peculiar to

its own particular place. Any alterations of

ground work, forming of new beds, planting of

trees and shi'ubs-', relaying of or levelling lawn,-, or

repairing edges to walks where the latter have
become too wide, should be carried out. If not
already done the shrubberies may be forked over
and ali fallen leaves buried, and any top-dressings
of manure applied to flowering subjects and
others that need it, such as Hydrangeas and
Bamboos, as examples. On fine days admit
abundance of air, or, better still, remove the
lights entirely from frann s containing cuttings
of practically hardy plants, and stir the soil with
a pointed stick.

Hardy Fruit Garden.

The principal work now claiming attention will

be the pruning, tying or nailing of wall trees, and
every comfoi'table opportunity afforded should
be taken advantage of. The sooner this work on
walls can be done the better before the buds
begin to expand. Trees that have covered the

wall space allocated to them need little pruning
besides the shortening back of the spurs and.tying
in of any young growths required for extension,
such as on plums, sweet cherries, pears and
apples, that come imder this system. Peaches
and nectarines and Morello cherries are practi-

cally the only exceptions, aiid these three require

similar attention, removing as much of the old

wood and laying in young growths of the previous
season's. Overcrowding should be avoided in
both cases, and especially with the first two
named. Lay in tlie wood as straight and evenly
as jjossible, remove any tight ties. Any stubborn
growths on Morello cherries that were not tied
down during the summer months and so brought
into shape may be spurred back. It is a capital
plan with young trees that are being trained to
make a few chalk marks on the wall radiating
from the base of the tree to guide the pex'son
tying, and so lay in a good foundation.
Plants under (Ilass.—There are two popular

classes of plants that need attention this month
with regard to propagating, viz.—Chrysanthe-
mums and the popular Tree or Winter Flowering
Carnations. The former naay be successfully
struck in boxes of soU in a cold frame, placing
cuttings preferably from the roots of the old
plants in rows 2 inches apart, and when well
rooted, lifted and placed three in a 5-inch pot,
and later into flowering size. This applies to
decorative varieties.

Hints on Watering in Greenhouses.
Amateurs are sometimes apt to overlook the
importance of careful watering, and even some
of those who realise it as one of the essentials in
the life of a plant have no definite knowledge of
the matter.
As in every art in life it is only practice which

brings perfection, but with a few rules kept
constantly in mind the careful amateur can take
a good step along the path towards perfection.

First of all, bear in mind that over-watering is

quite as harmful as under-watering—^in fact at
this time of the year, when drying out takes so
much longer, the former would probably cause
more harm to the plant than the latter. There-
fore do not water a plant until certain that it is

dry, as the roots if kept in a perpetually wet state
will rot. There are three ways of finding out if

the plant is thoroughly dry :

First.—Tap the pot with the knuckles, and, if

dry, it will give a hollow ring. If the roots are
still damp the sound will be a muffled one.

Second.—Lift the pots, and the dry ones will be
found to be much lighter than the wet ones.

Third.—By the appearance of the surface soil

in the pot, but judgment in this way will only
be reliable after some months of careful observa-
tion.

Sometimes when the soil is quite damp, the pot
will give a hollow ring. This occurs when the
13ot is cracked, or when the soil does not adhere to
the side, as it sometimes fails to do when the
plant has been potted up with damp soil.

The appearance of the weather must also be
taken into consideration in watering. If the day
promises to be very sunny more watering will be
required than on a damp, gloomy morning, when
there will be very little drying out during the day.
A good time to water is between 10 a.m. and 12
mid-day, and during the summer season it is well
to give the plants a look over during the afternoon.
Hothouses require very similar treatment to cool-

houses, but it is necessary to damiJ the shelves of
the former to keep the atmosphere moist.

If all these points are borne in mind and added
to careful observation there is no reason why an
amateur should lose any of his cherished plants
through mistaken watering. J. F. R.
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1 oz. Turnip, Model White
1 oz. Turnip, Orange Jelly
1 pkt. Vegetable Marrow
1 oz. Garden Swede

? pts.

^ pt.

1 pt.

1 oz.
1 oz.

1 pkt.
2 pkts
2 oz.

i oz.
2 oz.

1 pkt.

POWER'S GUINEA COLLECTION.
Broad Beans
Runner Beans
French Beans
Beet, Favourite
Kale, Green Curled
Brussels Sprouts
Broccoli, best sorts
Cabbage, two sorts
Savoy, Drumhead
Carrot, best sorts
Cauliflower, Early London

2 pkts. Celery, Red and White
2 oz. Cress, Curled
1 pkt. Cucumber, Frame
1 pkt. Cucumber, Ridge
1 pkt. Endive
1 oz. Leek, Power's Champion
2 oz. Lettuce, best sorts
4 oz. Mustard, White
1 pkt. Melon
3 oz. Onion, best sorts
1 oz. Parsley

211- OARRIACE PAID

^i oz. Parsnip, two sorts
3 oz. Radish, best sorts
8 pts. Peas, for succession
3 oz. Spinach, Triumph
2 oz. Spinach Beet
1 pkt. Tomato
1 oz. Turnip, Model White
1 oz. Turnip, Red Globe
1 pkt. Vegetable Marrow
1 oz. Garden Swede

POWER WATERFORD
SEEDMERCHANTS & NURSERYMEN
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.B.LA.,

James Bobertson, J.P.

Hon. Treasurer—D. L. Ramsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH
BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

" The most ample expression of our thankfulness can
never repay the debt which the people of these islands owe to
the gallant Officers and men*of the Navy, who, by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-strewn waters of the North Sea, are
maintaining us in comparative peace and quiet."

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon, Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR. D. L. RAMSAY,

Offices of the Boyal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBLIN
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Gardeners and Food Production* Tf^'vle?;

One cannot open a newspaper at the j^re^ent

time without being confronted with the word
" tillage." It hag been found necegsary to urge

nay, also to compel—farmers to till in order to

increase our stocks of home grown foodstuffs.

Now, gardeners, it is no boast to say, are past-

masters in the art of tilling the soil, and it is

on the results of their industry and experience

that the value of deep cultivation has been
demonstrated.

It has been no uncommon tiling to hear
private gardens described as luxuries, and a

certain type of writer has occasionally urged
their extinction, contemptuously referring to

private gardeners as domestics, and ignoring the
fact that private gardens have for centuries been
centres of knowledge and industry which by
their influence in their own immediate districts

have had the effect of stiniidating and encourag-

ing amateurs to till and cultivate their gardens
to such an extent that not a few have been able to

worthily hold their own against professionals-

The effect then of thousands of private

gardens, under the charge of a trained gardener,

scattered through the counties of Great Britain

and Ireland, has resulted in spreading a know-
ledge of proper cultivation which cannot but be

of enormous advantage in the present crisis.

What we would urge now is, that every trained

gardener in Ireland should do all in his power, in

his own particular neighbourhood, to stimulate

and encourage cottagers and others to cultivate

to the utmost their gardens and allotments.

Everywhere now public bodies are seeking land
to provide allotments, and it is safe to say that

many who seek to become tenants will be glad

of help and advice in the j)reparation and crop-
ping of the ground. It is " up to " the head
gardeners in Ireland to interest themselves in

making a success of any and every effort at
home j)roduction of food, and by freely offering
to place their experience at the service of the
community they will be doing an immense
service to the State. Throughout the year there
will be endless opportunities of advising as to
the continuous croj^ping of the ground, and
timely advice regarding strains and varieties

will be helpful. Far too much reliance is still

placed on old-fashioned types, while new and
improved strains are left to the up-to-date
tramed man. In a small plot it may not be
advisable to grow too many different kinds of

vegetables—all the more reason then to grow
only the best and most prolific. Who is better

quaMfied to say which are the best than the
trained gardener who year by year is continually
experimenting for his own and his employer's
benefit ?

Gardeners can also help by contributing their

experiences to the gardening papers. Advice as

to cultivation, cropjDing and choice of varieties

will be welcome to many who have never read
a gardening paper hitherto, but will now, no
doubt, be shyly turning over its pages at the
bookstall, finally bearing it away for further

study at home.
We appeal confidently then to the trained

gardeners of Ireland to let no opportunity pass

of helping in the great national work of food

production, and prove that in the hour of the

country's need they were not found wanting.

Gentlemen, it is now or never I
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A Connemara Garden.
By Murray Hornibrook.

It is a long stretch of road between Gahvay and
Clifden, and although in its first 17 miles

—

to

Oughterard—it passes Ihroiigii scenery at times

picturesque and beautiful, iipon leaving thir;

town and mouiiting the first hill one feels that

one has left civilisation behind one ; no longer

does the road skirt Avell-tinibered parks, but it

plunges down steeply to a treeless region, of bog,

heather and lake, up hill and down dale the

unfenced road pierces its way through the other-

wise tractless bog for mile after mile, skirting

the fringes of an endless number of lakes and the

bases of the Maam Turk and Twelve Pins

Mountains; for a time the lonehneps and majesty

of this scenery is

absorbing, but after

15 or 20 miles of it

one welcomes all

the more eagerly

the sudden change
to a view of a tree-

topped hill with a

house and patches

of colour standing

out, which a sudden
bend to the left of

the road, about 3

miles beyond Re-

cess, discloses.

The road has been

for some time hug-

ging the shores of

Derryclare Lough
and Lough Atry.

Now, suddenly leaving them and swinging and

rising to the left, one breasts a hill and finds one-

self looking at a most charming picture. At

one's feet lies the so-called " Canal "—a narrow

arm of water issuing under Derryclare Bridge

—

winding beneath us through the Luncheon pool

to where it joins Upper Ballinahinch Lough in

Chapel Bay ; thence the lake stretches away
before us—past the Salmon Rock, the Islands,

Red Martin's Bay and " Mr. James' Bay "—till

it closes in on the horizon at Snabeg—^the

narrow channel joining Upper to Lower Ballina-

hinch. On our r'ght the rocky sides of Ben
Derryclare and Ben Lettery rise sheer from the

lake shore for some 2,000 feet. On our extreme

left the line of low undulating heather-clad hills

separating us from the Atlantic is unbroken

save where the conical form of Cashel Mountain
raises its head above them. From where we
stand the road dips suddenly, curving to the left

roi;nd Chapel Baj', with a tinj' R. C. chapel on itp

Vn':\V IN THE CiAliDENS

very edge, then rises again abruptly to the crown

of a hill. This hill is the highest point of the

narrow neck of land separating Ballinahinch

Lf ugh and Loiigh Nabrucka. and on its

;ummit—facing us—Mr. Arthur V. Willcox has

built Lisnabrucka House, and year by year the

process of turning the bare slopes of the hill into

wood and garden proceeds. The view from the

house across the lake to Ben Lettery is probably

unsurpasred by any other in the United King-

dom. The short avenue from the road to the

house is cut through sohd rock ; down the rock

face hang Rambler Roses and the local wild rose

of wonderful shrimp pink ; from every crack and

cranny of the rock sprout hybrid Dianthus,

mostly self-sown hybrids of D. cfesius and D.

superlus, and everywhere one sees the bright

purple of Daboecia

pohfera—the Con-
nemara Heath.
Leaving the

avenue we descend

some steps—on our

right a slope covered

with Rhododendron
species and hybrids,

L o n i c e r a s and
flowering shrubs

—

to the first of the

garden terraces
;

here in summer
were masses of

Liliii.ms — auratum
jilatyphyllum, Kra-
mer! and rubellum,

\T LisNAi5i;ucKA HousE. GladioH and Car-

nations backed by
7 foot hedges of Escallonia. Passing through this

hedge and skirting another Rhododendron-
covered slope we reach the first rock-work

—

a large raised rock garden sloping up to tlie wall.

The climate of Lisnabiucka seems very
acceptable to the majority of alpines, and, as

tlie owner of the garden takes a keen, and
knowledga])le interest in such plants, it is not

surprising to find the gartlen space devoted to

their culture to be increasing yearly.

Here, on the first rock-work, are heaps of good
things. All the Aizoon Saxifrages ajipeared tobe

flourishing and of tlie more difficult Kabschias,

S. dalmatica and S. Boryi, were pictures of

health, and everywhere perking up amongst
them one finds Walilenbergia hederacea antl

Veronica canescens smothered in blossom. Here,

too, are most of the d^varf Campanulas—

C

piilla, C. G. F. Wilson, C. Garganica and a

curious constricted form of C. rotundifolia from
Dogs' Bay, Roundstone. Higher up one notices
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Geranium Travergi, Erodiiim chrysantlium,

Lithogpermum graminifolium, Androgace
Hedracautha, Drabas and gome particularly

fine coloured forms of Lychnis lagacsse, but the

glory of this rock-work is a wonderful plant of

Viola Valderia wliich, a miff in so many places,

here ramps around and never ceases to flower.

The path from this portion of the garden
drops down to the lake, hugs a cliff base (covered

with Osmunda fern and Sax. umbrosa), then

leads up through the Rose garden, with its

liedges of Sweet Pea, thr(/Ugh the Dahlia garden,

round the Lily ponds, where one notices Water
Lil'es—p'nk and red—both in the ponds and in

the bay, then up agaiii over the heather-topped

lake edge and r<.und the ponat, whence a sharp

descent brings us to the rock gorge, which is

gradually being re-

claimed and utilised

as a rock garden.

This gorge is, where
it commences at the

top of the hill, alx-ut

ten yards wide ; it

widens as it de-

scends in natural

rock terraces till,

at the lake shore,

it is about thirty-

five yards across ;

down its centre

flows a small stream
in cascades : its

spring dammed up
and diverted into

a large reservoir

high up out of sight,

supply of water. In

grow moisture -loving

deorum and P. rosea,

rock terraces are filled

Campanulas galore (C. raddeana especially fine).

Other plants doing well are Platycodon Mariesii

,

Nierembergia rivularis, Kirengeshoma palmata,
Camp. Waldsteiniana, Wahlenl)ergia Saxieola,

Dodecatheon meadia ;
higher up were dwarf

Rhododendrons, such as R. racemosum, R.
Kamschaticum, Ledums, Kalmias, and a fine

Lithospermum prostratum, and everywhere
Erythrea diffusa—the pink Gentian is a most
uncertain plant with me. l)ut at Lisnabrucka it

has to be Aveeded out by the basketful. It and
Camp. barl)ata and rotundifolia are waging
eternal war for the j)ossession of the garden,
their seedlings are everywhere. As one descends
towards the lake shore one notes bright forms
of Dianthus deltoides and D. Grisebachii. The
eastern side is very exposed and suffers from

^•^•H,|f|Kj
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Antirrhinums or Snapdragons*

Antirrhinums, those plants which used to be

known in, gardens as " Snapdragons," have
within recent years been developed and improved
to an enormous extent. There is iio class of

plant which has taken such a firm hold in oui

gardens as these. They have certainly come to

stay, and they have won this position from the

reliance that can be placed in them. They can

now be had in fixed and distinct colours, all

shades from white, orange, copper, scarlet, pink

and dark crimson.

For use in bedding out, as cut flowers, for

large bold masses, in ribbon borders, or even
pot work, no plants are better suited or more
showy. They remain in floAver as long, if not

longer, than any other bedded out stuff, and if,

when first the bloom shows signs of fading, the

plants are cut over, removing all old flower

shoots, a second growth will be made and a

further period of flower ensured.

Two distinct varieties can be obtained in

which appear the same range of colours.
" Tall " where the plants reach as high as

3 feet, with long spikes of bloom.
" Intermediate," being from 12 inches to

18 inches, and the most useful for all bedding
and border work.
Those who have time and space to raise their

own plants should purchase seed from a reliable

firm, stating the colours they desire, and make
one sowing in September or October in a cold

frame. When the seedlings are fit to handle,

they can be pricked off into boxes or pans, and
left to winter in the frame. Wlientlie spring

bedding is over and the beds or borders ready,

these plants will be fit to go out.

Another sowing can be made in February in

a warm house or on a hotbed, pricked out when
fit and gradually hardened off so as to prepare
them for planting about April or May.

Plants produced from this later sowing willform
just as strong, sturdy and satisfactory plants as

those raised from the autumn sowing, but thej'

will be somewhat later in coming into bloom.
For tnose who have not the advantages of

frames and hot beds, or pans and boxes, these

plants can be bought, and splendid results can
be obtained from them. They can be relied on
to come true to name, and they cost very little.

When the plants arrive early in May, they may
at first appear small and poor value for the
money, but in a very short space of time they
will have filled out to compact bushy plants
covered with bloom. They should be i^lanted

in well prepared ground, and well watered if the
weather is dry after planting, and any which
show signs of running up should have their

tops pinched out, R. M. P.

Hypericum patulum var, Henryi.

This I have noted in the Botanic Gardens at

Glasnevin as a very handsome flowering shiub
apparently much hardier and finer than the

older H. patulum.
Originally discovered in China by Dr. Henry,

now of the Royal College of Science, Dublin, it

reached Kew in 1898, but is still too rare in

private gardens. Such a beautiful, hardy
flowering shrub should be more widely known,
giving, as it does, a fine display of large, hand-
some, yellow flowers throughout summer and
autumn. It is a most useful plant for the front

of a shrubbery, and makes a fine bed. Although
not jiarticular as to soil and j)osition,

undoubtedly a well drained soil and an open,

sunny site give the best results.

The pruning consists of cutting hard back the

previous year's shoots, and should be done now
to give as long a season of growth as possible.

Seeds are jiroduced freely and cuttings strike

readily in a cold frame. . Tutsan.

Sternbergia.

Mr. Preston in last month's issue remarks that

"the requirements of the genus Sternbergia are

so easily met that one wonders why this beautiful

class of plant is not more often grown." The
reason is that, although its requirements may
be easily met at Cambridge and other j)arts of

soi^thern England, they cannot be j)rovided on
the west coast of Scotland—that, at least, is my
experience ; for, after rej)eated failures extending
over many-years, -I- have had to abandon hope.

It seems that the plant requires stronger sun and
less winter Avet than it meets with here. It may
save disappointment to those similarly situated

as regards climate if this reservation is added to

Mr. Preston's note. Conditions which suit most
plants from southern Chile admirably are not
acceptable to Sternbergia, which I have never
seen in such brilliant profusion as in the sun-
baked soil near Bordeaux. It would be in-

teresting to hear whether it flowers regularly in

Ireland. Herbert Maxavell.
Monreith.

A New Barberry,
BeRBERIS LEVIS.

Lovers of shrubs avIio want a robust growing
yet ornamental cA^ergreen will find this Chinese
species of much A^alue. It will apparently groAv

to a height of six feet or more, judging by com-
paratively young plants noAv groAviiig here, and
Avhich are four to five feet high noAV. The leaves
are dark green above, rather j)aler below, and
with sjiiny margins. The flowers are produced
in spring, and are borne in clusters, pale yelloAv

in colour, Dublin »
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The Winter Sweet.

Chimonamthus Fragrans.

This delightful winter flowei-ing shrub has been

opening its blossoms for some weeks now, and
on sunny da^s the perfume is very sweet, even
at some distance away. Here in Dublin it

requires a south wall to do really well, though
elsewhere it will flower in the open, but requires

more sun to ripen the wood than we get here

usually. The ordinary form, or what is reckoned

as the type, has the sweetest scented flowers and
is quite good enough for most purposes. There
is, however, a variety—grandiflora—^Avitli Idrger

flowers, which are very handsome when cut and
jilaced in a room. There is also recorded a

variety—luteus—^with the petals all yellow

instead of the inner ones being reddish-j)urple

—

but I have not seen it.

The flowers of the ordinary form if cut in the

])ud state and placed in a room where there is a

tire at least part of the clay, open freely and seem
even to attain a larger size than if they oj^ened

on the plant.

It often happens that when gathernig twigs for

the house most of the flowers are found clustered

at the base, just where the twig is detached.
At flrst it seems impossible to place them in

water without immersing the flowers, but they
open just as well if the oj)i)osite end of the shoot
is placed in the water, first cutting off a small

l^ortion from the apex.

The Maritime Pine.

PiNUs Pinaster Syn. P. maritima.

Also known as The Cluster Pine from the cones
being borne in whorls frequently remaining on
the tree for years, this species is very striking

when it has reached 40 to 50 feet in height.

Although not remarkably valuable as a timber
tree it is nevertheless imported in considerable
quantity for pit props, and, as it grows rapidly
when young, it is worthy the attention of

planters who are looking for quick returns. It

is, iiowever, very valuable for seaside planting,

and for this purpose would probably prove use-

ful in the west of Ireland, where trees are very
much wanted for shelter as well as to improve
the landscape.

It has been very largely planted in France on
poor sandy soil, and yields annually a most
substantial revenue.

It Avould be interesting to know whether
P. Pinaster has been planted in any quantity
anywhere on the Irish coasts

; perhaps some
member of the Irish Forestry Society could
tell us. B.

Illicium religiosum.

This is an evergreen shrub belonging to the
same natural order as the Magnolias, but not

quite so hardy as the majority of these hand-
some shrubs. It grows fairly well, however, in

some of the milder parts of Ireland, and is an
interesting addition to the exotic vegetation of

this country. It is an evergreen bearing some-
what narrowly oval leaves borne on stout stalks.

The flowers are not conspicuous, being of a

greenish-yellow colour and composed of a large

number of petals. The fruits are interesting

from their shaj)e and the fact that they are

probably not often seen outside. As will be

seen from our illustration, they are somewhat
star-shaped, the fruit illustrated being com-
posed of seven carpels arranged round a common
axis. Only a few of the carpels contained a

single seed. Our specimen came from Mr.
Walpole's collection at Mount Usher, Co.

Wicklow.

A Crimson Heather.

Calluna vulgaris Alportii.

This is one of the finest of the numerous
varieties of the common Ling. In the absence
of hme there are no more beautiful and interest-

ing hardy dwarf shrubs than the hardy heaths,

and among them the subject of this note is cer-

tainly pre-eminent. Of robust upright habit,

the stems thickly clothed with small dark green

leaves and producing in autumn handsome
spikes of dark crimson flowers, a group of plants

makes a striking picture. B.

Clematis Fargesii.

Native of W. Szechuan and W. Kanslt.

This, as our illustration show^s, is a remarkably
pretty species, and will be sought after by
gardening folk when planting is again freely

taken up in the happier time which all hope is

soon to arrive.

The flowers are large and white, produced

singty or two or three together in the axils of

the leaves of young branches. They appear in

early summer and make a very lovely display.

The plant is a vigorous grower, quickly covering

a considerable space, and will be useful for

covering arbours, trelhs work and rustic work
of any kind ; allowed to ramble at will over

some low-growing tree which has passed its best,

a pretty picture would result.

A number of the new Chinese species of

Clematis are not of great decorative merit, but

there are several others of considerable beauty

which I hope to refer to as opportunity affords

of illustrating them. B.
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The Allotments and how to Cuhivate

them.

Now thai lh(^ allotim'ni scliciiie is in ftill swiii^

it may hi;lp tliosc^ who liave taken, or aro jihout

to take, plots to read and study tln^se few bints.

On lakin^ over an allotment, witli the olijec.t oT

transforming it into a Hourisliiiif:' and food-

producing space, the in(!xperienced are apt to

feel bewildered, havint;- no clear idea, of what
should be done or of how to set about putting the

ground in order ; but one need not hesitate. In
the first place one has only to consider whether h(^

will trench the ground or merely dig it. Let us

suppose that the prospective allotnuMit is in grass.

In event of the ground not being ploughed, as has
been suggested, my ad^nce is to

cultivate the ground by " bastard
trenching"— that is. transposing
the first spit and in forking up
the next, but not removing it.

To begin operations a trench
should be taken out across the
whole length of the plot, say.

two feet wide ; this shouhl l)e

wheeled to the exti'emc; end to
fill in the last trench. Into the
first trench dig the sod from the
next two feet, chopping it finely,

and placing the next " spade "

or spit of soil on top of this.

Pork up the bottom of this

trench; but leave the soil tliere :

this will assist drainage. Some
people dig in leaves, manuri? and
many other things, but tt> thos(!

wishing to get their crops in

early I would suggest opening
drills after the trenching has
been completed. The manure
can be then put into tin; drills.

Land which has been untilled
for some time—more especially
grazing land—will be fou'ul to
contain wire-\\ onus: this is the
wox'st pest the allotment holder
will have to contend with, but if

plenty of soot and lime is Well
worked in, this pest may be
somewhat abated. 1'Iie best
crops for the allotment holder
to grow will require considera-
tion. If space can possibly be
spared one shoidd grow at
least ]i(ill of the plot in poUihtcs, and tlie

remaining ground could be croijped by beans,
peas, parsnips, carrots and onions : a good sowing
of leeks could also be made, so that when potatoes
are lifted such ground coidd be planted with leeks.

Brussels sprouts, cabbage and others of tlie

Brassica family can also be grown with success.
One hears on all sides now m hich is the best
potato to gro»v, but one must take into con-
sideration soil, aspect and climate. I grow
Puritan, an extra early variety, and it is one of

the best early potatoes I grow : I can have it by
the end of ^May, and when about half grown it is

really as dry as some varieties are A\lien fiiUy
grown. For second early I advise allotment-
holders to grow British ()ueen, either as a
second early or a main crop. I find no easier
potato to cultivate ; it succeeds here in the North

I'huto hij]

Sax. (oTvr.KDoN

(.soe p.

wlien most varieties fail : some say Arran
C;hi<!f is better. For a late crop for winter use
there is no ]iotato in the market can equal the
Skerry, its cropping and keepijig qualities are

so well known as to need very little description.
There ai'(! many varieties too numerous to mention,
bn t 1 ha\(' enumerated thice of the verv best.

W.A. ^\.

Banbridge, Co. Ikmn.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants.

With the advent of Febiuar>- tlierc^ is a fc'eling

that spring is approaching, tliough no doubt
much bad and treacherous weather li(\s befoi-e us.

There is more strengtji in tlie sun, howevcu', and
svith every day it increas<"s. (loaxing eai'ly plants

into growth and bringing addi-
tional work to an already ov(;r-

crowded day.
Herbaceous borders will now

requii'e attention at the first

I'aA'ourable opportunity. Where
l>ulbs are gro^^ n between the
o'he;' phuits it is im]>ossible to
do muoli or any digging before
the leaves have jjushed Ihi'ough
the surface. N'ery soon now it

will be possible to see the posi-
tion of each group, and digging
can proceed whenever the soil is

ia suita))le (condition, but avoid
working <ni it while it is wet.
A good deal of nonsense is

w^ritten about, giving up flower
growing and substituting vege-
tables ; this is mostly w ritten
by people who evidently know
nothing whatever about vege-
table gi'owi ng, and need not be
too seriously noticed. There is

no need to sacrifice perennial
flower borders for this purpose
while oilier land exists in an
uncultivated state. It is .'i very
much wiser and juoie reasonable
l)roceeding to plough up a
private deer park, as we read of
several gentlemen doing, and
leave the flower gardens to make
tin* best of it. In the case of
those gardens u hich required
replanting annually there is

some excuse for departing from
this practice for the ijresent, but

with the perennial border it is different. Neces-
sity will enforc(! a great deal of the annual
lifting and repl.inting being omitted for this year,
but hap})ily perennial hei'baceous plants will not
suffer greatly on this account, providing the shoots
are well thinned out when a few inches high

—

work that with a little iiistruction can be well
done by men over military age or by girls and
women. Lose no opportunity, then, of lightly
forking over the borders, and if farmyard manure
be scarce and re(pured for vegiitables, fork in any
decayed refuse available, and if possible give a
dressing of basic slag or superphosphate at tin;

rate of about 2 ozs. to the square yard. Even if

no manure be a])plied the forking over will be of
service in aerating the soil and providing a loose
surface in which the lioe can be easily worked
until the plants are tall enough to shade the soil

[J . harper Scai/e

LUir. ICELANmC.V

r.')
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and keep down weeds. Dui'ing inclement weathev
prepare stakes so that, no time may be lost when
they are wanted, and as soon as the plants have
made some growth put in the stakes, as it is

impei-ativo to get this done (^arly. If the plants
are allowed to get lanky and falling abont, tlie

work takes twice as long and never looks so well.

I am afraid that many amateurs look upon such
advice as so miich ideal " talk " to be listened to

in a condescending kind of way, but the profes-

sional gardener wlio lias to get through an
enormous amount of woik with a very small staff

know s the value of taking time by the forelock ; he
would never succeed otherwise.

Alpines.—At the time of writing the rockery is

covered with snow, and frost prevails, rendering
work in this department impossible. It will not
last forever though, and perhaps by the time
these lines are in print will liave vanished. It is

necessary to have a stock of topdressing material
ready for immediate use now, for

with the disappearance of the
snow and frost much w ovk
will be revealed, many small
plants wall be found raised almost
out of the ground and others
will be found very bare of soil.

The loose ones must be safeh'
pressed into the soil again, and
a nice gritty topdressing will be
appreciated by all. Any portions
devoted to peat -loving plants
will benefit by a topdressing of

fine peat with which may be
mixed a little w-ell - decayed
manure for the gross feeders.

• A watchful eye must be kept
for slugs, wdio will be on the lools

out for tender young growths
appearing and also for the flowers

of such things as Adonises, Saxi-

fragas, &:c. Assiduous collecting

is really the best nieans of rid-

ding the rockery of slugs, but
useful deterrents are soot and
lime scattered around choice
plants, also tobacco powder and even sharp
sand or ashes. Pi.antsmax.

ih)

I'/iutu bil\

FlIUITIXG BliANC

RELIGIOSUM

Economy in using Potatoes.

In view of the high price of potatoes and the
small crops produced in many parts of the
coimtry, it is essential that all consumeis should
practice strict economy in their use. Apart
froiu the question of eating few^er potatoes, very
considerable economy may be effected by careful,

intelligent cooking. Let us consider for a moment
the construction of the i^otato. Investigation
has shown that the potato is made up approxi-
mately as follows :

—

per cent.

2
^

n.of port
89.0

dible
ion.

(1) Skin
(2) Layer next to skin

(3 ) Flesh
The edible portion contains about 75 per cent.

of water, so that only about 2,5 per cent, is of
direct value as food, l-urther, the richest part
of the potato is that next the skin.

Trial has shown that the most common method
of cooking potatoes—paring and then boiling
after placing the pared tubers in cold w^ater—is

the most wasteful method practised. This is so

for three reasons :

—

(a) Not only the skin, but the surface layer
and perhaps 10 per cent, of the " flesh."

are removed by thick paring, partly
owing to deeply-snnk eyes and surface
irregularities : tlae total loss may, indeed,
amount to as much as 20 per cent, of

tlie whole tuber—or 1 tb. in every 5 lb.

The surface layers, wdiich are wasted,
contain a larger percentage of solids

than the remainder : and
(c) The subsequent boiling dissolves oiit

soluble ingredients of tlie potato, and
also breaks down the surface into the
water—which is throwni away.

Experiments on the subject showed that pared
potatoes put into cold water and boiled lost 15.8

per cent, of their protein or flesh-forming sub-
stances, 18.8 per cent, of their ash or mineral

matter, and some 3 per cent, of

tlieir carbohydrates or starch.
Plunged at once after paring
into boiling water and boiled
they lost 8.2 per cent, of their
protein, about 18 per cent, of

their ash and a small amount of

their starch.
On the other hand, when boiled

in their jackets ^ potatoes lost only
1 per cent, of their protein, a
little over 3 per cent, of their ash,
and practically none of their
starch, whether plunged in cold
or hot water at the sta"t.

It is clear, therefore, that if

pared potatoes are placed direct
in l)oiling water the loss in boiling
is very much reduced conipared
with the usual method— placing
in cold water: steaming instead
of l)oiling also reduces the loss ;

i/i' 1/ P I! ck
while boiling or steaming" in their

T
'

jackets reduces all losses to aHOFiLLiciiM luinimum— both the "boiling
(see p. -.1)

losse^'" and the primary 20 per
cent, loss due to paring are almost wholly
avoided.

^^'hen potatoes are partially diseased they must
of course be pared in order to remove the affected

parts.
Considering the facts already outlined, the

following points may be taken as maxims in

economisijig potatoes :

—

(1) In cooking for the table potatoes should be

boiled or steamed in their jackets : this will reduce

the loss to a minimum. To facilitate the escape
of steam and prevent the cooked potatoes from
becoming " stodgy " it is useful to make a cut

in the skin of the tubers at each end.

(2) In baking potatoes slow cooking is desir-

able, so that the skin does not " bake on " to the
" flesh," and so cause loss. The skin should be

pricked or cut before baking to permit the escape

of steam. Proper baking of potatoes involves

little if any greater loss than boiling in their

jackets.

(3) If because of injuries to the surface, or for

any other reason, potatoes must be pared, they
should be cooked by steaming, or by cooking in

the smallest possible quantity of water, which
should be boiling wdien the potatoes are put in.

The water should be used as a basis for soups, for
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wliicli it is quite suitable. The loss in Ijoiling is

reduced if salt is added to the water.
(4) A better plan even than that last mentioned

is to pare the potatoes as thinly as possible and
use them, after slicing, for vegetable or meat
pies, with or without a pastry crust. Potatoes
should also be pared very thinly when used for
soups.

(5) Wliere a bulky vegetable food is required
the potato may usefully be replaced by turnips,
especially swedes, which should be sliced and
steamed rather than boiled. If boiled, the mini-
mum of water .should be used, and the liquid
should afterwards be made into soup.
Consumers of potatoes, who are also growers,

should, in addi-
tion, note the
following points
with a view to
economv:

—

(6) "Potatoes
should be stored
when dry in a
cool, dry place,
where loss from
"rotting" is
likely to be re-

duced to a mini-
mum : not where
they will "heat"
or " sweat." A
sprinkling of
powdered lime or
sulphur will aid
in preventing the
spread of disease.

(7) Enough
seed for planting
should be re-

served in case
seed is not avail-
able in spring

:

but if the 1916
crop was not the
produce of seed
from a northern
climate, an effort

should be made
to secure from
Scotland or the
North of Ireland
for 1917. (See
also Leaflet No.
17 3, Potato
G row i ng, and
Leaflet No. 296, Potato Growing in Allotments and
Small Gardois.)

(8) All small potatoes not required for seed
should be used for household food as far as
possible ; the very small ones, as well as those
which are diseased, should be used, after boiling,
for pigs and poultry.

—

The Journal of the Board
of Agriculture.

Wonderful Plants.
Plants do not think, oljserves a keen student of
nature

;
yet without thinking they carry out very

elaborate plans for getting food, for " fertilizing
themselves with the aid of bees and other insects,
for guarding the seeds until the right moment,
for scattering them, with the aid of the wind,
water, birds and animals, and for insuring their
germination.
Some plants set traps of almost inconceivable

ingenuity, depending on what would seem to the
casual observer as absolute knowledge of bee
psychology.

Plants fit their environment just as well as

men fit theirs, and, perhaps, somewhat l)etter.

The results that we get by taking tliought they
get in some other way, fully as mysterious as
humati thought, and possibly of as high an order
in the scheme of the universe.
A flower serves its purpose, which is to live

and to propagate its kind, and man, biologically,

can do no more. Flowers, wild and cultivated,

l^robably grow more complex in their organization
and functions as the ages pass ; no less and no more
can be sakl of men. Plants flght with their kind

and with other
forms of being
for the gift of
life, and so does
nian, although

—

as one is temijted
to say—with less

intelligence.
The thought

of these things
quenches arro-
gance and gives
the lie to pessi-
misna. What are
our petty doubts
and sorrows ?

In us and in the
humblest weed
is the same inex-
tinguishable life

force, moving,
w h e t h e r p u r-

poseful or not, as
though it had a
purpose.

—

B. C.

Fruit and Farm

Photo by]

Clematis
(see

Seed Potatoes

at the National

Museum.

Ax interesting
and instructive

[li. M. Pollock. exhibit of seed
Faegesii potatoes has been
p. 21) on view lately

in the Botany
Department of the National Museuni, Kildare
Street, and will, no doubt, be visited freely by
intending planters during the next few weeks.
At the time of our visit, in the middle of

Janiiary, selections from seven different sources
were on view—viz., from Messrs. A. Dickson &
Sons, Eowan, Edmondson, Drummond, Hogg &
Kobertson, Sutton ii Sons, and the Albert Agri-
cultural College, Glasnevin : the latter in a typical
s^)routing box.
Many varieties were on view, comprising early,

niid-season and late sorts, correctly named, and
in two instances tables shovving approximate
dates of planting and lifting were given.

In the same room many tables are shown
giving the comparative food Values of many com-
mon articles of diet.
The authorities are to be commended for the

practical means they are taking to spread a
knowledge of the economic use of food materials.
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Obituary.

The death of ^Iv. Edward Walpole at an advanced
age. recently announced in the daily papers,
removes a landmark in Tiish horticulture, and
will evoke very genuine .'"eelings of regret in the
hearts of many who had the privilege of enjoying
his friendship. A still greater number will regret
the loss of the last of the three brothers who
created the beautiful garden at Mount Usher, and
filled it by their incessant work with so many rare
and beautiful plants, and who, prompted by their
kindly dispositions,
made it an easy
matter for all inte-
rested in gardens to
gain admission, to
see, learn, and enjoy.
Mount Usher was

started very many
years ago as a small
country residence to
which the brothers
Walpole w ere brought
by their parents to
spend holidays in the
country, and they
readily acquired a
taste for country life,

for natural history,
and for gardening.
On the death of
their father, George.
Thomas and Edward
Walpole entered into
possession of 3Iount
Usher, and started to
develop it. Their
labours were divided.
George and Edward
took over the plant
side, Thomas the con-
structive. Under the
lastnamed changes in
the house were plan-
ned, walkswere made,
bridges constructed,
and the river banks
secured. George 1 and
Edward worked
steadily at extending
the collections, hunt-
ing through cata-
logues, visiting gar-
dens, writing to
friends for infor-
mation and advice,
but never for plants
or got by exchange, when this "method was
suggested to them l)y those who wished to
exchange. The collection rapidly grew, and as
space was limited the duplicates"^ were removed
and the less interesting and less attractive plants
had also to go to make room for newcomers.
None of this was hasty work. Notes were taken,
lists were prepared, plans considered, only to be
carried out when there was perfect agreenient,
and so Blount Usher was developed by the colla-
boration in loving harmony of the three brothers.
As space became more limited the grounds were
gradually extended until tlie present considerable
dimensions were reached. The brothers Walpole

The Late Mr. Ed
In his garden at Blount

these they purchased,

quickly realised the great possibilities of ]\lount
Usher, especially as regards the cultivation of
what are generally known as half-hardy plants,
and they made many and interesting experiments
ill that direction, the results not only satisfying,
but sometimes even astonishing the enterprising
owners. Discriminating visitors and garden
owners from many countries also noted, and were
delighted and astonished. Favoured by its
})eautiful situation by the river and minor
streams running through it, thus ensuring an
al)uiidant supply of soft water, by a mild and
humid climate, by a fertile .soil, free from lime,

Mount Usher had
much to recommend it

Advantage has been
taken of these natural
assets, and it can be
asserted with full

knowledge and con-
fidence that Mount
Usher at present is

the most interesting
and edifying garden
of its size in Ireland,
if not in the British
Isles.

George was the first

to die, Thomas
followed not long
afterwai'ds, and now
we have to record
the loss of Edward.
The late :\lr. Edward
Walpole was a man
of the kindliest dis-
position, of sound
common sense, and
of great enterprise.
He had a retentive
memory, and those
with whonx he was
on terms of intimacy
were frequently enter-
tained Vvith stories
about his life ex-
periences in Ireland,
and about various
visits to other coun-
tries, to gardens and
to nurseries. His early
days were i^assed in
Waterford, and the
writer I'emembers his
telling hinx that one
of the conditions of
an apprentice enjoin-
ing then was that

WAKD Walpole
Uslier, Co. Wic-klow

salmon was only to l)e given for dinner on a limited
1' umber of days each week. No need for such a con-
dition nowadays ! Edward W^alpole spent most of
liis Saturdays to ^Mondays atMountUsher. As soon
as he arrived there he changed his coat, armed
himself with trowel and pipe, foi^got all business
cares and worries, and sallied forth amongst his
ti-easures, humming softly to himself, joining the
birds in their song and nature in her delights,
happy and joyous. This is the picture, a satis-

fying one, whicli rises in the minds of his friends
when they think of hini.

All Irish gardeners will rejoice to know that
Mount Usher is to be kept up. The mantle has
fallen on the new owner, Mr. E. H. Walpole.

F. W. M,
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Potato Growing in Allotments and
Small Gardens.

At Llu! present time many liuuselioldta-s will be
especially anxious to curtail their domestic
expenses by devotiny increased attention to the
cultivation of vegetables in their gardens and
allotments, and all available land may in some
cases be used lor growing vegetables. In such
circumstances few vegetables can be planted more
profitably than the potato, and the follow ing
suggestions are offered for the benefit of those
who cannot devote more thr^n about an acre of
land to this vegetable.
The Soil.—Growers on a small scale can seldom

choose the soil in which to plant, but they may' do
much to enable such soil as they have to produce a
satisfactory crop, i^otatoes do best in moderately
light soil with good drainage. When heavy land
must be used it should be thoroughly dug over
during the autumn and winter, and should be
prevented from becoining water-logged by being
thrown up in ridges or narrow stretches it neees-
&ary. Twitch (couch grass), docks, nettles, or
s.milar perennial weeds should be forked out, and
if there is any reason to suspect that leather
jackets (grubs of the daddy long-legs), wire-
worms (grubs of the click beetles), or millepedes
(also known as false wireworms) are present in
large numbers, the land should be repeatedly
turned over as far as the weather permits. If

the land is sandy or open in texture it may be
improved by adding " humus," that is anything
in the nature of dead leaves or decaying vegetable
matter. Impoverished land should be enriched
with stable or farmyard manure, which may be
dug in during autumn or winter, or before plant-
ing in spring.
Lime should not be applied in large quantities

to land on which potatoes are to be the next crop,
as it may induce scab. Nevertheless small quan-
tities (say 7 ft. per rod) are beneficial in rich
garden soils ; and on heavy soils, or soils that have
lain in grass for some years, 14' lb. of lime per rod
may be applied. Lime corrects acidity and
improves the texture of clay {.see Leaflet No. 170).
Time of Planting.—If the soil is in reasonably

good condition, potatoes may be planted as soon
as mild weather arrives in spring. If, however,
wet weather has made the preparation of the soil
difticult, planting should be deferred for a time.
It is better to plant at the end of April with the
land in goud condition than early in .March with
tlie land in bad order.

In a very few districts potatoes may be planted
in February, but March and April are the usual
months, the former for the early varieties, the
latter for the main crop.

Selection and Preparation of " Seed."—
Seed potatoes of a suitable size should be procured,
or saved from the previous crop, provided it has
been a satisfactory one. It is undesirable to plant
the very small potatoes known as chats, or the
largest tubers, except in the case of first early
varieties. In the case of eaiiies, seed potatoes
should not as a rule be cut. As potatoes lose
their vitality if grown continuously in the same
locality, frequent change of seed is recomuLended,
and experience has shown that it is better to
obtain seed tubers from a district farther north
than that in which they are to be planted. It is

customary with the best growers to procure new

seed every alternate year from Scotland ; in recent
trials, however, Irish potatoes have sometimes
given as good results as Scotch. In the warmest
and driest districts a change is desirable every
year.

All potatoes intended for seed should be care-
fully ' boxed." lioxing is done by placing the
seed potatoes in layers in shallow boxes, and
keeping them in a dry shed or other place where
they are exposed to light and air but not to frost.
They then " green," and ultimately form two or
three short strong shoots which produce more
vigorous plants than potatoes which have been
kept in the dark till they are jilanted. Large
growers are often unable to box the later varieties
owing to want of space, but small gx'owers are
advised to box all seed potatoes, though it is more
important to box the early than the late varieties.

Diseased potatoes should on no account be
planted.

Manurinc;.—The potato is a gross feeder, and
a liberal supply of soluble plant food is necessary
for the production of a large crop. When it can
be obtained, perhaps the best source of such food
is farmyard manure, or, failing that, town stable
manure. W'hen such is available it should be
used at the rate of 1.5 to 20 tons per acre—say
2 to 2i cwt. per rod. ^A large wheelbarrow holds
about 1 cwt.) On heavy land it may be useful to
apply the dung when digging the ground in
autumn or winter, but on very light soils dung,
moistened if necessary, may best be applied
shortly before planting the tubers.

Alternatively, 1] cwt. of dung per rod may be
applied, and at the time of planting f tl). to 1 lb.

of sulphate of ammonia, 2 lb. to 2f lb. of super-
phosphate and J lb. of sulphate of potash may be
added ; as the supply of the ordinary potash
manures will be very limited, ashes trom wood or
vegetable matter may be used instead, at the rate
of 2 11). per rod.

If no dung is available good results will usually
be obtained by the application at planting time
of 1 1 lb. to 2 lb. of sulphate of ammonia, and 4 lb.

of superphosphate per rod, in additioii to twice
the quantity of ashes already mentioned.

^Iethod of Planting.—The depth and dis-

tance apart at which potatoes should be planted
vary according to the soil and the climate, but
generally speaking potatoes should be planted
fairly shallow. Where the soil is liglit and friable,

they may be put in at a depth of from .5 to (J

inches, and iji heavy land about I iiu^hes. I'.arly

potatoes should be planted at the sliallewcr depth
in order that they may get the full l)ejiefit cf the
sun's warmth.
The standard distance at which early varieties

should l)e planted from each other is 8 to 12
inches apart in the rows, and 2(1 to 24 inches
between the rows. Alid-season and late varieties
may be given 12 to 18 inches between the sets,

and 24 to 30 inches between the rows.
General Cittivation during Growth.—It

should be the aim of all growers to keep the land
in which potatoes are growing frecjuently stirred
during the period of growth, and all weeds should
be kept down. The plants should be earthed up
the first time when they are about 6 in. high, and
a second time about three weeks later.

This drawing up of the soil to the plants
proniotes the formation of tubers, prevents the
soil from getting too wet, and supports the haulm.
If the soil has a tendency to get wet the ridges
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.siiuuld be made as steep as possible but the

covering of soil should only be sutticieutly deep to

prevent the potatoes as they form from being
exposed to the air and light. 8nudl growers when
lifting a few potatoes at a time should lift alternate

plants or pairs of plants, or alternate rows, as may
be convenient, in preference to working straight

through the plot. By doing so the ground is

stirred and tlie plants tliat are left often bear a

luJ'ger crop in consequence, while an additional ad-

vantage is that cauliflowers, cabbages, broccoli,

Brussels sprouts, kale, <kc., may at once be j)lanted

in the vacant spaces or opposite them in the

furrows between the rows, it is desirable to lift

all potatoes as soon as ripe in order to avoid
disease.

Vakieties to Plant.—The selection of the best

variety to plant is a matter of great importance,
and growers must to a certain extent be guided
by the experience of the tlistrict in which they live.

Some varieties of potatoes which do well in one
district prove disappointing in another, and
nothing but actual testing will prove whether any
new variety is worth planting locally.

The following is a list of reliable varieties which
can be purcliased from most dealers. Preference
should be given in all cases to those which can be
guaranteed as having been grown either in a
northern climate, or for not more than one
year in the south of England.
Earliest Varieties :

—

Epicure, Early Pxri-
ta>i. — These are round white-fleshed sorts.

Epicure is the best cropper. Duke of York, Mid-
lothian Early, May Quceu, Sharpens Express,
Ninety-fold.—AW are kiuney-shaped. The two first

are very similar ; they have yellow flesh and are

a,mong the earliest to ripen. The others are white-
fleshed varieties. May Queen is very early, and
is popular in the south-west. The two last named
are both very good croxjpers.

Second Earlies :

—

Eclipse.—Often classed as

a first early. Good quality, and well suited for

the general purposes of a small grower who does
not wish to plant more than one kind. Royal
Kidney.—Useful on heavy soils. Not liable to

ordinary potato disease. British Queen.—

A

strong-growing potato of first-rate quality, but
very liable to ordinary potato disease. (Should not
be planted in low-lying, damp situations. Con-
quest.—Suitable for land affected with wart
disease, as it is resistant. Winasor Castle.—Much
grown by allotment holders as an exhibition sort.

Late \'arieties :

—

Sutton's Ahu}idance.—CJood
quality, well suited for garden cultivation, but
rather liable to ordiiuiry potato disease in wet
seasons. Everyood.—A useful variety for heavy
land, not subject to disease. Ki}i(j Edward VII.—
Much grown in the east and south of England and
one of the best late sorts. Up-to-Date.—

A

vigorovis grower widely cultivated, of which there
are many strains {e.g. Dalhousie, Factor). A
change of seed from the north is specialy desirable
in this case. President.—A good late variety for
allotments. Golden Wonder.—Requires good
soil, liberal manuring, and should be sprouted
before planting ; does not contract wart disease.

Allotment holders and others who must grow
potatoes on inferior clay soils under conditions
not well suited for the crop, should select vigorous
varieties, such as Epicure, Royal Kidney, Ever-
good, King Edward. VII and Up-to-date.

—

Special Leaflet 18, Board of Agriculture.

Suburban and Allotment Gardens.
General Remarks.—In tlie last issue of Irish
Gardening I foreshadowed an extension of
allotments and an extension of British regulations
concerning allotments to Ireland. Since then the
Local (iovernment Board for Ireland have issued
a circular urging local authorities to proceed with
the development of town allotments and giving
them non-compulsory powers to do so. It is to
])e hoped that this tardy recognition of the value
of allotments will be taken full advantage of and
that local authorities, backed up by land owners
anxious to do their bit at a reasonable rental,

will, in the course of the next few weeks, add
some thousands to the few allotments which exist

at present.
It is interesting to note that Belfast still leads

the way in this campaign, and that without
\vaiting foi- a Local Government Board circular

had already decided to let portions of the parks,
including football grounds, golf links and cricket
pitches, for allotments. With this addition to the
alieady existing 1,500 allotments and quantities
of other ground (average rental of ground, -f*8 per
acre), it is hoped to bring the imml)er of allot-

ments in Belfast to well beyond .j.llOO Jiefoie the
season is finished.

Work for the .Month.

Soil Operations.—If an effort is made now to
immediately proceed with all digging, ti'enching

and manuring operations, including the surface
digging in of lime, at the rate of 1 ozs. to the
square yard, then when the time comes to sow
or plant—very soon now—the ground will be in

readiness. Complete the Sweet Pea trench if this

has not already been done, and proceed with the
digging over of such flower borders as have been
spared from the vegetable plot extensions.
Rhubarb and Seakale.—Those who have a

few stools of either- rhubarb or seakale should
endeavour to force them into early growth. It is

the early bunches that are most expensive to buy.
If a few butter tubs, small barrels, large flower
pots. &c., are available, invei"t one over each
" crown " (or rhubai"b or seakale plant). Then
place over and around each receptacle a quantity
of strawy horse manxire—the fresher the better ;

if a trench is taken out all ai'ound each plant
about six inches from it, making the trench two
feet wide and one foot deep, placing some manure
in this also, then the forcing, as a result of the
heat given out by the fermenting manure, will be
still more rapid.
Seed Soavino.—A start can be made with

parsnips and parsley as soon as weather and soil

conditions are at all favourable. I'arsnips, to be
grown well, require a long season of growth, a

thoroughly cultivated soil—two feet deep if

possible—witli manui'e at the bottom ; on no
account should fresh organic or farmyard manure
be placed near the surface for this and most other
taprooted crops, otherwise, on account of the
moisture which such material holds and the fact

that roots grow towards moisture and not away
from it, the lesulting roots will be badly shaped
and will probably prove unprofitable. A dressing
of wood ashes on the surface, about six ounces to

the square yard, will help the crop considerably

—

Ijractically all crops which store up in their roots

or stems quantities of such food material as sugar,

starch, &g., are benefited by an application of
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potash in some form, or another, such as seaweed,
when obtainable, wood ashes or kainit, sulphate
of potash, &c., in pre-war days. Such substances
also as lime, nitrate of soda, and salt, which by
their action help to liberate potash in soils where
it already exists, aie also valuable for such crops :

of the two latter substances only 2 ozs. to the
square yard should be applied. Before sowing-
the seeds, prepare drills about IH inches apart
and about an inch deep, running the rows north
and south, then sow the seeds thinly, choosing a
calm day for the oijeration, and covering over the
seeds immediately after sowing. When seeds are

sown thickly they become drawn and weak, are
very subject to disease and insect attacks, and
seldom make really healthy plants. Peas and
broad beans should also be sown ; for these the
soil should be well drained and contain a fair

proportion of lime. Where the soil is sandy,
manure is best applied in trenches, placing
quantities of vegetable refuse at about 12 inches
deep, a layer of horse or cow manure about
4 inches deep on top of it. then working in at the
surface a dressing of basic slag, wood ashes and
lime in equal proportions at the i^ate of 8 ozs. per
square yard. Tall crops, such as these, are better
spaced at some distance from each other, with
such crops as early turnips, parsnips, &c., in beds
between the rows. Before sowing the seeds it will

be better to soak them first in linseed oil aud then
roll them in red lead. This will usually tend to

keep the birds and mice froni eating them. Wlien
sowing the seeds they should be sown thinly

—

for peas three rows of seeds in each
trench at 2 inches apart and 1 ^ inches deep in the
soil, might be sown, and for broad beans two rows
of seeds at the same depth, but (5 inches apart.

Seeds of Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, Savoy
Cabbages and Red Cabbages should be sown on a
well-prepared seed bed containing lime in abund-
ance. The plants from this sowing should provide
large crops of green vegetables. If a frame or
greenhouse is available, in which heat can be
generated either by means of a hot bed or by
boilers, &c., seeds might be sown in boxes—with
sandy, loamy, soil—of Onions, Leeks, Celery,

Lettuce, Cauliflowers and Brussels Sprouts, to
furnish early supplies.

Planting.—Continue to plant out Cabbages
from the seed beds, also Potato Onions, Shallots

and Onion-sets (undeveloped onions), on ground
which has been well manured. For the Onion
crops the ground should also receive an applica-
tion of wood ashes or seaweed ; the bulbs should
only be just covered with the soil and they should
on no account be planted deeply.

Fruit.—Loganberries are a valuable crop in
small gardens ; choose a moist and well-manured
spot for planting them in, and when planting
them cut most of the shoots down to within
three inches of the ground level. W. H. J.

The Genus Juniperus and its Com-
mercial Importance*

The genus Juniperus includes many species of

trees and shrubs widely distributed in the
northern hemisphere and occurring south of the
Equator in the mountains of Eastern Tropical
Africa. They are found throughout Europe, in

Asia Minor, Asia from the Himalayas northwards
almost to the limit of shrub life, North America,

tlie West Indies, Northern Africa, East Africa, the
('anary Islands and the Azores. They are often
of slow growth, and it is doubtful whether any
species planted under forest conditions in the
British Isles would prove a financial success. In
many instances the wood is red or yellow in
colour and fragrant. It is sometimes used for
l)uilding purposes and for cabinets, but its most
important use is for the casings of lead pencils,
no other kind of wood having been found so
suitable for this purpose as the better grades of
juniper. When too small or knotty for other
uses, it forms very .serviceable fences. Oil, used
for perfumery, &c., is obtained from the wood by
distillation and may be also procured from the
leaves and fi^uits of certain species. Medicinal
properties of a diuretic chai'acter are possessed
by the junipers. The following species are of
economic impoi'tance :

—

J. barbadensis Linn. (Barbados Cedar, Southern
Red Cedar).—It is found in the West Indies and in
the Southern United States, where it often grows
in swamps near coastal rivers, and under the best
conditions attains a height of 50 ft. with a girth
of 6 ft., its average size being 30 ft. The wood
is popular for pencil making.

J. bernrudiana Linn. (Bermuda Cedar, Bermuda
Red Cedar).—It is found in Bermuda, w4iere it

grows under a variety of conditions, both in
V)rackish swamps and on limestone hills. Average-
sized trees are 4:0-.50 ft. high. The wood is valu-
able for ship building and for furniture.

J. californica Carr. (White Cedar, Sweet berried
Cedar, Californian Juniper).—A bu.sh or sn^all

tree found wild in California, Arizona, &c. The
wood is used for fence posts.

J. cedrus Webb, and Berth (Canary Islands
Juniper, Canary Island;^ Cedar, Sabina Tree).—It

is native of the Canary Islands, wliere it ascends
the niountains to a height of 7,000-9,000 ft.,

sometimes attaining a large size. l)r. G. V. Perez,
of Teneriffe, considers it might be planted with
advantage under forest conditions for its timber.

J. chinensis Linn. (Chinese Juniper).—It is

quite hardy in the British Isles, and is largely
grown as a decorative tree or bush. The wood is

durable and useful for many purposes, but is not
obtainable in quantity and is of no importance
in the tinrber market.

J. comnrunis Linn. (Common Juniper, (Ground
Cedar).—Widely distributed through Europe,
Northern Asia and North America. In some
Continential countries it attains a height of 30-40
ft. The wood is used for fencing, for milk pails

and other domestic articles, and for walking-
sticks. The oil is used for medicinal and for
flavouring purposes. The fruits have been of

commercial importance (for use in the distilleries)

for a long period.
" J. drupacea liabil. (Drupe-fruited Juniper,
Syrian .luniper).—Native of Asia .Minor and
Syria, where it often grows (iO ft. high. Although
the timber is reputed to be ol good ([uality, the
consumption is apparently quite local.

J. excelsa Bieb (Grecian Juniper).—Widely
distributed from the Balkans through South-east
Europe to Asia Minor and Syria. In Asia Minor
attains themaxinmm size : 70-100 ft. in heightand
4 ft. in diameter of the trunk. The timber is

reputed to be of good quality and has been recom-
mended for railway sleepers.

J. formosana Hayata (Prickly Cypress).—

A

species spread over a considerable area in China
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and. also foimd in the mountains of Formosa. It

was introduced in the British Isles about the
middle of last century, but is rare in cultivation.
The timber only appears to be used locally.

J. macrocarpa Sibth. (Large-berried Juniper).

—

Found as a bush or a small tree throughout
Southern Europe and in some parts of North
Africa. The fragrant wood appeal's to be used
with that of J. oxycedrus for di.stiUation.

J. macropada Boiss. (Himalayan Pencil
Cedar).—Widely distributed from Nepal to
Afghanistan, often irom 40-50 ft. high with a
trunk 6-7 ft. in girth, but sometimes much larger.

The wood is fragrant aud moderately hard : it is

used for wall-plates, beams and fuel. A closely
allied tree from the sanie region is .1. religio.sa.

J. mexicana Schiede (Rock Cedar, Juniper
Cedar, ^lountain Cedar, Cedar).—This species
forms forests on the limestone hills of Mexico and
Texas where it sometimes reaches 95 ft. high.
The wood is used for general construction,
fencing, sills, telegraph poles, railroad ties and
fuels.

J. occidentalis Hook (Canadian Juniper, Cali-

fornian Juniper, Western Bed Cedar, Yellow
Cedar).—W^idely distributed in North West
America from Canada to California. The wood
is used for fencing as it lasts well in contact with
the soil.

J. oxycedrus Linn. (Sharp Cedar, Brown-
berried .luniper).—Common throughout the Medi-
terranean region frona sea level up to 5,000-6,000
ft., usually as a shrub but sometinies as a small
tree. In Italy, it occupies considerable areas on
sand dunes. Tlie principal use of the wood is for
distillation ('" oil of cade ").

J. pachyphlaea Torr. (Oak- barked Cedar,
Thick-barked Cedar, Alouniain Cedar, C'hequer-
barked Juniper).—Found wild in the dry regions
of Texas, New Mexico, and Arizona.

J. phoenicea Linn. (Phoenician Juniper).—An
important tree in the Mediterranean region ; its

timber is used for building purposes and for fire-

wood. It varies in height from little more than
a shrub to a tree of 40 feet.

J. procera Hochst (East African Juniper or
Cedar).—Found wild on the mountains of East
Africa. The wood, of light weight and nearly as
soft as red cedar, is a likely substitute for that of
J. virginiana for pencil-making.

J. recurva Buch-Ham.—A tree, native of
Eastern Himalaya. The wood is quite equal to
the best pencil cedar, but is only used for burning
as incense in the Buddhist temples. J. squamata
from the Western Himalayas, China and Formosa
is a closely allied species with very similar wood.

J. rigida Sieb. et Zucc.—A shrub or small tree
native of Japan. The wood has good lasting
properties and is put to niany local uses.

J. .sabina Linn. (Savin).—A shrub or bush dis-

tributed through Central and Southern Europe,
the Caucasus, North Per.sia and North America.
The wood is of little value except for walking-
sticks and firewood ; from the shoots and leaves
is extracted a medicinal oil (savin oil).

J. scopulorum Sarg. ("Red Cedar, Rocky
Mountain Red Cedar).—A small tree, native of the
Rocky Mountains. The wood is useful for fencing,
posts, &:c.

J. thurifera Linn. (Spanish Juniper, Incense
Juniper).—A tree distributed through Spain,
Portugal, Algeria and Morocco. The wood does
not appear to be used other than locally, although

it is of good appearance and possesses good lasting
qualities.

J. virginiana Linn. (Cedar, Pencil Cedar, Red
Cedar, Virginian Cedar).—This species is very
widely distributed in North America, and is the
most satisfactory of the large growing junipers in
the British Isles. It varies from a bush to a tree
120 ft. high with a diameter of 8 ft. A very valu-
able species from a commercial .standpoint. Its
wood is used niore often than that of any other
kind for the casings of lead pencils. Knotty wood,
unsuitable for pencil-making, is very useful for
fences, railway sleepers, &c. The shavings and
dust from pencil factories is distilled for the
fragi'ant oil, which is used in perfumery. The
shavings after distillation make an excellent
substitute for coconut fibre as a plunging naaterial
for horticultural purposes, as fungi do not grow
upon them.

J. Wallichiana Hook f. (Black Juniper).—

A

variable species in the Himalaya. The wood
appears to be used locally for building purposes.

—

W. DALT.IMORE, in the Internai'wnal Review of the
Science and Practice of Agriculture for June, 1910,
taken from the Kew Bulletin.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.
By W. G. Neave, Gardener to Lady O'Neill,

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Vegetable Garden.

What with heavy rains, sleety showers, frosts
and thaws, the work in the kitchen garden is

proceeding slowly, but surely, I hope. Take
every opportunity of pushing on trenching and
digging ; leave nothing of that kind undone that
can be done now, but keep off the land if it is

very wet.
Seed Sowixci.—Broad beans claim our earlie.st

attention ; towards the end of the month make a
sowing on a warm border or sheltered plot

—

that is if you get the ground dry enough—but
beans, like peas, may be sown in turves or pots,
as they transplant easily when about 6 inches
high, and are available when outside sowings fail.

Peas.—The first outside sowing requires a warm
rich border. I always sow on the south border
along with the early potatoes—7 or 8 rows of

potatoes and a row of peas, and so on along the
border—so that if the ground and weather is at
all favourable a chance should not be lost of getting
in some early Potatoes and Peas (although there
is a certain amount of risk with the Potatoes
owing to the very late frost we get). SpiJiach.—
A sowing of Spinach should be made this month,
as soon as the soil is workable, provided a
sheltered position is chosen ; this sowing should
afford a supply of leaves early in .May ; if sown
in rows make the drill 15 to IS inches apart.
31any growers, however, prefer to sow spinach
between rows of peas or broad beans, and this

system is a good one, as the spinach may be
gathered and the crop cleared off before the other
crop has matured. The plants of autumn-sown
spinach should have any decayed leaves removed,
and the soil between the rows slightly stirred up,

after which a dressing of soot should be applied.
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Parsriij)s.—The ground intended for this crop
having been trenclied early in the winter, should
now be forked o\'er as soon as the soil is dry
enough to nerniit the operation : then allow it to
dry enough to be levelled with the roke. The
drills should be drawn IS inches apart, and the
seeds sowii thinly : if extra fine roots are desired
holes niay be made with a crowbar and filled

with finely-sifted soil, sowing a few seeds where
each hole has been made. Soot and wood ashes
make an excellent dressing for parsnips. Celery.—
A small sowing of some early sort should be made
about the end of the month for early use. Soa'
in boxes or pans, place in a house or hot-bed
fr.ame in which you can keep the temperature
about (50 degrees. Cover the seeds lightly, and
place a sheet of glass over the box till the seedlings
begin to appear : see that they do not suffer for
want of vvater, but keep them growing steadily
till fit to harden off. Brussels Sprouts require a
long season of growth, so make a soA'ing in boxes
tor an early dish. Place the boxes in a. tempera-
ture of aJ)Out 50 degrees iintil the seedlings
appear, then remove them to a cool house or cold
frame and gradually harden them off for pricking
into a cold frame. Cabba,/e may be treated in the
same way, so that young plants may be ready to
put out as early in the season as possible ; the
same applies to red Cabbage (if big heads are in
demand and if seeds have not been sown in
autumn), i^ook over jjlots of Cabbage planted
in autumn, fill up blanks and keep the Buco
cultivator or hoe going between the rows. A
pinch of Nitrate of Soda to each Cabbage will send
them off full steam ahead. Parsley.— Make a
sowing in boxes, germinate in gentle heat, and
when large enough to handle prick out in boxes
filled with nice rich soil. French Beans.—Sow
at intervals in pots 8 inches in diameter, 7 seeds
in pot, using a compost of loan^. leaf-mould and
old mushroom bed ; fill the pot to within 3 inches
of rim, leaving room for top dressing later. They
require a nice brisk heat to force them w ell nnd
plenty of the syringe to keep off red spider.
Jerusalem VRTifiiOKES.-^Lift tubers as soon

as possible, select largest for consumption and
the medium size for forming a fresh plantation.
Plant the tubers in rows IS inches apart and 3 to 1

feet between the rows ; select good land for this
crop in some secluded part of the garden or some-
where you want to make a screen of them.
Asparagus Beds should be cleaned and top-

dressed with two inches of good rotten manure
and a light sprinkling of s<alt.

Herb Border.—This is a good month to
renovate and divide herbs.
Shallots may be planted any time this montli

9 inches apart and 12 inches between the rows ;

firm them well and biiry toabout half their depth.

Fruit Garden.
Every advantage must be taken to finish off

the pruning now, so push on to a finish on every
good day.

Finish off the nailing and training of fruit trees
on walls, and dig all fruit borders, giving them a
liberal coating of rotten manure, wood ashes or
bixrnt rubbish.
Head back fruit trees to be regrafted later on in

the Season, pick out your scions, label them
properly and bury them "half way in soil in a shady
part of the garden.

Logaxberries.—There should be a row of

them in every garden, for it is a valuable fruit for
preserves (and even dessert when thoroughly ripe),

easily grown and a sure cropper every year ; it

will grow on a wall or trellis where no other fruit

will grow. The old growths should be cut out
and the young straight grow ths tied in. It is not
necessary to treat it too liberally \a ith manure, as
it is a very rampant grower naturally.
The Spraying of fruit trees may still be pro-

ceeded with, but it is better to get it done before
the end of the month.
The work of digging betw^een the bush fruits is

being continued, as advised in last month's
calendar
A dusting of lime on the Gooseberries this

month is a good thing, it helps to keep off birds
from the buds.

Lose no time in finishing off all the planting ;

bush fruits and Raspberries may be left till the
last. Try and have a quantity of dry soil at hand
when planting, to mix with the soil for the holes ;

you are then better able to firm the tree or bush,
and the soil does not cake and crack afterwards.

Fruit Room.—Apples which are intended to
keep as long as possible should be carefully looked
over, and any doubtful ones used up, the sound
ones covered with sheets of newspapers on the
shelves. I consider Annie Elizabeth and Newtown
Wonder two of the best keeping apples we have.
During wet weather coverings, such as fruit

nets and tiffany, Arc, should be thoroughly over-
liauled : they may be needed in case of late
frost for Apricots etc. Nets which ai^e torn in a
few places should have the rents niended with
thin tarred twine.

Flower Garden.

Bedding Piaxts.—This year I am afraid there
will be very little required in the way of half-hardy
annuals ; the most of the flower beds will be uti-

lised for the growing of food stuff (that is, what is

contemplated here). Of course. Geraniums,
Calceolarias, Pentstemons, Violas, itc, will be
planted out to keep up the stock.
Beds of Beetroot, Carrots and Parsley would not

look at all ugly in the flower gai-den.

If bedding is to go on as usual, sow novv
Lobelia, Antirrhinums, Camatiojis, .Marguerite in

boxes or pans, and treat in the same way and
manner as recommended for Celery this month.
Continue digging and forking herbaceous borders
and beds ; divisions may still be made of most of
our herbaceous i3lants for fresh plantations.

Dahlias may be laid along the back wall of
fruit house or on a gentle hotbed ; cover lightly
svith loam and leaf soil, and on fine days spray
them lightly to induce growth, which, when long
enough for cuttings, should be insertcjd singly in

thumb-pots filled with nice sandy compost.
Plunge the pots into a hot-bed and shade till

rooted. Old stools may also be divided, but if

that is the case, it is better to delay and not start
them so early. Single Dahlias and Collarette
Dahlias are easily raised from seed, and flower
well the first year.
The Alpine Garden should get attention this

month : clean rovmd each little plant with a hand
fork and give between all a light topdressing of

loam mixed with a little soot, wood ashes and
linie riibbish.
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The pleasure ground work is proceeding' in the
way of repairing and gravelling walks and
avenues : if they require widening or narrowing,
that should be done this month to give the turves
a chance to settle before the harsh w inds of March
dry them up. With an edging knife put a nice
.sharp edge on the grass, slanted a bit, as a straight
up and down edge is ea.sily destroyed.

Climbers on walls should be pruned and tied up
securely, also clip Ivy and cut it well away froni

the gutters if it is on a house. In wet weather
overiiaul all flower stakes, repaint them and tie in
bundles in their different sizes. Oil and overhaul
mowing machines. Examine Begonia tubers,

laying them in a fruit house, but do not cover them
till you ascertain whether you have the right side
up or not : the growing buds will soon appear, then
cover them lightly with a sandy compost.

Southern and Western Counties.

By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord
Parrymore, Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

With the advent of this nionth, the lengthening
days and favourable weather, much activity will

be evidenced in the kitchen garden, and during
the month some important crops may be so^vn in

addition to other routine work which, as I have
previously mentioned, should be speeded up, to

try and keep abreast of the ever-increasing and
manifold duties which will need attention.
During spells of inclement weather there is much
work that may be done, such as the grading and
sharpening of pea sticks and rods for runner beans,
cleaning and whitewashing of sheds and over-
hauling and cleaning tools and machines, examin-
ing root stores and Potatoes, fruit and Onions,
washing pots and glass structures, making and
repairing boxes for seeds and cuttings, and trellis

work for borders, birch broom, &c.
Potatoes.—The planting of early maturing

varieties on south borders and other sheltered
sites may be proceeded with this month. To
follow those in frames I strongly advocate
planting between the fruit trees at the foot of a
south wall where a few tubers can be found room
for without approaching too near to the roots
of the trees. Break up the ground with a fork,

incorporating a dressing of well-decayed manure
or leaf niould, or any thing which will tend to

enrich and lighten the soil if naturally retentive.

For planting and sowing, choose a day. and take
full advantage of it, when the giound is dry,

and even then use, if possible, lioards to walk
or stand upon. A dressing of soot or lime and a

liberal sprinkling of wood ashes over the ground
before raking down will prove of immense benefit.

If planting with a dibber this should be as blunt
as possible, so that the tuber rests on tlie bottom
of the hole. Plant in rows eighteen inches to two
feet apart, and allow twelve inches between the
tubers, and plant diagonally.

Sprixc; Cabbage.—Exanune the beds of these
plants and make good any gaps or blind plants,

from the seed beds, and aerate the surface soil

between the plants with the hoe or cultivator.

The operation of drawing soil to the base of the
plants, as practised so extensively in the south of

Ireland during the next month or so, is optional,

I think, although it certaiidy protects the plants

in wind-swept localities. If the ground is pre-
pared and the positions marked for row^s of
Runner Beans and main crop Peas, a few lines of
Cabbage may, with advantage, be planted between
them.
Parsnips.—The ground that w-as occupied by

the celery crop cannot be beaten for this important
vegetable, which enjoys a long season of growth
and a deeply worked soil. Thoroughly rake
down the bed with a wooden rake and leave the
surface soil as smooth as possible, and draw drills

fifteen to eighteen inches apart, and sow the seed
thinly. Avoid overcrowding, as the plants make
a lot of growth and are much niore easily cleaned
and hoed.

Oxioxs.—Every effort should be made to
further increase the home supplies of this vege-
table. From a commercial point of view, the
growing and marketing oijen up great possi-
bilities, although it must not be forgotten that.to
grow and perfect the crop a good deal of labour is

entailed. Apart from the culture of growing
exhibition bulbs there are two main ways out-
lined for growing the maincrop of spring sown
Onions— viz., sowing in the open ground during
the present or next month, and by sowing in
boxes of prepai^ed soil and raising under glass,

and when hardened off planting out of doors,
usually during the month of April. Both ways
produce excellent results, but the latter is to be
recommended where the cultivation is hindered
by the attacks of the Onion Fly, as transplanted
ones are rarely affected, and also on shallow
worked ground larger bulbs will be obtained by
transplanting. For sowing choose dry weather,
breaking down the surface of the bed With the
fork, tread evenly and firmly, and rake off as
level and as finely as possible, and draw shallow
drills a foot apart, and sow thinly, in fact I sow
so thinly that no thinning is necessary, and there
are two strong reasons supporting this. First,

there is no disturbance of the plants and unavoid-
able briiising. which attracts the fly, and secondly
the crop through pressing each other out produces
harder and Ijetter ripened bulbs, which keep
infinitely better though not individually quite so

large. Cover the drills, tread again firmly, and
neatly rake off the surface again with an iron rake.

If the second method is adopted, sow rather
thickly this month in boxes of sifted soil, and raise

in a gentle heat, gradually harden off and
thoroughly expose to the weather before planting
out.
Shallots.—Plant these any time on well

enriched ground, press firmly into the ground in

rows a foot apart and eight or nine inches be-

tween each bulb. Some people throw up small
ridges and press the bulb into the crest, and as the

plants grow the soil falls away and leaves the new-

bulbs exposed. It is a good practice and well

worth the little extra trouble.

Celery. -Make a snaall sowing for earliest

supplies of a good white variety in a well drained
pot filled with finely sifted soil, and raise in a
gentle heat, and when the seedlings are through
elevate as near the light as possible. Celery

reciuires abundance of water throughout its

growth, and a check, especially that caused by
drought, is fatal to the well-being of the crop.

Tomatoes.—Pot off seedlings as becomes
necessary, doing so in the house in which they are

growing to avoid a check. Pot lightly in a gritty

compost and keep the seedlings well down in the
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pots, and grow as sturdily as possible. INIake
another sowing the end of the month or early in
next, which will also provide good strong plants
for planting outside.

Spinach.—The first favourable opportunity a
small sowing may be made, on a south border, of
the ^'ictoria type. As the plants usually soon run
to seed frequent sowings at intervals should be
m.ade to keep up a succession.

Turnips.—Early crops are often greatly in-

fluenced by the weather. Make several small
sowings of early varieties, such as the white and
red Milan and Early Forcing.

Carrots.—Sow these on a warm border, raking
the surface down to a fine tilth after a dressing of
soot and wood ashes. Choose one of the stump
rooted variety.

French Beans.—Sow successional batches in
pots and grow on in a forcing house or pit. Leave
room for topdressing, wliich will help to support
the plants if of no other use. Keep the iilants in
a light position and syringe freely. Plants that
have set their lilooins may be assisted with
diluted manure water twice weekly.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—^Although these will

grow practically anywhere they, nevertheless,
well repay good cultivation, and the grovmd
should be well broken up and liberally treated
with manure, as the plant is a gross feeder. The
tubers keep best in the soil, but planting of the
smaller ones for next season's crop may be carried
out at any time, and if only a limited supply is

needed a row may be planted across the kitchen
garden and the growths pi'otected from the wind
by driving in a few stakes at intervals and tying
on cross pieces of bean rods.

Peas.—Make successional sowings on a
sheltered site of first early varieties, taking every
precaution against slugs, mice, &c. For slugs,
nothing is more effective, I think, than finely
sifted coal ashes.

Broad Beans.—For sowing out of doors Beck's
Dwarf Green, though small- podded, is very early
maturing.
Sow towards the end of the month Brussels

Sprouts, ^lichaelnias Broccoli and Cauliflower in a
shallow frame, and prick out when large enough
into skeleton frames : also make small sowings
from now onwards of Lettuce, and transplant
when large enough.

The Flower Garden.

Autumn sown Sweet Peas that have been
wintered under cold frame treatment may be
planted out in their permanent quarters as soon
as the site is prepared for them. Avoid over-
crowding of the plants by planting each one
singly and spreading out the roots after shaking
clear of all soil.

Attend to the pruning of Roses and other shrubs
growing on walls, removing all dead, weak and
other useless wood, laying in sufficient main
shoots to cover the allotted space and avoiding
overcrowding. Newly planted Roses of the

Rambler type should be pruned almost to the
ground level. This to some may seem a great
sacrifice, but it causes strong growths to come
away the coming season and a good foundation to
the plant is laid at once. Apply miilchings of
manure to these and other shrulis, which may be
lightly forked in or covered with soil if unsightly
or disturbed by birds. Apply a good dressing of
rotted nianure and leaves to permanent beds of
Lily of the Valley and other permanent subjects,
such as Verbena venosa. Sow seeds in a gentle
heat of Antirrhinums, fibrous Begonias, &c., also
Sweet Peas, which should be grown as coolly as
possible. Clear all old growths away from her-
baceous borders ; attend to any planting or
alterations, aftei'wards forking over the borders
and applying a good dressing of manure. Any
plants liable to injury by slugs when starting
into growth, such as Delphiniums, should have
the crowns protected with cinder ashes.

Hardy Fruit Garden.

At the time of writing (January 17th) we are
experiencing another spell of sharp weather, and
work in this department is more or less at a stand-
still. However, it affords an excellent opportunity
for the cutting down and grubbing out of any
wortliless or overcrowded tree. There is much
good work that may be done towards the im-
provement of orchard trees in general during
the present month, and to deal with an orchard
that has become overcrowded needs a good deal
of forethought, and provides a good many
problems. Each tree should, if possible, stand
perfectly clear of its neighbours, and, after careful
consideration, those of minor importance should
be marked and taken right out. The reniainder
should then be pruned, removing all dead wood
and bi'anches that are badly placed, opening up
the centre of the tree as much as possible. Avoid
also and remove branches that cross each other
and cause abrasion of the bark, which often gives
rise to canker and American blight. The operator
must be guided mainly by the character of the
tree, and for prefei'ence the work should be
carried out piecemeal over two or three seasons.
Use a sharp saw, and for the smaller wood a
pruning saw will be found much the handiest, and
is an instrument I venture to think is not always
used freely enough. Nothing is gained by over-
crowding, and the treatment may seem somewhat
drastic, but will result in a few seasons in crops of
larger and better quality fruit. The stems and
main branches of apples particularly may then
be scraped clear of all moss and rough scaly bark,
and small scrapers may be made by fastening
sniall pieces of sheet-iron into short handles. All
cuts should be dressed over with tar. Winter
spraying should be carried out as soon as the
weather admits, choosing a calm mild day, and
with any of the caustic washes, not later than the
end of February, as it is imperative that the buds
be thoroughly dormant. Whatever wash is used,
mix it carefully according to the makers' direc-
tions and apply it evenly over the trees in a fine
spray. Gooseberries are now being attacked by
bullfinches, and for that reason I prefer to leave
the pruning of these bushes to as late a date as
possible,
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Manure for Allotments*
1 ROM different sources we hear tliat

the provisif'U of manure is proving
one cf the chief obstacles in the

cultivation of allotments. Farm-
yard manure, which is by far the

most important, is

barely available in sufficient

quantity for the larger agricul-

tural operations, so that the

position of the average plot-

holder, whether near a town or

in the country, is a serious cne.

It would be easy to publish

tables showing the value of

farmyard manure compared
with artificials, and also the

results obtained from a com-
bination of both in various

quantities. Experiments are

useful and interesting to far-

mers and gardeners, though not
always convincing, but what
the inexperienced man wants is

not a series of tables, but jilain

facts to be going on with.

Farmyard manure is, generalty,

what is known as a complete
manure, supplying in a greater

or less degree, according to its

composition, all the essential

elements of plant food. It also

has what might be called a

mechanical action on the soil,

rendering a light, dry soil more
retentive of moisture and a

heavy soil more Gj)en and friable, and conse-
quently more congenial to x)lant growth.
Where a number of plot-holders are situated

close together, as is generally the case, it may be
possible to combine and obtain sufficient farm-

Phuto by]

Vekatkum

requiring the manure for tillage or from some
of the numerous contractors in towns ; in the

latter case the manurial value is not always of the

highest, the bedding too often consisting of peat

moss litter. The best manure is that obtamed
from the stable, the byre and
the pig stye, where the animals
have been bedded with straw.

A great deal of the land re-

cently acquired for allotments

has been grass land for many
years, and this fact, though
presenting initial difficulties in

cultivation, will ultimately

prove of the greatest value.

The sod as it decays will jDro-

vide a manure of the highest

value, and with the addition of

a suitable dressing of artificials

will produce good crops.

There are other factors, how-
ever, which have an enormous
effect on production—namely,
sunlight, air, and what is fami-

liarly called "elbow grease."

Wliile by no means scorning the

value of manures, we think that

far too much overcrowding is

practised in cropping, particu-

larly with potatoes. We are

quite alive to the im^Jortance

of intensive cultivation, inter-

cropping and so on designed

to obtain the maximum amount
of i^roduce from the soil, but

these practices are only apj)hcable to croj^s

requiring a comparatively short season of

growth, or where a rapid growing crop

can be inter-planted with a slow growing

one, the former to be removed before the

[R.M. Pollock.

WiLSONI

yard manure either from a dairyman not latter has reached maturity.
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From reports and inquiries Avhich hare
reached us it is evident that potatoes will tigiire

largely in most allotments, and the question

most generally asked is—^" Can we grow potatoes

without manure ? " The answer is that, gener-

ally speaking, the crop will be poor, and it will

pay to purchase artificials, assuming farmyard
manure cannot be got. Of course, it is impos-

sible to give a definite answer for all soiLs ; some
may be rich enough to yield a good crop, and
we would urge all who are in doubt to consult a

local head gardener or the County Instructor in

Horticulture.

Regarding potatoes, there is too much tend-

ency to believe that the more " seed " that is

planted the larger will be the crop. No greater

fallacy could be entertained ; close planting

means that each individual gets less sunlight

and air, and greater difficulty in regular cultiva-

tion. Experiments by practical men have shown
that where the soil has been deeply tilled and
wide planting has been adopted, and the surface

soil subsequently kept well worked, better crojis

have been obtained than where manure was
apj)lied in abundance on shallow tilled soil.

In planting j)otatoes, then, we are convinced
that it will pay to have the Hues 2 feet 6 inches

apart and the "setts " 15 inches aj)art, giving

abundance of light and air and room for mould-
ing up and hoeing between the rows.

Many people will say, of course, that it is

a waste of ground to give so much space to quick

maturing, short-topped, early varieties, but, as

we are assuming either no manure will be used

or artificials only, we are certain the increased

space will in a large measure compensate for this.

Another important point, too, is to have the

rows running north and south, so that they
receive the maximum amount of sunlight.

Abiindant exposure to air and light means the

production of a heavy crop from each potato

planted, and all or nearly all of the young
potatoes will be of good size and fit for the table.

Overcrowding by close planting means a large

percentage of small j)otatoes unfit for table use.

The Department of Agriculture for Ireland has
lately issued a memorandum dealing with the

supply of artificial manures. Much information
is given in brief, including recommendations as

to the kind and quantity of manure required

per acre for various croj)s with and without dung-
For potatoes witJioiit dung it is recommended
to ajiply 1 J cwt. sulphate of ammonia and 6 cwt.

superi^hosphate, or 2 to 1 mixture. The 2 to 1

mixture is simj)ly two parts of superphosphate
and one part of Tunisian jihosphate.

These manures maj^ be scattered along the
drills at planting time, and from the above

qiuxntities it is easy to calculate the quantity
required for i, ^', I or ,^6 of an acre. Allotment
holders and cottagers would do well to combine
and i)i^rcliase in as large a quantity as possible,

particularly where carriage has to be considered.

Flower Gardening at Kew.
Please allow me to clear up a few points in the
article on this in your January issue.

Water Lilies as to Depth of Water.—
The suggestion is made that Marliac's Water
Lilies might adorn the pond, which, " if we
recollect aright, is far too deep for an3^hing of

the kind." My Water Lilies sometimes grow in

water 10 feet deep. One sowed itself in water
12 feet deej), and came up strongty every year
for many years. In the same pond they grow
on the margins very well in, a foot of water, which
shows one of their fine qualities. At Kew they
have never been well shown, and the public has

aiever had a chance of seeing how it would jjrefer

a real water garden to the ducks.
Tender Plants in the Flower Garden.—

It is an error to state that I proj)ose to "do
away with all tender plants in the flower garden.

'

'

Half-hardy and some tender plants are essential.

Heliotrope, Canna, Blue Salvias, Verbena,
Fuchsia, ancl the more beautiful annual
flowers, also the charming blue Bindweed,
killed in some years. The tender plants are an
essential part of every flower garden worthy of

the name, but, as a rule, a third part of the

flower garden is enough to devote to them, and
that varying a little as to locality, as in seashore

districts, j^lants are hardy that soon perish in-

land. In the true flower garden there should be
no hard exclusion of any class of plants that

thrive in the open air and bear the supreme test

of beauty. . -> i*^

Bricks and the Gardener.—^The Gardener's
building is about on a level with the Builder's

gardening. Better for each to do his own work
well, and in that way only can good work be

done. Building, like other arts, has to be

learned, and that means a good deal of study.

I have had some experience of covering pergolas,

and, while the}^ are made in all sorts of ways, the

one to last, carry heavy loads of climbers and
face the gales, should be built by an architect,

both for its effect and endurance. The light

planting is clearly the business of the gardener,

and a serious job it is to let the structure show
the beauty of the many climbers of the northern
world. One I had to do with, several hundred
feet long and covered with all the handsome
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climbing plants, was blown doAvn one Avild

February day—every jDillar. It was built

without any due thought as to the j)iUars being
properly braced and other mistakes, which
would be impossible in the hands of a good
architect. The essential thing as to j^ergolas is

that they should meet a want as dividing hnes,
shelter, shade, and that they shoidd be of lastirg

materials and have stout legs.

Stone Paths are a great aid on heavy laud
where soppy j^aths occur iu winter, as they do in

much of the wealden land in the home counties.

Where we step out of living

rooms direct into a flower

garden it is pleasant to

have, in all weathers, dry
paths. Thousands of tons

of Avorn OTit York stone

have been used in this way
;

at one time their only value

was as a bottom to roads.

Where work gees on all

winter and spring the stone

path is far before any other,

as the movement of soil,

sand or manure makes no
impression. The practice is

only meant for the choice

flower garden, and shoidd

not be used where horse

work of any kind may be

in use. I enjoy beds in turf

as well as any, but they
cannot be in every garden,

and the labour in my own
garden in winter and spring

is much reduced by the use

of stone paths, edgings of

the same material doing
away wholly with box
and its various draAvbacks.

A Mixed Border Want.— There Avas a

reference to this to the effect that there is no
need of such a border considering the quantities

of hardy herbaceous plants in the garden. A
really beautiful mixed border is a rare thing to

see. Only once liaA^e I seen it at St. Anne's in,

Ireland, once in the late Frank Miles' garden
at Bingham, often at Miss Jekyll's garden in

Surrey. It is a mistake to suppose it is merely
massing a number of coarse perennials, that

floAver at the same time, in a border. It should

represent every class of plants of beauty in the

oj)en air, chmbers included, and have a good back-

ground of open oak trelhs or an old AA-all. It is

a far rarer thing to find than a good rock garden,

yet it may be made in ahnost any soil and adorn
any sort of garden. I haA-e ncA^er seen a good one

Pfwto 6y]
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in any botanic garden at home or abroad, partly,
no doubt, because, it may be, it is not the busi-
ness of botanic gardens as at present organised,
and yet no part of a garden could have a
better effect on the visitor. W. R.

[W. R. would confer a great favour on
gardeners generally if he Avould state Avhich
A'-arieties cf Water Lihes he finds succeeding
in 10-12 feet of Avater. Do varieties like

chroniatella, atropurpurea, James Brydon, W.
Falconer, Laydekeri rosea, Elhsiana, and
many others flourish in such a de^ith ? Our ex-

perience is that Avater

of that depth is too cold,

but in the south of England
it may be different.

—

Ed.]

N. chroniatella spreads
from rather shallow into

deep water ; nearly all the

kinds thrive in 3 or 4 feet

of water ; the plant that

soAved itself in deep water
12 feet is very like N.
marliacea alba, AA'hich Avitli

me is too vigorous in A^ari-

ous depths of water.—W. R.

The Carpathian Spring
Snowflake.

Leucojum vernum carpathicum_

This is one of the love-

liest of spring floAvering

bulbs, and is so accommo-
(Ui-ting that it rarely fails

to giA'c a fine display of

its beautiful snow'drop-like

blossoms. The flowers ap-

pear slightly in advance of

the leaves, an,d begin to

open, when the stems are a couple of

inches or so above the ground. The
stems rapidly lengthen, hoAVever, and are

ultimately 6-8 inches higli when the

flowers are full out ; by that time the leaA^es

have also made some progress. A cool,

moist soil suits admirably, and it Avill

adorn the herbaceous border as Avell as

the rock garden. There is a fine form

knoAvn as L. carjjaticxim Vagneri also flower-

ing now% being rather more robust than

carpaticum, AAdth taller floAver stems. It

is worth Avhile planting both where they

will have some protection from rough

Avinds and a carpet of some creeiping plant

to prevent the floAvers from being soiled

by heaA'y rains. B.

[I!. M. I'dluck

AROMATICUJI
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Notes.

Veratrum Wilsoni,

Hitherto tlie species of Veratrum, or False
Hellebore, commouly found, in our gardens have
been natives of Europe or North America. The
best known perhaps is V. nigrum, a strikingly

handsome plant when well grown, producing
handsome, broad, strongly-ribbed leaves, sur-

mounted by tall branching s^jikes of dark
chocolate-brown flowers. In V. Wilsoni, how-
ever, we have a new comer from China, distinct

in habit from the older species, and a welcome
addition to our herbaceous plants, introduced by
Mr. E. H. Wilson for James Veitch & Sons. I

first saw this species in Mr. Allgrove's nursery
at Middle Green, Langley, ai^d was attracted
by its handsome appearance. The leaves are
much narrower than those of the older species

and tapered, to a fine point. The inflorescence,

too, as seen in our illustration, is less dense ;

the flowers are white with a greenish zone at the
base of the petals, and in a strong plant they are
quite attractive. The plant figured hercAvith

was growing in a nursery bed. in the Botanic
Gardenia, Glasnevin, and could, not be shown in

its entirety, but was about 4 feet high. When
established it will evidently be higher and bear
a larger inflorescence, and will be a distinct gain
to the hardy j)lant border.

Solanum jasminoides.

With reference to the query in the December
number regarding the colour of this delightful

climber, a corre,si)cndent writes :

—
'' It is

nothing new, you will find the question raised

in the second volume of The Garden; curiously
it was by an Irishman or Scot, McDcnald, of

Phoenix Park. . . . You might very well say
there is enough blue in the flower to make it

look white, as much in fact as there is in a well
starched collar. Indoors it is pure white, outside
not quite so decided. You have evidently not
consulted the latest work on Chmbers by
William Watson. In this it is described as having
sprays of white flowers."

We have looked into the correspondence on the
subject, and flnd there has always been a certain

want of unanimity, some even suggesting that
there may be two varieties, while others hold
that the colour is influenced by soil and i^osition.

In, any case all the figures of the flowers in books
which we have been able to examine show the

colour as blue or purplish blue, which is certainly

not correct.

We have also carefully examined living

flowers gathered from a plant growing in full sun
on a wall outside, and could never see any trace
of blue, except the faintest tinge on tbe calyx.

We have not. however, compared side by side

flowers grown indoors with others grown in the
open

;
perhaps then it might be possible to

discern some blue in the outside flowers.

Perhaj)s other correspondents will give their

opinions.

Ligusticum aromaticum.

A New Zealand Lovage.

The genus Ligusticum is widely spread, being

found in Europe, Asia, America and New
Zealand. The best known species is probably
L. scoticum, sometimes called Scotch Lovage,
which is found wild in Britain. As a rule they
are rather coarse herbs, but in New Zealand
some at least are alpines. The species under
notice is described in Cheeseman's Flora of New
Zealand as being from '' 4-12 in. high, but in

al^Dine situations much dwarfed, sometimes
barely 2in. high."

Our illustration shows a plant which flowered

last summer in the bog garden in the Royal
Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin, where it reached

about a foot in height at flowering time. The
flowers, borne in umbels, are rather a dull white

in colour, but the dark green, fern-like fohage is

attractive. The leaves are mostly bipmnate,
though described as varying in this respect.

The species is widely distributed in New
Zealand, being found from East Cape to Foveaux
Strait. B.

Buddleia asiatica.

With further experience gained m the cultiva-

tion of this winter-flowering shrub, the more is it

proving of value as a cool greenhouse pot plant

or climber. If not already tried as an outdoor
shrub it is worth experimenting with against a
south or west wall in the warmer parts of

Ireland.

Cuttings inserted from March onwards in a

close propagating frame provide a ready and
rapid method of increase. If the points of the

young growths are removed twice or thrice

during the summer useful bushy plants in 5-inch

pots for the side stages will be available the first

winter. Pruned back in spring after flowering,

little or much, as reqiured, the shrubs eventually

become large specimens. One of their best uses
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is to clothe the bare pillar.s in large conserva-

tories, psrhaps 20 or 30 foot high. Individually

the white llowers are not large, but they are very
freely produced in long sk^ider racemes, which,
with the greyish -green lanceolate leaves, give

Buddleia asiatica an attractive and graceful

appaarance. Added to this, the blooms are

deliciously fragrant.

The first i^lants introduced are recorded from
India about 1874, but for the present stock,

which may be hardier, we are indebted to Mr.
E. H. Wilson, who sent home seeds from China.

A. 0.

Corylopsis Willmottiae,

From the five or six species of Corylopsis intro-

duced from China by Mr. E. H. Wilson. C.

Wilhnottise is readily distinguished in winter by
the swollen bvids. It is apparently fairly

common (Western Szech'uan) if we may be
guided by the varied seed numbers of this species

collected by Mr. Wilson. These include 1316 w.,

4224 w., and 4406 w.

C. Willmottise is a bushy, deciduous shrub.

The dainty greenish yellow flowers open in

spring in advance of the leaves. It is thus
necessary, with the idea of providing some
shelter from late spring frosts, to plant this and
other species of the interestnig Corylopsis

family on a south-west or west border. Tlie

plaiats thrive in a well-drained light loam in

wnich leaf-mould and peat are freelyincorporated.

Laj^ering aiad half-ripe cuttings inserted in

summer in a heat ?d propagating frame provide
ready means of increase. A. 0.

Cotoneaster frigida.

In some respects this is the most useful and
distinct species of the genus. To begin with, it

is the most vigorous in growth of the Cotoneaster
family, forming an attractive specimen lawn
shrub 18 or 20 feet high and as much in diameter.

Trained to a single stem in the earlier years of

its growth, C. frigicla becomes a shapely tree. In
the Victoria Park at J?atli there is a siJecimen

tree with a 6 foot clear trunk and at least 1 foot

in diameter.

In early summer the corymbs of wnite flowers

are conspicuous, followed in autunm by quanti-

ties of rich red berries.

It may not be so in all localities, bat it is very
conspicuous at Kew that the fruits of this species

are not sought after by the birds until food
becomes scarce. This year they remained
attractive on the bushes until the lengthy spell

of frost at the end of January.

C. frigida is a native of the Himalayas,

evidently growing at a considerable elevation,

for it is quite hardy in this country. A deciduous
si^ecies, the plant thrives in most soils, and is

noteworthy as a good shrub for town gardens.

A. 0.

The Wild Primula sinensis.

Though first introduced from China in 1820,
and subsequently figured in the Botanical
Magazine, tab. 2564, the wild type is seldom
seen in our greenhouses. This is to be regretted,

for, though not so showy as the extensively

cultivated single and double varieties, it is an
interesting and desirable winter-flowering jilant.

In the greenhouse at Kew one of the side stages

is filled with a considerable batch of j)lants, the
progeny of seeds collected by Mr. E. H. Wilson
during one of his journeys in China. Though not
so prolific as the popular garden sorts in the
production of seeds, sufficient can be obtained
to propagate the plants by this means, which
is more satisfactory than increase by division.

Essential cultural conditions are—cool green-

house treatment, a well-drained soil, and careful

watering. For young plants flowering for the

first time 5-inch pots are large enough. The
light green foliage, which is not so robust as in

the garden varieties, and trusses of delicate pale

lilac flowers, may perhaps be best described as

daintily attractive. A. O.

Saxifraga cotyledon var* Icelandica.

I HAVE mislaid my copy of Irish Gardening
for February, but Ijefore doing so I read therein

a note commending a Saxifrage named as above.

That name, however, I am informed, was given

to this fine form of S. cotyledon in consequence

of a mistake about its country of origin. I first

made acquaintance with it in the beautiful

garden of St. John's College, Oxford, upon
which the Rev. Mr. Bidder lavishes such fruit-

ful care. Mr. Bidder had received it from a

friend who, he understood, had collected the

plant during a trip to Iceland ; but, if I am
rightly informed, he learnt subsequently that

his friend had not gone to Iceland, but to

Norway, where, as every one who has visited

that delectable land in summer knows, S.

cotyledon aboiinds.

Mr. Bidder was so kind as to give me a piece

of his treasure, which has produced several

strong plants that have never failed to flower

abundant ly during five or six years . It is indeed

a very fine form of S. cotyledon, both in flower

and leaf. It does not like hme.
Herbert Maxwell.

Monreith.
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Suburban and Allotment

Gardens*

This month is the luonth of the year for gardening
work, and work which is neglected now cannot be
afterwards overtaken.
Seed Sowing and Planting.—Wlien sowing

seeds, sow thinly in rows ; an overcrowded seed
bed results in stunted plants which will not give
a first class crop ; also sow to the right depth.
When seeds are sown too deeply they do not
obtain sufficient air, consequently they beconae

The seeds that ought to be sown now are peas, a
dwarf variety, such as American Wonder; Little
^hirvel or Rowan's Daisy will do where stakes
are difficult to obtain. A flat trench about two to
three incbes deep and 12 inches wide should be
taken out (the ground having been well prepared
and manured beforehand) ; the seeds should then
be dropped carefully at intervals of about three
inches ; tliree rows can be placed at this distance
in the one trench ; the soil should then be care-
fully covered in. Where birds are troublesome it

will pay to soak the seeds in linseed oil or paraffin
for about 1 .") minutes, and then sbake red lead over
them. Both birds and mice are usually kept at

The following quantity of Vegetable Seeds, &c., will be sufficient for the requirements

of most garden plots.
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seeds, such as Early London cauliflowers, broccoli,
Brussels sprouts, savoy cabbages, A:c., for trans-
planting later on. Shallots and potato onions
may still be planted

; put these on ground wliich
has been extremely well manured and deeply
cultivated. The rows should be about 12 inches
apart and the bulbs from six to 9 inches apart
in the row. Press the bulbs into the ground so
that their necks or poixits just appear above the
ground ; and later on, when growth is going on
vigorously, the soil should be drawn away fronr
tlie Jjulbs so that they just sit on the soil ; this
enables them to grow larger. One bulb of eacli
will divide into four or more bulbs, which should
grow as big as those planted. Onion seeds
should also be sown on a similarly treated soil,

making the rows 12 in-

ches apart. Baby onions
— called onion sets—can
be planted instead ; these
should grow into large
onions, and are not so
liable to be attacked by
the onion fly maggot.
The larger bulbs, how-
ever, have a strong ten-
dency to run to seed.

P^ai'ly potatoes, previ-
ously put to sprout,
should be planted in a
130.sition facing the sun
(see last month's issue
re potatoes). Jeriisalem
artichokes, which form
the best substitute for
potatoes, should also be
planted on ground which
was previously well ma-
nured. Plant in rows 30
inches apart, tubers or
sets 12 to 15 inches
apart, at about four
inches deep. Plant out
a few more cabbage
plants; these should have
well manured ground,
which ought to have
a dressing of lime at the
surface at the rate of four
ounces to the square
yard. The plants should
be from IS to 24 inches
apart each way.
The Flower Bordek.

—Early in the month
make a sowing of Sweet Peas on the site pre-
viously prepared, placing the seeds as suggested
for green peas. Other hardy annual flowers
should also be sown towards the end of the
month. The soil need not be too rich, although
these plants, like most others, pay for liberal
treatment. When the soil has been raked fine
and comparatively flat sow the seeds thinly in
round patches or lines, as desired, then rake the
soil on each patch or scatter about a quarter of an
inch of flne soil over the patches. Useful kinds
to grow are Cornflower, Love-in-a-Mist, Candytuft,
Coreopsis, Lupins, Lavatera, Mignonette, Phacelia
Campanularia (this makes a delightful edging),
Shirley Poppy, Sunflower, Sweet Sultan,

Digging*

Photo by]

Digging a Plot

This is one of the most important operations
connected with gardening, and one which is far

too often imperfectly performed. The object of

digging is to pulverise and aerate the soil, and so

bring it into a condition suitable for the growth
of plants. It is not our present purpose to
explain the changes wrought in tlie soil itself by
the action of sunlight, air and rain, but rather
to emphasise the necessity of digging thoroughly.
In the first place, it is necessary to open a trench
at least one foot wide and the same deep. If the
area is small the soil from the trench may be
wheeled to the opposite end for filling in the last

trench ; if the area is fairly large it will be easier
to divide it into two and
simply transfer the soil

from the first opening
across to the end of the
other half, and so save
wheeling. If manure is

l)eing dug in it .should be
spread on previous to
beginning to dig. An
amount equal to the
width of soil about to be
moved should now be
shovelled into the first

opening and the soil from
the next trench carried
forward into the open-
ing and so covering the
manure. It is most im-
portant not to attempt
to lift more soil on the
spade than can be ea.sily

nianipulated, and it is

equally important, in-

deed essential, that the
spit of soil lifted should
be turned upside down
as it is thrown off the
spade. A width of six

inches will usually be
quite sufficient to lift,

and the spade should
be inserted as perpen-
dicular as possible and
pushed down to the
full length of the blade.
It is also important
to keep a straight
trench and throw the
soil well forward, other-

will find his trench clos-

the manure only half

[/?. M. Pollocl:

Virginian Stock, Collinsia Bicolor,
and Linaria maroccana.

Gvpsophilia
W. H. J.

wise the operator
ing in on, him and
buried.
When digging m winter it is best to leave

the surface rough—that is, the soil need
not be further broken down when it is

thrown from the spade ; in this way a greater

surface is left exposed to the elements. When
digging in spring, however, or just before putting

in the crop it is well to break down the lumps and
level the surface as the work proceeds. In the

accompanying illustration we have endeavoured
to show what the A\ork should be like when the

digging has proceeded some distance.

The plot .4iown in the illustration is not, of

course, a new one.
Gardener,
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The Herb Industry.*

It is less than a year since this Association was
started, with only a few members, there are now
nearly 400 members. Sub-centres, each with its

own president and. secretary, have been formed
in eleven counties as soon as there were over
eight members in each. These counties are :

—

Co. Antrim, Co. Cork, Co. Dublin, Co. Galway,
Co. Kei'ry. Co. Louth, Co. Meath, Queen's Co.,

Co. Waterford, Co. Wexford, and Co. Wicklow.
Co. Cork stands at the head with IIS members,

and Co. Dublin second with 56.

We have found that this has worked very well,

and the membership increases directly a sub-
centre is formed.
We have the valuable help of Professor Johnson

in identifying the plants sent up by members,
and this should solve .some problenis, for though
one niay know the names, characteristics and
habits of many cultivated and wild plants, these
lesser known herbs ratlier defeat one at times.
The Irish Agi'icultural Wholesale Society have

for a time stored and done their best to sell the
dried herbs sent up to them ; but, as they only
took this up in October, they received chiefly

almost unsaleable small quantities of summer
harvested herbs, with no opportunity of their
being added thus late in the season, and they had,
therefore, a very poor chance of selling them.
A good many members were disappointed at

not being paid at once, but this was unavoidable,
and I think you will see how heavily the Irish
Agricultural Wholesale Society were handicapped.
Perhaps some of you dont know that herb
merchants buy in tons and hundredweights, and
that therefore it takes some time to assemble a
marketable quantity from small lots sent up
Now that we hope to have our own drying depot.
I expect that this trouble will be overcome.
Very soon after this Association was started,

we affiliated with the National Herb-growing
Association, and quite lately with the National
Herb Federation, which last organisation will, I

feel convinced, give us a great deal of real help
and information. We have agreed to admit Is.

associates of not more than £25 Poor Law
Valuation, to enable women and school children
in the country to sell herbs which they may grow
or collect.

The local organisation of this is in the hands
of the presidents and secretaries of the sub-
centres, and should, I think, receive a great deal
of attention between now and April.

If properly worked, it should be the means of

bringing a large quantity of wild herbs into the
drying depots, and also benefiting poor associates
to sonre extent.
Now, as to the herbs which should be cultivated

in Co. Dublin, that—as everywhere

—

dejiends ov
the soil.

We are lucky in Ireland in having, I think, a
large proportion of limestone and calcareous land,
which enables us to jsroduce, besides racehorses
and grain, the more valuable of these medicinal
herbs. This soil construction appertains, I

believe, to a great extent in Co. Dublin, and there
is the added advantage of the proximity of the
sea, which is an imiDortant faictor in the well-being

From a paper read in Dublin.

of that captious treasure—Henbane. It grows
wild, I think, on one of the islands off Howth.
We are told by the National Herb Federation

that Henbane. Belladonna, Datura, Digitalis and
Double Camomile are the herbs which will be
most wanted next season, and we are asked to
grow them in quantity co-oijeratively, rather than
a diversity of lierbs according to individual fancy.
My experience of Belladonna, Camomile and

Datui^a is that the cultivation is perfectly easy,
and the labour required is no more than for
herbaceous borders and useless bedding out.

Digitalis gro^vs wild in so many jjlaces, and
where it is found in quantity would be an addition
for collection to the herb cultivated.

Henbane, I must own, I have not had the
courage to try, but I intend to grapple with its

many likes and dislikes and fretful ways this
season.

I should like to warn any intending growers of
Double Camomile against raising it from seed, as
a large proportion of it comes single-flowered,
which is not now so valuable. I sowed sonie seed
last year as well as putting down guaranteed
double plants, and there was not one double
flower On the ones from seed.
The double variety also has an underhand way

of reverting to single flowers if you try to grow it

on a soil it does not approve of. It is as well to
manure the land lightly before planting it.

Belladonna and Datura are easy crops in suit-
able ground and give very little trouble.
My practical advice to you for your county is

to select an herb or two herbs by vote at a
meeting, and try and grow those co-operatively in
large quantities, so that you will have the bulk
which I have already spoken of to harvest and
send away.

I have said an herb or two herbs, because I

dont really know your individual soils, but
leaflets which have been compiled on the culture
of different herbs are on sale ai Greene's Library,
Clare Street, at Id. post free, and, with other
literature, here you will easily be able, with a
little study, to select those which .suit your
locality best.

I want here to say a woi'd to nurserymen, if

there are any present. I know you are all going
through a very difficult time ; you have your
stock, and must therefore retain a good many of
your staff, but though wages have to be paid
orders do not conie in as they did before the war.

Herbaceous and bedding out things are not
wanted now—they are pleasure plants—and I

suppose that you will, some of you. convert spare
land into grain or potato ground, but this is not
feasible in all cases.
Can you not lay out sonie of your ground in

medicinal herbs ?

Grow one as a crop, or grow a variety to sell

the seeds and plants to our growers. At present
we have to get our seeds in England and France,
but we would much rather put our money into
Ii^eland if we can get guaranteed reliable stuff

here.
And. remember, very few of these herbs ask

for your best land, while many of them prefer
shade, n^oisture. or waste places.
Now. as to the prospect of herb-growing as an

industry in Ireland. Well, the prospect of any-
thing seems a little uncertain just now. and it is

not a time to prophecy as to the future, but one
may presume that driigs and medicine will always
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be •vvantecl, and that therefore the herbs which
produce them must be giown. I think that we
ought to do our utniost to grow all that can be
produced in a temperate climate.

The money value of import of herbs into the
United Kingdom in 1913 was £419.687. Those
imports include many horl)s which we can grow.
^ Now, do you see why after the war we should
idly hand back our share of that sum into alien
hands ? I don't.
Herb-growing in Ireland has made a very good

beginning, and we have a variety of climates—in
some places such that will produce semi-tropical
vegetation, and soils which can, I flrn^ly believe,
grow almost anything.

I say " can " advisedly, because I mean that it

will not happen automatically that herbs or any
other crop will grow without any effort or thought.
You have got to fi)Hl ilie herb thai suits your soil

and use your intel-

ligence to make it

grow and give you a
good profit.

I always feel that
people who own, or
live, or work on land
are showing a very
poor spirit if they
don't employ every
means and try every
experiment to wrest
from it the utter-
most farthing of
profit and the great-
est percentage of

yield possible.
It's your inheri-

tance or yoixr liveli-

hood— use it— try

to make it give you
more than it has
done anyone before.

There's a certain
amount of senti-

ment about " doing
one's bit " these
times—quite rightly
—sentiment is useful in its place, but where you
are working to build up a trade or industry, senti-
ment is out of place, and the more your work is

done on businesslike and practical lines, the more
sure will be the foundation.

Several people have said ; "I don't want any
money for my herbs, I just want to help."

That's a very splendid spirit, but I want our
members to go a bit farther, though you may
think it sounds very mercantile and prosaic.

I want you to make all the money that you
can to show what can be made.
You need not put it into your own pockets

if you prefer not to do so. there are hundreds of
charities badly in need of funds.
Apply it as seems to you best, bixt make it, to

show that after the war we can keep some of the
trade which before we allowed those who are now
our enemies to have.
The whole future of herb-growing in Ireland or

anywhere else depends on a strong co-operative
effort to establish it as an industry.

I know that if one is very interested in any
work there is a great tendency to strike out a line
of one's own, to follow one's own fancy and do

LrUCO.JUM VERNUM CAKPATHItTM

(see page 35)

something different from other people—in short,
to individualise—but I think that you will agree
with me that in a time like the "present, that
feeling must be laid aside, and we must think and
act vationaUy and in unison.

Individuality has now its only place and an
immeasurably wide scope in self-sacrifice and
self-denial.

Therefore, if we want to form for this country
an industry which will last on into times of peace,
we have got to work for it collectively—as one
man—not with the thought of personal interest.

Muriel E. Bl.\xd.

Correspondence.
TO THE EDITOR OF IRISH GARDENING.

Dear Sir.—The instructive and interesting
articles on allot-
ment gardening and
on potato growing
are of very special
value at the jiresent
moment when much
ground, which for
many years has
been under grass
(or weeds), is now
being broken up
and cultivated. At
pages 22 and 26 in
your issue for Feb-
ruary there are such
articles. That at
page 22, by W. A.
Al., gives a selection
of potatoes for
planting, amongst
them as a main
late crop variety
" Skerry." To this
selection growers in
the middle eastern
districts of Ireland
will certainly take
exception. Skerry

on good average soil in the district defined has,
in many instances, proved to be a most dis-
appointing potato, inferior in quality, and a poor
cropper. It would be of great interest to your
numerous readers, and especially to the inex-
perienced, if growers would give a list of the three
best varieties for their districts, one each—early,
mid-season, and late. Might I also suggest, for
the benefit of the inexperienced, articles of a
simple nature giving elementary details of culti-

vation, such as depth of planting, distances
between the sets, as well as the drills, and how to
treat tough old grass which has formed a mat of
roots. Fui^ther suggestions as to successional
cropping of a plot ^ of an acre, the usual size of
an allotment, so as to avoid having the ground
empty, would be most helpful. It must be re-
membered that many of those who are now
patriotically breaking up their lawns, plots, or
back gardens are comparatively ignorant of
agriculture or horticulture, and possess no imple-
ments. Such grandiose suggestions as plough,
cro.ss-plough, harrow, manure liberally are worse
than useless—they are discouraging.—Yours truly,

'• East Coast."
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The Forest Trees of Canada.

By R. C<. IjEWIS.

CoxiFEROUS forest growth px^evails over the
greater part of Canada's potential foi'est area.
If we eMniinate froni onr conception of potential
forest that which grows on land fit for agriculture
we elinxinate most of the hard-wood forests of

commercial value. In the rigorous climate of

Canada deciduous-leaved trees, as a general rule,

are found in commerci.il sizes and quantities only
on the better sites. Where coniferous forests are
de.stroyed by fire or lumbering operations and
deciduous-leaved trees, such as the birches and
jjoplars, establish themselves by means of their
light wind-borne seeds, the change is only a
temporary one. The original coniferous forest
will eventually re-establish itself by its more
persistent growth.

In Canada there are aiiproximately 1 50 dift'erent

species and varieties of trees. Only 32 of these
are conifers, but the wood of these forms 95 per
cent, of our forest i)roducts, and the trees them-
selves cover an even larger proportion of our
potential fore.st area.

While the actual number of species of deci-

duous-leaved trees seems large in comparison to
their comnxercial importance, out of a total of

some 118 species and varieties, only four or five

are worthy of comparison with the conifers. The
others fornx the northernmost fringe of the great
interior hardwood fore.st type of the United
States. Many of these species are confined in

Canada to a narrow strip of territory along the
north shore of Lake Erie, and as far as the discus-

sion of Canada's timber resources are concerned
they nxay be classed with exotic tree growth.
The five native spi^uce species are all of com-

mercial inrportance. Sprvice lumber formed over
one-third of the total output of Canadian saw-
mills in 1914. Spruce pulpwood is used in pre-
ference to all others, and in the same year formed
over two-thirds of the total (quantity of pulpwood
consumed in Canadian iiulpmills and exported in

the i-aw or unmanufactured state. The wood has
a long, tough, colourless fibre and being free from
resin is considered to be the best matferial for

pulp nxanufacture on the market of the world.
Spruce is also used for railway ties or sleepers,

telegraph, telephoye and electric light and iiower
line poles, cooperage, mining timbers, fencing and
firewood. Of the five native spruce species the
white spruce (Picea canadensis) is the most abun-
dant and the most important commercially.
With black spruce (Picea mariana) it ranges from
Labrador to Alaska, extending northward almost
to the limit of tree growth and southward into the
United States. Tow^ard the northern limits of its

distribution the tree, of course, does not reach
conimercial size, being in many cases little more
than a prostrate shrvib.

The black spruce (Picea mariana) is of less value,
being a smaller, slow-growing tree, often confined
to swampy situations and reaching saw log or

I^ulpwood sizes only under more favourable condi-
tions of growth. The red spruce (Picea rubra) is

confined in its distribution to the Province of

Qviebec and the Maritime Provinces. Its wood is

considered to be of greater technical value than
that of the other spruce species, but it is not
usually so abundant on the market as the white

spruce. The western species (Picea Engelmanni
and Picea Sitchensis) are not found east of the
Rocky ^Mountains, and their utilization is confined
to the Province of British Columbia, they being
essentially Pacific Coast trees. Their wood is of
high technical value, and can usually be obtained
in larger dimensions than that of the other
spruces, as the trees attain great size in this region.
As their distribution is restricted and as they

are found growing with trees of greater commercial
value, their lumber does not assmne great
national importance at the present time.

There are nine distinct pine species native to
Canada, and of these, six are of great commercial
importance. The eastern white jiine (Pinus
Strobus) is the nao.st valuable coniferous wood in
Canada. It has superior qualities for the wood
worker and enjoys a world-wide reputation. Up
to a few years ago it w^as the most important wood
in Canada in point of quantity of lumber sawn and
exported in the form of square timber (Quebec
pine). Ovving to increased scarcity of good
material the wood has fallen off in production, till

its place has been taken at the head of the list by
the spruces, of which there is a greater supply of
available material. The wood of white pine is

soft, easy to work, fairly durable and strong in
comparison to its weight. Its uaost valuable
quality in addition to these is its faculty for
holding its shape with a minimum of shrinking
or swelling once it has been properly seasoned.
In this latter resj^ect there are a few woods of
commerce that can surpass it. The western w^hite
pine (Pinus monticola) is similar in mo.st respects
to the eastern species. It is a smaller tree, of
comparatively rare occurrence and is of miiior
commercial importance. In distribution it is

confined to the province of British Columbia, while
the eastern white pine is found from eastern
^lanitoba to the Atlantic seaboard. The remain-
ing pine species are sometimes classed as " hard
pines," their wood being harder and nxore
resinous than that of the " soft " or white pines.
The red or Norway pine of eastern Canada and
the we.stern yellov\ or " Bull " pine of the interior
of British Columbia (Pinus resinosa and ponde-
rosa) are valuable sources of light structural
tiniber. and are also sawn into lumber. The two
jack pines (Pinus Banksiana of the east and north
and Pinus Murrayana of the Rocky Mountains
and British Columbia) are not considered as
valuable tiniber jjroducing trees, although they
are both used locally for rough construction.
Jack pine railway ties are used to an enormous
extent on the newly constructed transcontinental
railway lines as the wood is handy to the right-of-

way and can be obtained in sufficient quantity
with a minimum of haulage. In 1911 over forty
per cent, of the ues used in Canada were of this
wood. Its cheapness and abundance are its most
important characteristics in this respect. In the
manufacture of " Kraft " pulp by the sulphate
process it has been found that jack pine is a
satisfactory raw material, and the use of the wood
for this purpose has increased in the last few years
very greatly. There are three other species of the
genus Pinus that reach tree size in C^anada, but
these are only of local importance for firewood.

The Douglas fir (Pseudotsviga mucronata) often
erroneously called " Oregon Pine," of British

Columbia and the Pacific Coast, is the only repre-

sentative of its genus in Canada. It yields more
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lumber annually than any other single species in
Anxerica. The cut in Canada represents over
15 per cent, of the total lumber production.
The tree in Canada is not found east of
of the Rocky 31ountains, the greater part of the
lumber being obtained in the Coast Eegion of
British Columbia. This is Canada's largest tree,

and fronr it larger timbers can be obtained than
from any other tree in America, with the single
exception perhaps of the California Redwood
(Sequoia). Up to the present time its use has
been largely confined to structural purposes, but
its attractive grain and figure are winning for it

popularity as a wood for more decorative pur-
poses, such as interior finish and cabinet work.
The wood comes fourth in importance in Canada
as a material for railway ties, and is used exten-
.sively for mining timbers. It is noted chiefly for
its strength and durability and the dimensions in
which it can be obtained.

There are three hemlock species in Canada's
forests, two of which are valuable timber trees.

The eastern hemlock (Tsuga canadensis) is abun-
dant throughout its range in the eastern provinces,
but is not found west of the province of Ontario.
The wood is used chiefly for rough, cheap con-

struction, especially house framing. It is fairly

.strong but has many objectionable features from
the woodworker's standpoint, being i-ough, hai^sh,

.splintery, and difficult to work. It is not durable
in contact with moisture, tjut supplies the demand
for a cheap, strong material for many purposes.
The wood is also used for railway ties, poles,
mining timber, pulpwood and fii'ewood. Its bark
is a valuable source of tannin. The western
hemlock has few of the objectionable technical
features of its eastern relative. This tree (T.suga
heterophylla) is found in Canada only in the
province of British Columbia, and is becoming-
more valuable each year as the prejudices due to
its name are overconie. The two trees in Canada
in 1914 yielded over eight per cent, of the total
lumber production of the country.

There is only one balsanx fir in eastern Canada
(Abies balsaniea). The tree is found from
Labrador to Alaska, covering practically the same
geographical distriVjution as the white and black
spruces. Its wood is sawn into lumber to take
the place of more valuable woods for rough con-
structioii, as it has few technical qualities which
wovild recommend it for any other use as lumber.
The purpose for which the wood of this tree is

best suited is in the manufacture of wood pulp for
paper making. The tree, in nature, occurs mixed
with spruce, and it is cut and marketed with that
wood. Balsam fir has the requisite length and
toughness of fibre for pulp making, and in spite
of the fact that it gives a slightly lower yield of
pulp per cord and contains a higher percentage
of re.sin than spruce its use is increasing. In 1914
one-fourth of the pulI)^^ ood cut was of this species.

There ai'e three western balsam fir species whose
wood is very similar to that of Abies balsamea.
The most important of these at present is pro-
bably the Alpine fir (Abies lasiocarpa). Where
these western species are utilized their wood is

put to similar uses to those of the eastern species.
They are confined in their distribvition to the
Rocky ^Mountains and the Pacific Slopes.
There are only two species of the genus Thuya,

commonly called " Cedar " in Canada. They are
both of great commercial importance, each in its

own region, as their ranges do not overlap. The

wood of the cedars is the most durable of the
conifers of the Dominion. The ea.stern tree,
white cedar (Thuya occidentalis) is found froni
the Atlantic to the south-eastern part of 31anitoba.
It does not extend as far north as some of the
other conifers, and is nowhere very plentiful, being
confined to moist situations. The wood has
become so scarce in Eastern Canada that the
supply is not equal to the demand, and the market
for a light, durable wood is being partly filled by
imported cypress (Taxodium distichum) from the
.southern United States. Cedar is preferred to all
other native w oods for shingles and all structural
work exposed to moisture. In spite of the fact
that the wood is not strong, its great durability in
contact with the soil makes it a valuable railway
tie material. In 1914, this wood came second on
the list for railway ties purchased by Canadian
railways. It is used in enormous quantities both
locally and for export for fence-posts, and its use
for this purpose is largely responsible for the
increased scarcity of the lumber, as young trees
are used before they have time to reach .saw log
sizes. The western red cedar (Thuya plicata) is
one of the giants of the Pacific Coast, being only
surpassed in .size by Douglas fir. Its wood is
sawn into lumber of large dimensions and is made
into shingles to a greater extent than any other
wood in Canada.

Birch is Canada's most important hardwood
and one of the few woods of this class where the
exported material exceeds that imported. There
are at least seven native species, but only two are
worthy of any detailed discussion. The yellow
birch (Betula lutea) is the source of the most valu-
able birch lumber used for flooring, furniture,
cabinet work and vehicle stock. The tree grows
only in Ontario, Quebec and the Maritime Pro-
vinces, and does not reach commercial dimensions
north of the height-of-land between the St.
Lawrence River and Hudson Bay. Its wood is

hard, heavy, strong and tough but is not durable
in contact with moisture.
The paper birch (Betula alba var. papyrifera)

has a nxuch wider distribution and is more
abundant in its range, being common from the
Atlantic to the Rocky Mountains. Its wood is

softer, weaker and less durable than the yellow
birch, and is not at present of great commercial
value. It is usually considered as a " weed tree,"
as it springs up with marvellous alacrity on
burned-over or cut-over areas. It has certain
qualities of toughness and compactness which
will in time win it a place among our nxore
important woods when these qualities are better
understood. The tough, resinous bark of this tree
has supplied the aborigines for centuries with the
material for covering their famous " birch bark
canoes."

Of the three native tamarack or larch species,
two ai'e worthy of note. The eastern tamarack
(Larix laricina) is found in every province in the
Dominion in swampy situations. Its wood is

hard, strong and durable, being siniilar to that
of Douglas fir and the Southern hard pines. The
western larch (Larix occidentalis) is niore impor-
tant commercially. It is found only in British
Colunxbia, but grows on better sites and reached
greater size than the ea.stern tree. The wood of

these two species together is cut into luniber and
also used for railway ties, conaing third on the lis;

in 1914, and for mining timbers and fencing.

The maple, whose leaf is the national emblem
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of , Ca,nada, is our .second most important hard-
wood, and is represented in.('ana(lii by niiu^ or
more species scattered from tlie Atlantic lo the
Pacific. Only one species however can be con-
sidered here. The sugar maple or hard maple
(Acer saccharum) produces the most valuable
lumber, and, like birch, is used for furniture,
vehicle stock and interior house finishing. The
sap of this tree is the source of maple syrup and
sugar.
Basswood (Tilia americana) is a valuable wood

for cabinet work of all kinds, but being resti'icted

in distriljution and in great demand the available
supply has almost disappeared. It formed less

than one per cent, of the lumber produced in

Canadian sawmills in 1914.
, Elm, represented by three species in Canada, is

a valuable vehicle wood. Beech, ash, oak, butter-
nut, chestnut, hickory, cherry, black walnut,
tulip, black gum, I'cd alder, sycamore and sassa-
frass are all valuable woods, and are still sawn
into lumber in Canada, but in most cases the
supply, which was never large, has dwindled
almost to insignificance.
The popular species, of which there are seven

native to Canada, are for the most part considered
as " weed trees," but, like paper birch and jack
pine, they produce .great quantities of material
which will eventually become valuable at least
for sonie purpose when their qualities are better
appreciated and when the scarcity of the more
valuable of better understood woods will make
their careful xitilization imperative.

—

Inter-
national Review of the Science and Practice of
Agricidtfire, September, 1916.

Some Easily Grown Salad

Plants.
By T. E. ToM.\LiN, Bessborough, Co. Kilkenny.

Although salad plants may not possess so nauch
nutritive value as some other vegetables, they
should not be altogether neglected, as they
undoubtedly have many health-giving qualities,

and will serve to render naany a simple meal both
attractive and appetising. Moreover, most of

these plants may be quite successfully grown
between the rows of, or as an edging to, the more
important crops in the allotment or small garden.
The kinds mentioned below are all of easy culti-

vation, a^nd are economical of garden space.
Lettuce.—This is perhaps the most important

salad plar;it, so we give it pride of place. Lettuce
seed may be sown out of doors from early March
to September, and to ensure a constant supply it

is best to sow a sniall pinch of .seed at intervals
of a fortnight. By doing this there will always
be heads fit to cut during the sunimer and
autumn, while the last .sowings will provide plants
to stand the winter, and will mature during the
following April and May. Sow in shallow drills

one inch deep. Protect the small seedlings from
birds and slugs by frequent dustings with soot
immediately they appear above ground. When
large enough to handle thin out to six inches
apart in the case of cabbage lettuce, and nine
inches to one foot for the cos varieties. Plant the
thinnings between rows of peas or Brussels
sprouts, or on the ridges between celery trenches,
and water well when necessary. Each sowing

will thus provide two separate batches for cutting,
as the plants left in the seed drills will mature
slightly in advance of those transplanted. To
ensure an early crop seed should be sown in small
boxes, filled with light soil. These will quickly
germinate in a sunny window. When the seedlings
appear they shovdd be hardened gradually, by
placing out of doors in the day time, and when fit

to transplant they can be transported to the
allotment, and there planted out singly. A
cabbage variety, such as (i olden Ball, is most
suitable for this method. A splendid cabbage
lettuce for sunxmer .sowing out of doors is Iceberg.
There are several good cos varieties, while the
variety Little Gem unites the good qualities of

both sections, and is, moreover, one of the
hardiest lettuces to stand the winter.

Radish.—Radish seed should be .sown at
intei'vals of ten days to keep up a constant supply
throughout the summer. A start may be made
early in March, choosing a sunny position for the
earliest sowings, and having a little dry litter at
hand to protect them from frost, if necessary.
As the weather becomes warmer a cool shady
position will be most suitable, reverting to the
warnier .situation again in autumn. Radishes to
be good should be grown quirkly, therefore the
soil must be rich and fine, and copious waterings
given during dry weather. If the seedlings come
up too thickly, it is important to thin them out,
so that each plant stands clear of its neighbour.
Mu.STARD AND Cress.—These may be grown in

the open from March to October. They prefer
a shady situation during the summer, such as
that between two rows of peas or beans. It is

best to sow a small quantity weekly, as it quickly
passes the young and tender stage at which it is

ratable. It can also be easily raised in small
boxes of fine soil in the house, indeed this is the
most satisfactory method of ensuring a regular
supply.
Chives.—The young growths of chives will add

a piqviancy to a salad, when the stronger flavour
of the onion would perhaps not be acceptable.
Half a dozen roots should be planted in an odd
corner, and if these are kept cut over regularly
during the growing season, they will provide a
constant supply of fresh young leaves. The
plants increase rapidly, and should be taken up
and divided every three years.

Beet.—^Beetroot is always appreciated, either
in a mixed salad or when simply served alone
with a little vinegar; moreover, the growing
plant is so ornamental that it may well be
enaployed at a time like this to beautify the front
garden, in place of the more orthodox bedding
plants. Seed of the long rooted kinds should be
sown early in May in drills one foot apart, after-
wards thinning out the young plants to nine
inches apart in the rows. They should be lifted
carefully in autumn, taking care not to damage
the roots, otherwise they will " bleed " and lose
their rich colour. The roots should be stored in

sand for the winter and protected from frost.

Seeds of Globe Beet sown in April will provide
roots fit for use in July. This variety, however,
does not provide such attractive foliage as the
long rooted kinds.

Endive.—Endive takes the place of lettuce as
the main ingredient of winter salads. The curled
varieties are the most attractive, but for hardiness
and general usefulness the broad leaved Batavian
is the most suitable kind. Seed may be sown in
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June, and the younj? ])lants afforded similar

treatment to that advised for lettuces, except
that more room must be given them—about
15 inches between the plants will be a suitable

distance. When fvdly grown, a few at a time
should be blanched by tying up the outside

leaves over the heart, and drawing up soil to

them. A covering of dry leaves will assist this

process, and will also serve as a protection from
frost. Seed should be sown again in July

.
to

provide a later siipply. Another method of

blanching endive is by lifting a few plants care-

fully with a good ball of .soil, and packing them
carefully into a box about a foot deep, afterwards
placing them in a dark shed or cellar. Endive
may be successfully grown on ground just

cleared of early potatoes, or as I invariably do
here, between the rows of a newly planted
strawberry bed.
There are, of course, many other plants grown

for salading, but those described above will be

found to meet the requirements of most people,

and can be relied on to provide an agreeable and
various supply.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Clardtner to Lady O'Neill,

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen Garden.

The frost has been so severe the whole of the
month of February that work outside in the
gardens has been nearly at a standstill, so that
this month will be an extra busy one trying to
make up for lost time. I would ask the reader
to look up last month's notes and make good
any arrears.
Potatoes which have been planted in pits and

pots in January will now require earthing-up or
topdressing; give the soil occasional soakings of
water.

This month we will surely get in a good supply
of early potatoes on a well sheltered border.
May Queen is one of the best for extra early

;

follow with Sir John Llewellyn or Early Puritan,
Colleen and British Queen.
The sets should be planted in rows 2 feet apart

allowing 1 foot between each tuber in the row,
covering them with 4 inches of the finest soil.

If tubers are well sprouted take care not to injure
the young shoots in the process of planting.
Sprouted tubers will be a fortnight ahead of
tiibei's not sprouted, and do not require so early
planting, which is a great help especially in wet
districts and heavy sods.
Look over tubers set up in boxes and remove

all unnecessary shoots.
Onions.-—Autumn-sown plants should be trans-

planted into deeply dug, well enriched, soil ; a
row between the rows of young strawberries not
expected to fruit this year is a good place to plant
if ground is a consideration, and it ought to be
this year. Plants raised in heat should now be
ready for pricking into boxes of fine soil consisting
of rich loam and decayed cow manure, with a good

sprinkling of an old mushroom bed. After being
sifted and mixed the compost shovdd be pressed
into boxes ; care must be taken with the plants
at this stage, as they are easily injured. After
transplanting, the house or pit should be kept
closed for a few days until the plants get a fre.sh

hold, and water must be given sparingly at first,

but the plants should be syringed daily.
The main sowing of onions outside shoidd be

made this month if we can get the ground dry :

but it is a mistake to try and prepare the ground
unless we can get it to crumble, as an onion bed
requires to be well firmed, and to try to firm
when at all wet only cakes the bed, and the poor
seedling has a struggle to get through the crust,
and what is worse, no air gets through: in fact the
crop would only be a failure. So get the ground
dry, give it a good dusting of lime, soot and wood-
ashes, fork the whole bed lightly over, then allow
it time to dry again, then tiamp it well, or run
a light roller over it, then rake and re-rake until
you get a good fine surface ; draw the drills

shallow, 13 inches apart, sow thinly and cover
lightly, tramp again and draw the back of the
rake lightly over the whole bed, dress up the sides
of the bed and rake alleys.

Peas.^—Young plants raised under glass air
freely for some time in order to harden them
thoroughly before planting out ; shelter from the
wind must be provided as soon as the plants are
put out, or the crop may be spoiled. A number
of small branches placed up each side of the row-
will help. A (-owing also should be made out.side
on an early border. Take out a trench for all

peas IS inches deep and put in a layer of manure
and a layer of soil alternately till filled. The first

sowing of peas out.side I always cover with
old dry potting soil.

Broad Beans.—A good fvdl sowing of these
should be made. Sow in double rows, allowing
a .space of 3 to 4 feet between each set of rows.
The earlier sowing of French Beans in pots

will now be growing apace, they will reqiure a
)iice topdressing of loamy soil and the jjlants
supported by placing small twigs round the edge
of pots ; continue to make further sowing in pots
at regular intervals.

Leeks.—Sow a full crop in good rich soil in
rows 1 foot apart.

Brassicas.—Full sowings of Broccoli, Brussels
Sprouts and Cabbages may be made. Smaller
sowings of Cauliflowers, Kales and Savoys should
be made at the same time. After the seeds are
sown either in beds, broadcast or in drills, it is a
good plan to give the beds a dusting of lime and
soot, it helps to keep off slugs, &c., and benefits
the .seedlings. Cover the beds with nets supported
by a frame work as soon as the sowing is com-
pleted to protect the young seedlings from the
mischievous birds—they are specially fond of
young turnips. A sowing of Early Milan
should be made on an early border ; also
a sowing of Cos and Cabbage Lettuce and a pinch
of Kadish every ten days.
Cut and prepare pea rods, also cut loam sods

and build in a square stack in frame ground; turn
over fresh manure, mixing it well with leaves;
turn compo heap, mixing it well with lime.

Transplant Cauliflcwers that have been win-
tered in frames.
Thin Carrots in frame, and if frames are avail-

able put in another sowing.
Pot oft' Tomatoes in the house they are growing
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in, and have the; soil wai'iued up, as young plants at
the pricking-of¥ stage are easily checked and die
off if the roots go into cold soil, or are taken into
a cold potting slied to be potted.

Fruit Garden.

The past cold, frosty weather will retard tlie.

growth of flower buds, so that We may expect
late blossoms. Peaches and Apricots are always
the first, and require protection from spring
frost—tiffany or a doul>le thickness of fish

netting hung down from the coping with supports
to keep it oft" the tree. It is best to roll it off

every day, as even the netting hinders the passing
to and fro of bees if they get a fine day to come
out.

Finish off all pruning of Apple standards and
forking betweei^ and round apples ; give the
surface of the ground round the base of the trees
a dusting of basic slag or any reliable fertiliser.

Grafting.—Prepai^ation may now be made for
grafting if stocks are already cut back. Clay
must be procured and well handled. A good
method is to add a little cow manure, working the
two well together.

Spraying.—If not completed I would advise
anyone to use a weaker solution, as the buds will

be pushing now.

Flower Garden.

Bedding Plants.—Pelargoniums or Bedding
Geraniums which are still in cutting boxes must
now be potted off singly and placed in a warmer
house ; a shelf or stage in a vinery which has
just been started will suit them for a few weeks.
Pot also Fuchsias antl Heliotrope autumn
cuttings. Spring cuttings root readily now on
a moderately warm hotbed; insert the cuttings
firmly round the sides of small pots in light
sandy soil; water them in and keep them shaded
from the bright sunshine till roots are formed.
Border Carnations.—As soon as the soil can

be got into a suitable condition, the plants that
have been wintered in a cold frame may be
planted out. Some attention mu.st be paid to
the ground before planting out the jjlants. Wood-
ashes, soot and old potting soil are all suitable
matei'ials for mixing with the soil for Carnations.
Some of the ijerpetual-fiowering Carnations do
well when planted outside on a sunny, warm
border ; old pot plants planted out give quan-
tities of fine flowers all through the summer and
autumn.
Pinks that have been raised from pips will

require to be lifted from th( ir nursery beds and
planted into their permanent quarters ; they
make a fine edging in a kitchen garden, or clumps
in the foreground of a mixed border.
Lobelia cardinalis.—This may now be broken

up into small pieces, each piece potted singly in
a 3-inch pot and placed back into a cold fram?.
They require to be kept on the dry side until they
begin to grow freely.

Sweet 1'eas.^—Autumn-sown plants may be
planted out—if for big blooms plant singly

—

cover each with a 6-inch pot at night, as the
nights are sure to be cold in March. Seeds sown
in January will be up, they will require plenty
of air, lifting the light off altogether on fine days.

Support tlie plants with little twigs round the
pots. Another sowing should be made tliis month
in pots, and started in a cold frame. Protect
them from mice, for they could destroy the whole
lot in one night.

Flower Beds and Borders planted with Wall-
floAvers, Polyanthus, and other spring flowers
should be examined, and any plants loosened
with the frost should be firmed, the beds scuffled
and made tidy before the plants ccme into
bloom ; trim the verges with the edging knife,

making this quarter as attractive as possible.
Lawns should be swept and the roller kept

going as nmch as possible ; continuy forking or
digging borders.

Cut down Tritomas and burn clumps of
i'ampas Gra.ss ; they grow much better after
burning, and it is very hard to clean them
otherwise.

Continue pruning and tying climbers, give the
Bambling Roses a good thinning out, cutting out
all dead and old wood, laying in the young
growth 4 inches apart.
Towards the end of the month the bush Roses

may be pruned, commencing with the Hybrid
I'erpetuals, cut back all weak twiggy slioots and
cut back strong growth according to their
strength.
Some strong growing Roses (if they are in beds

by tliemselves—as Roses look best one bed one
colour) do well layered—that is, laying the
strongest growths along the ground, pegging them
down with good stout pegs ; they make a fine

show, and you get quantities of blooms, and if

disbudded quite etpial to any show blooms.
Fork the beds or borders over after pruning,

giving them a good dusting of artificial manure

—

Potash, Super, or Guano.

Southern and Western Counties.

By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord
BaiTyiTiore, i'ota

The Kitchen Garden

A LONG spell of wintry weather of a pronounced
character has entirely suspended much work in
the garden generally, and in consequence vegeta-
tion for the time of the year is backward ; but
let us hope that such conditions are only a
blessing in disguise, for undoubtedly they will

have a very beneficial influence upon the ground,
disintegrating that which was broken up, and also
causing the destruction of many obnoxious insect
pests, which of a mild winter go more or less un-
heeded by the birds, so that there might be
a great amount of truth in the expression I have
heard more than once—that the old country was
never so prosperous since the frost and snow
left it.

Potatoes. ^—Great as has been the interest
displayed in the cult of this important vegetable
at all times in this country, efforts will be made
in all directions this year to further increase the
crop, and rightly so wherever favourable con-
ditions exist. Many people will be making
their first step in this direction, and it is to those
that I would suggest that they obtain some
practical advice before embarking, for good seed
is scarce and costly, and it would be only a
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grievoiis waste to plant such on ground and
situations where the chances of success are very
remote. The site for the niaincrop should be an
open one, free from the evil influences of over-
hanging trees and their jobbing roots, and the
grouiul should be thoroughly well worked and
liberally enriched with farmyard manure or the
best substitute—the best being, no doubt, sea-
weed where procurable.
Throughout the present and early next month

planting may be done. If the tubers are not
sprouted at the time of planting it may safely
be carried out a little earlier. The governing
factor will be the weather. Planting niay bo
done with a dibber, or the sets laid in drills, or
planted as the digging of the garden proceeds ;

2 feet (5 inches to 8 feet will not be too much
between the rows and l'"> inches between each
tuber, though I am aware very few farmers give
thenr that distance between the rows, but in
gardens it admits of winter greens being planted
inxmediately after earthing up. In good ground
a row should be planted wherever available, and
even in peace time as an edging to walks they are
very handsome when in flower.

Peas.—Varieties renowned for their produc-
tiveness should be sown for succession of the
second early Marrowfat types. The practice of
Ijreparing and sowing Peas in single lines in
various parts of the garden in preference to
having the whole of the rows on one plot is un-
doubtedly a good one for several reasons. It has
generally been recommended that Peas require
plenty of manure worked into the soil, but froni
an experience last year with a row of the variety
Gradus and also one of Broad Beans, on the
same plot, that followed a patch of Cabbage and
received only a dressing of lime that was dug in

preparatory for Potatoes, I am convinced that
excellent results may be obtained without fresh
supplies of manure. If trenches are taken out
and manure added as generally made for Celery,
the ground should first be dug, and the same
remarks apply to all vegetable crops similarly
treated, as I am sure that when cut out of solid
ground and refilled when the loosened soil con-
denses, the conditions at the roots are unfavour-
able to the well-being of the plant's growth. The
seed should not be sown too thickly, as nothing
is gained by overcrowding, but allowance must
be made at the time for any possible losses
through variovis causes, and 2 inches between
each seed will allow for that.
Spinach Beet.—This is a most remunerative

crop, which will give supplies for a twelvemonth
and in the dead of the winter. Seed may be sown
any time when the ground is workable, and a
pinch at every 6 inches, in di'ills a foot apart,
can be thinned afterwards. Encourage last
season's sowing with a dusting of soot and
loosening the surface soil with the Dutch hoe.

Seakale.—The planting of the sets or thongs
may be carried out as soon as the ground is

ready by making holes with a dibber sufficiently
deep enough so that the crown is an inch or two
below the surface in rows 18 inches apart and
9 inches between each.

Turnips.—Successional sowings should be
made, and if a little superphosphate can be
drilled in with the seed it will considerably help
the crop. The thinning of the earliest sowings
should be done piecenxeal, for birds have a habit
of pulling them out sometimes.

Winter Greens.—About the end of the
month a sowing of the various Brassicas for
supplying the late autunin and winter months
may be made. The seed may be sown in drills
or broadcast, it matters little, though I prefer
the latter, as if not .sown too thickly the plants
can develop better. Select a piece of ground
tluit has been cropped with some totally different
family, well dig and mark out into beds a yard
wide, leaving alleys a foot in width which may
be thrown out on to the beds, or, simpler still,

trodden to a lower surface. When sowing,
separate the species as widely as possible, cover
lightly with fine soil, and if the weather is dry,
water with a fine rose-can. and either protect
with netting from the birds or dress the seed
before sowing with Ilcrticol.
Leeks.—Sow in drills or broadcast thinly for

the winter and spring supplies.
Winter Onions.—These may be planted out

whenever their x'ci'manent quarter is ready.
The ground if at all lumpy should be forked over
first, and a dressing of lime or soot and wood-
ash will be beneficial before treading and raking
down to a fine tilth. Make deep holes witli the
dibber so that the roots go straight down, fill in
with loose fine soil from the surface, and avoid
planting too deeply, in rows a foot apart and
G inches from plant to plant.
Broad Beans.—Make successional sowings of

the Longpod type, usually in double rcws, allow-
ing a foot between each and placing the seeds
alternately at 6 inches apart. If more than one
row is sown aUow at the very least a yard between
them. I have seen seed dibbled in between
Spring Cabbage with satisfactory results, and this
year hope to do so with a plot on a narrow border
facing west, and plant Shallots half-way between
the rows of Cabbage plants.
Parsley.—If seed was not sown inside or on

a mild hotbed for transplanting when hardened
oft" for earliest supplies, sow a few drills on a
south border for early pickings.

Sal.safy.—Sow in drills 15 inches apart, and
treat similai^ly as for Parsnips for soil conditions.
Cabbage.— ^Nlake a sowing at once of the

larger growing varieties, such as Enfield ^larket,
for summer supplies.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

Complete the pruning as early in this month
as possible, and make every effort to leave the
garden as tidy as possible by burning all rubbish
and prunings and forking up the surface soil

under and around the trees. This applies to all,

I think, excepting Kaspberries, and these will be
better if undistm-bed. Some gardeners mulch
these annually with cinder ashes to provide a
light tilth for hoeing, and with good results. A
.sprinkling of Basic Slag under the mulch will help
them, or a topdressing of manure, but heavy
coatings of rich farmyard manure tends to
weaken rather than iniprove their growing and
fruiting qualities, at least that is my experience.

With other fruits the loosening of the ground
not only improves the appearance, but can be
much more easily hoed and weeds kept under,
and provides a natural mulch by having a loose,

fine surface in spells of dry weather, and if

stimulants are needed and given, may be much
more easily watered in.
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YouiiK trees of iiyraiuidal habit, however care-

fully pruned to outer buds, are apt[to grow abuost
fastigiate. This can often be corrected whilst the

wood is young by employing forked struts and
tying them into position on the nuiin stems.

But these must be examined occasionally as tlie

wood swells rapidly. Black Currant bushes that

have become unduly large and weak may be

rejuvenated by cutting them back hard to the

base, when strong young shoots will come away.
Avoid overcrowding, and especially in the centre

of the trees, by removing the old growths—the
only pruning necessary for these. Cuttings of

White and Bed (Hirrants and Gooseberries that
have been saved for forming young bushes should
have the lower l)uds removed before planting,

but those on Black Currants may be left. Cut
down newly planted Raspberries to the ground

-

level or nearly so. Figs should have the oldest

wood removed in thinning out the growth.
These often make too much growth at the expense
of fruit through tlie roots having an unlimited
run.

The Flower Garden.

Lawns, and especially those adjacent to walks
and drives, should be thoroughly well swept and
rolled before the mowing season comes upon us.

Where moss is prevalent the sward may be con-
siderably improved by first of all cutting as low
as possible with a scythe, almost into the ground
as it were, and then thoroughly well raking with
a sharp iron-toothed rake, or on large stretches

by harrowing, and if a dusting of soot or sulphate
of ammonia be given afterwards in showery
weather an improved appearance will soon be
apparent. Any turf requiring relaying should be

completed as soon as possible and uneven surfaces

on lawns relayed if time permits. Attend to the
edging of grass-edged garden walks. Beplant
perennial Asters or Michaelmas Daisies in well

prepared ground, and give plenty of room for

staking out the growth. Plant Pentstemons, and
if not already done pinch out the point after they
get over the shift. This delays fiowermg, but
ensures a greater display later.

The Rose Garden proper will need attention

this month with regard to pruning. First cut
out all dead and useless wood and cut hard back
any weak growths, and cut back the remaining
growths to five or six eyes, but leaving the fore-

most bud to improve the symmetry of the bush.
For exhibition blooms harder pruning must be
resorted to. Clear away all prunings and fork
over the beds after dressing with manure. If

carpeting plants, such as Violas, are used, these
should not be allowed to grow up into the growth
of the Roses. Nepeta Mussinii makes a good
plant for growing at the base of Standards and
half-standards, but grows too wild for beds of

dwarfs. The single and double Gyi'sophila also

is fine for the same purpose. For beds of Roses
Mignonette is hard to beat.

Goatsrue.

Notes on some New Primulas.

In a recent article in January, on the above the
names Primula conspersa and P. Loczii (page 9)
fcjhould be transposed.

The Noxious Weeds Act, which has been in force

for more than sixteen years in New Zealand,
makes the destruction of certain plaiits obligatory.
Some of these are regarded as noxious through-
out New Zealand, others only in certain
districts, according to a declaration by the local

authorities.
The goatsrue (Galega officinalis) has also just

been included in this latter category.
This species of Leguminosae, cultivated in

gardens in several parts of New Zealand, has only
become wild on the banks and in the old alluvial

soil of the rivers Manawatu and Pohangina. It

spreads rapidly along roads paved with the gravel
of these rivers. As usually, Galega is not eaten
in sufficient quantities by animals to prevent it

flowering, it spreads rapidly wherever it takes
hold, unless the soil is covered with a thick coating
of grass. In New Zealand, the Galega often
attains 3^ feet, and more in height. It generally
flowers towards the second week in December,
and remains in flower for about two months. If

mown a little before flowering, it flowei^s in March ;

if the plants are cut at intervals, they may even
flower three times in one season. The ordinary
method, therefore, which consists in preventing
the flowering of weeds by a single mowing per
year, is almost valueless for this weed, which
must be turned in.

The Galega is regarded as a weed because

—

(1) it is very little liked by cattle : (2) it tends to
choke more desirable plants

; (3) it is considered
poisonous.

. Towards the end of autumn and in winter
animals feed to some small extent on the branches
of the. plant when they begin to dry. The same
is the case at the beginning of spring, before the
branches harden.
On the other hand, all animals refuse the plant

during summer, when it is in full vigour. This
seems to be due to the bitterness of its leaves.
Moreover, at some seasons its leaves are markedly
poisonous to sheeiJ, and perhaps also to young
cattle. Experiments in France have shown that
10 lbs. of these leaves are sufficient to kill a
sheep.

Goatsrue, however, has some useful properties.
It has even been advised as a forage crop, and is

in fact cultivated for that purpose in some parts
of Switzerland. If mown when still tender and
allowed to wither slightly, it is agreeable to cattle

and may be fed to them without danger.
The writer thinks that Goatsrue would do ex-

cellent service as green manure, especially for
very light sandy soils, for which it would perhaps
be better even than lupin. It only remains to
ascertain whether turning in would suffice to
destroy it. Goatsrue is plentifully provided with
root tubers.
To control this weed, it must be mown at least

three times a year, or turned in and a mixture of
grass consisting principally of Dactylis glomerata
and Lolium itahcum sown on top. It would also
be as well, for some time, to roll the grass-land
thoroughly. In those parts where the plant
specially abounds, clearing of the grass-land and
conversion into arable land is advisable.^A. H.
Cockayne in the Journal of Agriculture, Feb. 21,
1916.
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POWER'S HALF-GUINEA COLLECTION.
BROAD BEANS, one and half pints.

RUNNER BEANS, half a pint. '

FRENCH BEANS, half a pint.

BEET, Power's Favourite, half ounce.

KALE, Curled, half ounce.

BROCCOLI, best sorts, two packets.

CABBAGE, two sorts, one ounce.

SAVOY, Drumhead, one packet.

CARROTS, best sorts, one and half ounces.

CAULIFLOWER, Early London, one packet.

CELERY, Power's Emperor, one packet.

CRESS, Curled, two ounces,

RIDGE CUCUMBER, one packet.

ENDIVE, Green Curled, one packet.

POST

LEEK, Power's Champion, half ounce.

LETTUCE, two varieties, one ounce.

MUSTARD, White, two ounces.

ONION, two varieties, one and a half ounces.

PARSLEY, Extra Curled, one ounce.

PARSNIP, Improved, one ounce.

PEAS, for succession, three pints

RADISH, Mixed, on6 ounce.

SPINACH, Triumph, two ounces.

SPINACH, Beet, one ounce.

TURNIP, Model White, one ounce.

TURNIP, Orange Jelly, one ounce.

VEGETABLE MARROW, one packet.

GARDEN SWEDE, one ounce.

W/6 FREE,

POWER'S FIVE SHILLING COLLECTION
BROAD BEANS, half a pint.

RUNNER BEANS, half a pint.

FRENCH BEANS, half a pint.

CABBAGES, Improved Nonpareil, half ounce.

CARROT, James' Intermediate, one ounce.

KALE, Dwarf Green Curled, half ounce.

LETTUCE, All the Year Round, half ounce.

LEEK, Power's Champion, quarter ounce.

POST
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PARSLEY, Extra Curled, half ounce.
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RADISH, Mixed Turnip, half ounce.
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S/' FREE,

CABBAGE, quarter ounce.

CARROT, half ounce.

'

LETTUCE, quarter ounce.

ONION, one ounce.

POWER'S HALF-CROWN COLLECTION.
PARSLEY, quarter ounce.

PARSNIP, half ounce.

PEAS, half pint.

TURNIP, one ounce.

POST 116 FREE,

By investing in one of these Vegetable Seed Collections you may save 50 %
on the cost of your seeds. Better seeds or better value certainly cannot be had.
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.B.LA.,

James Bobertson, J.P.

Hon* Treasurer—D. L Ramsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jcun, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH

BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, LondoB,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

'* Th« most ample •xpresalon of our thankfulness can
n^yftir repay the debt vrhlch the people of these Islands oure to
the sallant Officers and men of the Navy, w^ho, by their cease-
less vigil on the danffer-strewn waters of the North Sea, are
maintalnlns us in comparative 'peace and quiet. ^'

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeeil for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

I ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

I to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

I The Hon« Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

I formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

I Remittances to b« made to MR, D. L. RAMSAY.

L
Offices of the Boyal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBUN
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Front Gardens^
How they iiiay Look Well and add to the Food Supply,

JlDINAPvILY at least some
attempt is ina:le to beautiiy

the front plot which is pait

of the amenities of most su-

burban houses. Some aspire to

nothlug metre than a grass plot,

but many more ambitious and often highly

succeiisful efforts are to be seen as one journeys
through the suburbs of our large cities. It

occurs ij the Avriter that with an allotment
situated probabty at some considerable dis-

tance from his house, and more than likely

largely devoted to potatoes, the tenant may
add variety to his vegetable supply by using

the front garden for other kinds requiring

closer supervision.

There will be this advantage, that the ground
has already been tilled, jjarticularl}' if in the

past it has been used for grt)wing tloAVers. As a

rule there is a border 2 or 8 feet wide under the

Avindows. and probably a bed in the grass or

borders flanking it. Quite a number ot veget-

ables can be grown in such beds and borders

Avith no othe^ ])reparati()n than dee]) digging
and levelling. It is a mistake to think that all

vegetables require rich manure ; to some it is

positively detrimental. It is equally erroneous
to think that crops of vegetables in healthy
growth are necessarily prosaic-looking or ugly.

vVell grown, man}'' of them are quite ornamental,
and by choosing such kinds as have ornamental
leaves, and which re([uire to be left in the
ground all suuimer, it should be quite possible

to have the front garden comparatively gay,
while also adding its quota to the food supply.

8up])osing we beghi Avith the border under the
Avindows. No better place could be found for

groAA'ing Runner Beans, Avhich will yield quite a
large supply of succulent pods for use during
late summer and autumn. If the soil be deeply
dug noAV and left till the end of the month it

Avill be in good condition for seed sOAA'ing. Firm
the soil bj' lightl}' treading it, and sow the seeds

J) inches apart and about 3 inches deep. As the

seedlings groAV they may be trained up strings

attached by nails to the Avall, alloA\dng a length

of <) or 8 feet for each plant. All summer plenty
of hoAvers Avill be ])rocluced, and theie are many
far less beautiful HoAver.s highlj' ])raised. The
pods may be used for cooking as soon as they
are 6 inches or so long, and should be kept

picked so that none is alloAved to become old

and develop seeds Avithin. Thus the plants AviU

go on producing tloAvei's and pods till frost

comes. In dry Aveather Avater copiously.

The next vegetable Avhich occurs to us as

suital)le for the front garden is Beet. Freshly

manured soil is not Avanted, in fact it is highly

detrimental to the long-root€xl A'^arieties. Most
of the A'ariet'cs have deep bronzy-red leaA'es,

so beautiful that certam A'^ar'eties are often used

in floAver gardening. There are also green-

leaved varieties, and if no\'el effect is desired it

might be an adAantage to mix them. The seeds

should not be S(>Avn before May. Meantime, dig

the bed or border the full depth of the spade and
haA'e it read}' for soAving next month. If the

soil is rather shalloAv soav vhe Globe or Turnip-

rooted variet}^ as it groAVS more on the surface.

The seeds may be sown in lines or broadcast,

and should be covered about an inch dee]).

When the seedlings are large enough to handle

easily, thin out to a foot betAveen each ])lant.

To add to the effect an outer edging of parsley

may be soAvn uoav, then by the time the beet has

made some g^-OAvth the ])arsley shoukl be

groAving nicely. Beet has many uses in the

house, being used in salads or dressed Avith

vinegar, and eaten a\ ith cold meat. It may also

be cooked Avhole and used as a vegetable Avithout

the addition of vinegar. It is highly nutritious,

being rich in sugar. Parsley is not only useful
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ior garnishing, but is excellent as a flavouring

to soups and stews. During the present crisis

we have to make the best of everything.

Carrots, like Beet, prefers soil which has been
cultivated but which has not had manure
recently. Sandy soil is preferable, but deep
digging and thoroughly breaking u]) the lumps
will do much to make soil fit. The carrot fly is

frequently troublesome, causing serious blanks
in the bed, but as a rule it is the early crojos

that suffer most. By deferring sowing the seeds

border of Carrots may have an edging of some
favourite annual flower, such as Nemophila

—

a small packet ^of seed Would suffice. A per-

manent edging might be formed by sowing a
small packet of thyme seed, so that a " season-

ing " herb would always be at hand.
Dwarf Curly Greens are by no means to be

despised for decoration, and certainly no better

winter vegetable could be desired, and being
hardy and vigorous they will succeed nearly

anywhere. Any front garden which has been

Photo by]

MixKD Flower Bokdeiss at St. Awe's
From a Painting by Miss Rose Barton.

[Mason, Dame St., Dublin.

till the middle of May this pest may be largely

escaped.

Few people will deny the ornamental qualities

of carrot leaves, in fact they have often been
used as "green foliage" in arranging cut
flowers. A bed of Carrots therefore may with all

propriety adorn the front garden. Make the
surface of the bed as fine as possible and sow the
seeds in drills a foot aj^art and an inch deep.
As soon as large enough thin the seedlings, but
do it gradually, taking a few at a time till they
are ultimately about 9 inches apart. Sow a
variety of what is called the intermediate
section. Again, if effect is desired, the bed or

fairl}^ well cultiA^ated in the past should grow
this useful vegetable, and plants can be pur-

chased very cheaply as a rule from local market
gardeners, manj^ of whom are already adver-
tising Cabbage plants, &c. It will be time
enough to plant in June, giving 2 feet between
the plants. A few plants dotted through the

other beds would all help to add to the Avinter

suppty.
We frequently hear of at least one difficulty

which confronts the owner of a small garden,

and that is the difficulty of purchasing seeds in

small quantities. In the past several reliable

firms have made a feature of supplying seeds in
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penny i^ackets, and they did very fine business.

There are still cheap packets to be obtained from

three halfpence i;pAvards. and we would draw

attention to the very complete and useful

collections of vegetable seeds from 2s. 6d. up-

wards Avhich are offered l)y advertisers in Irish

Gardening. These generally will meet the

requirements of any of our readers who -wish to

add to their food suppty.

never seen a good one in anj^ botanic garden

at home or abroad. . .

Through the courtesy of Lady Ardilaun we
are able to illustrate one of the beautiful borders

at St. Anne's which, under the care of Mr.

Andrew Campbell, are every year of surpassing

beauty.

For comparison we publish an illustration of

the herbaceous borders in the Botanic Gardens,

Herbaceous Borders.
Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasuevin.

Herbaceous Borders

.

During the past autunm and winter it is pro-

bable that flower borders have received less

attention than usual. The requirements of the

kitchen are of paramount importance now, and

for that reason much of our space is devoted to

an attempt to help the less experienced to pro -

duce more food. However, a correspondent

laiel}- Avrote thai. " a good mixed border is a far

rarer thing than a good rock garden," and
remarked :

" Only once have I seen it at 8t.

Anne's in Ireland, once in the late Frank Miles'

garden at Bingham and often in Miss Jekyll's

garden in Surrey." Later he says : " I have

Glasnevin. Sir Frederick ]Moore takes the

keenest interest in displaying all the most beau-

tiful hardy plants as well as those of botanical

interest.

Visitors from all over Great Britain and
Ireland frequently express their admiration for

the hard}' flower borders at Glasne\'in.

Soil Cultivation.

Hoeing.

Digging and trenching are recognised methods

of rendering soil productive, but the value of

hoeing, or otherwise mantaining the surface of
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tlie aoil in o- Jooae friable condition, j.s imie'li It^ss

appreciated. Too often hoeing is delayed until

weeds make their unwelcome appearance, and
then very often the sole object in mind is the

destruction of the weeds. Without doubt weeds

are unprofitable and steal from the soil food

which ought to bo available for the cultivated

crop. There is, however, much more in hoeing

or otherwi.se loosening the surface soil than

merely killing weeds. Everyone knoAvs that

most soils as they dry .show cracks or openings

all over the surface, and into thee cracks the

air penetrates at once in such volume that it

dries out the soil to a considerable depth.

Further, when thi^ soil is carrying a crop of

plants of any kind their roots spread more or

less through the soil, and consequently all roots

which lie in the way of a crack become broken as

the soil contracts. The ends of the roots, being

thus exposed, are also liabk to dry up, and the

plants suffer seriously, and may get a fatal

check. By keeping the surface soil constantly

loose and friable to the depth of an inch or so

the formation of cracks is prevented, and thus

not only are weeds eliminated, but the soil is

actually kept moiiit and at the .sauie time

sweetened by air, which, instead of pouring in

through large spaces, is admitted uniformly

over the grovmd through millions of tiny spaces

between the particles of soil. Hoeing therefore

conserves the moisture in the soil, and is far more
beneficial in times of drought than artificial

watering.

From now onwards many young cvopi Anil bo

coming through the soil, and all who are pedia])s

for the first time growing food are earnestly

counselled to diligently hoe and loosen the soil

between the rows. Never mind though no Aveeds

are to be seen or though the soil looks loose

enough, hoe it again whenever i.he soil is not too

wet and as long as you can get to work between
the plants. If ,you Avere short of manure in

spring, you Avill find hoeing repeatedly as good
as another ton of manure.

Food Production.

The present is an oyjportune time to do sonie-

thing to stimulate effort in food production for

the coming season, no matter hoAV small each

individua effort might be : evey little helps.

The February issue of Irish Gardening
contains timely articles giving advice and hel])f id

hints on this subject. Many of your readers

Avill be in a position to lielp further by giving

away to some less fortunate neighbour all

surplus plants, such as celery, leeks, broccoli,

Brussels sprouts, lettuce, saA^oy, &c. Many too

Avijl liaA^e surplus A^egetable seeds, and these can
noAV be used to adsantage instead of being kid
by and ultimately consigned to the fire or dust-

hin.

The labourers" cottage plots are fairly

iiumerous noAv in most counties, but, compared
Avith the English Avorkingiuan's plot, show a

loAV standard of cultivation. There is in this

coinitry a great lack of choice and varied

A'ogetables. Here there is a field for improve-
ment. Many Avould judge the labourer un-
Avortby, yet ne is dei-erAang of cA'ery help, and
it is surj)rising Avhat a little sympathetic help

may accomplish. A varied and extended supply
of A^egetables in the cottage plots at the present

is a desideratum.

Belfast. G. D.

Notes.

Achillea ageratifolia.

Tiiis is the plant Avhich is sometime;; listed in

catalogues as Anthemis Aizoon. It is an
extremely pretty plant Avith narroAv, finely cut

s'h'ery leaves and bearing large terminal heads
of white, dai.sy-like flowers. When in flower

the total height is about 6 or 8 inches, and the

effect of the silvery grey leaA^es and Avhite flower

heads is very cbacming. It is a !S. European
plant, and is ligurod in fSibthorp's " Flora

Graeca." A sunny, Avell-drained .situation is

A'eiy necessary in this comitry, otherwise our

damp Avintcrs and cold springs are inclined to

do it considerabk? damage. The floAvers appear
in July and make a lovely tlis])la.y. Projjaga-

tion is effected by division of tho roots in

spring and by cuttings made from the side

groAvths as thoy are produced in summer.

B.

Primula denticulata as a Cut Flower.

This, one of the earliest hardy I'rimroses to

flower, is extremely useful for indoor decoration.

Usually at its best duriuJi the latter half of

March and in early April, it is this year, in

common A\'ith other plants, .rather later. Now,
in the middle of March, the heads of flowers are

just begiuniug to push up from among the

rosettes of young IcaA' es, but Avith the strengthen-

ing sun and fast kuigthening days they Avill make
]aj)id progress, and by tho end of the month
should be making a bright dis]j?ay.

Essentials in successlul cultivation are rich

soil, constant moisture and annual diA-ision after

flowering. In the bog garden they flourish \'ery
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Well if not subject to Hooding in Avinter ; in thi;i

event they are apt to rot in the centre. Given a

retentive soil, however, which remains moist

without being water-logged, they start awa}-

strong'y every spring. The flowers should be cut

before they are fully o])ei\cd, and, arranged as

shown fn tlie illustration, they will continue in

good condition for several weeks.
After flowering the plants should be lifted and

divicled into one or two rosettes, adding some
well decaj^ecl manure to the soil when re-

planting. B.

Campanula Portenschlagiana.

This is one of the finest ami most easily grown of

all the dwarf Bell flowers. As our illustration

sliows, it makes a magnificent mass Avhon
allowed sufficient space to wander at will. On
the rocker}' it can be reliod on to estal)lish itself

freely, and will annually make a lovely display

in June, and continues bearing floM'ers over a

long season. Tt is not fastidious as to soil or

position, flourishing in any decenlly cultivatefl

medium without any elaborate preparation of

grit, sand, &c., and it is equalh' happv whether
planted in a flat ]")ocket or wedged in ])etween

stones forming a wall face ; and it flourishes in

sun or shade, but does not suffer drought gladly.

In fact it is so vigorous that care must be taken to

plant where choice and less vigorous gems will

not be lost in the fight for existence. The
flowers are a pleasing shade of blue purple,

borne so profusely as to almost smother the

glossy dark green leaves.

Propagation is easily carried out b}' simply
digging up a clump in spring and dividing the

rhizomes into small pieces, replanting them in a

nursery bed or potting up for future ute.

B.

Saxifraga burseriana Magna.

This magnificent variety, though not so early

flowering as the variet}' major, is superior in

size of flower, and at Glasnevin seems to be much
more satisfactory than the much-vaunted
8. burs. Gloria, which invariably produces a
large jiroportion of deformed flowers.

The flowers of var. magaa are c^uite as large

as those of var. Gloria, pure white in colour, the

petals broad and solid-looking.

A few plants are now flowering in the Alpine

House, part of a stock originally presented to

the Gardens by ]\Ir. Murray Horni brook, a great

lover and successful grower of Saxifrages.

Glasnevin.

Seed Sowing.

During April, when most of the digging of plots
lias been fmisliecl and earlv potatoes planted,
seeds of other vegetables \a ill be so^n in ( onsider-
nl)l(( quantity.
From what one hears of the iniinense demand

for seed it would appear necessary to again warn
jieopld agaiiist sowing too thickly. This matter
has already ))een alluded to in Irish (Jardexinc;,
hut tlie id<'a seems firnrly rooted in the minds of
tlu' inexperienced that the more seed soun the
hetter the crop. This idea is entirely wrong and
cannot he too strongly condemned.

Onions, carrots, turnips and such small seeds
should he sown as thinly as possible so as to have
as little thinning out to do as possihle. Onion
seed is sometimes sown thickly for the purpose
of using a large portion of the crop as " scalliojis,"

hut, generally speaking, a very thin sowing will
yield all the " scallions " an average family re-

(piires.

Peas will he close enough at three inches apart,
making a double row ; broad beans six Inches

;

iiinner beans nine inches in a single row, and
(Uvarf beans six inches.

.Maincrop potatoes should not he less than
thirty in<-hes between the rows and fifteen inches
l)etween the sets. All the best and most experi-
enced growers recommend plenty of light and air
foi- potatoes, both early and late, and those who
t\V{'. planting now on new ground will find wide
planting will give the best results.

Gardener.

Onion Sets.

Next to potatoes and cabbages there are few
more popular vegetables than onions. In a well
cultivated garden there is not a great deal of
dilficulty in securing a good crop, given ordinary
care in the prepai"ation of the soil and in subse-
• [uent cultivation. In new ly broken grass land,
hort'ever, it is prohable that onions from seeds
might prove sonievvhat uncertain, and various
pests of insect and fungus origin are apt to do
grave injury to the crop, particularly if it is in
anyway weak at first.

So useful a vegetable, however, is well worth
attempting, and to those who are cultivating
ground this year perhaps for the first time, and
who have but a few sjiare hours to devote to it,

we recommend planting onion sets in preference
to sowing seeds. The advantage in using sets

lies in the fact that one has a small onion to begin
with, and they may be planted at once at the
distance apart at which they are to remain, and
consequently no further attention as regards

thinning is required. Furthermore, being

stronger from the beginning, they are less prone
to attack from maggot and mildew, and therefore

there is less likelihood of disappointment. Allot-

mevit holders will find these sets most useful, as

they can he inserted in any odd corner, providing

the soil has been well and deeply dug. Some
manure would he an advantage, of course, but

can be done without, as niedinm sized solid bulbs

keep much belter t luin large soft ones. The sets

should be. planted nine inches apart, merely press-
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ing them into the soil till the top of the Inilb is

about level with the surface of the soil.

To furtlier explain the meaning of " Onion
Sets " we reproduce lierewith an article which
appeared in Irish Gardexixg of ^Nlay last year :

—
" A method of improving the size of onions by

transplanting them was recommended by Wor-
lidge so early as the beginning of the seventeenth
century in his ' Systema IIorticidturjB,' and this

l^ractice has lately been revived with great success
by some eminent horticulturists.

" The theory on whicli it is founded is extremely
ingenious. Every plant which lives longer than
one year generates the sap or vegetable blood,
which will elaborate the leaves and roots of the
succeeding spring.

" In bulbous roots this reserved sap is deposited,
in the bulb, which in a great measure composes it.

Now, the store which is thus formed varies con-
siderably in the same species of plant, according
to the particular circumstances under which it is

raised. Thus the onion in the south of Europe
accumulates a much greater quantity in a single

season ixnder a greater degree and longer duration
of heat than is afforded by our colder climates,
and, therefore, it acquires in a given time a much
larger size.

" Mc Knight was iiiduced by those observations
to suppose that two short and variable summ.ers
here might perhaps Ije ec|ual in effect to one
long and bright season in Portugal, and,
accordingly, he attempted a method of culture
which has proved his inference to be correct.

" In pursuance of this plan, seeds of the
Portugal onion were sown in late spring very
thickly on a poor soil and in a shady situation.
Under these circumstances the bulb in the
autumn had attained scarcely beyond the size of

a large pea. The bulbs were then taken from the
ground and preserved dry during the winter, and
in the ensuing spring they were again planted at
equal distances.

" From this treatment the bulblets (or sets)

produced bulbs very superior to those raised
im.mediately from seed, some exceeding 5 inches
in dianieter, and being more matured, remained
sound throughout thewinterwith greater certainty
than those raised from seed in a sngle season.
. .

."

—

Rhind's VegetahJe Kingdom.

" Sets " suitable for i)lanting are now being
offered by uaany seedsmen, and intending growers
should obtain a supply and plant without delay.

Gardener.

Vegetable Food.

Salads.

Salads in this country do not hold the same
Ijosition in the housekeeping that they do abroad,
where the mid-day meal would certainly not be
considered complete unless some salad was served
up. But it is c^uite possible that, with the
duration of the war and the growing shortage of
sonie food stuffs, that it will become a necessity
to make use of all vegetables, cooked or in the
raw state.
By the word salad far more is implied than

merely chopped lettuce and a dressing. It in-
cludes many cold cooked vegetables, such as
green peas, young broad beans, cauliflower,

French beans, potatoes, beetroot, salsify, as well
as lettuce, luustard and cress, onion, chives,
cucumber, tomato, radish, celery, watercress and
parsley. Eggs, hard boiled, make an excellent
addition, either in the dressing or chopped
through the mixture.
Any broad beans used in salads should if

possible be in a young state, as the outer coats
get hard as they age. If they cannot be obtained
young, the outer coats can be removed and the
beans cut up.

Cauliflowers—it is best only to use the
"flower" portion, and to break it into small
pieces rather than chop it.

An excellent salad can be made with lettuce,
mustard and cress or watercress, or all three
mixed, and added to this any potatoes chopped
small, cauliflower, peas and beans, chopped
radishes, tomato, cucumber, and the usual
seasonings of salt, pepper, parsley and onion.
Chives being far stronger than onion should be
served with the salad, but not mixed tlirough it,

and they look quite nice laid on the dish in small
bunches. Other " trimmings " can also be added
with sliced tomato, hard boiled egg, cucumber
and parsley; potatoes, caidiflower and peas and
beans are often over from a meal, and in this way
may be utilised.

A winter salad can be made up of cold chopped
potatoes, beet, celei*y, parsley, hard boiled egg,
and cold cooked salsify, all chopped fine.

As for dressings, many people ijrefer to mix
their own at table, and usually those who prefer
to do so also prefer vinegar, oil with salt and
pepper. Others prefer oil alone mixed with the
salad.

Condensed milk makes a good foundation for a
salad dressing. It contains sxifficient sweetening
not to require any addition of sugar. With it

can be mixed a little mustard, pepper, salt, and
if available the yolk of an egg. Where cream is

procurable it is, of course, far nicer than the
condensed milk in the dressing.

E. 31. P.

Ammonium Sulphide Wash for

American Gooseberry Mildew.

The following note has been conxmunicated to
the Board by Dr. J. Vargas Eyre and 3Ir. E. S.
Salmon, of the Research Department, South-
p]astern Agricultural College, Wye, Kent :—An
extensive series of experiments which was carried
out during 191G, partly in the glasshouse and
partly in the open, has again demonstrated the
value of ammonium sulphide as a fungicide
against " powdery-mildews " (ei'ysiijhaceae) in
general and particularly the American Goose-
berry ^lildew. The details of these experiments
show how completely the results of last year's
spraying trials corroborate the resvilts published
by us in this Journal for February, 1916.
Necessity for Using Soap.—It is desired,

however, to eurphasise once again the importance
of using soap in this spray fluid. In order to
ensure a satisfactory wetting of the mildew

—

without which it can be only partially effective

—

it is absolutely necessary to use the wash con-
taining 0.5 jier cent, of soft-soap even when soft
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water is used in its preparation

—

i.e., 5 lbs. of
soft-soap per 100 gallons of wash.
New Stock Solution.—It is thought advis-

able, for practical reasons, to place on retord now
a new method of making this fungicide ^^hich
makes it possible to jjrepare a more higlily con-
centrated "stock solution" than the one pre-
viously described. After numerous preparations
had been made, in which varying amounts of
sulphur \\ ere dissolved and the fungicidal value
of these several preparations had been ascertained
by delicate biological tests, evidence w as obtained
that a stock solution of ammoniuur sulphide, pre-
pared as described below, is as efficacious when
dUuted to 1 part in 100 parts as is the stock
solution described last year when diluted to 1 part
in 20 parts. Besides being more easily handled
by reason of its more concentrated form, there is

every reason to believe that when made according
to the new formula, the ammonium sulphide
wash will now be
procurable on the
market at a chea-
per rate.
Preparation of

THE New Stock
Solution.— The
preparation of the
new concentrated
stock solution may
be convenientl>' ef-

fected by saturat-
ing one-third of a
gallon (1..53 litres)

of aqueous am-
monia of sp. gr.

0.895 at 16° C—
i.e., 30 per cent.

—

with sulphuretted
hydrogen gas until
the sp. gr. of the
liquid becomes
equal to 1.075 and
its volume 1.55
litres. It is then
mixed with two-
thirds of a gallon
(3.06 litres) of 30
per cent, aninaonia
solution, and to this mixture 2 lbs. 7 ozs.

(1,101 grms.) of flowers of svilphur are added and
dissolved by stirring. A moderately slow cui'rent
of sulphurretted hydrogen gas is again passed
through the clear solution until its sp. gr. becomes
1.085 at 16° C. Owing to the increase in the
volunie of the liquid which takes place during
the preparation, more than 1 gal.—namely,
slightly more than 5 litres of the concentrated
stock solution—is finally obtained.

It ivill be obvious jrom the above description
that the stock soli(tio)> oj ammonium sulphide is

not one ivhich can be prepared by the groiver him-
self. Further, since this stock solution cannot in

practice be tested by the grower, it should be pur-
chased only from firm,s of repute who will vouch
that it Jias been prepared according to the method
described above.

Dilution.—To prepare the diluted wash froni
the above stock solution, in the case where the
water used is " soft," 5 Itis. of soft soap of a
reliable brand should be dissolved in 99 gallons
of water, and into this quantity of soap solution

1 gallon of the stock solution of ammonium
sulphide should be mixed by stirring. In this

manner 100 gallons of wa.sh are prepared ready
for use. In cases where the water used is " hard "

a proportional increase must be made in the
amount of soap used unless other means are
adopted for softening the water.
With regard to the method of applying this

wash and other details, also the relative values of

ammonium sulphide and lime-sulphur, reference
should be made to this Journal for February,
1916.

—

The Journal of the Board of Agriculture.

Pfwto by]

Correspondence.
TO THE EDITOR OF IRISH CiARDENINC!.

Sir,—The winter which is now passing away
appears to have been the most destructive to
vegetation in Ireland which we have experienced

since that of 1878-
79. .Judging from
r e p o r t s rec eived
from many parts
of Ireland, the
nature and extciit
of the damage
done has been er-

ratic and variable,
which can to some
extent be account-
ed for by the dif-

ferences in the
amounts of rain-

fall, and of frost,

that is by the ex-
tent of the vari-

ation from the
annual avei'ages of

the district. In
the County Dublin
the variation has
been extreme.
1916 was the wet-
test year recorded
for this district, the
rainfall amounting
to 40.88 inches,
January, April and

July being the only comparatively dry months out

of the twelve. It was also a vei-y sunless year, so

that vegetation was ill-prepared for the almost arc-

tic conditions which prevailed for so long. As com-

pared with the winter of 1878-79 some curious

and interesting facts are noted. In that winter

Arbutus Unedo and other species, Myrtles,

Aristotelia, Laurels, Portugal Laurels, Sweet Bay,

and Laiu-estinus, were very severely in.iur<-d. This

year they are comparatively uninjured. Hima-
layan Rhododendrons, such as E. Thompson!,

R. grande, E. Falconeri, R. fulgeias, also suffered

severely : this year they have escaped. Veronicas,

on the other hand, seem to have suffered more

this winter. There are many interesting features.

Griselinia has proved to be quite hardy. In

Pittosporums, P. Ralphi and P. tenuifolium have

not suffered much, but P. Mayi is completely

defoliated. A plant which we had come to regard

as comparatively hardy, :Myrtus Luma (Eugema
apiculata), is injured, while Trieuspidaria lane e-

olata (Crinodendron Hookeriaxium ) is fairly sate.

Grevillea rosmarinifolia and G. sulphurea have

Primula dexticulata

Arranged in a bowl.

[S. /!o!e
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estal)lislH'(l ilicir title as hardy jjlants. a fad finc-

rastcd several years ajjo by that excrlli-nl judiic

of the caiJahiHties of plants, T. Smith, of Xcwry.
Fui'iher we find tliat several speeies of Vai alyjitus.

such as K. lU'uiijera, E. vernirosns. Iv {(x-cifera.

E. pulvei'uleiita. and i)erlia])s Iv .McArl liuii and
E. cinerea, can (daiiii to be hardy and to be

suitable plants for many districts in Irelaiid.

Others, siuh as E. punctatus, E. resiaifera, Iv

Smitliii. are killed. Ceanothus N'eitciiii and V.

tliyrsitlorus have been badly injured. ('. ri^idus
is quilt safe, and about to flower. .Many forms
of Phoriiuum t<'uax. New Zealand Flax, are
serioush' cut l)ack. just as they were in lS7S-7!>.

while ^'u(•(•as and Coi'flylines. so l)adly injuied in

that year, have escaped this year. Conifers seem
to have sutTered very little. A fe>v of the .Mexican
pines look unhaiipy, and Cupressns t4^)rulosa, (\

Henthami, ('. Goveniana look bro»v.i and rather
dilapidated. Pentstemons n misei-ible sitjht !

These aie liierely a fe*v cases which suy^est
observation and enquiry. Tlu' full extent of the
damage will not 1 e apparent until the buds open
in Ai)ril. and 1 venture to appeal to your readers
to make a list of the uijiired plants in their district

durimj the period April 'loth to Maij oth, so that
the lists nuiy be made under ajiproximately
sinailar conditions, and to send these lists to the
editor or to me. Such lists should indicate the
extent of the danux^e. such as " slightly injiu-ed."
" badly injured."" " killed.""

With such information a very instructive and
useful report can be lirepared, which will act as a

guide for future plantings. We will learn whicli
plants we can depend on for perniaxient effect,

and which plants aie to be avoided.—Yours truly,

F. W. .MOOKK.
Hoyal Botanic (iardens, Glasnevin.

TO THU EDITOI! OF IIUSH ( ; AllDKNI N (i.

Sir,— I visited Aldenham last Saturday with
a. view to ascertaining what was the extent of

damage which we had sustained by the very
severe weather last month, wheji the lowest tem-
peratur<' recorded was 29 degrees of frost. Unlike
tlie cold spidl in .January, 1.S9.), the last really
hard winter before that of lOlH 17, when our
thermometer registered 30 degrees ixdow zero,
there was no snow to protect plants when things
were at their wor.st. Nevertheless I am happy to
report—though it is too early to ]nonounce
definitely—that we have suffered much less on
this occasion, whereas in 18t).5 we had every
sliru)) of Xew Zealand origin (including sucli

hardy subjects as Veronica Traversi and Olearia
Haasti) and everystandard Kose tree onthe phn e

killed stone dead. Xow, outside genera like
Pittosporum and Eucalyptus, which one ^\ ould
expect to be tender on a cold clay subsoil north
of Jjondon, very few trees or shrubs seem to have
been killed outright, though a great many have
been l)adly score lied and have had their young
wood killed. It would appear that whether a
])lant escaped scot free, or was badly disfigured,
depended more on its location and aspect than
on the particidar type of plant, for J noticed that
even a tender shrub such as Phamnus alaternus
variegatus when completely sheltered from the
east was uninjured, while conimon Portugal
laurels facing that point of the ( omjjass were in
a lamentable state. The ea.st w ind which was so
prevalent, and so greatly aggravated the disagree-

ablene.ss of the cold snap, though not fatal to

))lant life, was very much so to foliage and
appearance. One gen\is a\ hich seems to have
come out worse than wouhl have been expected
isliiat of Hcrlicris: P. Darwinii and its offspring, B.

stcnoplivlla. and tiie shrub known i<i gardens as

H. Wallichiaua (tiie true plant of this name is not

in general cultivation) \\ ere much disfigured, and
1 observed a large plant of the new B. levis, which
was certahily dead above ground level if not
below. On the other hand B. Fortunei, an old

introduction from China, whiih no one counts as

hardy, escaped very lightly indeed. To me one
of tlie most cheering features of my inspection

was tlie highly successful way in which the plants

inti-oduce(i from China in recent years by .Mr.

Wilson have come through the ordeal, the only
.serious one that they have yet experienced in

Eui'ope. Not only have they shown themselves
vnstly more hardy than Forrest's introductions,
but they have come out better than old stagers
like Berberis Darwinii and other well-known
plants. It is true that Berberis levis W. (above-
mentioned.) has proved rather a failure, and so

also several of the Viburnums, siudi as V.
foetidum, but I detected no other cripples, and
can certify that Berberis Sargentiana, Pibes
laurifolium. Strr.nva^sia undulata and Viburnum
rhytidophyllum. to mention a few out of numy.
have escaped quite unscathed. Seeing that by
gift, sale, and exchange, I have probably done as
much as anyone to spread the cultivation of

Wilson's finds in these islands, to be able to give
them this certificate of character is to nie a souim e

of much satisfaction.—Yours truly,
Vic.vRY (linns.

7th :March. liM7.

Reviews.

The Worker^s Garden.*
This is one of the many l.ooks designed to lielj)

beginners, which have been puldished since tie
necessity for piodm-ing moie food has given rise

to the great iruicase of allotments. The writeis,
-Mr. (ierald Butcher and ^li'. Cyril Harding, have
plenty of experience, and know just what the
inexperienced require. The former is Superin-
tendent and Instructor to The Vacant I^and
Cultivation Society, and the latter Secretary to
the London Gardens Guild and British and Irish
(iardeners' Association. The book which they
have produced jointly deals briefly and to the
point with soils, manures, insect and fungus
pests, ciops, lotation of ciops : and indmles fruits,

flowers and vegetables. The advice on the whole
is sound, as one would expect from t\\o trained
men. and if we have any faxdt to find it is in the
number of crops dealt with. In our experience;
the sinrpler things which bulk largest are what
most beginners want information about, together
\\ith such salads as can be giown in little space.
At page 25, dealing \\ith kidney beans, it is

surely a clerical error to recommend sowing the
seeds four-fifths of an inch apart ; better sow
3 inches ax^art and thin out to 6 inches.

* The Vacant Land Cultivation Society, It
Buckingham St., Stiand. T.ondon, W.C. Price
6d, net.
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Vegetable Growing in War Time.*

Ji\ iJ i-;Ruii];T C'(t\vi,i:v.

Thk iUithor has piodiK ed a vltv usi'lul and irad-

al)le little book, written in siiuplt- language, and
giving as clearly as possible directions for culti-

vating and cropping a small garden or allotment.

Unlike some writers Mr. Co v^ ley has given most
attention to the mor(> important vegetables

which yield the greatest liulk of food, and has

of tlie guild have joined the army, and some,
al IS ! hav(^ made the great sacrifice. W'liile the
usual KeA- items w ill be read eagerly, chief interest
will centre in the: numerous letters from old
Kewites abroad and others in the fighting line.

Tiie sufferings of an interned Kewite will nieet
with ready sympathy. Particularly interesting
is an account of a meeting of old Kew men in
America and the formation of " The Association
of Kew .Men in America," which seems to have
met witli greater approval from the parent

J'holo hi,

111 tin

( AMl'AXrr.A PoiiTFNSCHL.UilAXA
Kock <i:iriUu, Aslibouiiie lloiiso, Ciloiintliaiino, Cork.

[Ernest BecktII

avoided going into too great detail regarding
wliat might be called luxury crops. This is

exactly what we have advocated for some time.
Simple, easily followed diagrams help to make
the text cleai- to the novice, and we have every
confidence in lei ommciuliug this litlh' volume
to oui' ri'adcrs.

Journal of the Kew Guild.

TliK 2 lib annual number of tliis interesting
journal will lie welcomed Ijy hundreds of old Kew
men at home and abroad. Since the publication
of the last number a good many other members

* Price 6d. net, from Coinifri/ Life, 20 Tavist ock
St.. Covent fiardeji, London, W.C.

society than, did a similar atlcmpt in Ireland
souie years ago.
The obituary notices are. alas ! moie numenius

than usual. Four portraits are sliown of young
men who left Kew to join the forces and liave

given their lives for tlieir Vountry.
I'lie text fittingly closes with several verses,

<»f wliicli we give the la.st two.

Ix .Mi:Mor!TAM llojnxxir Kkwkxsis.

And when, again, in happier times
Tlie bluebell woods of Kew

In eclioing chimes, i)eal far and wide,

Old friendship to renew

—

And memory weaving threads of thought,
Her poignant message sends,

liet us. foregathered, in silence give

Th(> toast of " Absent Friends."
H. H. Y.
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In My Half-acre Garden.

By Edward Lovett.

This is a most interesting pamphlet, describing
liow tlie autlior has for twenty-eight years culti-

vated his garden and produced abundance of

fruit and vegetables. His method of manuring is

ingenious, and costs practically nothing.
It is not stated whether the paniphlet is for

sale, but anyone interested might write to the
author, at Outram Road, Croydon, who will

doubtless afford all information.

Grafting Fruit Trees-

By Peter Brock, Fairview, Rnniskillen.

Grafting is an operation which consists in uniting
a portion of a plant to anotherwhich will support
it and furnish it with nutriment necessary for its

groAvth. Where large quantities of nursery stock
are produced, budding is the system generally
adopted for rapid propagation, but where buds
fail the stocks on which the failures occur may
be grafted in spring. Apples and pears, which,
for local reasons, do not succeed, may be re-

grafted with varieties that are known to suit the
soil and situation. If taken in time

—

i.e., before
the constitution of the tree has become a complete
wreck—regrafting with a variety that makes
healthy growth and crops freely has generally a
legenerating effect on the weakling. For
example Cox's Orange and Early Mctoria may
he grafted with Bramley or Grenadier ; both
sorts thrive and crop freely in most places.
The best time to graft is when the sap begins

to rise. Pearls and plums come first. The latter
are lietter budded, and are usually in the best
condition in ^larch. April is generally the month
in which we find apples in the best condition,
according as the season may be late or early.
Make sure, however, not to operate till the sap
begins to rise, which is easily ascertained by the
swelling of the buds and the bark rising easily
from the wood. Cut-back trees having been
sometim.e previously cut down to within a few
inches of the point intended to graft at, should
be again cut at the desired point and the ends
made smooth with a sharp knife.
There are various methods of grafting, some

requiring more skill than others, but the simplest,
and at the same time the most successful, are
" splice," " whip and tongue," and " crown."
The former are generally adopted for small stocks,
and for large stocks, such as cut-back trees, the
" crown " is the most successful, and is an ex-
peditious way of converting undesirable sorts of
apples andpears into asoui-ce of profit. In every
kind of grafting it is essential that the two parts
should be in close communication not by means
of the epidermis or pith, but through the" generat-
ing layersof inner bark, in the tissue of which
the cambium forms. A perfect union is not
effected except on this condition. The speedy
cohesion of the parts depends on the skill of the
operator in avoiding unnecessary wounds and
n^aking clean, straight cuts, and preserving them
from the action of the atmosphere ; in careful
tying, and excluding the air from the parts to

be united. Always use a clean sharp knife, and
on no account touch prepared cuts with the

fingers

The Scion.—This is the portion which is

grafted. Well ripened shoots of last year's

growth, taken from healthy trees, are the most
suitable. Very strong, or soft shoots, or un-
ripened tops, should be avoided. Shoots required

for scions should be renroved from the trees

during the dormant season, carefully labelled,

and placed aboiit half their length in damp soil

in a cool, shady place till required. It is impor-
tant that the scion should be in a dormant but
plump condition at the time the sap begins to

rise in the stock : scions showing signs of shrivel-

ling should be rejected.

Splice Grafting. — This method is suitable

where the stock and scion are of equal diameter.

The sto£-k and scion are cut with a long sloping

or splice cut, perfectly smooth and even. The
two parts are then fitted together as exactly as

possible and bound with raffia or tape. The
operation is completed by the application of

grafting wax.

Whip and Tongue Grafting.-—This is the
niost popular method for stocks up to a half inch
diameter. The scion is cut with a long sloping
or splice cut, in this a notch is cut to rest on the
end of the stock, and a tongue is then cut about
two-thirds of its length. The stock is cut in the
same way so as to have a tongue corresponding
to that of the scion, which should fit into it

accurately. The tongue of the scion is then
inserted behind the tongue of the stock and the
parts pressed into each other. Should the scion
have a smaller diameter than the stock, it should
be placed to one side of the cut, so that the bark
of both stock and scion may meet on one side

at least. In tying begin at the top and continue
the bandage jjast the point of the scion.

Crown Grafting.—This is the most popular
method for large stocks or cut-back trees that
require several grafts to cover the end of large
limbs. Prepare the scion by first making a long-

sloping cut, then make a notch or shoulder to
rest on the end of the stock as shown in illustration.

This notch or shoulder is indispensable, as without
it—although the scion would unite-—it would not
grow over and cover the end of the stock. In
using slender scions, slit the bark through,
making a jjerpendicular cut apijroxiniate to the
depth the scion is to be inserted, then with a
neatly trimmed wedge, not larger than the scion,
open the bark near to the depth the scion will
reach, and push it down till the shoulder of the
scion rests on the end of the stock. With strong
scions and pliable bark on the stock make a
chisel-edge on the back of the scion, loosen the
upper of the bark with the knife and push the
scion down to the shou'der, which should be
2 to 2 1 inches from the point of the scion. If
grafting wax is at hand, with it close the opening
in the bark and round the scion on the end of the
stock. For tying grafts on large limbs the brown
cocoa fibre cord is suitable, as it does not contract
or expand with changes of the weather, yields to
the swelling of the scions, and may be left on till

autumn. After the grafts start growing freely
thy should be secured against breakage by wind
with stakes tied to the stock. Most of the spray
growth which pushes from the stock may be
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allowed to grow the first summer for the purpose
of fully maintaining root action in the stock till

autumn, when it may be all cleared off, and the
grafts being well established will utilise all the
sap the following season.

Grafting wax is now becoming very popular

I '

.J 'i-

Whip and Toxgue GEAFTixr;.

]jetters 6, c, d, show method of inserting scion on stock. "—Method
of putting on clay,

with amateurs, as it can be procured from seeds-
men in tins at 6d. and Is each, postage extra.
It is now very rare to meet with anyone using
the old-fashioned clay mixture, witli which I

have seen some very nice grafting done.

Suburban and Allotment

Gardens*
General Eemarks.—As in many instances
cultivation commenced very late, it is probable
that much of the work recommended for last

month has stOl to be done ; this should be pro-
ceeded with first of all. There are few seeds
amongst allotmsnt holders" crops which cannot
be sown in April with a fair amount of success,

while potatoes planted during this month often
bear better crops than those planted earlier.

Would-be allotment holders need not be deterred
from stai'ting on new allotments even now, while
those having useless grass patches in suburban
gardens may still be in time with many crops ;

after all it is the vegetables in season from January
to April which are of most value, because most
expensive to buy. Amongst such might be
mentioned ;—Broccoli, late Brussels sprouts.

Savoy cabbages, curly greens, leeks, July-sown
turnips, and such stored vegetables as garden
swede turnips, parsnips, beet, carrots, Jerusalem
artichokes and onions.

Seed Sowing.—:\rake a sowing of cauliflower,

Savoy cabbage, broccoli, early greens and leeks
on a well-prepared seed bed (made as suggested
last month). These crops will rec^uire transplant-
ing later from .May onwards. They should
provide a valuable lot of winter vegetables,
{.'arrots should be sown early in the month.
This crop should, where possible, be sown on
ground which was well-manured last season. On
new ground some manure will be necessary ; this

should be placed at least S inches deep in the soil,

othemvise branched or forked roots will be the
result, due to the growth of the rootlets in this

moisture-holding material. The rows should be
12 inches apart, and the seeds should be sown
thinly in drills (V-shaped tracks) at a depth of

one inch, and then covered with soil which should
be pressed gently uiDon the seeds. On shallow
soils the drills might be raised above the ground
level by drawing the soil so as to form parallel

ridges about 12-15 inches apart. While on extra
heavy soils it will pay to make special holes 2 feet

deep and about 12 inches apart each way with a
crowbar, then filling each hole with a prepared
nxixture finely sifted, using such materials as
turfy soil, sand, wood ashes, and just a sprinkling
of an artificial manure, such as Clay's fertiliser,

using about a half pound to a cwt. of the mixture.
(This crop is often attacked by maggots. This
matter will be dealt with in the next issue.) A
second sowing of peas should be made, using a
variety such as Pilot or Gradus ; then towards
the end of the month make a first sowing of beet-

root, using a globe-rooted kind, also of French
and runner beans, but in the northern districts

it will pay to wait until ]May for these crops.

Parsley, scallions (small onions used green) and
celery should be sown for pot-herbs. The former
requires a well-drained soil, while the two latter

will be benefited by the free use of well-rotted

manure in the soil. Salad crops will be useful

during the summer. To provide such, regular

sowings of lettuce, radish, cress and mustard
should be made. The soil should be well-manured
for these crops at about 6 inches from the surface.

Planting.—Plant out at about 24 inches apart
in the rows, and at least 18 inches between the
plants, a further batch of cauliflower and cabbage
plants, also a few red or pickling cabbage. Savoy
cabbage, Brussels sprouts, &c. These crops revel

in a richly-manured soil which has been well

limed (keeping the manure about 6 inches deep.

Plant out the main crop of potatoes as soon as

possible.

Thinninc;.—As the various seedlings come
above ground they should be thinned out to at

least an inch apart at first (except in the case of

mustard and cress, which are shorn off in the

baby stages), and then eventually thinned so as

to give each plant its required amount of space,

which varies with the different crops. For
carrots and early turnips the final distance will

be about 6 inches, while the radishes may be left

at 3 inches, being further thinned out as required

for use.

Hoeing.—The Dutch or push hoe should be

constantly used as soon as the seedlings of various

kinds came above ground. The soil should be

loosened about an inch deep ; hoeing preve/its

the rapid evaporation of water from the soil,

allows the air to enter freely (air is necessary for

the proper development of the roots of plants),
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<-hecks the development of weeds, and, coiiso-

qviently, benefits onormously tlic ^n<)A\tli of llic

I)lants sawn.

Flowers.— If the vaiions herbai cous ijcicniiial

flowering plants, snch as Phlox and Michaelmas
Daisies, have not been divided, this can still V <•

done. In re-planting the outside parts of eacli

<-lnmp give the best results as a general I'ulc. A
further sowing of liardy annuals can be made,

North
I

T

while in tlie sunny spots some of the more tender
kinds, such as Xemesia, Acroclinium, <S:c., might
lie sown. I'lant out S\\eet Pea seedlings on the
ground previously prepared ; these should be
supported with beech or other tree twigs, and also

piotected from (old winds after planting. Eoses,
if not alreadv pruned, shoidd })e pruned without
delay.

W. H. J.

Plan of Plot
Size, 90 feet x 30 feet

o
% <
*^
o

be J

,, „ Qixantitv
Space for ^^^^. ,,^.,,^^;

each ro^^
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The Month^s Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Canlcn,!- tn I.ad\ O'X.ill,

Sliaiic's Castle. Antrim.

Kitchen (Iaiidex.

March is always a cold, treacherous moDtli, and
this season the frost has been extra .severe. In
the North generally there will be a great scarcity
of greens and early Cabbage plants The most
of the autuum-sown plants are killed by the frost,

except in gardens where there is good shelter from
the X.E. winds

CiKXERAL Work.—Tlie past few days the
work has been proceed.in.g very satisfactorily as
regards manuring, digging and general tidying xip,

but the soil has never been in a very satisfactory
condition for seed sowing. Having everything
ready (I am writing on the 17th) we will take tlie

first opportunity of getting in the Parsnips,
Onions and Brassicas as advised in last month's
calendar Weeds will begin to appear, so that the
scuttle will have to be kept going at every favour-
able opportunit y : as well as preverting the growth
of weeds it keeps the crop moving and the soil in a
healthy condition, and also prevents evaporation.
Stimulate crops of Cabbages with a pinch of

nitrate of soda. Clear away the stumps of cut
Broccoli and exhausted Brussels Sprouts, A:c.,and
prepare ground for later sowings of I'eas and
Beans. If ground is se'ected for the Celery crop
prepare trenches, and the space betweeu the
trenches can be utilised foi' pricking out Lettuces
or sowings of Eadish or suiunier .Spinach.

Seed.s.—Make a good sowing of Snowball
turnip, also, at regular intervals, make sowings
of Cos and Cabbage Lettuce. Succes-sioiial .soiciiif/ oj

Peas and Broad Beans.— .My method with Peas is.

as soon as the previous sowing is one inch over
the ground sow again (that is, of course, sowing
the proper varieties in turn), and so on till the end
of May-. Make another sowing of Cabbage and
Broccoli also Drumhead. Savoys and. Curly Kale :

these ought to be got in about the latter end of

the month. Carrots, Salstf!/ and Scorzonera.—
The main crop of these vegetables must be soa\ n.

as soon as possible ; an operi situation is prefer-
able and deep soil, which should not be newly
manured. Pork a good dusting of wood ashes ajul

soot into the surface, ti-ead over, and rake the
whole level, then draw the drills one foot a])art.

and sow thinly. Where ground has been found
unsatisfactory for Carrots I have seen fair crops
grown on raised drills sown thinly and not
thinned out, for it is after the thinning process
that the Carrot fly attacks the crop : a dusting of
vapourite between the rows and scuttled in is a
good preventative. Salsify and Scorzoziera are
grown in the same way as the Carrots, and are
most useful vegetables, and a nice change for the
table.

Globe ARTiriioKE.-^ —Plant suckeis on well
prepared and well manured land ; allow three feet

between the rows and three feet from plant tc
plant, planting alternately ; these, if well attended
to. give a supply in autumn : old stools should b<!
well tlunned : this crop likes a shaded moist
situation.

tKEXcii Beans in jjuts showing llowers or i)ods
should get a liberal supply of weak li(|uid manure,
and also keep the syringe going to keep down red
spider A small sowmg about the end of the
month, according to the weather, should be made
on a sunny border (Xe Plus Ultra or Osbourne's
Early Forcing), and at the same time a sowing
might be nuide in snuill pots or boxes in a frame
to plant out in case of failure in the outdoor
sowing.

Spinach.—Make at least two .sowhigs of
summer Spinach during this month, as it very
soon runs to seed if the weather is at all di-y.

Spinach Beet is very valuable where S])inach is lu
Ijig demand, as it is always in use tiirough tlu;
autumn, whiter and spring. Sow this month and
it can be thinned and transplanted in. ((uantity,.
according to the demand, in lines 1.5 inches apart
and 12 inches from plant to i^lant.

PoTATOE.s.—Plant the maincrop as early in

the month as ground and w eather permit. Allow
more space between the drills for late Potatoes
(nothing is gained by narrow drills) : 2S to :>(>

inches is about right. In old garden soils, where
Potatoes have beer regularly grown, give a good
dressing of warm lime, scattering it up the drills
on top of the manure just before dropping the
tubers : this will be found not only to benefit the
crops, but also to improve the quality of the
Potatoes. If the ground has been previously dug
and manured, open a trench aloi^gside of the lii>e,

1 inches deep, with tlie s])ade and scatter it back
over the plot, then dust the lime in the track, set
the tuber, change the line to the next row ai'd
take out the second track and cover the first with
it. and so on till the plot is finished—that is,

putting Potatoes in on the level and it 's a much
better way than using a dibble, for although it

is more trouble it will pay Iti the end. The
favourite varieties in the Xorth are l'p-to-l)atu
and Windsor Castle.

AsPARACiU.S.—New plantations should be made
tow^ards the end of the month, when growth is

well started. Choose a nice, moist day, take out
a good sized hole for each jilant and spread the
roots out horizontally, leaving the crown of the
plant about one inch under the siirface of the soil.

Asparagu.s beds ought to be thoroughly made, as
they are meant to last for a good number of years.

Trench 2 to 3 feet deep, mixing the soil well wHh
rotten manure ; seaweed is an ideal manure for

Asparagus. C ve old beds a good dressing of salt

at this time.

IIerh.s.—As these are to be grown in large

(quantities in some places, sowings of juo.st kind."?

should be made this month. Sow Parsley, giving
the bed a good layer of soot : rake it in, tread the
ground firm, and sow in rows 1 foot apart

Vegetable ]\1arrow.s should be sown in pot.s

plunged into bottom heat and gradually hardened
off to be ready for ]>)anting in permanent cjuarters

in May The sooner you can get out the Marrowa
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the more fruit you will get before the pl;.nt is cut

dowu with frost

Onions sow-n in boxes can be planted out wher)

large enough to handle—say six inches higli—in

well prepared ground. Plant with trowel or take

out a noti'li with the spade and let the rootlets

sti'aight^ dovvn. A good dusting of lime and soot

shoidd be forked into gi-ound l)efore planting.

CauliflowekS wintered in coUl I'l-ames may be

planted out into perinanent quarters in good, rich,

well tilled soil : draw tracks 1-S inches apart, with-

draw hoe, aiul iilant in tlie tracks, which give

shelter from the wind, and the sod can be scuilled

level w^heii they begin to grow. (rive a good
dusting of lime occasionally to prevent the

ravages of slugs, who dearly love a young cauli-

flower.

Seakale.—Plant in lines IS inches apart and
one foot from ])lant to plant. Cover the sets with a

handful of coal ashes. Each set will send up
several heads, which reduce to one, of coiu-se

choosing the best.

Hotbeds.—^lany will require these for the

culture of Cucumljei'S and Melons. Stable manure
and fresh leaves should be got together for that
purpose. To make hotbeds properly is an art in

itself ; they are nearly always put in too quick ;

they ought to be mixed thoroughly and put in a

heap to ferment and turned again before they are

ready to be put into the frame or bed. A well

made bed should retain its heat for at least three

months.

Fruit Garden.

The grafting of fruit trees may now be pi-o-

ceeded with. Start with Pears and Plums, as the

sap rises much earlier in these than in Apples.
The Apples may be done any time during the

month. The study of this particular branch of

horticidture is very fascinating, and the many
advantages proved to result from the sensible

use of grafting are numerous. Sometimes old

trees that bear useless bad fruit can be made into

useful trees in a short time if 20 or SO scions are

grafted thereon. I think, of the three form.s of

grafting old trees (that is, when the stock is much
thicker than the scion), cleft, rind and notch, the
later is the simplest and usually the most effective.

The form of grafting used where the stock and
scion are ec^ual dimensions is whip or tongue
grafti .a. Grafting clay, to cover the union of

graft and stock to exclude air, is made of clay and
manure mixed well together, or grafting wax is

sold for the same purpose.

General Work.—If weather remains favour-
able keep the Scuffle or Buco Cultivator going,

even though there are no weeds showing amongst
the fruit borders; it will repay you by the general
appearance of the place and also benefit the crop,
as ground round fruit trees is inclined to crack in

dry w^eather if not kept constantly stirred. Water
fruit trees on south walls if weather continues dry.
(Uean and scuttle Strawl)erry plots, if not already
done, and put a layer of strawy iiuinure up
betw^een and around plants, so that the nutritious
value will be washed in, leaving it nice and clean
for the fruit to ripen on.

Flower Garden.
Si)ring Ijcdding will soon be at its best, so that

the garch'ii will begin to be a great source of
]deasure. Any staking required for Hyacinths
should lie attended too and the beds kept as tidy
as possible.

Lawns should have been thoroughly swept and
rolled, so that the nxowing niachines will have a
clean run. It is a mistake to delay too long in
mowing, as the grass begins to grow quickly
towards the later end of the month. Any bare
patches or the sowing down of new lawns should
be done. One pound of good lawn grass seed, from
a reliable firm,i)er 20 square yards is the qiiantity
for a new lawn. If birds are numerous, a dusting
of soot and lime will keep them oft".

Shrubs.—Planting of Conifers and tlie usual
selection of Evergreens should be finished oft: at
once ; but Hollies transplant better towards the
later end of April, choosing nice moist weather.
Large spechnens may be shifted without much
risk, ijrovided care is taken to preserve a large
ball of soil about the roots and a, good w^atering
is given and the plant properly staked.

Pansies and Violas.—Few flowers are more
general favourites, and I'ightly so, for they are
easily grown, and are sure to give great satis-

faction wherever they are planted—either as a
ground work amongst Roses or through a bed of

Zonals, or they do themselves credit in a bed or
border alone. It is better to have them planted
in their pernranent quarters before the soil and
sun gets too hot for them, but when established
they can stand any amount of that.

Sweet Violets.—When finished blooming,
either the end of the month or beginning of May,
the runners may be raised and the strongest
planted, either in raised beds or in rows in well
tilled and manured soil. Water regularly to keep
them from flagging. Runners that appear during
the summer should be pinched oft".

Half-hardy annuals that were sown in heat
will be ready for pricking out. Out-door Chry-
santhemums, Pentstemons and Calceolarias, if

sumnxer quarters are not ready for them, ought to
be pinched and transplanted into a frame or
sheltered border, where they can get slight pro-
tection if needed. Continue digging herbaceous
borders if not conxpleted. There is nice growth
showing on Delphiniums and Pyrethrums. A
careful w^atch should be ke^jt for snails and slugs.

The Rock Garden is becomi^pg interesting now.
Care shoxild be taken to keep down w eeds, and the
soil should be stirred between the plants. Finish
oft' Hybrid Tea Roses and give beds a feeding
and general tidying up.

Southern and Western Counties,

Ly Ei;ni3st Beckett, Gardener to Lord

Barrymore, Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

The first half of the month of March has, unfor-
tunately, been all against any attempts to bring
up arrears in the Kitchen Gai'den as regards the
working of the land—at least in this locality.

Heavy rains, alternated with frosts, and on the
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luoriiiiiy of the 9tli the remains of a snowstorm,
have all tended to keep the soil in a sodden
condition, and, with the exception of the planting
of a few early Potatoes, little has been done.
Still in our variable climate a change is soon
effected, and at the first opportunity loosen the
sui'face to facilitate drying and to provide a good
seed bed.

Early Potatoes.—Those growing in frames
must not be coddled too much or weak growtli
will result, therefore air freely on all possible
occasions ; increased ventilation may be afforded
by blocking the lights iip sideways. On mild
days the lights may be removed entirely, but this
must be a matter of judgment. When the stalks
require supporting instead of moidding up, as
practised out of doors, soil of a fairly light nature,
or even leaf-mould, should be placed around the
plants, and if the soil iti the frames is at all dry
water well before adding the new compost.
P]specially round the edges of the frames the soil

is apt to get very dry, and a thorough soaking
should be given when the day is mild, and a
sprinkling of an approved fertilizer washed in.

Protection must be afforded from frosts, and
especially when the growth is nearing the glass,

as then the slightest touch on the glass will cause
damage and disfiguration. Those growing out of
doors should be hoed through as soon as their
whereabouts are discerned. This not only pro-
motes a good growth, but also keeps down weeds
and brings the soil into fine order for moulding
up later on. Earthing should not be hurried, as
it only tends to force the growth, but if a frost is

suspected a little soil may be drawn up to the
plants to shade them from the slanting sun's rays,
which cause the damage, such shade is aft"orcled

by an occasional row of staked peas, or in the
case of a small area the growth, if frosted, may be
syringed with the coldest water obtainable, or
the frost lightly brushed off the leaves.

Runner Beans. ^—Why the dwarf French
Beans should be more greatly appreciated in this
neighbourhood I am at a loss to understand,
becavise for cropping and flavoxir, in my opinion,
the former is easily first. During the present
month seed may be sown in boxes or four inch
pots and raised quite coolly for planting out next
month. This is preferable to sowing out of doors,
as having good strong plants for putting out
ensures an earlier crop and reduces losses to a
minimum, and is in reality very little more
trouble. In the meantime, if not already done,
prepare the site for planting by taking out a
trench at least a foot wide and the same in depth,
and well break up the bottom, then add a liberal

quantity of well-decayed farmyard manure and
return most of the soil on top, leaving a slight
depression, wliich will enable copious supplies of
water to be more easily soaked mp, if necessary,
later on.

Dwarf Beans.—For the earliest batch out of

doors, select a sheltered spot, and on well worked
and enriched ground draw wide drills, at least two
feet apart, and sow a double line six inches apart,
or the seeds may be dibbled into the ground two
inches deep. From the middle to the end of the
month, according to locality, will be soon enough.

Carrots —This is probably one of the most
ireacherotis crops to grow as far as the main-

crop is concerned, and to see the plants wilt from
the ravages of the carrot fly when thev look most
promising is most disheartening, and in localities
where this is the case reliance has to be made on
suixesdonal sowings of tjie stump-rooted varieties
which, singularly, are usually immune. I was
once told, and with I believe a great amount of
truth, that the later the sowing of the maincrcp
can be deferred the better and the greater the
chances of success. 1 think the early part of
3Iay as good as any.

Celery.—Sow seed for the manicrop and late
supplies, and encourage a free growth at all stages.

Onions.—The spring sown plants under glass
usually require planting this month. Break
down the surface and consolidate as advised last
month for the autumn sown ones. Plant in lines
fifteen inches apart and from three to six inches
between each. The greater the distance the larger
will be the resulting bulb. Before planting,
thoroughly harden off, and leave the boxes of
plants on the ground they are to occupy for a
few nights to ensure theni being so.

Asparagus.—Towards the end of the month
the beds will commence to give their annual
return, and a dressing of salt will prove beneficial,
as will also a light sprinkling of nitrate of soda
but the latter should be applied only when the
weather is warm, as it lowers the temperature of
the soil. Seed may be sown this month, and the
method of sowing in pots is a good one, as prac-
tised at Aldenham. Sow two or three seeds in
three inch pots and raise in a cold frame, and thin
out to one plant. During their season of growth
encourage the young plants by careful attention
to watering, 6^c. At the close of growth and on
the approach of winter plunge in coal ashes, and
the following April good plants are available for
planting in beds.

Vegetable 3Iarrows.—If the young plants
can have the protection of a portable frame or
hand light, sow a few seeds at once and raise in, a
warm house. Frames now containing early
Potatoes may be planted with Marrow as soon as
the young Potatoes are dug, and when all danger
of frost is past the frame may be removed entirely.

Peas.—When staking, allow a little extra
length in the supports, as, for instance, a variety
scheduled to grow three feet and a half will pro-
bably grow nearly five feet. If the sticks are
sufficiently long thrust them well into the ground
on the slant, as this will economise, and before
staking, especially if the plants are fairly long,
draw a little soil on either side to theiii. For
appearance sake the tops of the rows may be cut
off" wth a pair of shears and the twiggy pieces
stuck in the bottom for early support. Sow
second early and maincrop varieties for succes-
sion.

Lettuce. ^—Sow little and often for fucce.--
sional plantings, and plant out seedlings raised in
heat, and since thoroughly hardened off. Hoe
freely between the plants that have stood the
winter and, if necessary, hasten growth with a
little nitrate of soda. Protect seedling plants
from slugs by dusting with soot or lime.

Turnips—Make further sowings of Turnip-'
and attend to the thinning of earliest sown : on
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good s^rouiul lliese need not lie lliinucd loo

severely.

Bketuoot.— For eai-liest use sow the M^'vplian
or Globe Jieei in drills a fool apart.

ToMATOKS.—Pot on se(dlng8 as lic( oii;c.s

necessary and ])lant out for fniiting in beds or

lioxes lllicd partly witb uood fil)rous loam to wliicli

lias bren added a dusting of bone meal and a four-

incli ])otful of basic slag to each barrow load of

soil, but no quick-acting nranure should be
applied until the first truss of fruit commences to

swell. Plants that have be< ome leggy niay, when
planting, be laid down and the lower portion of

tlie stem covered, so as to bring the hrst truss
nearer to th'; ground. The eai-liest l)lossoms
sometimes set very ii-regularly, and generally need
lappin.g or lightly syringing about middle day.
(live air to the struc-ture whenever possible, and
if in pots water carefidly. Any vacant wall
spaces in i)cacli houses or vineries cannot l)e

utilised witli a much more profitable cio]). Kccj)

the side growths renu)ved before they be( ouu' too
large, but not just at planting or potting to

further check them.

(•AULIFI.oAVERS.—Towards the end of the
month plant out those wintered in frames or sown
earl\ under glass and subsequently pri'-kcd out
and iiardened off. Less room will be needed for

these—fifteen inches between the plants and two
feet between the rows. If pigeons are trouble-
some protect with netting. The ground for these
diould be done well with manure, and choose a

sheltered site. Prick out into cold frames late

sowings, as the rough leaf is being formed.

H AiiDY Fruit Garden.

Pears and Plums will be flowering tliis moutli,
and tbose, especially on east or south-eastei'n
aspects, may be protected by means of light
tiffany b'inds or a couple of thicknesses of netting,
sucli as is used for protection against birds. If

blinds are used means should be adopted so that
they can l)e removed to allow bees to visit the
trees during the day. Peaches and Nectarines
must be closely watched as the growths develop,
and if aphis attacks them syringe on a mild day
immediately after dimier with quassia. Dis-
budding will have to be carried out gradually,
first removing badly jjlaced shoots and a few-

others where thickest. I always like to leave two
good shoots as near the base of last season's
growth as possible, one on the upper side and one
on the lovver, and when making the first tie, when
about six inches or so of gro,\th is made, if the
upper growth is safely secured, I remove the lovver,

or in the event of a mishap to the first retain the
lower. On a last seasoii's grovA'th exceedng a foot
in length I usually leave an intermediate gro\^ th
as well as the terminal, but overcrowding should
be strictly avo ded. Disbudding near the base
of the tree must be carefully done, otherwise
bare space will result. Tlie top of a tree can
always be filled, but not the bottom. See that
the trees do not suffer from dryness at the root,
and syringe daily, if possible, using one's own
judgment, accoiding to the weather and time of

day, and only, of course, when the young fruits

are well set and about to remove the flowers.
Do not thin too eai'ly. excepting twin fruits and
others badly placed. Prune newly planted
Apples and other fruits, to induce a free growtli

iiecessai>' to lay the foundation to a good tree,

and mulch the surface soil.

FLOWER (iARI)i;.\.

Hardy .\nnuals will be sown out of doors this
month Jf for filling gaps in tlie herbaceous
borders first break up the surface and make a
fine tileh, and sow thinly and tover with a little

finely prepared soil, and mark witli a stick, hi
such ])ositions allow the young plants to grow in
irregular shapes, so that one family verges into
the other

Dalilias that have wintered in the ground will
need examination, as most likely they have
suffered to some extent from the frost. Old
clumps may be divided and replanted after well
working and liberally treating the ground to
manure.

Cuttings ofbordci- Clirysantlicmums that liave
been propagated should be hardened \\ell off

l)ef(jre ]ilanting either in a break by themselves
for cutting or in the Ijorders. Pare patches on
'awns may be sown this month, and if the seed is

fh-st dressed with Horti( ol no loss may be feared
fi-om seed eating birds, such as chafiinches.
Shiubs that flower on the ])revious season's
groi\th, as exaiu])le, Forsytliias—should receiv
any pruning th.it is desiralile immediately on
passhig out of tloiver.

The Sidalceas.

CoM.MoXLY calUn! (Jreek .Mallows, the Sidalceas
include among tiieir number some of the showiest
summer and autumn flo.veiing liL-rbaceous
plants.

Pelongin;'. to t!ie same family as the Hollyhock,
the flowers are somewhat similar to the single
form of that popular flower, but much smaller,
and the plants never attain the height of the
Holly irock. It is essential that the .soil for
Sidalceas should be rich and moist. In dry
ground they fail to flourish, and rarely last more
than a season. Given, howevei-, the proper
conditions they will continue to flourish tor
years, though it is a good plan to so\v a few
seeds occasionally, as young plants produce the
tine.st spikes of flower.
A & border plants the Sidalceas are admirable,

forming very effective colour groups in good soil,

but it is in the bog garden or near the waters
edge that they reach the highest stage of per-
fection. There they will reach a height of from
4 to 5 feet, producing long, handsome spikes.
Flowering with tlie Astilbes and Spiraeas and long
after them, they contribute in no small way to
the beauty of the bog garden and water-side.

Sidalcea Candida, probably the be.st known
specie.s> is a plaet of great beauty, producing
hanosome spikes of pure white flowers. S.

Listeri, a plant of garden origin, has prettily
fringed rosy pink flowers, and makes a most
effective group.

S. malvfeflora, a species with rosy purjjle

flowers, is itself distinct and beavitiful.

and har_ produced mimerous varieties of even
greater beauty ; chief among these are atro-
purpurea. with darker flowers: -Mariana, with rosy
crimson flowers; Oregona. rose pink, and Hosy
Gem. now a very popular variety, with rosy
pink flowers in strong handsome spikes.
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Spraying Potatoes*

done, but

to ensure

Y this time the bulk of Potatoes,

early and late, will be planted, and
some amount of speculation will be
rife as to the subsequent crop.

Much, of course, will depend on
hoAV the preparator^y work was

a great deal more can be done
a satisfactorj' return for the

labour and money expended in preparing the

ground and pur-

chasing seed. A
walk r o u n d
several large
allotment areas

to the north of

Dublin, on
Easter Monday,
disclosed a busy
scene. Hundreds
of men and
youths, and
some ladies,
were busy dig-

ging or marking
out " ridges

"

and planting
Potatoes de-

spite the almost

arctic weather
conditions. By
far the largest

area under cultivation

toes, and it occurred

Achillea ageratifolia.

is devoted to Pota-

to the writer that if

the ensuing season should prove a bad one for

disease, or as it is more commonly called
'• blight," there will be widespread and poignant

disappointment, and probably in some cases

discouragement from further effort.

Now, practical and scientific men have been

working for years in trying to produce disease-

resisting varieties and also in devising means for

combating the fell ravages of " blight." Of

disease -resisting varieties we need say Iittle,seeing

the choice this season has been limited and

people had to take what they could get.

It is a well established fact, however, that

spraying is undoubtedly of the greatest value

in reducing disease to a minimum, otherwise

large market growers, who have to depend for a

living on the crops they produce, would waste

neither time nor money on it. There are, of

course, those who aver that spraying is not

M- o r t h the
trouble, but the

number of far-

mers and gar-

deners holding

this view is

diminishing
a n n u a 1 1 y. A
great deal of

money has been

expended by the

State and other

bodies in experi-

menting with a

view to determin-

ing the value or

otherwise of spray-

ing, and the re-

sults generally are

markedly in fa-

vour of this item

in cultivation.

In these pages we have tried]to urge the folly of

close planting, but fear from our own observations

that many are stili imbued with the idea of getting

in as much "seed" as possible in the smallest

area. Six inches between the '• sets " would not

be less than Ave have seen some planted, and

what this means when a tangled mass of shoots

grow into each other can only be imagined by

experienced cultivators. In such cases disease

will run riot unless efficient means be taken to

prevent it. Under the circumstances there is

only one hope, and that is, spraying.
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We do not suppose that many individual

allotment holders will care to purchase the

materials and act alone ; in fact, the cost of the

necessary ingredients is now so high that it

would hardly be worth while. At the present

time, however, there are many colonies of plot

holders, varying in numher from 20 to 200 or

more, and in their case combination and co-

operation will solve the difhculty.

Let each colony at once elect a small com-

mittee to find out the quantity of material

required to spraj^ all the Potatoes in the plots,

and having done so immediately get an estimate

from a seedsman or horticultural chemist for

the supply. This will show at once the cost per

head, according to the area each has to spray.

Allowance must also be made for the hire of

spraying apparatus, and jjossibly for men to do

the work and supervise the proper mixing of the

ingredients.

These are details Avhich can be arranged

between no^\' and the end of June or early July,

when the first spraying is usuallj^ done. The
important point is that if plot holders seriously

think of spraying they must set about securing

the materials now.
The standard spray fluid for Potatoes is

Bordeaux Mixture, composed of Sulphate of

Copper and lime mixed in water.

The ordinary formula is 8ulphate of Copper

(98%) 12 lbs.. Quicklime G lbs. to 100 gals, of

water. From 120 to 130 gals, may be applied

per acre.

A further point in cultivation, which is helpful

in combating disease, is to see that the Potatoes

are thoroughly " earthed up " or '' landed,'' as

the thicker the layer of soil about them the less

chance there is of spores, dropping from the

leaves, reaching the tubers.

Dwarf Achilleas*

Among the many plants which we grow on our

rock gardens none are prettier or more interesting

than the Dwarf Achilleas or Milfoils, as they

are sometimes called. The genus as a whole
includes many species very dissimilar in height

and habit, varying from the low -growing gems
of the hills to the giant A. Filipenduiina of the

Caucasus region, and which in our herbaceous

borders rises to a height of 5 or 6 feet. The
dwarf species are most niunerous, some having

green leaves and others foliage of silvery white-

ness. It is somewhat to be feared that there is

considerable confusion in the naming of many
of the dAvarf species in cultivation, and in the

absence of reliable specimens for comparison

accurate identification is a matter of some
difficulty.

Cultivation on the whole is not difficult,

except that souu; of the silvery-leaved species are

iuipatient of winter damjniess, and should have
positions selected accordingly. They flourish

very well as wail plants, where the shoots can
hang down away from the soaking soil Avhile the

loots can penetrate deeply into the soil behind.

When grown on flat pockets plenty of sharp grit

should be scattered under the branches as a

])rotection from the damp surface.

Propagation presents no difficulty, as cuttings

of most strik(^ easily, while several species

produce good seeds occasionally, but not
abundantly, every year. In wet seasons the

flower heads seem to rot before seeds can mature.
Among the many known in gardens the

folloAving can be recommended as worth
growing

I

:

—

A. n.geratifolia, described in the last issue of

Irish Gardening and illustrated in the present

number.
A. atrata, a green-leaved species, bearing

white flower heads in late summer.
A. Clavennse, a very pretty plant Avith sih^ery-

Avhite leaves produced from short firm stems and
bearing Avhite flower heads in early summer.

A. compacta, an eastern species, Avith much
diA'ided sih^ery leaA'es and Avhite fioA\ers.

A. Herba-rota, native of Central Europe,
having green, toothed leaves, and bearing White
tloAver heads in early summer.

A. Huteri, found in SAvitzerland, and another
of the sih'ery-leaved species A\'ith Avhite floAver

heads.

A. + Jaborneggii, said to be a hybrid betAveen

A. ClaAfennse and A. moschata ; foliage interest-

ing, but in the Avriter's experience a shy fioAverer.

A. moschata, from Italy, and bearing green,

deeply toothed leaves and heads of A\'hite

fioAvers.

A. nana, Avith pinnate, green leaA'es and Avhite

fioAver heads.

A. rupestris, in the Avriter's opinion the best

of all the green-leaA'ecl species, producing
abundance of A\'hite floAA'ers in early summer.

A. serbica, one of the best of the silvery species,

A\ ith tufts of narroAv leaA^es and fine A\'hite HoAver

heads.

A. tomentosa, one of the best knoA\n, produc-
ing a dense mat of finely-cut green leaves,

surmounted in summer by many fine rich j^elloAv

floAA^er heads.

A. umbellata, a Olrecian species, Avith beautiful

sih^ery, lobed leaA^es and umbels of Avhite floA^er

heads.

B.
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A Few Succession Crops for

Allotments

X() doubt, most intendijig vegetable groA\er.s

have secured their aUotiueuts, and have ah'eady

spent many strenuous hours Avith spade and fork

getting the ground into good conditi<)}i for sowing

and planting, also every one -will by now haAe

decided Avhat crops they will put into the ground
to produce the earlier supplies, so that any
remarks on ground preparation or early vege-

tables would now be too late, but a few hints on

some succession crops suitable for allotments,

Avhich Avail extend the vegetable season for as

long a period as possible, may be of interest,

and it is by succession crops and endeaA'ouring

to take two crops off as much of the ground as

possible that the full returns of the initial labour

and cost may be obtained.

The aim of all, no doubt, this year Avill be to

obtain a fcAv Potatoes as early as possible, and
a feAv lines of some earl}' A'ariety Avill liaA^e been

planted. These Avill be ready to lift by the

middle or end of June at latest. As they Avill

not liaA^e to be kept for any length of time, it is

adAnsable to lift the A\hole crop Avhen ready antl

store in a cellar or shed to be used as required.

Then the ground Avhich they haA'"e occupied

should be forked over and kn^elled and planted,

during the first or second week of July, Avith

Rosette ColcAvorts, a splendid little cabbage for

allotment holders : it is small and compact and
as hard as a bullet ; it can be planted as close

as lo inches each Avay
;
planted at the time

mentioned it turns in for use at a good time.

Avhen autumn cabbages are getting oA'er and
before Winter Savoys turn hi.

Turnips are a thrifty vegetable, and to any
who prefer them to the ColcAvoi'ts, garden

Swedes (of Avhich there are several good strains)

are a A'ery good succession crop on early Potato

ground, and Juh' is earl_A' (mough to soav them
for Avinter iise, and it is during Avinter A\e feel the

A\'ant of a feA\' A'egetables. The ground must be

forked and raked to a tine tilth for Turnips.

SoAv in lines 15 inches apart and 13 inches deep
;

Avhen the seedlings are large enough to handle

thin out to 8 or 9 inches apart.

Ground on A\hich early garden turnijis luiAe

been groAvn should, A\hen the crop is finished,

be dug oA^er, burjing. if obtainable, at the

bottom of the spit some good rotten manure,

then the ground can be ])lanted Avith Leeks.

DraAvdeep drills 12 inches ajmrt and plant the

Leeks in the drills Avith a dibble at 6 inches

apart, drop the plants into the holes made with

the dibble, and just sprinkle in enough soil to

cover the roots. As the Leeks groAv and till the
holes earth up the plants as needed, in the same
way as earthing Potatoes. These may not
proAade exhibition Leeks, but they Avill be \'ery

serA'iceable and Avelcome during Avinter and
early spring.

Where a line of early Peas has been gr(n\n,
a trench can be throAvn out A\hen the Peas are
pulled uj) and ( elery planted ; make the trench
L5 inches Avide, or 24 inches if there is room
enough and 12 inches deep

;
place a good laA'er

of rich nmnure in the bottom, and then hll in

4 or 5 inches of the soil on top of the manure,
making the Avhole moderately hrm. The trench
Avhen completed should be about 4 or 5 inches
deep. A great mistake is often made in planting
Celery in too deep trenches—a single line to be
planted in 15 inch trench or a double line in

24 inch trench.

If a feA\' early Cabbages ha])pen to be cleared

of? by, sa}', the third Aveek in August give the

ground a good dressing of soot and lightly fork

it over ; leA^el the bed and make it nioderateh'

Hrm, rake to a fine tilth, and soav Onions in

drills 15 inches apart ; those, in a mild Avinter,

IH'oA'ide some pickings for flaA'Ouring, and in the

spring, if left in the same ground, soon groAv

aAvay and produce an early svipply of Onions,,

and they have the adA'^antage of rarely suffex'ing

from attacks by the onion fly.

When the spring soAvn Onions li.a\'e been

harve!;ted, say by the end of September or mid-

October, the ground can be used for autumn
planted ('abbages. Rake the groimd clean of

Aveeds and rubbish and plant the Ca})bages Avith

a troAvel without digging the ground, as the

firm ground induce^ a sturdy gr()A\'th and

'

])revents the Cabbages groAving too big and soft:

i)efore the A\inter, A\hen, if severe Aveather

prevails, the soft plants are liable to injury.

When the plants haA^e established themseK'esi

before Avinter sets in draAv a little soil up to them
to ])revent them being bloAvn about and tAvisted

at the necks during stormy Aveather. Cabbages

from this autumn planting Avill be ready for

cutting by the folloAAing April or 'Shiy. They
can be planted IS inches betAveen the roA\s, 12

inches betAveen the plants, then everA' other

plant can be cut very early in the year (though

small, they will be tender), and thus leave room

for the others to more fully dcA^elop. Seeds can

be sown for this planting at the end of July in

ground Avhere a Icav Lettuces have gone OA'er.

It is not too late to plant Savoys and Kale

after Maincrop Potatoes have been lifted, they

Avill turn in and prove very acceptable during

late Avinter and early spring.

Khol Rabi is a A'egetable AAhich by the
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majority is not sufficiently appreciated for table

use, it is not exacting in its requisements, and
in a dry summer or on light dry soils does not

run to seed so readily as do garden Turnips.

The edible portion is the swollen stem and is

cooked in exactly the same manner as Turnips.

It is believed to be a hybrid between some
form of Cabbage and the Turnip, and certainly

the flavour is somewhere midway between the

two. It can be sown in drills and thinned out

like Turnips, or it can be sown in seed beds and
transplanted like Cabbages, the latter is the

better method. Sow in the latter end of March
and plant out

when large

enough 12 in-

ches apart
each way for

summer use.

Seed may be

sown again in

July and
planted when
large enough
for autumn
and winter
use. The
young ten-

der leaves of

Khol Rabi
can also be

cooked and
served in the

same manner
as Spinach.
Some people

cook both the

stem an d
leaves and
use them as

two distinct

vegetables, so that in these times of enforced
economy here is an opportunity of growing
an economical vegetable. W D E

Brussels Sprouts

This is one of the hardiest and most proliflc of
winter vegetables, yielding over a long j)eriod
large quantities of " greens."
The past winter has been one of the worst

for many years as far as green vegetables are
concerned, and with the exception of Savoys
and Sprouts, little else has been seen in the
shops.

March and April, the chief seed sowing
months, Were so cold and wet that it was well

Photo by]

nigh impossible to get a decent seed bed or a

decent clay to sow. Experienced groAvers know
that Sprouts require a long season to develop
properly, and, consequently, endeavour to have
the outside sowing in by the last week in March.
Many growlers, hoA^ever, to get a longer season,

sow in frames towards the end of February or

early in March, subsequently pricking out the

seedlings into a suitable nursery bed.

No doubt many resorted to the latter course
this year owing to the wet, cold condition of

the soil outside. Market growers who make
a practice of raising plants for sale have doubt-

less made
provision
this year for

a largely in-

creased de-

mand from
Allotment
Holders who
have not the

necessa r

y

experience
or facilities

for raising

their own
plants.

Spro u t s

flouri sh in

soil of good
quality, but
too m u c h
rich manure
is a mistake,

inducing as

it does rank
soft growth,
ill-suited to

stand the

frost and
" Sprouts "

grow loose

PlililULA WINTERI AT GlASNEVIN.
[R. M. PuUocIc

snow of winter, and, also, the
which are to form the crop
and flabby as opjDOsed to the round firm

produce of the moderately manured ground.
Allotment Holders will be well advised to

invest in a few dozen plants of '' Sprouts
"

this month, and if, as has been constantly
advised in Irish Gardening, early Potatoes
have been planted at least 2 feet or more
between the rows and 1 foot between the
" sets," then it is possible to intercrop by
planting Sprouts between the row^s, still

leaving space for moulding the Potatoes. This
plan, which may be availed of when the Allot-

ment is very small, is not always an imqualified

success, and is, of course, not possible when
the Potatoes are grown on ridges or " lazy
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beds." It is much better to reserve sufficient not be made too rich with farmyard manure,
space to accommodate, say, three dozen plants otherwise too much growth takes place and
at 2|. f eet apart, and having dug it deeply the fruits set poorly. The soil should be
plant as soon as possible in May. Previous to thoroughly broken up and pulverised some
planting, the ground should be w^ell trod over Weeks previous to planting, and subsequently
and the plants made very firm when planted, made firm when putting out the plants. The
It is easy to say give a good soaking of water latter must be thoroughly hardened off before
if the weather be dry at planting time, but most putting out at the end of May, and are better
Allotment fields are not supplied with water, if showing the first flower truss. Cultivation
so the next best thing is to ply the hoe assidu- is practically the same as for house-grown
ously between the
plants and keep
the surface loose

and friable. Given
attention in this

respect there
should result a

supply of "greens"
from November
till March.

HORTUS.

Tomatoes out

of Doors
Tomatoes out of

doors are as a rule

a somewhat un-

certain crop, and
certainly this sea-

son so far as the

middle of April,

has not been con-

ducive to thoughts
of experimenting
with anything pre-

carious. However,
in an averagely

good summer and
autumn, fair re-

sults are possible,

and with the like-

lihood of restricted

imports and the

pressing need for

^SSStM^J^^fit^ *-"-:;i5"^ ir-JVw JKv T>ray,i

rh,to by]

Saxifraga apicflata alba
In the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin.

[U. M. PoUocli

23lants, maintain-
ing a single stem
by rubbing out
all side -growths as

they appear. As
the plants grow
and produce more
flowers, and when
the lower flowers

are set and the

fruits swelling, li-

quid manure may
be applied with
advantage, always
in dry weather,
soaking the soil

with clear Water
first. If ordinary
liquid be not
available. Nitrate

of Soda or any
quick-acting arti-

ficial manure may
be used at the

rate of about a

t a b 1 e s po onf u 1

si^rinkled r o u n d
each plant and
watered in about
once a fortnight.

The gro^^er must
be guided by the

condition of his

plants as to the

amount of feeding

wanted on light

Towards the end
increased production it required ; more will be

may be worth while making the attempt, soils than on heavy.

In all private gardens Tomatoes indoors of the growing season; wb n the nights are

are a staple crop, and as seedlings are becoming colder feeding may cease, as it is

easily raised there is usually no difficulty in unlikely to do much good. Fruits which do

growing on a sufficient number to allow for not seem likely to fully mature out of doors

out-door planting. may be cut (although green) and hung up

The end of May or early June will be soon indoors, where many of them will gradually

enough for planting, and if possible the plants turn red and become quite fit for use.

should be placed against a sunny wall. There Some growers, especially in Scotland, grow on

is often sufficient space between fruit trees on the plants in pots all the season, standing them

walls to allow of a number of Tomato plants out in sunny places during the summer, and

being grown at 2 feet apart. The soil should in this Avay get very good crops. It is n^ces-
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sary, of course, in tlii.s case to have large ])ots

as in the case of indoor ]ilants, and the labour

in watering is increased, but generally the

results justify the extra labour. Of field culti-

vation it is unnecessary to say much. In very
A\arni luild districts good results are often

got, but for the greater part of the country
it is not suitable.

The object of this note is not so much to

advocate extensive outdoor cultivation of

Tomatoes as to urge the necessity of utilising

every spare sunny corner in producing some-
thing useful, and if a few extra Tomatoes can

be produced they will this year undoubtedly
do good to someone. Avhether given away or

sent to market.
CJardener.

Notes.

Purple Sprouting Broccoli

This Jate spring vegetable is invaluable for

cutting at the j^resent time, when there is a

scarcity of seasonable vegetables. It is easily

grown, quite hardy and gives an abundance of

sprouts frc m March till May inclusive. The
sprouts should be cut "when the flower heads
apjiear. These, when cooked, are tender, of

excellent quality, and only need a trial to be
appreciated. >Seed shoiild be sown early in

May, and the young plants transplanted when
fit to their permanent quarters. It does equally

Weil in a diversity of soils and situations. I

notice in a well-known seedsman's list ± oz.

packets of seed offered at 3d. each.

G. D.

The Mimosa
Acacia dealbata.

I RECENTLY had the pleasure of seeing at Ash-
grove, the residence of I.,udlow Beamish, Esq..

a fine yo\mg tree of the al)ove in full flower, and.
seeing the subject as I did for the first time in

flower, at least out of doors, made it the more
impressive. A more beautiful sight than this

presented it is scarcely possible to imagine, and
after such weather as We have experienced this

winter seems to me the more remarkable, as I

was always given to underttand that this tree

is especially liable to injury to the blooms or

buds by frcst.

Here at Fota we have quite a large piece, Init

I have never seen it blo< m, with the exception of

an odd triiss, and the only conclusion that I

can draA\- is that the tree at Ashgrove, groAving

beside the carriage drive and on a shaip pitch,

stands in better drained and wamier soil than
ours, or is due to other soil ccmditions. The
tree that has prompted me to make these few

notes is approximately ten to twelve feet high,

and has. to my knowledge, been in practically

full bloc m for the ])ast month and ])ossibly

longer.

E. B.

Edgeworthia Papyrifera

Another shrub new to me and this t'me growing
in the noted collections at Ashbourne was most
interesting when in bloim in March, with its

trusses of primrose yellow tubular flowers borne
on the otherwise naked growths. The ])lants

which I am told were suckers from an old

original that was lost, made an imposing bed
at a time Avhen flowering shrubs are scarce and
more than ever a])preeiated.

Herbaceous and Alpine Plants

After a long spell of wintry Aveather man}' of

oiu" loA'ely spring floAvers are again making a

Avelcome ajipearance. Some of them are almost
summer floAvers this year, since they are only

noAv, in the latter half of April, beginning to

move. The early Saxifragas of the Kabschia
rection floAvered extremely well in March and
April, those at any rate which had not suffered

from damp in autumn and A\inter, and noAv

Primulas and Anemones are coming on in turn.

The Basque FloAver Anemone Pulsatilla was out

in ]i!aces l)y Easter, but in shady positions is

on'y o]iening noA\ . It is a good plan AA'ith

favourite floAvers to plant in A'arious aspects,

and so prolong the season of flowering. The
Avhite A^ariety of Anemone Pulsatilla is quite

A\orth a place, though not, I think, so fine a

l^lant as the tyjie. It seems to do better in sun
than shade and likes a fairly rich soil. There is

also said to be a red A^ariety Avhich I haA^e not

seen. Aubretias and the red mossy Saxifragas

ai-e just beginning to shoA\' colour, and the

shoots and young leaA^es of the deciduous

('ampanulas are at last becoming e\'ident. It

is too soon yet, however, to guess

at Avliat such l)eauties as C excisa and
C Raineri may do—their time comes later.

It is also too soon to talk of the effect of Avinter

in the rock garden—another month Avill shoAv

more clearly what damage has been done, but

already some surpriijes have occurred. Veronica

cinerea, so often hard to kee]>, has apparenth'

surAaA'ed, and also the Persian Rubia Aucheri,

Avhich one might haA'e thought Avould be tender,

A^et commoner things haA'e A-anished.
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Never, I think, waie the early-flo\vering hardy
heaths so Avelcome with their bright colours and
hapj)}' look, though in open beds some forms of

mediterranea, as well as arborea, jusitanica and
Witchii, have suffered de])lorably. On the

rocker^^ however, on a northern slope, Carnea,

medit. alba and a lively-coloured form sent out
by Mr. T. Smith and called Brightness are

really beaiitiful, but the deepest coloured and
most striking form is medit. coccinea, a really

fine hardy plant.

Gentians are promising very well this year,

and already G. verna angulosa has been opening
daily for some time and is very beautiful in the

morning sun. Slender buds are showing on
G. verna alba and stout ones on acaulis and
excisa ; G. Freyniana is well up with a dense

mass of thick strong shoots, as also is septeni-

fida. G. ornata has survived admirably" the

rigours of winter, and one hopes it may likewise

escape the destructive and all-devouring slug.

Daffodils

Rarely have these delightful spring flowers

been so tardy in making their ajipearance. If

milder weather should supervene soon we shall

have early summer flowers with us almost

before those of spring have faded. One of the

earliest and best of the yellow tnunpet varieties

is Sir Horace Plunkett sent out some years ago

by the Lissadel firm, to whom A\e owe a number
of other good things among Daffodils. The
variety alluded to has all the attributes of a

good doer, being early and of fine constitution.

The large bold flowers are carried well above

the leaves, Avhich are broad, of good substance,

with the glaucous green hue of ]ierfect health.

When more plentiful, this should prove a fine

subject for naturalising in grass, the only way
in which Daffodils reallj" look well. t>

Daphne Mezereum flore albo and
Erica carnea

These two effective plants suggest themselves

as very suitable for planting in combination for

spring effect. Despite the cold, wretched

weather of the last few weeks both have been

flowering freely. The Erica grows quite freely

in loam even though some lime be present, and

the Daphne rejoices in cool damp soil and seeds

freely, the resultant seedlings invariably coming

pure white, A\hich seems to suggest that it has

as much right to specific rank as the purple

form. Position or aspect does not seem to affect

the well-being of either, as they are equally good

in full sun or in a shady northern exposure.

Such associations have been frequently advo-
cated in this Journal and can be carried out in a
A-ariety of ways and with many different jjlants.

Forsythias, for instance, are now opening their

flowers, and if F. intermedia or some of its new
varieties be under planted with Chionodoxas or

Scillas a pretty effect is produced. It is only
necessary to walk round a well-stocked garden
in springtime noting the various jolants as they
come into flower to discover many hajjpy ways
of associating plants of different habit and
thereby creating many pretty pictures as well as

economising space.

Daphne.

Primula Winteri

If there were any doubts as to the hardiness of

this species the winter we have just passed
through must have dispelled them. The plant

herewith illustrated has been out for two
winters, with only the protection of a slightly

overhanging rock and a zinc collar for protection

from slugs. When the flowers commenced to

ojien a sheet of glass was laid over them as a

protection from frost at night or during heavy
rain or snow. The flowers began to open in

January and continued until early April—surely

a testimony to its value in the rock garden.

The aspect is a northern one, and the soil a

mixture of loam and peat, with good drainage.

As a pot plant P.Winteri is equally satisfactory,

and rejoices in a good rich mixture of loam,

leaf soil and sand. Seeds are produced if

pf)llination is attended to, but they germinate

erratically, and no disappointment need be felt

if no seedlings appear for many months after

sowing.
B., Dublin.

Saxifraga apiculata alba

This is one of the most satisfactory of the early

flowering varieties, in ordinary seasons flowering

freely early in March. This year, in common
with many other plants, it was much later, but

bloomed profusely, almost hiding the leaves in

a wealth of pure white flowers. If anything it is

more free flowering than the type itself, still one

of our most cherished early-flowering alpines.

Propagation is quite simple ;
cuttings root

readily, and a good stock is easily acquired by

simjily dividing established plants into small

pieces and potting up in gritty soil. It appears

indifferent to position, flowering well in sun or

shade. So desirable a plant might be used in

various aspects so as to have a succession of

bloom.
B,
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Correspondence.
'

TO THE EDITOR OF IRISH GARDENING.

Dear Sir,—The question "Does herb-growing
pay? " arises so often that I think it may interest

some of your readers—chiefly nursery gardeners

—

to hear my experience of one aspect of it.

I started my herb-growing in INfarch 1916, in

one perch of land in half of which were planted
Gooseberry and Currant bushes and two or three

rows of young forest trees. My expenditure on
stock was as follows :—Six old Belladonna
plants, 9s. ; about 1 oz. Belladonna seed, Is. 2d. ;

4 lbs. Garlic (Allium sativum) conns, 6s. : 1 packet
Camomile seed,
Is. 3d. : 1 packet
Datura Stramonium
seed. Is. : 50 old
Double Camomile
plants, 14s. Total,
£1 12s. .''jd.

The Garlic corms
were planted be-
tween the Goose-
berry bushes, and
some of the Camo-
mile plants between
the rows of young
trees, so there was
real econon^y of

space ! The ground
was just ordinary
garden soil , and
none of these herbs
were nianured or
treated in any
special way. They
all grew exceedingly
well, and the Datura
was over 5 feet high.
The crop of

Datura leaves was
unfortunately
wasted, because,
when they should
have been ha r-

vested, I was away
from home an

d

could make no
arrangements about
drying them.
The rest of the

herbs. Belladonna
seedlings. Bella-
donna seed. Camomile runners, Datura seed
and Garlic corms are all sold and have brought
me in in all £44 6s. 6d. (forty-four pounds six
shillings and sixpence).

If you work this out to a larger scale, you will
see that if an acre of these herbs had been grown
and sold at that rate, thev would have fetched
about £6,924 for the acre.

'

I do not suppose that anyone will believe this
but I am really an averagely truthful individual,
and have a detailed account of all my sales.

It sounds, I know, a niost tempting form of
gardening, but I do not recommend anyone who
may try it to hope for anything like that profit
this season.

I shall not do it agaiii. I know it cannot be
repeated. I was just lucky in hitting on herbs
which would be in great demand, as my stock,

,'0 and I feel convinced, judging by the amount of

Camomile runners I have sold, that it will, I

think, be impossible for the cultural sale to be
large again, and that the main trade must be in

flowers to druggists.
My Camomile .seed threw single flowers—

•

every one—and I gave away all the plants. This
is a proof of the inadvisability of growing Camo-
mile from anything but runners from guaranteed
dou))le plants.

Tlie prices of these Medicinal Herbs, both in

1916 and 1917, have been quite abnormal,
because of the scarcity and the increasing demand.
Sonie of the seeds and plants are now almost
unobtainable, and the would-be growers who

don't trouble to
order seeds or
plants till the time
w hen they are
ready to sow them,
wi 1 1 have to do
without and grow
a difi:erent crop.

I should like
here to ask
Botanists and
Members of the
Irish Herb Associa-
tions to gather and
re-sow seeds of
some of the more
valuable wild
herbs, such as
Henbane, Bella-
donna. Agrimony,
&c.
The plants,

which niust be
gathered as a
" whole herb "

—

that is, cut off

above the I'oot

—

just as they are
coniing into flower,

will be c o m e
scarce, as they
have no chance
of ripening the
seed and per-
forming their
natural function.
An ounce or two
of seed of each
carefully gathered
and dried, and re-

sown every season in different localities, will

prevent their becoming extinct.

*' M1M0.SA " Acacia dealbata.

Yours truly,

Muriel E. Bland,
Hon. Cultural Sccrclary,

Leinster Herb Association.

A Correction,

In an interesting letter from the Hon. Vicary
Gibbs, published in our last issue, an unfor-
tunate error occurs. In mentioning the hardest
frost of January, 1895, the author gave 3° below
zero as the lowest reading, which unfortunately
appeared as 30° below zero.
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Review*

Rockeries: How to Make and Plant Them.
Cassfxl's have just piililishcd, for the small sum
of Is. 3(1., a book of some 150 pages and many
illustrations, entitled " Eockeries : How to ^Nlake

and Plant them," by H. H. Thomas and S.

Arnott. This is essentially a book for the
beginner and is full of iisefvil information. The
chapters on rockwork, building and planting, wall
water and bog gardens are particularly good ; the
methods are clearly and simply explained, and
the accompanying diagrams are instructive and
helpful. The all too short chapter upon propa-
gation is pei'haps the best in the book.
The chapter on " ^Moraines " is, however, not

so good. In
it the writers
appear to
have missed
t h e w h o 1 e

point of the
s o - c a 1 1 e d
" n\oraines.'"
Their use—as
the authors
correctly
state at the
c o mmenc e-

ment of the
chapter — is

"to ni a k e

easy the cul-

tivation of

certain al-

pines that
are otherwise
very d i f f i-

cult." Such
'' difficult"
plants are, as
a rule, those
w h i c h a r o

liable t o

damp off in

the winter
unless their
roots are
kept away
from clog-
ging earth and the sturdy habit of growth
induced by the starvation diet they get in the
true " moraine." For such i)lants the " moraines"
described by the authors—with, in one case loam
and leaf-mould only 5 inches below the stones, and
in another case a 12 -inch layer of rich loain
and manure—would usually prove fatal. True
moraine plants will be found to require at least
18 inches of pure stone chips, or chips with the
least possible sprinkling of soil or leaf-mould, to

grow in. A few inches of stone chips or gravel
(sand is equally good) laid o^^er a bed of rich soil

is not a " moraine " at all in the now usually
accepted meaning of the word. In such a bed
practically all alpines will grow and flourish except
those very plants for which " moraines " are
really necessary and intended, and the few
true moraine plants which appear in the authors'
list at the end of this chapter would soon be
swamped if one attempted to grow them side by
side with the majority of those mentioned in the

ANEMONE Pulsatilla alba.

list. Campanulas alpestris and cenisia cannot be
grown with strong growing Achillea and Phloxes.
About 80 per cent, of the plants on the " moraine
plants " list ax"e by no means " difficult," but
would grow ecjually well in ordinary light soil ;

a few of those mentioned are true moraine plants,
and, a few woiilcl do better out of the moraine
than in it. The true moraine plants are, as a riile,

expensive to buy and difficiilt to keep and pro-
pagate, and the beginner would be well advised
to leave them alone until he has gained some
experience, and confine his attention to the
easier plants mentioned in Chapter XII., he will
here find the " easier " fully dealt with, and if he
follows the cultural directions given with thenx
he can hardly go wrong.
The only other advei'se criticism I would pass

upon this otherwise valuable and instructive book
is upon
some of the
"select"
lists with
which it
concludes,
the inclusion
of some in
and exclu-
sion of other
plants froni
the list
of " Choice
Rock Plants"
is somewhat
difficult to
understand,
and the
selection of
" low grow-
ing shrubs "

is not a
particularly
happy one.
For instance,

Pines are
represented
by P. Cem-
bra and P.
edulis to the
exclusion of
the progeny
forms of P.
s y 1 V e s t r i s

and P. Strobus and the Picea excelsa pygmies,
such as pygma^a, Remonti and Clanbrasiliana, are

not mentioned at all. There is a good index and
many illustrations. IMxtrrav IIorxibkook.

Plants and the Winten
With reference to the letter from Sir F. W.

Moore in our last issue, we have already received
accounts of plants killed and injured, which, when
published, will be most interesting and use-

ful. As the month of May will undoubtedly
reveal more truly the extent of the damage done
in some districts the lists will not be published
until later, probably July, to give observers
ample opportunity of noting the behaviour of

their plants in the warmer weather.
In this connection we illustrate a Pittosporum,

growing in the Eoyal Botanic Gardens, Glas-

nevin, which, normally a fine evergreen, is now
completely defoliated.
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Sclerotinia Diseases-

TilK diseases dealt within this artiele cover thoso
caused by the fungus Sckn'otinia scl3rotioruni,

Bref., a parasite well known both in Eiirope and
America, and capable of attacking a large range
of cultivated plants, l)oth annual and herbaceous.
The method of infection aiid behaviour of the
fungus have 1 een most carefully studied in the
case of n disease of the jjotato whicli is wi(h'ly

distributed in Kngl nd and Scotland, and causes
serious damage in Ireland. As the life-history

of the parasite and the treatment to be adopted
are the same when other crops are concerned, the
potato disease only is described in detail.

S. sclerotiorum is allied to S. trifolioruni, one
of the fungi associated with clover sickness and
described in Leaflet No. 271, and also to S.

bulborum, a fungus which attacks varioas
])ulbous plants in gardens.

The Stalk (Sclerotinia) Disease op Pota-
toes (Sclerotinia sclerotioritm, Bref.).—
The stalk disease of potato is most destructive in

the northern and damper parts of the country.
In the west of Ii-eland th(^ loss occasioned by it is

so great that, with the exception of the ordinary
potato blight (Pliytophthora infestans), it is

stated to be the most serious disease with which,

growers have to contend. The fungus attacks the
stem, either near the ground or at some distance
above it. Subsequently it penetrates the inner
tissues and destroys them so that the stem falls

over at the affected spot and dies. Though in

this disease the tubers are not attacked the yield
is reduced owing to the death of the shoot, and in

districts where Sclerotinia is widespread the cro]i

may suffer very severely.
Descripikni and Life-History.—In the earliest

pliases of attack, usually about the beginning of

July, the disease shows itself in the form of white
patches of fungus threads or mycelium, on the
outside of the stem. In contrast to most stem
diseases this is accompanied by but little yellow-
ing of the foliage, with the result that infected
plants are easily ovei'looked. If dull, dami)
weather prevails the mycelium develops rapidly
and begins to forni oval or spherical cushions,
white in colour, and from which minute drops of

water exude. These cushions represent the
youngest stages of the resting bodies known as
sclerotia. The sclerotia consist of a compact
mass of mycelium, which later becomes firm and
Anally hard and black, though internally it

remains white. They are spherical or oval in
shape, and usually about the size of a pea, but
frequently much elongated. When ripe they fall

off and remain dormant in the soil until the
following spring. It is from the possession of
these sclerotia that the fungus derives its generic
name Sclerotinia, though it should be remem-
bered that sclerotia are also produced by many
other fungi.
In addition to forming external mycelium and

sclei'otia the fungus gradually penetrates the
inner tissues of the stem. The cells are invaded
and the pith-cavity is filled up with fluffy white
mycelium in which sclerotia, similar to those
produced externally, develop. The latter remain
inside the stems, but ultimately reach the soil if

the stems are allowed to decay on the land. The
result of this internal development of mycelium is

the blocking up of the water-conducting chantrels.

At the point of attack the tissues are killed and
the stem Ix-nds over, and sooner oi' later dies.

'i'iie faiv of tin- sclerotia in the soil has been
caicfuliy studi<Ml by several observers. They
remain dormant until early summer, when they
germinate and give rise; to snuill disc or cup-
shaped bodies which i)roduce tiie spores. The
cups are ))or)ie on slender stalks, and appear just
abo^ e the surface of the soil. They are pale
brownish-yellow in ci^lour, and from one quarter
to one-half an inch in diameter. These disc-
shaped cups are termed apothecia, and they form
a characteristic feature of the very large group
of fungi known as Discomycetes. When ripe the
apothecia discharge their spores into the air,

usually in large numbers at a time. If the
apothecia are carefully watched, smoke-like puffs
of spores may easily be seen. The intermittent
discharge of spores from a single cup may
continue for two or three weeks.
The infect"on of the potato plants by the

fungus was previously thought to take place by
means of vegetative mycelium present in the
soil, but recent investigations carried out in
Ireland have shown that this is not the case, but
that infection is brought about exclusively by
air-ljoiTie spores derived from the apothecia.
The spores are Idown across the fields and alight
on the foliage. On germination they are capable
of infecting the older and fading leaves, and
from the leaf the fungus passes into the stem.
In some cases diiect infection of healthy tissues
apparently also takes place, especially in such
spots as leaf axils where moisture is preserved.

S. sclerotiorum possesses no conidial form of
reproduction. The Botrytis found on potato
haulms, and formerly thought to l)e a stage in the
life cycle, is now known to be an entirely distinct
fungus. In winter, sclerotinia is perpetuated
l)y the hard, black sclerotia in the soil, and in
early sunimer it is propagated by means of the
spores liberated from the cup-shaped apothecia.

Treatment.— (1 ) The most important measure
to adopt is systematically to collect and burn all

diseased portions of the plant in order to prevent
the sclerotia from reaching the soil. If this is

carried out thoroughly the number of spore-
bearing cups produced i'n spring will be largely
reduced.

(2) Ti-eatment of the soil with lime in order to

kill the sclerotia has not jjroved of any value,
and experiments on spraying plants and soil with
fungicides, with a view to killing the spores and
sporescups, have not yielded satisfactory results.

(3) For greenhouse or garden work sterilisation

of the soil by steam may be recommended.
(4) Unless the soil has been sterilised, plants

liable to be attacked, by sclerotinia should not be
grown for at least three years in infected soil.

The fresh site selected shoidd be well removed
from the old one.

(5) In the case of potatoes, in the west of

Ireland, late planting has proved successful, the
explanation of the greater immunity of late crops
being that fewer old leaves (which provide the
fungus with an easy means of entry) are available

at the time of the main spore-discharge.

(6) When root crops are concerned, the greatest
care should be exercised as to storage, and all

diseased or damaged roots should be rejected.-
Jovnial of the Board of Agriciillnrc, February, 1917
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Suburban and Allotment

Gardens*

Arreaks of Work.— \\"i.'at.lu'r conditions have
been so unfavourable to gardening during the
past months, that much of the work whirh is

usually done in .Marih and April is still left iradone.

and in other oases, wliere the work of seed sowing
has been done too early for this season, many, if

not all. of the plants have V)een killed or stunted
in their develop-
ment. Where this

is the case, get all

ari'ears of work
wiped oiit and sow
again those crops
which i n d i c a t e

failure.
Potato Plant-

I X o. — Allotnxent
holders who ob-
tained their plots
late, and otViers

who are behind
with their work.
will probably find
that main crop
Potatoes planted
during M a y

—

especially if well
sprouted—will give
as good, if not
better results than
those p 1 a n t e d
earlier.

It will not be
too late even to
start a new allot-

ment! and to put
Potatoes into it

during the present
month. (It is to
be hoped tliat the
thousands of acres
o f uncultivated
land near t h e

towns of Ireland
will become broken
up immediately, by
tlie available and
willing labour of

would- be allot nient
liolders, in order to

]) r o d u I- e more
food.)
A little soil should be drawn iip to and over the

potato tops as they begin to push through the
ground.
Seed Sowing.—Beetroot and Turnips of

different kinds, such as Model White, Golden Ball
or Orange Jelly, and (iarden Swedes shoiild be
sown early in the month. For the smaller kinds
of Turnips, siich as ]Model White, the seeds should
be sown in drills or little tracks at one inch deep,
with the drills or rows from 1") to 18 inches apart,
while (iarden Swedes sliouhl have at least 18

inches between the rows, and preferably 24 inches.
If a little suijerphosphate (about half an ounce
per yard long) is sown in the rows with the
Turnips their roots grow more quickly, and as a

I'holo hy] [71. If. I'ollock

Pi'PTosi'ORrM Sp. IX THE BoTAxic Gardexs, Dublix,
Ciiiiiplctely Defoliated by Frost.

consequence the tops grow (juickly, wlien they
are less liable 1o be killed off l)y '" ily "' attacks
(Turnip Flea Beetle). Dwarf French and Scarlet
Uunuev lieaiis should be sown. Seeds of the
former sliouhi not Ix- planted closei- than <) inches
apart in an alternating double row, while the . •

latter should be sown at (i inches apart in a . •

single row. The seeds should be covered
with about 2 inches of soil, and just as the
seedlings begin to push through the .surface

they should be lightly covered with more soil, so

as to protect them a little from .May frosts, whirh
often do damage
to such tender
plants. Lettuce,
radish and cress

seeds should be
sown ; plants fi'om

t h e s e will be
welcomed in the
hot days still to

come : as the plants
do not occupy the
ground for any
lengthy period,
they can be sown
in lines midway
between newly
p 1 a n t e d Caul i-

flowers, cVrc, or
between rows of

Onions, & c, or
alongside Peas and
Beans.
TmxxiNCi Out.—

As a general rule

seeds are sown far

too thickly, where
dozens of plants
are wanted thou-
sands appear, each
struggling for
mastery. To ob-
tain good results

a vigorous thinning
out of the young
plants should be
done — the sooner
the better for
those which are

to be left. At
fi r s t about 3

i n c h e s s h o li 1 d
l)e allowed be-

t w e e n the i n-

dividual plan t s,

a n d la t e r on
suflicient space should be allowed for each plant

to develop. The distance varying for different

crops In some cases, such as Lettuces and

Caxiliflowers, &c., the surplus seedlings can be

planted out into a spare corner of ground, tor hnal

planting later, if needs be. It frequently happens

at the thinning out period or just after, that

Onion and Carrot plants droop, owing to attack

bv maggots of the Carrot and Onion Hies

To prevent this happening, keep the soil icell

orcr the roots of the plants at the time of thmnmg
dust the plants and soil with a dusting of soot, and

sprav them with a smelly mixture, made up with

such" materials as paraltin, soft soap or carbolic

soap cVrc. using about 2 ozs. of soap to a gallon
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of water. The spraying of such plants should
take place weekly, more especially during rainy
weather. It occasionally happens that a crop of

radishes sown as inter-crops between rows of

Onions and Carrots (by giving a distinct radish
flavour to the locality) wards off the flies and
prevents the egg-laying on the plants—eggs
which would, hatch out into maggots or " canker "

as the pest is called in Belfast.

Planting.—Vacant ground should be filled.

as far as is desired by planting out Cauliflower.

Savoy and other Cabbages. Brussels Sprouts, ttc.

For these crops the ground should be excep-
tionally well manured, and should be well dressed
with lime to keep the soil sweet and to check the
development of diseased tubercles on their roots

—

known as club root, finger and. toe, <tc., and
found mainly on sour soils. Except in the case
of small Cabbages, svich as Ellam's Early, the rows
should be at least 24 iiiches apart and the indivi-
dual plants from 18 to 24 inches.
Annuals in the flower border will also require

the same vigorous thinning, the reason why
flowering annuals are so often regarded as weedy
plants is because they are rarely given sufficient

room for full or even partial development.

Scarlet Runners.

All, vacant wall spaces and fences and railings

that can be protected from cattle or sheep,
should be used for growing this useful vegetable
The seeds can be sown at once, they will
germinate quickly, and grow at a surprising rate.

In the Gardener's Chronicle for April 21st a
variety called White Dutch is i^ecommended,
and can be used either as a " Haricot " or
" Butter Bean." The writer had eaten them
himself, beans that had been grown and dried in

England, and he states that they were even
better flavoured than those inxported from
Italy. The young pods can be used as French
beans or " Haricot " Beans, and the others left

on the plants until fully grown and then saved
for winter use. From a decorative point of view,
they ai'e just as bright and interesting as many
climbing annuals, and they need very little

support, merely what will prevent theni falling
to the ground. The bright scarlet flowers are
far from being unattractive.

P,

Garden Pests.

The Cabbage Moth [Mamesira brassicae).

The caterpillars of the Cabbage Moth {Mamesira
brassicae) are a great pest in gardens all over
Great Britain and Ireland, and did much harm
in 1903 in parts of the south of England. They
are chiefly a cabbage pest, but they also attack
a great variety of other plants, such as turnips,
i-adishes, broccoli, cauliflower, strawberries,
lettuce, currants, dahlias, mallows, marigolds,
roses, geraniums, dock, goosefoot, tobacco plants.
They are fond of maize, feeding amongst the male
flowers, and by attacking the female spikes
destroy the brush crowning them. In fact nearly
all plants are devoured by this pest. The

caterpillars are very greedy and spoil as well as
eat the plants.

Description and Life-history.—The Cab-
bage Moth appears on the wing during the whole
summer. The fore wings are dark grey, varied
with black, with many blackish streaks and
marks ; the hind wings are brown, pale at the
base with a whitish fringe ; thorax the same
colour as the fore wings ; the abdomen brown
with more or less distinct tufts down the back,
the tip being distinctly tufted : the legs ace brown
and very hairy at the base. The wing expanse
reaches about one inch and three-quarters, and
the length of the body nearly or quite three-
fourths of an inch. The moths fly at dusk and at
night, remaining at rest upon tree trunks,
pailings, &c., during the day. They may also
be found nestling against the sides of clods and
stones in fields.

The eggs are laid on the leaves of plants,
especially cabbages, and hatch in six or seven
days. The caterpillars, like the moths, are very
varied in colour, apparently depending upon the
plants which form their food. When young they
are always green, but as they grow the colour
changes : some remain green, others become
greyish-green, and. some almost black on the back
and yellowish above the feet ; below they are
gi'eenish-grey. There is sometimes a proniinent
dusky line along the back. The head is ochreous
and horny and. the first segment is black' sh ; the
legs and pi'olegs are all green and the spiracles
pure white. When full grown they reach an inch
and a quarter in length ; the grown caterpillars

roll themselves up into a ring if touched.
The method of feeding varies according to the

plant attacked. When the larvae are on a
cabbage they eat their way into the heart of the
l^lant, no matter how solid, and defile it with
moist green excreta ("frass") which gives the
cabbage a naost disgusting appearance. Plants
may be completely riddled by them. When
attacking turnips, &c., they devour the leaves
down to the midribs.
When mature the caterpillar either enters the

ground to pupate, or may change on the surface,

or under a stone or tile. The pupa is shining
chestnut brown with occasional darker areas

;

it raaj be placed in a cell of earth, or it may be
naked in the soil. Most of the caterpillars have
pupated by the late autumn, but sonie only do
so in the next spring. They may even be found
in cabbages during the winter.

Methods of Prevention and Remedies.

1. All chrysalids should be destroyed when
the ground is dug in winter. If large areas of

cabbage have been attacked it would be well to
turn poultry on the land ; in garden cultivation,

digging in ibhe winter would turn up the chry-
salids, and these could be collected or birds
turned, in.

2. Handpicking, before the caterpillars have
left the outer leaves and eaten their way into the
heart, should be practised.

3. Cabbages may be dusted with gas lime that
has been exposed, to the air for three months or
so : the lime runs down into the cabbages and
makes them obnoxious to the larvae without
arming the plants, though it necessarily renders

them less suitable for feeding or culinary purposes.

-^Leaflet 109, Board of Agriculture and Fisheries,
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The Month^s Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Xeave, Gar<lenei- to Lady O'Neill,

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen- Garden.

Since writing my last ralendar the weather has
been serious. A snowstorm on the 11th of April
is something uncommon, proceeded by 14 to 10
degrees of frost, then followed by rain. Perhaps
the cloud, has its silver lining after all, and the
month of May will excel in bright, warm sunshine.
The work in ge-iieral out of doors lias been at a

standstill, so that every effort will have to be
made to make good, for the late and extraordinary
bad winter and spring. Study last month's
calendar for work in arrear.

Seed Sowing.—Both French and Runner
Beans may be sown this month. If seeds have
been sown inside, the plants may be planted out
towards the end of the month. For Runner
Beans either before sowing or planting it is better
to take out a trench 2 feet wide and 2 feet deeia,

and treat liberally with rotten manure, fill up the
trench with manure and soil to within \ inches
of the surface, sow seeds 5 inches apart, and if all

appear, thin out every otlier one ; cover the seeds
with 2 inches of soil, afterwards, when plants are
about 6 inches high, and when the opei'ation of
staking is finished, fill in the soil level. Beet-
root.—Towards the latter end of the motitli make
the main sowing of Beet. If this ci'op is sown
too early the roots will grow too coai'se (nice

]uedium-sized roots are the best for the table).
It is not necessary to manure heavily or at all if

the ground has been cropped in rotation and
manured well in previous years ; sow in drills

15 inches apart, dropping a few seeds about every
6 inches. Continue sowing Peas for July, August
and September crops ; make another sowing of

Broad Beans in a shady part of the garden ; a
small sowing of Broccoli, Borecole, and Savoy
Cabbage, as often tlie later sown plants will stand
the winter better than the earlier sown batch,
and at i-egular intervals sow Spinach, Lettuce,
Radish and Turnips.
Most of tiie early raised vegetables, such as

Brussels Sprouts, Cauliflowers, Cabbage, Onions
and Leeks, should, be well hardened off and
planted out, if the weather is suitable ; cold,
harsh, dry winds is very bad on such plants for
the first few days. For Brussels Sprouts make
the bed moderately firm, as it induces stocky
growth, and they will sprout sooner

; plant 2 feet
apart each way.

Celery.—Prej)are frame by putting a good
layer of rotten cow manure in bottom, and cover
with 3 inches of nice fine soil ; prick out seedlings,
put on lights, and shade for a few days from
bright sunshine. When i^lanting out they wiU
lift with a good ball of rotten manure adhering
to each plant, so that they will receive no check.

Early Peas will require staking nicely : do not
delay this operation : as soon as the plants are
2 inches high stake them thinly, putting small
twigs at the bottom for the tendrils to catch on
first. Keep the scuffle going between the rows of

seedlings as soon as you can see the lines from
end to end ; tidy and scuffle walks and alleys,
and prepare plots for plantations of Broccoli and
late greens.

Garden Pests will be troublesome this month;
everything is young, tender and sweet, and suffers
from the ravages of slugs, snails, &c. Give all

crops a good dusting of soot and lime. A
methodical poisoning of rats and mice will save
lots of trouble in tlie garden.

Early Potatoes will rec^uire forking between
the rows and moulding up.

Fruit Garden.
All blossoms are very late this year, and a good

thing too for the fruit prospect. Flower bucts on
the Pears are swelling and an odd flower is

appearing on south walls. Plums are not showing
much yet (18th April). As far as flower buds are
concerned there is every prospect of a good fruit
year if the weather plays us no more tricks. Out-
door Peaches and Apricots have suffered from
the recent snowstorms. As soon as the growth
aijpears they should be thinned carefully ; if

weather becomes dry keei3 the syringe going on
them every evening ; stir round the base of the
trees and loosen the crust, they will not suffer so
much then if dry weather supervenes.

Frost.—If there is danger of frost at night,
set a fire going at one end of the fruit garden,
study where the wind will cai'ry the smoke over
the fruit trees best, it has been the means of

saving the blossoms from several degrees of frost.

If not already done, mulch any fruit trees,

especially the newly-planted ones. If weather
sets in dry give them a good soaking of water.

Gooseberries.—A small dressing of Nitrate of

Soda will hasten on green Gooseberries, and, if the
owner is marketing, will repay him in big prices

by being a week earlier in the market than his

neighbour who neglects that stimulant. If sawfly

is known to exist give the bushes a good dusting
of soot and lime when they are damp. Some
growers recommend Arsenate of Lead, which is

effectual, but is a poison, and should be carefully

used and, only when the berries are very small

(1 lb. of arsenate of lead to 27 gallons of water).

Raspberries.—Remove all surplus growths
from the base of the stools, leaving only two or

three more than will be required for next year's

fruiting canes.

Strawberries.—Keep them free from weeds,
and if weather sets in dry give them a good
watering with weak liquid. Keep the scuffle

going in the Fruit Garden this month, and keep
a sharp look out for Aphides, spraying well with
a weak insecticide, such as Quassia Chips and Soft

Soap or Paraffin Emulsion.

Floaver Garden.

This is a busy month in the Flower Garden,

but it also is a very interesting one. As the

flower beds have to be planned and got ready for

their summer grandeur, the last week in 3Iay or

the first week of June is generally considered
" bedding out " time, of course, according to

weather conditions. Get the beds manured with

old hotbed stuff ; dug, if dry; tread firmly and
rake level. Where Wallflowers have been growing

the beds will reciuire a night's rain, or failing that

a good soaking with watering-can or hose before
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planting. Have all ready so that there >\ ill be
no delay when planting ont. The " hardening
off " of plants for tlie flower garden, whether half-

hardy Annuals f>r Zonals, Heliotropes, tfcc. should
be very earefully done. A place should l)e

selected where, if necessary, temporary slieltei'

can be provided in case of frost at night or cold
harsh wind. See that they do not suffer for

want of water, and a little stiuiubuit will lielp

theiu at that time, especially those in suiall pots.
As regards the design for the beds, this year the
principal thing will lie: What can we grow to eat?
but it is not necessary to make ourselves
altogether miserable, and

—

" Like old Liza Jane
What lives down the hack lane.

Sez she, I may seem to be M'rong,
But just a few blossoms to liven us up,
Be like Nature's bit of brave song.
I mean to grow taties and turnips and sich,

But lest I should pine for the smell
I'll kape near my window a patch of gay flowers :

Old hearts need feeding as well."

Anyway we will stick to the Stocks—Calceolarias,

Begonias, l*aul Crampell, Geraniums, Helio-
trope and Violas—and they always look well
whether judicioiisly mixed or in bold groups by
themselves.

Herbaceous Borders should be carefully gone
over, and any plants that require staking should
have the stakes driven into position now and Jiot

left until the plants begin to fall about: they can
never be staked pi'operly after. Any blank
spaces can be sown with Annuals or planted
with outdoor Chrysanthemums. Stake Sweet
Peas that are well forward, and sow another
batch for succession : sow iii prepared drills

where they are to flower. Keep the grass mown,
and have all walks clean, scuffled and raked. It

is now time to sow for next spring, such as Wall-
flowers, Pansies, Daisys, Polyanthus, Myosotis,
(Jic. When clearing the lieds of spring-flowering,
plants, such as Polyanthus, Arabis, Aubrietias,
&c., should be carefully planted in the reserve
ground, to get a good supply of cuttings or
divisions for next winter's requirements.

A'.VSES AND Tubs.—These add greatly to tlie

beauty of a place, especially if they are well filled.

Plants grown specially in good-sized pots to suit

the different vases make a show at once—such as
good-sized drooping Fuchsias, or Yuccas, Cordy-
iines, Paul Crampell, or nicely staked Ivy-leaved
Geraniums ; round the edge Phlox IJrummondii
looks specially well over the usual Lobelias,
Verbenas, or Ivy-leaved Pelargoniums, etc.

Keep the hoe going on the different borders,
it will be labour well spent this month, and will

save a lot of hard work later.

Southern and Western Counties.

By Ernest Beckftt, Gardener to Lord

Barrymore^ Fota.

Kitchen Garden.
The weather for the past montli, althougli
generally dry and certainly favourable for the
working of the land, has been of a harsh, cold
nature, and growth of all kinds is in a very
backward state—fully a month behind, and early

Potatoes that are above ground at the time of
writing—viz., xVpril 18th—are the exception
rather than the rule. On the first of the above
tuonth snow commenced to fall, and the morning
of t he 2nd resembled mid-winter, tiie ground and
ci'ops l)eing under snow, which fell again on the
Kith, and witl) it 1(>° of frost. Altliough of
unusual severity it serves to em])basise the
necessity of liaving. all plants raised under glass,
such as Peas aiid Broad Beans, thoroughly
hardened off before planting, and also giving
them some protection, such as that aft'orded by
spruce or other boughs on the north and easterly
side.

Potatoes.^The earliest crop out of doors
should, under ordinary conditions, require earth-
ing during tl)e present uniutli. Any artificial

stimulant intended for them should be applied
as early as possil)le before this is done. .Maincrop
A'arietles should have the soil loosened between
them as often as necessary to keep down weed
growth and 'ilso to conserve the moisture in the
ground should the weather be warm and dry, as
frequently happens this month.

Winter CJreens.—The beds or drills con'
taining these plants should be carefully watched
for weed growth and attended to before tlie latter
geti too large, otherwise the plants will soon get
smothered and weakly in consequence.

B TNNER Beans.—After planting staking should
be carried out, and the firmer this can be done the
):)etter able will be the rows to withstand wind
and weather, lender good conditions of growth
the plants shoidd easily top fourteen foot stakes,
and if stout poles can be inserted, at each end of
the rows and every ten yards in addition, and
stout cord or wire stretched froni end to end in
two or three rows, this will make them secure. A
further sowing out of doors this month will, if

necessary, provide a succession.

Dwarf Beans.—These may be sown at
intervals on well enriched arid worked ground.
Xegro Loiigpod is an excellent variety requiring
a yard between each double row and a foot
between the plants. Keep the soil loosened with
the Dutch hoe, and when the rough leaves foriu
draw a litth' soil to the plants, which will hel])

to support them. It is said that the dUst arising
from the working of the soil, and especially when
moist with dew, is a preventive of red s]iidei'.

Peas.—Continue to sow maincrop varieties-

allowing a little more space for large branching
varieties. Work the hoe well beside earlier rows
that are growing, aiul if very hot weather prevails
a mulch of strawy litter or even short grass
mowings will be beneficial. Mildew during this

month hardly makes an appearance, but should
it do so syringe with an insecticide.

TrRNiPS.—Select a shady site for sowing these,

as a (luick growth is necessary for supplying
succulent roots, ^luch depends on the weather,
l)Ut if it is dry well soak the drills with water
before .sowing the seed, and a dusting of wood-
ashes, or Turnip manure, or Supei-phosphate will

help them. Covering the drills aftei-wards with
short grass mowings will keep the ground moist
and also prevent attacks of the Turnip flea or
beetle. Bed (^lobe is an excellent variety for hot
soils and weathers.

Tomatoes.—Towards the end of the month
plants may be put out of doors, when well
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liardfned off, agaiuisi Walls or buildings having a
sunny aspect, or plantied on a warm border, and
stout stakes piit to each plant to secure them.
Excellent prodiice may be grown by anyone
possessing a cold frame, the glass ]n'otection being
greatly valuable onas\inless and dami> summer.
Plant at the foot of tlic frame and train u]»

bamboo or other supports above the ground, as
then the fruits are less lial)lc to be eaten by slugs
and other insects, also get much better coloured
than wheii the plants are allowed to grow on the
grou'nd. Eighteen or twenty inches is a fair

distance to allow betweeii each.

Vegetable JNIarrows.—All manure heaps
avaihible should be planted with these, and where
such do not exist take out holes three feet in
diameter and fill with good, inanure, or the best
substitute, and cover ovei' with soil in which to
plant them. The plants previously sown in pots
and if raised inside must be well hardened oft"

before planting out when danger of frost is past.
Damp over during dry spells.

Cauliflowers.—The maincrop will require
planting, and if two or more sites are a\ailal)le

with different aspects a fine succession will be
obtained from the one sowing. Eich ground is

necessary to produce good curds, and if the plants
can be put o\it with a good ball and planted with
a trowel, two feet six inches apart, very little

check will be given them. If watering is necessary
leave a slight depression in the soil near the plant
and pour water from the spout of a can without a
rose.

Brussels Sprouts.—I'ractually the same
' remarks apply to these as cU'scribed for the above.

. excepting that a further distance apart will be an
advantage in gathering during bad leather and

'. when the larger varieties are grown. For high
exposed situations Dwarf Gem is an ideal variety,
giving a good supply of fine sprouts, and growing
sturdy needs no support. The last season's

I plantings are giving a good siijjply of green
vegetable at the present time, and very palatable,
and . few vegetables give greater retiirns.

Thoroughly firm when planting.

Cabbage.—Work the lioe or Buco cultivator
between plantations planted out with spring
sown plants which wei'e sf)wn to supplement
those ruined by frost during the winter. Dustings
of soot are especially valuable.

Celery.—If the ground this crop is to occupy
is vacant, trenches may be prepared after fir^.it

digging the ground. Break up the bottom of each
and add manure liberalh', and cover over with
fine soil in which to plant as becomes ready.
The ridges between the trenches may be cropped
with quick-maturing vegetables, such as Turnip,
Lettuce, Spinach and Dwarf Beans. Three feet
between each trench will not be too great a dis-

tance to allow for earthing-up later on.

New Zealand Spinach.—^This is a valuable
vegetable in the event of a really hot summer,
under which conditions this plant revels. As
it makes great growth, sow the seed a yard apart.
Attend to the careful tlunning of root and other

crops piecemeal, and, though we cannot always
do as we would wish, showery weather, if possible,
should be chosen. Frequent dustings of soot
when the plants ai"e moist with dew are of the
greatest value.

Hardy Fruit Garden.

Strawrkkruos. -The surface of the beds should
be hoed during warm weather to destroy weed life,
and as late as possible before the litter is placed
around the plants, or much trouble will most
likely be occasioned, and before doing so a good
dusting of soot or lime will help to ward off
insi'ct pests. Place the litter close around the
plant. Failing clean straw, long stable litter will
do. as showers of rain and exposure to the sun
and air will cleanse it. In the event of late frosts
the litter may be shaken over the plants to
protect the blossoms. Plants in pots that have
been forced eaily in the year and are intended
for phniting out must not suft'er for want of water,
and will produce a useful crop of fruit the same
autumn. Fruit trees growing on walls fuUv
exposed to the sun soon suffer at the roots for
want of water, and where it is not possible to
water, keep the surface as loose and as fine as
can be by frequent hoeings and a light mulch of
strawy litter, but avoid heavy dressings of such
as cow manui'e, which, with a change of weather
are apt to keep the soil cold. Trees that <ropped
heavily last season and showed signs of deterio-
rating may l>e helped with nianure water of some
kind. Attend to the disbudding of .Morello
Cherries, so that as little pruning as necessary is
required during the winter months, and stop the
growths on Sweet Cherries with the finger and
tluunb to induce the formation of fruiting spurs,
and keep a sharp look out for aphis, syringing
the trees, and especially Sweet Cherries, with
Quassia or suitable wash as a preventive.

The Flower Gardex.

Clip box edgings before digging the beds. The
spring display this year will be later than usual,
so that every preparation should l)e made to be
able to pi'olong the one and arrange for the
reception of the summer blooming plants. Use
manure well decomposed when digging, and place
it as deeply down as possible, so as not to disturb
it when planting. During the present month,
harden oft" stocks of bedding plants, and continue
to propagate such plants in heat as Wrbeiuis,
Salvias, lleliotrope, ^cv., from the stock plants,
as the best results are obtained from young stuft"

that is growing freely aiul suffei's no check.
Polyanthus Arabis and other plants may be
temporarily laid in until the borders are made
ready for jjlanting them after division. Sow seeds
of \A'allflower. Sweet AVilliams, Canterbury Bells,
A:c. Forget-me-Nots can easily be secured in
quantity by heeling in a few old plants when in
full flower and raking down the soil to a fine tilth
around them. If birds are troublesome put a
piece of net over. Water Lilies may be replanted
this month. Old clumps are apt to become weak
in the centre. A fine aquatic, flowering before the
Nymphaeas, is Orontium aquaticum the Golden
Club. Give tiunneras a dressing of manure, and
remove flowering stems so as to concentrate the
plants' energy to the noble foliage. During the
earl.\ ]>art of the month guard the young: foliage
against late frosts. Plant out in the grass or
under orchard trees bulbs that have been forced
in i^ots or boxes, putting tlieui well down with
the spade.
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For Increased Food Production
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TRADE MARK

Dwarf French or Kidney Bean
POWER'S CHAMPION

A Splendid variety and an abundant cropper — the best

Dwarf Bean for maincrop. .... Per quart 2 ~

Climbing French Bean
TENDER AND TRUE

Combines the best features of the tw^o types—Dwarf and

Runner. It is earlier than the Scarlet Runner, and the pods

are much more tender and delicately flavoured : very free

cropping. Height, 6 ft. . Per quart 2/6

FOOD FOR STOCK WILL BE AT A PREMIUM
NEXT WINTER.

POWER'S MONARCH GLOBE MANGEL
Is an Immense Cropper and a splendid Keeper.

Per lb. 1/6 {10 lbs. and upwards Carriage Paid).

I

GENUINE ONLY FROM

POWER'S
WATERFORD
Seed Merchants and Nurserymen
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.B.LA.,

James Robertson, J.P.

Hon. Treasurer—D. L Ramsay, J.P.

With tkt recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH

BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

<' The most ample expressioN of our thankfulness ean
never repay the debt which the people of these Islands owe to

the salient Offleers and men of the Navy, who, by their cease-

leas viell on the danftor-strewn waters of the North Sea, are

malntalnlnx us In comparative peace and ^ulet."

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in nuiin-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon. Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR. D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBLIN
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Allotments in Belfast*

Allotments, or garden plots as they are

generally known a8 in Belfast, have made extra-

ordinary progress since the outbreak of war.

In 1915 there would be about 530 plots, which
have developed until at the present moment
there are over 5,000 in the district, and of these

more than 4,500 are within the city boundary,
including a considerable area in the public parks

which is laid out

in plots. The
groups of plots

,

which now
number 80, are

scattered in a

more or less

continuous ring

throughout the

city. The size of

individual groups

naturally varies

from a quarter

acre upwards.

The largest area

yet enclosed is 40

acres in extent,

and has accom-
modation for 550

plots, but it has

not been fully

developed as yet.

The largest area

in full working
order is 29| acres with 390 plots.

At a conservative estimate each plot should

produce vegetables to the value of £5 at the

present prices, and therefore this extension is a

considerable increase in the food supply of the

nation. The development of plots in Belfast is

chiefly the result of the labours of the Garden

Plots Association, which is a committee of

gentlemen working under the Belfast Christian

Civic Union. The whole of the work of organiza-

tion, control, &c., has been done voluntarily, the

LySICHITUM CAMrSCHATCENSt:

Association deri\ ing no aid from any outside

sources. The movement is entirely self-sup-

porting, and, in the words of the Plots Associa

tion, "It is only necessary to start allotments

in any area to get a few gentlemen to become

responsible for the rent of the field or fields that

may be selected," liability which so far has

not had to be discharged in Belfast. As soon

as the ground is

taken a demand
for plots always

springs up. The
method adopted

is to obtain
suitable ground,

pending its being

needed for build-

ing p u r p o s e s.

Ground is j^ not

taken for any
term of years, so

that it is obtained

from £3 per acre,

or the usual graz-

ing rent. With
land of this
descri]Dtion the

Association have

no security of ten-

lu'e. Fortunately

occasion seldom

arises when it is

necessary to evict plot holders but efforts are

made to get land in the immediate vicinity.

The question of permanent allotments will be

an important one after the war, and no doubt

local authorities will have to consider some

means for the permanent establishment of the

same.
The plots are 90 feet long by 30 feet wide, and

these are allotted at about 7s. 6d. per plot per

annum. This covers the rent, expenses of

fencino-, &c. Theoretically there should be

[R. 31. Pollock
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16 pilots to the statute acre, but, as a wide path
must be jjrovided alongside each plot to enable

a cart to pass, it is usual to get about 13 plots

to the acre. The Municipal Technical Institute

has given a considerable amoiuit of assistance in

laying out the gardens, and their Horticultural

Instructor also visits the plots and gives advice

on their cultivation Lectures are also given,

and, in addition, eiglit demonstration plots are

conducted from the Institute. On these plots a

selection of vegetables is grown and space set

apart for a flower border. A good deal of educa-

tion is yet necessary to convince many of the

labouring classes in Ireland that there are other

useful vegetables as well as Potatoes, Cabbages
and Turnips.

One of the rules of the Association is that plot

holders must grow at least four kinds of vege-

tables and a border of flowers. Also men failing

to cultivate their plots to the satisfaction of the

Association may be deprived of the same with-

out any compensation. This useful rule does

away Avith badly cultivated plots overgrown
with weeds, and enables a man to occuiJ^^ the

plot to the satisfaction of himself and adjoining

plot holders. Complaints, however, in this

direction have been very rare indeed. It is not

allowed to sub-let or transfer plots, but holders

on giving them up must surrender them to the

Association, and thus a pernicious practice of

buying and selling plots, common in Eng-
land, is avoided. In fact the Association

reserve the sole right of control throughout,

and local committees, when formed, act entirely

under the jurisdiction of the Association. This

may seem a somewhat arbitrary method, but the

thorough success of the whole scheme has
justified its adoption. Subscriptions to the

plots are payable in advance, also the purchase of

seed potatoes and artificial manures from the

Association, and it is a matter for congratulation

that with such a large number of plots arrears

for rents, &c., are absent.

The plot holders in Belfast are drawn from
practically all classes of the community, and the

standard of cultivation is remarkably high. It

is felt that this high standard is partly due to

competitions, and accordingly competitions have
been arranged for 1917 in each section. Prizes

will be awarded for the best plots of vegetables

and the best plot of vegetables and border of

flowers as a whole. A silver cup is also ]Dre-

sented for the best group of plots in the city.

It is proposed to hold this year, in September,
the first annual show, and a hall has been
engaged for the purpose. A schedule has
already been drawn uji and posted on the plots.

The show will comprise a large number of

classes, both for vegetables and flowers.

During the winter a series of lectures for plot

holders were given at the Queen's University

and the Technical Institute which were ex-

tremely well attended. A summary of the

lecture was prepared before the address was
delivered and distributed free of charge to each
person when entering the hall.

The demand for plots in Belfast is still

unsatisfied, and the percentage of men who
give up their plots after the first season is very
small. It is proposed therefore to promote
further extensions at the earliest convenience.

Various schemes have been established and will

be further elaborated for the benefit of holders

and the success of the plots, which should make
the Garden Plot movement in Belfast unique
throughout the kingdom.

G. H. Oliver.
[In connection with these notes we hoj)e to

publish several photographs next month.

—

Ed.]

Winter and the Rock Garden.
The alpine gardener has passed through what
is 2:)robably the most severe winter in his ex-

perience. The late autumn and early winter

were marked by persistent hard weather and
followed by three months of most wintry
weather—sleet, hail, snow and wet frosts—and
as late as April 1st there was three-quarters of

an inch of ice on a water barrel here.

The frosts, inasmuch as they resembled arctic

conditions, did no injury to the Saxifrages,

though gardens out of reach of the immediate
influence of the sea appear to have suffered very
badly in regard to tender plants and shrubs.

The excessive wet weather caused a certain

amount of '" rusting off " amongst the Saxi-

frages, bvxt nothing beyond the average, and the
only effect of the hard weather was to postpone
the period of blooming.

In 1916 Saxifrages—Burseriana Gloria and
speciosa—were in bloom by the middle of

January ; this year they were not at their best
until the third week in March ; both plants

flowered well, one piece of speciosa—measuring
some three inches across—had at least eighty
blooms on it. Burseriana multiflora was about
ten days later, but bloomed very freely, each
spike carrying a head of four or five flowers.

Amongst the Englerias, Grisebachii was
trying to throw up its flowering spike during
the last days of December, but made slow
jDrogress until March, and is now at its zenith

;

thessalica has flowered, but the dull crimson
spikes are not attractive.

Some of the yellow Kabschias have done very
well and apiculata (as usual) was most floriferous.

One piece of Paulinas was very fine, it runs
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Faldonside very close in the shape and colour

of its flowers, and seems easier. In the newer
yellows Borisii has done well, the flower is like

Paulinae in size and shape, but if anything a

shade deeper in colour. Haagii and Eudoxiana
are both vigorous growers, and have bloomed
most freely. The former is a deep yellow and
the latter a much paler edition. The flowers

are small and the petals rather wide apart.

Borisii is far away the best of the three.

The pink Burseriana " Irvingii " is an ex-

ceedingly free flowerer, and has been smothered
Avith blossom, a very pleasing pale pink which
fades after a few days.

All three Burserianas A\ere three or foiu' weeks
later than last year, were buffeted by wind and
hail stones and occasionally blanketed in snow,

but they are not a penn}' the worse. It is what
one might expect—if the drainage is all right

the more the exposure the more vigorous should

be the health of the Saxifrage. The whole of

the Silver Saxifrages are now showing signs of

an exceptional wealth of bloom.
^Ethionemas, Lithospermums and Hypericum

reptans have not been too happy, but here it is

the battering, biting east and north-east winds

that do the injury, not the cold, and the best

remedy is the protection of a stone or rock.

Lithosperm\nn rosemarinifolium would have

been killed had it not been for the protection of

a piece of rock placed in the right position at

the beginning of the Avinter. L. prostratum

would have been a good deal knocked about

(though it AA'ould liaAe surviAed), but a piece of

Avire netting, of large mesh, Avas put oA^er it

and pegged doAvn, so that the Avind Avas unable

to lift up the mass and beat tAvig against twig.

^Ethionema schistosum seems to be " as hard

as nails.""

Veronica Hulkeana lost its leaves, but is noAv

breaking out again, though one, sheltered by an
Escallonia, kept its foliage and Avill soon be in

bloom.
Geraniums argenteum and cinereum are

groAvmg A'igorously, and the Erodiums have not

suffered.

The rare Anemone blanda scj'thinica rosea

commenced to bloom at the end of March : the

pink or rose-coloured floAvers are very beautiful,

and altogether it is a most desirable plant
;

blanda (Avhite Avith blue or purple reverse) Avas

about three Aveeks later, it is a lovely thing, and
there is a fine clump of it in the rock garden at

GlasneA-in.

The only plants to receive the protection of a

pane of glass Avere Androsace lanuginosa,

Chumbyi and sarmentosa, Petrocallis pyrenaica

(noAV in bloom), and Asperula suberosa.

Dalkey, 1st May. J. Harper Scaife.

The Camassiast
These are mostly strong groAving bulbous
plants belonging to the Lily order, and are

perfectly hardy in anv soil of average quality.

They are essentially May floAvering plants and
are fast pushing uj) their floAver spikes noAv, on
the 8th of May. For an early display in the
herbaceous border they are A^ery useful indeed,

but, like other early things, must be planted
judiciousl}^ so that as they go out of floAA-er and
the leaves ripen off they may be screened by
the deA'eloping groAvths of later floAvering

subjects. Just at present it is difficult to think
much of Avild gardening, but if Ave '" Ha^c in hope
Ave'll not die in despair," and there is no more
" heartening "" occupation than gardening. The
Camassias, therefore, should be borne in mind
for the Avild garden, Avhen we have finished the
more serious problems now in our minds.
Mostly pushing up their spikes to a height of

from tAvo to four feet, they suggest themselves
as admirably suited for planting in grass or by
the sides of thin Avoods. In shrubberies, too,

they make a nice displa}-, asking for little

attention other than to be left alone. There are

four species at least in cultiAation all from
America—tAvo from California and tAvo from the

north-Avest region.

C. Cusickii is handsome, forming a rosette of

broad leaA^es and producing a handsome spike

of pale lavender-blue flowers ; height at floAvering

time, two to three feet, according to the vigour
of the plants.

C. esculenta or Quamash, as it is sometimes
called, is a Aery fine species bearing large blue

flowers on a sjjike at least tAvo feet high in good
soil. Of this there are scA^eral varieties—viz.,

alba—Avith Avhite flowers, Blue Star, Rojal
Purple, &c.

C Fraseri is a dwarfer A-ariety, .sometimes not

much more than a foot high at floAvering time,

but often considerably more in really good soil.

The floAAcrs are not quite so large as some others,

and are of a delicate pale blue, and generally

admired.

C. Leichtlini, illustrated in this issue, is a

strong groAver, as ma}^ be seen from the illustra-

tion. The floAvers are creamy Avhite, borne on
strong stalks. Of this, too, there are seA*eral

A'arieties in commerce.

C L. Purple King is good, Avith large violet

blue floAvers, and many other seedling A-arieties,

probabh' hybrids, vary in colour through shades

of blue, laAcnder, purple, &c.

Most of the species and A^arieties are com-
j)aratiA'ely cheap, and may be purchased in

Cj[uantity at Ioav rates for naturalising.

It is recorded that the bulbs Avere eaten by the

North American Indians. Hortus.
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Violas.

The value of these charming flowers for a

spring display \\as never more appreciated than

it has been this spring. In spite of the wet,

cold winter, which has proved so disastrous to

many things, they have been making a very

lovely display since the end of April. Most

plants looked anything but happy during April

and early May, while a cold east wind blew

almost daily, yet

the Violas, though

making no growth

to speak of, began

to open their
flowers, and by the

10th of May were

a blaze of colour.

Then the welcome
spring rain arrived,

and they became a

riot of blossoms.

Those blooming

now were obtained

by dividing the

plants which
bloomed last spring.

When they are

going over or as

soon as the beds

are wanted for

summer plants they

will be lifted, all the

flowers and long

loose shoots cut off,

and then they will

be pulled to pieces

and lined in in nur-

sery beds, where
they will make nice

sturdy plants for

next a u t u m n .

Another batch is

used for summer
and autvimn bloom-
ing. These are propagated by cuttings put
in in a cold frame in September ; these root
during autumn and winter, and make fine plants
for sj)ring planting.

Thus it will be seen that with very little

trouble a large supply of beautiful flowers is

easily maintained without any artificial heat
whatever.

Violas can be used in many ways and are
always pleasing. As an edging to beds of

Wallflowers they look very well, as a ground-
work for beds of bulbs they are equally fine, and
thev give welcome breaks of colour in the

herbaceous borders ; as an edging to beds of

shrubs they give effective patches of colour,

while in the summer garden they can be effec-

ti^ely used alone or in combination with other

plants.

Some of the most effective varieties grown
here are Moseley Perfection, King Cup, Royal
Sovereign and the old Canary Improved,
3'ellows ; Eminence, large-flowered and purple-

violet in colour ; J. B. Riding, rosy-mauve
;

John Q u a r t o n
,

light mauve ; Mrs.

Davidson, lavender

blue ; Mrs. Chi-

chester, white,
edged and flaked

liurple ; Wm. Neill,

rose coloured ; and
a very fine pure
white called here

Warley White, as it

came from MIks
Willmott's garden
in Essex.

Of the Violetta

type the following

are good :—Blue
Bonnett, lavender-

blue ; Marginata,

white with a blue

border ; Nelly
Brown, yellow;
Queen of the Year,

china blue ; and
Violetta, white.

B.

Thinning Crops

This is a very im-

portant and very
necessary oiDeration

in the cultivation of

all crops that are

sown M'here they are to grow to maturity, or at

least to the time when they are to be harvested

or used as food. Readers of Irish Gardening
who may not have had much previous exj)erience

no doubt benefited from the advice given by the

several writers, and sowed the seeds at approxi-

mately the right distances between the rows.

All will not be well, however, unless thinning

out in the rows is promptly attended to. The
mild showery weather in early May " made
magic " in the garden, and seeds which had
been l.ying apparently dormant quickened into

growth and raised their slender leaves to the

Ca.massia Leicutlixi.
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light and air. The progress of the young seed-

lings has been marvellous, and ere these notes

appear thousands of them ^\ill have begun the

great struggle for existence, jostling each other

for the best place as it were. It is the grower's

business to see that this struggle is soon over,

or, if possible, to anticipate it and thin out

before overcrowding takes place. Thinning

should not be completed at one operation, but

should take place gradually at two or three

different times at intervals of a week or so. In

this way it will be seen which plants are growing

best and appear likely to make the best plants
;

Weeds*
The mild, showery weather which came so

Avelcome early in ]\Iay gave an impetus to growth,
and, as usual, the first plants to respond were in

many cases those commonly referred to as weeds.

It is not unusual to refer to the vast majority
of our native plants as weeds, but this method
of expression is not always correct. Any plant

is a weed when growing where it is not wanted.

A great many of our wild flowers are beautiful

when growing in wild uncultivated places, and
may be not less fieautiful when invadine; a
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inously by pushing forth long underground

stems, every bit of which will grow, even when
broken uj) into small pieces, unless carefully

removed and binned.

It is a safe and commendable rule never to

allow weeds of any kind to form seeds. Most
of the annual kinds can be got rid of by constant

hoeing, so often advocated in these pages, but

wheii land is really foul more strenuous methods
must be adopted for deep rooting perennials.

Two of the commonest and most abundant
annual weeds are Groundsel and Chickweed,

both of which grow with great rapidity, flower

early, and soon form seeds. They should never

be allowed to approach the flowering stage, but

should be hoed out as soon as plainly visible ; if

growing actually among the seedlings of a crop

hand-picking must be resorted to. These

remarks are, of course, applicable to all weeds,

but some are miich more clifflcult to get rid of.

Among i)erennial weeds some of the com-
monest and most persistent are Dandelions,

Plantains, Thistles, Couch Grass and Bindweed.
Constant hoeing is, of course, beneficial to a

certain extent in killing young seedlings of these

before they have got any great hold of the soil,

but when from any reason the plants have got

established in the soil, hoeing is not much use.

Couch Grass and Bindweed, the latter well known
by its beautiful large white flowers, are parti-

cularly hard to eradicate, and hoeing seems only

to increase the evil by breaking up the creeping

underground stems, every bit of which grows

again. The only effectual remedy is to fork

out as much as possible of the creeping stem

every time a green leaf appears above ground
;

in gardens or plots among groAving crops this is

the only sure remedy.
Dandelions, Plantains and Thistles form thick

taproots which descend far into the soil, but do

not spread laterally to the same extent. They
have, however, the property of growing again

from the root, even when cut off below the

surface of the soil, and consequently while

hoeing may clean the surface of the green parts

of the jilant in a very short time, the root forms

a new " crown "" from which new leaves soon

appear on the surface. Hence it is clear there is

only one sure remedy, and that is to dig out the

roots entirely.

It is possible to weaken and eventually kill

most perennial weeds by constantly hoeing off

the green parts as often as they appear on the

surface, but the process is a long one. We may
safely say that if a patch of Couch Grass or

Bindweed be hoed over, as often as a green leaf

appears, for a whole season, it will nevertheless

appear as strong as ever the next spring. The

food supply stored uji in the creeping stems
enables these plants to tide over a long period

of adversity, and it is onl}' after the lapse of a

very considerable time that they are ultimately

starved out.

From the above remarks it will be gathered
that the best way to keep the garden clean is to

be always on the offensive against weeds. Even
when a croj) has been safely harvested no weeds
should be permitted to flourish michecked. It 7-

will do no harm to dig in the annuals before they
form seeds, but the perennials should be
rigorously rooted out. The best way to utterly

destroy all weeds is to burn them if at all

jiossible. The ashes will then provide good
manure.

War on Weeds.

Garden Pests.

It is sometimes supjjosed that a hard winter is

a blessing in disguise, the belief being prevalent

that hard cold weather, especiall}' if prolonged. ^

has the effect of diminishing man}' of the jDests ^

which plague the gardener.

There seems room for investigation here—the

writer's opinion being that there is little differ-

ence whether the winter be mild or hard.

If we take at random some of the commoner
jiests, such as shigs, for instance, we find that

they are already ramjiant and apparently as

nmnerous as ever. Greenfly is becoming
evident in sheltered corners, and soon will

increase and multiply.

Among birds. Wood Pigeons are devouring

the young Cabbages, and are in such numbers
as to suggest that they, at any rate, suffered

no food shortage in spite of severe weather.

tSparrows, likewise, are in superabimdance. and
are after seedling Cabbages, &c., as soon as the

first green leaf appears over the ground. Rooks
and Jackdaws are everywhere, and the first

Queen Wasp fell a victim on the 24th (April).

It is perfectly evident therefore that we
cannot begin too soon to devise means for

combating the destructive ravages of these and
other enemies of the gardener.

Perhaps most people this year are interested

in vegetable crops, and will therefore be most
anxious to secure a full harvest in return for

the labour and money expended in cultivating

the soil and sowing the seeds.

Birds of sorts are best kept at bay by stretch-

ing stout strings across the ground, these being

held taut between strong stakes. Prom the

strings, at intervals, suspend pieces of broken

glass, old tins, or anything else that will rattle
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and make a noise. Small seeds may be pro-
tected with fine mesh \\ire netting or old tish

netting. If the seeds be slightly moistened
before sowing and a very little red lead be
dusted over them, preferably in some receptacle

in which they can be shaken so as to become
well covered, they will be safe until the young
shoots appear.

For young seedlings of all kinds just coming
through, soot is an excellent dressing. It shoidd
be dusted on freely when the leaves are wet,

just after rain or at night Avhen dew is falling.

Not only is it objectionable to birds and insects,

but it is also an excellent stimulant to the
plants, as it gradually reaches the roots. Every
allotment holder and cottager should save all

the soot he can get hold of. To prevent the

ravages of Slugs, soot and slaked lime mixed
together in equal proportions is excellent when
dusted aroinid young Cabbages, Lettuces and
other tender seedlings. Caterpillars, which later

on become troublesome on Cabbages and
Cauliflowers, are best got rid of by hand-picking
as soon as they are detected. Soot and lime

used freely about the plants as thej^ grow has a

deterrent effect.

Carrots are a favourite cro]3 in most gardens,

and often suffer from attack by the dreaded Fly.

Early sowings usually suffer most, and many
gardeners delay sowing the maincrop until well

into May, with the object of escaping the egg-

laying season. Soot again is useful dusted
along the rows when the seedlings are well up.

Thinning should be clone gradually to allow for

losses, and after each '" thinning "' the rows
should be watered to consolidate the soil round
the remaining plants, thus rendering it more
difficidt for the Fly to lay her eggs near the fast

developing root into which the maggot bores

when hatched from the egg.

Onions are subject to attack by Insects and
Fungi. Young Onions are often attacked by a

Fly, particularly about the time they are
" thinned." The eggs are said to be laid on the

leaves and the maggot burrows down to the base

of the bulb, where it destroys the roots and gives

rise to decay, resulting in the yellowing of the

leaves.

Affected plants should be pulled up and
burned. When thinning dust soot about the

rows and keep the young plants growing as

rapidly as possible by good cultivation ; hoe

repeatedly, and as long as possible, between the

rows ; water if drought is prolonged, and if

possible dust a little artificial manure between

the rows during showery weather if the Onions

seem at all slow in growth.

Mildew frequently attacks spring sown Onions,

and is soon noticeable from the white powdered
appearance of the leaves. It is recommended
to dust the plants with lime and sulphur when
the leaves are damp ; two parts of lime should
be mixed with one part of sulphur. Peas are
often attacked by mildew in autumn, more parti-
cularly during a long spell of drought. By
destroying the leaves the mildew checks greatly
the formation of pods and brings the Pea season
to a premature close. Keeping the soil moist is

the best remedy. Thoroughly loosen the surface
soil between the rows either with a fork or hoe

;

give a thorough soaking of water, if available,
otherwise cover the surface with grass or any-
thing that will check evaporation. Failing either
of these remedies, continue to hoe the surface
assiduously, thereby forming a natural mulch
of fine soil.

The Turnip Fly frequently does enormous
damage to the crop while the plants are quite
young. In fields it is difficult to cope with this

pest, but in the smaller area cultivated in gardens
and allotments much may be done to reduce its

ravages. The simplest and most readily applied
remedy is a mixture of soot and lime dusted on
the leaves when they are moist with dew or rain

;

this, if persisted in, is effective in preventing the
approach of the Fly, and has a stimulating
effect on the plants. Those who have short

mown grass available will find it beneficial to
scatter this freely over the plants and between
the rows ; it acts as a mulch, keeps the surface soil

moist, and encourages rapid growth, so that the
young Turnips soon get beyond the stage at

which the Fly can do them any harm.
As the season goes on and crops mature and

are taken up, arrange to fill the space with an
entirely different croj), and above all cultivate

the ground thoroughly by deep digging and
constant hoeing. Never allow weeds to make
headway, as many of them are allied to our
garden crops and act as hosts for many pests in

the absence of the more succulent garden
product.

The Ground Cherry.

Prunus fruticosa. Syn. p. Cham^cerasus.

This is an interesting and rather pretty Cherry
for the rock garden, forming long rather

tortuous branches which do not rise to any great

height from the ground. It is useful for planting

near the to^J of a sloping bank, when the branches

will extend to a considerable distance and, from
their position, display the flowers to the

observer. The flowers are pure white, borne in

clusters of 3 or 4, while the small glossy green

leaves are also attractive,
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Notes.

Cytisus Ardoini,

A NATIVE of the inaritime Alps, this is one of the

prettiest of dwarf shrubs for the rock

garden, and loves a sunny position in light soiL

Barely growing more than six inches high, it

makes a pretty mass of small hairy leaves

surmounted by abundance of golden yellow

flowers. It was very tina in Mr. Praeger's

garden at Rathgar in the middle of May. It

can be raised from seeds or cuttings, and is one
of the parents of the beautiful Cytisus Beani,

now becoming very popular.

Viola Sieheana.

This little-known Violet has been flowering for

some time in the rock garden at Glaf^nevin, and
.though of modest size is neverthelesr: attractive

in its light blue flowers. Of tufted habit, the
plants do not seem to attain any great size, and
are apparently best raised from seeds frequently.

It produces the showy flowers in early summer,
and later on usually bears the inconspicuous
green flowers which produce the seeds. This
is, of course, a characteristic of Violets.

Diervilla praecox.

Easily the earliest of the " Weigelias " to
flower and coming in succession to the For-
sythias, D. prsecox is a very desirable shrub.
The flowers are a very pretty shade of rose, and
are freely produced on shoots of the previous
year. After flowering, these shoots should be
thinned out, leaving the new ones now growing
to develop for next year.

Primula Sinopurpurea.

This striking new species seems likely to prove
of great value for a moist bay in the rock
garden. Having come safely through the past
winter without any protection it appears to be
quite hardy, and will undoubtedly be much
grown when more plentiful. It is in many ways
a remarkable plant. When the first flowers are
expanding the leaves are from 3| to 4 inches
long and about 1 to l-j ins. broad, lightly dusted
with yellow powder on the under surface.
The flowers are produced from a main stalk,

the individual flower stalks or pedicels being
densely furnished with yellow powder, while the
calyx is dark chocolate bro^vii, the segments

edged with yellow powder. The whole effect

of yellow pedicels, chocolate calyx and reddish

violet corolla is very pretty. I understand that

seedlings show some variation in colour, so that

the above description may not exactly apply
to every plant. There seems no difficulty in

cultivation, for young plants put out last summer
in a half-shady position in moist soil composed
of loam and peat have grown well and are now
flowering. B.

Macrotomia echioides.

A BRii.HT and early flowering plant of the

Borage family and one which has been a glor.y

this spring, when most things were very slow to

move. During the cold, dry winds of late April

it opened its soft yellow flowers, apparently
indifferent to the arctic breeze, and it was
equally good whether growing in light, dry soil

on the rockery or in richer border conditions

When in flower it is not more than a foot high,

and is therefore quite suitable for the rock

garden. The soft yellow flowers are at first

marked by a dark brown spot at the base of

the petals, but these soon disappear. It is

easily increased b}^ means of seeds or root

cuttings.

The Cress Rocket,

Vella pseudo-cytisus.

The finest specimen I have seen of this rather

uncommon shrub is in Mr. Lloyd Praeger's

garden, and must be quite three feet high and
as much through. It is apparently perfectly

hardy there on the south side of Dublin, and has
never had any special protection other than
occurs naturally from the walls bounding the

garden. Although originally quite open to the

sun, it is now greatly shaded by a laburnum tree

which has grown up beside it, nevertheless the
Cress Rocket continues to flourish. Now, in the
middle of May, it is well furnished with its

3^ellow cruciferous flowers. It is an evergreen

with smallish leaves, which are furnished with
stiff hairs. Propagation is easy by means of

cuttings in summer.

Androsace Chumbyi Brilliant.

Androsace Chumbyi is said to be a hybrid of

A. sarmentosa -f A. villosa, and partakes, in

habit, greatly of the first named. It bears
umbels of rosy-coloured flowers very freely in

May, and is a very desirable rock plant. In the
form recently distributed as Brilliant the flowers.
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are of a deeper and more intsnse colour, quite

distinct, and at once conspicuous on the rockery.

Some peojjle contrive to grow these delightful

plants without any winter protection, but in any
but the very driest parts of the country a sheet
of glass is advisable. Any gritty, well-drained
soil seems to suit them, and they are quite

easily propagated. Some of the tinier species,

however, are by no means easy either to grow
or propagate ; for instance, alpina, helvetica

and i^ubescens, to mention no more. It is likely

that our climatic conditions are unfavourable.

Androsace tibetica.

In the July number of Trsh Gardening 1915
this pretty plant was illustrated from a plant

growing in the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glas-

nevin. We now illustrate the same subject

cultivated in a pan for early flowering in the

Alpine House. During the latter half of April,

while the weather was still harsh and outdoor
plants scarcely moving, it made a delightful

picture in the shelter of the unheated Alpine

House. During winter the leaf rosettes shrink

into small tufts through the decay of the lower

leaves and the incurving of the remainder, but

with the brightening days of spring they
expand and produce slender flower stems, each
terminating in an imibel of white flowers, each

with a yellow eye. At the same time stolons

are produced which terminate in a new rosette

of leaves, and thus the plant spreads, forming

quite a colony of new growths which will flower

the following spring. Seeds are not freely

produced as far as our experience goes, and
propagation by cuttings is not always successful.

At present cuttings made of the young growths

are being tried.

Lonicera ciliosa.

This pretty Honeysuckle is not often seen in

gardens, but is well worth cultivating. The
flowers are now opening on a sunny wall, where
the orange-yellow flowers are quite attractive.

The leaves are smooth and glaucous beneath the

upper ones near the flowers being clasped round
the stem. A native of British Columbia, it

seems quite hardy in a sunny position, but in

quite ordinary winters we have lost plants in a

shady position in heavy soil.

B., Dublin.

Pittosporum bicolor.

A NATIVE of Australia, this interesting species is

only suitable for wall culture, and in that way
makes a useful evergreen. It is apparently

hardy if growii on a wall for a large sp33im3n ;

on a sunny wall at Glasnevin is quite untouched
and is now flowering freely. The leaves are
about an inch and a half long, narrow, dark
green above and densely downy below. The
flowers are yellow, and although not con-
spicuously showy are nevertheless rather pretty
when closely examined. Propagation is easy by
means of cuttings of the half-ripened shoots in

summer. j ^ g

Iberis tenoreana var. petraea.

Dwarf ui habit, scarcely more than three or

four inches high, this is a delightful little plant
for the rock garden. It requires a well drained
position and likes to be wedged in between stones.

The leaves are very small and dark green, and
are surmounted by corj^nbs of pure white
flowers.

Iris pumila cyanea.

This lovely dwarf Iiis, though often quoted as a

variety of pumila, is more likely of hybrid
origin. In any case it is a most desirable plant

for the rock garden or border, and has been
flowering lately with remarkable freedom.

The flowers are a beautiful shade of violet-purple,

the falls being lightly feathered white towards

the base, the beard also being white, adding

greatly to the beauty of the flower. A sunny
position in Avell drained soil suits it admirably,

but it is so free and hardy that it will grow
nearly anywhere. t>

Roll of Honour.

STEPHEN GEORGE ROSE.

Many readers will learn with regret that Mr.
Rose has been reported " missing, believed

drowned," and the sympathy of all will go out
to his bereaved relatives.

A member of the ofifice staff of the Royal
Botanic Gardens at Glasnevin for over eight

years, he joined the R.A.M.C. nearly two years

ago, and was on his first voyage when he made
the great sacrifice. Of a cheery yet modest
disposition, Stephen was a general favourite with

all with whom he came in contact, and at the

Botanic Gardens, we have reason to know, his

services were greatly appreciated. A clever

photographer, with a deep love of flowers, many
of his photographs have appeared in the pages

of Irish Gardening. His knowledge of plants

was considerable, and he took more than a passing

interest in botanical science. A native of

Santry, Co. Dviblin, Mr. Rose was but twenty-five

years of age when he gave his life for his country.
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The Cultivation of the Leek<

Whex Onions arc realising; such hit^li jn-iccs as at
present one is naturally led to consider whether
any other member of the AUiuni family, having
similar qualities, w ould make a fair substitute
and impart a like flavour. The On.ion is used
widely in the preparation of soup ; and in spring
or winter the Leek makes a splendid substitute
for this purpose, ahnost unequalled when skilfidly

used.
In the south of England the Leek is not so much

appreciated as it is in Scotland, in Wales and in
France. It is a tine vegetable where it i,-,

thoroughly understood, and when well treated
there is nothing of its class that can surpass it

in flavotu" and wholesomeness. The Leek is very
hardy, and this is probably one i-eason for its popu-
larity in cliniates which are
liable to severely cold weather.
It seen^s to have been the
only i^lant of the AUhon tribe
known in England in pre-
Saxon times, and it is probably
from the fondness of the Celtic

tribes for this esculert that
their descendants, the Welsh,
still retain it as an emblem of
their nationality. The leac, or
leak, was also an important
table vegetable amongst the
Anglo-Saxons, for they called
their gardens " leek gardens "

(leac-tun) and the gai'dener was
a " leekwai'd " (leac-weard). As
other species of the same tribe
were introduced they wei*e

also called Leeks, with a prefix
denoting some peculiarity.
Garlic was anciently gar-lpac.

the Leek with spear ((/<//•) from
the spear-like stem and head of

the seed vessel ; and an Onion
was enne-le'ic. or one-leek, from
its not throwing off side bidbs.
Thus it appears that leac or
leak was a general name for a
certain kind of herb.

Large breadths of Leeks are grown in France,
in the neighbourhood of towns, and on the borders
of the river Seine, as they are much valued by the
French, who study cookery more than most
nations. The writer saw a large plot from the
top of the Chateau at Boulogne, and, asking what
it was in the distance, was told " pour la soupe,"
the guide considering the reply readily irnder-

stood, so much are Leeks used in France to

make soup.
There are many varieties of Leeks, with

varying reputations, and among them may be
mentioned the following—viz., the London
Flag, Musselburgh, Carentan, Eouen, Emperor,
Lyon, Eenton's Monarch, Svitton's Favourite,
Dobbie's Prize, &:c. The Musselburgh and Lyon
are those mostly grown in Great Britain. The
characteristic of hai'diness is most important, as
the Leek that stands a severe winter is the most
reliable. Eouen, Musselburgh and Carentan are
worthy of notice as especially excelling in this

respect.

Mr. Stephen Eose.

Phof'n ])]i
Krocjh Bros.

to

A moist, rich soil suits Leek cidtivation, and
it nourishes in the valley of the Thames or on
low-lying ground of marshy character. In
market-garden cidture it is well to sow a large
seed-bed in .Marcli and a successional one in April.

About loth, of seed would suffice to sow an acre
of ground. The price of seed is about 8s. to 10s.
per lb. The seed may be sown broadcast, or may
be drilled : in the latter case the rows should be
12 inches apart. As land is cleared of early
summer ci'ops, the surplus plants may be trans-
planted to the vacant ground, leaving in the seed-
bed a fair ci'op about (5 to 8 inches apart from
plant to plant. In the Musselburgh district in
the Lothians the Leeks are never drilled, but are
transplanted, or lined, to ixse the local term, from
seed-beds on to ground from which spring
Cabbages or early Potatoes have been cleared.
Plants remaining in the seed-bed will be ready

for niarket before the trans-
planted ones, and if
they are well cared for by
dressing them with sixty
bushels of soot or 2 cwt. of
nitrate of soda, followed by
thorough hoeing, they will
make a fair sample. A great
quantity may often be
bunched off a seed-bed, as the
plants stand thickly on the
ground, and more Leeks may
be lifted froni a rod of seed-
bed than from a transplanted
plot of the same area, since
in the latter case the Leeks
are set out at regular dis
tances.
A bunch may contain .5, 7 or

9 Leeks, according to size,

and the bunches are made
flat.

Before planting out it is

usual to lay the plants evenly
together, then with a jipade
strike off some of the long
foliage, as it would never lift

up again, and would only be
a drag on the plant.

Formerly it was custonaary
stir the soil among the transplanted crop

with a long-handled hoe with an 8-inch
blade, but better work is done with a short-
handled hoe having a .5-inch blade, as the
workman can move the ground closer to the
plant, and thus give it more air and allow the
rain to circidate where it is really needed.
Naturally, the latter plan costs rather more, but
the work is more efficiently executed, as the opera-
tor is nearer his task and moves the soil round the
stem of the plant without fear of cutting it off.

Leeks are generally washed before they are
marketed, as then the bleached portion shows up
more effectively. For exhibition purposes. Leeks
are frequently placed in a small trench, and the
rows ijlaced wider apart ; the soil is then drawn
to them, so that a larger part is blanched, and
the bimched plants look very attractive. In
growing Leeks for profit, however, the usual
method is to plant on the level, as a larger
amount of produce is thus obtained,— Journal of
the Board of Agriculture,
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Suburban and Allotment

Gardens.

The fine weather of .May has helped to make up
for the had weather conditions in previous
months, and the crops at present shovild be in
good condition. The most essential operation
for this month is that of hoeing- and weeding. The
value of hoeing, or loosening the surface soil,

cannot be too often stated : not only are the
seedling weeds killed as they appear above
ground—thus leaving more food material in the
soil for the cultivated crops and more room for

them to develop—but
the loss of water from
the soil surface is

greatly checked, as
Avater will not rise
rapidly through a n
extremely loose layer,

more especially when
such a layer gets dust-
dry : this operation,
then, enables the plant
to get more water
than it o t h e r w i s e

would, and water is

p e r h a p s the most
essential element in

the cultivation of
plants. The soil also
becomes better aerated,
plant roots Vjreathe
more freely, growth
becomes more vig-
orous, useful soil mi-
crobes v.ork with in-

creasing activity. As
a general result i^lants

grow niuch b e t t e r

where the grovmd is

well cultivated o r

hoed, and the resvilt- AxDnosACE
ing crop is heavier, of
better equality, more.

;

Photo by fl.

free from insect pests
and plant diseases.
Watering.—When watering is absolutely neces-

sary, it should be done thoroughly, so that the
soil gets drenched to a depth of not less than six

inches. Surface sprinklings, by keeping the
surface only moist, cause the roots of plants to
rise to the surface (the roots of plants move
towards moistvire in the soil), and when that
surface becomes dry. as it does after a few homes'

sunshine, the roots also become dried up and die.

whereas if the soil had not been so treated they
would have remained below in the moister soil

layers.
Liquid ^Manuring.—As the crops begin to

grow and show signs of vigour, it will be found
that applications of manure in a liquid fonn will

result, in most cases, in increased growth. Liciuid

manui'e can be made up iii various ways, svxch as

(1

)

putting about a pailful of cow or other animal
manure, along with a similar quantity of soot,

into a coarse sack and suspending this in a forty-

gallon tub of water for a few hours before using.

(2) Placing a couple of teaspoonfuls of artificial

manure, such as guano, nitrate of soda, super-
phosphate, sulphate of ammonia, dissolved bone
compound, etc., into a can holding about a gallon
of water. When leaf development is desired,
manures rich in nitrogen, such ns urine, sulphate
of ammonia, pigeon manure, etc., should be used,
l^'or the production of roots and fruits of good
((uality, potash manures will be valuable, but
difficult to get at present (put into the tub or
barrel a quantity of bonfire aslies, obtained by
burning weeds, hedge clippings, 6:c.). For Peas,
Beans, Flowers, Turnips and shallow rooting
crops and for early fruits phosphatic manures
will be valuable, such as superphosphate bone
compound or potato manure.
Planting Out and Transplanting.—Advan-

tage should be taken
of wet weather to get
quantities of the
various winter vege-
tables planted out.
Winter vegetables are
usually most expen-
sive to buy, and there-
fore most valuable to

g r o w. Caulifiowers,
Brussels Sprouts,
Savoy Cabbages and
Broccoli should be
l)lanted as early as
possible, on well-

ma nure-l ground,
a 1 1 o w i n g about 24
inches between the
lows and from 1 8
inches in the case of
Caidiflowers, to 24
inches in the case of
Broccoli, between the
individual plants.
Lettuce plants can be
planted between the
rows as a catch or
companion crop, or
Radish, Spinach, Cress

TUiETiCA. ^^^^^ other rapid grow-
ing crops can be sown.

M. I'oUnrl;. When Hfling plants
for planting out they
should be lifted with a

good ball of soil around them. Celery plants
should be planted at about 10 inches apart in well-

manured trenches. Vegetable ^Marrows should be
planted on mounds of manure and refuse, or else in

trenches or squares, each holding about a barrow-
load of manure, on top of which should be placed
about six inches of surface soil. If hot sunshine
occurs immediately after planting, the plants
should be slightly shaded for a few days, and
kept well watered. Bidge Cucumbers can be
treated similarly.

Seed Sowing.—Make further sowings of

Turnips, Peas, Beans and Parsley for autumn
supplies.

Peas and Beans.—These will require staking.

Short branches and twigs of beech trees make
very efficient stakes, these should be pointed and
inserted into the ground about 12 inches, putting
them in a double row around the I'eas. Where this

kind of material is difficult to obtain, gas pipes

or Dahlia stakes can be driven into the ground on
each side of the row, and at intervals of^aboiit
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8 feet. Horizontal strings (binder twine for

preference) can then be tied around the stakes at
from 3-0 inches apart, tluis supporting tlie i^Iants.

I'OTATOES should be earthed up as soon as
they are about five or six inches high. The soil

should be first dry or forked over between the
rows and then placed gently against the plants,
forming a A shaped ridge ; where the plants are
in long beds, the soil in the alleys should be
broken over, and then placed very carefvilly

over the whole bed about three inches deep.
Plant Pests.—Spray Carrots and Onions

regularly with nasty solutions, such as mustard
water—making a dessertspoonful of mustard do
a gallon of water—paraffin emulsion, or carbolic
soap solution : this treatment keeps away the fly,

and thus prevents attack by the maggot whicli
arises from the eggs which the flies deposit.
Watch Broad Bean tops carefully as soon as
black fly appears, pinch off the tip, provided that
there are about four sets of flowers below, if not
dip the young shoots into a bowl containing
soapy water.
Flowers.—Those who wish to get good Wall-

flowers, Polyanthus, &c., for next season should
sow seeds at the beginning of the month if not
previously done, choosing well prepared soil and
a sunny spot. As the spring flowers of bulbs. &c..

fade pick them oft" before seeds are formed ; this

will conserve the energy of the plant for next
year's flowers. Plant out such flowers as may be
deemed desirable as soon as possible.

Fruits.—Ciive the various fruit trees and
bushes applications of liquid manure : this will

help to increase the size and quality of the fruits.

The Skunk Cabbage.

Lysichitum camtschatcense.

In our INIay issue last year Mr. Beckett contributed
a note on this striking plant, and we are glad to be
able to illustrate it now from a colony in the bog
garden of the Royal Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin
(see page 81).

The common name would appear to suggest
that the plant is not profoundly popular in its

native habitat, but in our gardens it has at
any rate the merit of novelty. A meiuber of the
Aroid family, the huge yellow spathes are quite
showy from a considerable distance away.

Flower Associations.

A GREAT deal of enjoyment in hardy flower
gardening is derived from planning contrasts,
harmonies and associations. Sometimes one or
other occurs accidentally in the border and gives
rise to ideas for the future. In our illustration
" Pyrethrum and Poppy" (page 85). the photo-
grapher has " happened " on a beautiful contrast,
two of the most beavitifvil of our early summer-
flowering plants blooming together with the
happiest possible effect. There is no more lovely
colour to be found among hardy plants than is

shown in the flowers of Papaver Jenny Mawson
—a lovely rosy-salmon, while Pyrethrum
Aphrodite still holds its own as one of the finest

double white varieties. Here then we have two
of the hardiest and most easily grown perennials
forming a picture no artist could excel.

The Application of Botanical

Science to Agriculture*

A STUDY of the literature dealing with agriculture
indicates that there is some confusion of ideas
as to the precise relation which exists between
the science of botany on the one hand and the
practice of agriculture on the other. In the
present paper, an attempt has been made to
define the bearing of the scientific aspect of the
vegetable kingdom on the economic development
of crop production and to show how" a knowledge
of this science can best be apjilied to agricultural
problems. For any real advance to be made ir

crop-production, a thorough scientific knowledge
of botany in all its branches is one of the first

conditions of progress. This will be clear if the
real problems to be solved are considered in all

their bearings.

The attempt to improve cultivated crops by
scientific methods is a recent development and
can be traced to two niain causes— (1) the gradual
recognition of the fact that in agriculture the
plant is the centre of the subject : and (2) the
rapid rise of the study of genetics which followed
the re-discovery of Mendel's results in inheritance.

The importance of the plant in crop production
may be said to be generally recognized at the
present tinie. A large nuntber of botanists are
being enaployed at Experiment StatioTis and the
public have often been led to expect that a
revolution is about to take place, particularly
through the application of what is popularly
known as Mendelism. A critical examination of

the literature discloses some signs that these
extravagant hopes are not likely to be fulfilled, not
that these hopes are impossible but rather
because the problems have not ahvays been taken
\vp on a sufficiently broad basis and attacked
simultaneously froni several standpoints.

The Development of Botany.

The more recent developments in botanical
science are fortunately all tending to a study of
the plant as a living whole. Both the scientific

study in the field of plant associations (ecology)
and the systematic examination of the various
generations of plants raised froni parents which
breed true (genetics) ai-e doing niuch to mitigate
the evils which follow from undue devotion to
purely laboratory work. Ecology and genetics
are taking the botanist into the field and will, in

all probability, materially influence the future
development of the science This will be all to the
good and should do niuch both to raise the
standard and emphasize the importance of field

work and also develop the natural history side
of botany. The botany of the future is likely to
combine all that is valuable in laboratory work
with modei'n ideas on ecology, classification, and
genetics.

The Relation of Botany to Agriculture.

A wide scientific outlook on the many aspects
of plant life is the first condition in applying
botanical science to practical problenis. The next
step for the botanist is to study his crop in the
field and to learn to appreciate the agricultural
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aspects of trop-procUifiion. The investigator
must himself be able to grow his crop to perfec-
tion, and it is not too nuich to say that no real
progress can be made witliout this. The ordinary
agricxiltiiral processes applied to any crop bear
a direct relationshij) to the physiological neces-
sities of the plant and have been evolved from
centuries of traditional experience. In all inves-
tigations on crops, a lirst-hand knowledge of
practice is necessary, and nowhere is it so impor-
tant as in plant-breeding work where practice is

quite as valuable as an acquaintance with the
methods and results of genetics. The greatest
devotion to the study of inheritance, using for
this i)urpose material indifferently grown, is

largely labour lost, as many characters are
masked unless the plants are really thriving and,
well developed. For instance, in wheat, the red
colour of the chaff never develops in badly grown
plants, thereby causing great confusion in
systematic and breeding work on this crop. In
tobacco, the various leaf characters are ahuost
entirely masked by bad cultivation, and their
inheritance can only be studied if the crop is

grown to perfection.
Science and practice must be combined in the

investigator who must himself strike a correct
balance between the two. The ideal point of
view of the improver is to I'ecognize agriculture
as an art which can best be developed by that
instrument called science. Once this is fully
realized and acted upon, the place of the experi-
ment station in agricidture will be undei'stood as
a matter of course and, the qualiflcations needed
by the workers will be self-evident. There will
be little or no progress if practical agriculturists
are associated with pure scientists m econonxic
investigations. This has often been tried and has
never yielded results of any importance. The
reason why such co-operation fails is that with-
out an appreciation of practice the scientist
himself never gets to the real heart of the problem.
The history of the indigo investigations in India
is a very good case in poin.t. During the last 20
years a number of scientists have been employed
in an endeavour to improve the production of
natural indigo. Over £50,000 have been ex-
pended on this work between 1898 and 1913, but
no results have been obtained, largely because
the scientists preferred to engage European
assistants on indigo estates to grow the.r exiDeri-
mental crops rather than to cultivate them them-
selves. The result was that the real problems
were not discovei'ed, a large amount of ineffective
work was done and valuable time was lost during
which the natural indigo industry dec'inecl and the
synthetic product rapidly established itself in the
markets of the woi'ld. The solution of the indigo
problem has recently been disclosed by a study
of the plant in the field. It is not too much to
say that if a properly qualified botanist with a
knowledge of agriculture had attacked the indigo
problem twenty years ago, the history of this
industry would have been very difl'erent.

There remains for consideration the com-
mercial aspect cf investigations on crops and the
necessity, on the part of the worker, of keeping in
close touch with the requirements of the trade.
Particularly is this important in the case of
materials used in textile industries like cotton
where any marked alteration in the raw product
might easily involve extensive changes in
machinery. In the case of cereals like wheat, it

IS necessary in improving the variety to follow
closely the needs of the manufacturer and to
ensure that any new types introduced i ito general
cultivation can be milled to advantage. The
successful merchant often possesses information
which is of the greatest value to the botanist and
which helps the investigator to perceive the
manner in which an improvement can most
effectively be made.

That a combination of science, pra-tice. and
business ability in the same individual is essential
in all agricultural investigations dealing with
the plant will be evident if the kind of problem
awaiting solution is considered in detail. Many
of these questions fall into the following three
classes :

(1) Improvements in the Efficiency of the
Plant.—Any attempt to increase the output of
a crop can only be successful if the physiology of
the plant is considered together with the economic
aspects of production. Such problems have to be
solved within the working conditions of the plant
factory and also within the general economic
limits imposed by labour and capital. In such
matters, the investigator might easily go astray
unless he keeps the laws of plant physiology in
view and unless he is fortified by a knowledge of
practice and an appreciation of the general work-
ing conditions.

(2) The Treatment of Disease.—The in-
adequacy of much of the experiment station
work on the diseases of plants, in which fungi and
insects are concerned, has recently been referred
to by Professor Bateson in one of the sectional
addresses to the British Association.

In the course of his speech, this gentleman drew
attention to the fact that there is at the present
time hardly any comprehensive study of the
morbid physiology of plants comparable with that
which has been so greatly developed in application
to animals. The nature of the resistance to
disease characteristic of so ma \y varieties and
the methods by which it may may be ensured,
offer a most attractive field for research, but it

is one in which the advance must be made by
the development of pure science, and those who
engage in it must be prepared for a long period
of labour without ostensible practical results.

(3) The Creation of Improved Varieties.—
In this work an understanding of the needs of
the crop and a knowledge of systematy and gen-
etics must be combined with the insight of the
inventor, no possible scientific method can
succeed without the intuition of the breeder.
Any attempt to obtain or record the characters
of large numbers of plants and to obtain the
final selections by a scientific system of marks is

hopeless, as the investigator would be speedily
swamped by the volume of his material. The
insight of the breeder is necessary for the work
and the judgment, which comes by practice, in
the rapid summing up of essentials by eye is far
more useful than the most carefully compiled
records of any system of score cards. The
successfvil plant breeder is to a large extent born
and not made. Science helps the born breeder
by providing him with new and better instru-
ments, and, by bringing knowledge to bear from
many sides, it accelerates the output and lightens
the work in a multitude of ways.

—

The Af/ricul-
ture Journal of India (Monthly Bulletin of Agricultural

Intelligence).
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The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Gartlener to Lady O'Neill,

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen' Gahden.

The month of ]May so far has been all that could
be desired, in fact some of the days have been
like midsummer, the sun has been so hot. The
work in this department lias been going on apace,
and work that was so much in arrear has been
well advanced. Before proceeding Avith the
work I should Uke to say that some people who
are cultivating vegetables for the first time
instead of flowers will find it is nuxch more
difficult to grow vegetables than it is to grow
flowers : they require attention all the time, and
much more generous treatment. Seedlings are
coming up a fine hit, all they want is to keep the
scuffle going between the rows. Brassicas that
have come up thickly in the seed-bed are better
to have a lot of them pricked out into a nursery
bed : for the final planting they will be far and
away the best plants, and will repay the extra
labour. Thinning will have to be done with the
Parsnips. Turnips, Beetroots, Carrots, Onions,
&c. : thin on a moist day if possible.

Onion Maggot and Carrot Fly in some gardens
and in some seasons are very troublesome, in fact
fatal sometimes. Spi"ay lightly a heap of fine

sand with paraffin, and dust it vip each side of

the lines in both cases. (Vaporite is also a good
preventive.) They prevent the parent fly from
laying her eggs. If the plants are attacked pull

up and burn them, repeat the process of dusting,
and firm the remaining platits with your foot as
close as you can safely ti'cad.

Celery.—Take advantage of the first dull day
when your plants are ready to get them planted,

out ; see that the trenches are well pi"epared,.

A liberal dressing of cow manure in the bottom
and 2 or 3 inches of the best f)f y-our soil on top,
a dressing of salt before planting I find beneficial.

If y^ou are planting double roAvs, which I think is

most economical, plant 1 foot apart in 2 feet

trenches, and 3 feet between the trenches will

give ample soil for-earthing up : after planting
give them a thorough watering. Celery requii'es

plenty of moisture all the time.

Cauliflowers.—Continue to plant out Cauli-
flowers for late siiiJplies, making each plant
thoroughly firm in the soil. Cauliflowers already
planted should be examined and any blanks made
good. As Cabbage plants from spring so\\ing
become fit plant out in rows 2 feet apart, or less,

according to variety. Later on in the month
Broccoli for winter and. spring use will require to

be planted out into permanent quarters. In
planting Br K'<:oli make the ground firm, as they
will grow sturdier and better able to stand the
winter. The last batc-h of Brussels Sprouts should
also be planted this month (overcrowding any of

the late Brassicas shoidd. be avoided).
Stake Peas and Climbing Beans, as they reciuire

attention in that way. A sowing of late Peas
may be made the first week in June. Autocrat
or The Gladstone are both good ; later on in the

montli a small SL>wing of some early sort may
be made as a catch-crop. At regular intervals
]nake further sowings of Turnips, Spinach,
Lettvxce, Endive, Radish, and French Beans.
Select a north aspect for Turnips and Lettuce
this month, they keep much longer fit for use.

A.sPARAGUs.—By the latter end of the month
cutting of all shoots should cease, taking cai'e to
leave growths as far as possible all over the bed :

give the beds their final dressing of salt, and if

possible a good drenching of liquid naanure in

exposed piaces ; the strongest growths should be
supported.

Vegetable ^Marrows.—Plants growing in
frames or under tenxporary shelters may now be
exposed, ; carefully thin the shoots, removing any
use'ess growths, and keep both the roots and
leaves well supplied with Avater ; successional
plants should, be planted now in well-prepared
beds, choosing, a sheltared. simny position.

Potatoes will require attention in the way of
forking between and moxild.ing up.

Tomatoes which are grown outside (there is

always the chance that they might do on a sunny
wall or trellis) will want all the side shoots rubbed
out when cj^uite yovuig. keeping each plant to one
stauL only : a light mid'-h of well-decayed manui'e
will help them, and they will not require so much
water. Tomatoes reqxiire very careful watering.

Fruit Garden.
Frvi't trees on the whole are looking well this

year. Gooseberries and Currants look extra well.

Apples, Pears and Cherries had abundance of
blossoms : Plums seeux a bit scanty as regards
bloom. This month so far has been most favour-
able for setting. As soon as the Cherries begin t

»

colour they should be carefully gone over and
pinched, and any young shoots laid in, then net
them at once, or the birds will soon make them
scarce.

Strawberries will be swelling : they should
have a final soakm.g of Avater before the nets are
pla'-ed over them.

Peaches on AA'alls aviII require daily syringing :

pinch oft" superfluous groAA-th, and tie in remaining
groAvth AAith rattia : iiick off any ciu-led leaA'es.

For most fruit trees July Avill be time enough for

])rinciple stopping. Tie up leaders of Cordons as
they groAA' : AA'here greenfly is prevalent syringe
AA'itli Quassia Extract.
Young trees AA'hich were planted in the autumn

should not suffer for want of water. The surface
soil in all fruit borders should be kept stirred

Avith the scuffle or Buco cultiA^ator. If Aveather
is dry, all friut trees AA'ill require liquid nuwiure
(if aA'ailable) as soon as the fruit is set.

Flower Garden.
Spring bedding is very late this year. The

WallfloAvers and Myosotis are just at their best

noAv (18th), so that Avill mean June planting.

Tlie ncAV occupants of the floAver beds Avill require

careful nursing to >,tart them. If the Aveather is

at all dry give them plenty of Avater and stir the
surface soil between the "plant, pinch off first

fioAvers and they Avill so<jn fill their allotted spaces.

Maintain a neat tidy appearance by keeping grass

moAA-n, edges clipped, and waplks scuffled and
raked.

Stake SAveet Peas, also Dahli?s, as soon as
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they ai-e planted,, so as to avoid injuring Uie
tubers by driving the stake in later.

Attention should be given to any Eoses that
shows signs of greenfly, mildew, or other pests :

spray in the evening with Qviassia Extra t until

they are clean. Climbers on walis and trellis will

I'equire the young strong growths tied in.

The most of our beautiful eady flowering
.shx"ubs require to be pi'uned efrefully as soon as

they finish flowering. The most of thenx flower
on the growths made the pi*evious year, so that
any growths that have flowered can be cut out

—

that is, according to the shape or size you want
your bush, but sometimes they are better left to

Nature.
The seed pods on Hybrid Rhododendrons E-nd

Azaleas ?re better picked carefully off when young.
Keep the scuffles going in the flower border,

and, rake between the plants and shrubs ; if the
weeds get too big, hand-weeding will have to be
resorted, to. Stake all herbaceous plants that
require it ; they can never be tied satisfactorily

if they once get sprawling about.
Thin out growths in Phloxes if large trusses are

in request, and. they will well repay for the trouble.
Do not neglect sprlnj^ flowering plants, such as

Aubrietias and Arabis, that have been lifted, a.nd.

of which you will rec^uire cuttings. Sow Pansies
and Polyanthuses in. boxes or beds, also Double
Daisies and Myosotis if not already done.
According as boxes and pots are emptied they

should be carefulh' stowed away for future use.

Keep a small reserve of bedding plants in case of

failures in any of the beds, potting thenx on or
planting them in the frame ground.

Southern and Western Counties.

By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord
Barrymore, Fota.

KiTCHEX Garden.

Since writing my last notes we have experienced
a long spell of dry weather, which lasted nearly
a month, but has now happily broken. Speaking
generally it was a great boon, for it enabled the
cultivator to keep down weed growth in a re-

markable manner, and the frequent use of the
hoe by loosening the soil stimulated growth, and
the only necessity for watering was where small
seeds were sown, moi'e especially broadcast, such
as the Brassicas, and, of course, early crops of

vegetables in frames and newly-planted Cabbage,
Brussels Sprouts, Lettuce. <.V:c.

Fortunately, up to tlie time of writing (May
IJ^'tli) we have escaped any frosts capable of

doing damage, and early Potatoes are looking
remarkably well.

PoT.\TOES.—The earliest varieties will be fast

maturing and many lifted this montli. Prepara-
tions must then be made for next season's crop
by selecting suitable tubers. If the tubers have
practically finished growing I prefer to have the
tray at hand and put them in straight away,
carefully labelling, and leave them exposed to

the air, and a fair idea will then be gauged of

next year's requirements. If, on the other hand,
the tubers are immature, leave a few rows to

ripen off for seed purposes.
When digging, well fork up the ground and

expose every Potato, large and small, otherwise
self-sown sets will be a great nuisance tlie follow-

ing sea.son, and leads to roguing if planted with

I'otatoes again. Attend to the spraying of
maincrop Potatoes about the end of the month,
tlioroughly well moistening the under as well as
the upper part of the leaves, and earth up as
becomes necessary.

A.SPARAGUS.—The cutting of the growths must
cease towards the end of the month so that
sufficient growth is left to mature the crowns
for next year's supply. ' During warm and
growing weather, vmless cutting is carried out
daily, much valuable produce will be lost. The
person actiuainted with tlie beds must use his own
discretion and treat the stronger and weaker beds
and portion of same accordingly. If the necessary
la bour can be spared now is the time to assist the
jjlants with copious waterings of diluted farmyard
manure and dustings of artificial manure in
sliowery weather. This is preferable to winter
dressings, although these, or course, benefit the
beds in time. I clo not advocate sowing Radishes
on the surface of the beds, but keep them per-
fectly clear from all other growth, but the alleys
may be cropped with Cauliflowers, &c.
Winter Greens.—The planting of these will

commence this nxonth. and before doing so a
certain amount of consideration is necessary.
Onl\- those that mature early in tlie winter should
be planted where the ground will be required
early in the New Year for next season's crop,
and in gardens where the ground was well done
for the preceding crop no further manure need be
applied, simply levelling down the grovind and
making firm before planting. Early Savoys may
be planted IS inches each way. but more space
nmst be left for Drumhead and larger varieties.

Broccoli in variety must be kept to themselves,
so that the particular piece of ground they occupy
may be cleared in reasonable time. Tliey enjoy
good ground, but firm, otherwise they become
soft and liable to injury of a severe winter, such
as last, and if holes have to be made with a crow-
bar it is really preferable. After the moulding
up of I'otatoes winter greens may be planted,

and if the growth of the Potatoes can be kept
upright by means of stakes and twine, both of

the crops will be benefited. All available spots

should be planted where there is any likelihood

of success, such as between orchard trees, where
there is sufficient light and air. Water well at the

roots if necessary.
Leeks.—Plant these as soon as large enough

in well-worked and manured soil by making holes

a foot deep and 9 inches to a foot apart, and
rather more between the rows, dropping the young
plants to the bottom and covering the roots with

a little soil.

Peas.—Continue to sow main crop, and towards
the end of the month good late varieties which,

by reason of their strong foliage are able to with-

stand drought and other drawbacks. Make
sowings in various positions where accommoda-
tion for a row may be found, and early varieties

frequently give good returns when sown ; late

picking of pods should be carefully and economi-

cally done, selecting only those that are quite

fit, "and carefully examining the bottom of the

rows where the earliest are produced, as if allovyed

to remain and ripen, quickly reduce the vitality

of the plant and impair its further fruiting.

An apron with a large pocket or pouch is a great

help, enabling the work to be done more readily,

and freeing both hands, so that the minimum
amount of'^damage is done to the haulii'.. The

same remarks apply to Runner Beans.
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Celery.—^Plant out the iiiaincrop as the plants
become ready and before too large, choosing
showery weather for preference. Dust freely

with soot in the early morning, also all other
growing crops. I only wish I had a larger avail-

able supply. Earliest plantings of Celery if

growing away freely may be helped with a little

stimulant. Nitrate of Soda at the rate of a tea-

spoonful to each jjlant, and watered in or dis-

solved in the water at the rate of 1 oz. to the
gallon, will greatly assist formation of stem and
leaf. Continue to sow such catch crops as

Lettuce, stump-rooted Carrots, Turnips, Radishes,
wherever a chance vacancy occurs. Where con-

tinuous svxpplies of the latter and Mustard and
Cress are required, select a cool shady border
and treat in three divisions for each, resowing as

soon as each section is fast, and shading heavily
with a damp mat until germination takes place.

Globe and other Beet may still be sown with
ample time for proper development and a line

of Swede Turnips. Dust the ground freely with
wood-ashes for all root crops, and attend to the
thinning, as recommended last month, and keep
the hoe going whenever possible, as it is labour
well spent.

The Fruit Garden.

The principal work in this department for the

present month will be the freeing of Aphis and
other attacks of insects from the various trees

and bushes, and the weather conditions will con-

siderably help or mar this work. The majority
of fruit trees, commencing with those on the

warmest walls, will need attention as regards
summer pruning where this is done with a view
to assist in the formation of fruit buds at the base

of the spurs for next year. This in my opinion

can hardly be done too soon. Some people aver
that if done too soon the basal buds will grow
away, but I have never seen any ill-effects that

way, and find that the two upper buds visually

act as safety valves, and I can hardly think that

any benefit can result fj-om summer pruning, as

far as the formation of fruit buds is concerned,
when the work is left till the wood is quite hard
and necessitates cutting with the knife. Goose-
berries and Currants may be similarly treated

before netting if time permits. When picking

green Gooseberries, do so with a view to thinning
the crop of fruit and assist those to remain.

Keep a sharp look out for the caterpillars of the

Gooseberry Sawfly, which if allowed to go un-

checked will quickly defoliate whole bushes.

Hellebore Powder and Arsenate of Lead used as

directed are the best remedies against the pest,

but both being poisonous must only be used when
the fruit is immature. Another handy remedy
which is often close at hand, and, furthermore,

handy perhaps for many amateurs, is to dust a

little Keating's Powder amongst the bushes when
the foliage is damp.

The Fi-ower Garden.

The bedding out of the summer occupants of

the flower borders will be in full swing, and here

again if showery weather prevails much assistance

will be rendered. Remove the flowers from the

various plants, as this will encourage the fornia-

tion of growth necessary for an added display

later on. Where standard plants are used either

as plunged plants or planted out, staking should

be done immediately after planting to prevent
disturbance from winds. Continue to sow any
annuals for late blooming and thin out growths

on herbaceous plants where too thick before
staking. Look out for and syringe Roses growing
on walls and pillars against apliis, and loosely
tie in aiiy growths that may require attention.

Roses that suffered with the winter's frost, but
are now growing freely, will be considerably
improved and restored by a dressing of a quick
acting ]3atent manure. Remove the faded flower
trusses from Rhododendrons, especially young
plants of better vai'ieties, which need encourage-
ment, and a dressing of rotted farmyard manure
and leaf-mould to beds or specimens—now th^t
growth is about to be made for next season's
display—will be of much assistance. For a spring
display these are hard to beat, and should be
utilised whenever possible in place of commoner
subjects for forming screens and blotting out
unsightly objects. Two subjects now in flower,
each being gorgeous, are Fmbothrium coccineum,
the Fire Thorn, and clumi^s of Azalea amoena.

Review*

A Good Book.*
The imaginative )iian might think from its title

that this is a book of encyclopaHlic size : but it

contains only 152 pages, index and ilhistrations
included. The author, in his " few well-chosen
words " of preface, explains that it is wi-itten for
amateur gardeners and that it is published in as
complete a form as space will allow. He asks
those of his readers who are confronted by
problems that they cannot answer from the pages
of his book to refer to the Editor of The Gdrdener.
" Poor Editor " we thought as we plunged into
the reading of the book, but after a page or two
we found ourselves musing :

" That Editor won't
have sucli a bad time after all." The chapter on
Border Carnations converted us, and when we
had finished the book we vowed we would give
the author a good mark. The book is a most
excellent work, and though we mvist perforce
agree with the author that gardening is a pro-
gressive craft and gardening books grow old, yet
good things are longest-lived and most permanent,
and, except for the names of varieties of fruit,

flowers and vegetables, we see no reason why Mr.
Thomas' book should be out of date for many a
long day. ^^'e fancy the book was written before
the Food Controller came upon the scene, else

possibly more space might have been allotted to
vegetables and fruit at the expense of flowers.
All true gardeners will be thankful that IMr.

Thomas has not altered his proportions to suit
the craze of the moment. When the war is over
and our surviving warriors, men and women,
return to resume their normal modes of existence,
we fancy they will be most grateful to those who
can bring them \\here they can see plenty of
flowers and perhaps hear good music. Let us not
be thought to refer disparagingly to the craze of
the moment—vegetable and fruit growing for

many years to come will probably be the best
public service non-combatants can engage in,

whether professionally or in their leisure hoiu's :

but in war time as well as in peace time it is true
that " man does not live by bread alone." Yes,
this is an excellent book, and we commend it

heartily to our readers.

* " Gardening : A Complete Guide." By
H. IT. Thomas. With numeious Illustrations,

-

Is. 3d. net. Cassell tS: Co., Ltd.
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.B.I.A.,

James S®bertson, J.P.

Hon. Treasurer—D. L fiamsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection %vith which the IRISH

BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

<' The most ample expression of our thankfulness can
never repay tks debt v/hieh the people of these Islands o>ve to

the gallant Officsre and m^n of the Navy, vjrhOf by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-strei^fn \vater8 of the North Sea, are
maintaining us in comparative peace and quiet."

Ths Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon. Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR. D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBLIN
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Forestry*

At the recent annual meeting of the Irish

Forestry Society Mr. A. C. Forbes, Chief In-

spector of Forestry in Ireland, gave a brief

address, alluding to the enormous amount of

timber at i^resent required by the military

authorities, the shameful scarcity of home-
grown material, and our lamentable dependence

on importations, at present largely cut off owing

to the exigencies of war. By means of diagrams

Mr. Forbes showed how small our wooded area

is compared with Continental countries and how
great our importations in peace times. Since

the war began enormous quantities of timber

have been felled at home to suppl}^ the urgent

needs of the armj', and what this means in a

country such as Ireland, now comparatively

bare of timber, can only be realised by those

who know the well-managed State forests of

other countries.

It is absolutely imperative that the shortage

in our forest area should be made good at the

earliest possible moment. Until the war is over

it may not be possible to \'ote any large sum of

money for the purpose, but one thing can be

done, and that is the public must be made to

realise that reafforestation is an urgent national

question affecting the material prosperity of

everyone of us. To this end everj^ qualified

person should feel it a duty to continually keep

the subject in the mind of every citizen. Private

individuals should lose no opportunity of urging

reafforestation on every possible occasion.

Municipal Councils, County Councils, and LTrban

and Rural District Councils ought to pass a

resolution at every meeting calling on the

Government to make reafforestation one of the

first problems to be tackled when the war is

over. We do not believe in appealing to the

Government, when in many cases private aufl

local enterprise could achieve much, but in our

opinion reafforestation will only be a success

when taken in hand by the Government and

worked as a national industry. There is no lack

of competent Foresters who have in the past

pointed out what would surely happen in the

event of overseas supplies being cut off, and who
have submitted scheme after scheme for Govern-

ment approval, but the result has been invari-

ably the same —the Treasury would not provide

the money.
The national expenditure during the last three

years has been something stupendous, far

beyond the comprehension of the average man,

but it may have a good effect on the ofificial

mind. Recently millions have been disbursed

with far more alacrity than hundreds were before

the war. Is it too much to hope that with the

return of peace, the doors of the Treasury will

be less tightly closed against all appeals for

monej'- to carry out works of the most imperative

national importance ?

Every man (and woman) who has a vote

should make it a duty to ensure that all candi-

dates for Parliament or council are pledged to

support reafforestation ; every successful candi-

date should seize every opportunity of urging

the claims of forestry as a great national

industry. The rural population from the school

onwards must be taught to regard forestry as a

healthy remunerative occupation far more

valuable than turbary rights or any other rights,

which in many parts of the country hamper

proo-ress and bring the best planned schemes to

naught. The members of the Irish Forestry

Society should be among the foremost in pressing

the claims of reafforestation. The Scottish
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Arboricultural Society is already deep in the
subject, and the last issue of their journal is

full of interesting matter both from private
estate owners and from professional foresters.

This journal is largely devoted to Horti-
culture and Arboriculture,, but we shall be glad
at all times to assist the allied industry of

Sylviculture (forestry) as far as lies in our
power.

Everj^one of us should have always in the
mind's eye the bare hillsides of Ireland clothed
with Larch, and our boglands with Pine, where
long ago it flourished. We need not enlarge on
this, as there are competent men who know
well what to plant and where to plant it.

The Arboretum.

Although many losses have occurred among the
more tender shrubs, it is truly wonderful the fine

display most of our old and well-tried favourites

have made and are still making Many plants
are flowering later than usual this season, yet.

compared with last year, there 7s less difference

now than there was a month ago. I.a^^.t year at

this time we had to deplore a spell of bitterly

cold weather in early June, as reference to Iri.sh

G.AEDENTNG for July, I9]i?, will show ; this year
eai'ly June has been comparatively warm and
genial. Similarly last year I remarked that
Chestnuts and Thorns were the chief flowering

trees in June, and apparently they are just in

the same position this year. Nothing could be
lovelier than the pink Chestnuts and the white
and pink Thorns at the present time—viz.,

the nth June.
Roses strike one as being the latest of all

shrubs to come into flower this year, and as yet
none of the garden hybrids are in flower, and only
a few of the Avild species. A year ago the
beautiful Rosa Moyesii was blooming finely in

June, but as yet only the fat buds are noticeable,
though they will be open ere these notes appear
in print.

Diervillas are most reliable flowering shrub?,
and are lovely about tie grounds now, every
last j^ear's shoot wreathed with flowers varying
through shades of pink to deep rod and white.
A very fine Broom not often met with is Gen\sta
rumelica, its long slender shoots at j^resent

smothered in l^iright yellow flowers, it • is

apparently not a tall grower, the shoots tending
to arch over towards the ground as they lengthen
and especially when furnished with flowers. It

makes a lovely mound on a bold promontory
of the rock garden, and would make a lovely
display clothing a sunny bank : from JJulgaria,

G. rumelica is apparently perfectly hard_>',

having come through the late winter unscathed.

Of somewhat similar habit, but rather stiffer, is

Genista spathulata, from the same country; both
make useful dwarf shrubs for sunny positions.

Mr. T. Smith, of Newry, has another pretty

plant, near, if not identical with, G. spathulata,

and which he calls G. depressa ; it, too, is

flowering now, and is equally valuable for the

rock garden and for clothing sunny banks.

Despite the many fatalities resulting from the

severity of the past winter there are many
consolations. Deutzias, with a few exceptions,

survived grandly, and are now making a fine

display. I), gracilis and its varieties are among
the jtrettiest of deciduous flowering shrubs in

districts where they do A\e]l ; the pink and rose-

coloured varieties are decidedly attractive and
the large-flowered white variety, venusta, is a

great acquisition.

D. kalmiseflora is a beautiful hybrid between
D. purpurascens and D. parviflora ; the flowers

rather resemble those of Kalmia in shape, as the

specific name implies, and are rose-coloured.

D. longifolia and its fine variety Veitchii are

beautiful shrubs with rich rose-coloured flowers,

while D. Vilmorinse and D. Wilsoni are both
very flne with large white flowers. In the
Deutzias therefore we have a fine set of flowering

shrubs well suited to Irish gardens.

One of the most promising of the new Pyruses

from China is P. theifera, which, though still

young, flowered with remarkable freedom in

May. Judging from its rate of growth from the

seed up till now it promises to grow into a fairly

large tree, when it should make a striking

object in the grounds. The flowers, produced
in clusters, as usual in the Pyruses, are pure
white and large, attracting attention at once
when seen among other species.

The Lilacs, botanically called Syringas, were
surely never finer than this year ; all the well-

known garden varieties were laden with flowers,

especially noticeable being the fine dark-coloured
Reaumur, with magnificent panicles of dark
reddish purple flowers. Of new sjiecies from
China S. Wilsoni gives promise of being of

decorative merit. A strong grower, it is not
unlike the common Lilac in habit, and bears

loose panicles of soft pink flowers. S. pinnati-

folia, though of no great value as regards its

flowers, which are produced in very short

panicles, whitish in colour, is nevertheless

interesting on account of its pinnate leaves, a
unique occurrence among I-ilacs. The most
attractive Spiraea in flower at the time of

writing is the Himalayan Sp. bella ; from its

long wiry branches it is now producing many
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corymbs of bright rose-coloured tiowers. many of

the branches arching over gracefully.

A shrub which has attracted much attention

this year is V^iburnum tomentosum. The
bronchos, which are produced horizontally and
in tiers, have been covered with flat corymbs
of flowers, the showy flowers being, of course, the

^arge white sterile ones on the outside, the

perfect flo\\ers in the centre of the corymb being

more or less inconspicuous. V. tomentosum
[)licatum has all the flowers sterile, the in-

A most interesting and [)romising new tree is

Populus Wilsoni. which promises to be a most
ornamental and useful species. The first year
after planting growth was somewhat slow, but
this season, though growth was late in starting,

it had, by the middle of June, added nineteen

inches to its height ; with very large roundish
leaves and reddish -brown shining young shoots,

it is a most attractive young tree. Populus
lasiocarpa is another of the large-leaved section

making huge leaves, and it had added thirteen,

HB^i •**'

"
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Chinese Rhododendrons.

Through the kindness of Mr. P. D. Williams,

who presented a fine series of photographs to

Sir F. W. Moore, we hope to be able to show
readers of Irish GARDENiisiG something of the

way Rhododendrons grow in China. The photos,

were taken by Mr. George Forrest, whose
brilliant work as a collector is well known to all

interested in gardening. Mr. Forrest has been

instrumental in introducing a considerable

number of new species, and has also added much
to our knowledge of previously known species

by an intelligent study of the plants in their

native habitats. Our first photo, shows three

species which have been known in gardens for

a good many years—at least R. Fortunei and
R. racemosum have, but it is doubtful if there

are any true plants of R. yunnanense in cultiva-

tion other than seedlings raised from seeds

recently sent home. A few comparatively old

]ilants which have been known in gardens as

R. yunnanense are now recognised as R. charto-

phylluni; and were introduced to Europe through
Paris by the Abbe Delava}^ some twenty-five

years ago.

R. Fortunei is a very old inhabitant of our

gardens, having been introduced from East
China in 1859 by Robert Fortune, one of the

pioneers of plant collecting in China. It is a

hardy species, producing fine clusters of hand-
some blush -coloured flowers, and flowering rather

earlier than most of the large flowered kinds.

It has been much used for hybridising, and
many beautiful varieties have resulted.

Rhododendron racemosum is a most distinct

and pretty species, quite unlike the ordinary
conception of a Rhododendron. The flowers are

not produced in terminal clusters as is the case

with most other species, but are produced in

clusters of two or three in the leaf axils of shoots

of the previous year's growth. It is a lovely

])lant for massing, and could be used very
effectively as a groundwork for other taller-

growing members of the same family.

R. racemosum is said to reach a height of

six feet when established and growing well, but
is oftener seen about three feet high, and never
seems to form a dense shrub.

B.

^thionema grandiflora.

This is untloubtedly the finest of all the
^thionemas, although the smaller species have
merits of their own. The long racemes of rose-

coloured flowers are beautif ..! in earlv June, and

a large jilant or grouj) of ])lants is invariably a

centre of attraction in the rock garden. Seeds
are freely produced, as a rule, affording a ready
means of increase ; they are ripe in early autumn
and may be sown at once or in early spring.

Germination soon takes place, and as soon as

the seedlings can be conveniently handled they
should be potted off singly into thumb pots in

very gritty soil. In spring they may be trans-

ferred to the rock garden, preferring a chink

between stones which are backed by well-

drained soil. The younger the plants are put
out the surer and quicker they establish them-
selves, being very impatient f root disturbance

Seedlings from the seed pot may be planted
directly on to the rock garden in spnng, and are

then easil}^ inserted into narrow fissures such as

they love. Many alpines may be treated in this

way, and n,ot infrequently grow better and make
finer plants than when coddled in frames and
nursed on in pots, forming tangled masses of

roots which do not readily take to new quarters.

B. (Dubhn),

Saxifraga paradoxa X S. longifolia,

A HANDSOME hybrid which originated in Mr.
Murray Hornibrook's garden in Queen's County.
The long narrow leaves, many of them three

inches long, are thickly dotted on the margins
with characteristic lime pits. From the stronger

rosettes arise fine branching spikes of solid

white flowers, making a most attractive display

Though, like S. paradoxa, a rather shy flowerer,

the plants are nevertheless interesting even when
not in flower. For a chink between rocks no
more desirable plant could be named, the

rosettes lending themselves admirably for such

a posirtion. The rosettes increase freely, many
offsets forming annually.

The Carpathian Buttercup.

Kanunculus carpaticus.

Among early flowering bog plants this stands

out conspicuously and is useful in flowering

before the Trolliuses, to which it bears some
resemblance. The leaves are comparatively
large and lobed, while the handsome flowers are

of a bright Buttercup yellow. A position in the

drier part of the bog suits it admirably, w'here

it flowers simultaneously with the white R.
amplexicaulis and slightly later than R.
cassubicus.
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Plants and the Winter,

I THINK the Editor was wise in extending the
" observation period " till June, for as late as

the 5th I found a nice shoot just showing

at the base of a plant of Spartium junceum
that I was about to pull i;p as hopeless. And
it is onl}^ within the last fortnight that shoots

are visible on the Ampelopsis senipervirens

which covers the south wall of the rectory.

As I think many
people have already

remarked, the

effects of the

severe winter have
been very curious,

many hardy sub-

jects suffering un-

expectedly and
others reputedly

tender surviving

unhurt . Nothing-

suffered here more
sadly than the

Cistus ; we have
a nice little col-

lection, and never

had any loss before,

except from winds.

Now only C. for-

mosus and C.

villosus have come
through without

damage. I fully

expected to lose

formosus, as it is,

I think, one of the

more tender sorts,

but instead it is

all right and now
flowering well,while

in just the same
position a small

compact bush of a

white variety,

whose name I am not sure of (its particular

feature is red buds, the flowers pure white),

has been so damaged that more than half

the plant is dead. And it is the same with

the varieties florentinus, cymosus and lusi-

tanicus, while one of the best
—

" Brilliancy "

—

was entirely killed,. Growing in the shelter of

a laurel hedge, there is a fine old specimen of

Deutzia gracilis, and it ntn^er was better, and
is now a sheet of white.

The Lithospermums came off very badly.

L. rosmarinifolium was killed outright, L.

Anemone nupicobA.

Photo by li. M. Pollocl-

graminifolium is feebly struggling back to life,

and a splendid big mass of L. prostratum was,
until lately, a brown mound. I was advised to

cut it down, but I am glad now that I waited,

for it is shooting nicely, and if all goes well will

renew itself again, though we cannot look for

much flower. Its variety, Heavenly Blue, came
off better ; at least, though it was very brown,
it made a better recovery, and is now flowering

well. The Heath bed was curiously affected
;

it is very much exposed, and some of our own
native varieties

were badly dam-
aged, some were
killed, while,
strangely enough,
E. stricta and E.

vagans never seem-
ed to mind , and
are beautifully

green. E.Maweana
is gone, and E.

Veitchii cut to the

ground. The
spring-flowering E.

carnea and E. med.
hybrida were very

cood, but later

than usual. The
Furze, too, presents

a curious contrast.

A self-sown com-
mon one was quite

spoiled, while in

just the same posi-

tion the Spanish
variety never
seemed to feel the

winds or frost at

all, and is now
a sheet of flower.

The Brooms aye

all more or less

spoiled, and many
killed outright, as

Mell as several fine

bushes of Veronicas, though V. pinguifolia and

V. pimelioides were unhurt. The Hypericums

were all badly hit, particularly the older and

larger plants. One great mass of H.fgracile is

gone, and for months a sheet of brown draped

the rock-face that was always so lovely with

H. reptans. However, it is now showing spots

of green ; and Helichrysum bellidioides is

shooting in the same mottled way, and where it

can at all it is flowering. I think its power of

running along under ground through the stones

must have been its salvation,
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The Saxifrages were quite satisfactory, tliough

later to bloom of course, the only difficulty

being caused by frost upheavals, which damaged
the more recently planted. I omitted mentioning

that C'hoisya ternata, gro\\'ing by the south wall

that the Ampelopsis was on, is quite unhurt,

and has flowered more than ever before. It

never got any protection, and is a fair sized bush.

Co. Wicklow. H. S. W.

Notes.

Crataegus orientalis.

This forms a very attractive small tree for a

lawn, and, as a rule, flowers freely in June.

Just at present, in the middle of June, it is very
pretty with its corymbs of white flowers The
flowers are heavily scented with the charac-

teristic Hawthorn perfume, and are particularly

SAveet in the early morning and evening. The
leaves are deeply lobed and covered on both
surfaces with soft hairs.

Pterostyrax hispidum.

This interesting small tree will shortly be in

flower ; at present the pendulous inflorescences

are lengthening fast and apparently the tree has

suffered no injury from the late winter. The
flowers are white and scented. The leaves are

fairly large up to six or eight inches long and at

least half as wide, giving the tree a handsome
appearance, even when not in flov/er. Pterostyrax

hispidum may be a tree or shrub, according to

how it is treated ; if Icept to a central stem it \\i\\

reach a height of twenty- feet or much more in

very mild localities, if unyjruned it forms a large

branching shrub. It is deciduous, and isanative
of China and Japan.

Syringa japonica»

Another native of Ja})an said to become a tree

under favourable conditions, but more often

forming a large shrub. The handsome leaves

may reach eight inches long when the plant is

flourishing, and are about half as wide. The
flowers are produced much later than most other
Lilacs, generally towards the end of June ; they
are white, produced in large panicles at the ends
of the branches. Syringa japonica will be found
most useful and desirable where shrubs are

appreciated, as it helps greatly in extending the

flowering season.

Broccoli.

Of all the Cabbage family this seems the most
uncertain, except in the case of aiitumn and early

winter varieties, which usually turn in safely.

Late winter and spring varieties often fail badly
in gardens, and it would be well to consider how
much ground can be devoted to them and what
means can be ado2:»ted to secure a reasonable

crop. It is a well known fact that in exposed
fields late Broccolis are generally more successful

than in the comparative shelter of private

gardens. There are doubtless at least two
reasons for this— first, :the exposure will un-

doubtedly tend to cause the plants to grow
slower and sturdier ; and secondly, the soil is

generally much pooler and shallower than in

the deeply-tilled private garden, where an
accumulation of humus, from frequent applica-

tions of manure or vegetable refuse, renders the

soil more retentive of moisture, and conse-

quenth' causes a rapid soft growth.

The lesson to be drawn therefore seems to

be—do not plant winter and spring Broccolis on
freshly-manined ground, and at planting time
let the soil be as firm as possible to induce a

slower, sturdier growth. Professional gardeners

know well that very fine crops of Broccoli have
been obtained by planting on ground from which
Strawberries had been cleared off, merely
cleaning the surface of the ground without
digging, and then opening the holes with a

crowbar. All this practical experience points

to two main rules—viz., plant in ground not
recently manured and ram the soil as hard as

possible round the plants.

Subsequent to planting, some experienced

growers recommend one or two applications of

agricultural salt scattered roinid the plants

during summer ; this they assert has a hardening
effect on the growth. As a further means of

protecting late varieties it is a common plan to

heel over the plants with the heads facing north.

To do this remove a spit of soil from in front

of the row and with a fork inserted behind the

roots push over the whole plant until well

inclined to the north, then cover the stems up
to the leaves with the soil removed, or if in rows
remove the soil from in front of the next row
to cover the first, and so on rising the soil first

removed to cover the last row.

The Golden Club, Orontium aquaticum,

A Noi^TH American aquatic plant, flourishing

well in about a foot of water, the rootstock
anchoring itself in the mud. The oblong leaves,

which have long stalks, rise well over the surface
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of the water, and from among them the curious

yellow inflorescence is produced. The plant

belongs to the .4^runi family, but the spathe,

which is usually large and showy, is in Orontium
rediiced to a small shenth. The spadix, how-
ever, is well developed, somewhat resejnbling a

club, and on it the rather inconspicuous flowers

are produced.
Propagation is effected by division of the root,

an operation not always easj^ when tlie plant is

growing in water, but careful manipulation
with a sharp spade or strong knife is effective in

getting off side growths. The Golden Club is

attractive growing by the side of a tmall pond
or lake in conjunction with Water Lilies, the

Cape Pond Weed AjDonogeton distachyon, the

Bog Bean, Menyanthes trifoliata, the Water
Violet, Hottonia paliistris, and others of the

smaller aquatics. B

Saponaria ocymoides versicolor.

Thls forms a most attractive mound, being a

mass of flowers in the middle of June. The
prevailing shade at a few yards away is pale

pink, but on clo.ser examination it will be found
that some of the flowers are pink and others

white, hence the varietal name Apparently the

pink colour fades to white after a few days. It

is perhaps not so fine as the best pink forms, of

which there are several, differing only in shade,

but there is ample room for any plant which is

at once easy to grow and still not coarse.

Propagation is easy of all the forms of S.

ocymoides by means of cuttings inserted in

sandy soil from now onwards Young growths
now appearing among the flowering shoots make
suitable etittings and root readily in a few weeks.

Kerria japonica.

Most gardeners are familiar with the double
form of this plant, so often found in shrubberies

everywhere, but less often do we meet with the

type.

The single-flowered plant is dwarfer in habit

than the double-flowered form, and differs some-
what in habit, forming a dense mass of twigs,

which in May are well furnished Avith yellow

flowers. It is, in the writer's opinion, a more
ornamental shrub than the double form, less stiff

in habit, and the flowers more elegant. The
double-flowered plant was first introduced,

reaching England in 1804. The type arrived in

1834, and it was not until it flowered that the

present name of Kerria was bestowed. Kerria
japonica is a native of China, though introduced

through Japan, where it is only known as a

cultivated plant.

A Useful Early^flowering Herbaceous

Plant.

Verbascum densiflorum is one of the earliest

of the taller-growing perennials to come into

flower. In early June it begins to push up its

spikes of coppery-yellow flowers, and continues

to be effective for many weeks after. Flowering
at the same time as the Oriental Poppies, the

pink, purple and white Lupins, and the hardy
Geraniums, it contributes very effectively to the

early show of perennials. Of supposed hybrid
origin, seeds are seldom if ever produced, but
as if to compensate for this propagation is easily

effected by means of root cuttings. Pieces of the

fleshy root as thick as a pencil removed in

autumn, and cut in sections about 2 inches long,

will make good plants the folloAving summer.
They should be dibbled into pots or boxes, and
kept from frost all winter. In spring young
leaves will soon push forth from the '' crown "

which has formed during winter, and ere they

grow too large the cuttings should be potted

singly ijito 3 or 4-inch pots, from which, when
well established, they may be planted out.

Sedum pilosum-

A GROUP of this pretty Stonecrop has been most
attractive for some time past. Unfortunately

it is only a biennial, but usually makes plenty

of seeds from which a supply of plants is easily

maintained. The colour is a beautiful soft pink,

deepening with age ; as a rule flowers tend to get

light in colour after expanding, but as a friend

pointed out lately, the opposite is the case m itli

Sedum pilosum. The rosettes of small hairy

leaves, quite unlike the ordinary conception of

a Sedum, are themselves very pretty, but they

disappear as the plant proceeds to flower.

Modern Farming.*

We have been favoured with a copy of this new
monthly magazine, the avowed oljject of which
is to keep farmers in touch with up-to-date
methods of cultivation and general farm manage-
ment. Considerable attention is given to Tractor
work, and the first of a series of articles is

entitled " What a Farmer should know about his

Tractor." Many useful notes are given on
Dairying, Poultry, " How to get and keep Farnx
Labour," &c.
The general tone is much in the way of that

which we associate with Canadian and American
journals devoted to Agriculture, and we have
no doubt many of our readers who have the
management of farms will find much of interest

in Modern Farming.

* Published at .36 Vine Street, London, E.L
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Reviews*

Grass Land and Ploughed Land.

A PAPER on this all-important subject has been
published as a Supplement to the May number
of the Journal of the Board of Agriculture. The
writer, Mr. 11. (t. Stapledon, M.A., Adviser in
Agricultural Botany, University College of Wales,
though dealing exclusively with conditions pre-
vailing in Great Britain, gives many interesting
facts whicli we, in Ireland, could peruse with

ment of grass land, without actually ploughing
it, are summarised as follows :— (1) Top-dressing,
(2) renovating mixtures, (3) altered inethods of
stocking, (4) substituting pasture for meadow
conditions or the reverse, (5) eradication of weeds,
(6) drainage.

Basic slag was found to be, in general, the
most suitable top-dressing, thovigh. in some cases.
Superphosphate and Lime, or Superphosphate
alone, gave better results.

These manures encourage leguminous plants,
chief among which is White Clover.
A similar method of improving grass land has

given a similar result almost all over Ireland.

;5-y*i.

Ife^

Allotments in Belfast, HArtLAND and Wolff's Yai;i) in the 1)istan(E.

(See " Notes " in Inst issue.)

profit. An endeavour has been made to show
that by ploughing up large areas of iioor grass, the
farmer has the opportunity of converting inferior
grazing into productive temporary leys, and by
adopting a more intensive sj-stem of farming he
may, besides growing an extended acreage of
corn, add considerably to his cattle output. This,
the author contends, may be accomplished by
paying sufficient attention to the seed mixtures
used, and, at the same time, to the improvement
of the remaining permanent grass. A large area
of poor second rate grass land is to be found in
Ireland, as well as in England, that could be
ploughed with advantage both to the owner and
to the State.
The methods recommended for the improve-

Dealing with " Renovating Mixtures," the
author states that " a renovating mixture is

probably only justified on fields where top-
dressings are unable to establish a development
of leguminous herbs."
Wild White Clover is the principal ingredient

of these mixtures. In a few instances in Ireland
this method has been tried with success.
To keep grazing land in good condition it should

be stocked, if at all possible, with cattle as well
as sheep.
The writer goes on to state :

" It is often said
that permanent fields should be put aside as
either pasture or meadows." This is vindoubtedly
a sound practice on fertile soils, and where the
management is good. On j)Oor soils, but slightly
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manured, it is a practice strongly to be con-
demned. He gives reasons which hold good for

this country also.

It is common knowledge that the eradication
of weeds, and drainage where necessary, are
essential for the production of good grazing.
How grazing may be improved by ploughing

the ground is next discussed. It should be borne
in mind that it is only the poorer grass lands are
referred to.

The author points out :
" The manurial vakxe of

White Glover and other leguminous herbs must
be insisted upon, for it is only by turning this

in Ireland, and are of doubtful advantage, as rape
is seldom of any value unless well manured
itself, or sown after a well-manured crop.

There are some statements in the paper which
would not appeal to practical farmers in this

country at all events. For example, "It is

deplored on all sides that the ploughing season
avitomatically ceases in ilarch or early April."
The experience of most farmers is that they have
just as much work during the summer months
as it is possible to attend to. Into the bargain,
in dry weather, the land is so hard, it is exceed-
ingly difficult to plough.

1st Pijizf. Flower IJorder, Belfast, 1916.

(See ' Nofps " in last issue.)

fundamental fact to full account that the best
I'esults are to be achieved."
A comparatively new idea which might com-

mend itself to some farmers is incidentally
mentioned—viz., that where two crops of corn in
succession are taken off lea land, it is a good plan
to sow a certain amount of Italian Ryegrass and
Red Clover with the Corn crop, to afford some
useful autumnal grazing, and make for enhanced
fertility. This has been tried in Ireland, and is

open to one serious objection—in some seasons,
when the straw is short, the clover and grass get
up almost as high as the grain, and make the corn
extremely difficult to " wind." Besides, when the
harvest is cut late, growth afterwards is scanty.

" Rape pastures " are also recommended.
These have not been tried, except in isolated cases

" Seed ]Mixtvires " are next dealt with, and are

treated in an instructive and practical manner.
The writer points out—this applies to Ireland

quite as much as to Great Britain—that far too

much dependence is placed on Perennial Ryegrass
and Red Clover, while a few err in the opposite

direction by sowing expensive seeds that give no
results Amongst these latter are included such

plants as Golden Oat Grass, Sweet Vernal Grass,

Smooth-Stalked Meadow Grass, &c.

Many seemingly trifling, but yet vastly impor-

tant, points are mentioned in connection with the

various grasses. Cocksfoot is stated to be " the

most valuable grass for temporary leys on poor

soils." This is corroborated by the experience

of many farmers in Ireland. Meadow Fescue and
Meadow Foxtail are, by general consent, excellent
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gi'asses, but successful only on some good soils.

The various clovers are also dealt with. From
amongst many interesting details we would draw
special attention to one remark :

" The ordinary
commercial seed of White or Dutch Clover is now
generally realised not to give a lasting plant of

White Clover." Wild White Clover is, as usual,

spoken of in the highest terms. No person who
has ever seen its results could do otherwise.

Among " Miscellaneous Plants " Chicory is the

only one mentioned. It is doubtful if even it is

worth including in mixtures for this country.
The writer gives typical mixtures used by
different authorities.

As per usvial these vary very widely, bvit all

are agreed on the value of Perennial Ryegrass
(in moderate quantities). Cocksfoot, Timothy,
Red Clover and Wild White Clover.

A table is given to show that equally heavy
crops of hay can be produced without the rye-

grasses as with them. This may be. but the
mixtures used are too complicated to our mind
to permit of any such conclusions being drawn.
For example, late-flowering Red Clover is used
in some plots, whereas Broad Red Clover was
used in others. Our experience has been that the
latter does not give as heavy a crop as the former,

but the quality is not so coarse.

The " Purchase of Seed " is briefly dealt with.

Points, such as " The origin of the seeds," most
important, though hitherto almost entirely un-
noticed, are brought into prominence.
A brief summary is drawn up. One point

emphasised in it is worth considering: "The
intimate connection that exists between well-

managed grass land and fertile arable land."
In the tillage districts in Ireland where the land
is not naturally fertile, it is common knowledge
that if a field can be got to graze well, it will crop
well in its turn.
We would commend the paper to all interested

in this subject, for as the author truly states :

" In this country, with its varied geological and
climatic conditions, there are many districts

where—even under a greatly improved system
of agriculture—grass will for a long time to come
take a prominent, although no longer over-

whelming, position in the methods of farmrn^
practised. A maximum increase in our food
supplies can therefore only be obtained if

endeavours to extend the area under the plough
go hand in hand with plans for the improvement
of grass land." J. D. (Co. Down)

A Rare Insect.

Early in June a very remarkable insect was
found in the Botanic Gardens, Glasnevin. It was
found hovering on plants trained to a wall, and
being much larger than any ordinary Dragon fly,

it was immediately put down as something out
of the ordinary. The specimen was sent to Dr.

Scharff of the National Museum, and turned out
to be a rare species, Brachyton pratense. The
writer adds : "I may mention that Dragon flies

are among the most useful insects we possess.

They not only live entirely on gnats and other
flies j but the latter actually seem to have a holy
terror of them."
The body of the Dragon fly was a full 3 inches

long, yellow with black rings, with a large head
and transparent grey wings.

"P."

Gardens in War Time.

Vegetables should be grown instead of flowers,
or at most only a small part should be devoted
to flowers.
A small part of the garden, a warm corner

well drained but not heavily manured, should be
set aside for the purpose of seed saving.
Sow in this garden say, one dozen or more

seeds of each of the following :—Scarlet Runners,
Dwarf Beans and Hai'icot Beans. Scarlet
Runners may be grown without stakes or poles.
Sow the seed 2 feet apart each way, and as soon
as the point (the cvxrling tip which makes the
twining stem) is visible, pinch it out and similarly
pinch out any branches which later on show
signs of running. Do not pick any of the
pods for eating purposes. When the pods are
thoroughly ripe and beginning to turn yellow,
pull up the plants and hang them in bundles in
a warm, dry place. As soon as the pods are
thoroughly dry they may be shelled, any bad
seeds thrown away, and the good seeds spread
on sheets of brown paper in a warm (but not
hot), dry place. As soon as the pods are
thoroughly dry they should be placed in paper
bags or in seed packets, and kept in a cool, dry
room

.

To test germination of seed to be sown, place
moistened, but not wet, pieces of flannel or
blotting paper in two saucers. Place in one of
the saucers 20 or more seeds which have been
soaked in water overnight. Cover the saucer
containing the seed with the other and place it

in a warm room, taking care, however, that the
flannel or other material does not get dry. Inspect
daily, and as soon as a seed shows its root remove
it, and after a time, varying according to the
different seeds from a week or a fortnight, work
out the percentage of germination. If the sample
seeds have germinated well the remainder shovild
be kept for next year.

Seed left over from last year should be tested
and used in preference to this year's ,.«eed If it

germinated fairly well.
All gardenersjslt&trfd exercise economy in seed

-'Sowing. TSIany gardeners sow seed too thickly.
Seed is precious now. and no more should be sown
than is necessary. Before sowing, the number of
plants required for the ground may usefully be
estimated. A good rule is to .sow no more than
twice as many seeds as the number of plants
required, although in the case of seeds which do
not long retain their powers of germination
(parsnips for instance), rather more should be
sown.

Seed liable to be eaten by mice or birds should
be moistened, rubbed in powdered red lead (a
poison), and then planted.

Late summer sowing should be practised, and
a good breadth of garden beet should be sown
in the latter pai't of July or at the beginning of
August, for winter use.

If expert advice is required and cannot be
obtained locally, apply to The Secretary, Food
Production Department, 72 Victoria Street,
London, S.W.i.
Any surplus which may be produced should

not be wasted. Advice and assistance as to the
disposal and preservation of surplus produce may
be obtained on application to the Food Production
Department if not available locally.

If advice on this and other subjects is required.
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it would be useful to ascertain first whether
neighbouring allotment associations or other
small cultivators require assistance also, so that
a joint application for advice may be made,
thus economising the time of the ad\aser who
may be sent.

Onions and Carrots should not be sown on
freshly turned-up land.

Soot or lime dusted along the rows will help
to keep down slugs.
Strands of black cotton stretched along the

rows will protect seedlings from birds.
The tips of Broad Beans should be pinched out

when the plants are about 2 feet high, in order
to lessen the effect of attack by aphis (black fly).

If space is limited and it is desired to use a
lawn without destroying the grass, turves 1 foot
square may be taken out at intervals of 3 feet.

The ground should be broken up with a fork, a
little well-rotted manure added, and the surface
raked, after which climbing French Beans may
be sown. When the seedlings appear the should
be staked After the crop is gathered the t ureses
may be replaced (these should have beea laid in
any convenient part of the gardeii), and in a
Tuonth or two the lawn will be as good as ever.

Neighbouring gardeners should co-operate in
making provision for the spraying of potatoes.

—

Joiirnal of ihe Board of AgriruUnre, May 1917.

Compost for the Garden*
Best Method of Cheating it.

Well-rotted manure is better than fresh manure
for gardens. It is also cheaper than commercial
fertilisers in these war times.
Composted manure is as good or better than

the ordinary well-rotted article, and very much
cheaper, because more can be saved and much
less is wasted. It is a bett-er balanced plant food,
and does not produce so much fruit and vine
instead of the fruit or roots for whicti most garden
crops are grown.
The Best Site.—Select a level, well-drained

spot, as near the barn door as possible, where the
wash cannot go through the pile and wash out
the plant food. Dig away 3 or 4 inches of the
looser surface soil over a strip 4 feet wide, and as
long as desired.

Fill the hole with well-rotted or composted
manure, and pile on top of this alternate 6-inch
layers of fresh manui'e and weeds or sod, mixed
with some earth, until the pile is about waist
high. The weed seed will be killed in the process
if the heap is properly handled and an addition
of such extra material as leaves and straw
increases the amount of compost obtained from
a given amount of manure. When many leaves
are used, add lime to make them decay more
quickly, and sweeten the acid condition they
produce.
Building the Pile.—The whole pile should be

covered with a thin layer of earth to help absorb
the ammonia and many other valuable plant
foods which escape in the vapour. Keep pile wet,
but not so well soaked that water runs from it

and carries away the plant food. Fork over and
rebuild the pile every six or eight weeks, and
cover it again with earth. Composting should
be co'npleted in from six months to a year,
depending on the kind of material used, and
whether lime and water have been used to hasten
decay.

Frow 10 to 15 tons of co npost should be
added per acre, or a little more than if undiluted
manure had been used. Lighter applications
should be for fruit and root crops, like Beans,
Tomatoes, Potatoes, and Beets, than for leaf-
crops, like Lettuce and Cabbage, which can use
a deal of rich food.— Moflern Forming.

The Farm Garden.

A " Side Line " which Pays Well.
Whether the garden is to be a success or not
depends, in great measure, on its location with
reference to the home and to the farm buildings.
It should be easily reached both by those who
care for it and by the housewife, wlio does most
of the harvesting. It should be so placed that
tools do -not need to be brought far, for this
takes -time and labour, and makes the garden
»iOTk expensive. Then, too, if the garden is close
at hand, spare times now and then can be used
in going over it.

The garden is generally well-drained, but if

it is not, laying a few lines of tile in the garden
will frequently pay. Early vegetables will not
do well in a water-logged soil, and late ones are
injured almost as badly. On the other hand,
most vegetables need plenty of water to thrive
and produce well. Their roots are so shallow
they cannot go down to a deep water table in
dry seasons as trees can, so artificial watering
may save the garden, and it is a great convenience
to have some sort of water supply near at hand.
The soil should be fertile. Vegetables are

heavy feeders, but they will return many times
over the value of the manure used in building
up the soil. Barnyard manure is the best general
fertiliser to use, both for its plant food value and
for its tendency to lighten up tight and clayey
soils which drain poorly and remain " cold "

until late in the spring. The loose, mellow soil

resulting from application of barnyard manure
is also essential in growing the root crops, which
are likely to be misshapen and distorted in too
tight and stony soils. Root crops are more easily
harvested in a mellow soil, too. A dressing of
3 inches of manure is not too much, but it should
be well rotted.

—

Moflrrn Farming.

Irises.

This is another large section of garden plants
which come into flower about the same time as
the Pseonies. They are endless in variety and
colour, but some of this large section should be
in every garden. Here, too, it is impossible to
give a selection, but a few stand out as worthy
of note, such as Iris pallida dalmatica, a tall

stately Iris, with handsome, clear lilac flowers set
characteristically far apart on a grey green stem.
Another in the same group, I. pallida oriflamme,

with dark falls, has also a good strong habit.

All these breaded Irises are divided into
sections, and in one of these, that known as the
" squalens " section, we have a wonderful range
of art shades—bronze, tan, purple, and gold

—

which make very remarkable and effective con-
trasts. " Iris King " comes into this section, and
is one well worth having. The best yellow is still

Mrs. Neubrunner, a clear golden colour, flowering
freel v.
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Women on the Land.

That women can play an important part in the
production of food will be readily conceded by
anyone who troubles to look round the Allotment
Areas about Dublin or, very likely, any of our
large cities. Every evening they can be seen
busily helping the men to maintain and cultivate
the plots, and they are mostly women who have
been busy with household duties all day.
Gardening as a career for women has been

advocated for some years now, and not a few
ladies have proved themselves capable of acquiring
the necessary knowledge and experience to suc-
cessfully manage an all-round garden, showing
usually a distinct preference for jflower growing
both for market and home use.
The submarine campaign, however, has turned

everyone's thoughts to the question of food
production, and with the absence of so many
millions of able-bodied men there is now a distinct
and urgent need for women to apply themselves
to vegetable growing for food, and the need will
not be less when the war is over. It is clearly a
question for healthy young ladies who can afford
to devote a year or two in acquiring experience
and training.
The provision of training centres is impoi'tant,

and to this end people who have large private
grounds and gardens can do nuich.

Several Schools of Gardening exist in Ireland,
and good work is done in instructing ladies in
practical fruit and vegetable culture. There is

room for many more however.
In England much progress has been made in

the provision of Schools and Colleges for training
women in gardening.

Within the last year or two, at " Craigen-
dowie," near Preston, Mr. and Mrs. Eitchings
have established a large garden worked on
commercial lines. The Vvork is apparently done
entirely by the women students, who thus receive
a thoroughly practical training, which is the first

essential in the making of a first-class gardener.
Mrs. Eitchings herself has had a sound practical
training, and no doubt knows that no young
woman, however well e<lucated, can acquire in a
few months the knowledge it takes intelligent
men years to acquire.
An illustrated brochure lies before us showing

admirably the practical nature of the training
at " Craigendowie." Therein we see women
digging, planting, ploughing, harrowing, and
taking the produce to market.
We would be glad to hear of many sucli

practical schools in Ireland.

Answers to Correspondents.

Treatment of Lily of the Valley.
As the Lily of the Valley flowered badly this year
it is likely that the " crowns " have become too
crowded, and consequently too weak to flower.
Growth is well advanced now, therefore nothing
in the way of lifting can be done at present, and
topdressing is likewise impossible. Liquid
manure applied once a fortnight from now until
the leaves show signs of ripening off would assist
greatly in strengthening the crowns. Liquid from

the cow-shed diluted with three times its volume
of water would be suitable ; the liquid from sheep
manure soaked in water woiild also be beneficial.

In autumn a part of the bed or beds might be
lifted and replanted. Prepare a new bed by
digging at least one foot deep, thoroughly
pulverising the soil, and at the same time incor-
porating a good dressing of well-decayed manure
and leaf soil.

Lily of the Valley grows naturally in shady
situations in loose leafy soil, and this fact pro-
vides a guide to cultivation. Eeplant the
strongest crowns only, discarding the weak ones
unless wanted to increase stock, when they, too,
can be planted in the same way. In winter, when
the leaves have all died off, clean all the beds
and mulch with a coujDle of inches of rotten
manure or leaf soil.

Rambler Roses in Pots.

Varieties of the Dorothy Perkins type which you
name are readily struck from cuttings. As sug-
gested, they should be put in early in October,
allowing a foot between the cuttings to give
ample room for development the following
summer While growing they should be carefully
staked up, and only three or four of the best
shoots allowed to each cutting. The following
October they should be good plants with wel"-
developed roots and shoots six or seven feet long,
perhaps more. The plants may then be carefully
lifted, preserving as many roots as possible, and
potted into pots large enough to accommodate
the roots comfortably, but avoid using too large
pots. Use a compost of good loam with, say,
one-third of sand if the loam be heavy, less

if it is light : add also to each bai^rowful of loam
a couple of spadefuls of dried cow manure and a
five-inch potful of crvished bones. Pot firmly and
give each plant a good watering when finished ;

for a fortnight or so after potting syringe the
Eoses on bright days to keep them plump until
the roots begin to grow. They may then be
plunged in any convenient place till the end of
the year.

It is not wise to commence forcing too early
the first season : Eamblers, of course, unlike the
bush Eoses, flower on wood of the previous
year's growth, and consequently so soon after
lifting it is not in such good condition for bearing
flowers, though with reasonable care a good
display may be had. Early in .January will be
time enough to bring them into the house,
beginning with a temperature not exceeding 45°
to 48°, increasing to 50° to 55°, a month later
admitting air by the top ventilators, on the sunny
side of the house, if the temperature inclines to
rise too high ; avoid cold draughts, which are a
fruitful cause of mildew. Flowers of sulphur
rubbed on to any leaves showing mildew will
keep this pest in check.

If greenfly appears syringe with quassia, half
a pint to five gallons of water. Syringe between
the pots on bright days, but do not spray too
much water about the plants when the weather
is cold early in the year.

After flowering, the shoots which have flowered
may be cut back and any repotting or top-
dressing done. During summer plunge the pots
outside and attend to watering, feeding, and
keeping clean, and the following autumn the
plants should be well established,
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Suburban and Allotment Gardens.

Jui.Y on the allotment is not, as a rule, a very
busy month. The early I'otatoes should be ready
for digging quite early.inithe month, after which
Savoy Cabbages, Broccoli. Curly Greens and

rows and 18 inches between the plants in each
row for larger types, and for Broccoli 2 feet apart
each way should be given). In planting Leeks a
conmion method, which gives fairly good results,

is to make holes with a dibbler about 6 inches deep,
2 inches in diameter, and 10 inches apart, then

ItHODOUENDKON OHAKTOPHYLLUM IX THK ROYAX, BoTANIC GaKUPNS, GlASNEiVIN,

(See page 108.)

Leeks, <fec., should be planted. The sooner these
crops are put in, more especially after showers,
the better the resulting crops. Late planted
winter vegetables are rarely a success. The
ground should be well iranured and the plants

put out at the proper distances (for Savoy
Cabbages of the dwarf type 2 feet between the

dropping into each hole—root downwards with

leaves resting on the soil—a single plant, and
immediately afterwards filling the holes with

water. This settles sufficient soil around the

plants, as a rule, to just cover the roots, which is

all that is necessary. Where large Leeks are

desired, they can be planted in trenches as
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recommended for Celery. Plot holders who have
dug their Potatoes out of the lazy beds may
find the deep furrows. of value for growing either

of these crops. Vegetable refuse-^Potato and
Cabbage tops. <!tc.—can be placed at the bottom
mixing a little soil with them and treading it

down, then putting on a layer of peat moss
manure or raw manure about 3 inches deep, and
on top of this a little of the good soil from the
ridges, then, after rain, planting either Celery
or Leeks as desired. The Savoy Cabbages can be
planted on the ridges, but the outside rows should
not be closer than 15 inches to the trench, so as

to leave sufficient soil for the necessary moulding
or earthing operations later in the season.
Lettuce plants can be planted between these at
8 inches apart, as a catch crop. Where only a
few Turnips have been sown, some of the Potato
ground should be sown v.ith Turnips, such as
Model White, Veitchs Red (ilobe, A:c. These
should be sown thinly in rows, the rows being
18 inches apart, the resulting crop should prove
of use during the winter.

Thinking of next year's supplies, and realising
that it is the early spring vegetables which are
often the dearest, plot-holders should sow one of

the extra early Cabbages, such as Sutton's
Harbinger, April or Flower of Spring, during the
latter end of July, from the 20th to the 20th, and
for northern districts a week earlier.

The seeds should be sown thinly in rows about
8 inches apart, covering the seeds with half an
inch of soil.

Spraying Potatoes, &c.—The maincrop
Potatoes should be sprayed for the second time
before the tops close in together : it will also pay
to spray Celery plants with lime of sulphur
solution, using one ounce to three gallons of watei'.

This will keep the C'elery leaf spot disease—which
often ruins a whole crop—in check and enable
the cultivator to produce good crops. Continue
to spray Onion and Carrot) plants with paraflfin

enmlsion or other mixtui'es in ordicr to keep away
the tiies—and resulting maggofs. Treat Celery
and Parsnips similarly whei'i? there i» a proba-
bility of attack by " celfery fly " or " leaf

miner. '

'

The biennial flowel^s, such as Wallflowers
and Sweet William, which were previously
sown, should be transplanted—during showery
weather—on well dug soil, and at 9 inches
apart.

Water thoroughly such plants as need it, and
give to Sweet Peas occasional applications of
liquid manure.

Fruit Plot.—Summer prune or " pinch " the
shoots of Apples, Pears, Plums, Eed and White
Currants, Gooseberries, &c. Water thoroughly
those trees which appear to be suffering through
dry soil conditions. Layer the " runners " of
Strawberries where new plants are wanted, and
remove all those not desired.

An application of liquid manure will benefit
the plants for the succeeding season.

W. H. J.

The Month^s Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.
liv W. Ci. NiiAVi:, Cai'denei- to Liidy CNi'ill.

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

The principal woi"k for the month in this
department is to see that the growing crops
do not suffer for the lack of moisture : plenty
of water, or, better still, if possible, weak
liquid manure. Peas filling will want plenty
of that, also a nice mulching of manure.
Broad Beans.—Pinch out the points of

flowering plants and put some soil up to the
base to steady them.
Kidney Beans.—Another sowing may be

made for final crop. Canadian Wonder is hard
to beat. A sowing of Early Peas may be made
at once on the off chance of sretting a verv late
dish.
Now is the time to get winter and spring

crops planted : Broccoli, Borecole, or early
greens, also Savoy. An old Strawberry bed
suits Broccoli well : clear off the Strawberries,
and plant without digging. Ground where
early Potatoes have been dug suits Savoys or
any green crop.

Leeks.—Plant maincrop in drills 15 inches
apart, making a deep hole with a dibbler and
dropping the plant to the bottom to ensure a
good blanched stem.
Celery.—Complete the planting, and water

regularly ; dust the foliage with sand sprayed
with paraffin to prevent the fly attacking ;

that is also a preventive for Celery disease.
Turnips.—Make small sowings this month,

one at the beginning and one towards the end
of the month—Orange Jelly or Red Globe.
Give the young plants as they grow a good
dusting with soot, it helps to ward off the
Turnip fly, especially if the weather is very hot.
Sow Endive and Lettuce for winter use.

Prick off Lettuce plants on a northern border
to prevent premature running to seed. Make
a small sowing of Cabbage towards the latter
end of the month. A certain percentage of
this sowing might bolt, but as a rule you get
an extra early dish from it.

Tomatoes, growing outdoors or inside,
require constant attention in the way of dis-

budding or taking away part of the leafage to
enable the fruit to get the benefit of the sun ;

at regular intervals water with liquid manure.
Keep the hoe going between all the crops ;

one cannot emphasise that too much, as it is

death to the weeds and life to the crop.

Fruit Garden.
Apple trees will require attention, for most

of them are infested with maggot and web :

they should be carefully hand-picked and
thrown into the fire. In general, over all the
trees there is prospect of ,a large crop this year.
Pears, too, are fine ; see that they do not want
for nourishment, especially these growing on
walls.
Summer pruning may be commenced about

the end of the month on the south walls with
Plums, Pears, «icc
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Strawberry Runners.—These should be
secured as soon as possible ; from a bed planted
the previous year you will get the best and
strongest runners. There are various methods
of propagating the runners—either layering
them in 3-inch pots or cutting them off and
planting in a close frame, shading them for a
few days from the sun. The method I have
adopted is this : cut pieces of good loam about
3 inches square and peg your runner to the
top of it ; once they root into it there is not
so much danger of them suffering for the want
of water as in the small pots : after about
three weeks they can be severed from the parent
plant and packed into a cool place, ready either
for potting or planting.
Peaches, Apricots and Nectarines have

finished stoning. The fruit should be thinned
finally ; at the commencement of thinning-
remove all badly placed fruits and these in

contact with the wall or wires. It is a tempta-
tion to allow the trees to carry too many fruits,

but over-cropping never pays in either of the
three subjects. 9 to 12 inches apart each way
for Peaches and Nectarines, and 4 to 6 inches
for Apricots. Keep the syringe going, also be
careful not to allow them to become dry at the
root.
Weak liquid manure may with advantage be

applied to all bush fruit, including Currants,
Raspberries and Loganberries, the latter two
should be kept neatly tied to wires or stakes.

Flower Garden.

Roses of all sorts are now at their best, and
require, and well repay, a little extra attention
in the way of manurial assistance. Remove all

dead blooms at least once a week, and gather
petals for Pot Pourri. The rambler type, as soon
as the flowers are past, should be cut back to a
good bud, so as to give the young growth a
chance to extend ; tie in long growth loosely.

If mildew makes its appearance take early pre-

cautions to combat the attack with a good
mildew specific.

Carnations should be layered as soon as

possible if you want good plants for next year,

a light compost of sand, loam and leaf soil should
be placed round each stock plant for the layer to

root in.

Sweet Peas.—On no account allow the plants
to form seed pods, or your bloom will soon be
over for the year. They should be removed at

least once a week. Give them a good watering
with liquid manure or some good fertilizer.

The flower-bed occupants are filling their

allotted spaces, and they require attention in

the way of removing dead fiowers and weeds
and keeping them as neat and trim as possible.

Prick off Wallflower seedlings, also Myosotis,
Polyanthus and Double Daisies.

Hoe between the Violets and remove any
runners.
Hedges.—The present month is a good one

to trim evergreen hedges, as the growth for the
year is nearly over, and they look well for a
whole year, and one clipping does.

Stake Hollyhocks and Dahlias if not already
done, also weed and stake all tall plants in

herbaceous border. Keep a tidy appearance by
having the walks clean.

Southern and Western Counties
By EiiNEST Beckftt, Gardener to Lord

Barrymore, Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

Sunshine and frequent showers of rain have
caused a wonderful growth of all kinds, including
weeds, which have been rampant, and owing to
the rain hoeing was often out of the question, and
hand weeding has of necessity to be done,
especially where inter-cropping was practised and
wliere the exact locality of seeds was not known.
The system of marking crops of vegetables by
sowing a little Radish seed also in the drills is an
excellent one, as germinating more rapidly they
serve as a guide, and the ground can be cleared
between the rows without any fear of injury.
I am sure many will be grateful to the writer
who mentioned it in The Garden a few weeks ago,
and I merely repeat it for those who did not
happen to read it.

Cabbage.—Never has this crop been so scarce
as this season, due to the unusual severity of last

winter. Towards the end of the month a start
will be made once naore for the supply of plants
for next spring cutting. Choose a piece of ground
that is known to be fairly clean from weed growth
and that has been well worked and manured for
the previous crop—a piece of early potato ground
suiting admirably—but avoid succeeding any of

the Brassica tribe, if possible, to which the
Turnip also belongs. Foi'k well over, and before
doing so give a good sprinkling of wood ashes and
soot ; afterwards break down to as fine a seed-
bed as possible, and either sow thinly, broadcast
or in drills suflficiently wide apart to allow the
hoe between them, during showery weather for

preferences. Lightly cover the seed with fine

soil, and net against birds, and if the weather be
dry damp over with a rose can late in the evening.
Sow only reliable varieties which are specially
recommended for sowing in the month of July or
early August, otherwise a number may bolt
instead of hearting.
Cauliflowers.—Look over the earliest crops

frequently and protect the curds by tying up the
leaves or breaking them down over them to
prevent discoloration by exposure to the sun
and air, and any not immediately required may
be pulled clean out of the ground by the roots and
hung head downwards in a cool, dark shed or

cellar. Keep the hoe going between the main-
crop sorts, and if time and stimulants can be
afforded finer produce will be secured.
French Beans.—After the middle of the month

it is hardly to be expected, unless unusual
autumn conditions allow, that sowings will

perfect their crops, but, if the convenience of a
skeleton frame or protection can be given when
the first autunni frosts puts an end to the climbing
varieties, later sown Dwarf Beans provide a
welcome succession.

Broccoli.—Late varieties, which mature
during April and May, may still be planted on
firm ground, such as old Strawberry beds, and the

purple sprouting variety between rows of Potatoes
and vacant spaces filled up with late Savoys,
Cottager and other Kales.
Parsley.—Transplant the seedlings from the

earliest sowing on to good ground, and make
a sowing for winter use on ground not too fertile,

as the plants will then prove hardier.
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Peas.—As soon as the rows are cleared of their

crops clear off the ground and utilise the supports,

if required, for the later sowings. A mulching of

strawy litter beside the rows will, in the event of

a dry* spell, do much to lessen the evils arising

from* drought at the roots. Hawfinches in some
localities cause much mischief, also tits, and
netting becomes an absolute necessity, as the

latter are not so easily scared.

Spinach.—Thin out the seedlings as soon as

large enough, and allow the plants plenty of room,

as overcrowding only gives rise to stunted plants

and premature flowering.
HEAKAI.E.—If not already done, reduce the

growths to one, and keep the ground clean

between the rows by the use of the hoe, which
will also stimulate growth and produce large

succulent foliage, which will in time smother the

weeds.
Tomatoes.—The condition of the outside crops

will be influenced by the weather, position and
the nature of the plants at the time they were put
out. Keep the plants free from superfluous

growths, and when three or four good trusses of

frviit are set stop the leader and feed liberally.

Make further sowings of Kadish, Lettuce, stump-
rooted Carrots and Turnips.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

By present appearances the Apple crop is likely

to be disappointing, and especially after such a
wealth of blossom.

Fortunately with us most other fruits have set

an abundant crop, and should be thinned,
especially from those trees that carried fair crops

last season and are not making too gross a
growth. Continue to carry out the summer
pruning, which will also assist in keeping the
trees free from aphis, as it is in the point that

infestation occurs. Now that the fruit is swelling

it will also admit a freer circulation of light and
air necessary for their free development, and on
walls that have to be netted this is much more
conveniently done. Peaches and Nectarines, and
especially those growing under permanent copings,

will need frequent syringings to keep the foliage

clean, and also plenty of water at the roots.

As soon as stoning is completed and the fruits

are seen to be on the move again, a final thinning
can be done, according to what the tree is best

able to bear. Young trees that are inclined to

make strong growths should be checked by
allowing them to carry as much fruit as they can,

even if it results in second rate qviality. When
thinning, if possible, I like to leave one fruit to

each growth, and although this may result in

two or more fruits being very close to each other,

I consider it preferable to leaving two on the one
growth. Morello Cherries have set a wonderful
crop, and unless these drop very freely it will

be well to thin out for cooking as soon as there is

sufficient colour to warrant tihis. Strawberries,
as they pass out of fruiting, should be cleared of

all surplus runners and weed growth and the beds
hoed through. Some growers, I believe, burn off

the beds, and with beneficial results where
infected with disease. Layers shoidd, if possible,

be taken from young plants, and if required, for

forcing, pegged down into small pots filled with
good loamy soil. No crocking is necessary, just

a barrow load of pots and one of soil, and fill them
up on the spot. Pegs may be made from stalks of

bracken and bent in the middle, but the best
niethod that 1 have come across is to save young

growths of Willows in the winter and soak over-
night in a tank of water : cut these into lengths
and bend as required. Give the plants a good
soaking with a rose can, and leave them until well
rooted before severing from tlie parent jjlant.

The Flower Garden.

It is an ill wind that blows nobody good, and
though the showery weather of late has been
against the ei'adication of weeds, it has neverthe-
less saved an immense amount of labour in this
department and proved of greater value than
artificial watering, and gave the plants a good
start. Plants in vases, however, will need to be
frequently examined for water, otherwise these
will suffer, and such things as Bays and other
plants in tubs and pots. Attend to the staking
and tying of Dahlias and other plants, and thin
the growths where too crowded. Continue to peg
down the growths of Ivy Geranium, Verbenas,
and similar plants, and keep the flowers I'emoved
to encourage a free growth. Stake border Carna-
tions, and the use of the spiral wire supports will

save a lot of tying and labour. Keep the ground
clear between Violets, and syringe them if infested
with red spider. Keep the hoe going between
boi'der Chrysanthemums, and stake the plants,
and tie up the growths before they get too long
to be damaged by the wind. Keep the flowers
picked regularly from Sweet Peas unless seed is

required, as better flowers and longer stalks, so
useful for decorati","e purposes, will tlien be
obtained. Tulips that have been lifted should be
well ripened off before being stored away prepai'a-
tory to planting again. Take pipings of Pinks
after flowering and strike them under a north
wall xmder a handlight in sandy soil, and layer
border Carnations towards the end of the nionth,
thinning out the growtlis and layering the best,

adding a sharp mixture around the plant for the
purpose. Spray Roses against mildew with
extract of quassia Abol insecticide, sulphide of
potassium or some other preparation as good.
Apply weed killers to garden walks and drives,
using every precaution against domestic fowls
and other bird-eating worms.

Paeonies.
These are among our most effective garden
plants : beautiful to look at, easily grown, and
invaluable for cut-flower work. They are not
particular as to position, sun or shade, but if

planted in shade or semi-shade they will last
much longer in fiuwer. Many people have a
strong objection to double flowers as being-
coarse and heavy, but no one, not even tlie most
fastidious, if they have once seen some of the
double herbaceous Paeonies in flower, covxld raise
any objection to tliem. They are very beautiful,
and the glossy foliage and wonderful range of
colours make a very brilliant show. Tliey also
liave a delicious perfume, peculiar to tliem, which
on a warm, sunny day can be detected at a. con-
siderable distance from the plants. Early planting
is essential to success, and this sliould be done in
September in deeply dug ordinary garden soil.

Good results should not be looked for the first

year after planting, but after that results will be
up to expectations. A good reliable nurseryman
will give a selection if asked, but the names are
so many and the different varieties so great that
it would be impossible here to give a list of what
to plant. 11. M. P. (Dublin).
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Allotment Gardens after the War,
^A:

During the last year or so the increase in the

number of allotments has been enormous, and

a vast increase in our home-produced food

supplies is likely to result therefrom. Much of

the land acquired for this purpose was originally

destined for other uses, which will again super

vene when the war is over. It is more than

likely that many who are now cultivating an

allotment for the first time and who have ex-

pended much labour and money in bringing the

land into condition, will be unwilling to be

deprived of their little plot just when it is

beginning to yield its maximum.
It will be realised, however, by all reasonable

people that areas that were intended for build-

ing purposes will be urgently required when
material is again plentiful and cheap. The
housing problem is acute in many large towns,

and will have to be dealt with ; it may be taken

for granted then that land of this kind now
occupied by allotments will not be available

after the war.

The question affects large towns particularly,

and those who are anxious to continue to grow

at least some of their own vegetables will

naturally look to the corporations for help in

acquiring land.

It is fairly certain that it will have to be

sought on the outskirts of our towns and cities,

but as many of the fields now Under allotments

are at present outside the city proper it may
be possible to continue to occupy this land.

As, however, those now occupying building land

will more than likely have to move after ths

war, it will be necessary to consider how far the

more outlying areas will be able to accommodate

them. The difficulty may not prove so great

after all, for it is unlikely that everyone now
growing 'his own vegetables will wish to con-

tinue domg so. When living again becomes

cheap, or at least reasonable, many men who
have to Mork hard all day in the open will not

be so keen to journey a considerable distance

to continue their labours. At present it is a

case of necessity to add to the food supply. In

all fairness it cannot be expected that men who
have to labour hard for 9 or 10 hours a day ni

all weathers will wish to continue the respon-

sibility of an allotment longer than is necessary.

It is otherwise, however, with those whose work

lies in offices, shops, factories, &c. ; to them
the exercise in the fresh air acts as a tonic, not

to mention the pleasure they have in producing

their own vegetables. Many who have felt the

invigorating influence of manual labour in the

open air during the last few months will not

willingly go back to the old way of living. It

is probable, however, that those who must lose

their plots in building areas will be able to

acquire those that will be given up farther out.

In any case, it is a matter which should be

engaging the attention of the authorities now,

and we are glad to note in the daily press that

public men are now urging the necessity of

obtaining powers to acquire land for allotments.

Perhaps some of our readers would like to offer

some observations on the subject of allotments

after war ; if so, we should be glad to hear from

them.



View from Ballynahinch Castle.

Ballynahinch, Co^ Galway

Ballynahinch is probably the most westerly

large garden in Ireland. It is further west than

Lissadell. but it is not so close to the sea, and
lacks Lissadell's shelter from N.E. winds ; but,

despite the fact that the house and gardens

stand high and are consequently somewhat
exposed to the terrific Atlantic gales of winter,

an astonishing number of tender and semi-tender

plants and shrubs are doing well there. The
past exceptional winter has taken its toll ; but

here, as elsewhere, the connexion between wind
shelter and hardiness is strongly marked.
Hydrangea hortensis is possibly the most

wonderful sight, it is grown in masses, and the

individual plants attain four to five feet in

height, from early summer to late autumn they

make a wonderful show—banks of them, j'ards

wide—a riot of pink and blue.

On the south side Camellia japonica flowers

Avell, and is already making good sized bushes,

Magnoha grandiflora and stellata are also doing

well.

Of less hardy plants, Mimosa, Asters.

Ceanothus in variety, Crinodendron Hookeri,

Metrosideros, Ozothamnus and Veronicas all

seem to have survived the trying winter. Full

advantage has been taken of the height upon
which the house is built, and the river level is

reached by a series of terraces, mostly stone

paved. In these pavements rock plants are

utilised — Dianthus, Saxifraga^, Campanulas,

Thymus, &c.—and the natural outcrop of lime-

stone has been worked into the garden scheme

with excellent effect—here a descending strata

forms a natural rock garden, its cracks and

crevices being planted with creeping rock

plants—there the outcrags form a sheer cliff

festooned with mossy iSaxifragas, Sun Kofces and
dwarf Cotoneasters. It is interesting to note

on this cliff face seedlings of Buddleia variabilis

sprouting strongl}^, and—wonder of wonders

—

seedling Rhododendrons, self-sown from the peat

banks above, are struggling manfully in lime-

stone cracks ! It will be most interesting to note

their future behaviour, at present some of them
are nine to twelve inches high and, although

their growth is naturally stunted, they do not

appear unhealthy.

On the pergolas Pol^^antha Roses, Vitis,

Solanum, Polygonum baldschuanicinn grow
vigorously, and on a small island in the river

Cord^'lmes and Ferns can be seen thriving.

Of Conifers, Picea sitchensis is the most
satisfactory, but most of those already tried do
well. Young trees of Pinus pinaster are showing
great promise, and Mr. and Mrs. Berridge are

carrying out some interesting exjjeriments with

seedling trees, amongst which Black Walnut and
Hickory are doing well, Pinus canariensis is also

being tried, but I fear it is too much to hojje

that this beautiful Conifer will succeed. P.

Montezumae I did not note, it might succeed in

similar conditions, and P. Hartwegii would, I

think, be perfectly safe.

Of smaller things noted, Iris Koempferi is

growing strongly by the waterside, and Primulas

of the japonica type are naturalising themselves

freely in the moist, peaty soil. In the rougher

parts of the demesne New Zealand flax has been

largely planted and is doing very well. Almost
all bulbs thrive, Crinum Powellii being especially

effective, and the thick belts of hybrid Rhodo-
dendrons and Escallonias give masses of colour

and grateful shelter from the strong winds

although it is interesting to note that Cistus

florentinus came through the winter untouched
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on a bare wind swept elevation and was killed

in slieltered situations.

This is not a Rose country, and, even with
special soil and drainage, the usual^ garden
Roses are difficult, but Polyanthus and Rugosas
are magnificent, and as an unusually fine

coloured form of the Dog Rose grows freely

everywhere, it may be possible to overcome the
difficulties of the later hybrids by grafting or

budding them upon this stock. It would be an
experiment well worth tr^dng.

M. H.

Trees and Shrubs*

Up to the time of writing—viz , the 12th of July,

we have had an almost continuous drought of

several weeks. This has been excellent for hay-
making among trees, a painfully difficult

business some seasons, but fiowering trees and
shrubs, and especially lately planted stuff, have
had a somewhat trying time. In this dry soil,

which contains absolutely no natural humus,
shrubs and trees have great difficulty in making
good growth if the early part of the season be
dry. Heavy mulches of manure put on weak
subjects in autumn is turning up now in dry
cakes where weeding is being done, so that for

lack of moisture less benefit has accrued than
otherwise would have been the case. However,
a very good display of flowers has obtained in

spite o; adversity. Rarely have the Dentzias

flowered longer or better. The earlier flowering

sj)ecies and varieties were noted in last month's
Arboretum notes, and they were followed by
D. crenata with its various forms. These are

mostly bigger growers than the early ones,

though some of the Chinese species appear likely

to attain considerable size. D. crenata when
well grown gets as large as some of the Phila-

delphuses, and is not so coarse—that is, there
seems a better balance between flower and
foliage. There are several varieties, of which
the double is one of the most distinct. D.
crenata is correctly called D. scabra, although
the former name still persists in catalogues.
Among the many Rose species which have

come into flower since Rosa Moyesii bloomed
none is more delightful than the old Musk Rose.
R. moschata. Grown in the open it forms a'

wide spreading bush with stout arching branches
which now are furnished for half their length
with large corymbs of white heavily scented
flowers. It is an admirable species for growing
as a specimen, and flourishes where the highly-
bred hybrids languish.

Clematis montana Wilsoni is always welcome,
flowering in July, when the typical form is long
over and when white-flowering climbers are not
plentiful. The flowers are larger than the
common form, quite as large as the variety
grandiflora. Two of the finest '' False Acacias "

are flowering beautifully this year—namely,
Robinia hisjDida, commonly called the Rose
Acacia, and R. viscosa The Clammy Locust.
The former has lovely rose-coloured flowers of

good size, and the latter pink or pale rose with
a yellow blotch on the standard. Of the many
Philadelphuses which have come into flower in

July, rather later than usual, none is more
beautiful than P. Lewisii, one of the older species;

in it there seems to be a better balance between
flower and leaf than in some of the others, which
seem always to show an excessive amount of

young growths among the flowering branches.
P. Lewisii carries the flowering branches well

above the succeeding growths, and is thus light

and graceful in appearance. Another very fine

shrub is P. latifolius, often called P. grandiflorus

var. floribundus ; the flowers are particularly

The Middle Terrace, Ballynahinch Castle.
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large and striking, and all things considered it

must be reckoned one of the best of the large

growers.

For purely decorative planting where colour

effect is important some of the newer double

varieties are to be recommended. Conspicuous

among theni is P. Virginale which bears abun-

dantly large white flowers, the broad outer

petals surrounding a central '' boss " of smaller

ones intermixed with the remaining stamens
;

A^'ith its clusters of pale pink or almost white
sweet-scented flowers. It is a deciduous species

of the Azalea group and comes from Eastern

North America. Among true Honeysuckles
none is more striking than Lonicera tragophylla,

a native of China, introduced by Mr. Wilson but

discovered previously by Professor Henry. It

apparently likes a cool moist soil, for I lately

saw it growing with remarkable luxuriance in

Mr. Armytage Moore's interesting garden in

Campanula pulla.

this fine variety appears at some distance away
to be a mass of white. A rather older, but
equally fine, variety is P. Rosace, with handsome
semidouble flowers.

Among Spiraeas which have been lately

attractive S. japonica ovalifolia has been
noticeable. It is one of the Chinese forms
introduced by E. H. Wilson, and is at present

about 3 feet high, the majority of the shoots

terminated by a corymb of white flowers.

Althouth not so showy as the rose and pink
varieties, it flowers earlier and has merits of

its own.
Most Rhododendrons are over in July, but

the Swainp. Honeysuckle R, viscosum is welcome

County Down. The long-tubed bright yellow

flowers are produced at the ends of the branches,

while the leaves, which are glaucous beneath,

have in general effect a somewhat brownish
appearance, adding considerably to the whole
effect.

Allied to the Honeysuckles is another remark-
able shrub, namely, Kolkwitzia amabilis, also

from China. This I saw early in July flowering

beautifully in Sir John Ross's wonderful
Arboretum at Rostrevor. The flowers, which
are pink with yellow throats, are borne in pairs

like many of the bush Loniceras. When the

flowers fade the calyx persists surrounding and
extending beyond the fruit.
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Notes.

Dianthus neglectus.

This is certainl}- one of the lo\eliest of all the
pinks, and is worth growing in quantity in even
the smallest rock garden. Flowering in June
and early July it gives a most effective bit of

colour, while individually the plants a:e neat
and unaggressive. The flowers vary somewhat
from seeds, but all are beautiful, and particularly-

good coloured forms may, if desired, be propa-
gated from cuttings. Undoul)tedly. however,

the drought, due probably to the long thick
taproots penetrating to the cooler moisture
subsoil below. In some gardens this Campanula
sows itself so freely as to become almost a weed
were it not so handsome Avherever it crops up.
Lately at The Bush, near Antrim, where Mr.
Barton grows many things so finely, we noted
masses of self-so^^•n seedlings which must have
been 6 feet high, the soil there being cool and
moist. Seedlings vary a good deal in colour,

inclining generally to the lighter shades—viz.,

white and pale blue. The best perhaps are pure
white and a dark blue which used to be called

variety celtidifolia.

Campanula Raineri.

the most vigorous plants are jiroduced from
seeds, and in the writer's experience seedlings

are longer lived than jilants from cuttings. The
general colour is rosy-carmine with the reverse

of the petals buff-coloured while the leaves are

almost grass-like in their fineness. A cleej^ gritty

soil in a sunny position suits Dianthus neglectus

admirably.

Campanula lactiflora.

A Good Dry Weather Plant.

This bold handsome Bell-flower is flourishing in

the dry soil of the Botanic Gardens at Glasnevin,

while many other herbaceous plants are languish-

ing in the hot sun of early July. Several clumps,

5 to 6 feet high, are ajoparentty indifferent to

Campanula carpathica pelviformis*

Campanula carpathica and all its varieties are

amongst the most beautiful and useful of Bell-

flowers, and none is more attractive than this

old variety. About a foot to 15 inches high

when in flower, the pale blue flowers are carried

well above the foliage. For the front of the

herbaceous border or a nice pocket at the base

of the rockery no dwarf plant could be more
attractive.

A Hybrid Campanula.

In the summer of 1914 the late Mr. Ball, who
was well known to many of our readers, made
some crosses between various species of Cam-

panula. The seeds were sown when ripe, but
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had not germinated when Mr. Ball went away
to the Army. During 1915 a few seedlings

appeared and at first grew slowly, and for

nearly two years did not seem quite happy.

The seedlings, however, were cared for as well

as possible, and have gradually increased in

strength, and this summer two of them have

flowered.

The plant illustrated in our present issue

resulted from C. Raineri X C. pulla, and is quite

a beautiful bell-flower. The influence of V.

Raineri is easily seen in the leaves and shape of

the flower, that of C. pulla is not so easily

discernable. The hybrid is larger in the

leaves than either of the

parents, and also in the

flowers, but in shape they

show unmistakably the

influence of C. Raineri ; the

colour of the flowers is diffi-

cult to describe, but might

be called light rosy lilac.

The inflorescence too de-

parts altogether from either

of the parents, being a

trailing loose raceme, as

shown in the illustration.

The other seedling was
apparently the result of the

same cross, and shows un-

mistakably the influence

of C. pulla, though it is

much more intermediate

than the hybrid illustrated.

The flowers are intermediate

in shape and opened a dark
blue, becoming lighter to

medium blue as the flowers

became fully open. The
leaves, though showing afiinity with those of C.

Raineri, are not so large as in the case of the

plant illustrated.

As both are flowering for the first time, it is

early to say whether they Avill prove perennial,

but as both parents are, it is natural to assume
they will be so ; at present most of the young
shoots produced bear flowers.

Although it is not easy to see any connection

with C. pulla in the plant illustrated, the label

in the seed pot is still the one which Mr. Ball

wrote himself, and must therefore be accepted

as correct.

J. W. B., Glasnevin.

Campanula. Raineri x pulla
riiofo hy B. M. Pnlhul-.

when in flower. The flowers are comparatively
large, wide open, and dark purphsh-blue in

colour. C. carpathica pelviformis mentioned
above is said to be a seedling from turbinata,

but in the former the flowers are nearly flat.

Rhododendron rubiginosum.*

This is not exactly a new species, having been
first introduced to European gardens in 1889,

but it is not connnon in gardens, though
occasionally met with in the larger collections.

It has, however, been found in China lately, and
will probably become com-
moner within the next few
years. The credit of first

introducing
j
the species

belongs to the Abbe Delavay

,

an indefatigable collector,

to whom horticulturists

owe much.
Through the kindness of

Mr. J. C. Williams of

Caerhay's Castle, Cornwall,

we are able to depict R.
rubiginosa growing in its

native habitat in China.

The photograph taken by
Mr. George Forrest shows
admirably the upright

habit of growth. It is an
evergreen with roughish

branches, bearing leaves

from 2 to 3 inches long

and about an inch wide,

tapering to both ends. The
flowers are produced early,

during April or early May,

and are borne in clusters at the ends of the

branches ; they are not strikingly beautiful, but

are of a pleasing rosy-lilac colour.

Erica cinerea coccinea.

This is the most striking variety of the Scotch

Heath, and f^hould be planted in quantity

wherever Ericaceous ]:)lants do well. It is quite

dwarf in habit and bears a piofusion of deep

red flowers which show np well among Rhodo-

dendrons and kindred shrubs. It is well suited

Campanula carpathica turbinata.
* In referring to the photos, of Chinese Rhodo-

dendrons—which we hoije to publish—in our July
„ . ,, . , ^^ -J. -I £ u.\ 1 issue, we inadvertently gave the name of the
This is another variety well suited lor the rock ^^^j^^^, .^^ j^j^. p p WilUams instead of Mr. J. C.
garden, being little more than 6 inches high Williams as above.
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to the rock garden, where it might be accom-
modated in a large pocket prepared with peat

and sand. The colour is so strildng and the

flowers remain in condition so long that the rock

garden would gain much in attractiveness at a

time when early alpines are on the wane.

Lilium regale.

This handsome Chuiese Lily, introduced by
E. H. Wilson, is very fine this season, and is

welcome if for no other reason than that it is

a loam Lily, requiring no fancy peat and sand

mixtures. A good deep loam in a sunny
position seems to suit it well, though doubtless

it benefits, like many other species, from the

shade given to the roots by other herbaceous

plants growing near it. The large handsome
flowers are white within, shading into yellow

towards the middle of the tube, while the outside

of the segments is shaded with brown. The
height is about 4 feet, but might be more in a

moister soil. Seedlings are easily raised, and,

with care, may be grown on to flowering size

in about five vears. Anon.

being ciliolate." On a close examination of the
specimen I find a fair number of black glandular
scales on the iipper surface of the leaves, and also
minute hairs on the rim of the calyx, so they
were evidently overlooked.

R. yunnanense and R. chartophylluni may be
distinguished as follows :—

•

R. yunnanense.—Leaves, especially when
young, covered on the upper surface and margin
with bristly hairs and small black glandular
scales, oblanceolate and tapered to the base, not
long-pointed, but merely acute at the apex ;

glandular scales on the lower surface rather
numerous : leaf-stalks fringed with a few hairs ;

flower-stalks not scaly.
R. chartoi)hyllum.—Leaves not hairy from the

beginning, usually more or less elliptic and
broadest in the middle, tapered into a.long acute
apex, the glandular scales on the lower surface
much fewer and more scattered than in R. yun-
nanense ; leaf-stalks never hairy ; flower-stalks
clothed with scattered glandvilar scales.

R. yunnanense, especially in regard to its

flowers, is much more likely to be, and I believe
is, confused with R. Davidsonianum than with
R. chartophyllum ; but R. Davidsonianum has
no hairs on the leaves, the glands on the lower
siTrface are very nearly contiguous, and the
flowers arise from several buds, and do not form
only one as in both the other species.

J. Hutchison.
Herbariun 1 , K ew.

Correspondence*

Rhododendron yunnanense.

TO THE EDITOR OF " IRISH GARDENING."

Sir,—In your issue of July. p. 100, the writer
" B." makes a statement regarding Rhododendron
yunnanense which is open to question. He
says "... . It is doubtful if there are any true
plants of R. yunnanense in cultivation other than
seedlings raised from seeds recently sent home.
A few comparatively old plants which have been
known in gardens as R. yunnanense are now
recognised as R. chartophyllum. and were intro-
duced to Europe through Paris by the Abbe
Delavay some twenty-five years ago."
There seems no reason to doubt that the plant

figured in the " Botanical 31agazine " at tab. 7614
as R. yunnanense is the true species. It was
received at Kew from ]\lessrs. James Veitch tt

Sons in 1894, and first flowered in Aisril 1897.
Sir Joseph Hooker, who described the plant in the
magazine, was not even responsible for its deter-
mination, but it was Franchet, the author of the
species ; for Hooker states that he sent a sijecimen
to Franchet and he identified it with his R.
yunnanense. The chief characteristic of R.
yunnanense is the bristly hairs on the margin and
upper surface of the yovmg, and very frequently
on the old, leaves. These are clearly shown in
the figure in the " Botanical Magazine." Hooker
says that his plant " differs a little from Fran-
chet's description in having no scales on the
upper surface of the leaf, and in the calyx not

Atropa Belladonna. Shade or Sun ?

Dear Sir,—Atrojja Belladonna, of all the
herbs which -we are trying to grow, is likely to
be the most profitable and lasting, so it is worth
while to consider its likes and dislikes.

3lr. Holmes tells us that it "only flourishes

luxuriantly when under shade of trees."

Consequently, I transplanted my crop from
the blazing sun (where they throve last year) to

shade and partial shade.
They have not grown nearly as well as they

did in svm last year. I have put out thousands of

seedlings in June in the scorching sun we have
hiid—they have been watered, of course—but
they are better as seedlings than two year olds in

the shade.
I have i)lanted very strong seedlings in the

woods in jierhaps more than half shade and not
full shade, and they have not grown at all. All

these experiences lead me to suppose that regula-

tions as to shade and s\m, just like regulations

as to racing, petrol, food, conscription and the
like, " do not apply to Ireland."

It has been found in the Blandsfort garden, that
Alpines requiring—by book—full shade, do better

in our full sun. Probably it is all a question of

a sufficiency of moisture, and Ireland never lacks

that.
It would be interesting if other growers of

Belladonna would relate their experiences, for the

benefit o*" all who are interested in this subject.

Yours truly,

:Miiriel E. Bland,
July 171h, 1917,
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Fruit Crop, Ireland, 1917*

Thk reports herein submitted to this Journal

show on tlie whole a satisfactory forecast of the

fruit crops for the present season.

At one period a record crop of all fruit was
expected, as, owing to one of the worst winters

and cold late springs on record, the plants were

so extremely late in coming into bloom that

little or no danger was expected from spring

frosts. The trees and bushes presented a healthy

appearance, being in most cases covered with

l>lossoms, and insect pests were not expected to

be so nvimerons after such an abnormal winter.

This was the hope of fruit growers. As the

reports indicate there is a good crop of most
fruits, Gooseberries and Cherries being lighter

than usual.
Tf our old orchards were examined they would

be found to be a conglomeration of varieties, some
good, others bad. Now, however, with many of

tlie young orchards, especially in the north, the

whole place will be planted up with only one

—

i.e.. Bramley's Seedling—which is almost as bad
as having too many varieties, as Bramley is not

a good pollen producing variety, and, owing to

this, many of the ilowers fail to become fertilised.

In C'lare and Cork there are a number of well

cropped orchards bearing first quality fruit.

Thei'e are also good crops in the orchards around
Piltown, and Tipperary and Waterford. Tn the

north the crops are more variable, medium crops

being most common.
Where fruit growers have more produce than

can be used in a fresh state, and yet not sufficient

to market, they should arrange to have it pre-

served by bottling or other process, so that it may
not be wasted, as all the fruit in the country will

be needed this year.

Apples are variable, some orchards bearing

well whilst neighbouring ones are poor. However,
on the whole, they are a fair to good crop, and
the fruit in most cases promises to be of very
good quality. The following varieties are bearing

good crops :—Beauty of Bath, Bramley's Seedling,

Charles Ross, Worcester Pearmain, Lane's P.

Albert, Early Victoria, Golden Spire, Cox's

Orange, and, where grown, Peasgood's Nonsuch
are bearing very heavy crops, whilst Grenadier,

.Tames Grieve, Annie Elizabeth, Blenheim Orange
and Bismarck are bearing light crops.

Pears in general are a good crop, especially on
walls, where they are swelling very rapidly. They
are also much cleaner than last year. Beurre
de'Amalis, William's and Doyenne du Comice are

bearing good crops of sound fruit The trees bore

huge masses of blossom, and a bumper crop was
expected, but the contiiiuous bad weather when
the trees were in flower prevented many from
setting their fruits.

Plums are an average crop in the Plum growing
districts ; in private gardens there are some very
heavy crops, especially on Victoria and Pi vers.

Wall trees are bearing well in general, and the

frviit pi'omises to be of good quality.

Sweet Cherries are the worst crop for years,

very few trees ai'e bearing a good crop. Tn the
Strawberry Beds area the crop is a very poor
one, owing to bad weather and black fly attack.

Morellos are bearing much better, and more of

this A'aluable tree should be planted against walls.

Gooseberries are, in general, an average to

below average crop. Birds jjlayed havoc with
them this year by eating out many of the buds,
house sparrows vieing with bullfinches as to
which could do the most damage. Here and
there very good crops are to be found, but it is

the exception.
Currants are the best crop of the year, and the

fruit is of first class quality, good prices being
offered by jam manufacturers for Irish Black
Currants. Erom all the correspondents there is

not a single bad crop, and there are only three
below average crops reported. This is some-
thing to be thankful for, as it can be easily
preserved.
Raspberries are also a very good crop on a

whole, especially in the commercial growing
districts, and remunerative prices were offered for

the fruit. In cases where the canes were not
properly thinned last autumn and the weak
canes cut away to allow the stronger ones to
ripen up thoroughly, many of them succumbed to
the severe wintry weather of last spring.

StrawberriE'^ are the most disappointing crop
of the lot. They produced an abundance of late

flowers and promisied well, escaped the frosts,

set well, and the eaiTy fruits were excellent.
Then the drought came along and the second
picking was not so good, and the late fruits were
very poor, not being so good as expected.

Insects have not been so injurious as they
usually are, the outstanding ones being the
caterpillar of the Gooseberry sawfly and those of
the winter moth. Very few gardens api^ear to
have escaped from the ravages of the former, in
many cases the entire bushes being defoliated, the
berries alone remaining on the bushes. In the
case of the latter, they appear to have done most
damage on young trees, not only eating the buds
and leaves, but in some cases also eating the
fruitlets. In a number of the Armagh orchards
much damage was done by these caterpillars.
Aphides have not been so troublesome as in

past years, and, excepting on a few Plums and
Currants, very little damage has been done. A
number of correspondents report that the Pear
Leaf Blister Mite is on the increase. This is

serious, as it is a most difficult pest to check once
it gets in.

Codling Moth has not been so injurious as in
other years, nor was Apple Sucker quite so
nvimerous.
A comparatively rare insect—the Capsid Bug

—

is making its presence felt in the Armagh districts

by disfiguring and malforming the young Apples
also injuinng the young growing shoots and young
leaves. Spraying experiments with nicotine
solutions are promising Avell as checking the
ravages of this insect.
Fungoid pests have not been so severe this year,

Apple mildew being the only one to be on the
Increase. Canker and scab on the Apple and
Pear trees and fruits are the two most trouble-
some pests. They are, however, not so severe as
last year, wdien whole orchards were ruined.
Six correspondents report American Gooseberry
Mildew as doing much damage to the Gooseberry
bushes and fruit, and two report a pest known as
Pocket Plum as doing much damage to Plum and
Damson fruits, one correspondent states that
in one orchard 70 per cent was affected.

I beg to thank the numerous correspondents
for kindly forwarding the valuable information
to enable me to compile this report.

W. S. Irving,
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Succession Crops.

In most of the small back gardens which were
cultivated this spring they will have had Potatoes
for a large portion of the crop, and on lifting these
the ground will probably be very dry, especially
so if the planting was done on lazy beds. When
lifting, the stalks of the Potato plants can be
buried in the trenches, and covered with the soil

off the beds, and so level the grovmd over. The
bed will have to be dug, as this was not done at
first, but if manxire was given when the Potatoes
were planted, none need
be put in n o w, a n d
it can be added, when
r e c r o p p i n g in the
spring.

Arrangements will
have to be made viow
for replanting this same
bit of ground for the
winter and early spring
months. The usual thing
would be to put in a crop
of Cabbage, sturdy
young plants from seed
sown in the seed bed last
April or May. These will
have to be planted with-
out further delay, as it

is getting late. If the
owner had considered
when his Potatoes would
be lifted, and that his
ground would not be
ready for j'llanting until
August, he might have
made a small sowing of
Cabbage in June, which
would just be fit for

planting in August.
Cauliflowers, too, may

be planted, and here
again no time should be
lost. Only plant strong-
plants, and firm them
well into the ground.
These will be fit for cut-
ting in October and
November.

Turnips are an excel-
lent vegetable and make
a variety, and this is a
crop which can be sown
direct in its permanent
quarters. No transplant-
ing is necessary, only
thinning. The seeds
should be sown fairly thick, but not too deep.
There are two kinds, white and yellow. The
white must be grown on quickly and used as
soon as fit, when not quite as big as a tennis ball.
They will not keep in the ground. The yellow
can be left to be eaten whenlarger, if desired. If the
winter is mild and the leaves are not spoilt by
frost, the '* greens "* can be cooked and are a
welcome dish. One advantage of growing vege-
tables in a small garden is that diu-ing a drought
it is possible to water the crops, and in the case
of turnips especially a drought will rviin a crop,
as in dry weather they I'un to seed before a decent
sized root has been formed. Hence the crop

* " Greens " are the young tops produced by the turnips

in Sirring.

RHODOnENDEON RFBIGINOSTJM IN CHINA.

Photo by George Forrest

should be grown on as quickly as possible-
Leeks are also suitable for planting now in
deep soil, which is well broken up and free from
lumps. Plant them in a dibble hole and merely
fill in the very base of the hole, leaving the rest
to be filled in by degrees from watering and
working the ground. R. M. Polt.ock.

Allotments and Suburban Gardens.
The work for this month will be comparatively
light. Efforts should be made to prevent weeds

from seeding. Rubbish
of all kinds, such as the
yellowing leaves of Cab-
bages, &c., should be
cleared away and placed
on the compost heap,
or in the bottoms of
trenches at the time of
digging over vacant
ground.
Seed Sowing^—Dur-

ing the first week of
the month sow the main
crop of Cabbage seeds
in order to provide next
year's supjilies of spring
and eai'ly summer Cab-
bage, sowing varieties
such as " Flower of
Spring," " Offenham "

"Ellam's Early," "Early
York," &c. Later on
in the month, about
the 25th, make a small
sowing of Brussels
Sprouts, Red Dvitch and
Savoy Cabliages and
Early. London Cauli-
flowers. These will give
early supplies for the
next season. For these
crops the seed beds
should be well prepared
by deep digging and by
the incorporation of a
little leafy matter or well
rotted horse manure.
Where the soil is the
least bit sour and finger
and toe disease trouble
some, lime or plaster
rubble should be mixed
with the surface soil,

using about 4 ozs. to the
square yard, or about
2 ozs. of powdered

quicklime : this w-ll sweeten the soil and pre-

vent the development of the disease. When about

to sow the seeds, drillsshould be made about half

an inch deep and nine inches apart, a little red-

lead should be shaken up in the packet with the

seeds to prevent loss by birds— and the seeds

sown thinly. It is very important that seedlings

which are 'to remain in the ground during the

winter should receive full air and sunshine in

order to make them thoroughly hardy, and this

can only be done by giving them plenty of room
to develop. At the end of the month seeds of

Onions, such as Cranstr-n's Excelsior, Ailsa Craig

and Tripoli varieties, should be sown, to provide

early " Scallions " and Onions ; also a few

Lettuce seeds, using varieties such as All the Year
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Round, Hardy Hainuiersinith, Black Seeded
Cos, ice. &c.

Planting.—Broccoli and spring sown Cabbages
should be planted in the ground previously

occupied by Peas, Beans and Onions. The
former is an exceedingly valuable vegetable, but,

as it occupies the ground until so late in the

spring, it often interferes with the cultivation of

spring and sununer vegetables. It should,

therefore, be planted discriniinately. The ground
if previously well manured, as for Onions, will not

need digging again, as this crop does well on firm

ground. The final planting of Leeks should al^io

be made on well manured ground.

Earthing up.—Towards the end of the month
give Celery and the early batch of Leeks a little

moulding up with soil, in order to commence the

blanching process, which begins as soon as the

light is kept away from the plants. Commence
operations by forking over the soil in the ridges,

so as to break it into fine particles. Then remove
the side shoots from the bases of the Celery plants,

also the outside leaves which are turning yellow.

Then tie around the leaves of each plant with
Raffia or soft strin<z, so that there is no space

for the soil to drop into the centre of the plant.

Then take a little of the pulverised soil and place

it gently against the leaf stalks of the plants

until a Vidge about five inches high is formed,
then later on—in about a month—give a further

application. This blanching process should not
commence before the plants have grown well,

otherwise the stems will be w^eak and the plants

more susceptible to leaf spot disease, which has
become very prevalent of late years. This
disease can be kept in check by the use of dilute

Potato Spray Mixture. Care should be taken to

thoroughly wash the plants before using or

disposing of them. A little soil should be drawn
towards the stents of Brussels Sprouts and
Cabbages, &c., this will act as a partial support
and fertiliser.

Ripening off.—The various Onion crops, such
as Shallots, Potato Onions, autumn and spring
sown Onions, should be ripened off, if this has
not been done already. Lift all those whose tops
have turned yellow and place on a sunny path or

pavement, or suspend on wire netting in a sunny
position. Bend over the necks of those which are

still green and lift in a fortnight or three weeks'
time, treating them similarly. This ripening of

the Bulbs considerably improves their keeping
qualities.

Flowers.—Continue to pick off the seed pods
on Sweet Pea and other plants as soon as they
begin to develop. By so doing a longer supply
of flowers will be obtained, wiiich can be further
increased by giving the plants applications of

liquid manure at intervals. Stake Dahlias,
Chrysanthemums and such other plants as may
need support, hiding the stakes as much as
possible. Take cuttings of Pinks, Carnations
and Pansies early in the month inserting them
in sandy soil in a cold frame or on a warm border.
Wallflowers and other biennial flowers can still

be transplanted ; some of the ground which was
previously occupied by early Potatoes will be
quite suitable for this purpose.

Fruit.—Complete the summer pruning of

Apples, Pears and Plums, &c.
W. H. J.

Seeds for Autumn Sowing,

Cabbage.

Despite the scarcity of Cabbages during the last

spring due to the exceptionally cold winter, there
is no question as to the value of a sowing in

August. In many gai'dens a sowing is made in

the middle of July, and often with quite satis-

factory results, but occasionally if the autumn
and early winter ]irove mild the plants from this

early sowing get too big and do not winter well,

or, if they come through, proceed to "•boll " with
the first hint of warmer weather in early spring.
The August sowing, however, being a month or so
later, grows more slowly and has not reached so
large a size when cold weather begins. If sown
thinly in the middle of August the young plants
will be fit for planting by the middle of October,
Some gardeners advise pricking out the seedlings
into a nursery bed for a few weeks prior to plant-
ing where they are to mature, but if thin sowing
is practised this is not necessary.

If the plot to be planted has been well manured
for a previous crop none need be dug in for the
Cabbages, but this is a matter which must be
decided by the nature of the ground : if dry and
naturally poor manure may be necessary. One
thing should be made absolutely certain, and that
is, the soil must be made as firm as possible to
induce sturdy growth as opposed to the produc-
tion of large soft leaves, which will surely be
killed before the plants can " turn in " in spring.

It is worth going to some trouble to have a nice
batch of firm youn Cabbages fit to cut at the end
of March and through April. There are many
varieties favoured by different growers in different
districts, but the following will generally be found
satisfactory :—Harbinger, Sutton's April, Hurst's
first and best, Ellam's Early, Flower of Spring
and Mein's No. 1.

Onions.

Those mo.st favoured for autumn sowing are
Giant Rocca, Tripoli in variety and White Lisbon.
August is a good month to sow, as germination is

usually quick at this time, and the young plants
may be transplanted to their permanent beds in
October. In some districts it may be found
better to leave the transplanting till spring, thie
applies particularly to heavy cold soils, which ars
not so favoui'able to a late transplanted crop.
The Onions mentioned above reqviire a long
.season to mature, hence the necessity of giving
them a start by sowing in autumn. The ground
for Onions should be deeply dvig and manured,
according to its quality—if light, then a good
dressing will be beneficial ; if heavy and retentive,
less will suffice. It is usiial when sowing the
seeds to sow in lines, transplanting as many as are
required, leaving those remaining in the seed bed
to be used or sold as Scallions in spring. When
transplantinsr, either in autumn or spring, nine
inches should be allowed between the plants and
one foot between the rows.

In these times of scarcity of manure the v^alue
of deep digging cannot be over emphasised. Tt
is usual to place great reliance on heavy applica-
tions of manure in the production of crops, but
deep cultivation is more important, A soil made
friable and sweetened by deep digging, which
allows the air to permeate it, will produce good
crops over a longer period than a shallow dug-
soil, heavily manured. Gardener,
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Gardening for the Home,*
There are few details of horticultural practice
which are less understood by the amateur than
the use of the hose or watering can. Some appear
to think that whenever surface soil turns light
in colour, a day or two after heavy rain, it is

time to turn on the tap again, when in fact what
is needed most is the hoe to stir the surface and
prevent the loss of moisture by evaporation.
Others, again, appear to think that when the soil

is really dry and in nepd of artificial watering,
that as soon as they have changed the colour of
the surface soil from a light grey to a dark brown
that that is sufficient, and will go to bed wih an
easy conscience, thinking that they have done
their duty by their garden.
To the inexperienced it is astonishing how much

water is required to thoroughly soak a cubic foot
of really dry soil, and until experience is gained it

is a good plan to scratch up the soil occasionally
as you play the hose on a circumscribed area to
find out just how far the water has soaked in.

It is fun for your boy to be allowed to play the
hose on the garden for a short time at least, but
your neighbour's boy and other unoffending ob-
jects are likely to get more attention than your
garden plants; the moral is, therefore, do the
watering yourself.

If your garden is level or nearly so, it is a
good plan to draw a shallow trench between the
rows of vegetables or flowers, lay the hose down
at one end and allow the water to run gently into
it until some time after it has filled from end to

end; do likewise over the whole garden, and a
good, thorough soaking will be the result, and
you will not be tired out manipulating the hose,
but will have had plenty of time to read the
evening paper or attend to something else

between the times of shifting the hose from one
trench to another.

If the garden is on nuich of a slope the irriga-

tion trenches must be drawn out across the slope,
if this is possible, so that the water will not run
off before it soaks in.

The various kinds of sprinklers on the market
are very useful for watering, especially on gardens
on a steep slope, as the way in which the water
is delivered gives it time to soak in.

Whichever way the watering is done, liowever,
one thing is essential in each case, and that is

the stirring of the surface soon afterwards; if the
watering is done in the evening the surface ought
to be cultivated next morning to help conserve
the water applied.
Allow no weeds whatever to grow, as they rob

your plants of much food, including water and
light.

Vegetable crops are making rapid growth now
and the roots will be searching every cubic inch
of soil for food, and unless ample reserves were
supplied at digging time, much benefit will be
derived from the application of liquid manure.
Liquid manure is best applied the day or evening
after pure water has Ijeen given, grave injury
may be caused to the roots if they are obliged to

* The above article, though written primarily
for readers in British Columbia, contains much
of interest and use to growers in Ireland, and
shows what our friends across the sea are doing
in food production in their own gardens.

take up too large quantities of water in wliich is
dissolved acid or salty manures.
During this, the growing season, the element of

plant food in most demand is nitrogen, which
may be supplied in various forms—viz., nitrate of
soda, sulphate of ammonia or in some of the
natural manures such as chicken or horse
droppnigs. The two former are difficult, maybe
impossible to obtain at this time, but the two
latter are always obtainable, and the best way to
handle them is to place a quantity in a porous
sack, tie the mouth and place it in a barrel of
water to soak. Jf the barrel used is a 45 or 5U-
gallon one a hundred pound grain sack will be
all right—larger or smaller barrels in proportion.
Allow the material to soak for about a week,
stirring and squeezing the sack several times in
the interval, when it will be ready for use. Un-
diluted, the liquid will likely be too strong, and
as a guide to the strength the liquid applied to
the plants ought to have the colour of weak tea.
With liquid manure little and often is the slogan;
say, once a week, the next night after watering
with pure water.
There is a quickly available supply of nitrogen

in coal soot, and it is a good plan to put about
a shovel full of this article to the hundred-pound
sack of maniu'e.
When applying liquid manure of any kind it

is well to direct it to the soil and not to the
plants, as injury may result to the young tender
foliage.

On land just vacated by the early potato crop
a few seeds of kidney beans may still be sown to

supply a late crop of green pods, and a row of an
early variety of peas may still be sown, but these
two must be sown as early in the month as pos-"

sible.

Lettuce, radishes, carrots and parsley for winter
may be sown on any vacant land, and a sensible
patch sliould be prepared by manuring and
digging for the main winter crop of leeks. The
plants if sown in early spring will be quite big
enough now to transplant. When the patch is

ready, mark off rows eighteen inches apart and
set the plants six inches apart in the rows. To
make holes for the plants a dibble with a stem
about twelve inches long is required, and the
plants are prepared by having their roots trimmed
off to about a half inch from their base, and two
or three inches cut off the tips of the leaves,

making them from eight to ten inches long over
all. The holes are bored to the full depth of the
dibble and a plant dropned in each ; hit the edge
of the hole a light tap with the point of the dibble
and this will cause enough soil to trii-kle down
to just cover the root; leave the rest of the hole
open. To those unacquainted with the culture
of the leek, this will seem extraordinary treat-

ment, but this is how they are grown for ordinary
use. For exhibition they are treated more
elaborately. The reason for the deep hole and the
seeming iaurial of the plant is to give a long
blanched stem, which is the part most prized by
the housewife. Those of you who did not sow
onions or enough of them in the spring, or whose
onion crop has been ravaged by the maggot, I

would strongly advise to put in as large a plan-

tation of leeks as possible. They are an excellent

substitute and are preferred by many to their

more pungent cousin, the onion.

It is too late to sow seeds now, and if you
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didn't grow any yourself, hunt .vip a neighbour

from Scothmd, Enghuid, Ireland, or. Wales, and
he will likely be able to accommodate you from
his surplus. -

The earliest celery will be .ready for its fiist

lulling up by now, but before applying the soil

go over each plant carefully and remove all side

shoots and short leaves; also any tall-growing

weeds, and give a good soaking of water if neces-

sary.
If plenty of manure was given at planting time

nothfng further may be needed for early celery,

but if thought desirable a dusting of equal quan-
tities of bone meal and wood ashes may be given

at this time. If water has been given, give the

plants time to get thoroughly dry; then com-
mence by loosening up the soil on the ridges and
pulverise it with the spade so that it will not

l)e lumpy tuid will pack tightly round the ])lants.

Grasp the first plant with the left hand and with
the right draw the soil from the ridge on that side

and work it close up to and around the plant,

taking care that no soil gets between the leaf

stalks; change hands and do the same on the other

side, and so on until the whole is completed. Three
inches of soil is enough for the first and second
lulling of early celery, and the crop will usually
be consumed before any more is required. Main
crop celery is treated the same way, but requires

a third hilling when the plants are covered up to

the tips of their leaves.

I have occupied my allotted space entirely with
the vegetable garden, but during a time when
good production is oif such vital importance no
excuses are necessary.—H. M. E. in the Biitisli

Columbia Fruit and Farm Magazine, July, 1917.

Lilies in July,
Ai'PARENTLY tliis abnormal year of 1917 suited

some of our fine garden Lilies, for at least half a
dozen species have already flowered well, and
others show signs of being equally good in a short
time.
Most striking of all, perhaps, was that grand

and noble species Lilium regale. Over three feet

high and bearing large white flowers shading to

yellow towards the centre and flushed with brown
on the , outside, it was a delightful object when
in flower. It is also deliciously scented, and
needs no coddling, flourishing in good, rich, well-

drained garden soil. Seeds are usually produced
fieely and germinate well, reaching the flower-

ing stage in about five years
Jjilium japonicum Krameri, a chaste and

beautiful species, has also flowered well this year.

Planted two years ago in a peat bed, it failed to

flower last season. Having gathered strength,
however, it rewarded patience by opening its

l)eautiful delicate pink blossoms this year. It is

not considered very robust as a rule, but after

coming through the late winter and spring there

is considerable hope for it. Needless to say, it is

protected by being planted among dwarf shrubs
of a peat-loving nature.
L. Humboldtii is an American species of rare

beauty, carrying up to twenty or more flowers
when flourishing. The flowers are bright golden
yellow, heavily marked with maroon or i)urple

spots. It likes a cool peaty soil among dwarf
shrubs which shade and protect the yoiuig
growths in the early stages.

L. Burbanki is a hybrid raised in America V)y

the man whose name it bears. It is a fine,

strong-growing Lily, growing freely in peat and
reaching a height of five or six feet. In appear-

ance it is rather like a strong-growing form of

L. pardalinum, which is pretty well known in

gardens, but there is said to be some variation

in the shape and colour of the flowers due to its

hybrid origin. In the specimens here the flowers

are rich yellow with brown spots.

L. canadense is another American species doing
well this year. It bears very pretty bell-shaped

flowers, deep yellow and spotted inside. It

reaches a height of three to four feet and
flourishes in peat and iialf shade.

L. testaceum is an old and well-tried favourite

in gardens, rejoicing in a stiff, moist soil.

Nowhere have I seen it do better than in the stiff,

cold soil of the Carse of Gowrie, in Perthshire,

where it grew and increased with great rapidity.

It is thought to be a hybrid between L. can-
didum, the Madonna- Lily and the Scarlet Turk's
Cap Lily, L. chalcedonicum. The flowers are of

a ))eautiful Nankeen yellow borne on stems five

feet higli. It is inirely a loam Lily, and a beauti-

ful ornament to the herbaceous border.
\j. croceum is a well-known and favoiu'ite

species, also flourishing in loam and requiring
no coddling. It is a glory in the herbaceous
Ijorder in July with its branched umbels of

orange yellow, flowers. All the Martagon liilies

liave flowered well this ye-ciY, but particularly fine

has been L. Martagon dalniaticum, with deep
glossy purple flowers borne in profusion well
above the whorls of leaves. It flourishes in good
rich moist loam.

J. W. B., Glasnevin.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By \V. G. Ne.wi;. Gardener to Lady O'Neill.

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

The weather during the first part of July has
been warm and very dry, splendid for the
destruction of weeds, but crops in general are
beginning to suffer, and rain w ould be a blessing

—

the watering pot has never the same effect, but
has always to be resorted to, for the most of
vegetables are inoisture-loving jDlants.

Celery.— Give liberal supplies of water to the
roots of Celery plants throughout the growing
season in order to get a clean, healthy growth.
The eai'liest jDlants should be earthed up as soon
as the leaves are of sufficient height, great care
must be taken that none of the soil is allowed to
fall into the centre of the plants ; neither should
it be pressed too tightly, as the centre leaves need
room to expand :, also see that the roots are not
dry before earthing up.
Leeks.—Another plantation of Leeks may be

made now to pi'ovide supplies next May. Leeks
planted early in the season should be watered
freely with liquid manure, and have the soil

placed around the stems as growth advances.
The Leek is a gross feeder, and is unlike most
vegetables—the largest specimens have the
mildest flavour.
Cabbage.—Make your chief sowing for spring

planting now, say from the first to the third week
of this month. My favourite Cabbage fcr this
sowing 13 EUam's Early Dwarf. Newly dug
potato ground will suit this crop.

Turnips.—Another sowing of Orange Jellies
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and Blackstone Turnips may be made, and will

come in very usefnl for spring use.
Caui.ifloweks.— -Make a sowing of Early

London towards the end of the month in an old
frame or any corner where the protection of a
light may be given them through the winter.

Onions.—Tripoli and other varieties reconi-
mended for autumn sowing should be sown from
ihe ] 5th to the ?A)th, weather permitting; the
ground chosen should be in the open and in good
condition. Sow fairty thickly, as the thinnings
are a useful food in the spring time (commonly
called Scallions).
Lettuce. —Make a good sowing this month of

Hardy Hammersmith or Continuity and All the
Year EoTind, transplanting the strongest and
leaving the smaller seedlings for transplanting
early in sprinu'—that is. if they v\'ithstand the
winter, sometiiiies they don't.
Endive.—A sowing may still be made early

this month.
SriNACH.—Make the last sowing this month of

prickly winter Spinach. The ground must be
well manured for this crop. Before sowing give
the ground a good dressing of soot and wood .ash.

Broccoli.—Plant out without delay all the
late varieties, selecting firm ground.
Cucumber and ^Ielon that are bearing fruit

in frames or pots should have all useless growth
taken away • the former should be top-dressed at
regular intervals.

jMarrow Plants will require ijlenty of water
and weak liquid.

The Fruit Garden.

The heavy showers of the last day or two have
helped the gi'owth and foliage of fruit trees

greatly, they were beginning to look parched and
dry, and they would all bene'it from moisture
given naturally from above, but failing that the
water barrel will have to be resorted to.

Summer Pruning should now be proceeded
with, commencing on the south wall, where the
shoots will be finishing their annual grov. th. Tie
in all leaders that are required and stop all

laterals at the third leaf from the base of the
shoot. Go all round the garden doing the top
half of the wall, leaviiig the bottom half to be done
a few days later. Espaliers or trees trained on
wires should be dealt with in the same manner,
by so doing you also allow the sun to have more
play on the fruit, giving them a better chance
to colour up.
Strawberries.-—The new plantations should

be attended to as early this month as possible.

Ground that has previously been trenched for

Onions or old Celery ground is very good for
Strawberries ; firm it well before planting : two
feet between the rows and eighteen inches from
plant to plant. Clean old plantations without
delay, cutting back all useless runners.

Wasps.—Keep a sharp look out for nests and
destroy them all. Cyanide of potassium is the
best means of destroying them. Dissolve a
quarter of a pound in a iiint of water, saturate
a piece of cotton wool and place it over the hole,

next day dig up and destroy all the grubs else they
will come to maturity and another "flying corps"
will follow and you will have the same trouble
over again. Should red spider or mildew appear
gn the trees at this time give a dusting of flowers

of sulphur, but a\oid using and spraying with
insecticides Vhilst the fruits are ripening on the
trees. »»^ ^*-i

Flower Garden.

August is, perhaps, the month when the flower
garden is at its best, but alas we must start and
play havoc with some of the beds in tlie way oi
taking cuttings, starting wi«i\ '" Geranir-ms,'' the
gro^x th this year is poor on account of the dry
spell we have had, so that cuttings will be hard
to get, care uiust be taken that the appearance
of the beds Avill not be altogether destroyed, but
take two or three cuttings of each plant.
Geraniums will root fi^eely in the open in boxes
filled with sandy soil, where they can remain
until too )nuch rain or frost is near at hand.

Cuttings of Heliotrope, Verbenas and Fuchsias
will require a frame to root in, shaded for a few-

days from the bright sun and kept close.

The present is a good time to cut hedges
formed of Holly or Yews.
Lavender.—Flowers of Lavender that are

required for use indoors should be cut before they
are too far advanced and dryed in an open shed
or a vinerj".

If not done, attend to the transplanting into
nursery rows of spring bedding plants, such as
Wallflowers, ^Nlyosotis, &:c.

Herbaceous Borders. —The chief work will

be the cutting back of withered foliage and
flower stems. Remove the flower spikes of
Delphiniums, but don't cut them right down to
the ground until the bottom leaves decay. Save
any seeds of any special colour of Delphiniums,
as you can soon raise a big stock by sowing out-
side as soon as the seeds are ripe. (There are
some grand colours in the Delphiniums.)
Penstemons are a very useful showy plant in the
front of herbaceous borders, they flower so
persistently, any cutting should be taken now
and inserted into a cold frame and given the same
treatment as Cal(;eolarias.

Continue to trim edges of beds and borders and
walks, mow grass, scuffle and rake gravel paths,
so that a tidy aijpearance is maintained.

Southern and Western Counties,

By EuNEST Beckett, Gardener to Lord
Barrymore, Fota.

Potato KS.^—During the month the crops of

second earlies and possibly the maincrop varieties

will be ready for lifting, and I am strongly in

favour of getting them out of the ground at the

first opiJortunity. when it is seen that growth is

finished, as. in the event of a wet, sunless autumn
or an attack of Potato disease, the tubers, when
under control, can be much better dealt with to

combat the spread of disease. It is not necessary

to let the crop remain until the skins get per-

fectly hard, and should a little rubbing occur,

even with careful handling, new skins will be

formed. If the hauhn is diseased, and for any
reason it is not possible to lift the crop, then go

over the plot and cut with a hook or pull out the

stalks entirelv and remove them to the fire, or in

any case this facilitates the work of lifting and
removing the crop without delay. Tliough every-

one has not the convenience of a shed for storing
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where a suitable place does exist it is preferable
to clamping them in. the open, as the crop can be
examined in comfort when other outside work is

at a standstill and made more secure against rats
with a good saving of labour. A cool shed under
a north wall, or one with a fairly equable tem-
perature and preferably an earth bottom, will,

I think, keep the crop in fine order, with a good
thicknei;s on top of straw or mats. A light
covering only for the first week or two to exclude
light will allow the crop to dry thoroughly. A
handful of slacked lime dusted through the heap
when storing or turning w'll, by reason of its

absorbent qualities, act as a preventive of the
spread of disease, and also iuiprove their eating
qualities. Seed for next season may be selected
at lifting time or sorted later when there is less

pressure of work and stored in trays in a light
place.

Onioxs.—From the beginning to the middle of

the month a sowing of Tripoli or winter Onions
may be made for planting out in the spring.
Sow on ground that has been brought down to a
good seed bed and made firm in drills one foot
apart. A sprinkling of lime or sifted lime rubbish
and wood ashes put on and raked down with the
soil will be of great benefit. I recently saw a very
fine bed of autumn sown Onions that had been
treated in every way similarly to spring sown and
not sown too thickly were providing excellent
material for the kitchen from the thinnings at
the same time allo\^ing those to remain for

summer use a better chance to mature. It is

imperative that only varieties specially suited for
autumn sowing be used, otherwise much trouble
from bolting will ensue. White Leviathan, though
a bad keeper, is frequently grown, also those of
the Rocca type. Encourage the growth of spring
sown and transplanted Onions by keeping the
lines free from weeds and loosening the soil

between the rows with the Dutch hoe to prevent
the surface from caking and holding the moisture.
Shallots, if not already lifted, should be laid out
thinly to dry and when properly ripened off

stored away.
Turnips.—Much will depend upon the weather

as to which batch will provide the best returns
for winter use, but from the middle of the present
month until the early part of September a few
sowings may be made on good ground and the
plants allowed to develop freely by early attention
to thinning. A good sprinkling of wood ashes at
the time of sowing and a dusting after thinning
will greatly assist in the formation of good root.

CvARROTS.—Attend to the thinning of latest

sown batches and dust freely with soot. Earlier
sown ones of the stunap rooted kinds that are not
required for immediate consumption should be
lifted before the roots split and stored in sand or
ashes in a cool shed and used as required.

Cabbage.—-Make another sowing early in the
month to supplement the earliest supplies of a
larger variety.
Tomatoes.—Those growing out of doors should

have the point of the leading growth removed,
so as to induce the trusses to swell to their best
and ripen up. Plants growing under glass must
not suffer for want of nourishment if they have
space to make further growth. Should there be
any trouble with the fruits splitting, as some-
times happens, and especially where other plants

are accommodated in the same structure, pick
the fruits when partly coloured and finish off in a
box in the fruit room. Shortening back of the
leaves where too thick will be an advantage.
Celery.—Towards the end of the month the

earliest row will, in all probability, require a first
earthing. In the meantime, encourage the free
formation of leaf and stem by plentiful waterings
and manurial assistance, and water freely on the
eve of moulding. Remove any side growths and
yellow or other leaves not required. Run a line
down on either side of the row and break up the
soil as finely as possible, so that it works freely
between the plants. If three men can be spared
for this work it will be profitable, one to work
backwards and support the plants and hold up
the leaves together, and the other two supplying
the earth, one on each side. See that the foliage
is perfectly dry and avoid over-earthing the
plants.
Vegetable Marrows.—Water freely and

assist with sewage water, excepting those
growing on rich manure heaps, as this will
assist in the formation of fruit. Cut these as soon
as large enough, as if allowed to remain and
ripen seed seriously taxes the plant. Leaves
showing any sign of mildew should be cut off
and burnt.

Spinach.— Towards the end of the month make
a sowing of Victoria Spinach to stand the winter.
As with Turnips, it is impossible to say which
batch will do the best, and sometimes the later
sown, well into September, will prove the best.

Hardy Fruit Garden.

Raspberries, after fruiting, should have the old
canes cut away from the base, and if the young
growths made this season are too thick some of
these also should l)e removed to allow the remain-
ing ones a better chance to ripen. Continue to
thin crops of fruit where too thick and assist trees,
if possible, by heavy waterings and supplies of
manure, failing that keep the ground loosened
and apply a light mulch. Grape scissors will be
found very useful in thinning plums. Net
Morello Cherries as soon as they commence to
colour. Peaches and Nectarines will need a final

tying and regulating of the growths and before
the fruits get too large extra fine colour and
quality will be gained if the fruits can be elevated
by placing five-inch labels at the back of them
and under the growth : also removing an odd leaf

or two if heavily shaded. Water freely whilst
swelling and feed liberally. Fowl manure is

excellent for this purpose. If time can be found
many other kinds of fruit may also be improved
in quality by similar treatment to the above,
especially on cordon trained trees.

The Flower Garden.

Cut away the flowering growths of Rambler
Roses upoii the completion of flowering, and
secure this year's basal growths by loose ties to
prevent injury from the wind. Encourage the
display of summer bedding by removing dead
flowers, and damping of an evening after a hot
day, pegging down any plants that require it.

Clip Yew hedges and other trained specimens.
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Moore, M.R.I,A.,

James Robertson, J.P.

Hon, Treasurer—D. L. fiamsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH
BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con«

tributions to the project should be made.

" The most ample expression of our thankfulness oan
nowor repay the debt which the people of these Islands owo to
the gallant Officers and men of the Navy, v^ho, by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-strewn waters of the North Sea, are
maintaining us In comparative peace and quiett"

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon. Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR, D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBLIN
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The Vegetable Harvest*
Root Storing.

The storing of roots is as important an operation

as the growing of them. Carelessness in this may
lead to quite a big loss, and, as there are

thousands of allotment holders in Ireland

obviously ignorant of the various methods of

storing, a few seasonable hints may prove
helpful to the novice. By roots I mean the

edible fleshy stem of all vegetables, be they
bulbous like the Onion or tuberous as in the

Potato.

The Potato, rich in nourishing matter, pro-

bably takes first place in vegetable roots, and
maincrop varieties will be ripening now, the

dying down of the haulm ancl the fully finishd

ripe growth of the tuber will denote the proper
time to lift. Choose a fine da}- for lifting, when
the soil is free and dry ; under these conditions

the Potatoes will turn up clean and can easity

be sorted into their different classes—small and
diseased to be used at once for pig or poultrj^

foo:l, greened and seed size to be saved in boxes
for next year's seed supply, and the large sound
ones stored in pit or shed for human food :

where a dry, dark shed with earthen floor is

available this may prove the best means of

storing, as the tubers can be turned and kept
clean at any time during the winter, and in all

weathers ; but everyone has not got such a store,

and a pit or clamp is then necessary. Proceed
by cutting to the clepth of one spade spit a space

of 3 feet to 4 feet wide by whatever length you
lind necessary for your quantity. Gather the

Potatoes in baskets, after they have thoroughly

dried in the open air, and only when dry place

them carefully into the pit, maldng sure that

none are bruised in the operation; raise them to

a sharp ridge and cover with straw—wheaten
preferred—to the dej)th of 9 inches or more.

Cover with soil taken out from a trench running

parallel with the pit itself, leaving a ridge of

straw uncovered, to permit of the Potatoes
drj'ing out, as when placed together a certain

sweating or heating takes place. The covering
may be fully completed in a Aveek or so to a total

depth of 18 niches
; finish smoothly by clapping

with the spade. A line of turf with the grass

side down makes a nice finished ridge besides

being thoroughly weatherproof. If several

varieties are pitted in one pit they may be
separated by layers of straw. The Potatoes
stored in a dry, well-drained site under a deep
non-conducting layer of material, such as straw,

bracken, leaves or peat moss, covered by an
outer coat of earth, will keep well into the spring,

months without any need for examination,
until the growing season, when they should be
overhauled periodically and the pushing growths
removed carefully. Storing for food naturally

applies to maincrop varieties, but I have known
early and second early sorts, such as Sir John
Llewellyn and British Queen respectively, to

come out as a perfect food in March, April and
May.
The Onion, an equally favoured and valuable

food, must be treated in a different way. By
September the crop will have ripened com-
pletely, and of all the methods I know, stringing

is the best. This can be best done by taking a

strong piece of cord, three or as many feet long

as one cares to have it, sort out the coarse thick

necked or split bulbs for immediate use, keeping

the fine thin-necked ones for late keeping
;

these are generally better finished and ripened,

and, if strung together quite closely, will form
a neat rope of Onions, which can be cut from as

required without disturbing the other bulbs.

Hang the rope by a nail in a dry shed, lumber
room, coal cellar or scullery even, or if these

places cannot be had, then under a board, to

keep the rain off, against a wall will be found
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good keei^ing quarters. The Onions with necks

too short for stringing may be placed thinly in

trays and kept dry. The essential requirement

in storing Onions is to have them properly dried,

and, if the weather be wet at harvesting, I would

counsel a thorough drying over the kitchen tire,

taking care not to roast them, of course. If a

garden frame is available it will atford means for

drying quite a large quantity. When spring

approaches many of the bulbs will get soft and

signs of growth take place, use these bulbs

before they become
unfit, and, if too many
run in, one can plant

out with a chance of

their splitting into

several growths ere

sending lip their flower

heads- These growths

willmake useful flavour-

ing for soups, stews,

&c., and may save the

younger autumn sown
ones from a premature
drawing.
The Carrot need not

be lifted until the

autumn days become
frosty. These roots

may be stored in pits

or sheds, like Potatoes,

the difference in storing

is, however, great

;

Carrots are laid in

layers with sand under
and overlying each

layer, the leaves are

removed about an inch

above the root, and all

split or deformed Car-

rots selected for early

use. They require a

nice protective cover-

ing of soil over them only where placed in

the open, but in a shed or proper root storing

room sand is all that is needed. Should a supply

of sand not be easily obtained, then fine soil,

sifted coal ashes or peat moss will be equally

suitable to cover them Avith.

Beetroot requires great care in lifting, and
must be dug up with a fork. Should the smallest

part of the taproot or skin be broken the Beet
will bleed, and when cooked will have lost all its

beautiful red colouring besides much of the

flavour. The leaves must be wrung off by hand,
not cut by knife, and the central rosette of

leaves should be left without injury. Store

Group of
Roots may be

exactly as the Carrot, taking cai-e to have the

taproot facing inward for fear of injury by
pressure from outside. Some growers have
advocated leaving Beetroots in the growing
quarters during winter, but I, although living in

a mild |)art of Ireland, cannot agree with that

advice ; exjjerience has taught me to store care-

fully and in a frost-proof place.

Turnips are comparatively easily kept through
the winter in either shed or pit with enough
covering to exclude frost, while the July

and August sown ones
will grow on through
the hardest of winters.

Swedes may stand till

Decemter.
Parsnips are best

]ireserved where they
have been growing, and
to make sure of easy
lifting during the
hardest of frost, a
light ridge of leaf so'l

may be spread over the

crowns to keep the
soil soft.

Salsify and Scor-

zonera are both roots

not generally grown
and require little com-
ment. Treatment simi-

lar to Parsnip will suit

them, as all roots have
a fuller and fresher

flavour when stored as

near to nature's way
as possible ; every
grower should not

attempt new-fangled
ideas. Celery, if pro-

IDerly earthed, should

be left in the trench,

but given protection
ElJEMURr.

planted now

in frosty weather. Dry bracken or straw will

serve to ward off frost, and a weekly supply
may be lifted during frosty weather and kept
in a box of sand to save breaking the frosty

crust daily.

Artichoke (Jerusalem) can be lifted and
stored in sand or used from the open as found
most convenient ; the ripe stems must, of course,

be cut down to within a foot of the ground.

The Leek, as every one knows, can take care

of itself in the hardest weather and, although not

classed among the roots proper, it is a health-

giving, blood-enriching vegetable, which ought
to be more widely grown. A. F. Pearson.
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Planting Bulbs.

Despite tlie still urgent need to devote as much
space as possible to food crops, it is more than
likely that some ];ortion of our larger gardens
may still be available for planting bulbs and
other so called '' roots,"" though on a much-
restricted scale and strictly with a view of

keeping stock. There are often situations which
it would not pay to labour sufficiently to produce
good crops of vegetables, but which with little

preparation may be rendered suitable for growing
of bulbs in view of better times ahead.

as A. nemorosa and its numerous varieties,

A. appenina and A. blanda, the Wood Ginger,
A. ranunculoides, may be planted now in woods
and shrubberies where they will not interfere

with production.

The stately and beautiful Eremuri, while

requiring good treatment in the way of deep,

well-drained soil, may be easily accommodated
by preparing suitable stations among dwarf
shrubs in a sunny position.

Musearis, too, or, as they are commonly called,

Grape Hyacinths, are beautiful naturalised

under trees and on grassy banks. The popular
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Scilla hispanica -be planted with them there

will be a display from March till May, the S(iuills

flowering beautifully when the young fronds of

the Ferns are pushing forth. There are other

Squills, of course, which flower earlier—viz.,

Scilla sibirica and S. bifolia—which come in

March and light up many a corner with their

sparkling blue flowers. They are suitable for

the rock-garden, but in gardens where they have

been grown for years they are found coming

up in all sorts of places. For small gardens

they are extremely useful, as a few groups

may be grown under the windows or other

situation near the house, where they will

gladden all with their pretty flowers in early

spring.

Tuli^DS are among the most beautiful of hardy
bulbs, and make a brave show in many parts

of the garden. Many of the wild species are

suitably placed on the rock garden, and rival

in beauty the garden-raised forms. Tulips

generally are not suitable for naturalising in

grass, though T. sylvestris may be induced to

flourish under trees Avhich do not throw too dense

a shade. The Cottage and Darwin varieties of

robust habit may, however, be grown in the open
spaces in shrubberies by simply loosening the

soil and adding a spadeful of sand. They are

mostly tall growers, and look very attractive in

April and May. It is unlikely that anyone will

wish to fill beds with these or other bulbs at the

present time, biit those who have stocks on hand,

or who desire to have flowers for sending to

hospitals and Fetes for our fighting men, should

endeavour to f^nd odd corners where sufficient

may be grown to keep alive the national love

of flowers. Last on our list, but perhaps most
important of all,we place the "Dancing Dafi^odil."

Of all bulbous plants there is none so well

adapted for growing in grass and for naturalising

in all sorts of places. They do not care for a
dry, hot soil, at least the larger growers,but there

are few soils that will not grow Daffodils of some
kind. Very many of them increase rapidly, and
though some of the finer new varieties are too
dear for extensive planting in these times, yet

there are scores of beautiful varieties of the
various sections procurable at very low rates

as a rule. Those, therefore, who would have
quantities of flowers for early cutting should
consult a bulb merchant at the earliest oppor-
tunity with a view to acquiring early such
bulbs as may be wanted, and whicli may be had
at a reasonable price.

It will be necessary to write for catalogues,
as they cannot be sent out unless asked for.

B.

Henbane.

HYOSCYAMU.S NIGEE, L.

The information which is available at present

regarding the characteristics, culture, &c., of

medicinal herbs is often vague and inaccurate.

For instance, Hyoscyamus niger has been
endowed by recent writers with a degree of

capriciousness amounting almost to self-will, and
even learned botanists disagree as to whether it

is primarily an annual or a biennial.

With reference to Henbane, the writer has

made rather extensive inquiries, observations

and experiments during this season and last,

with results that are surprisingly consistent.

An hypothesis based on these results may
stimulate interested readers to help in solving

this riddle.

Hyoscyamus niger, in the wild state, probably
exists normally as a biennial in localities where
conditions are sufficiently favourable to permit
of the roots surviving the winter. The species

is, however, very much inclined to produce
" sports " which seed the first year. Through
the agency of natural selection these sports may
have enabled the species to persist as an annual
under natural conditions which were fatal to

the biennial. The foregoing is a probable ex-

planation of the fact that the species has been
found persisting as a biennial in the West of

Ireland and as an annual along the eastern coast.

(See illustration at page 134.) Competent
observers have similarly reported that Henbane
is an annual in parts of Suffolk and a biennial

in Cornwall.

In the first year of growth the annual and
biennial varieties display differences in appear-

ance which are so wide as to be almost specific,

but the biennial closely resembles the aiinual

variety in the second year of growth. The two
varieties might easily be confused by collectors

of seed from wild plants, and this circumstance

may have given rise to the prevalent idea that

the plant may become either an annual or

biennial on the slightest provocation.

The writer's experience is that the two
varieties breed practically true in Ireland. In
fact it is considered rather fortunate that two
plants out of several thousand plants having the

characteristics of true biennials have shown a

tendency to produce seed in the first year.' If

this seed should ripen, it will afford material

for further interesting experiments.

August 1917. G. N. Keller.
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Notes.

Rhododendron Sphaeranthum-
This interesting new Chinese Rhododendron was
discovered by Mr. George Forrest in the moun-
tains west of the Fengkon Valley. It belongs to

the dwarf shrubby species already rej)resented

in our gardens by R. intricatum. The evergreen
narrowly lanceolate leaves are | to | inch long
and ^ inch wide, glabrous above, scaly on the
underside. It has a very small calyx and a
white or rose corolla reflexed to half an inch

in diameter.

Mr. Forrest's specimen, No. 12505, collected

in June, 1914, at 12-13,000 feet elevation,

suggests that R. sphseranthum is a very free

flowering species which should prove a valuable
addition to the rock garden and borders of

Ericaceae shrubs.

Prostranthera lasianthos.

This beautiful flowering shrub is a member of

the Nat. Ord. Labiatse, and comes from
Australia. That it is fairly hardy is proved by
the fact that it came safely through the late

severe winter and spring at Rostrevor House,
Co. Down, where Sir John Ross of Bladensburg
grows so many plants successfully, but, never-
theless, lost a number during the winter and
sirring. In July the fine specimen at Rostrevor
was a mass of flowers, our illustration being of a
number of sprays cut at that time.

Sir John Ross has kindly communicated the
following particulars :

—
'' Prostranthera lasian-

thos, as you know, is a very desirable flowering

shrub, and not as well known as it deserves to be.

It may not be hardy in every district in Ireland,

but it has stood out untouched here for several

years, and it was uninjured last cold winter and
spring, so it ought to do in many jDarts in these
islands. I got it about ten years ago, and at

first put it against a wall, but finding it hardier
than I expected I planted it out in the open
under shelter of some large Laurels, which, as

it grew, were gradually all cut away, so that now
it stands clear as you saw it the other day,
though in a sheltered position. It is evergreen,
with sweet -smelling leaves ; the flowers in

panicles composed of many white blossoms, each
a third of an inch or more across, with purple
throat. It flowers in July, and is very floriferous,

in fact it is a sheet of bloom. It now stands
about 14 feet high, some 9 feet through, and
the butt at the ground is some 5| inches in
diameter."

Onion Mildew.

This pest has appeared to a considerable extent,
during August, on spring-sown Onions. Fortu-
nately, Onions sown fairly early—say in April

—

had attained a fair size before being attacked,
consequently the damage will not be so great.
The leaves are the part first attacked, and if

badly affected they soon collapse, thereby
putting an end to the swelling of the bulbs. In
the June number of Irish Gardening a timely
article appeared under the heading Garden
Pests. In this mention was made of Onion
Mildew with the object of warning inexperienced
growers to be on their guard. It was recom-
mended to dust affected plants with a mixture
of 2 parts of Lime to 1 of Sulphur, and where
this has been done no doubt the attack would
be at least checked and the Onion bulbs enabled
to continue swelling for some time longer.
Growers will be well advised to avoid growing
Onions near the same place next season. If on
an Allotment the ojjposite end, or as far away
as possible, should be chosen for the Onion bed.
Trenching the ground is also an advantage,
throwing the top sj^it of soil in the bottom of the
open trench, so that any spores lying about are
buried. If the ground is to be cropped at once,
and the subsoil is not in condition to bring to
the surface, at least shovel off 2 or 3 inches of

the surface soil and bury as deeply as possible
;

apply lime freely to the soil and dig it in, as it

helps to destroy the spores and mitigate attack
the- folio wing season. Practice.

Caterpillars,

There seems to have been a plague of Cater-

pillars in many districts this season, and com-
plaints are rife anent the destruction of

Cabbages, Cauliflowers, &c. It is not easy to

suggest a remedy when the plants are at the

stage of being tit for cooking. Poisonous or

otherwise objectionable applications which would
soon get rid of the Caterpillars render the

Cabbages unfit for food, and so " the cure is as

bad as the disease."

A friend lately recommended the following

plan as being in his experience effectual in

saving the crop :—Take a handful of light

flexible twigs and go over the plot and lightly

switch over the Cabbages, thereby knocking off

the Caterpillars without doing any damage to

the plants. Then use the Scuffle freely between
the rows, and by so doing most of the pests will

be killed. Our friend avers that he has seen

considerable areas treated in this wa}^ with the

best results. It is well worth trying.
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PROSTTiANTHRRA LASIANTHOS,

Phofo hij n. M. Pollock

Trees and Shrubs.

Hydrangea akuorescexs grandiflora.

This handsome shrub flowered very freely in
August, and is certainly the most showy shrub
in flower at that time. The huge inflorescences

are composed entirely of sterile flowers—that is

to say, the bracts are highly developed at the
expense of the essential parts. A large specimen
is an object of much beauty and interest. Unlike
the common Hydrangea, this species should be
pruned back in spring, whereas the common
Hydrangea hortensis and its varieties should
not have the growths cut back in spring, as the
flowers are produced at the ends of the previous
year's shoots.

H. paniculata and the variety grandiflora are
also autumn flowerers, and will make a good
succession to H. arborescens. These autumn-
flowering species are very valuable and add
much interest to the gardens.

Trollius asiaticus.

Flowering long after the most of the Globe
Flowers are over this handsome plant make
a fine show in July. At the time of Avriting—
viz., the nth of the month—it is full of rich
yellow flowers carried on long stalks well above
the foliage. In rich, fairly retentive soil it

would make a handsome border plant, but in
dry districts it is best in the bog g^arden, where
it looks well in conjunction with the various
forms of Iris spuria, Astflbes and Spiraeas. It
is easily raised from seeds.

Pentstemon secundiflorus.

This little known species is well suited for the

rock garden, where it flowers finely in July,

and thus helps considerably to prolong the

display in this section of the garden. The
flowers are produced in a close one-sided spike

and are pale rosy-lilac in colour, very pleasing

when seen in a group ; the leaves are smooth
and shining. The plant is a biennial, or best

treated as such, seeds being freely produced.

Sown in August or earlier if procurable they will

provide good plants for putting out next spring.

Convolvulus cantabrica.

A MOST attractive " Bindweed "" with nothing of

the weed about it, but not always surviving the

winter in this district. It has lived for some
years, however, in a sunny, dry position, and is

delightful in August and September, when the
trailing shoots are furnished with pretty rosy-

pink flowers. The stems and leaves are furnished

with luiirs, which give the plant a greyish

appearance. The leaves are quite narrow,
almost linear, and it has not the leafy appearance
of C. mauritanicus, to which it forms a good
companion, Dublin,

Pjiewial IIe\ba\e.
From a photo at the Herb. Gioinuh, Aclare Manor
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Potatoes.

Thk year 1917 may well be reiaeinbered as the
" potato growing year." The most casual
observers cannot fail to be impressed by the
thriving plots all over the country. Amatevirs
and novices have become expert enthusiasts in

the culture of the valuable tuber, and much old

lore is being related daily as newly discovered
matter. Although every-day growers may be
inclined to treat this newly-found enthusiasm as

a joke, I personally think it worthy of the fullest

encouragement : indeed it is so refreshing that to

suppress the ardour of these amateurs by cold

ci'iticism might be termed sinful.

A lady some
months old in

potato culture
told me the
other day she
had discovered
the secret of
keeping disease
away, and de-
tailed the well-
known spraying
mixture ; in ad-
dition she in-

formed me that
the flowering of
the Potato had
not been so pro-
fuse since sonie
year in the
middle of last

century, and
thatyearproved
one of the
greatest of po-
tato crops. All
this m i g h t

amuse some,but
it was of great
interest to me.
and I have just
looked up some
old records, so
far the abnor-
mal flowering
year has not
come under my
notice, but I

have noted very
much that is

interesting and a good deal that we have been led
to believe the modern scientist has discovered.
In 1857 one cultivator relates his work in com-
bating the then virulent disease ; his modus
operandi was to dust the potato haulms with
quicklime while the dew was on them. This was
done at three stated intervals, much as we now
spray with sulphate of copper and lime ; the
results were eminently satisfactory. The progress
of the disease was particularly noticeable, as it is

still, during wet muggy weather.
Leaving the disease behind we come to the

question of boxing versus pitting potatoes for
seed purposes, and many records are found
clearly emphasising the benefits of boxing the
seed at lifting time. The old men plainly knew
what our young experts are teaching now with
regard to sprouting.

I!nODODi:\DliUN .Sl'H-iHANTHU

Photo by Mr.

Cultural details were then, I think, judging
from these old gardeners' writings, quite as well,
if not better, undei'stood in the middle of last
century than they are to-day, and one cannot
read the old messages without feeling the utmost
pride and respect for those past sages ; indeed
but for their teachings both practice and science
would cut a sorry figure in the present emergency,
and much of what we are now told is new would
be still unknown, and we should still be groping
in the clouds of doubtfulness.
One great evolution has, however, taken place

in the potato—that is, the change in named
varieties ; most of the older generation will
exclaim " to the detriment of flavour !

" Let us
be charitable
and attribute
this flavour
matter to the
change of taste
from the boy to
the manhood
stage, and still

we hanker after
the Dalmahoys
and Blue Re-
gents our grand-
mothers used to
set before us
in their torn
jackets with the
flour literally
bursting from
every rent. To
take a list given
in The Garden,
:March 23, 1872,
we have in ear-
lies : Myatt's
Ashleaf, Royal
Ashtop. Glou-
cester Kidney,
Alma, Harry
Kidney. I know
only one of these
by name—viz.,

Myatt's Ashleaf.
Next is given
for succession
W e,b b ' s I m-
perial, Sutton's
King of Pota-
toes and King
of Flukes ; for

long keeping, Yorkshire Hero, Rixton Pippin,
Belgian Kidney, and Yorkshire Hybrid are
recommended. Then follows a list of varieties to
suit different purposes, in which flgure Turner's
Union, Hogg's Coldstream, Scotch Blue, Dalma-
hoy. Carter's Maincrop, Alexandra, Wellington,
Victoria, kc, few of which I feel sure will be
remembered by present-day gardeners.
The judging of tubers in those days appears

to have been on the same lines as we still work,
and fine regular specimens w^ere favoured before
large coarse ones : much of this may appear
superfluous, but it proves that we are advancing
every year, and still benefiting by the work of
the early pioneers we may go on to vinknown
limits improving the cropping and disease-re-
sisting properties, but let us not be unmindful
of the question of flavour. Venturing an opinion

M GHOwiNu IN China.
Geo. FnrrPfif.
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I should be inclined to award the old Champion
the premier place in that category, but it lias not
the cropping powers of many of the newer sorts,

and accordingly I presume it must sooner or later
pay the penalty of being left behind in the race.
My intention in starting this note was to state

a few short facts, but I have got out of bounds,
and I recommend all growers of potatoes, whether
novice or expert, to select their seed tul)ers for
next year's work as they dig their crop. A more
perfect seed cannot be bought than the one boxed
now, and kept in a subdued light during winter.
A frost-proof house is the place to store the boxes.

A. F. P.

Plants and the Winter.

In our April number we published a letter from
Sir Frederick Moore commenting on the injury
done to many plants during the late severe
winter and spring. Sir Frederick ventured to
appeal to readers to " make a list of the injured
plants in their district during the period April
25th to May 5th. so that the lists may be made
under approximately similar conditions."
As it happened, the latter date proved rather

early, as the full extent of the damage done was
not determinable until later on in summer, and
even now the actual results cannot be accurately
stated, as some of the lists received show. Some
plants which seemed on the verge of iJerishing
subsequently made a remarkable recovery, and,
as reports both from Ireland and Scotland show,
have made more luxuriant growth than ever
before, the severe " pruning " by frost seemingly
having been beneficial. It may. however, require
another winter to determine which of the badly
injvired plants will ultimately survive. Those
plants which made a wonderful recovery, pro-
ducing new vigorous soft growths, may not
become sufficiently ripened to withstand even a
normal winter ; again, some shrubs not entirely
killed remained dormant for nearly half the
summer ere venturing to " break " again, and it

remains to be seen whether these new shoots
will live or perish.

During the interval since the publication of Sir

Frederick Moore's letter a considerable n'imber
of lists have been received, many of them of

some size. Clearly it was impossible to publish
all the lists together, and indeed no useful purpose
would be served in doing so, as in manv cases the
same plants occur through nearly all the lists.

In the meantime, we have chosen four repre-
senting the north, south, east and midlands.
No list was received from a. really v/estern garden,
but some indication oi the conditions there was
yiven by Mr. ^Murray Hornibrook in his notes on
the gardens of Ballynahinch Castle, Co. Galway,
in out" August issue.

With reference to the four lists published this
month, that from Sir John Ross of Bladensbnrg
may be taken as typical of a mild locality in the
north of Ireland. Favoured by a well-wooded
hill giving great shelter. Sir John has fori tied at
Rostrevor House a veritable gallery of rare and
beautiful trees and shrubs, and has ventured out
many plants usually grown in greenhouses, and
some of them rare even there. The results will be
seen in the lists he kindly sends.

Fota in the south may be regarded as corre-

sponding in some degree to Rostrevor in the north.
Long famous as one of the finest collections in
Ireland, it will be seen that the past winter took
its toll, yet the damage does not seem irretrievable;

In the colder climate and heavier soil of County
Meath, Lord Headfort has for some years been
building up a fine arboretum at Headfort House.
This list may be taken as a fair indication of the
hardiness of many trees and shrubs in the colder
inland counties.
The list compiled by Sir Frederick Moore from

the national collection at Glasnevin indicates the
results in what may be called intermediate
climatic conditions. Normally Glasnevin is not so
mild in winter as Fota or Rostrevor, but is

warmer than Meath and some of the more inland
counties, so that plants which have proved hardy
at Glasnevin may be considered fairly safe for
average conditions in most parts of Ireland. To
be strictly correct, we ought, doubtless, to state
the height above sea level, nature of the soil,

exposure, &c., in each case, but, as it is, intending
plantei\s may now or in the future be able to gain
an idea of " which plants can be depended on for
permanent effect and which are to be avoided."
In beginning a collection of trees and shrtibs and
other plants it will be possible, with the help of
the lists, to lay the foundation with reliable plants,
experimenting later with those doubtfully hardy,
but which might flourish and give much pleasure
for many years, let us hope, ere again we are
subjected to svich a disastrous winter and spring
as that of 1910-17.

In addition to the lists published in the present
number we have to acknowledge, with very many
thanks, others from the following :

—

E. H. Walpole, Esq., Mount Usher, Co. Wick-
low ; Murray Hornibrook, Esq., Knapton, Abbey-
leix. Queen's Co. ; A. V. Montgomery, Esq., Trim,
Co. Meath ; Mr. Patrick Schofield, gardener to
W. B. Purefoy, Esq., Greenfields, Tipperary ;

Mr. S. E. Colvin, gardener to Mr. Pack Beresford,
Fenagh House, Co. Carlow ; H. Leslie Ellis, Esq.,
Magherymore, Wicklow ; Robert Anderson, Esq.,
Supt., Phcenix Park, Dublin ; Mr. Henry Hall,
Shankill Castle Gardens, Co. Kilkenny ; Miss F. E.
Butler, Lavistown House, Kilkenny ; ^Ir. Garner,
head gardener, Castletown, Carrick-on-Sviir, per
G. E. Villiers Stuart, Esq. : Messrs. Wm. Watson
& Sons, Clontarf Nurseries, Dublin, and Walter
Willoughby, Esq., Haddon, Dartmouth Row,
Blackheath. S.E.

REPORT RECEIVED FROM THE MARQUIS OF
HEADFORT, HEADFORT HOUSE, CO. MEATH.

Gardener—Mr. W. E. TREViTniCK.

Ix his report to Lord Headfort, Mr. Trevithick says :

—

" It is very difficult to convey a true idea of the damage
done by the frost and cold winds succeeding it, for some
of the same kinds of plants in different situations have not

suffered alike. ... In the plantation of C'uprcssus lusi-

tanica,-out of 4.5 plants, 5 are dead, 5 are injured, while the

others do nft show the slightest trace of injury. Again,

2 plants of (ieni.sta maderense by the Heath House are

killed, while one plant on the south coi-ncr of the same
island is uninjured. Many of the trees that show signs of

distress now were to all appearance only slightly injured

by the mid-winter frosts, but the frosts in late March and
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1st April (11°)—when probably there was a movement of

sap—did the greater injury, and now for the last 3 weeks
we have had sunny days and N.E. wind, and the trees are

showing how badly they have been injured." (May 7th.'*

Plants Killed.

Acacia

—

calamifolia.

Dietrichiana.

linifolia.

longifolia.

verticillata.

Whanii

.

Callistemon—
coccineus.

lanceolatus.

Callitris robusta.

Carmichselia australis.

Cassia

—

corymbosa.
tomentosa.

Casuarina glauca.

Cistus —
albidus.

creticus.

salvifolius.

villosus.

Clianthus puniceus.

Cordyline australis

Coronilla

—

glauca.

valentina.

Corynocarpus Isevigatus.

Cytisus

—

filipes.

linifolius.

Cupressus

—

Bermudiana.
thurifera (probably Fuiie-

bris).

Dacrydium cupressinum.
Dodonffia tenuifolia.

Eucalyptus

—

amygdalina.
cordifolia.

coriacea.

gigantea.

MuUeri.

urnigera (two plants sur-

vived).

viminalis.

of (30 plants, from 4 to 8

feet, planted out of pots

in June 1916. only the

two plants mentioned are

alive.

Genista

—

elegans.

ferox.

monosperma.
madercnse.

Glyptostrobus heterophyllus.

Grevillea rosmarinifolia.

Juniperus

—

Bermudiana.
scopulorum.

Lagunaria Patersonii.

Lavendula dentata.

Leptospermum

—

bullatum.
ericoides.

scoparium.
Libocedrus macrolepis.

Olearia argophylla.

Pinus

—

canariensis.

halepensis.

osteosperma.

Pittosporum

—

tenuifolium.

undulatum.
Plagianthus pulehellus.

Polygala myrtifolia.

Raphiolepis ovata.

Rhamnus alaternus.

Rosmarinus officinalis.

Senecio eleagnifolia.

Stranvsesia ^lauccscens.

Vitis sempervirens.

Plants Injured.

h = badly. s = slightty.

Abutilon vitifolium, 6.

Anthyllis. Barba J.^vis, 6.

Buddleia Colvillei, b.

Ceanothus
divaricutus, b.

Veitcheanus, 6.

Calceolaria violacea, b.

Clioisya ternata, b.

Cupressus

—

Benthamii elegans, s.

Formosensis, s.

Macnabiana, s.

Distylum racemosuni. s.

Edwardsia

—

tetraptera, 6.

microphylla, b.

Escallonia

—

macrantha, 6.

montevidensis, h.

Habrothamnus

—

fascicularis,/6.

Newelli, b.

Indigofera flor-bunda, b.

Jasminum primulinum, i

Juniperus

—

excelsa, s.

littoralis, .f.

procera, s.

procumbens, s.

tamariscifolia, b.

venusta, s.

Keteleeria fortunei, s.

Laurus camphora, s.

Lomatia ferruginea, s.

Myrtus

—

Luma, b.

communis, .«.

Olearia nitida, 6.

Passi flora ca-rulca, b.

Pentstemon cordifolius, b.

Phormium

—

Colensoi, b.

tenax, b.

Pinus

—

densiflora, 6.

patula, 6.

Sabiniana, b.

Armandi, s.

Lambcrtiana, 5.

leucodermis, s.

pseudo-strobus, s.

Tricuspidaria

—

dependens, s.

lanceolata, «.

Tsuga Brunoniana, ?.

Viburnum Awafuki, b.

Veronica Hulkcana, 6. Also
all the shrubljy Veronicas,

excepting Traversii.

REPORT FROM SIR JOHN ROSS OF BIADENS-
BURG, K.C.B., K.C.V.O., ROSTREVOR HOUSE,
CO. DOWN.

The autumn of 1916 was unusually harsh and wet, and
plants failed to ripen their wood properly ; they were
therefore ill -prepared to resist the cold that followed.

Then came the winter, which in this district was severe

and long, when the frost lasted, with only two breaks,

from early in December iintil nearly the middle of April.

There was a short break for a few days in the beginning of

January and another for some two weeks—end of Feb-
ruary and beginning of March. But during the rest of the
time the thermometer stood generally from 28*^ to 31"

;

occasionally the mercury dropped to 21° or 22° for one
night only, and the lowest reading was 19° one night in

Easter week. There were also periods of cold icy winds,
and in February they continued without any change for

nearly ten days, thermometer at 28° or 29°. End of

March the first fall of snow took place, and another in

April with a blizzard, temperature 31°.

Of the half-hardy plants many, of course, have been
destroyed ; but there are others which resisted the cold

very well and are iminjured. The following list, showing
the killed, injured, and uninjured, in the gardens of

Rostrevor House, may be of interest. Only those species

are included among the /cih'ed which had already success

fully stood out a winter : many of them had been out for

several years, and some had grown well and were quite

large plants. Among the i7ijic^ed, s is put after the name
of a plant when only slightly damaged, and 6 when badly
luirt.

Killed.

Acacia

—

calamifolia.

Cyclops.

eburnea.
longifolia.

pulchella.

pycnantha.
Araujia sericifera.

Arundinaria spathiflora.

Astroloma pinifolia.

Banksia

—

marginata.
spinulosa.

Berberis arguta.

Brachylaena dentata.

Calandrinia umboUata.
Callitris australis.

Casuarina

—

cunninghamiana.
distyla.

glauca.

lepidophloia.

suberosa.

Cinnamomum officinale.

Cistus vaginatus.

Cordyline hyb, " van Groot
(doucetti X indivisa).

Correa

—

alba.

magnifica.

Corynocarpus la?vigata.

Cryptocarya australis.

Cytisus

—

lilipes.

linifolius.

Dendromecon rigidum.

Diosma ericoides.

Dodonaea viscosa.

Eucalyptus

—

alpina.

delegate nsis.

Genista ephedroides.

Gnida carinata.

Grevillea

—

alpina.

hilliana.

Hakea (unnamed from
Cranbrook, Australia).

Hymenosporum flavum.

Isopogon latifolia
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Killed—continued.

Juui penis protera.

Ligustruni massalon<;ianuni.

Malvastrum capense

Melaleuca

—

hypericifolia.

beissiana.

nesophila.

one other, unnamed.
Myoporum Ijetuni.

Nierembergia frutcscens.

Olearia

—

angustifolia.

Chathamica.
ramulosa.

Pinus longifolia.

Rhabdothamnus solandri

Rhododendron

—

eiliicalyx.

oxyphyllum.
Rhus integrifolia.

Senccio perdicioides.

SoUya heterophylla.

Sphacele campanulata.
Sphwralcea munroana.
Stillingia sebifera.

Zanthoxylum acantha-
podieus.

Injured.

Glyptostrobu.s heterophyl-

lus, s.

Junipenis bermudiana, a
Podocarpus elongata, s.

Taxodium raueronatum, s.

Tetraclinis articulata.

Acacia

—

alata, h.

armata, s.

baileyana, b,

neriifolia, b.

verticillata.6 (some killed).

Acer Hookeri,

Arbutus furiens.

Aristolochia altissima, s.

Astelia Banksii.

Banksia integrifolia, b (some
killed),

littoralis, b.

Bowkeria tripbylla (one

killed).

Brachyglottis repanda, b.

Bursaria spinosa, s.

Calceolaria

—

Sinclairii.

violacea.

Calystegia macrostegia.

Cantua dependens, b.

Cassinia leptophylla, s.

Casuarina equisetifolia, b.

Carmichselia flagelliformis,s.

Oestrum—
elegans, b.

fasciculatum.

Newellii, s.

Parqui.

Chilianthus oleaceus, b.

Citharexylon reticulatum. s

Clethra arborea, b.

Ciianthus puniceus, 6 (some
killed).

Coprosma serrulata.

Crossosoma californica, b.

C;ytisus proliferv.s.

Dais cotinifolia, b.

Diplorrhena Moreea, b.

Erica cerinthoides, b.

Escallonia montcvidensis.

Eucalyptus

—

acervula, s.

leucoxylon, b.

obliqua, s (one killed),

resinifera, b.

Eupatorium

—

dcltoideum, b.

Purpusii, b.

weinmannianum, s.

Euphorbia

—

biglandulosa.

mellifera, s.

Genista elegans.

Grevillea robusta, b.

Greyia Sutherlandii, h.

Hakea

—

florida, b.

pugioniformis, s.

Haloragis alata.

Hoheria populnea, s.

Ilex tragi lis, s.

Laurus canariensis, .9.

Lavatera maritima bicolor. h

(a large plant killed).

Leptosepermum Bosca-

wenii, s.

Leucopogon Richei.

Melaleuca armillaris, b

Melia Azederach, h.

Mesembryantheraum inton -

sum, b.

Metrosideros

—

diffusa.

hypericifolia.

Mimulus glutinosus.

Mitraria coccnea, .9.

Moraea Madeay i, b.

Mutisia

—

Clematis, b.

decurrens, s.

Myoporum acuminatum.
Myrica cerifera, 0.

Myrsine

—

salicina, b.

semiserrata.

Urvillei.

Myrtus

—

bullata, s.

communis var. boetica, s.

obcordata, s.

Nesaea salicifolia.

Nothofagus cliffortioides, s.

Nothopanax arborea.

Olearia argophylla, b, hyb
(self-sown, argophylla" x
macrodonta ?), s.

Peumus Boldus, 6.

Pistacia

—

atlantica, b.

Lentiscus, •?.

Pittosporum coriaceum, s.

Plumbago capensis.

Polypodium Billardierii.

Pomaderris apctala, b.

Potentilla vilmoriniana, s.

Prostanthera violacea, s.

Proustia pyrifolia, b.

Prunus caroliniana.

Pseudopanax Lessoaii, b.

Pteris serrulata, b.

Quercus

—

agrifolia, s.

Suber.

Restio subverticillata.

Rhus lancea, b.

Romneya—
Coulterii.

tricliocarpa, 6.

Salvia

—

aurea, b.

Grahami.

Sedum prealtum. s.

Semele androgyne.
Smodingium argutum.
Stenocarpus salignum, s.

Styphelia fasciculata. s.

Sutherlandia frutcscens, s.

(some killed).

Swainsonia coronillaefolia,

vciv. alba.

Veronica, hyb. (large leaf>

red flower).

Viburnum odoratissimum, s.

Visnea mocanera, s.

Vitis strata.

Westringia rosmarini-

formis, b.

Zizyphus Gizaldi, s.

Callitris

—

oblonga.
robusta.

verrucosa (one killed).

Cineraria

—

Heritieri (some killed).

Cunninghamia lanceolata.

Cupressus cashmiriana (one

slightly injured).

Dacrydium—
Colensoi.

Franklinii.

cupressinum.
Juniperus cedrus.

Keteleeria Davidii.

Uninjured.
Bursaria Pantoni.

liibocedrus

—

chilensis.

douiana.
macrolepis. /-, j ^

Phyllocladus tnchomanoides ^^l^P^ff^rf,!!"^

Pinus

—

Calceolaria

—

alba (one slightly injured),

integrifolia (several killed).

Callistemon

—

coccineus.

lanceolatus.

rigidus.

rugulosus.

salignus.

sanguineus.

Sieberi.

Calycotome—
infesta.

spinosa.

Carmichpelia

—

australis.

Enysii.

odorata.

canariensis.

patula.

Podocarpus Nageia.

Tsuga Brunoniana.

Acacia

—

dealbata.

decurrens.

melanoxylon.
Adenocarpus frankenioides

(one killed).

Agave

—

Franzosini.

Salmaniana (one died).

Anopterus glandulosus.

Anthyllis Barba .Jovis (some
killed or injured).

Arbutus

—

canariensis.

esjjinosa.

Berberis Fremonti.

Billardiera

—

fruticosa.

longiflora.

Cassinia retorta.

Cinnamomum Camphora.
Citharexylon bessoniamim.

Clematis—
indivisa,

lobata.

Colquhounia vestita,

Coprosma—
Cunninghamii.
lucida.

Petriei.

propinqua.

Cordyline —
australis.

Banksii.

indivisa.

Corokia

—

Cotoneaster.

macrocarpa.
virgata.

Cotyledon—

•

agavoides.

farinosa.

roseata.
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Cyathodes robusta
Cytisus racemosus.
Damnacanthus iiidicus.

Dendropaiiax japonica.

Dlanella

—

coerulea.

tasmanica.

Dicksonia antaretica.

Dienanthe bifida.

Drimys colorata.

Dryandra formosa.
Embothrium coccineum.
Ephedra altissima.

Eucalyptus —
amygdalina.
cinerea.

coccifera.

cordata.

globulus.

hsemastoma (some injured)

MacArthurii.
Maidenii (one killed).

Muellerii.

pauciflora.

stellulata.

urnigera.

vernicosa.

Eucryph-a Billardierii.

Eugenia myrti folia.

Feijoa sellowiana.

Fremontia californica.

Genista ferox (two larger

plants killed).

Gordonia anomala.
Guevina avellana.

Hakea

—

glabella.

rugosa.

ulicina.

Hibbertia Readii.

Hymenanthera dentata var.

angustifolia. Novse-
Zelandise.

Ilex—
insignis.

platyphplla.

Jacobinia floribunda.

Juglans boliviensis.

Lapageria rosea.

Lagerstrneniia indica.

Laurelia serrata.

Leitneria floridana.

Leptospermum

—

australis.

Chapmanni,
ericoides.

laevigatum.

Nairni.

Nicholi.

pubescens.

scoparium.
stellatuni.

Ligustrum Walkeri.

Litssea japonica.

Loraatia

—

ferruginea.

longifolia.

tinctoria.

Maytenus ilicifolia.

Melicytus ramiflorus.

Metrosideros lucida.

Musa basjoo.

Mutisia ilicifolia.

Myrsine afrirana.

Nertera depressa.

Nothofagus

—

antartica.

betuloides.

Cunninghamii.
fusca.

Menziesii.

obliqua.

procera.

ISiotospartium Carmichselise.

Olea—
arborea.

europsea.

Olearia

—

insignis.

seraidentata.

Panax

—

arborea.

Colensoi.

Parsonsia albiflora.

Pentstemon cordifolius.

Philesia buxifolia.

Pimelea longiflora.

Pitcairnea

—

c'crulea.

spathacea.

Pittosporum patulum.
Prostanthera lasianthos.

Pseudopanax

—

crassifolium.

ferox.

Punica Granatum.
Puj'a chilensis.

Quercus—

-

alnifolia.

chrysolepis densiflora.

incana.

Rhododendron

—

Dalhusiae.

Edgeworthii.

lanatum.
Rhodostachys pitcairnije-

folia.

Sarracenia purpurea.

Senecio
Hectori.

rotundifolius (one slightly

injured).

Tapiscia sinensis.

Teucrium fruticans (some
badly injured).

Teucridium brevifolium (one

killed).

Iricuspidaria dependens (one

slightly injured).

Umbellularia californica.

Veronica diosmafolia, self-

sown seedlings (the larger

plants injured).

Whipplea modesta.
Weinmannia racemosa.
Xylosma racemosum ; var.

pubescens.

Yucca baccata.

REPORT RECEIVED FROM FOTA, THE RESIDENCE
OF LORD BARRYMORE, CO. CORK.

Gardener—Me. Ernest Beckett.

* Signifies growing on a wall.

Killed.

Aristotelia racemosa.
Brachysema lanceolata.

Broussonetia papyrifera.

*Cassia corymbosa.
Celtis faber.

*Ceanothus azureus.

Diosma ericoides.

Erythrina Crista-Gallii.

*Lavatera assurgentifiora.

*Lavatera maritima bicolor.

Pinus

—

Teocote.

Lumboltzii.

pseudo-strobus.

Phoenix canariensis.

*Poinciana Gilliesii.

Pittosporum crassifolia.

Senecio compactus.
*Sollya heterophylla.

Taxodium mexicanura.

Injured.

Abelia rupestris, slightly.

*Abutilon vexillarium varie-

gatum, hit rather hard,

but breaking.

Acacia melanoxylon, badly
browned.

*Aloysia citriodora, killed to

ground level.

Arundinaria Falconerii,

badly browned.
Arundo douax, disfigured,

but breaking freely.

*Aspara^us retrofractus,

killed to ground.

Buddleia

—

Colvillei, bush in open
badly cut.

salicifolia, varying ac-

cording to position.

Calceolaria

—

*violacea, suffered,

integrifolia, killed to

ground level.

Carpentaria Californica,

slightly.

Cassinia fulvida, slightly.

Cassia corymbosa, breaking

from ground.
*Ceanothus Gloire de Ver-

sailles, slightly.

*Clianthus puniceus. badly

in places.

Coprosma repens, slightly.

Cordyline

—

Banksii, slightly,

indivisa vera, slightly

Corokea buddleioides, hit

rather hard.

Cotoneaster augustifolia,

hit rather hard.

Cupressus

—

Kashmiriana, slightly.

macrocarpa,slightly dam-
aged in exposed site.

*Cytisus fragrans. hit hard,

but breaking freely.

Daphniphyllum glaucescens

slightly.

Dicksonia Antarctica, last

season's fronds injured,

but breaking as usual.

Erica Mediterranea,slightly,

Escallonia

—

Monte vidensis, slightly,

pterocladon, slightly.

Eucalyptus globulus,

breaking.

Eupatoriuni r i p a r i u m ,

slightly.

Euphorbia mellifera, hit

rather hard.

Fejoia Selloviana, slightly.

Ficus repens, growing on
outside wall of cool

house and frames

;

slightly injured.

Garrya

—

elliptica, quite disfigured

where sun's rays
caught.

Thuretii.

Grevillea rosmarinifoJia,

badly in places.

Habrothamnus—

•

*elegans, breaking behind
freely.

*Newellii, breaking behind
freely.

Hakea saligna, badly in

places.

Indigofera Gerardiana,

slightly.

Itea virginica, breaking from
base ; very small plant.

*Jasminum primulinum,
proved fairly hardy.

Juniperus

—

Bermudiana, slightly,

procera, very slight.

Laurus—
Camphora, proved fairly

hardy,
nobilis, browned in

places,

nobilis var. salicifolia,

badly browned.
Lejjtospermum lanigerum,

certain branches
badly.

Ligustrum coriaceum.

Mandevillea suaveoleus,

breaking freely.

Metrosideros florida, rather

bad.
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Injured—contimied.

Mitraria coccinca, very
slight.

Myrsine Urvilloi.

Ozothamnus losmaini-
folius. slightly.

*Passiflora cojrulca.

Constance Elliot.

Phoenix Senegalensis,

badly.

Phorniiums, slightly.

Photinia sorrulata, slightly.

Phygelius Capcnsis, badly
disfigured.

Piiius canariensis, several

growths disfigured.

Restio subverticillatus,

slightly.

Rhaphithamnus cyanocar-
pus.

Rubus australis.

Ruscus Androgyims, killed

to the grouiiii.

Salvia Grahami.
*Smilax aspera maiiretanica,

slightly.

*iSolanum jasminoides,
killed to the ground.

Sojihora

—

microphylla.

viciifolia.

Veronica

—

Andersonii, and varieties,

salicifolia, according to

position.

Uninjured.

Abutifolium vitifoliun^

album.
Acacia dealbata.

Aciphylla Colensoi.

Azara—
microphylla.

integrifolia.

serrata.

Baccharis patagonica.
Benthamia fragifera.

Berberis, in variety.

Buddleia

—

variabilis,

globosa.

Cfesalpinia japonica.

*Chimonanthus fragrans.

Carmichaelia australis.

Camellias, in variety.

Castanopsis chrysophylla.
Cerocarpus betulsefolius.

Choisya tenuata.

*Citrus Citrange.

trifoliata.

Clerodendron

—

trichotomum.
foetidum. Breaking as

usual.

Colletia

—

cruciata.

horrida.

Cordyline australis.

Crinodendron—
dependens.
Hookerianum.

Dacrydium Franklinii.

Datura sanguinea, break-
ing from the base as
usual.

Davidia involucrata.

Decaisnea Fargesii.

Desfontainea spinosa.

*Diospyros Kaki.
Drimys

—

aromatica.

Winterii.

Embothrium coccineum.
Eukianthus campanulatus.
Eriobotrya japonica.

Eucalyptus

—

coccifera.

coriacea.

viminalis.

Eucommia ulmojdes.
Eucryphia pinnatifolia.

Eugenia

—

apiculata.

Ugni.
Fagus

—

Cunninghamii.
obliqua.

Fabiana imbricata.

Fitzroya patagonica.

*Fremontia

—

Californica, newly
planted.

Veronica Hulkeana,
newly planted.

Fuchsia Riccartonii.

Grevillea

—

sulphurea.

rosmarinifolia, one bush
uninjured.

*Gordonia anomala..

(lunnera manicata, unpro-
tected, by water.

Gymnocladus canadensis.
Hakea pugioniformis.

Hoherea populnea lanceo-

lata.

Hymenanthera crassifolia.

Lagerstrcemia indica.

*Lapageria.

Leptosperm um

—

Chapmanii.
Nicholii.

grandiflorum.

Lomatia ferruginea.

Musa Basjoo, stems pro-

tected and growth as

usual.

Nandina domestica.

Notospartium Carmichseliae

Olearia

—

Forsterii.

macrodonta.
furfuracea.

nummularisefolia.

stellulata.

virgata.

Osmanthus Delavayii.

Pinus Grcggii.

Pittosforum, in variety.

Plagianthus Lyallii.

Podocarjjus

—

aifinis.

Chilinus.

dacrydioides.

Totara.

Prumnopitys elegans.

Rhodotypos Kerrioides.

*Rhyncospcrmum—

*jasminoides.
*

,, variegatum.
Ribes laurifolium.

Ruscus.
*Schizophragma hydrangeoi-

des.

Sterculia platana^folia.

Taxodium imbricatum.
Tencrium fructicans.

Torreya Californica.

Veronica Traversii.

Viburnums, in variety.

REPORT COMPILED AT THE BOTANIC GARDENS,
GLASNEVIN, FROM PLANTS GROWING IN THE
OPEN.

Killed.

Adenocarpus foliolosus.

Arbutus diversifolia.

Buddleia auriculata.

Convolvulus cneorum.
Cestrum Parqui.

Calceolaria integrifolia.

Calycotome spinosa.

Correa

—

magnifica.

speciosa.

Ceanothus

—

arboreum.
spinosus.

Coprosma lucida.

Cupressus Kashmeriana.
Clematis cirrhosa.

Cydonia sinensis.

Carmichaelia odorata.

Cordyline

—

lentiginosa.

australis.

Dorycnium hirsutum.
Dichroa febrifuga.

Eucalyptus

—

rubida.

paniculata.

Smithii.

Fabiana imbricata, killed in

shade, safe in sun.

Fuchsia fulgens.

Fagus procera.

Hypericum

—

fragile.

olymjjicum.

Hookerianum.
balearicum.

Juniperus

—

Bermudiana.
jDrocera.

Lavatera albia.

Leptos23ermum—
scoparium.
Nicholi.

Libocedrus Chilensis, young,
moved.

Myrsine—
urvillei.

semiserrata.

africana.

Mallotus japonicus.

Olearia

—

Solandri.

rotundifolia.

Pittosporum

—

Mayii.

eugenoides.

Fairchildi.

coriaceum.
Phlomis fruticosa.

Photinia

—

serrulata, var. rotundi-

folia.

Benthamiana.
Pinus

—

Ayacahuite.
Mitis.

Rubus bambusarum.
Sphacele campanulata.
Senecio perdicioides.

Salvia Grahami.
Veronica Veitchii.

Killed to the Ground.

Andrachne racemosa.
Abies religiosa.

Buddleia

—

officinalis.

Forresti.

Clematis brachiata.

Cordyline australis.

Dabteeia polifolia.

Deutzia staminea.

Eucalyptus—
citriodora.

resinifera.

viminalis.

Smithii.

stuartiana.

jKinctatis.

Eupatorium Weinmannia-
num.

Euphorbia mellifera.

Evodia Bodineri.

Euonymus Hamiltonianus.
Escallonia

—

revoluta.

montevidense.
illinita.

Eugenia Ugni.
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Fuchsia riccartoni

Hypericum

—

chinense.

Kalmianum.
Ilex intricata.

Juniperus.

Lyciura afrum.
Leucopogon Richei.

Myrtus

—

variegata.

Ugni.

Marlea begonisefolia.

Magnolia macrophylla.

Olearia

—

Traversii.

Fosteri.

macrocephala
Pcntstemon cordifolius.

Phormium atropurpuieum.

Plagianthus pulchellus.

Prunus pumila.

Philadelphus

—

roseus.

uniflorus.

Coulteri.

Rubus ichangensis.

Seclum prsealtum.

Senecio

—

Hectori.

Munroi.

Veronica

—

Dieffenbachii.

Balfouriana.

Weinmannia sylvicola.

Xylosma racemosa.

Slightly Injured.

Badly Injured.

Abelia floribunda.

Azara

—

serrata.

dentata.

microphylla.

Atriplex halimus.

Aristotelia Macqui.

Arbutus

—

canariensis.

Unedo.
Berberis levis.

Baccharis patagonica.

C'hoisya ternata.

Citheroxylon Bessoniana.

Ceanothus

—

thyrsiflorus var. griseus.

Veitchii.

Celtis labilis.

Corokea cotoneaster.

Cupressus

—

MacNabiana.
funebris.

torulosa.

Benthamiana.
lusitanica.

Cornus capitata.

Clematis splendens.

Cotoneaster angustifolius.

Cordyline australis (some

killed).

Coriaria

—

mj^rtifolia.

ruscifolia.

Desmodium tilisefolia.

Deutzia

—

corymbosa.
setchuenensis.

Eucalyptus MacArthuri.

Eucryphia cordifolia.

Embothrium coccineum.

Erica

—

mediterranea (tall forms).

Veitchii.

Scoparia.

arborea,

Escallonia^-

rubra.

organensis.

pulverulenta

viscosa.

all others slightly.

Eucalyptus

—

viminalis.

Gunnii.

Fagus Cunninghamii.
Fuchsia Riccartoni.

Fig (old plant.)

Garrya elliptica.

Helianthcmum ocymoidcs (in

places.)

Hypericum—

•

uralum.
Henryi.

Iberis sempcrvirens.

Ligustrum Henryi.

Myrica californica.

Myrtus Luma.
Myrtle.

Mitraria coccinea.

Olearia

—

insignis.

nitida.

myrsinoides.
macrodonta.

Pittosporum

—

Mayii.

undulatum.
Phormium Colensoi.

Podocarpus—

•

Hallii.

Totara.

Photinia Davidsoniana.

(All Photinias bad).

Prunus Mira.

Pinus

—

Briitia.

patula.

Rhodo sublanceolatum.

Rubus

—

flagelliformis.

Parker:.

australis.

Senecio

—

laxiHorus.

Grayi.

Tsuga Brunoniana.
Torreya tenuifolia.

'I'ricuspidaria lanceolata

Veronica

—

Canterburyensis.
Hulkeana.
parviflora.

Autumn Glorj\

epacridea.

Abutilon vitifolium.

Anthyllis Hermannise.
Asimina triloba.

Ailanthus

—

Vilmoriniana.

Giraldii.

Arbutus

—

RoUisonii.

Unedo magnifica.

Acer

—

sinensis concolor.

catalpifolia.

longipes

Berberis Sargentiana.

Cordyline indivisa.

Carpentaria californica.

Ceanothus Russellianus.

Callicarpa japonica.

Cneorum tricoccum.

Carmichselia australis.

CoUetia horrida.

Chinese Oaks, generally

tender, such as Q. glan-

dulifera, spathulata, &c.

Discaria serratifolia.

Drimys Winteri.

Deutzia scabra.

Eriolobus Delavayi.

Erica mediterranea,

compact forms.

Eucalyptus—
coccifera.

Whittinghamensis.
urnigera.

Erica lusitanica.

Fagus cliffortio'.des.

Gleditschia caspica.

Genista pilosa (old plant).

Leycesteria formosa.

Lagerstroemia indica.

Mahonia fascicularis.

Magnolia grandiflora.

Olearia

—

avicenniaefoHa.

ilicifolia.

Osmanthus Fortunei.

Plagianthus Lyallii

Phormium Hookcri
Punica granata.

Pittosporum nigrescens.

Perowskia atriplicifolia.

Pinus

—

ccmbroidcs
Montezumae.
Raphiolepis japonica.

Quercus Suber.
Stransvsesia undulata.
T ricuspidaria lanceolata.

Vi burnum macrocephaJum.

Allotments as a Permanent Institution.

The importance of the question of allotments is

a matter which ought to receive the earnest

attention of all municipal authorities. That
allotments will be desired by working men after

the war there can be no doubt about what-
ever. The ideal allotment or garden plot is

the one which is at the back of one's house,
and, while at first it might be considered a bad
speculation if housing authorities were to insist

that at least one-sixteenth of an acre of ground
should be laid out adioining each house, in the
long run, when happiness, health, morality,
temperance, child welfare, &c.. are considered,

the value of gardens, allotments and open spaces
would prove of greater financial value to the
towns, counties and coTintries than the crowded
brick and mortar boxes found in most towns
and cities at present.

I tried to point out at the Civic Exhibition
Congress in Dublin during August, 1914, that
those men who had learned of the value of allot-

ments were the men who would be the first to de-

mand that gardens should form an adjunct of their

house and living rooms, signs are not wanting,
more especially in England, that those who have
realised the benefit to be obtained by cultivating

an allotment and by being in the fresh air after

working in stuffy factories, &:c., have developed a

divine discontent with the sordid nature of their

surroundings, which they have tried to improve
by nieans of window boxes, &c, and have begun to

ask for scientific town planning, which will take

into consideration the real needs of .the human
family. That allotments in Ireland are considered

to be necessary after the war as well as during the

war is foreshadowed by the recent Irish Allot-

ment Act, an Act which has not come before

its due time. W. H. J.
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Allotments.

Work on the allotment this month will consist

mainly in harvesting the crops, in generally

cleaning out accumulating rubbish—yellowing

Cabbage and Sprout leaves and other foliage

—

along with weefls. &c.
Potatoes which have only been sprayed once

or not at all will probably be showing signs of

blight, which has developed rather alarmingly on
some of the Dublin allotments. All mid-season
varieties, such as British Queen and Windsor
Castle, etc., should be dug as soon as possible, as.

apart from the danger of blight (with the ground
as moist as it is at present), these have a tendency
to commence growing anew, forming baby
Potatoes and useless shoots, with a resulting loss

of food material. Where there is a large quantity
of such varieties the tubers should be partially

dried, by exposure to wind and sun, for a few
hours only, and then stored in boxes or bags in

a dark, airy shed. If the late kinds are not badly
blighted they should be again sprayed, Init if the

foliage has "died down they should be lifted

immediately and stored, as recommended above,
or in a clamp made by marking off a space about
three feet wide on a high part of the ground and
placing the Potatoes on it to form a ridge about
three feet high and sloping upwards like the roof

of a house ; a trench should be then dug around
the heap at about 12 inches from it, taking out
sufficient soil (which should be comparatively
dry and free from manure) to forn.i a layev about
eight inches deep all over the heap.. This can be

thatched with straw if a severe winter is antici-

pated. It will be advisable to examine the heap
occasionally, more especially when disease has
been present, to see that the tubers are in good
condition. In gathering the tubers for storing

purposes all bruised, damaged or diseased
specimens should be placed aside, and where
" seed " is required tubers about the size of eggs

—

weight from 2-2 1 ozs.—should be reserved for

sproiiting later on.

Proceed to harvest the spring sown Onions as

recommended last month, also dig out carefully

Beetroot and Carrots which have reached
maturity ; twist oft the tops of the former,leaving
about two inches of the stems above the roots,

and cut the foliage of the latter quite close to the
root ; store in layers in slightly moist sand in an
airy shed.

Seeds of Cabbages, Cauliflowers, Winter
Spinach, Lettuce and ScaUions or Onions for early
sumuier use can still be sown, also Brussels
Sprouts. Bed Dutch and Savoy Cabbage, these
latter will provide large and early specimens for
next autumn (1918) if such are wanted.

Celery and Leeks should be again earthed-up as
directed previously,at least six inches of the stem
being covered at this season • also hoe the ground
around Cabbages, &c., and draw a little of the
soil against the stems of the plants. Plant out
early in the month in rows two feet apart, with
the individual plants at 12 inches (alternate
plants to be cut out very early in spring), on well
manured andlimed ground, a quantity of Cabbages
from the early or first sowing, and late in the
month a second batch should be jilanted.
Flowers.—Transplant as soon as possible

flowering plants sown in the early summer. If
early Sweet Peas are desired for next season,
make a small sowing of suitable varieties about
the second week in September. Prepare a trench

by digging out to the depth of two feet or more,
and placing at the bottom Potato tops and other
vegetable refuse, then adding a little soil and
straw horse manure, towards tlie top place a
little rotted manure, and mi^ in with the surface
soil any wood ashes and lime rubble which may
be available (from 4-8 ozs. per square yard), also
a dressing of basic slag, about 4 ozs, to the square
yard. The seeds should be sown a little thicker
than usually recommended for the spring sowing,
on account of the greater danger of damage by
means of pests, weather conditions, etc., and at
a depth of 1-2 inches. Bulbs for indoor cultiva-
tion, sucli as Daffodils, Tulips and Hyacinths,
should be potted towards the end of the month
or the beginning of October.

W". H. J.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.
By AV. G. Neave, Gardener to Lady O'Neill.

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen Garden.

Potatoes.—Mid-season varieties should be lifted,

and the tubers stored as soon as possible. Unless
there is a good potato house, the tubers are
better stored in pits in the open; see that they
are perfectly dry before the final covering of soil

is placed over them; a layer on top, of fine mesh
net wire will prevent rats making their way into
the pit, for it is not alone what they eat, but the
injury generally starts a rot inside, which affects

the whole i^it. If it is necessary to save seed
tubers, they are better exposed to the sun for a
few days, then placed in a dry shed where they
will get plenty of air.

If the haulm of late varieties is still green the
tubers are better left in the ground until
thoroughly ripe. Potatoes, on the whole, in the
North are looking remarkably well, and the early
varieties are digging well.

Lettuce.—Plants raised from seeds sown in
August are ready for transplanting on an early
))order, where protection may be afforded them
througli the winter.
The same remarks apply to Endive.

Spring Cabbages.—A very important crop in the
early spring, and the earlier they are the more
their value—the seeds sown in July should be
planted this month on an early border; if pos-

sible, if the border is dry, plant them on the

level, if wet soil, plant on raised drills, as damp
is what kills them through the winter.

Cauliflowers.—Prick out seedlings to stand
the winter in frames, and avoid coddling them too

much; give them plenty of air.

Onions.—Let the bulbs that have reached
maturity be pulled and laid out on the ground
or walk where they will get plenty of sun, after-

wards finish and clean off in an open shed
where they can be hanked or laid out on shelves;
or an old hay loft is an ideal place to store onions.

Celery.—Early in the month earth up main
crop. The rain we have had lately has greatly

improved the main crop, and it looks well. Before
earthing up remove all side shoots and decayed
leaves, dust plenty of soot and lime round them;
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choose, if possible, a fine day, when the soil is

fairly dry.

Turnips and Spinach, &c., sown last month will
require to be kept clean and scuflled regular;
thin Turnips six inches apart.
Another sowing of Spinach may still be made

early this month if ground was not available
before.

Parsley.—A small planting should be made in

a frame for winter and spring use, or, where it

can be afforded, the protection of a light.

Leeks.—The blanching of these should be con-
tinued as long as growth proceeds. Clear the
ground of all spent crops and weeds, draw up soil

round stems of late Broccoli, Sprouts and Curly
Kale. It will prevent them blowing about and
getting a. puddle hole round the base of the stem,
which is very injurious to the welfare of the plant.

Fruit Garden.

The fruit room, if not already cleaned, should
have a thorough clean out, walls whitewashed,
and shelves scrubbed with warm water and black
soap; afterwards rinse with clean water, and dry
well.

Some of the early Apples and Peai-s will require
short storage about the end of the month, such
as Lady Dudley, Early Victoria, Lord Suffield.

Lord Urosvenor, Grenadier, Ecklinville Seedling,
&c. Such varieties as these are better, if pos-

sible, to be used at once or sold, as they soon
lose their sap and flavour. When picking Apples
they should be handled like eggs, they are so

easily bruised.

Strawberries.—Continue to make new planta-
tions. Plantations made last month should be
kept hoed. A dusting of soot over them will help
them along.

Easpberries.—All the fruiting canes of this year
should be cut away, and any surplus growth not
required for next year removed. This will enable
the fruiting canes for next year to ripen and
finish better.

Summer Pruning.—If this work is not yet com-
pleted it should be finished off without delay.

Peaches swelling will require plenty of stimu-

lant to help them to finish off. Expose the fruits

to the sun as much as possible; pinch off late

lateral shoots at the first or second leaf.

Taken all round, the fruit crop for 1917 has been
very good. The Apples are swelling fast and are

verv clean.
Pears are a big crop; but that is the general

result of a verv poor crop the previous year. It

is very gratifying to see such a good report from

all over Irelaiid in last month's Irish Gardening.

I do not think we in Ireland have nuich cause to

grumble.

Flower Garden.

September in Ireland is sometimes one of the

best months of the year as regards weather. Most

of the hurry and bustle is over, and one gets time

to think and learn, either from liis failures or his

successes—that bed might be improved by such

and such, or that bed is just " it." The war-time

beds of Carrots and Beetroots have been a great

success, the Carrots especially have done extra

well on the raised flower beds.
, , . ^ .

Continue the propagating of Calceolarias, i'ent-

stemons, and Violas; select cuttings from young

sappy growths. Keep the frame shaded and fairly
close till rooting takes place; then ventilate freely
during the winter, on fine days.

Violets.—Keep the beds clean and the runners
cut off; water them when necessary with manure
water. If violets in frames are contemplated, this
is the best month to plant therein; make up the
frame with cow manure and good loamy soil ; lift

the plants with a good ball of soil, and plant six
inches apart each way; give them a good water-
ing, and shade for a few days, then give as much
air as possible by taking lights off altogether on
fine days; never close down tight except in very
severe weather.

If annuals are required to flower early next
season sow seeds now.
Carnations layered during the end of July will

now be rooted, and may either be boxed and put
into cold frame or planted into their permanent
quarters, so that they may be established l)efore

severe weather sets in. Herbaceous borders are

now past their best; remove all dead blooms and
maintain as tidy an appearance as possible. Many
varieties of Asters are still good, and for cut
flowers nothing is better at this sea-son.

Cuttings of .shrubs and rambling roses may be
inserted this month in cold frame or under bell-

glasses. Climbing Roses.—Cut out all useless

spray growths, give moisture at the roots when
required. If young shoots are attacked with

mildew syringe with a specific. Sometimes at

this season of tlie year one has more time to re-

lay b'>x edgings, if that is necessary, than in the

spring, and I consider this month the best for that

work.

Southern and Western Counties.

By Er.xEST Beckett, Gardener to Lord
Barrymore, Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

With the exception of the first four or five days

of the month of August up till the time of writ-

ing on the 20th, the weather has been anything

l)ut genial for the ripening of fruit and growth in

this neighbourhood; and in the hardy fruit

garden Plums and Morelli Cherries in particular

have split badly, and owing to the persistent cold

and wet weather many of them have gone bad.

Onions.—The spring sown and transplanted

ones with me liave been a disappointing crop this

year for some reason or another. In the case of

the former the seed germinated regularly and well,

and then the plants seemed to make but little

growth for some time, and mildew also made an

early appearance and checked growth again in

both instances. When growth has ceased the tops

may be bent over, taking every two rows and

bending them towards the middle. This will

allow i^om to get on the bed and lift them of a

fine dav. and if one has the convenience of a

cool airv shed or an open fruit house the bullc

can be brought in and laid out thinly to dry tor

a few weeks turning them occasionally betore

being stored away for the winter. I.arge Onions

that have been grown on exhibition lines, and

which are excellent for boiling purposes, need

careful handling, otherwise their keeping quali-

ties are impaired.
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Cabbage.—The weather of late has been ideal
for the growth of the plants, and those i aised
from seed sown the latter end of July are making
good plants, and will be ready for transference
to their permanent quarters this month. Ground
that has been cropped with early Potatoes and
well worked will need only forking over and
levelling after giving a good dressing of wood-
ashes and soot. Two feet between the lines and
a foot between each plant will be sufficient for

the earliest maturing varieties. Ground that is

not in such good condition as the above-men-
tioned should be well dug and liberally manured.
The site occupied by Onions is an ideal one for

this crop.

Carrots.—These have done remarkably well
this year contrary to expectations, due largely to

the frequent showers causing a quick growth, and
in our own case the crop has been entirely free

from the damaging effects of the Carrot fly.

Choose a fine day for rising the main crop before
the roots begin to split. Cut off the tops and store

in a cool root shed in sand or ashes and protect
from rats.

Turnips.—These may be lifted and stored
similarly to Carrots or pitted in the open ground
and used as required.

Tripoli Onions.—A sowing may still be made
if necessary in the early part of the month with
every chance of success, but choose a site on a

south border.

Beetroot.—Roots of the Globe variety may be
lifted and stored, and the ground utilised for

another crop. Avoid damaging the roots in any
way, and remove the tops l)y twisting off. There
is no need to hasten the lifting of the main crop
until growth is properly finished, as the crop will

take no harm.

Cauliflowers.—Where autumn sowing is prac-
tised seed .should be sown during this month and
afterwards pricked out in skeleton frames at four
inches apart and in soil that is not too rich.

Celery.—The main crop at present is looking
well, the frequent rains having suited it im-
mensely. A frequent dusting of manure or soot
during such periods wall help it to make plenty
of growth. Keep the trench free from weeds.

Potatoes.—Take every opportunity of examin-
ing these, and especially if any disease is sus-

pected, and reject any showing the slightest

trace, and do not hesitate to dust with slaked
lime, and by frequent turnings the whole of the
tubers will become evenly coated.

Brussels Sprouts.—The plants from the
earliest sowings have by now made good speci-

mens, and will he improved by having any of

the lower leaves removed that are showing signs
of decay, which will serve to admit more air and
encourage freedom of growth of the sprouts.
Support the plants if necessary with stout sticks
or by moulding up soil to the lower part of the
stems.

Broccoli.—Where these were planted on such
sites as old strawberry beds without much pre-
paration the plot will be much improved and
benefited if the whole can be forked over wlien
the pressure of work slackens, merely pointing
the surface of the ground to admit a' freer pas-

sage of rains, and if the plants were at all leggy
at planting time, which will, I think, be a

common occurrence this season, the plants may
be steadied in the same way as other Brassicas
by drawing up soil to their base.

Other work in the Kitchen Garden will consist

of the eradication of seedling weeds at every
opportunity and generally attending to appear-
ance by tlie removal of all rubbish to the smother
fire. Towards the end of the month be on the
look out for a touch of frost, which might put
an end to such tender subjects as Runner
Beans and Vegetable Marrows, and if these can
be protected for one night only their yield is

often continued for some time afterwards. Late
Peas showing any signs of mildew should be
syringed at once.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

The fruit room, if not already attended to,

should be got in readiness for the storage of

fruits as they become ready to pick. A thin layer
of clean straw placed on the shelves just sufficient

to steady and keep them in position is as good
as anything I know, and will allow of the air

circulating through. Avoid picking too early
or the fruits will shrivel before their season of

cooking or eating arrives; but pick when they
part easily from the fruiting spurs, or else, in the
event of a wind, the greater part will be blown
down and rendered more or less useless. Choose
fine weather and the middle part of the day
when the fruit is perfectly dry, and handle as
carefully as possible, having a good supply of

suitable baskets from which the fruits may be
easily transferred from the trees to the fruit

room with the minimum amount of handling.
Examine Peaches daily for ripe fruit, carefully
placing them in boxes lined with soft wood-wool.
Woodlice and earwigs have been very trouble-
some here this season. As soon as the trees are
cleared syringe them again freely, and especi-
ally if spider is troublesome, or if infested with
scale use a good insecticide as per the maker's
directions. I prefer to leave the pruning of these
till the winter, though no doubt the loosening of

the growths is conducive to their better ripen-
ing, but unless tied up again, which means a
good deal of extra labour, the growths are liable

to injury by wind.

The P'lower Garden.

For earliest flowering sow Sweet Peas and grow
as coolly and sturdy as possible, as then the
plants will not be harmed later if exposed to
frosts. Propagate Violas by spreading out the
growths, after cutting off the flower heads and
placing some finely-sifted soil about the base of

the plant when plenty of rooted cuttings may be
obtained later. If not already attended to, push
on the work of propagating the stock, for next
season, of bedding plants.

Calceolarias, Marguerites, Pentstemons, Ver-
onicas may be struck in cold frames, and Ger-
aniums, after allowing them to wilt in the sun,
in boxes and stood out of doors. Propagate suffi-

cient of such subjects as Ageratum, Iresine,
Alternanthera, Salvias, Heliotrope, &c., as well
as provide stock plants for producing cuttings in
the spring.
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most Noble the Marquis of Headfort.

Hon. Secretaries—Sir Frederick W. Noore, N.R.LA.,

James Bobertson, J.P.

Hon. Treasurer—D. L. Ramsay, J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplsring Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c.» to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH
BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

*' The most ample expression off our thankffulness oan
nmvor repay the debt which the people of these Islands owe to
the gallant Officers and men of the Navy, who, by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-strewn waters of the North Sea, are
maintaining us In comparative peace and quiet."

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon. Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR. D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Boyal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET, DUBUN
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Roses*
Wichuraiana Ramblers.

Although barely known at the beginning of

the century, this class of ramblers now occupies

sa prominent a, place in our gardens that it

would require a considerable effort to imagine

what it would mean to be without them. Should
it ever be the fashion to erect statues to horti-

culturists, the introducer of "Dorothy Perkins"'

should be pne of the first to be so honoured.

Wichuraiana Roses occupy the forefront

amongst ramblers for many reasons. They
flourish with very little care in almost any soil

or. situation. Their beautiful foliage alone

renders them worth growing even if they never

flowered, and, with the possible exception of a

few of the early flowering sorts, they clothe

themselves from tip to base with their charming
leaves. Very few varieties are liable to mildew,

and none is very subject to other pests. Their

flexible stems enable us to grow them in all sorts

of ways, and the lavish profusion of their flowers

decks the garden throughout the most enjoyable

three months of the year.

The varieties are now numerous, and I propose

to deal only with a selection of the best. The
early kinds flower in June and early July,

followed immediately by the late kinds, which
continue during the greater part of August in

this part of Ireland.

1. Early Sorts.—Chieflv R. wichuraiana

crossed with Tea, H. T. and H. P. Roses. The
individual flowers of some are very large, and
most are borne in small trusses. Some are good
on walls, as, for example. Francois Juranville,

Alberic Barbier, and American Pillar.

AltericBarbier.—Golden yellow buds, opening

to fully double flowers of creamy white, and
of good size and form. Small trusses but in

great profusion

Alex, Girault^—Bright carmine, with salmon-

yellow at base of petals ; a good grower,

with a great profusion of medium-sized double

blooms.

American Pillar.—Some one has described this

as a Rose for an\^ backyard. It is a tremendous
grower, with dense leafage and big trusses of

single flowers of large size standing out boldly

from the plant. The colour is a very vivid

shade of rose or deep pink, and the variety is

very popular ; mildew-proof.

Ariel.—A very pretty single, with copper buds
opening to large flowers of a bright amaranth-
pink.

Elise Rohichon.—This is a lovely Rose, not at

all sufficiently well known. It flowers in the

utmost profusion for a month or more, and none
is more charming as a standard weeper, or on a

pillar, tripod or trellis. Salmon buds opening to

pink shaded with copper.

Evangeline.—Softest pink single flowers with

golden anthers ; very charming and deliciously

fragrant.

Frangois Foucard.—Yellow, fading to cream
;

very pretty in the bud.

Frangois Guillot.—Cream buds, opening to

extra large double white flowers ; very handsome
indeed, and with beautiful foliage.

Frangois Juranville.—None is more desirable

than this. The flowers are of a delightful clear

salmon-pink shade, are of extra large size, and
very strongly Tea-perfumed ; the stems and
foliage are beautifully tinted and glossy.

Gerbe Hose.—Handsome double flowers of

large size, soft pink in colour, and opening

well. One of the sweetest of Roses, and will do

on a North wall.

Leontine Gervais.—A most beautifully coloured

Rose with coppery buds, the open flowers in

shades of salmon, copper and yellow ; extremely

profuse and decorative. Everyone should have

it. Tea-scented,
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The I;')I,essed Thistle.
Carbenia benedicta, p. 148.

Miss Hellyett.—Large full flowers, rosy-pink

with salmon centre ; slightly scented.

Rene Andre.—Coppery-red buds, opening to

saffron-yellow, tinted with orange pink ; loosely

double flowers ; Tea-scented.

Ruby Queen.—Glowing carmine. This is one
of the most distinct and beautiful, the colour

being remarkably lively and pleasing. Blooms
of fair size in good trusses, and double ; mildew-
proof.

Shower of Gold.—Although this is very pretty,

it is too generously named. It has probably the

most beautiful foliage of all ; bronzy-green, very
glossy, and mildew-proof. Buds deep golden-

yellow, paling slightly when open, but nearly
the shade of William Allen Richardson. The best

yellow yet raised, but not recommended for

weeping standards, and not so hardy as others.

2, Late Sorts—The popular Dorothy
Perkins may be taken as the type of most of

the varieties in this section In common with
some of the early sorts it may be said that all

the late kinds prefer a freer circulation of air

than is obtainable on a wall, but they flourish

on poles and tripods, trellis, arch, pergola or
bower. For gorwing as weeping standards or
" Shower " Roses the following are amongst the
best :—Excelsa, Dorothy Perkins, White
Dorothy, Dorothy Dennisoii, Sander's White,
Lady Gay, Troubadour, Coronation and
Hiawatha. All those to which I refer are
double-flowered except Hiawatha.

Coronation. — A rampant grower and
very free -flowering. Fine trusses of semi-

double flowers of a very vivid crimson,

with white streaks which are unobserved
till close to the plant. In the distance

the colour effeot is bright scarlet, and the
variety is therefore most valuable.

Dorothy Dennison.—Soft shell— or car-

nation-pink. Considered to be identical

with Christian Curie and Lady Godiva.
Quite indispensable.

Dorothy Perkins.—The well-known vivid

pink variety, of perfect quality, with which
everyone begins.

Excelsa.— Many like this best of all.

Perhaps best described as a crimson
Dorothy Perkins, which is high praise.

But its more flexible stems render it ideal

as a weeping standard, grown without
any support save the necessary centre

stake. The fine rich scarlet-crimson

colour is splendid.

Flame.—Brilliant salmon-pink, with a
considerable dash of scarlet. One of the

prettiest of all the shades in this class and
quite distinct.

Hiaivatha.—Very bright single crimson flowers

with golden anthers. It flowers all over the

plant in most effective trusses. Some have an
unaccountable dislike to it because single-

flowered, but none is more effective or more
lasting in bloom.

Lady Gay.—Similar to Dorothy Perkins, but

with more flexible stems, which I find produce

a very pretty effect when cut for some forms of

decoration. The colour is also, if anything, a

shade deeper than Dorothy.
Minnehaha.—Of this there is more than one

form which leads one to think that it sports.

The best form is beautiful, with splendid upright

pyramidal trusses of a true pink shade. I think

it is the lest real pink.

Mrs. M. H. Walsh.—This sends out a large

number of very slender stems similar to the

type. Flat rocette-shaped double flowers in

large clusters
;
pure white.

Sander's White.—The be.st white. Flowers

very white and very shapely, with lovely smooth
petals and curious old-rose scent.

Sodenia.—Here we have an exceptionally good
Rose which deserves to be better known. It is

one of the very best red ramblers. The colour

is pure brilliant carmine ; the flowers produced
in even greater profusion and in larger trusses

than on Dorothy Perkins. It is the earliest of

the Perkins type to flower, coming in early in

July. The trusses are better displayed, right

out from the foliage, than any other.
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Troubadour.—An excellent double crimson,

perhaps a shade darker than Excelsa, which it

much resembles.

White Dorothy.—A white sport of Dorothy
Perkins, occasionally producing blooms partlj^

pink. It seems to be specially good as a

standard, the arching of the stems throwing the

flowers well out from the foliage.

Paul's Scarlet Climber is the latest addition

to the Hybrid wichuraianas, and created a

sensation in London, sweeping all before it by
winning the Gold Medal of the N.R.S., the

Award of Merit, R.H.S., and also the Cory Cup
for the best new British-raised climber. As it

was only distributed in 1916 I do not include

it amongst the varieties tried over many years,

but I can vouch for its vigour and for its brilliant

colour as flowered here this summer on the lines

of maiden plants budded last year. The blooms
are of medium size, semi-double, vivid scarlet

shaded with crimson, and as the maiden plants

have flowered it must be a profuse bloomer. It

is considered to surpass any other climbing Rose
for brilliancy of colour.

Pruning.—If not already done, the pruning

of Wichuraiana Roses should be attended to

immediately, and I will conclude with a brief

reference to this subject, which, although the

most important part of their culture, is, never-

theless, freq[uently neglected or only half done.

It is very simple, but must be rigidly carried

out if the best results are to be obtained. If

planted in the autumn, in the March following

all gro\\ths should be cut hard back,

leaving only one or two of the strongest

shoots as much as a foot long, and re-

ducing the weaker ones almost to the

ground. If planted in Spring, prune as

above in March or April. Such a pruning

is the only fair start for the plant, and
by its means a number of vigorous shoots

will be formed during the summer to

produce flowers the second year. The next
pruning will not be required until about
seventeen months after the first was done,

and in late August or early September
of the second year all the shoots which
have flowered should te cut right away
to the base. During the second summer
the plant should again have put forth

an adequate supply of strong young
shoots from the base, and these should

be carefully tied up to take the place

of the wood which has flowered and
been removed by pruning. When there

are insufficient new shoots to clothe

the pillar or other structure, it is

desirable to leave some of the previous

year's growths, choosing for this purpose
the freshest shoots and those which have
sent out strong new lateral growths. In
succeeding years pruning as described should
be carried out each autumn as early as the plants
are done flowering, as the removal of the old
wood at this time enables the plant to ripen
properly the young growths, and to devote its

whole energj^ to maturing these. On the young
shoots depends the future of the plant, and as
these shoots come from the base and sprawl
about the ground, care must be taken during
the summer months to ensure their safety from
injury. This can be effected by tying them up
loosely to prevent the tips being broken off by
passers by.

In the case of Aveeping standards the first

pruning should be done at the same time and in

the same manner as the first pruning described
above. In succeeding years the pruning should
be done in early autumn immediately the
flowers fade, and when there are sufficient

young shoots of the current year's growth, all

the older growths should be cut hard back as
near to the head of the stock as possible. If

it be necessary to retain a few of the older
shoots to preserve the symmetry of the tree, care
should be taken to cut away the twiggy pieces

of flower stems remaining on these. Noav
growths which are so long as to be liable to trail

on the ground when weighted with the following
year's flowers should be shortened.

Clontarf Nurseries. J. M. Watson.

Herb Walk at Abbeyleix, p. 148.
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Herbs at Abbeyleix House*

About the cultivation of Medicinal Herb?, thf re

is almost an " odour of sanctity' " and an in-

fluence of far gone times, therefore, in the Church

Walk of the Abbeyleix House gardens they

seem most suitably placed.

There is a vtry interesting collection of a great

many kinds (of which I give a list), and, in

addition, a good collection of the culinary and

sweet herbs. Each variety of herb is planted in

a triangular-shaped patch, and the whole effect

is very pleasing. On a bright August morning
the contrast of Borage and Margiold was very

charming, but herbs, as a rule, are not gay in

blossom and their foliage is rather of the more
greyish green tyjje. In the Blue Garden, the two
mp«t valuable herbs have been interned—Atropa
BeUa^ama^ ajuL Hyoscyamus Niger (Henbane).

The former has doi>e very well and yielded a

reasonable first crop of leaves for this season.

The Henbane has not yet appeared, but no
herb-grower would be daunted by that, knowing
that the seed has lain dormant in some cases for

over 50 years.

On the Terrace, some of the beds are filled

with Camomile, Marigold, Mullein, Aconite,

Black Pansies, Thyme, Marjoram, &c. ; and its

sunny open situation should suit most herbs

well. There are two field crops in the demesne

—

Datura and Blessed Thistle. The former—with
everyone—suffered in the early part of the year
from slugs and snails, and had in many instances
to be replanted ; but now, though late, it pro-
mises to be a good crop. The Blessed Thistle,

also, saw trouble in its early days, and a great

proportion of it was grubbed up and eaten by
mice, pheasants and pigeons, and a portion of

the field is quite bare, but where it has taken
hold, the Thistle growth fiercely—plant jostling

plant for elbow room.
As will be seen in the picture, the individual

plants are very large, and are, I should think,

2^ feet high, or more, and about 3 feet from
tip to tip of the branches.

Mr. McGlashan has taken a great interest in

this new line of horticultiire, and has now in

his care a very large and representative collec-

tion, which should prove of much use to students.
He also has careful notes of sowings and

germination, and of any difficulties he has had.
One most useful thing he has discovered is

that Belladonna leaves can be quite successfully
dried without heat.

This of course needs care and time, but some
of his dried stuff was examined by Miss
Geoghegan, the Leinster Herb Association
Drying Expert, and she said that it was excellent,

both in colour and texture, and was quite as good
as some that she had dried at a high temperature.

Though the herbs in the garden art more
pleasing, the field crops are in a way more in-

striictive and helpful, as so few people have had
the courage to grow a large cpiantity of herbs.

It is undoubtedly that form of herb culture

which may be made profitable, and we owe a

debt of gratitude to anyone who will pioneer a

new industry in this way, hoping meantime that

those who have started on the larger lines will

continue to help, and show us the way.
The following is a list of the herbs grown in

field anel garelen at Abbeyleix House :—

^

Belladonna, Henbane (sown). Hyssop, Camomile,
Artemisia, Thyme, Pennyroyal, Hollyhock,

Mallow, Solanum nigrum. Lavender (Vera).

Coriander, Rampion, Poison Hemlock, Inula
Helenium, Balm, Horehound, Catmint, Rue,
White Deael Nettle. Parsley. Teucrium Chamse-
drys. Aconite, Fennel, Dill, Aniseed, Angelica,

Datura, Blessed Thistle, Verbena, Mullein,

Borage, Nicotian a

August, 1917. Muriel E. Bland.

Notes.

A Good Apple.

There is probably not a finer flavoured dessert

Apple in existence than Cox's Orange Pippin
;

the pity is, therefore, that it cannot be grown
everywhere in the open. It is useless on heavj^

cold soils, for although it will grow, the crop will

be wretched and the few apples of miserable

cpiality. On warm light soils, however, it does

well, the fruit being of medium size, colouring

well, and the flavour unique. The object of thi;-.

note, however, is to suggest to private growers,

Avho love a Cox's and who cannot grow it in the

open, to obtain horizontal or fan -shaped speci-

mens and i^lant against a wall, facing south or

west. There, with shelter from north and eart,

anel comparatively elry warm soil at the base of

the wall, splendiel fruit for home consumption
can be grown.

Crab Apples.

Pyrus malu.s Neidwetzkiana is this year
fruiting for the first time in my recollection on
trees fuUy a dozen years planted. This varietj'

has very dark wood, foliage and flowers ; the

fruit is very elark purple-brown, of larger size

than any other Crab Apple, but sparsely pro-

duced, only a few fruits on each tree. Other
varieties are very heavily loaded with fruit this
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year, Dartmouth is fine and John Downie
:;tiiddecl thickly with f.^"uit on every branch.

They will be a fine sight when the fruit attains

mature colouring. It Mould be interesting to

know if any other reader has fruit on Neid-
wetzkiana. J. M. W.

Hardy Yuccas.

In these da^'s when food jiroduction loom
largeh' in our minds we are apt to forget the

beauties of nature until some happy chance
brings to our notice some beautiful fiower or

charming colour combination. Such a chance
occurred when Mr. E. H. Walpole sent the

beautiful photograph of a Yucca, herewith
reproduced. Delightful in itself, the picture

teaches us the value of having permanent
occupants of our gardens which can be r3lied on
to go on increasing in vigour and beauty j'ear

by 3^ear without troublesome planting and
propagating annualh*.

The Yuccas came through last winter magni-
ficently, and are interesting at all times, even

when not in flower ; their handsome sword -like

leaves show up distinctly amongst the surround-

ing vegetation, and the plants are effective

either as isolated specimens or in groups.

Practically all the hardy species, numbering
about seven, with as many varieties, come
from the southern States of America.

A fuller account of the genus appeared in

our issue of October, 1915, p. 149.

Rhododendron Auriculatum.

Among the new species of Rhododendrons
introduced by ]Mi'. E. H. Wilson from China this

is one of the most distinct and striking. The
long, leather}' evergreen leaves, up to 13 inches

long and 2 to 5 inches wide arrest attention at

any time, while its late season of growth and
fiowering, the end of July and early August, give

the plant a distinct value of which in happier

times our hybridists- will, no doubt, take full

advantage.
R. auriculatum was introduced from Western

HujDeh by Mr. Wilson in 1901 when collecting

for Messrs. Veitch, while Mr. Augustine Henry,
now Professor Henry, collected specimens earlier

in the Patung district of Hupeh. It forms a
large shrub or small tree up to 30 feet high.

The species is allied to Fortunei, decorum, and
discolor, and has six to eight large funnel-

shaped flowers in a truss, usually seven-lobed,

occasionally with six or eight.

A plant recently flowering in the Rhododen-

dron cell at Kew attracted considerable atten-

tion. Its behaviour suggests partial shade for

successful culture. The white or pink flowers

have a distinct fragrance. The Wilson-Veitch

seed number is 920 W. A. D.

Lilium Regale,

In his note u^xm this Lily, at page 119 of the

August issue cf Irish Gardening, " Anon."
certainly does not overrate its quality. Having
regard to its hardihood, its immunity from
disease, thg ease with Avhich it may be raised

from seed and its superlative beauty and per-

fume, I consider it the most desirable of the

genus which has been introduced to this country.
' Anon." says that it may be grown from seed

to flowering size in about five years. One need
not wait so long. Seed was saved and sown here

in the autumn of 1915 ; some of the seedlings

have flowered in the open this summer—that is,

in less than two years. I enclose a photograph

of one of a group planted three years ago. It

was 5 feet 4 inches high, bore eleven blooms,

and grew in loam with lime added, and a liberal

admixture of wood ashes.

The string, which appears so prominently in

the photograjih, was attached to steady the

plant while its portrait was taken on a breezy

morning, not to support it ; for it is one of the

merits of this Lil}^ that it requires no staking,

the stem being strong and wiry.

L. regale has a formidable rival in beauty in

L. Sargentse, which, however, is not so hard}',

at least we have not yet hit upon the nature of

its requirements. We have lost several old

bulbs during the winter, although two-year-old

plants raised from stem-bulbils, which this Lily

produces in great profusion, came through

unhurt, and several of them are flowering this

autumn. It is much to be hoped that it will

prove amenable to the conditions of our soil

and climate, for it is a splendid flower, and

blooms three weeks or a moith later than L.

regale. Herbert Maxwell;
Monreith

.

CEnothera missouriensis*

This '" Evening Piimrose " has the advantage

of flowering by day as well as in the evening.

The large handsome jellow flowers are attractive

at all times and are well set off by the reddish

prostrate stems clothed with narrow grey-white

leaves. A sunny position in well drained soil is

best where it is a welcome addition to the rock-

garden in autumn.
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Ltlium pseudo-tigrinum.

This new Chinese species Lids fair to oust our old

favourite, L. tigrinum, from its place in the

garden. The new comer grows tall, reaching

quite five feet in a peat bed aaiong Camellias

and other peat-loving shrubs. The stems are

thicldy clothed with long, almost linear, leaves

of a dark glossy green and surmounted by a spike

of from eight to nine flowers, but probably far

more when the plant reaches its maximum
strength. The flowers are large, with reflexed

segments of a deep orange-red, the lower half of

each segment spotted with dark brown spots.

Already comparatively cheap, it is likely L.

pseudo-tigrinum will soon become popular in

gardens and willl be a great acquisition to our

early autumn flowers.

Lilium Biondi.

SoMWWHAT similar to L. pseudo-tigrinum. but

with apparently smaller flowers, the exact

position of this Lily seems rather obscure. The
plant under observation here has the curious

habit of producing a fasciated stem every year,

and for this reason perhaps the flowers are

smaller than they normally would be. It has

also the peculiarity of giving off numerous
slender side shoots from the base and produced
at some distance from the main stem ; none of

these has shown any flowers. It would be
interesting to have other growers' experience of

this Lily. J. W. B.

Corydalis thalictrifolia*

This pretty Chinese Fumitory is one of the
prettiest plants for the rook garden flowering for

many months in succession. The spikes of clear

yellow flowers carried over the prettily cut
foliage are attractive at all times, and especially

in autumn when other flowers are not plentiful

on the rockery.

.Unfortunately it cannot be regarded as

absolutely hardy and succumbs to severe frost.

A sheltered, sunny spot, protected by an over-
hanging stone, is btst, and the position should be
dry in winter. Seeds are freely produced, and a
stock of young plants is easily raised. It is a
good plan to sow seeds as early as they can be
collected in autumn, and good young plants
should be available for putting out in spring.

These will soon borne into flower and will con-
tinue well into autumn, which is a great advan-
tage. The total height is not more than about
nine inches.

Allium cyaneum.

This jn-etty little Chinese '' Onion '

is a useful

ornament to the rock garden. Of tufted habit,

producing slender grass-like leaves, it is dainty
in appearance and has nothing coarse about it,

as is the case with many Alliums. The flo\\ers,

produced in heads on slender stems just beyond
the leaves, are dark blue in colour. As an
interesting contrast to the above, Allium
yunnanense can be recommended. Of similar

habit and slender leaves, the flowers in this case

are pale pink. Though not cj^uite so attractive

as A. cyaneum, it is nevertheless a pretty little

plant for August flowering.

Campanula x Fergusoni.

This is a hybrid between C. carpatica and C.

pyramidalis alba sent out a dozen or morr years

ago. It is intermediate between the parents, and
grows about two feet high when doing well. It

seems best suited on the rock garden, where the

soil is well drained ; it is apt to perish in winter

in the heavier soil of the herbaceous border,

inheriting perhaps something of the nature of

C. pyramidalis, which, though fairly hardy, does

not enjoy a cold, wet soil. The flowers of C.

Fergusoni are pale blue.

Gentiana Freyniana.

Th'^ is one of the most satisfactory of the larger
flowered Gentians, flowering freely annually. Jt
flourishes in any well drained soil, and apparently
has no objection to lime. It is similar to G.
septemfida. the large flowers borne in clusters at
the ends of the .shoots, being wider and not so
prominently crested between the corolla seg-
ments. Seeds are usually formed in abundance
and germinate fairly well, but irregularly. The
young plants require a few years to become well
established and gradually get stronger, until
ultimately the shoots are nine inches to a foot
long when flowering.

Plants and the Winter.

The list below, compiled at the Eoyal Botanic
Gardens, Glasnevin, comprises the choicest and
least common of those Avhich came tlirough last

winter with comparatively little injiiry. It may
be of use to planters who are just beginning to
make a collection.

Abelia triflora (18-20 ft.). Arthrotaxis cupressoides.

Acipliyllas. Arctostaphylos Manzanita.
Arundinaria japonica. Abeha Graebneriana.

Atrophaxis frutescens. Agapantluis in variety.

Acer palmata. Biulillcias.
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Corj'lopsis Wilmottiae.
Cerecocarpus

—

intricatus.

tenuifolius.

Carpentaria califomica.

Ccanotlius

—

rigidus.

(Uoire de ^'ersailles.

Azureus.

Russellianus.

c'.eliljanus.

papillosus.

Carj'opteris mastacanthus.
Cystisus Dallimorei.

Camellias (all safe).

Cupressus arizonica.

Coprosma propinqua.
Cistus

—

Cyprius.

ladanifcrus.

laurifolius.

all others practically

killed.

Clematis, except C* cirrhosa

of v^hich old plants died.

Calceolaria violacea.

Diostea juncea.

Desfontainea spinosa.

Davidia involucrata.

Drimys aroraatica.

Euonynius fimbriatus.

Eucalyptus

—

pulverulenta.

resinifera.

cinerea.

urnigera.

vernicosa.

Eucryphia pinnatifolia.

Eucommia ulmoides.

Ephedras.
Fuchsia thvniifolia.

Fendlera rupicola.

Fabiana imbricata (safe in

sun, killed in shade).

Fothergilla Gardeni.
Fagus—

antarctica.

obliqua.

Grevillea

—

rosmarinifolia.

thyrsoidea.

Grewia parviflora.

Genista actnensis.

Hydrangea Sargenti.

Hypericum patulum (others

injured).

Hibiscus syriacus.

Tlex dipyrena.

Jasminum revolutum.
Kniphofia Northiae (old

leaves only injured).

Keteleeria davidiana,

Ligustrum Prattii.

Magnolia

—

Delavayi.

parviflora.

salicifolia, and all others.

Medicago arborea.

Olearia

—

oleifolia.

nummularifolia.

Osteomeles anthyllidifolia.

Osmanthus Delavayi.

Ononis aragonensis.

Plagianthus betulinus.

Photinia serrulata.

Pittosporum

—

Buchanani.
rigidum.

crassifolium.

tenuifolium.

Colensoi.

Ralphii.

daphniphylloides.

Phlomis chrysophyllus.

Prinsepia sp.

Potentilla

—

Veitchii.

Vilmoriniana, and others.

Phyllocladus alpinus (in

shelter).

Photinia serrulata (most
species killed or badly
injured).

.Phyllostachj's nitida.

Phormium —
alpinum.
\'eitchii.

Cookianum.
Lord Ventry's var.

Podocarpus

—

chilina.

nivalis.

Pinus

—

Hairtwegii,

insignis.

Prunus

—

Mira.

Davidiana.
Rosa species all safe, some

H. T. and T. badly injured.

Rhus vemicifera.

Styrax Wilsoni.

Senecio Buchanani (safe only

in shelter).

Sophora

—

tetraptera.

McNabiana.
Salix magnifica.

Stransvffisia undulata.
Spiraeas (all safe).

Solanum crispum.

Thunbergia natalensis.

Torrevas.

Vella—
pseudocytisus.

spinosa.

^'eronica

—

pimelioides.

decumbens.
Traversii.

Lindsayi.

Godefroyana.
Haastii.

subalpina.

Autumn Glory.

Lewisii.

glaucophylla.

Darwiniana.
. parviflora.

Viburnum Carlesii.

Xanthoceras sorbifolia.

Hydrangea paniculata*

This is a beautiful autumn shrub ; in fact for
September flowering I do not know a better. The
variety grandiflr.ra is nxore favoured by some,
but blooming a month earlier there is rooni for
both, though the species is more valuable flower-
ing when there are fewer sliowy shrubs in the
pleasure grounds.

II. paniculata is a native of China and Japan,
forming with age a large deciduous shrub, or it

can be pruned to assume a tree-like character.
To secure the best results the plants should be
grown in a trenched and Avell-manured loamy
soil. P'airly hard pruning is necessary annually
in early spring to secure the large pyramidal
paniclesof white flowers. Tlie X3i"uning encourages
an abundance of young shoots, which it is an
advantage to thin when they are one to two inches
long. Cuttings of the young .shoots nxay be
inserted in a cold fi'ame at the present time, or
a, month earlier in a slightly-heated, propagating
frame.

Cherry Laurels.

Two interesting small-leaved varieties of Prunus
Laurocerasus (Laurocerasus officinalis) flower
during Septeniber, in addition to whicli tliey are
useful evergreen .shrubs, and hardier than the
large-leaved forms. P. Laurocerasus var. schip-
kgensis has dai'k green narrow leaves up to about
4 inches in length, and long elegant, slender
racemes of white flowers. It is a native of the
Shipka Pass. The variety Zabeliana is a rather
smaller bush than the foregoing in all its parts,
and a very useful dwarf evergreen shrub for the
front of shrubbery borders. Both are readily
increased by cuttings, A. O.

The Comfrey Field Allotments^

Glasnevin.

Ix connection with a fete in aid of the funds of
the Irish Counties War Hospital, Glasnevin, the
\above society held a most successful exhibition of
jfrodvice in the grounds of the Claremount Institu-

tion, Glasnevin, on Saturday, the 1.5th September.
Consisting entirely of vegetables, the exhibition

was highly creditable, and reflected great credit on
those responsible for the organisation of the show
and on the numerous competitors Vv'ho enthusias-
tically came forward with their entries. Potatoes
were an excellent show, and bore evidence to clean,

careful cultivation, which augurs weU for a good
supply of the popular tuber through the winter.
Tlie collections of vegetables were most promismg,
and displayed considerable taste in setting up as

well as in the selection of varieties. Celery,

Parsnips, Carrots, Onions, Beetroot, Cabbages,
Marrows and such like crops of food value were
most favoured, and one hopes that such an
admirable institution will be continued in the
future and long after the war is over.

We will be very glad if the Secretaries of other
Allotment Societies will kindly favour us with a
report of any shows or other competitions in

connection with the Allotment Movement.
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Atitumn Flowers*
As with early (spring flowers, there is a peculiar

attraction about many of our autumn flowei-s.

As if to compensate for the fast passing glories

of the flower season they seem to take on wai'mer
and richer hues as the summer wanes and autumn
passes into winter. Just now, in the latter half

of September, the garden is a blaze df colour,

which, if the weather continues at all favourable,

will carry on into October. IMany annuals are

still beautiful, notably the Lavateras, of \\hich

the variety Loveliness is one of the best. I'hlox

Drummondii, in various colours, is still brilliant,

and so, too, is Zinnia Haageana, a most useful

half-hardy animal which gives much useful colour
in autumn, and is nice for cutting. Ten Week
Stocks were never finer than this year, and
tlowered for an abnormally long time, even yet
being quite bright.
Many of the perrennial herbaceous plants are

now at their best, and pi'ove conclusively that well

grown and judiciously selected there is nothing to

beat hardy plants for a
display. JJespite war-
time economy, and con-
sequently less attention
than usual, the borders
are a great attraction.
Masses of perennial
Sunflowers, Eudbeckias,
Heleniums,Anemone;jap-
onica, Aconitum Wilsoni,
^Michaelmas Daisies,

Kniphofias, Gladiolus
brenchleyensis, tlentiana
asclepiadea, especially
Perry's varietj , all com-
bine to make the her-
baceous garden a source
of much pleasure in

autumn.
Border Chrysanthe-

mums and Dahlias, too,

though requiring propa-
gation annually, are less

trouble than many tender
bedding 'plants, and yield

a glorious display as well
as abundant material for

cutting.
The colours of many of

the Michaelmas Daisies
are difficvdt to describe,
but they range through
Avhite, pale blue, mauve,
lilac and pink, and make
a lovely display ; some
of the best now flowering
are F. W. Burbidge, Pic-
colo, H. C. Pulling, Lady
liloydv Saturn, Nancy
Ballard, cordifolius
Diana, cordifolius magni-
ficus, Mirifique, Glory of

Colwall, Corona, &c.
Of border Chrysanthe-

mums now flowering and
full of buds the following
are good :—Well's Massie,
civeamy white : Ethel Monkeith
Blades, crimson ; Tottie,

orange and yellow ; Horace Martin, deep
yellow ; Clima:-:. double yellow ; Betty Sparks,
double pink : Cranford White ; Cecil Wells,
reddish buds opening deep yellow : Alice, semi-
doulde bronzy crimson ; J. J. Hart, dwarf bright
yellow ; Amber Gem ; Goacher's Bronze, and
Yvette Richardson, single crimson.
Some noteworthy perennials are Helenium

autumnale rubrum, bearing masses of deep
crimson flowers ; H. Rivei'ton Gem, golden
yellow with dai'k centre ; Budbeckia Herbstonne,
growing 0-7 feet high and bearing imniense elear
yellow flowers : Helenium Gailensonne has fine

large yellow flowers with dark centres.
Anon.

Large Potatoes.
Thk present year, which is remarkable for the
large number of Potatoes planted, will no doubt
produce some records in yield and size. We are
indebted to ]\lr. Angus Slater, of The Gardens,
Ballinacor, Rathdrum, Co. Wicklow, for the

opportunity of illus-

trating some remarkable
tubers grown by him,
and of which he writes as
follows :

—" The variety
is Flounder grown in
ordinary garden soil in
drills with a light dres-
sing of manure spread in
the drills, the " sets

"

planted on the manure,
then a final sprinkling
of Al fertiliser (Paul ic

Vincent). 1 may say the
soil is of poor quality and
gravelly. They were plan-
ted on February 28th.
The largest weighed 2 lbs.

10 ozs. and the four
weigh 6 lbs. 2 ozs. I

remeiuber reading in a
liOndon pictorial paper
that a Potato had come
under their notice weigh-
ing 2 lbs. 8 1 ozs., and
they wished to know if

that were a record.
Can the one 1 have sent
you be beaten ? In spite
of the large size it is a
very good cooker in the
skin, turning out. as we
commonly say. like a
ball of flour. We grow
other early varieties
also, viz.—New Success.
Duke of York, Sharpe's
Victor, Beauty of Hebron
and the CJolleen. I'^We

lifted the two first named
on the 23rd of June, «nd
a better turn out I have
not seen for many a day.
Sharpe's Victor was a
failure.Beauty of Hebron
very good, and as for the
Colleen, it is hard to
beat for a good second
early, a very heavy

WiGTOWXSniKE, p. 149.
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cropper and a splendid cooker in the
skins."— A. S.

We will be glad to hear from other readers of

any remarkable crops. Although there may be no
advantage in tubers of large size it is, nevertheless,
interesting to know what can be produced from
poor soil by good cultivation. ]Much help would
be given to cultivators next year if growers would
give their opinion of the merits of planting in

drills versus ridges or lazv beds.

—

Ed.

The Walnut Tree and the Pecan

Nut Tree.

In the last few years the value of walnut wood
has increased from £3 or £4: 10s. per cubic yard
to £9 or £10 10s. As a result of this rise in jjrice

many owners of walnuts have felled their trees
in large numbers, so that, in certain districts,

there is a considerable decrease. Nevertheless,
under suitable conditions, the walnut tree is a
profitable investment, even from a point of view
of its fruit only. Strong measures should be
taken in the different countries to protect these
trees, and Switzerland has already shown the way
in this respect.
The author proposes that, in the south of France

and similar districts, attempts should be made to
grow an American tree of the .Juglans species
whose value, during the lasi few years, has become
equal to that of the walnut. This is the pecan
nut tree (Hicoria pecan Erit. = Carya olivae-
formis Nutt = Carya pecan Engler and Graeb.).
This tree grows wild in the following North
American States :—Texas, Oklahoma, I^ouisiana,
Mississippi, Alabama, Arkansas, Missouri, Kansas,
Tennessee, Kentucky, Indiana, Illinois, Nebraska
and Iowa. It has recently been much cultivated
in Florida, Virginia, Georgia, Carolina and on the
Pacific coast in California and Oregon, and even
in the more northern states, Ohio, Michigan, New
York, Pennsylvania, Maryland, Delaware and
New Jersey.
A century has not yet passed since the Ameri-

cans began to gather wild pecan nuts, to distin-
guish between the better and the worse varieties
and to graft. It is especially since 1900 that
pecan nut plantations have increased. In
America these trees suffer from certain fungous
diseases and from the attacks of insects which do
not exist in Europe, a fact which favours their
introduction.
The pecan nut tree is disti'ibuted over a very

large area, and grows in soils and climates differing
greatly one from the other. It grows best in the
alluvium of the iMississippi, where it attains a
height of 130 feet and a circumference of 19i feet.
Its wood is much in demand, and, fi*om W§o to
1910, the price rose from. 2d. to 7d. per
pound.
The pecan nut tree was introduced into Europe

a century and a half ago, but has not been pro-
pagated. Soine isolated pecans are almost sterile ;

they are not dioecious, but are incapable of self-

fertilisation. It is only since the last 15 years
or so that the Botanical Department has intro-
duced into France the principal large fruit
American varieties and cultivated them. The

results have been decisive, and the author does
not hesitate to recommend the growing of the
pecan nut on the same ground as the growing of
the walnut, which it should replace in southern
countries where the walnut suffers from the
summer heat.

Although it prefers deep, permeable, fertile
soils, where its deep roots may be in touch with
the water-bearing stratum, the pecan nut appears
to adapt itself easily to various soils and climates.
It may be sown on the spot, but is best grown in
a nursery. Seeds should be taken as much as
possible from vigorous trees which are known to
be acclimatised. The ntits shoidd be laid out in
layers, or, two days before sovWng, placed in a
shallow vessel full of \\ ater and exposed to the
sun. The soil should be light, and sandy rather
than loamy. During the first year the young
plants develop roots 4 or 5 times .as long as the
stem.

Grafting is now general in all American nur-
series. All the different methods of grafting
have been adopted successfully, but shield bud-
ding is most used, as it is the easiest. Dull, rainy
days are best for grafting. Imder favourable
conditions trees sown in February or March may
give suitable subjects for grafting in the following
spring. These trees raust be transplanted the
following year. The nursery can then supply
subjects of from 3 to 4 years tor planting out

;

older subjects are difficult to transplant. Planting
is usually carried out in January or February.
Great precautions must be taken that the roots,
which should be 20 inches long, do not dry up
during transport. The subjects should be left in
water for a night before being planted. The hole
should be deep (6 feet). The lower part may be
filled with fertiliser, covered with good soil, on
the top of which the young tree is placed. Care
shoidd be taken that the tree be not planted at a
greater depth than it occupied in the nursery.
it should be watered before the hole is filled up.
It is advisable to fertilise the plantation with
green manure. I'rom 8 to 12 years are required
before any harvest is obtained.
When ripe the husk opens out into four and the

nut falls, or is easily picked. The harvest is

gathered in the same way as that of walnuts.
The nuts should be placed for about 10 days in
shallow layers in a well-ventilated loft, and dried ;

they are then ready for delivery.
'

It is necessary to clean nuts that fall and lie

on the ground. This is done by means of a cylin-
der in which they are revolved and polished.
Before selling, the fruit should also be sorted as
the larger nuts always command a higher
price.

The pecan nut greatly resembles the walnut.
It is n)ore oily, has a more delicate taste, and does
not turn rancid when kept. Its thin shell is very
fragile, especially in the improved varieties.

The high prices obtained by pecan nuts have
encouraged horticulturists to cultivate them, and,
at present, there are over 100 varieties grown in
different climates. The most interesting of these
are : Cordier, Curtis, Frotscher, Indiana, Major,
INIammoth, Mantura, Money Maker, Moore.
Schley, Sovereign, Stuart, Success, and van
Demen. Many hybrids have been obtained, by
crossing Carya olivaeformis Nutt. with the specJ^s^

Carya aquatica Nutt. and C. laciniosa IjOud.

(= C. sulcata Nutt.).

—

International Review of
the Science and Practice of Agriculture.
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Dublin Plotholders.

Interesting Function at the ^Mansion House.

As an instance of the popularity and success of

the Allotment movement it is interesting to note
that under the Land Cultivation Committee of

the Dublin Corporation no less than 1,23.5 plots,

each one-eighth of an acre in extent, have this

year been brought under the spade. We had
an exceptional opportunity of seeing the results

obtained in the whole of these plots during a tour
of inspection in July, and can testify to the
general thoroughness displayed in cultivation,

hardly any instances of neglected plots being
evident. Some of the areas which had been
brought under cultivation bore evidence, even
at the time of our visit, of appalling difficulties

at the outset. None but men and women of

immense grit and determination and inspired by
the imperative necessity of producing more food
could possibly have kept up the labour necessary
to turn fields of bricks and old mortar, tin cans
and rusty wire into smiling gardens stocked with
wholesome, succulent vegetables. While the
Plotholders themselves deserve all possible credit,

a mead of praise is due to the Land Cultivation
Committee for their enterprise in securing so much
land in the short time at their disposal last spring.

A word of commendation is also due to those
who were entrusted with the setting out of the
plots which has been done on an excellent plan,
facilitating easy progress through and among the
plots. Special thanks are due to Mv. Lyre, the
City Treasurer, and his courteous assistant. ^\i\

Murphy, for their untiring efforts, and particu-
larly for their excellent work in obtaining money
for prizes to be offered for the best plots in the
various areas.

It was for the purpose of presenting prizes to
the successful Plotholders that the meeting in the
Mansion House was called on the 11th of Septem-
ber, The Lord Mayor, who presided, was sup-
ported on the platform by several Councillors,

Sir T. W. Pussell and Mr. Cill of the Department,
^Ir. T. Furlong, and Miss Harrison, who, in con-
nection with the ^"acant Land Cultivation
Society, has done an enormous amount of work
in stimulating the Allotment movement through-
out Ireland.
Previous to the distribution of prizes speeches

in favour of Allotments were delivered by several
of those accompanying the T<ord Mayor on the
platform. These have been fully reported in the
daily press and need no further comment here.
One subject mentioned by several speakers

calls for some notice, however, that is, the acquir-
ing of some part of the Phoenix Park for Allot-
ments. There seems still a hankering after the
broad acres of the Park to satisfy the longings of
many yet without plots. So far as it lay in the
power of Irish Gardening we have done our
best to support the Allotment movement, and we
have spared no trouble to publish the best advice
regarding the management of Allotments in order
to help the inexperienced, but we say, with all

sincerity, spare tlie Park as long as possible.
There is possibly no other public park in the world
to equal it : it is the property of the nation and
something to be intensely proud of. The Donegal
man and the Cork and Kerry man has as much
interest in the Pha-nix Park as the Dublin resi-

dent. Its plantations of rugged Thorns, noble
Oaks, tapering Cypresses, beautiful Birches,
handsome tree-bordered avenues and broad
playing fields are worthy of the most jealous care.

Chambers's Garelieer of the World says :

—

" Dublin, as a whole, with its fine bay—often
compared to the Bay of Naples

—

its splendid
park . . . and beautiful environs, is one of
the handsomest capitals in Europe." Let us then
exhaust every other possible area before touching
the Park. There must be land in the vicinity of
Dublin which could be made available. In
another column readers will notice a reference
to Allotments in Glasgow, and will note with
satisfaction that private owners there did not
hesitate to give land for this purpose.
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Suburban and Allotment

Gardens.
October in the garden is pernaps rightly called

the nxonth of indecision. Rubbish of various
icinds will be accumulating, and the question
often arises as to whether time sliould be
spent on cleaning vip, or whether digging and
trenching sliould be proceeded with, burying the
softer types of i-efuse in the trenches and bvirning
woody material and perennial weeds.
Where thex-e are weeds beginning to seed thex-e

need be no doubt as to what ought to be done,
as seeds dropped now will prove extremely
troublesome in spx'ing. The lower leaves of
Cabbages and Brussels Spr,)uts should be twisted
off as they begin to get yellow.
Harvesting Root Crops.—Potatoes, if not

previously lifted, should be treated as recom-
mended recently. Carxv)ts and Beet Roots should
be lifted as soon as there are any signs of frost.

The Beet should be lifted carefully Avith a digging
fork, so as not to damage the root in any way,
otherwise the sap will escape thx'ough the injured
pax't, leaving the root with less food material,
and of poor colour. The toj^s should be twisted
off and not cut acx'oss close to the root, as in the
case of Carrots. If there is a shed, cellar or out-
house available in which there is no danger of
severe frost entering, place a layer of sand, which
should not be wet, about 2 inches deep, on a
selected spot, forming a semicircle if near a wall,

or a circle if in the centre of the shed. Then place
a layer of roots on the sand so that their tips
point towards their centre and their crown or
leaves on the outside, then place a further layer
of sand over the roots, and again, another row of
roots, and so on until the heap is about 3 feet
high, or the roots a^e all accommodated : finishing
off with a layer of sand about 3 inches deep over
the lot. This method is applicable to both Beet
and Carrots. Pax'snips ax"e best, left in the ground
until wanted, as they shrivel badly if lifted and
stored early.

If no shed or shelter is available the roots can
be stored similarly to Potatoes, or by digging a
trench about 2 feet deep and piling soil on top of

the roots after they have been laid in the trench
or clamp, putting on sufficient to keep out the
frost,, and giving further protection by means of

straw , bracken, leaves, &c., during severe weather.
Turnips can be treated similarly. Onions should
have been harvested by this time ; if not, they
should be taken up without further delay and
placed in a dry aix'y room to store, and if not
thoroughly ripe, placed where they will get full

sunshine—as in a gai'den frame or greenhouse,
or in a warm airy room. Onions which are not
propedy ripened seldom keep well, commencing
to sprout as a rule quite early in the season.
MouLDixo OR Earthing up.^—Celery and Leeks

should be earthed up for the last time (choosing a
dry day towards the middle or end of the month
for this operation). The soil should be placed so

as to nearly cover the topmost leaves in those
districts where there is any danger of severe
frosts, and in other cases to within about 8 inches
of the leaf tips in the case of Celery. Leeks need
not be earthed up quite as high.
Planting. ^—Continue to plant on well-manured

ground, rendered sweet by the use of lime

—

which should be applied at the x*ate of 4 to 6 ozs.
per square yard—Cabbages of the July and
August sowings, at 1 foot apart in the X'ows, with
the rows 2 feet apart, cutting out alternate plants
in the early sj)ring months, before they get at all

large.
Those who possess frames or other means of

px'otecting plants during severe weather would
clo ^^ell to pot up or plant out Cauliflowers and
Lettuces ; these will be valuable if all goes well,
as they mature earlier than these sown in the
spi'ing.

Soil Operations.—As soon as the ground
becomes vacant dig deeply or trench the soil,

leaving it in a X'ough or lumpy condition : whex'e
the subsoil is of a sticky nature or of dubious
quality it should be nxixed with vegetable refuse
and left at the bottom until another season. On
heavy lands also it will pay to incorporate the
manuX'e \\ith the soil at this season, but in the
case of sandy soils it usually pays to wait a few
months befox'e putting in the manure, unless un-
limited quantities are available.

Flow^ers.—Those who wish to plant out the
usual spring bedding plaixts should do so without
delay, .so that the plants become X'ooted before
the winter.

Fruits, such as Apples and Pears, should be
harv^ested as X'ecommended in the last issue.

This is a good tinxe to take cuttings of Goose-
berries and Currants, and also to plant new
plants, trees and bushes (Strawberries, Apples,
Pears, Plums, Gooseberries, <S:c.) commencing
about the last week of the month. Loganberry
aixd Raspberry canes which have fiTjited should
be cut out if not done already and this season's
shoots tied into position. W. H. J.

Native Dogwood,
(Cornus Nuttallii.)

2'he British Columbia Dogtcood—Vamonver's
favourite and suggested as her emblematic tree

and blossom, by Mr. H. M. Eddie. F.B.H.S.

It is a matter of much surprise to thinking people
that this beaxxtiful native tree has been practically

overlooked by home beautifiers and street

planters alike. Its presence in a garden or

boulevard is about as rare a sight as an eclipse

of the sun, and while hundreds of(miles of native
majjles have been planted, this immensely more
beautiful and very often more suitable tree, has
been neglected. The chief reason, perhaps, has
been that the tree is hard to detect by the un-
initiated when out of flower.

The tree is too well known to require much
description here, the compact heads of flowers

surrounded by pure white involucral bi'acts, gives

one the impi^ession at first that it is a tree form
of white Clematis. The flo\\ers are succeeded by
clusters of bright scarlet fruit, and with the

orange to scarlet foliage in the fall, the tree pro-

duces a most pleasing blend of colours. Dui'ing

favourable falls the tree seldom fails to produce
a second crop of flowers in nearly as great abund-
ance as the summer crop.

So many people look upon the Dogwood simply
as a wild shrub, because so few speciixiens have
been " civilized " and planted on lawn or boule-

vard. They do not even regard it as a tree.—
B. C. Fruit and Farm Magazine.
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Yucca kecurvifolia at Mount Usher, p. 149.

Irish School of Gardening for Women,
Meeanee, Terenure.

. Copy of Examiner's Report, 1917.

In a general review of written papers examined,
combined with results of oral tests, students of

Meeanee show, in my opinion, a good practical

grasp of the etiiics of liorticulture, generally, and
those pertaining to economic gardening in parti-

cular.
This is to a more or less extent endorsed by

practical work revealed by inspection of the
plots.

The beneficent results of distinctive rotary
vegetable cropping appear to be well understood
by the students both in precept by the papers
examined and by practical work carried out on
the plots.

I was particularly pleased with the obvious
attention paid to the cultivation of vegetables
possessing under present conditions more than
ordinary interest from their relatively high food
value, such as Potatoes, Onions, and Parsnips.
Several of the papers examined show a more than
ordinary intelligent and comprehensive acquaint-
ance A\ith the salient points necessary to obtain
the highest possible, particularly so in the case

of the Potato.
The science of plant propagation also appears

generally to be well understood. So, too, with
the pruning and general treatment of fruit

bushes and fruit trees, as far as the season and
things generally at the time of examination per-
mitted me to see.

Soil preparation in the way of digging and
trenching, witli the economical use of both
organic and artificial (chemical) manures seem
gencially to be well understood by the Meeanee
students, some of whom have given details of
operations relative to these matters in a parti-
cularly clear and concise manner.
On the whole, organisers, conductors, teachers,

and pupils of the 3Ieeanee School of Gardening
are to be congratulated on the success of their
combined efforts. These remarks apply to both
the professional section and the amateur section,
the former of whom appear to be well qualifying
themselves for supervision of, and disseminating
instruction in. the higher branches of horticul-
ture, while the amateurs are gaining good practi-
cal knowledge enabling them to contribute to the
betterment of domestic economy, and life

generally.
Edward Kxowldix.

30th August. 1917.

ExAJjiNATiox Result^.

Professional Students.

1.
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Glasgow Flower Show,

Over i'5C>0 outaixed for the Bed Cross.

On September 5th and tith a most successful show
was held in the 8t. Andrew's Halls, Glasgow.
The entries ^^ere well up to previous years, and
the quality all that could l)e desired in spite of the
diftlculties to be surmounted at the present time.

Frviit and vegetables were prominent in view of the
necessity for producing as much food as possible.

In connection with the show a sale was organised
to increase the funds, and many gifts of flowers,

fruits and vegetables, as well as farm produce,
were received : the Corporation also sent surplus
plants.
The opening ceremony was performed by Lady

Stirling Maxwell. The Lord Provost, Sir Thomas
Dimlop, Bart., presided, and was accompanied
on the platform by many prominent public men.
The Lord Provost remarked that " visitors would
be specially interested in the vegetable section.

At this time of stress we were all anxious to know
how we stood for our future food supplies, and he
was delighted to see that, at any rate, there was
an abundance of vegetables in the covmtry."

In proposing a vote of thanks to Lady Stirling

^Maxwell, Sir John Ure Primrose said that in the
present period of our national history gardening
promised to become more a common possession
of the community. Sir .John Stirling ^laxwell
had done a great deal for afforestation, and on his

estate had given many sites for allotments, and he
(Sir John Ure Primrose) thought it was the duty

of every patriotic citizen and of the Corporation to

see that allotment plofs for the peojjle hecame a

permanent institution i}i the city."

In this connection it is interesting to note that
the Glasgow Corporation Allotments number
4,500 ; much private ground also has been given
for the same purpose, and it is estimated that

there are aboixt S,000 plots in and arovind the
city.

Prominent among the prizewinners in the fruit
section we were glad to note Alderman Bewley,
of Danum, Bathgar, whose gardener, ]\lr. Donald
IMcIntosh, is well known in Ireland as an able
cultivator. Considering the long journey from
Dublin it was no small achievement to secure
2nd prize in the competition for 12 dishes of
fruit, 2nd for (j dishes of fruit, 1st for a collection
of Pears, 1st for two Melons, 1st for 12 Figs, 1st
for a collection of Apples, and 2nd for twelve
dessert Apples.

Astelia Cunninghamii.

This plant is now rather attractive, as it is

carrying an upright branched spike of thickly set
berries about eighteen inches high, each fruit

resem'bling a n^iniat^^re apple in shape, being
conical, of a cherry-red colour, and darker on
the apex. The fruits are borne on a cup, much
the same as an acorn, but the latter is more
flattened.
The plant in habit resembles somewhat a

Pineapple or Pandanus A'eitchii. though the
leaves are not variegated and less rigid. The
underside is covered with a buff- coloured
tomentum, and also the upper margins to about
a quarter of an inch, which, as the leaves become
older, changes to a silver shade.
The margins of the leaves, which are a yard

or more in length, are not toothed, and the
plant is apparently quite hardy here, ha\'ing
passed through last winter without protection
and growing as an isolated specimen on the lawn.
It is a native of New Zealand. Each fruit is

about half an inch in length.

E R. (Fota).

Yucca filamextosa ix the Gr.orxDS at Harristowx House.
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The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Gardener to Lady O'Neill.

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen Garden.

August and September have been, I think, a

record, for wet weather, the bad and good effects

have been pretty well balanced in the kitchen

garden. The Brassica family has been growing

luxuriantly, also Celery, Leeks, and most of the

root crops are doing well, with the exception of

Carrots, which are inclined to split with too much
wet. Weeds are hard to kill, and hand weeding

has to be resorted to.

The Onion crop is going to be difficult to dry,

so they should be hung up if possible in an open

shed ; use up the thick-necked ones first, keeping

the nice thin-necked firm bulbs for winter and

spring use. Weed and scuffle autumn sown Onions.

Cabbage-S.—Examine the rows of Cabbages

planted last month and make good any failures.

Plant another batch pretty thick, as there are

sure to be a few failures.

Turnips.—Late sowings are doing very well,

the plants should be thinned moderately and the

soil scuffled frequently.

Cauliflowers sown last month should be

transplanted into a cold frame ; they should

provide a supply in June and July.

Celery.—Continue to earth up latest batch ;

throw plenty of soot in and about them, it will

help to keep away slugs, &:c.

Leeks.—Continue to draw the soil up to the

stems as they grow, as the more white stem the

more the food value of the plant.

Beetroot.—As the roots are more susceptible

to frost, lift them very carefully and store in dry

soil in a frost proof shed.

Carrots ought to be lifted and stored in sand,

a layer of Carrots and a layer of sand time about.

A pit outside will do, but I prefer a shed, if

possible.

Seakale.—All decaying foliage should be re-

moved from plants intended for early forcing, in

order to expose the crowns to the weather.

Tomatoes.—If green fruit is still hanging on

the out-door plants, the trusses should be cut

off and hung up to ripen in a warm house, the

flavour won't be so good as naturallly ripened

fruit, but tliey will do well for cooking purposes.

Rhubarb.—Plants intended for extra early

forcing should be lifted and exposed to the

weather for a week before being put into the

forcing house.

Winter Salads.—Any available space in cold

frames or pits should be filled with winter Lettuce

and Endive, the latter can be blanched by
throwing mats or straw over the lights ; keep

them on the dry side, as damp is the great enenay.

Trenching Vacant ground may be started if

time is available, the sooner it is done the better

for the soil.

The Fr.uiT Garden.

This wet weather and lack of sunshine is not

giving fruit the proper finish, and is also liable

to cause second growths, especially if summer
pruning was done early.

Apples.—Continue to gather and store accord-

ing as they ripen ; dispose or sell ofT all varieties

that won't keep well. Keep an eye open for

varieties that do well and suit your di.strict, for

future planting.

Pears, too, should be picked carefully when
the seeds begin to change colour, or when easily

pulled off the tree.

Peaches cleared of fruit should be syringed

daily, to ward off attacks of red spider. Prune
away strong sappy, useless growths to give the

fruiting wood a better chance to ripen.

Strawberries.—Continue to cut away runnei's

on young plants, and keep the soil regularly

scuffled, fill up blanks, and firm plants that have
become loosened.

MoRELLO Cherries at the first opportunity

should be pruned, cleaned and trained, so that

the work may, if po.ssible, be done before the bad
weather sets in. All shoots on young trees may
be required for extension, but the shoots on
established trees shovild not be closer than 4 to (i

inches.

Flower Garden.

Wintering of bedding plants calls now for

attention. A nice airy house is the best for

wintering bedding stuff, where a little fire heat

can be introduced to keep off severe frosts. The
chief thing is to keep them all on the dry side,

watering only on fine days.

Tuberous Begonias should be lifted and dried
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gradually by placing them thinly in a cold frame :

later they should be placed in boxes, labelled

and stored for the winter. Lobelia Cardinalis

may be packed closely in boxes.

Old stools of Pelargoniums may be cut back
and packed in boxes or potted on in case cuttings,

may be scarce, and they themselves make fine

plants for the centre of the beds next year.

Sweet Peas.-—If it is intended to make a

sowing of Sweet Peas this autumn the work
should be done without further delay ; guard

against mice by setting traps along the rows.

As soon as the spring bedding is completed,

attention should be given to herbaceous borders

and any requiring replanting should be done as

soon as weather and time permits, of course a lot

depends on the class of stuff ; the borders may
still be gay with P. Asters and Chrysanthemums,
when, of course, you will leave them till later.

Where Daffodils and Narcissus have been for a

number of years in the same place, they should

be lifted and replanted thinly in good fresh soil.

Southern and Western Counties

By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord

Barrymore, Fota.

The Kitchen Garden.

The principal work connected with this depart-

ment will be the completion of the storage of root

crops and the removal from quarters of winter

greens of all decaying leaves and rubbish, and, on

favourable occasions, the destruction of weeds

and promotion of growth by the loosening of the

soil. Remove old rows of Peas and Beans that

are past bearing, and if the supports are worth

saving bundle them up and store for another

season. If the soil is at all loose where the spring

Cabbage plants are set out, carefully firm around

them when the soil is dry, as this plant requires a

firm soil to encourage a sturdy, hardy growth to

stand the winter. All decaying vegetable refuse

placed in reserve for mixing with manure should

be turned when the opportunity occurs, and the

outside turned into the middle.

Potatoes.—Examine the tubers that have

been set apart for seed and keep them in a dry,

cool, airy position. I have heard of more than

one instance where they were left out to green and

ripen during the excessive wet and sunless

August,- of the majority of them rotting. Set

them up in trays, especially those that ar e

intended for earliest supplies, under glass, with
the rose end upwards. Now is the time, if any-
one cares to adopt the practice of obtaining new
Potatoes Christmas twelvemonths, to put aside

,

in a cool, airy place in a subdued light, the
largest tubers of a maincrop variety, and in the
moantime remove all signs of growth, and in a
twelvemonth's tinie lightly cover with leaf-

mould, and new tubers will be formed on the old

ones, and as they become large enough removed
to allow the smaller ones to mature.

Leeks.—Keep the plot clean and assist growth
by giving a good dressing of wood-ashes or soot

or a watering with diluted sewage water.

Celery.—Continue to earth-up the latest

batches, choosing the afternoon of a fine day when
the foliage is perfectly dry, having first removed
all useless leaves and side shoots. A dusting of

lime then before adding the soil will do much to

prevent disfigurement to the stalks from slugs,

centipedes and other pests. Should a watering

be considered necessary, apply the day previous

and give a final stimulant.

Rhubarb.—If forced Rhubarb is required for

Christmas, lift a few crowns of an early variety

and leave exposed on the ground for a week or

two before placing inside.

Seakale.—If proper facilities are to hand for

forcing, the same remarks apply as to Rhubarb.

Select the strongest of the crowns and force in

total darkness.

Chicory.—Where winter salads are in demand
this is an easily forced plant.

Endive.—Lift and plant closely together in a

cold frame and give abundance of air ; whenever

possible remove the lights entirely and keep the

plants free from damp. The same remarks apply

to Lettuce.

Peas and Broad Beans.—Where autumn
sowing is practised these will be got in during the

month. Owing to the depredations of pheasants

and rats it is impossible in my own instance.

The Hardy Fruit Garden.

There is a great deal of work that may be

accomplished now in this department, and the

sooner the work of planting and root-pruning can

be put into practice the better chance will the

trees have of foi'ming new rootlets whilst the soil

is fairlv warm and getting established before
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winter. Immediately tiie loaves show signs of

ripening, transplanting may be done, and in the

case of I'eaches and Nectarines whilst the leaves

are green, but if this is done under glass shade,

from bright sun for a time, and frequent syringings

overhead will be beneficial in any case when the

trees will in all probability carry a crop of fruit

accordingly the following spring. Avoid a free

use of manures, which only causes an over

vigorous growth at the expense of fruit. A good
fertile soil is sufficient with a free use of lime

rubble or lime, and especially where this agent is

lacking in the natural soil. Especially is this

necessary for all stone fruits. A sprinkling of

wood-ashes and a dusting of basic slag will also

prove helpful. When planting take out a hole

considerably larger than the tree requires to allow

ample space to thoroughly well firm and also to

work round the tree. If drainage is necessary

break up the bottom soil and place a good layer

of broken brick or other suitable material in the

bottom,and on this place some good turves, grass

downwards. If there is a tendency for the tree to

inake taproots place a good strong slate imme-
diately underneath the main stem to encourage
surface rooting. When lifting trees carefully

preserve all fibrous roots and cut away any that

are too gross or damaged, always cutting from
the under side in an upward slanting direction.

If the roots are cut from the upper side down-
wards buds will be encouraged afterwards,causing

considerable annoyance by sucker growths.

Avoid planting too deeply, rather err on the other

side, and allow for sinking, and keep the roots

as near to the surface as possible, where they will

obtain the benefits of the sun and air's warmth,
and in low-lying positions especially finish off the

planting by having the tree on a good movind.

Small quantities of soil at the time, well

firmed by the sole of the foot and not the heel,

and laying out the roots carefully, will ensure a

good firm growth, and finish off by flooding with
water, and when this has settled apply a light

mulch and just secure the tree lightly for a few
days. Small trees of Peaches and Nectarines
that are being grown on in reserve may be lifted

and replanted if their growth is too excessive,

after having shortened back the thickest roots.

In any case replanting will be an advantage,
as it will cause a freer formation of fibrous roots

and bring the tree into better condition when it

goes into its final position. See that wall trees

of the above, and especially those growing under
permanent copings, do not suffer for want of water.
At no season of the year does a Peach border
want to become tlioroughly dry, an evil, I think,

that is largely responsible for bud-dropping in

the spring. Continue to store Apples and Pears,

and re})lant Raspberries and busii fruits. Avoid
planting tiie former too closely, and especially

whe*i these are transferred to good kitchen

garden ground. If in rows, plant five feet apart

and allow at least eighteen inches between each

plant. Gooseberries six feet between the rows
and four to five between each bush, and Currants
the same.

The Flower Garden.

\^ith an improvement in the weather during

the early part of September the formal bedding
wonderfully improved and made a good show.
Much will depend upon the weather as to how
long the display will last, but if it is to be followed

by an arrangement for the spring it should be

taken up this month, so as to allow of the plants

getting established in their new quarters before

bad weather sets in and the planting of bulbs not
delayed. Very good effects may be produced in

some beds, not suited for flowers, by planting

small shrubs of evergreen appearance, in variety,

such as the various Hollies, Box, Cupressus,

Aucubas, &c. Any Hollies that need replanting

should be done at once or left till spring, but all

deciduous and evergreens inay be dealt with this

month, which will allow of thein getting estab-

lished before winter. Remove the stock of

bedding Geraniums that has stood out of doors

into some structure where they will not easily

damp, and for that reason keep them as dry as

possible, give abundance of air, and when water
is required give a good soaking early and on a

fine drying day.

Answers to Correspondents.

Grapes.—The condition of the Grapes is that

known as " shanking," from the .stalks of the

berries having " shanked " or shrivelled. This

is generally attributed to defective conditions

at the roots. Probably during the con-

tinuous rains in August the border becaine

satui*ated, and consequently sour, thus affecting

the root action. The remedy is to examine the

border and correct any tendency to defective

drainage. If necessary remove at least some of

the bad soil and replace with fibry loam mixed
with a fair quantity of old mortar rubble. If the

roots are much below the surface raise as many
of them as possible and encourage them to remain
near the surface by top-dressing annually with

chopped fibrous loam to which may be added a

five-inch potful of Vine manure to each barrow

load. The work of draining should be attended

to as soon as most of the leayes haye fallen.
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Bush Pear Culture*
By D. McIntosh, Danuni Gardens, Rathgar, Co. Dublin.

To achieve success in the cultivation cf the

Pear there are three factors of primary import-

ance to be considered—namely, the ideal

aspect, good drainage, and a thorough prepara-

tion of the soil. In the choosing of an aspect,

select a piece of land with a gradual slope facing

towards the south. With regard to drainage

it shoxild be so arranged as to concentrate the

water to one main outlet, which can be

periodically inspected to ensure it is clear and
in working order.

Thorough preparation of the soil can be

accomj^lished in the following way :—Whether
the soil be of a heavy or a light texture, it should

be trenched at least to the depth of 18 inches.

If the soil be heavy, mix in a good suppl}^ of

well-decayed stable manure and a fair amount
of lime rubble, wood ashes and road scrapings.

If the soil be light, incorporate a sufficient

quantity of heavy farmyard manure as the

work of trenching proceeds. No attempt at

trenching should be made while the soil remains
in a wet and sticky condition, as this would be

in all probability fatal to the welfare of the

Pear. When the trenching operation has been
completed, preferablj^ during the month of

October, young bush trees may be ordered from
any reliable nurseryman. During the interval

the trenched ground will be settling down, and
by the first or second week in November the

soil should be in a fit condition to plant. In

straight lines, at a distance of 9 feet each wa^y,

make holes with a spade, 3 feet wide and 8 inches

deep. Drive in a strong stake, 2 inches from the

centre of the hole, to which affix the tree when
planted, in order to make it secure against high

winds. Before commencing to plant, trim off

with a sharp knife all jagged and broken roots.

At this operation, always cat downwards to

encourage fibrous roots near the surface. Set

the plant in position against the stake. Spread
out the lower roots equally, as far as possible,

and cover with t le finest of the soil to the depth

of 2 inches. Over this sj^read out another layer

of roots, again filling in with fine soil, and so on

until the level of the ground is reached. Eirm
each layer of soil as the fiUing in proceeds. A
thin coating of light litter spread around each

tree will complete the planting operation.

Pruning and training of these young trees

will be the next consideration. During February

begin by cutting away all dead and broken

shoots. Cut out all central growths v.ith the

object of keeping an open centre. This is very

important if the best results are to be obtained.

Near the base of the tree, encourage seven or

eight shoots to grow out at an equal distance

all roimd, say at 2 feet apart, training these

u]iwards in a sort of cordon fashion. Each year

shorten the leaders according to the vigour of

the individual tree, until they reach a height of

10 or 12 feet. It may not be possible to force

the desired number of shoots the first year, but

eventually they will appear by careful attention

to pruning. By adopting this form of bush

training, the fruits borne on the branches

receive an abundant supply of light and air,

two very essential elements for imi)arting

colour and flavour to the fruits. As a passing

remark, I may mention that many of our bush

trees at Danuni this year produced enormous

crops of splendid fruit, in particular Clapp's

Favourite, Conference and Durondeau, each

tree making an average of 500 tj^jDical fruits.

The trees are about twelve years old, and have

been pruned and trained in the way I have

been trying to describe above. Generally

speaking, the pruning of the Pear tree maj be

performed any time from the beginning of

November to the end of February. Shorten all
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PiCEA PUNGENS GLAUCA

(See page 167).

side growths to within two buds of the base of

the current year's wood and cut clean out all

surplus spurs. When cutting back the leading
shoot, always cut just above a wood bud looking
outwa.rds, so that the branches will tend to grow
upwards and outwards in a gradual slanting
position. The surface soil between the trees
should, be stirred with a hoe at regular intervals
and kept free of weeds. A mulch of farmyard
manure laid on in June is beneficial to the trees
in so much that it conserves moisture and acts
as a stimulant, just at a time when the fruits are
commencing to swell. At this stage, if the crop
be heavy, thin out all deformed and badly
placed fruits. Keep a sharp look out for the
caterpillar, which, if left unchecked, will eat
and destroy the foliage and very often many of
the fruits. When the fruits are swelling lest
and the crop is a heavy one, farmyard manure,
diluted at the rate of one-third of liqaid to
two -thirds of water, should be applied to the
roots of the trees several times during the
growing season. These applications, not onlv
assist the swelling of the fruits, but also have
the effect of ensuring good fruit buds for the
following year. Trees that are producing wood,

too robust and vigorous, at the expense of fruit

buds, must be dealt with by means of root-

l)runing. This operation is best perfornud at

the end of October, just as the leaves are

beginning to fall. It is advisable to deal with
one side of the tree only imtd it is seen if it has
brought about the desired effect. With a spade,

take out a semi-circle trench, 3 feet from the

stem. Then, with a fork work out some of

the soil from among the roots. Should a tap-

root be found underneath, cut it clean through
by means of a spade or hand-saw. Prune off

all damaged roots, always bearing in mind to

cut downwards. By so doing, fibrous roots arc

induced to emit upwards, thereby keeping
them near the surface, which is an item of

paramount imjiortance to the well-being of the

Pear. Fill in the trench with the old soil,

treading firmly as the work of filling in proceeds.

Shoulel the operateel tree show any tenelency to

loosen by the effect of high winds, elrive in a

strong stake and tie securely. If the above
root-pruning does not bring about the desired

result, the other siele cf the tree shoulel be rcot-

pruned the following autumn.
For bush culture the following are a list of

the best varieties in their order of ripening :

—

Clapp's Favourite, William's B. Chretien,

Mdme. Treyve, Louise B. de Jersey, B. Superfin,

B. Hardy, Fondante D'Automne, Triomphe ele

Vienne, Conference, Durondeau, Conscilleur ele

la Cceur, Doyenne de Cornice, Glout Morceau,
Winter Nelis, and Josephine de Malines.

Two of the best stcAving pears are Catilla"

anel Uvelale's St. Germain.

Useful Apples for Irish Gardens.

Within recent veal's much has been acconi-

plis'hed in the improvement and extension of

fruit growing in Ireland, especially of Apples,
by both private and coinniercial growers.

Guided by statistics published by the Depart-
ment of Agriculture for Irelanel, I note that

there is an increase of 1,457 acres uneler fruit

as compared with the area uneler fruit in 1916.

It may reasonably be inferreel that a pre-

])onderance of this increased area has been
devoted to apples, this being a pleasing in-

dication of the sounelness of advice frecjuently

])ut forward by the Horticultural Press, the

Department of Agriculture, &c., for the in-

creased production of Apples, though the

southern counties, with their superior soil and
climatic conelitions, have not shareel in the

increase to the extent that might be expected.

Considering the unelisputeel high eiualifica-
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tions of tiie Apple crop i'runi both a coiu-

mei'cial point of view ami v^a^ 11 most valuable

dietetic and food product, there seems to

be little need for extolling the virtues of the

Ap2)le (whatever may be said of it in the

Garden of old, when its charms led to such a

dreadful end), for as " Old as the hills
'" are

such proverbs as " Eat an ai)ple going to bed,

and the doctors may beg for bread " (this

meant to convey an idea of the dietetic \alue of

Apples, but with no notion that such dire

results would befall the doctors). In those

strenuous times Apples may well be brought to

tlie fore as a valuable adjunct to the food

sup})ly, and used more .frequently in various

forms of cookery. For instance : stewed
Api)les may be eaten with bread through the

winter months, instead of that dear and scarce

commodity, " good sound butter," or at any
rate to eke out the supply of butter; stewed
Apples with rice, to reduce the consumption
of bread, &c., &c (selecting such varieties of

Apples as are palatable with little sugar used
in the cookery); of course increased demand
should go hand in liand with increased supply,

so that any means for encouraging more general

and increased consumption of the fruit is quite

pardonable.

In the present world-wide turmoil, as is

generally well known, the import of Apples has

been jnohibited, and there is much probability

that this restriction may be very prolonged.

This would seem to be an incentive to secure

for Irish-grown fruit a more extensive hold on
the Apple trade throughout Ireland as well as

a profitable share in cross-Channel demands.
In this matter some cardinal aims to be
achieved are such as the increased production

of first-class fruits in quantity, of varieties well

known in the fruit trade, large size in cooking

varieties, and in dessert varieties a good-sized

and clean well-coloured fruit is absolutely

essential to secure the best financial results.

Grow quantities of a limited number of varieties

that may be relied on to provide a succession

througiiout the season, so that an unbroken
supply is at hand to meet the requirements of

markets and dealers : this latter advice applies

specially to dessert varieties, which now
realise more profitable prices than cooking

Apples. In private gardens there is a pro-

nounced tendency to grow a great number of

varieties (and in ' recent years there is a

fascinating list of varieties put forward by
mn'serymen to select from), and I should say

quite a pardonable desire. Many beautiful and
useful varieties may be grown for home con-

sumption which are, however, not well suited

for market purposes. A fruit room filled with

well gi'own and highly-coloured fruits con-

stitutes quite a miniature fruit show, and is

useful in many ways, and stimulative, as with

public exhibitions or fruit shows, which con-

stitute such admirable object lessons in fruit

A Well-I'uuxed Apple Thee.
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culture; aud though for a time in abeyance,
their revival, after these most lamentable war
conditions have passed away, is most probable,

it behoves both private and market growers to

keep up varieties to meet the practical and
friendly rivalry created by such exhibitions.

In the appended list of varieties 1 have only

named such as are well suited in all ways for

general cultivation, and such as n:iay be grown
satisfactorily with the minimum amount of

labour as entailed by proper cultivation in all

cases. I have purposely omitted some well-

known varieties owing to their extreme
susceptibility to attacks of " Apple scab " and
canker, although three varieties named {i.e.,

Wellington, Eibston Pippin, Gascoyne's Scarlet)

come, in the opinion of many, under this cate-

gory. The first-named two are very desirable

varieties, and practically I find that with a

little extra attention in the 'vay of spraying and
rooting conditions, both varieties will produce
good crops of clean and thoroughly satisfactory

fruit. Gascoyne's Scarlet has been discarded

by some good cultivators, though its splendid

appearance and good qualities render it a very

desirable Apple. It is an excellent cooking

and exhibition fruit; it succeeds admirably as

a bush tree on Paradise stock in light, warm,
well-drained soils. In this locality it does well

as a cordon on Paradise stock. There is no
great amount of special preparation needed for

the planting of Apple trees, but conditions

essential to success are a naturally well-drained

soil or artificially drained areas (stagnant water
and heavy retentive subsoils under shallow
soils are fatal obstacles),* a good fertile soil, a

situation well open to sun, but with a reason-

able amount of s'helter against westerly or pre-

vailing high winds, which, if not guarded
against, make sad havoc amongst ripening

fruits. Where a situation is good, but soil not
up to desired standard, it may be brought into

suitable condition by casting in such materials

as are available, and deemed suitable. Poor,

shallow soils, or land inclined to be boggy, may
have added new loam, decayed leaf heaps,
ashes from fire heaps, old road scrapings, of

w'hich there is usually abundant deposits on
country road sides, decayed rubbish heaps,

sandy oir shell deposits from the shores of tidal

rivers, any or all of these materials make useful

additions to poor soils, and to which a limited

quantity of well decayed farmyard manure
may be added as conditions seem to demand.
If soils are deficient of lime, a little unslaked
lime may be applied biennially, allowing the
lime to slake on the land and be dug or

ploughed in during winter.

For garden culture, bush trees on Paradise

stocks are most suitable for planting. Horizon-
tal trained trees and cordons in lines by walk
sides are highly ornameiital and useful,

maturing under good cultivation plentiful

crops of superior and highly finished fruits.

Any of these may now be planted in ordinarily

good garden soil, or sites may now be prepared
by digging or trenching, and the trees planted
from end of January to middle of March. All

classes of trees are in recent years most reason-

ably priced, ranging from maidens, at lOd. ur

Is. each, up to fruiting and specimen trees, at

7s. 6d. to 10s. each. Maidens and two or three

year old trees are principally used for planting

large areas or orchards ; what are called fruit-

ing trees are most suitable for garden planting,

as these may be allowed to mature a moderate
crop of fruit the second summer after planting

;

whereas with young trees, three or four years

must elapse before a crop of fruit may be
gathered. As these trees advance in years,

and according to the yield of fruit n^iatured, an
annual dressing of good farmyard manure
should be lightly dug in after the pruning is

completed. This is my practice, and with the

addition of a sprinkling of basic slag spread in

January under the trees at the rate of 4 to 6 oz.

of slag to the square yard. The trees should
not be planted wliile the ground is unduly wet,

as the trampling needed to make the roots

sufficiently firm causes such soil to become over

hardened, and impervious to proper action of

sun and air. A guide to proper condition is

when the soil may be trampled without sticking

to the feet. Before planting shorten coarse

roots, and cut away jagged ends of roots, and
plant the trees at same depth as they have been
grown in nursery. This is indicated by earth

mark on stems. Stake the trees as planted, if

there is any probability of their being loosened

in ground. About the middle of March these

trees should be pruned. Trees provided with

a good proportion of robust growths should

have the side shoots cut back to five or six eyes

and the leading growths shortened to about 'half

their length (not more), cutting the shoot at

a bud looking outwards. Bushes of varieties

naturally making less robust growth may be

pruned a little more severely ; horizontal

trained trees and cordons may be similarly

pruned, but reduce the leading shoots to about

a third of their length. If, after being two or

three years planted, any trees are growing a

great profusion of over-robust growths and
making few or no fruit buds, they should be
lifted to check this over-luxuriant growth—

-

that is, proceed to dig a trench about 2 or 2h

feet from stem all round the tree to the depth

of the roots, saving small fibry roots, but culj
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away any strong fibreless roots; then with a

garden fork remove the ball of earth, working

towards the stem, until the ball is sufficiently

reduced, and all roots severed to allow of the

tree being taken out of its bed. Shorten
severely strong fibreless roots that have a

tendency to grow straight downwards ; those

growng horizontally need not be cut back so

haixl. Clean all jagged ends of roots, level and
well trample the site for the tree, and replant

very firmly. Spread out all roots evenly, and
with a slight inclination upwards. These trees

so treated must be staked and subsequently

pruned, as advised for new planted trees. This

operation s'hould be caiTied out as soon as

|X)ssible after leaves show signs of falling.

Some varieties— for instance, Bramley's
Seedling, Scarlet Bramley, Charles Ross,

Newton Wonder, Norfolk Beauty—do not fruit

freely until they attain three or four years'

more growth. Such varieties need not be
lifted unless the growth is particularly gross.

Hard and fast rules for future pruning can
hardly be presented here. The vigour and
habits of different varieties must be a guide to

subsequent pruning. Infertility is often

brought about by too severe pruning : in such

cases the method of pruning must be altered,

and over-luxuriant growth checked by liftinc

young trees, up to, say, ten or twelve years'

old, and root pruning of older trees. Roots of

trees having penetrated to a bad subsoil will

cause the same failing ; in these cases the above

remedy must also be applied. The foregoing

r-^marks as to preparation of ground may be

similarly applied in the formation of orchards.

A field, or part of a field, that has been under
good cultivation for two or three years growing

potatoes, &e., may forthwith be cleaned and
levelled, and the trees planted at once; or a

good, sound plot of grazing land may be deeply

ploughed and planted in the spring. Orchard

trees are, of course, planted in lines, at a dis-

tance apart t'hat must be recnlated by the kind

of trees planted, and subsequent intended

cidtivation of land under and between trees.

Orchards may be profitably formed of bush

trees on Paradise stocks, though more fre-

quently standard or half standard trees on Crab

stocks are employed ; but whether it is intended

to ultimately form a grass orchard or to con-

tinue cropping between trees with small fruits

or farm and garden crops, it is most important

to future welfare of trees that a space 4 or 5

feet in diameter round each tree should be kept

free from weeds and resularly cidtivated with

an annual application of farmyard or chemical

manure after trees commence to mature crops

of fruit. If young orchard trees are left to

become overgrown with weeds and rubbish, the

result is inevitably stunted, diseased, and
profitless trees.

The matter of grass or cultivated orchards

is a debateable subject. Many affirm that the

Apples in grass orchards compare favourably

or equal in size to those from cultivated orchards.

My experience is that only on exceptionally

favoured soils grass orchard Apples hold their

own with cultivated orchards, except in the

matter of fine colouring, which constitutes a

strong point in dessei't apples. It is much less

trouble to maintain the trees in grass in a good
fruiting condition by annual applications of

liquid manure drained from farm buildings,

&c. ; a good mulching of farmyard manure, or

some well recognised artificial mamu-e, than to

restore them after being run down, and pro-

ducing only second or third-rate fruit.

For orchards I would recommend the follow-

ing varieties, named in the order of their fit-

ness for market, &c. :—Dessert varieties—Mr.
Gladstone, Irish Peach, Beauty of Bath, Lady
Sudeley, Worcester Pearmain, Jas. Grieve,

Ben's Red, Wealthy, Chas. Ross, Ribston

Pippin, Cox's Orange Pippin, Allington Pippin,

Blenheim Orange, Rival, Christmas, Pearmain,
Belle de Boskoop, Braddick's Nonpareil, Bar-

mack Beauty, King's Acre Pippin, Duke of

Devonshire. Culinary Apples—Early Victoria,

Grenadier, Emperor Alexander, Peasgood's
Nonsuch, Norfolk Beauty, Stirling Castle, The
Queen, Lord Derby, Royal Jubilee, Beauty
of Kent, Bismarck, Bramley's Seedling,

Hambling's Seedling, Newton Wonder, Annie
Elizabeth, Lane's Prince Albert, Alfriston,

Wellington, Encore This last-named variety

is a comparatively new variety, but I find it a

free cropper, large, and a very good keeper.

We have had it here (stored under ordinary

conditions) quite firm and fresh in June, almost

to the time when Early Victoria is available,

to commence the new season. For ordinary

garden culture the following varieties are all

good , desirable kind :

Dessert varieties, to the preceding list add

Langley Pippin, Coronation, Mother (Ameri-

can), St. Everard, Beauman's Reinette,

Adam's Pearmain, Gascoyne's Scarlet, King

of Tomkins Co., The Houblon.

To the culinary Apples—Lord Grosvenor,

Red Victoria, Loddington, Hoary Morning,

Hector MacDonald, Lady Hemicker, INIere de

Menage, Baron Wolsley, Edward the Seventh,

Rev. W. Wilks. The last-named Apple is

spoken well of as a promising market Apple by

various authorities, but I consider it too large

and soft for market purposes, as also that fine

apple. Baron Wolsley.
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Some Good Conifers for Present

Planting,

Arboriculture is a subject closely akin to

—

in fact, hardly to be separated from— horti-

culture, and, now that the planting season has

come round once more, space may be found in

Irish Gardening for a few notes on some of the

worthy (!onifers that, I am sure, a good many
people must be anxious to plant ; and in order

not to take up too much space in this number,
I shall confine my remarks to members of the

two great families—Firs (abies) and Spruces

(Picea).

Many varieties of both have proved them-
selves, in different localities, siutable—and
desirable—-in our Irish soil and climate, more
es2:>ecially in the maritime counties from north-

east to south-west.

Of course, there are places where, from its

basic formation, such as—for instance—in a

limestone district, or one where there is a super-

abundance of mineral matter—iron, or, again,

heavy clay in much depth, that the soil is not so

suitable, and one can hardly expect to find such
fine specimens as may be seen growing on a

naturally cool and well drained soil, made rich

at the time of planting by the addition of

suitable material.

I think the ideal soil for most, or all, of the

great family Conifer* is that with a soft gravel

subsoil, beneath which again Avi^l be found the

granite or broken whinstone rock.

Such a soil is, in nearly all cases, naturally

drained, cool and moist in summer, and keeps
warm, comparatively, in winter, especially when
a liberal supply of peat mould has been added
to the soil at planting time.

On other soils, not so well adapted to tree

growth, one ought to try by artificial means to

get it as near to the ideal as possible.

In planting large growing trees that it is

desired will grow into fine specimens, furnished

with rich, luxuriant foliage from the ground up-
wards, better siiccess might sometimes be
attained if the planter would take a little more
time and trouble—first in selecting the site for

the tree and afterwards in the careful planting

of the same.

First, then, as to site, let me say here that
in all cases some shelter (but not at too close

c^uarters) from the storms and cold cutting
winds of winter will be found beneficial.

I know of cases where trees have come safely

through a spell of severe frost only to get cut
back and injured by the withering east winds of

early spring.

Consider for a minute the size the tree is likely

to grow to in course of time, perhaps sixty feet in

lieight, with a spread of branches that may be
anything from ten to thirty feet through, accord-
ing to variety. Therefore do not select a site

too near to a \Aall, a walk, in the line of a good
view, or to another good tree or shrub, where,
in the end, both must suffer by overgrowing
each other.

When a satisfactory position has been selected,

no pains should be spared to make operation of

planting as thorough and complete as possible.

Such trees, it is hoped, are going to mark the
time of years, and the work of the planter,

perha])s long after he has gone beyond the ken
of such things. And it is surely a great pleasure

to look on the good results of work well done, as,

from year to year, the little plant develops into

a noble tree.

In proceeding, make a good large hole,

according to the size of the ball of earth and
roots of the plant—deep and wide enough to

give room to work in plenty of good rich soil as

the work goes on. Coarse leaf soil, peat mould,
and old mushroom dii,ng in equal quantities is

a capital and lasting mixture, along with the

good soil that comes out in digging the hole.

If the soil is shallow it iswell to pick and shovel

out some of the subsoil, placing a good layer, say
six inches to a foot in depth, of the prepared
soil in the bottom of the hole, then place in the

ball of the jDlant, keeping it at about the same
depth, or a few inches deeper than it had been
in its previous ])osition in the nursery,- or

elsewhere.

There ought to be a clear space of a foot and
a half, or two feet, all around for filling up with
the good sail, treading all in firmly as the filling

up proceeds. Of course, care will be taken to see

that the plant is perfectly upright in position,

and, if the branches, as often hoppens, are

lighter and more thinly grown on one side of the

plant than another, keep the lightest side

towards the sun—that is, the south.

I think it is a mistake to put small plants out

in permanent positions. It is better to groAV

them on in nursery quarters for a year or two
until they are foi^r or five feet high and have
been carefully transplanted once or twice.

Having said so much about planting, I should
like to mention some of those Firs and Spruces
that have been found to do well in Ireland.

Abies Webbiana, the Indian Silver Fir, in

shelter from winds, will grow to about forty feet

high, perhaps more, with a fine spread of

branches ; the foliage is large, of a lovely dark
green colour, and when the tree bears cones they
are very handsome ; the bark on the trunk of
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this tree i« different in appearance to that of any
other hr I know, being coarse and rugged.

A. homolepis, JaiJaii, introduced in 1870,

does not appear to be a tail growing tree. I

know it as a plant twenty-five feet high, and
with a great spread of branches; k(?.eps its lower
branches well, and in colour like A. Webbiana ;

the leaves are not so long; bears cones in pro-

fusion, that exude a quantity of resinous matter.

Abies firma, another Japanese tree, and one
of our finest Silver Firs, especially in mild
localities, although I think it will prove hardier

than was expected in former years ; it puts on
good growth yearly, and wil' probably grow as

high as our common Silver Fir (A. pectinata) ;

the leaves are sharp pointed, light green in

colour, and the spread of branches is not great.

Abies concolor, and ics varieties—Lowiana,
Waltzii (?) and violacea—are amongst the most
useful and ornamental of the Firs, come from
Sierra Nevada mountains ; beautiful in colour,

and with a branch spread of about twentj^-five

feet. Abies Waltzii is something of a rarity,

but very beautiful ; the leaves, almost white in

colour, are apt to get scorched by the summer
suns, therefore it ought to have some shade on
the sunniest side.

Abies grandis, also from the States of

America, is a verj^ vigorous growing sort, great

in height and spread of branches, requires

plenty of space to develop, and there is no
doubt as to its hardiness ; it may become in

time a valuable forest tree.

A. bracteata is the most remarkable of all the

Silver Firs, with massive deep green foliage,

sharply'pointed, and a no])le spread of branches
;

it is somewhat tender, especially in a young
state. Hard to procure at present, but Avell

worth a trial.

Other species that occur to my mind are A.

Veitchii, A. Mariesii, A. magnifica, A. amabilis,

A. nobiiis, and A. Nordmanniana, which is a

good thriving tree, especially in peaty soils ; but
all the foregoing are reliable and may safely be

planted in most parts of Ireland, and will well

reward any troiible taken to give them a fair

start off.

Perhaps I am encroaching on space, so Mill

conchule with a few words on some of the

varieties of Spruces (Picea).

Of these there are many beautiful and useful

sorts, from the pretty little freak Picea excelsa
oar. Clanbrasiliana that never grows more than
five feet high but spreads over the ground con-
siderably, and is essentially a plant for the rock
garden, to the tall P. sitchensis ; but, generally,

the various species of Picea do not grow to such
great sizes as those of the Abies family, and can
be accommodated on a smaller space of ground.

Talcing the largest growing sorts first, we have
P. ajanensis, often confused with P. Alcockiana

;

both will groM' to a considerable height and the

branches spread over a diameter of thirty feet,

the silvery green colour of the foliage is pretty

and distinct from that of other Conifers.

Picea morinda (Smithiana), the Indian Spriice,

is a tree that is the better for a good deal of

shelter from Minds ; heavily branched, drooping
in habit, dark green in colour, it makes a
striking contrast in association with the lighter

colours of the others in the family.

P. orientalis, and its golden coloured variety,

aurea, are beautiful compact plants, and well

worth planting in the best of positions, and Avith

them may be groMn the fine blue-green coloured
sorts P. pungens glauca and Kosteriana.

Picea polita is one of the most distinct of the

Japanese Spruces ; light green in colour
;

branches close groM-ing and rigid ; the leaves are

short, stiff and prickly. One rarely sees a good
specimen of this species, it seems to have the

misfortune of continually losing its leading

growth.

Three others I Mill group together as being

more or less related, although belonging to

different parts of the world, they are—P.

spinulosa, P. BreMcriana, and P. omorica.

These belong to u^hat is knoMii as the flat-leaved

or omorica group, and have certain botanical

characteristics in common.
Picea spinulosa {syn. morindoides) is an

attractive plant Math graceful^ drooping
branches, medium in spread ; the leaves light

green in colour. This plant is a Himalayan
species.

From M'hat little is knoM-n of P. BrcMeriana
the same brief description M'ould apply, although

the plant belongs to the Siskiyon Mountains of

Northern California, and is most difficult to

obtain at present.

Picea omorica. the Servian Spruce, is, in my
experience, not so fast groM'ing as P. spinulosa.

more compact in habit, sturdier in every May,
and has not the same graceful drooping habit,

nevertheless it is a fine species and M^ell Morth

planting.

These last tMO varieties have shoM^n a disposi-

tion to bear fertile seeds at an early age, and it

M'ill be worth the while of anyone who has got

plants of them, to secure the cones in order that

plants may be available later on, for surely there

is coming a time M'hen planting of trees Avill be

carried on in this country to a greater extent

than heretofore.

In general practice it Mill be found that the

Spruces thrive in Met heavy soils better than

the Silver Firs.

T. J. R.
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Notes.

Intercropping.

In an article dealing with intercropping in

Belgium The Joimud of the Board of Agriculture

Rhododendron ButiiATUM

Photograph ed in China by Mr. George Forrest.

for September gives the following notes relating
to gardens :

—

In the market-garden districts of Malines and
Louvain intercropping is extensively practised,
especially where the soils are light enough not
r.o pack hard with treading. Typical associations
are given below :

—

1. Early cabbage or cauliflower intersown
with spinach or cabbage lettuce, or
with radishes and lettuce.

2. Carrots interplanted with cabbage,
lettuce, or scorzonera.

3. Early potatoes interso^wTi with radishes,
which are cropped before the potatoes
are earthed up.

4. Late cabbage interplanted with an early
variety which is marketed before the
main crop attains full size.

' In a general way it may be said that all

vegetables which occupy the soil for some time
are intercropped with spinach, early carrots,

radishes, chervil or lettuce.

Where early peas are grown in beds carrots

are sown among the peas, and occupy the

ground after the latter crop has been harvested.

Peas arg often planted in every third or fourth

row of a potato crop ; a single pea of a dwarf
variety is pressed down in the cent-e of each
pota*^© plant ; the pea grows up with the potato,

and when tb'^ pods are ripe it is pulled up bodily.

The practice, however, cannot be recommended
with green peas, as too much treading of the

soil then takes place in picking the crop.

Cabbages or Brussels spronts are sometimes
planted between all but the very late varieties

o^' potatoes. They are planted in the furrows
after the potatoes have been earthed iip and do
not in any way interfere with the growth of

the potatoes.

Random Notes,

I THINK I wrote you last year about the attrac-

tion Eupatorium Weinmannianum has for

butterflies. I have again been struck by this.

Last Saturday, though it was not a very bright

day, on one small shrub I counted at least 18

Red Admirals. The Peacocks were plentiful a

little earlier, and Buddleia variabilis seemed to

he their special fancy.

Montbretia Prometheus has been very fine

this year, the flowers being well formed and of

good coloiir. A mass of it—some 10 or 12 by
4 ft.—in a sunny position has been and is a feast

for the eyes. Another plant that has done
exceptionally well this year is Primula capitata.

I am afraid I n<iver appreciated Potentilla

Friedrichseni properly till this year, partly

because it was wrongly placed before. Last
autumn a plant of it was moved into an open
sunny position in sandy soil, and this year we
were rewarded with profuse flowers for about
three months. The soft yellow flowers are very
pleasing, and though not so large or such a

good colour as those of Potentilla rigidus, I am
inclined to think that it is the best of the

shrubbery Potentillas on account of its freedom
and length of flowering.

Euonymus latitolius is resplendent with a

large crop of its brilliant red seed vessels. The
foliage also colours well. Altogether I think it

is a very desirable shrub and one that should

be more widely grown. Words of mine cannot
do justice to Rosa Moyesii. In either flower or

fruit it is magnificent, biit I should like to put
in a word for Rosa setipoda for autumn effect.
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In flower it is not particularly attractive, but

the bright vermilion seed vessels hanging in

buncnes from the arching branches are very

beautiful and attractive.

Can you explain why the male plants of

Muttalia cerasiformis should lose their leaves

very much earlier than the female ones ?

Sept. 24. 1917. E. H. W.alfole.

Vitis Inconstans vcir. Lowi.

This is an elegant and beautiful variety of the

Vine, better known in gardens as Amj)elopsis

Veitchii. It is of slenderer growth than the type,

\Wth smaller and more divided leaves. It forms

a delightful wall plant and colours quite as well

as the parent. Like the type, it is self-supporting,

and is useful for covering unsightly walls and
fronts of houses.

Funkia lancifolia tardiflora.

Again this prett^^ plant has demonstrated its

usefulness for late autumn flowering. In the

early days of October, mid rain and tempest, it

bravely pushed up its spikes of lilac coloured

floweis, which, though not brilliant, at once
attract attention. It is useful for the rock
garden at this season and is quite suitable,

being not more than a foot high when in flower.

Ordinary garden soil is all it wants, and it is

effective in the front of the herbaceous border.

Lonicera pileata.

Until the present season this Chinese Honey-
suckle has appeared to be a shrub of average
merit. The absence of late spring frosts this

year to damage 'he flowers has shown it to be

a mqst interesting and attractive bush in fruit.

The twigs are at present clothed ^\\\.\\ fruits the

size of Currants,which, if lying on a table, might
easily be mistaken for amethyst beads. With
the sun shining on the bushes the beauty of the

glistening, transparent friiits can better be
imagined than described.

In habit L. pileata is a low-spreading ever-

green bush, or partially evergreen in severe

winters. Among the small, dark-green leaves

the yellowish-white flowers are noticeable during

the month ot May. It is, perhaps, seen to the

best advantage groM'ing against a wall or fence

(-f moderate height.

Mr. Augustine Henry collected specimens in

China, but for its introduction to our gardens

we are indebted to ^Ir. E. H. Wilson, he ha\ing
sent home seeds to Messrs. James Veitch in

1900. A. 0,

A Neat Privet.

LiGUSTRUM Prattii, introduced from China
sovne years ago, promises to be a useful shrub

in gardens. Of neat habit and nearly evergreen,

it is pleasing in appearance at all times. In open
positions during severe weather it sheds some of

its leaves, but is never wholly bare. The leaves

are small, probably not more than half an inch

long and a little less in width, densely borne on
the branches, giving the shrub a compact, well-

fumished appearance. The flowers are interest-

ing, being, as usual in the genus, white borne in

numerous short panicles. It has the look of

making a useful liedge plant, and, no doubt,

nurserymen are holding stock plants against the

time when it \\\\\ be asked for after the war.

It is a shrub which ought to be popular in time.

Fruit-room at Aldenh.\m.
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Gaultheria hispida.

This interesting and nncommon shrub is another
of tne rare plants growji by Sir John Ross at

Rostrevor. The spocimen at Rostrevor is now
about 2 feet high, and is described as a very

desirable species, with conspicuous white berries.

Gaxiltheria hispida.

Photo by R. M. PoUocl-.

The following particulars regarding it are taken
from the Flora of N. S. Wales :

—"An erect,

spreading shrub, finally tall, usually hispid, with

somewhat reddish hairs. Leaves oblong tc

narrow, lanceolate, serrate. Racemes usually

shorter than the leaves ; corolla white, about
two lines long. Fruiting calyx depressed
globular, white—founci on the dividing range at

high elevations from New England to Victoria."'

The Hardy Cistuses-
To those interested .in the cultivation of the

Rock Roses the behaviour of the genus at Kew
during last winter, compared with the Glasnevin

results, published in the last issue of Irish

Gardening, at page 151, may prove of value.

In common with Glasnevin, Cistus Cyprius and
C. laurifolius stood unharmed, while to these

must be added the hybrid C. corbariensis

(C. populifolius X C. salvifolius). The other

Glasnevin survival, C ladaniferiis, was killed at

Kew. There are, however, four otners which,

though badly shfken, survived, and h?ve now,
thanks to the favourable moist weather of the

past summer, made excellent growth. These
are C. populifolius, C hirsutus.C. monspeliensis,

and G. Loreti, a beautiful hybrid (C-. ladaniferus

X C. monspe'liensis). A. O.

Storing F ruit.

This is a matter of prime importance and
deserving of the closest study. A well designed

structure is a necessity for the proper preserva-

tion of fruit for the longest possible period.

Many makeshift buildings are utilised, but

uidess the essential conditions of atmosphere
and temperature are under control the results

. are disastrous. Apples and Pears are the chief

fruits stored in quantity for winter and spring
use, and the former especiallj^ might be avail-

able in much larger quantities were proper
storing better understood. The ideal structure

is one in which a temperature of from 45-50
degrees can be maintained. Ventilation is

necessary to preserve a buoyant atmosphere,
and the ventilators should be arranged as near
the roof as possible, say one at each end, so as

to cause a circulation of fresh air without
having an actual draught playing round the

frin"t. The structure may be built of wooci anu
thatched with heather or reeds. The sides are

often made ot match boarding and are also

thatched, but it is quite possible that reinforced

concrete will be largely used in the future, now
that the need for conserving home prodiice is

better realised. Concrete has many advantages
in its comparatively easy manipulation and in

its lasting properties. Inside shelves of con-

venient width—say 4 feet—are easily arranged,

one above the other, at intervals of 18 inches.

They are made generally of 3 inch battens with
a space of half-an-inch between them. On these

the fruit is laid in single layers and frequently

examined for any signs of decay. During
summer the fruit room is useful for keeping
soft fruits winch are ripening faster than they
can be used

—

i.e.. Peaches, Nectarines, Apricots,

Plums, Figs, Melons and early varieties of

Apples and Pears.

In smaller gardens where a fruit room would
be too large, Ajiples may be kept for a long time
in barrels, the Apples being packed in peat
mould. The mould must be perfectly dry and.

reduced to a powder. Place a layer of peat

mould in the bottom of the barrel and then a
single layer of Apples ; next another layer of

])eat, working it well in between the fruits and
placing sufficient over them to prevent the next
layer from pressing down on the first. In this

way a barrel may be iilled with A]iples, finishing

off with a good layer of peat and pressing the

whole firm. Needless to say every truit should

be thoroughly somid when placed in the bprrel,

and they should not be stored in the barrel

straight from the tree, but allowed to sweat for a

fortnight. T)o not wipe the fruits before

storing, ?s this removes the waxy bloom, which
itself is a factor in preserving the fruit.

By no^v all fruits will be gathered, and it if

to he hoped that every effort will be made to

store all the late keeping varieties for use in

winter and spring, whether grown commercially

or in private garrtens.
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The Eradication of Weeds*

By Joiix Adams. ^f.A., Assistant Dominion
Botanist ; late of the Royal Colleae of Scienro.
Dublin.

AccOEDiNG to their manner of growth, weeds
nxay be grouped under three heads :

—

1. AxNUAi. Weeds.—These complete their

whole life-history in one year or less. The seed
germinates sometimes in the fail, but more often
in spring, the plant grows rapidly, produces
flowers, I'ipens and scatters its seeds, and then
dies before winter. Wild nmstard and wild oats
are annvials.

2. BiEXNiAi- Weeds.—These during the first

season of growth produce a tuft of leaves close

to the surface of the ground ; during the second
season a tall stem is produced wiiich bears flowers
and ripens seeds, and then the whole plant dies.

The life-history is thus comprised inside two years.
Biennial wormwood and burdock are ex<amples.

0. Pe^kexniat. Weeds.—These produce flowers
and seeds, but after ripening the seeds only those
parts of the plant above ground die down, ^\ bile

the underground laarts live on for many years.
Three types :

—

{(i) »s'/)rt/-bo»/id.—Weeds of this class do not
spread readily in the ground beyond the spot
where they first take root. Their seeds may, of
course, be distributed over a wide area. Examples
are dock and dandelion.

(b) Crecj)in(j ou the surfa re.— The parent plant
sends out runners in all directions along the
surface of the grovind. which eventually take root.
Examples are silverwood and orange hawkweed.

{r) Creeping belotr ih< surface.—The parent
plant sends out shoots or, in some cases, roots,
which travel horizontally at a considerable depth
below the surface of the ground. New shoots
grow vip from these above the sui'face of the soil
and eventvially become independent plants.
Likewise, a siuall piece of the underground shoot
an inch or two long is capable of producing a new
plant. Field liindweed and Canada thistle are
examples.

How Weeds Sfread.—Weeds may gain
entrance to the farm or, if already there, may be
dispersed over a wider area in one of the following
ways :

—

1. As impiirifies in the seed soicu.— :\Iost samjiles
of agricultural seeds contain weed seeds in greater
or less amount, which are sown with the useful
seeds and tluis the weeds may, <|uite unknown
to the farmer, gain an entrance on to his land.
The seed sown should be aijsolutely fi^ee from
weeds of all kinds—a condition of things which
is seldom realized.

2. By the (ujeucy of threshing machi)ies.—The
threshing machine should be thoroughly cleaned
before it is allowed to begin operations on the
farm.

f{. In fyfable manure and feeding stuff.>.—Hay
and feeding stvilfs often contain weed seeds, some
of which are liable to find their way into the
manure heap and eventually on to the land.

4. Bg the action of iciud.— JMany seeds, such as
those of dandelion and thistle, are furnished with
a t uft of hair which enables them to float in the
air for long distances. In other cases the seeds

or even the whole plant may be blown over the
frozen surface of the snow.

o. By the agriicy of animals.—The seeds or

adjacent parts of some plants, such as blue bur
and burdock, are provided with hooks by means
of which they become attached to the wool of

sheep or the clothing of workers on the farm and
in this way may be carried into fields where
formerly they did not exist.

6. By cultlration.—In some plants, especially

those with creeping, undei'ground stemf, the
broken pieces may be carried all over the field

Ijy farm implements and thus dispersed over a

iiiuch wider area than the parent plants originalh-

occupied.
METiioDs oi' Destkoyixg Weed.s.— 1. By

destroying the need seeds already in the soil.—

Where the ground has been badly polluted with
weed seeds through net^lect in former years the
surface should be disturbed to a depth of a few
inches and the seeds encouraged to germinate
either after harvest or in spring. If the land is

then plowed deeply the seedlings will be buried
and the fresh supply of weed seeds brought up
should be encouraged to grow in the same
manner and should then be destroyed. A hoed
crop !-.hould be planted and the spaces between
tiie rows ought to be cultivated regularly through-
out the season. When the ground has been
liadly polluted w4th weed seeds, some of them
may lie dormant for several years and germinate
when tiie soil is again disturbed.

2. By preventing them from ripening seeds.—
The formation of seeds can be prevented in

various ways, such as mowing several times
during the season, or cvitting the roots with a

hoe or spade, or freqvient cultivation of the land
by horse labour, or by pasturing the ground
closely with sheep. Annuals and biennials will

eventually die out if the production of seeds is

prevented.
3. By frequent cultivation and dcstrintion of

the green parts as often as they appear.—In^evention

of seed-formation will serve somewhat to check
the spread of perennial plants, Init as they can
live for nuvny years, and even continue to occupy
new ground by the growth of underground
shoots, ttc, some more thorough methods are

required to get rid of them. The implements
eni ployed for this purpose should be such as will

loosen the soil to such an extent that the \^•eeds

can be readily pulled out and collected into heaps,
after whicli they should be burnt when dry. It is

very important that the underground parts of

sucii weeds as field bindweed should not be
l)roken into small pieces difiicuit to collect and
lia))le to be scattered over a wider area. But,
however carefully the w^ork of collecting and
burning may be done, some of the weeds are sure
to be left in the soil, and, if undisturbed, will

grow again. Consequently ground that is badly
infested with such weeds will require to have the
surface disturbed by frequent cultivation. This
can only be done if the land is left without a crop
(summer- fallowed) or bears a crop of such a
nature that it can be planted in rows with
sufficient space between the rows to admit of

ready cultivation without injury to the plants.

The cultivation should be done sufficiently often

to destroy all green parts as quickly as they
appear and the implements vised should be of

such a natvire that they will cut all vmderground
stems and roots in the area covered by them
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without letting any escape. One of the weed-

knife type of implements should be used. The
underground parts of a plant are nourished by
the green parts above ground, and if the green

stems and leaves are destroyed as quickly as they

appear the parts below the surface will be starved

out and the whole plant will eventually die.

Tills is the only way to eradicate finally such

weeds as Canada tliistle and field bindweed.
4. By the use of smother crop.—A vigorous

growth of some other crop svich as alfalfa tends

to crowd out some kinds of weeds, and the cutting

of the crop several times during the season pre-

A^ents the weed from ripening its seeds.

5. By excluding sunlight.- This can be done by
the use" of building paper, or a thick layer of straw

or otlier suitable material, and can only be prac-

tised on small areas that are entirely overrun by
some very troublesome weed.

(5. By spraying with cherpical sotutions.—The
substances most commonly used for killing weeds
are iron sulphate (copperas or green vitriol),

copper sulphate (blue vitriol), common salt and
sodium arsenite. Iron sulphate can be used to

destroy wild mustard when growing in a grain

crop without doing any material damage to the

crop. For this purpose a 20 per cent, solution

is employed and 100 pounds of the sulphate dis-

solved ini 50 gallons of water will spray one acre.

Copper sulpliate can be used for the same purpose,

a two per cent, solution V)eing employed (10

pounds in 50 gallons of water per acre). Both
these svdpiiates are poisonous. Sodium arsenite

if applied at the rate of 2 pounds to 50 gallons of

water will blacken the leaves of Canada tliistle.

It is very poisonous, and cannot safely be applied
to the thistles when growing among hay or other
crop as it will damage the useful plants as well.

Common salt is a useful weed killer to employ
in the case of weeds growing on paths or roadsides
or waste ground. It should be applied in dry
weather at the rate of 125 pounds in 50 gallons

of water per acre. Strong solution.j of the other
foregoing chemicals may be used for the same
purpose.
General Conclusions.—The control of weeds

on the farm requires in a marked degree the two
virtvies of thoroughness and perseverance. If a
farmer goes about it in a half-hearted way. he
will never accomplish their eradication. Con-
stant watchfulness is necessary if progress is to
be made. If bare fallow is resorted to it should
be possible to get rid of even the worst weeds in

a single year. But the practice of bare fallow is

not a paying game. It is in most cases better to
graze tlie land or take off a crop of hay or grain
early in the season and then leave the land bare
for the rest of the year. Shallow plowing should
be followed by continuous cultivation throughout
the rest of the season, and a hoed crop planted
the following year.

It is safe to say that weeds can only be held in
check where a suitable rotation of crops is followed.
Where the same land is sown with wheat year after
year, or where the land is pastured indefinitely,
the weed problem is liable to become worse every
year. In the former case a bare fallow every
few years will be necessary, audit is very doubtful
v/hether the return from the land will be equal
to that where rotation of crops is followed.

—

British Columbia Fruit and Farm, Magazine.

The Making of a Herbaceous

Border,

By Irene F. Ryan.

Within the last 10-15 years wonderful improve-
ments have been brought about in tlie growing
of hardy herbaceous plants. Most of the present
generation can recall the time when we were
without our present beautiful varieties of Phlox,
Pyrethrum, Delphinium, and Paeony, ice, and
these are only a sample of the wonderful changes
effected during recent years.

Because we call them '* hardy " plants, there
is no reason that they should be as carelessly

treated as they often are. If planted in un-
cultivated soil and neglected, the most beautiful
will lose their character, form and beauty.
Place a healthy gTO^\ing child in uncongenial
surroundings, neglect aiul ill-treat him or her, and
the resiilt will be probably dwarfing of character,
possibly loss of beauty, and most certainly loss

of health. Tlierefore cultivate your soil

thoroughly.

If the front of a shrvibbery border is the place
chosen for growing the plants, deeply trench and
manure the ground, and above all rid tiie border
of the roots of shrubs which are impoverishing
tlie soil. Do not plant near Yew or Laurels, as
these are very gx'oss feeders, and will leave the
ground too poor to afford sufficient nourishment.
If the soil is light add cow manure and lime
when trenching, as it retains the riioistvu'e. sandy
soils being usually deficient in this. If heavy,
add sand, grit, leaf-mould, and light manure.
And weeds and roots from the soil can be burned
and the ashes from these can be strewn over the
fresiily-dug ground.

The second place which may be considered for
planting is the kitchen garden border. This will

probably be richer in plant food than the shrub-
bery, and may not require so much manure. If

over-rich the soil wWi require a plentiful supply
of lime, which should be added unslaked if the
ground is not required for immediate use— 1 lb.

of lime can be dug into the square yard. This
will counteract the acidity caused by the soil

being over-rich.

If dealing with new pasture land, this must
also be thoroughly trenched and mamu'ed ; and
above all watch for the appearance of wireworm,
which is usually found in virgin loam. If de-
tected, the top spit should be removed to the
depth of 4 inches and stacked apart, as the wire-
worm destroys Lilies, Iiises, and many other
plants. If the soil is a heavy clay one, lime can
be added as before mentioned, also soot and wood
ashes. It is also beneficial to work a clay soil in
windy weather when possible.

The majority of herbaceous plants can be
moved in spring and autumn, but it is not well
to transplant between the middle of December
and tlie middle of January, as there is no growth
duiing that time.

(To be continued.)
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Suburban and Allotment Gardens.

November is a good month for stocktaking on
the allotment, as also in the svxburban, garden ;

of noting these crops which have been super-
abundant and of these of which there has not
been sufficient to meet the demands. Also as to
the scarcity or plenitude during cejtain seaso>is.

It has been said that a fool can have a supply of
vegetables during ^ Jvily, but that it takes a
gardener to obtain full svipplies in January,
February and March. Tliis question will need
consideration now when drawing up schemes for
next year.

I suggested early in the season that these
vegetables which were considered necessary
should be grown, and of these, where space is

limited, those which are dearest to buy at the
shops, and arranging the supplies so that they
come in at periods of " market scarcity " rather
than when vegetables were extremely cheap. I

repeat this now, as I have so often found by ex-
perience, that allotment holders and amateurs
generally grow too naany mid-summer vegetables
in proportion to the mid -winter ones, lu this

connection I wovikl like to suggest to Horticultural
and Allotment Associations the value of winter
shows or competitions, in order to encourage the
production of vegetable foods when they are
scarce, rather than having classes in the summer
shows for varieties or collections of vegetables,
in which winter vegetables are often included, and
which vegetables having been grown out of
season, so to speak, have not the same keeping
qualities as those of later development. Writing
of competitions reminds me that flowers are
often entirely absent from allotment competitions,
this is to be deplored.

In Belfast, where special prizes are offered for
the flower borders, some remarkable results are
obtained, and the whole scheme of allotments
presents a far more beautiful and interesting
scheme than where there are no flowers. Apart
from this it has also been found that those who
win prizes with the flowers grow more vegetables
than the average iilotholder, probably because
of the fact that a keener interest is aroused, which
interest makes itselt felt in every bit of the plot.

Allotment Extensions.—This is perhaps the
best month to start on new schemes of garden
plots, as the gi'ound can then be put into order
before the big push of spring comes along. It is

claimed by the Dublin factors and shopkeepers
that an immense quantity of food has been gro\^"n
on the allotments this year. The indications at
present appear to jsoint out the absolute necessity
of producing much more during the new season.
That there is a positive danger of food shortage
is not realised by many as it might be. ^^'hile this
is so it seems a calamity that land should be held
up by sports of various kind and through other
causes when it might be doing really national
service. It should not be necessary at this time
to appeal to patriotisni or to point out that such
lands as I have i-eferi-ed to are immensely
improved by the deep, thorough cviltivation,
combined with the heavy manuring and liming
which is done by plotholders. (The best thing
that could happen to many of these grass plots
with their uneven mossy surfaces, is for a group

of allotments to ))e laid out on them, so that after
a few seasons of cultivation they are in a fit sta te
to grow the riglit type of grasses upon.) Then
agam the health-giving and social values of allot-
ments are worth while, even if these were all the
benefits to be obtained.

Soil Operations.—These should be continued,
as recommended last month. One operation
which is of extreme value—more especially on
heavy or sticky soils and in northern districts—is
that of ridging, or throwing the soil into long
parallel roof-like banks. To do this first of all
jnark off the ground into parallel strips about
3 feet 6 inches wide, then at one end of the first
strip take out a trench about 2 feet Avide and
from 12-18 inches deep, depending upon the
quality of the subsoil. When this first trench
of soil has been taken out, a second trench abovit
18 inches wide should be marked off immediately
behind it, and on the same strip. The soil of
this trench should be lifted out with a digging
fork or spade in large lumps and thrown forward
into the middle of the first trench in such a way
that a ridfjc is gradually formed, having its apex
over the middle of the strip and its base extending
nearly to the sides of the strip. Proceed in this
way trench after trench until the first strip has
been ridged, and then complete the ridge over
the last trench of the strip with soil from the
first trench of the adjoining strip.

This method of cultivating the soil exjjoses a
considerable svaface to the varying atmospheric
conditions—to frost and heat, wet and dry, kc.
As a consequence in spi'ing it breaks down very
easily^ owing to the weathering it has vxndergone,
has less soil pests—many being killed by- frost,
others devoured by birds ever on the hunt during
A\inter for animal food, when other food is

scarce-—is better drained, contains a greater
supply of air, and warms up more easily. As a
consec(uence crops are earlier, healthier, and more
luxurious in their growth.

Manuring.—Heavy soils should, when possible,
be manured in winter while ridging or other
operations are in progress. The long or littery-

manure being placed along with vegetable
refuse at the bottom of the trench, and the short
nianure near the siu^face, depending upon the
kind of crop to be grown. For CaiTots, Parsnips
and Beet the manure should not as a general
rule be jjlaced nearer than 9 inches to the svu-face.

The sandy soils need not be dug as early as the
clays, and on these manure is best applied in
February or March, unless quantities are avail-

able. Leaves of trees and other moisture-holding
matter should be incorporated with such soils at
every available opportunity.

Liming.—Many allotments are established on
sour soils. Such soils are immensely imjjroved
by the addition of lime, which can be obtained
in various forms. Generally^ speaking, " quick-
lime " gives the best results, more especially on
heavy soils. It should be powdered by" exposure
to the air, or by sprinkling with water, and then
scattered over the soil—after digging has been
done—at the rate of 1 hundred-weight to a xV acre

plot, or more, where finger and toe disease has
manifested itself on Cabbages and Turnips, &c.
The lime should be mixed with the surface soil

by pointing or raking it over with a digging-fork.
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Liine washes through the suil to the low er hiyers

fairly quickly, and should be applied auuually to

get the best" possible results.

Flowers and Fri'it.—(.'ontinue to complete

tlie work vecouuneuded in the last issue of iRlsn

(liARDENlNG.

Allotment Observations.

By J. Hrat.KV. .Superintendent Dublin Cor-
' poration Land Cultivation Coniiuittee.

It will. I am sure, be admitted that close

oliservalion of allotments would be required

throughout the entire year if a correct estimate

of the produce raised was to be given. In many
cases it must be admitted that the cultivation

methods resorted to left much to be desired as the

(Muckest wavs of getting through the work were

availed of.
" The lazybed was very much in

evidence everywhere, but it is believed that the

drill will take" its place next year.

.Many varieties of Potatoes were to be seen

growing on a plot, this perhaps on account of

" seed " being so scarce during the earlier months
of the year. General satisfaction seems to have

been given by " Beaixty of Hebron," " British

Queen," " Arran Chief." " Leinster Wonder,"
and " Shamrock " varieties, and in a few instances

tlie ((uality and (juantity of the " Up-to-Date"
eclipsed the expectations of many growers.

It is hoped that next year will see much moi-e

variety in the vegetables growing on all plots.

Beyond Potatoes, Cabbage and Turnips, 85 per

cent, of the cultivators did not go.

The scheme for the winter supply of vegetables

should be decided on early in the year, and
ground well prepared is essential for good healthy

crops.
Leeks, which are so suitable to substitute

Onions, were rarely to be seen this year, as while

the cultivation is simple they survive the winter

months in the ground, and can be left there until

required for use. The fvdl value of Celery has

not yet been realised by the average plotholder.

The iew who were fortunate enough to grow some
this year can testify to th6 simple mode of

cultivation and to the high quality of the veget-

able itself. As a winter vegetable it is worth its

place on all plots.

The popular Cabbage known as Savoy was, m
most cases, sown too early, and it consequently

reached maturity too soon. " It is best appreciated

when it comes in for use in December.
Parsnips, too, were not very numerous,

though they amply repay the trouble of cultiva-

tion. Good deep or double digging is universally

recommended with the manure deeply buried in

the ground, which should be left thrown up as

rough as it will remain when it is thrown off" the

spade in autumn.
Broccoli, or Winter Cauliflower, as they are

called, received very little thought from the plot-

holder of 1917, considering when the seed has been

sown and the plants hned out in July in tlieir per-

manent places, keeping the ground free from
weeds, and drawing a little soil to the stems of

the plants, constitute the entire cidtivation. A
good crop may always be looked forward to if

seed is sown in time. A variety may be chosen

that will come in for use during any month
between October and April.

The Month's Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Neave, Gardener tu Lady O'Neill.

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen Gakukn.

Asparagus. Now that Ihe '' grass" hasripened
it may be cut down and burnt, then clean the
beds and top-dress with good rich manure, or sea-

weed, if possible; failing the latter a dressing of

salt will prove of great value for next year's

growths.

Globe Aktichokes.—The crowns of these valu-
al)le plants should l)e protected now by putting
a layer of ashes over them, later put a layer of

dry litter over that, which will be sufficient to

protect them from severe frost.

Ehubarb.—^Put the first batcli of roots into
forcing house to have a dish or two for Xnias
time. The same applies to Seakale. After .a few
degrees of frost they force uuich better.

Celery.—Give a final earthing up to latest

Itatch, placing the soil up the stems to the fidlest

extent. Choose a dry day for the work, and break
the soil finely.

Cauliflower.—Any heads which are ready for

use should be cut and placed in a cool room,
where they will keep fresh for some days.

Remarks.—The principal work for this month is

the clearing of all vacant plots, manuring and dig-

ging same or, if possible, trenching, leaving the
surface as rough as ijossible, for the frost to have
full play on it. Attention and thought should
be given to every plot according as it is dug and
manured or trenched. Wliat is it to groir?

That should depend on what was in it this year,

for instance, the Brassica family, which includes
Turnips, should not be allowed to follow each
other, if this can at all be avoided. Good crops of

onions may be grown in the same plots provided
the ground is trenched and liberally treated. Car-
rots, Parsnips, and Beetroot should follow crops

for which the land Ims been specially well man-
ured the previous year so that fresh manure need
not be added. Any vegetable will follow Celery,

as the treatment of Celery brings the ground into

good fettle, but every gardener who studies his

work tries, if possible, to give each crop a change
of ground every year, so tlxat the garden and the

croijs will be benefiting every year from his

labour and forethought, and no delay occur at

seedtime in getting a plot ready for its new
occupant.

Fruit Garden.

New plantations of all kinds of bush fruit may
now be made, that is, if the soil is in a dry
favourable condition. The earlier trees are

ordered from the nurseries the l)etter chance you
have of getting good stuff. See that the ground is

well trenched and manured and allowed to settle

liefore planting proceeds, and on no account plant

if the ground is wet and would cake when treaded

on. Small bush fruits, such as Currants and
Gooseberries, shoidd be planted on good. rich,

soil, six feet anart each way. Raspberries in hues
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six feet apart, and the stools two feet apart iu tlie

rows. Apples and Pears, Pyramids and Bushes,
12 feet apart. Horizontal and fan-trained trees
on walls or trellis are allowed fifteen to twenty
feet apart. Where only single trees are being
planted to replace the old ones the most of the old
soil should be removed and plenty of good loam
should take its place.
When trees arrive from the nursery see that the

roots are not too dry. Soak them in water and
lay them in a trench until you are ready to plant
them into their permanent quarters.
Trees requiring root prmiiug should l)e attended

to if the weather is dry and favourable, and the
wood fairly well manured, for if this operation is

done early they should give little or no trouble
next season. The pruning and training of wall
trees should be proceeded with and pushed on at

every favourable opportunity—after the leaves
are off the trees. The pruning and training of

wall trees depend on the kind, and the space
allotted to it; also, some kinds bear on tlie wood
of the previous year, while others bear on spurs
attached to the old wood. Examine all. the old
ties and see if they will stand for another year
or not.

Flowkr G.arden.

The lawns and walks will require a good deal
of attention to keep them clean. All leaves
collected should be t-arefidly stored, for they are
a valuable crop both for mixing with Hot Beds
and for keeping for leaf mould.
Granted that spring bedding is finished, Her-

baceous Borders will now require attention. If

replanting is necessary the plants should be all

lifted and the border thoroughly trenched, and
all perennial weeds carefully picked out, then re-

plant, using only the outside pieces of the clump
for the new border. A few clumps of May flower-
ing Tulips always look well planted at intervals
along a herbaceous border.

Roses.—Where new beds are to be made and
planted the sooner it is done the better. Remove
all the old soil to the depth of two feet and fill

in with good fibrous loam from an old pasture,
to which may be added some half-inch bones.
When planting avoid planting too deep, spread a
few inches of manure litter over the bed after
the Roses are planted ; this keeps the soil moist
and warm and encourages root action early.

Bedding Plants.—Examine boxes and pick all

dead leaves and flowers of Zonal cuttings ; keep
them on the dry side. Cuttings in frames should
have plenty of air on fine days. Violets in frames
should have the lights removed on bright warm
days. Keep the runners pinched off. Chrys-
anthenuuns which have not flowered in the border
can l)e lifted and boxed; the flowers will be wel-
come if there is room inside to house them.

Hardy shrubs may now be pruned into shape
and any thinning out done in the shrubberies.
It is also a good month to transplant large
specimens. On a sheltered border facing east or
west cuttings of many trees and shrul:)S may l)e

inserted. Some kinds prox)agate more readily
from mature wood inserted outside than from
half ripe wood in a propagating frame. The best
examples are W^illows, Poplar and Tamarisk.
There are also many coumion shrubs for which
room cannot be spared in frames. These remarks
apply to Privets, Ivy, Laurels, Climbing Roses
and Ribes.

Southern and Western Counties.
By Ernest Beckett, Gardener to Lord

Larrymore, Fota.

When 1 made luy ilrhat with the January Calen-
dar I confessed my intention of dealing as far
as I possihly could in the remarks for the Month's
Work with the Kitchen Garden section. Never
was such interest shown by all persons in all
ranks of life as witnessed during the past year;
and now that the season has arrived when the
constructional work connnences on which will be
leased the efforts for 1918, and that more than
ever depends upon our home production, no stone
should be left unturned to try and produce better
results by a thorough cleansing and cultivation
of the ground, and the furtherance of all work
which can be done during these coming short
days whenever the weather permits. Deep cul-
tivation is undoubtedly the only way to bring
about the desired result, and an attenujt should
be made to treat a portion of the garden each
year. As I mentioned in the first nund)er, I am
in favour of bringing the sub-soil to the surface,
but I know there are a great many who differ
and so nnicli depends upon the circumstances and
the ways and means at hand, so that it is im-
possible to write and advise, but to tlie uniniti-
ated I would suggest that they treat a small
portion and lay it up on the surface in as rougli
a condition as possible and leave it exposed to
the elements, and with the majority of cases it

will be found possible to grow something on it

the first season, if not actually possible to make
a seedbed.

I think it was in the Gardeners' (
'h nni'nli' that

Mr. G. H. Jenkins gave an excellent hint on the
trenching question, and for those who did not
see it tuid to whom it may prove useful I merely
repeat it.* Instead of taking out a trench and
wheeling to the other end of the plot, which is

a serious iten), halve the piece of ground l)y

putting down a line, chop out a good mark witli

the spade, then taj<;e- out a trench at one end
half-way across to the line and throw the soil

on to the path, or as near as possil)le, trench the
one half first and on arriving at the end of the
first half connnence on the return by filling the
la.st trench with soil from the second half, and
finish close beside where the start was made
without harrowing a spadeful of soil.

Take every advantage of wheeling manure
and other refuse for the bottom trench where
the groiuid is being worked to a depth, keeping
the richer material closer to the surface, where
it will be more readily assimilated, and the
coarser material (such as all refuse excei:)ting

all obnoxious weeds and seeds of same that will

surely grow if brought to the surface again) at the

bottom for drainage. Economise time, labour and
manure by marking out imaginary or otherwise
the positions the crops next vear will occupy.
South borders and other sites intended for early

crops, if vacant, may be dug and left rough.

This ground will usually be required to be as

rich, and at the same time, as light and friable

as Dossible. and to secure that leave for the

time being as rough as possible on the surface.

• A very old practice.—Ed.
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Asparagus.—Clear the beds of all stalk.s and re-

fuse as soon as growth lias thoroughly ripened
off. This can be quickly done by the scythe.
Afterwards clean tlie surface from weeds as
thoroughly as possible, and if nettles and couch
grass are present carefully loosen the surface
with a fork and remove as many of the roots as
possible, and give a dressing of manure or sea-

weed.

Rhubarb.—Make the beds as tidy as possible.

In the majority of cases this vegetable has not
been undvuy taxed this season so that the usual
nndcliing of manure might, I think, be more
profitably used elsewhere.

Globe Artichokes.—Clean these and fork up
the ground amongst them to admit of a free
passage of rain, and then nuilch with long strawy
litter, which will serve as a protection to the
crowns.

Tomatoes.—Hang up any late fruits from the
outside plants in a light, airy house to ripen
artificially, as these will be very useful for culin-
ary purposes. Winter fruiting plants in pots will

need careful watering from this onwards. Witn
a free circulation of air without draughts and a
little artificial warmth at night.

Plants in frames such as Lettuce, Cauliflowers,
Endive, &c., should have abundance of air, re-

moving the lights entirely during fine days, but
protect from heavy rains and Keep them free

from weeds and loosen the surface soil frequently,
at the same time removing any decaying leaves
to prevent damping.

The Haruy Fruit Garden.

Before the trees are denuded of their foliage
mark any superfluous branches for removal later
on as mentioned in the Calendar for the month
of February. Whilst the leaf is on the trees it

is much easier to see to what extent thinning
can be carried out. The pruning of Morello
Cherries on north walls and retying should be

,

carried out as soon as possible. The less the
knife is used the better, but at the same time
overcrowding is an evil, as a thickly set tree
is difficult to clean and keep clean in the spring
of the year from black aphis and other pests.

Shoots that are stubborn and will not tie in may
be spurred back, but lay in as straightly as pos-
sil)le plenty of young growths and remove older
growths. Remove as many old ties as possible,
which only harbour insects, and especially those
that are tight on the growths. When completed
the alleys may be forked over and a dusting of

basic slag will prove helpful, or lime. Push on
with other pruning and thinning as soon as the
leaves have fallen, so that the ground roinid and
about them can be dug up and made tidy. I

prefer to leave Currants and Gooseberries till

later, as when the latter are left unpruned the
birds have greater difficidty in taking the basal
buds. Apples, and in fact all kinds of fruit that
fail to give good returns, or are otherwise un-
suitable to the locality and requirements, should
be grubbed up and their places filled with more
profitable sorts, or in the case of standard and
orchard trees be regrafted.

The Flower Garden.

The replanting of practically all herbaceous
plants may now be undertaken whenever the

ground is in suitable order, and not only will it
relieve the pressure of work later on, but also
whilst the growth is still on the majority of them
the rearranging according to height is much more
easily done. With Michaelmas Daisies and such
a number of varieties it is difficult unless one has
been particularly careful to label them exhaust-
ively to. place them correctly and remember their
behaviour when once they have been cut down.
If the whole of the border is to be replanted
carry out the work as well as possible, because
a good deal of trouble has to be taken, and when
completed with an annual overhaul and top-
dressing these should last for years. When
splitting up stools of herbaceous plants do so by
inserting two strong forks back to back and
levering the handles in an outward direction.
This is far preferable to chopping with a spade.
Select the outer portion of old established clumps,
wliich are usually the most vigorous, and rather
plant three smaller pieces triangularly than one
large clump. There is a great art in laying out
borders to provide a feast of colour at various
seasons of the year, and for the plants to har-
monise, which recalls to my memory the excel-
lent photograph of the Herbaceous Borders at
Glasnevin depicted in Irish Gardening last

April, and which reflects the greatest credit on
all concerned.

Christmas Roses should he tidied up and the
ground forked around them, and a little stimul-
ant added and hand lights or cloches placed over
them when the flowers commence to open.
Plant Violets in frames without delay and keep
as near the glass as possil)le, and give abundance
of air.

Reviview.

One Thousand Gardening Hints,

This is one ot' the large number of books published
during the war, and primarily designed to afford
help to amateurs. The idea of the present volume
is excellent. Many amateurs have scant leisure
for reading advanced works on gardening, and
indeed have not the practical expeiience to gain
much benefit from such. What they want is a
handy book of reference to which they can turn in
an emergency and find brief directions on the
different crops grown in gardens and allotments,
and pointed in formation regarding the cultivation
of the soil. The inexperienced often long for some
advice as to how to make the most of a small
area, and " 1000 Hints " makes a feature of
advising as to the best way of utilising a small
garden.

All sorts of crops in garden and greenhouse are
briefly alluded to as well as manures, garden
pests, garden I'ecipes, &c., and an excellent
Vegetable Time Table is included. Amateurs
and Allotment Holders might do worse than
invest in this little volume, w^hich makes a useful
companion to " The Complete Guide to Garden-
ing," by the same author. Both are published
at Is. 3d. net, obtainable from Cassel & Co., Ltd.,
La Belle Sauvage, London, E.G. 4, and presum-
ably through booksellers.
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The Vegetable Products Committee

IRISH BRANCH
President—The Most

Hon. Secretaries—Sir

James Robertson,

Hon. Treasurer—D. L

le the Marquis of Headfort.

Frederick W. Moore, M.S.I.A.,

J.P.

,J.P.

With the recognition and approval of the Admiralty and the

War Office the VEGETABLE PRODUCTS COMMITTEE
has been formed under the presidency of LORD CHARLES
BERESFORD for supplying Vegetables, Fruit, Jam, &c., to the

NORTH SEA FLEET, in connection with which the IRISH
BRANCH has been registered at the Head Offices, London,

and through whom all enquiries respecting Ireland's con-

tributions to the project should be made.

" The most ample expression of our thankfulness can
never repay the debt v^hich the people of these Islands o^ve to
the gallant Officers and men of the Navy, v^ho, by their cease-
less vigil on the danger-strovirn v/aters of the North Sea, are
mafntainint; us in comparative peace and quiet."

The Committee of the Irish Branch appeal for help in main-

taining, as far as possible, regular supplies to the NAVAL
BASE allocated to them, both by Gifts of Vegetable Pro-

ducts and contributions of money to supplement the supplies

by purchase in the Market. Such gifts are urgently required

to keep up the supply during the trying winter months.

The Hon, Secretaries invite enquiries, and will be pleased to give in-

formation and particulars as to forwarding gifts, on application.

Remittances to be made to MR. D. L. RAMSAY.

Offices of the Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland

5 MOLESWORTH STREET. DUBLIN
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Lectures for Plotholders.

Fertilisers and Manures.

This admirable course of lectures was con-

tinued in the Dublin Municipal Technical

Schools on Friday, the 23rd of November, the

lecturer being ]Mr. J. P. Drew, Manager of the

Model Farm, Glasnevin.

The lecturer alluded to the need for analyses

of the plant and the soil in arriving at a know-
ledge of manures or fertilisers required in

different instances. Describing the two main
divisions into which manures are separated, he

pointed out that organic manures are derived

from the remains of plants and animals, while

inorganic manures are obtained from mineral

sources. The chief organic manure is un-

doubtedly ordinary farmyard manure, which is

commonly called " complete," because it con-

tains all the more essential elements of plant

food—viz., nitrogen, phosphate, and potash,

while its mechanical action on the soil is not

the least of its virtues. Given a sufficient

supply of farmyard manure, the need for

ai-tificial or inorganic manures is reduced to a

minimum, though on some soils and for certain

crops a combination of organic and inorganic

is found profitable.

Proceeding, the lecturer dwelt on the time

to apply the various " artificials " according to

their degree of solubility. Nitrates, such as

the popular nitrate of soda, are best applied as

a top-dressing to the growing crop, as, if applied

earlier, much of it is washed out of the soil

before the crop can use it. Superphosphate
and basic slag are examples of phosphatic

manures, and being less readily soluble, may
be dug into the soil some time before cropping

takes place. Superphosphate is more quickly

soluble than basic slag, and may be forked or

dug into the soil in early spring, and will be

available during the summer. Slag is slower,

and may be applied now^ to any ground being

dug over, as there is no fear of it being washed
out. It may, however, be applied nearly any-

time, as it will certainly become available for

a subsequent crop.

Potash manures, whic'h are all imported, are

valuable, but at present unobtainable. For

allotments, however, where but small quan-

tities are required, some amount of potash may
be obtained through burning all rubbish of plant

remains which can be got together—weeds,

decayed leaves, any woody material, such as

useless pea sticks, hedge trimmings, &c. The
resulting ashes may be spread over the ground
and dug in in the ordinary way.
Lime was referred to as being of great value

^\•hen applied to soils deficient in it, and which

had been heavily manured previously. Heavy,
retentive soils, which have had repeated ap-

plications of farmyard manure, are apt to

become sour, and nothing tends to correct this

acidity so much as an application of lime at

from 8 to 10 cwts. per acre. If the lime is

obtained in the lump form it may be laid down
in small 'heaps and covered with a few inches

of soil. When pulverised it ma^' be s])read and

dug into the soil.

That dread disease, known variously as Club

Root, Finger and Toe, &c., and called by

botanists Plasmadiophora brassicae, is fre-

quently troublesome to Cabbages, Cauliflowers,

Turnips, and indeed most members of the

Cabbage family, and is best eradicated by using

lime in the soil.

Had time permitted, we would have liked

to have heard the lecturer say something on the

value of two great " manures " which cost

nothing—viz., light and air.

Deep working of the soil, too, is of in-
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calculable value to crops. Indeed, without

manure at all an average soil if deeply worked

will produce good cro])s. Most soils contain

plant food, but it is inert for want of

air. ]3y de?ply working and aerating the soil

much of this becomes available, and if, in con-

junction with deep tillage, the plants are given

sufficient space between them for air and light to

play freely on them, then good crops will follow.

It cannot be too widely recognised that plants

obtain a good deal of their food from the air-
that is, carbon. Further, all the food material

absorbed by the plant, either by the roots or by

the leaves, is in a crude state, and is manu-
factured into food by the green colouring

matter in the leaves. This green colouring

matter can only act in light, hence the need
for giving the plants sufficient space.

In our j\Iarch number, discussing INIanure for

Allotments, we wrote :

—
" There are other

factors, however, which have an enormous
effect on production—namely, sunlight, air,

and what is familiarly called ' elbow grease."

While by no means scorning the value of

manures, we think that far too much over-

crowding is practised in cropping, particularly

with Potatoes. . . . Experiments by prac-

tical men have shown that where the soil has

been deeply tilled and wide planting has been
adopted and the surface soil subsequently kept
well tilled, better crops have been obtained

than where manure was applied in abundance
on shallow-tilled soil." Since then we have
seen many gardens and allotments, and always
the best crops were where there was the

greatest evidence of tillage.

Air. .John Weathers, an Irishman who 'has

had n successful career as a grower, lecturer,

ami author in England, writes in his book,

"Commercial Gardening," ns follows:
—"The

soil is talked about and written about, and
enormous sums of money are lavished upon it,

as if it, and it only, contained all the material

out of which the crop is to be made. Not a

word is said about' the air and light, and their

absolute necessity to the crop. Perhaps it is

l^ecause they cost nothing they receive such
scant courtesy. And yet the great bulk of the

crop—the great weight, after water has been
deducted—comes from the carbonic acid-gas

which is floating about in small quantities with
oxygen and nitrogen of the atmosphere. . .

."

In giving advice regarding the soil, he saj's :
—

" Dig it deeply, if possible to a depth of 2 feet,

and bring the bottom spit to the top at least

every third year. In this way the subsoil will

become as fertile as the top spit by exposure
to the weather, the action of the roots, and the

decomposition of iceU-rotied manure.
This niay seem a dangerous and drastic

doctrine to teach, but it .will be less costly to

carry out than allowing t'he crops to languish

and die for want of moisture at the root in dry

summers, or to become crater-logged, sodden,

and diseased in wet ones."
There is no doubt whatever of the value of

manvires, farmyard and artificial, used judi-

ciously, but it is folly to suppose that their use
in greater quantity can compensate for lack of

deep cidtivation.

With regard to farmyard manure, it is doubt-

less true that it.^ manurial properties are richer

when it is fresh, and that it loses a considerable

amount when kept, but every gardener knows
the value of thoroughly rotted, well-decayed
manure as opposed to undecayed. The fact is

that in its decayed, and therefore milder, state

it is more suitable to plants, whose roots seize

on it with avidity, and absorb the food material

rearlily. How many gardeners know the dire

results of putting out plants on ground recently

dressed with fresh manure? Either the young
roots ai'e immediately burned or the plants, if

they absorb any of it, at once sicken, like a

yoving child who lias partaken of too heavy or

strong food.
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Vegetables*

How TO (JROW .\M> lOxiIIIUT THEM.

This was tiie title ol' an excellent lecture delivered
to Dublin Plotholder.s by Mr. \\ . Tyndall in the
Technical Schools, on ;]Oth November. Mr.
Tyndall is well known as the capable and ener-
aetic Horticultural Instructor for Co. .J\ildare.

From start to finish the lecturer maintoined the
interest oi his audience, who were obviously out
lor all the information they could get— a fact
thai was demonstrated by the large number of
intelligent questions asked at the close of the
lecture. J-Jeginning with a general exhortation as
to the necessity of thorougidy cultivating the
-oil. maintaining it at a Idgh pilch of fertility,

the lecturer then proceeded to take the principal
\egetables seriatim, emphasising the chief cul-

tural details in each case. Bearing in mind that
his object was to instruct plotholders in the
growing of vegetables of the highest quality , fit

for exhibition, Mr. Tyndall missed nothing that
could possibly occur to an old exhibitor like

himself. Not only did he give complete cultural
details regarding dates of sowing or planting for
sho\\s at dii'ferent dates, but lie also advised as
to the best methods of exhibiting, pointing out
that the largest produce would not necessarily
take the judge's eye. As he proceeded the
lecturer touched briefly on pests and disease,
giving brief directions for dealing with each.
A great mauj' ciuestions were asked by members
ot the audience, who gave the lecturer a very
\varm ovation, and were obviou ly delighted with
what was certainly a most enjoyable and profit-

able evening.

Rural Education,

By L. J. IIujiPHKEY. (Jrganiser, Eural Science
and Horticulture.

I.v many countries much thought has been given
to the problem of retaining in the ruial districts

labour for the land. Agriculturists have realised
that without sufticient labour the industry could
not progress, and agricultural countries have seen
their hopes of prosperity diminishing as the
difficulty of retaining labour increased. It is not
the purpose of this article to deal with the causes
of the rural exodus or with many of the ways by
which the boys and the girls could be induced
to remain to reap the harvests the soil supplies
to those who understand it. But in that under-
standing of the soil lies perhaps at least a partial
solution of the problem. If by some means the
country dwellers could be brought to know the
soil as the gardener knows it, more could be
produced from the soil, raore people could be
maintained by its harvests, and fewer boys and
girls would need to leave the village for tlie town.
But that is not all that would result. To under-
stand is to become interested and to discover
that the soil is a storehouse which yields its

supplies only to those who dig and delve in it.

Once that interest in the soil and its products
is aroused, the attractions of the city would And
their chief rival in the real and vital interests of
country life : in the flocks and herds, in the
crops, the trees and hedges, and in all that makes
life in the coimtry one of progress and not stagna-

tion. If that interest m country affairs is not
aroused, then no pale reflections' of city attrac-
tions will keep youth in the country or lure it
back when the city has once claimed it.

r rom time to time the rural schools have been
blamed for giving boys and girls an education
which neglected the rural outlook and made a
gulf between the home life and the school. It
is not very surprising if country schools did
provide such an education, for education is a
training of the mind and not an apprenticeship
for a career. A teacher in a primary school has
befoi-e him the plain duty to lead those minds
under his care to the highest level they cai^reach.
He employs the materials which long usage and
custom have shown him are of value in developing
growing intelligences similar to those with A\hich
he has to deal. Reading, winting, arithmetic,
history and geography are taught by methods
long familiar to teachers. They are the vehicles
througli which the mental training has been con-
veyed, but some teachers And that something is
needed to add to these lessons which have been
taught to successive generations of pupils. They
turn to the garden for inspiration.

In the garden, under the teacher's eye, the
boy or girl learns to observe, and by and by to
reason from his observations. He learns as he
digs the soil to enable him to grow the seeds he
is studying, to use his brain to direct his muscles.
He trains his eyes to see things as they are,
estimating and comparing distances, setting out
lines and plants, and correcting his judgment by
measurement and calculation. After a spring-
time of planting and a sunnner of work under
the guiding teacher the boy who has worked in
the school garden knows what he can grow in
his plot and something of how it grows. " So far
froni the garden interrupting his education, it has
been made the means of education. The boy
may not know how to grow the heaviest crops.

Apple, Stirling Castle at Cahkigohan, Co. Clare

See Article bv ]\Ir. Barker in Nove.iober issue.
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but he has been working with definite aim, and
step by step the teacher has assisted liini to dis-

cover new truths and to verify old ones. Physi-
cally and mentally he is better for the training,

and, what is more, he has been using as educa-
tional material some of the processes of an in-

dustry which surrounds him, and on which the
prosperity of his country and of his father's

home depend.
^V'hen the boy leaves school he takes with him

something the garden has taught him. If he
becomes a farm worker he brings to the work a
mind ready to be interested in the soil. He is

no less fitted to be a merchant for having learned
how closely in nature cause and effect follow
each other. In a profession his work v/ith a
developing plant will have shown iiim the need
for patient efi'ort. Should he become merely a
townsman he will take M'ith him something which
may, on unexpected occasions, develop into a
taste for gardening in slum window boxes, in
dark back yard&, or on garden plols. Whichever
path he takes the garden will have helped to
Tnake him, in Lord Koseberry's phrase^ ' a
gardener in taste."

It is then not to be wondered at that in
Ireland nearly 000 national teachers have given
up their leisure to learn as part of an educational
method how to manage a school garden and how
to teach lessons in science which illustrate the
functions of the plant and the work of the soil.

11 IS more to be wondered at that of 8.000 primary
schools fewer than 200 have obtained school
gardens, and that none of these are girls' schools.
But the numbers are growing each year, and they
will grow more rapidly when all that a school
garden can achieve in the educationa], aesthetic or
civic sense, apart from the utilitarian and
economic aspect of garden work, is more generayr
realised. Generations of school garden boys and
girls when they grow up will want the fruit and
the Howers thej' grew in the school gardens, and
they will grow them. They will set out to remove
the reproach of unfilled plots and half- used gar-
dens. The village will become, to the eye at least,
a more attractive place. If to follow this work of
the school garden we can find a common interest
for the village, which is being brought nearer to
the town by science and machinery, we can hope,
withimproving economic conditions, to keep for the
farms the brains and the labour which the land
will always need. The school garden is a t.r;t
link in tiie long chain wiiich will retain a popula-
tion on the land, but with all the evidence which
is accumulating there is very good reason to
regard it as an essential one.

Winter Moths.

There are several moths whose wingless females
crawl up the stems of fruit trees in the autumn
and early winter and spring and deposit eggs in
the interstices of the rind of the twigs and
brnnches. From these eggs caterpillars are
li^tched in the spring which eat the leafage and
tjlossoms, and, in conditions favourable to their
development, cause much injury to the fruit crop,
^imong these moths the Winter Moth {Cheimai
tobia brumata), and the Mottled Umber, or Gre

Winter Moth {Hibernia defoliaria), and the March
Moth (Anisopieryx aescularia), are the principal
offenders.
About the second week of October, the Winter

Moths come from chrysalids in the ground, under
and near the trees that were infested with cater-
pillars in the preceding summer, and the wingless
females crawl up the trees for the purpose of egg-
laying. The eggs of the Winter Moth are very
small, cylindrical, and at first of a light green
colour, afterwards becoming red. They are
placed in snifiU groups, usually at the base of
buds and on pruned surfaces, sometimes in the
chinks of the rind of the branches and shoots, and
fastened there with a sticky substance. From
150 to 200 eggs are laid by one female. The
Great Winter Moth lays larger, rather rusty-
coloured, long eggs, and more in quantity (as

many as 400), which are placed in lines, or small
groups, according to circumstances.
From the eggs the caterpillars come in the early

spring, usually about the middle of March, and,
as it appears, just before the buds begin to burst.
The Winter Moth caterpillars are at first grey,
with dark heads, and so small that it is difticult

to see them. Later on they become greenish,
with white stripes and brown heads, and are
finally rather yellow. When full grown they are
about three-quarters of an inch long. They, as
well as those of the Great Winter Moth, are called
" loopers," or " measures," on account of the
position they assume when moving. They have
six trvie legs, and only two pairs of prolegs, so
that they can easily be told from caterpillars of
other moths. These larvae eat the leaf, blossom,
and fruit, and spin tlie blossom heads, and also
the leaves, together, and live under their pro-
tection. When food fails, or when they are fully
fed, they let themselves down to the ground by
silken threads and bury themselves in it. The
moths of both species begin to appear in the first

V. eek in October, and may be seen throughout
November and December, and even in January
and February, depending on the weather.
The caterpillar of the Great Winter Moth is

chestnut-brown in colour, with a tinge of yellow
on the under part of the body. It is much larger
than the Winter INIoth caterpillar, being 1 ^ inches
in length. When the period of pupation arrives
the caterpillar descends to the ground and
changes to a chrysalis just below the surface.

In some seasons, especially in those when the
progress of the leaves and blossoms is arrested
by spells of cold weather, great mischief is caused
by the caterpillars of these and other moths, the
females of which are wingless. Sometimes the
trees are left as bare as in winter, and are, besides,
seriously injured for another season. The cater-
pillars attack apple, plum, damson, filbert and
cob-nut trees, and occasionally currant and
gooseberry bushes that are set under apple and
plum trees in fruit plantations. They are also
abundant in woods, feeding on hazel, maple,
hornbeam, &c.
Methods of Prevention.—It is very necessary

to adopt methods of i^revention against these
insects. The first and most important of these
is to prevent the wingless female moths from
crawling up the trees in the autumn and winter
months. This can be effected by putting sticky
compositions round the stems to entrap the
moths.

Cart grease made from fat or oils, and without
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tar, is recoininended as the best and safest com-
position to use for banding frnit trees. In all

cases the grease must be spread on bands of grease-
proof paper. These bands should be half a foot
wide, and tightly tied to the tree above and below
by a piece of string. The bands are best placed
four or five feet above the ground.

Grease-banding must be commenced early in
October, and renewed from time to time when
the coniposition has become dry and hard.

It will be necessary to keep the bands in good
working order as long as moths are seen about.

In February or March, or as soon as frosty
weather has gone, the wingless females of some
other species of moths come forth, and ascend
the trees for the purpose of laying eggs upon them.
These other moths ax'e not nearly so numerous as
the Winter Moths, but it is necessary to keep
the bands in working order for them also in some
districts ; it is desirable upon the breaking up
of winter to watch whether the male moths are
flying about the trees in thi dusk, and if they
are seen to put the bands in working order at
once.

In the case of cultivated fruit land, many of
the chrysalids might be destroyed by digging or
hoeing late in the summer the ground all round
trees that were infested in the spring, and by
digging or hoeing in lime or gas-lime. In grass
orchards, the herbage should be close-fed off by
slieep. Poultry should always be kept in orchards
for they devour many larva?, and also the female
moths as they escape from the ground. Many
fruit growers also reconimend pigs, which help
to keep the trees in a comparatively clean state
by destroying insects in the ground.
Remedies against the Caterpillars.—

Spraying trees with arsenites is always necessary.
Small apple, plum, and damson trees, filberts,

cobs, and fruit bushes can be easily sprayed by
means of proper knapsack sprayers. Large trees
beyond the reach of hand sprayers can be sprayed
with hop-washing machines, but there are
machines especially manufactured for this pur-
pose.
Only arsenical washes are of any use against

the caterpillars. Two of these are strongly re-

commended—viz., Paris Green and arsenate of
lead. Pai-is Green costs from lOd. to Is. per Hb.

It should be obtained in the form of paste, which
is safer than powder, and used at the rate of
1 lb. to from 200 to 280 gallons of soft water,
according to the age and conditions of the leafage
and the kind of tree sprayed. With it should be
mixed a few pounds of lime. It must not be
iTsed too strong or the leaves will be burnt. The
solution must he kept constantly stirred so that
it may be maintained of an uniform strength.
Arsenate of lead is prepared as follows :

—

Dissolve 1 oz. of arsenate of soda in warm soft
water, and add to 16 gallons of soft water. Then
dissolve .3 ozs. of acetate of lead in water and
add to the 16 gallons of liquid. Add 2 lbs.

soft soap. This may be mixed with paraffin
emulsion.

It is not advisable to spray with arsenical
solutions when the trees are in blossom unless
the attack is very severe, as bees may be killed.

As the object is not to dislodge the caterpillars
but to poison their food, the arsenical solvations

should be made to fall like gentle mist upon the
leaves, fine spray jets being used for this purpose.

Live stock can be kept in orchards where
arsenical compounds have been used. Such
conipounds must not be used where gooseberries
for early picking, and herbs and vegetables for
early use, are grown under the trees.—Leaflet
No. 4, Board of AyricuUure and Fisheries.

Review.

How to Collect and Dry Flowering

Plants and Ferns.^^

In the preface to this very practical little work
the author expresses the hope that it may " be
found useful to many yovithful botanists of both
sexes, and especially to those in elementary and
private schools who have not, in numerous cases,
the advantages ottered in some of the best
secondary schools."' We have no doubt that this
hope will find satisfaction ; for, in fulness of
detail and simplicity of language, this brorhnre,
of some fifty pages, leaves nothing to be desired.
A short introduction leads up to sections dealing
in succession with " Equipment and Collecting,"
with " Drying,"' and with " Poisoning and
Mounting." Instructions for sending pressed
plants by post and a sliort glossary of technical
terms give the last touch of completeness to a
treatise which errs rather on the side of exhaus-
tive minuteness than of obscure brevity. This,
no doubt, is a pardonable error, though one can
hai'dly suppress a smile when he is informed, on
p. o.j, tha,t in drying botanical paper, " dry, hot
weather greatly helps the collector " and " in

wet weather access to a lire or oven or kitchen
rack is necessary." Such truths are so solid and
indisputable as to soar into the region of truism.

But if one who has wrestled with the worries of

paper drying in alpine cabanes, where he has been
forced to rig up complicated lines of string over-

night in his cubicle to serve as clothes lines for

his damp sheets, is tempted to smile at the
enunciation of these elementary truths, his

superior mirth is checked by a recollection of that
reference in the preface to " youthful botanists

of both sexes." For them such truths may have
all the gloss of newness.

It is, perhaps, not quite fair to submit such
works as this to literary criticism, yet one cannot
help wondering that the author, wiien he set ovit

to sing the praises of Nature, could hit on nothing
better in the way of quotation than the cryptic

and alTected uttei'rance of Max Pemberion on the

subject of Velernal j&ndnin, v.'hich he gives us

on p. 0. What Pemberton may mean by his

qijery
— " When was woman known to qualify

the affirmative of her heart's desire ?
"—is by no

means obvious ; and we fear that tiie youthful

botanists of both sexes will be puzzled to verify

Mr. Thompson's assertion that •' the affirmative

of one's heart's desire is found in every held and
hedgerow."
We must refrain, however, from any attempt

* " How to Collect and Dry Flowering Plants

and Ferns." By Harold Stuart Thompson^
F.L.S. George Routledge &. Sons. I 'rice Yd.
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at breaking a butterfly on the wheel. This che ip,

unpretentious and exhaustive little treatise may
be warmly recommended as most useful to the

l)otanical tyro. Such works have this high value

that they lead the young student to tlie svudy of

the living plant in the open Held- to the puisuit

of true botany, in fact. For the laboratory study
of cell-structure and plant-physiology, however
important and absorbing it may be, is quite

consistent with total ignorance of the plant as

a whole and in its complex relations as a member
of the great vegetable conniionwealth.

Tree Planting in Newry.

An interesting ceremony took place in Nev.ry
on Saturday, 3rd ult., the occasion being ths

planting of trees ou the left-ha/nd side of Kildare
Street and Trevor Hill, between the Town Hall
and the Orange Hall. The trees were the gift of

Mr. Thomas Smith, of the Daisy Hili Nurseries,

and the planting was done under the personal
supervision of his son, Mr. Cieorge Norman
Smith, the sites having been previously laid out
under the direction of Mr. Charles Blaney, Town
Surveyor of Newry. In all. twenty-four trees

were laid down.
Four of the trees were British Columbian

Thorn (the one next the Town Hali, one on
either side of the Stone Bridge, and one next
the Orange Hall), and all the others are Copper
Beech. The trees will be an ornament to the
thoroughfares in wliich they are located, and it

is hoped that the scheme which was so success-

fully carried out on Saturday is but the beginning
of a larger undertaking in the same direction.

At the Newry Urban Council yesterday, the
Chairman said that the latest generous gift of

Mr. Thomas Smith, of the Daisy Hill Nursery,
to the town, deserved recognition by the Council.

Since he had come to Newry ]Mr. Smith had niade
Daisy Hill one of the most beautiful spots in

Ireland, and he had been most liberal in response
to appeals made to him for the good of the town
in many ways. On this occasion iie had pre-

sented twenty-four beautiful trees and sent his

men on Saturday to put tiiem down. All the
expense that the Council had been at in the
matter was that of opening up the roadway.
He was also told that Mr. Smith had actually
haTided over eleven girders for the protection of

the trees. Tliat was only in keeping with his

previous actions, and it was their duty to jjass

him a hearty vote of thanks, which he had now
great pleasure in moving. They were very sorry
that Mr. Smith himself could not be witli them on
Saturday on the occasion of the planting of the
trees, because he had been laid up with a serious

illness, from which he was sure they all hoped he
would soon recover. But Mr. Smith's son, Mr.
George N. Smith, who was a very capable and
efficient gentleman, was there, and discharged his

father's duties in the most satisfactory manner.
Mr. Dowdall, who cordially seconded the

jiiotion, s;nd that Mr. Smith was worthy of all

recognition and praise for the manner in which
he had helped the town on all occasions, and his

latest gift would, in due course, make the locality
in which the trees had been planted one of the
beauty spots of the town.

Mr. Willis heartily associated himself with the
vote of thanks to -Mr. Smith and witli the expres-
sion of sympathy with iiim in his illness. Mr.
Smith was a well-known figure in the town of
Newry, and far beyond it, and they sincerely-

trusted that he would soon be restored to his

usual health and strength. He recollected Mr.
Smith for a considerable length of time, and he had
done a wonderful work in his lifetime. He had
done very inucli to beautify the town. Daisy
Hill was a monument to the aljility and applica-
tion of Mr. Smith. It was well-known throughout
the United Kingdom, where it was almost a house-
hold word in horticulture, and even in Japan and
America. It was certainly an example to the
joung men of any country. Beginning life with-
out any very great assistance INlr. Smith, by his

intelligence and assiduous labour, had built up a
magnificent business that would undoubtedly
live after him and relied on him the greatest
possible credit. His latest gift would beautify
and make an avenue of that portion of the town
in which the trees had been planted. This was not
tile first planting that had been done by JMr.

Smith in the town, for he had made a very nice
avenue of the roadway in the direction of Daisy
Hill. He was sure they were all grateful to Mr.
Smith and to his son for the interest he had taken
in carrying out the work that his father wished
done.

31 r. l{udd> said thai they were all very soriy
indeed to hear of Mr. Smith's indisposition, and
hoped that he would soon be restored to his usual
health.
The motion, on being put to the meeting, was

passed by acclamation.
]Mr. Buddy raised the question of planting trees

in the South Waid of the town, particularly
between the Abattoir and Dublin Bridge Station,
which, he said, would be a great impiovement
to that part of the town.
The Surveyor said that since the ma iter was

last before the council it had been discussed by
the Street Committee, and he thought the idea
was to include something in next year's estimate
for extending the scheme of tree-planting.

Mr. Willis : At present it can only be done by
contributions on the iiart of the people. The
Local Covernment Board has advised all councils
to economise during the war.
The Surveyor said that he had tried to induce

the residents of Kildare Street and Trevor Hill

to contribute towards the planting of the other
sides of those streets. Some were quite pre-

pared to do so, but others did not view the
matter so favourably, and as it did not meet
with unanimity lie did not push it. One gentle-
man ill the South Ward had offered to bear the
cost of i^lanting two or three trees, but he had
not approached other residents of that ward on
the subject.

It was agreed that the Town Surveyor should
subinit to the next meeting an estimate of the
cost of planting the thoroughfare referred to by
Mr. Ruddy, and the hope was expressed that in
the meantime any residents of that locality

desirous of assisting in the matter would kindly
notify their willingness to contribute.
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Autumn Tints,

If the suinniei" was short, and the eail\- aiitipuu

not all that could be desired, at least there have

been some compensations during brief spells oi

line weather in late autumn. In Ireland we do
not as a rule get the brilliant autumn colour iu

leaves that they get in the South oL" England

and in some Contineatai countries, but this year

lias been exceptional all through. JRareh have

the autumn colours been more beautiful. In the

Botanic Gardens at Ulasnevin during the early

part oi' October one could not but be struck by

beautiful golden shades, the whole forming a
glorious combination of colours. Hardly less

beautiful were the graceful birches, thovigh here
there is no red in the colovir scheme. AH die off

in charming shades of yellow, which in contrast
with the white trvinks of some and the bviff and
brown of others made a lovely picture. Many of
the Thorns too are beautiful, ]ust before the
leaves fall— some yellow, others assviming red
tints, and all. this year, bearing an immense crop
of fruits. Home of the trees are loaded with large
bright scarlet Haws, and on others they are
" black as Sloes "

: here and there yellow Haws
are noticeable, and even some of a pinkish hue.

L'nixNESE PiHUDOUENDUONS

Clearing of forest by fire. 11. Fortunei in the foregrouud

Phutu. by Mr. (TCor(ir Fuirc^f

the many and lovely hvies assumed by trees and
shrubs, as the leaves having fulfilled ttieir function
prepared to part from the branches. The very
large number of different species of trees and
shrubs cultivated in the Botanic Gardens presents
an opportunity of observing the various hues
which could hardly be obtained elsewhere. From
all the temperate regions of the world—Europe,
Asia and America—we find trees and shrubs
capable of growing in our cliniate, and naturally
at all seasons of the year they present immense
variety in appearance. Among trees one of the
most beautiful was the Vine Maple, Acer cir-

cinatum, from N.W. America, the leaves dying
off a beautiful combination of red and yellow,
the red appearing first in blotches, and gradually
nearly cov^ering the leaf. Lovely too was Acer
rufinerve, yovmg trees of which were clothed m
deep crimson. A. nikoense from Japan was not
less beautiful, whether by the river-side or higher
i^p on the hill, the beautiful three-parted leaves
turning rich red. Many other Maples assumed

Among shrubs nothing excelled Berberis Thun-
bergii in its mantle of brilliant red leaves.
Hardly less beautiful was the shrub commonly
known as Cotoneaster acutifolia, the leaves
becoming a glowing dark crimson before falling.

Some of the Dogwoods colour beautifully, none
perhaps being finer than Cornus sanguinea.
Euonymus lalifolius, one of the Spindle Trees or
Peg-wood, was also remarkable not only for the
handsome dark red of tlie foliage, bvit also for the
bounteous crop of rosy-red fruits hanging in
clusters from the branches.
Prominent among other ornamental berry-

bearing shrubs are the Barberries, notably B.
Prattii, aggregata, Wilsonse, with beautiful
clusters of pink fruits, while the brilliant red
berries of B. vulgaris and its varieties are not
excelled by any new species.

The Cotoneasters too are very noticeable at
present, not only for the finely coloured foliage
of sonie of the deciduous species, but also for the
brilliant red fruits of others. Some of the best
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are :—0. Francheiii, C. applanata, C. Siiuonsii,

and the older species, sucli as C. rotundifolia,

O. buxifolia, &c., wnile some of the black-fruited

species, though not showy from afar, are

extrejnely interesting and attractive at close

quarters ; among them may be instanced 0.

bacillaris, 0. Lindleyi, and C. moupinensis.
An uncommon genus in gardens is Kleutiicro-

coccus, now included by Botanists under Acantho-
panax. Just now some of the species are pro-

iiinent by reason of the spherical heads of black
fruits which show up conspicuously against the
foliage : E. Henr> i, E. leucorrhizus, and E.

Simoni are exau^ples.

Everlasting Flowers.

Throughout the winter and early spring
months, when outdoor flowers are scarce, it

becomes a problem how to make rooms cheerful
where there are no greenhouses to draw upon
and when flowers are dear to buy. At the
present time owners of greenhouses in private
gardens have reduced flower growing indoors to
a minimum, rather dev^oting the space to the
production of food crops for home consumption
or tor sending to the hospitals or the fleet. This
is a laudable and much to be commended work,
as not only does it ensure a supply of fresh
vegetables to the soldiers and sailors, but it

heliDS in rendering supplies more plentiful in the
market for people not fortunate enough to have
gardens or allotments. The result is that much
more value is now attached to e\ ery flower that
can be grown outside and which can be cut for

the house. All summer there should be no lack
of material where a proper selection of perennial
herbaceous plants has been grown in the past.
]\lichaelmas Daisies and Border Chrysanthe-
mums will probably finish with October, though
with mild weather continuing through JS'ovem-
ber, as it often does, there may be pickings for
some time. Generally, however, there will not
be much to count on from now onwards. It is

all the more necessary then to preserve all we
can.
Some of the Eryngiums a.re useful for filling

vases during winter ; their blue prickly " heads "

retain their colour and form for months and are
quite attractive. E. Oliverianum, E. amethysti-
num, E. planum and E. Zabelii are good, and look
well mixed with the feathery sprays of Statice
latifolia, which retains its graceful form for a
long time.
Gypsophila paniculata, though it loses its

colour, nevertheless remains wiry, and preserves
its form through the winter. To mix with it

the Helichrysums, commonly called " Ever-
lastings," are very pretty. These are really half-

hardy annuals which may be raised in a cold
frame in early spring and planted, where they
are to flower, in IWay ; many colours are found
in the Helichrysums —white, yellow, red and
brown—and they retain the colour though placed
in the vases without water, but, of course, the
leaves dry up and fall.

There are some i^lants of which the seed
vessels are attractive, for instance, " Honesty "

Lunaria annua ; in this case the silvery central
partition of the seed vessel is quite attractive

and will last through the winter, going well with
other " everlasting " flowers.
Some of the grasses are pretty and interesting

when cut, kept through the winter, notably the
three forms of Quaking Grass—Briza maxima,
known also as Pearl Grass ; B. media, and B.
minor. All three are light and graceful, and
make a pretty setting for any other flowers,
" everlasting " or not, which may be available.
Of course, the giant Pampas Grass, Cortaderia
argentea, is handsome, but best suited for halls
or large rooms.
Other annuals useful for our purpose are the

Helipterums or Rhodanthes, sometimes called
" Immortelles," and which come from Australia.
They can be sown in the open in April, and are
attractive all summer. If cut in the autumn,
they will keep attractive for a long time, mixing
well with the grasses aforesaid. Helichrysum
arenarium, a perennial with golden yellow
flower heads, is useful. Helichrysum orientale
is the source of the " Immortelles " so largely
used by florists, and which can be purchased in
the shops dyed blue, red and other colours,
though perhaps quite as pretty in its natural
colour of yellow. This species is rather tender
for outdoor cultivation in this country, the
dried and dyed flowers being in ordinary times
largely imported from France.
Xeranthemum annuum is another annual

which we can grow outside, sowing in the usual
way in April, preferably in a sunny position.
The colour varies from white to purplish-violet,
and, in addition to being attractive in summer,
the flowers are useful for winter decoration.
Ammobium alatvim grandiflorum, the Winged

Everlasting, so called from the stems being
winged, is a rather handsome plant easily raised
from seeds. These are better sown in a cold
frame in spring, planting out when large enough.
Though not sti-ictly an annual, it is better to
sow annually, as the plants often j)erish in
winter, no doubt missing the more genial
climate of Australia. The flowers are white and
last for months after cutting.

It will thus be seen that we have quite a
selection of plants which can be grown out of
doors all summer and which will provide
flowers to brighten our rooms through thd
winter. It will be well then to preserve all we
can now and take note to obtain seeds of as
many as possible next spring, with a view to
providing against a continued dearth of indoor
flowers. Anon.

Honeysuckles and other Handsome
Fruiting Shrubs.

How many people have noticed the unusual show
of berries on shrubs and plants this autumn ?

The Hollies are covered already, some of the
varieties showing colour. The Honeysuckles are
covered with shining berries, most of them scar-
let. In other years one may notice an odd one
here and there, but notliing remarkable or in the
same quantities as they are this season.
Among the Honeysuckles specially noticeable

are Lonicera Henry i, a climbing evergreen species
which has quite unattractive flowers in the sum-
mer, but is now covered with clusters of leaden
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grey berries with a l)looni on them like a grape,

which will eventually turn bhiek. As a flowering
species in a garden it is not of nuich interest, but
it a show of berries, sucli as we have this year,

could be counted on, it would be well worih
having.

L. alpigena.—This is called the " Cherry Wood-
bine," and it apparently gets its name from the

fruit, which is shining red hanging on a stalk

just like a cherry.

L. deflexicalyx is a Chinese species with rather

a spreading habit. The flowers were in pairs at

the axils of the opposite leaves, and these flowers

are now replaced with two or four bright orange
red berries.

L. trichosantha, another native of China, with
bright red berries in pairs on the long slender

branches.

L. iberica.—Here again the fruits are red at the

ends of the shoots and appear to be resting in a

cup formed by two leaves.

L. prostrata, as its name implies, is low grow-

ing and, like trichosantha, its berries are in pairs

along the spreading branches.

L. orientalis has black berries on very short

stalks, and L. translucens has transparent white
berries. It is a free growing bush some ten feet

high, in habit and general appearance like deflexi-

calyx, but the white berries make it very dis-

tinct.

Some of the Barberries too are exceptionally
free in fruiting this year, especially Berberis
vulgaris, with its hanging, scarltt, egg-shaped
berries, which being bitter to taste are not being
touched by the birds.

B. aquifolium, what used to be known as
Mahonia, and its many varieties are now covered
with clusters of deep blue berries with a plum
like bloom on them. These will hang on the plants
well on into the winter, and make a good contrast
with the deep red, shiny colour which the leaves
turn.

Many of the Cotoneasters, too, are in good fruit,

most of those known in gardens have red berries.
C. microphylla, with its neat growing habit and
small leaves, and C. buxifolia, and have bright
red berries. C. frigida, a very different habit,
forming almost a tree in height, with long, broad
leaves, shed in the autumn, leaving hanging
clusters of scarlet berries, which in hard winters
are soon attacked by the birds. C. horizontalis
too has orange red fruits. Here again the leaves
are small and many of them turn scarlet, and at
a distance it is sometimes impossible to distin-
guish between berries and leaves.

C. bacillaris is a native of the Himalayas and
has hanging, dark purple, almost black, fruits,

and C. moupinensis, a native of China, where it is

a common plant, has also black fruits. Perhaps
the most remarkable of all the fruiting shrubs at
this season is Euonynuis latifolius. In appear-
ance like the common Spindle Tree or Pegwood, E.
europaeus, but the leaves are larger and longer.
The fruits are hanging on slender stalks, and
when ripe burst open, showing a scarlet inside
on which are attached the orange red berries.

Nothing could be more attractive than to stand
under a large shrub of E. latifolius or E.
europaeus and admire those brilliant berries.

R, M. Pollock.

Suburban and Allotment Gardens.

General Note.—The work v.hich has been sug-
gested lor lUL month ui iNOvcinoer snouict oe con-
iniued and compieied. By the New Year most of
the ground should have been dug over or trenched
as tlie case may be, only leaving such ground as
may be occupied by Cabbages, Onions and late
Celery, Leeks, &c., until the crops are cleared.
i'ORCiNG Khubaeb.—Tliis esculent will not be

in keen demand next spring unless sugar be-
comes more plentiful (although it might be worth
while trying it with sugar beet or ordinary gar-
den beet, taking care, of course, not to use the
leaf part of the Khubarb).

If warm sheds or other structures are available,
they can be utilised for forcing the Rhubarb pre-
viously lifted. Put the roots into deep boxes, or
large pots, with the crown or bud end uppermost,
then fill in and around them some sandy soil, so
as to just cover the roots, then give the soil a
good watering, afterwards storing the boxes or
pots in a v/arm corner, with other boxes or pots
inverted over them, so as to keep the light and
dust away from the steins as they begin to de-
velop.
Potatoes.—The Potatoes which have been

stored in pits or boxes should be examined in order
to see whether there are any diseased or sprout-
ing specimens. If diseased such specimens should
be thrown away, and if sprouts are developing
these should be removed. While Potatoes for
seed purposes, if not previously selected, can be
sorted out and placed ready for sprouting. This
should be done by placing them in shallow boxes
with the bud ends (" Rise ends," Eye ends, &c.)
upwards, putting in single layers only. The boxes
can be kept in the dark until sprouting has actu-
ally begun (stems lengthen quicker in the dark
than in the light) and then placing them where
they will get full light and air, without extremes
of cold or heat, so as to develop short, sturdy
shoots, which give the best results wdien trials are
carried out to test the efficiencies of sprouters or
otherwise, &c. In putting back the Potatoes
which have been picked over, make sure that they
are suitably housed or stored, taking care in the
case of clamps or pits to prevent entrance of rain
and to do all that is necessary to prevent over-
heating or cooling either in the pit or house as

the case may be.

Flower Border.—In suburban gardens, where
the flower and shrubbery borders occupy too much
space, for present day gardening, proceed to re-

move first of all useless specimens, or overlarge
shrubs, such as Cherry Laurels, and trees, if any,
which are more fitted for the forest than some
of the places one sees them growing in. Then re-

duce the size of over-grown clumps, and perhaps
also the numbers of clumps of similar or like

kinds, so that space can be obtained for other

desired plants, whether vegetables or fruits,

without diminishing the general efficiency of the

garclen. Certain weedy lawns can be treated

similarly, either reducing the size of or remov-
ing the grass patch altogether. Ground of this

kind should be dug deeply, leaving the sub-soil

at the bottom, and putting in plenty of leafy re-

fuse at the bottom, placing cow or horse

manure at about nine inches from the surface

(cow manure for the sandy or porous_ soils and
horse manure for the more retentive soils). While
those wishing to improve the quality of their
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flowers will find that it may be possil)le to do
certain gathering over and manuring, and per-
haps replanting, or to prej^are for next season's
Sweet Peas, &c., during December, when time
would not have been available sooner. The high
prices of various fruits, as obtainable from the
shops, have led many to think of growing their
own Apples, Pears, Plums, &c. For small gar-
dens, single certain trained specimens (vertical
or oblique) grown on dwarfing stocks will, as

a rule, give the best results, for covering walls,
trellises, archways, &c. A few bush bowl or basin

-

shaped specimens, also on dwarfing stocks, may
be found room for. While such fruits as Straw-
berries, Gooseberries, and Currants are always
worth growing if properly looked aftei'. When
buying fruit trees obtain them from reliable

firms. Consult the County Horticultural In-
structors, local gardeners, &c., as to the b sL

varieties for your own locality, and grow the
better class varieties, which are worth the room
rather than those of lesser value.

W. H. J.

The Month^s Work.

Midland and Northern Counties.

By W. G. Ne.we, Gardener to Lady O'Neill

Shane's Castle, Antrim.

Kitchen Garden.

The autumn and early winter of 1917 have been
a record as far as my memory goes for wet
weather; the ground has been saturated so that it

has been impossible to wheel and work on it.

At the first opportunity manure will be got on to

the vacant plots and the digging and trenching
will be proceeded with ; that is the principal work
in this department for this month, and it pays to

do it well. As I mentioned before, drcp dingiiuj
is the secret of good vegetable growing. There
is too much of blackening the surface (it will do
well enough they say), but they wonder what is

wrong with their crops when dry weather sets in,

for the roots are not down deep enough, hence
they suffer at once, or you see the effects of it

now during this wet weather. There is a hard
bottom and the water is lying in pools and cannot
get away, consequently the soil becomes sour and
unfit for vegetation, so that deep digging, or
better still, trenching is essential.

The forcing of Rhubarb and Seakale must now
have constant attention in order to obtain satis-

factory results. The crowns must be permitted
a certain period of rest before introducing them
to the heat ; some varieties force better than
others and these should be selected. The roots

should be carefully lifted with a good ball, and
placed in a northern aspect, with only some litter

to cover them, then according as they are required
they can be placed in the desired heat in batches
according to the demand or market. Seakale
treat the same, only preserve the best restlets in

bunches for next year's plantation.
Onions.—The bulbs should be examined fre-

quently and decayed ones removed. Owing to the
constant damp a lot of them are growing on the

shelves. The growths should be rubbed off and
the growing oiu^s used first.

MusHuooMS.—Make fresh beds as soon as suit-
al)le material is available.

Fruit G.\rden.

The planting of all fruit trees, which was re-

commended in last month's calendar, could not
be done owing to the wet soil. No time should be
lost when weather conditions are favourable to
finish off all new plantations, so that all may be
done before the old year is out. Finish off with a
imdch of manure and see that they are staked and
tied securely. The pruning of wail trees, training
iind tying of same, should be pushed on if weather
is at all suitable; it is a mistake to leave all till

early spring, wdien there is a rush in all depart-
ments. Collect and burn all the prunings as the
work proceeds, then spatter the weed ash round
tiie base of the trees.'"

Insects.—The present is a good month for clear-
ing trees of insect pests, for growth is dormant
and strong specifics jnay be employed. Follow out
previous instructions and spray, spray, .spray !

Flower G.-vrden.

This is the Jjest time if alterations are to be
done to rough shruljberies (Laurels, &c.). It can
be done in almost any weather if it is dry over-
head. The ground should be thoroughly cleared
of all pereiniial weed, such as nettles. Bishop
Weed, Convolvulus, &c.
Herbaceous Borders can still be lifted and re-

planted, when the borders dry up somewhat.
Roses can noAv be planted. Prepare the beds
thoroughly with plenty of good loam if you want
good results. Do not plant too deep, spread out
the roots and make firm. Keep the walks and
beds clean and tidy; free from leaves, &c. Sweep
lawns and roll regularly.
Bedding Plants.—Keep a sharp look out for

decayed leaves in the boxes of Zonals. Give air

to Violas and Calceolarias on fine days. Keep
mats in readiness in case of frost at night. Get
stakes gathered in and tied in bundles in the
sheds. Cover Dahlia tubers in case of severe
frost; even if in a shed the frost will penetrate
to them. Cut Imck Clematis of the Jackmani type
and uuilch them with rotten manure. If any new
Climbers for the walls are required now is a good
time to plant. There are some lovely Clematis
and they can he planted with great effect in any
dark corners.

Southern and Western Counties

By Ernest Beckftt, Gardener to Lorrl

Barrymore, Fota.

Kitchen Garden.

Preiwration for early Crops.—Every advant-
age should now be taken of getting the soil

worked for the reception of early crops whenever
the weather permits of so doing. Borders facing
south and south-west, be they ever so narrow, are

a great boon, and especially when lying under a

wall. Much will depend upon what they are in-

tended to be used for, as to their preparation,
liut in any case decj) cultiration will be a boon;
but here I would certainly recommend keeping
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the surface soil in the same position, unless the
ground has been previously trenched, and then,
of course, it may be turned rompletely over again.
It is I think admitted that dark soils are more
favourable for the retention of warmth, and the
greater depth of soil will ensure better drainage,
and also a freer use of manure and a deeper root-

ing mediiun. A rotation of cropping here will

prove advantageous, if possible. Where intended
for Potatoes and Peas liberally manure, but for

Carrots, Turnips, &c., if the ground is in good
heart, a dusting of lime or basic slag should be
sufficient, and then, at the time of sowing, wood
ashes and soot may be raked into the surface.
Soils that are inclined to be heavy are better
ridged, as by so doing the weather is ahle to act
upon them better and a finer tilth is secured.

PoT.^TOES.—Where means are available for grow-
ing the earliest supplies in pots or planted out in

houses, the seed must receive every encourage-
ment to form strong sprouts. If they are back-
ward in that way place the trays in a slightly
warmer structure and spray over on favourable
occasions. Leafmould usiuilly forms the greater
part of the compost, as it is necessary that it

should be fairly liglit in texture, and a little lime
worked through it and turned occasionally will

make it sweeter and in every way improve it.

Pits and frames that were filled with leaves last

year for growing the same should he now emptied
and refilled again for the same purpose. The
half-rotted leaves are a valuable asset in many
ways, and a layer .should l)e placed on top of the
newly collected ones to prevent the latter being
blown about. Tread thoroughly and allow them
to settle before placing any soil on the top. Take
advantage during inclement weather to repair
and well wash the lights. A very important
factor at this time of the year.

Onions.—These are keeping none to well with
me this season, having a marked tendency to

grow out. Keep the structure where stored as

cool as possible. Frost will not injure them, and
economise by using the roughest first. Onion seed
is, I believe, very dear, and will probably be
scarcer next time, so that any good samples may.
if wished, be placed aside and planted in spring
for seed production.

Horseradish.—The roots may now be lifted and
the largest and straighest specimens stored in

ashes under a north wall for use as required, and
the rest placed aside for planting in the spring.
As everyone knows stock can easily be increased
by planting every little root. Deeply worked
ground, and leaving the sets two inches beneath
the surface, will ensure ideal roots.

Rhubarb.—For forcing an intermediate tem-
perature is to be prepared, as then the stalks will

not come so spindly. A little light, too, will en-
sure better colour also. It is really immaterial
whether any soil is put over th" crowns or not,

so long as damping down is carried out judici-

ously.

French Beans.—Where sufficient heat is at com-
mand and care and attention given them a sow-
ing can be made in pots, and for the earliest

eight inches in diameter will suffice. Crock care-

fully to ensure good drainage, and use a fairly

light compost. Spent mushroom bed manure is

ideal for the purpose of lightening the loam,
which should also be of a fibrous character, if

possible. The seed may be germinated quickly
by standing the pots on the hot water pipes, but

directly the seed leaves appear they must be
elevated as near the light as can be.

Seakale.—The plot may now be cleared of de-
cayed leaves and other rubbish, and lifted or left

in the ground, and dug as required for forcing,
it being just a matter of choice. Preserve the
side roots for making sets for next year's planta-
tion, and any roots not strong enough for forcing,
which should have the crown cut off. If these are
tied in Inuidles of twenty-five or fifty a rough
estimate of the requisite number can be obtained.
Beds grown for producing Natural Kale, that is

blanched without removal, and whereby excellent
produce is obtained at a time when winter greens
are often scarce and consequently uuich appre-
ciated, should be cleaned off in the same way.
and a light mulch applied, and covered with a
little soil from the alleys, which will leave the
beds for the time being in a tidy manner. The
covering will in February have to ))e increased
by another nine inches of fint-ly broken soil or
ashes.

Cabbage.—Keep the ground loosened with the
hoe, and if the plants need it draw a little soil

to the base of them. This is especially necessary
in wiud-swept localities, and serves as a protec-
tion also against cold and slugs.

Jerusalem Artichokes.—These, as well as Par-
snips, are l;est left in the ground, where they
keep nnich l)etter, and the slightest mulching of

the ground, if necessary, will admit of their being
dug in hard weather.

Continue to earth latest supplies of Celery, and
during bad weather time may be profitably spent
by making seed l)oxes. Potato trays, &c.. Clean-
ing and repairing tools, sheds, and limewashing
the same. Sifting old potting soils, sorting Pota-

toes and roots, and doing everything possible to

alleviate the pressure of spring work, and try and
partly compensate for the general deficiency of

labour.

The Flower Garden.

The work of pruning the hardier climbing
Roses on walls, fences, &c., may be carried out

now. ])ut leave the necessary attention to the

Rose garden proper till a later season, excepting

that the l)eds'will l)e benefited by a light mulch,

but avoid the use of heavy applications of wet

farmyard manure, which only makes the earth

colder. Hard Vines may also he pruned back,

and other hardy shrubs needing spin-ring, for

instance, Buddleia variabilis, and Hydrangea
])aniculata. Shrubberies may be forked through

and weeds of annual duration, and not seeding

and leaves, and other rubbish buried. Pro-

tection given also to tender trees and shrubs.

Spruce branches are excellent for the purpose,

when pointed and thrust into the ground and

made secure against wind. Bracken, too. forms

o-ood protecting material, and small, choice

plants often surrounded by wire cages to prevent

injury may be fitted loosely. Sifted coal ashes

placed round plants of a herbaceous character

forms a good protection and also wards off attacks

of sluo-s when growth recommences in spring.

Hay bands nlaced round Tree Ferns and Banana

stems where" growing out in the more favoured

climes will also give increased protection. Push

on the work of cleaning up leaves and rubbish

as fast as nossible. If sufficient have been stored

the rest may be burnt when dry, a qtnck method
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of disposing of them. Lily of the Valley beds that

need replanting owing to various reasons may be

lifted and replanted, some of the strongest crowns

being selected for growing inside if required. For
replanting choose a shady spot, such as under a

north wall, or fruit trees in light, well-manured

soil, and plant in rows a foot apart, and when
conipleted apply a good mulching of decayed

leaves and manure.
Tie up with stout tarred cord trees that need

it, such as Cypresses, Irish Yew, &c., and cut

back commoner "shrubs that have become bare at

the base, such as Laurels and Rhododendrons.

If these are cut back hard they will in a few

seasons form weak specimens again. Pyracantha
growing on walls, and that have become over-

grown, may also be pruned severely after the

show of berries has passed. Overhaul mowing
machine, attend to drains and walks, stake newly

planted trees and mulch them.

Hardy Fruit Garden.

Make firm at the roots newly planted Straw-
berries. Push on pruning and nailing or tying

at all favourable opportunities, and take advant-

age on calm days for spraying, especially when
using tlie caustic washes. Rootprune, or lift and
replant in the case of younger trees that are

making too gross a growth, and return lime in

some form or another where the soil is naturally

deficient. Look out for silver leaf on Plums
especially, and use your best endeavours not to

convey it from one tree to another, as it is, I be-

lieve, contagious. Sulphate of Iron dog in romd
the roots is a cure also, I am told, for scab on
Pears and Apples.

Correspondence,

Prunus Laurocerasus Zabi! liana.

Sir,—I notice with surprise in your issue for

this month that your correspondent A. O. re-

commends this attractive, narrow-leaved, free-

flowering, flat-growing laurel for the front of a
border : grown in rich loam on a heavy clay
subsoil it certainly covers far too much ground
for any such position. One of my plants, aged
10 or 12 years, though only 5 feet 6 inches in

height, has already a circumference of 57 feet,

and shows no sign of ceasing its annual consider-
able increase. I may add, for the guidance of
otlier gardeners, that it is somewhat impatient
of the knife, always dying baclv some inches
beliind the few cuts which I have given it so as
to keep it roughly circular in shape.
As all your readers must have realised, this has

been a wonderful season for fruit of all kinds,
and in this way no shrubs liave been more
brilliant at Aldenham than the various deciduous
Euonymuses and Viburnums. I can award
honourable mention to E. latifolius (dark red),

E. plainpes (bright red), E. Sieboldii (rose-pink),

E. yedoensis (pale iDinlc), Viburnum ovatifolium
(rich carmine), V. theiferum (bright orange).
Perhaps more striking than any of these are the
fruits of Sinofranchetia chinensis. They are
borne in bunches of the size and appearance of

grapes, but are pointed at the apex, and of a
clear light amethyst colour.

My own plant has not fruited, but Mr. Gerald
Loder, of Wakehurst Park, Sussex, sent me some
of his, so I am enabled to describe them.—Yours
truly, V. GiBBS.

Important Announcement,

Increased Grants for School Gardens.

The grants for gardening, which are at pres:'nt
available only in I'e.spect of instruction in this
subject given by men teachers to boy pupils, are
to be extended so as to be available in respect of
instruction given to girl pupils as well as to boy
pupils, and, .such giants are to be paid for in-

struction given b^^ duly qualified Women ttacheis,
as well as for instruction given by men teachei's.

An increase on the present grints is lo be pro-
vided in cases where an exceptionally large num-
ber of pupils attend the classes for instruction in
gardening.

Apples for Irish Gardens.

The article ou this .subject in our la.st issue was
by Mr. Alfred Barker, Carrigoran Gardens, New-
market-on-Pergus, Co. Clare, who also kindly
sent the photographs reproduced in the present
number.— Ed.

END OF VOL. XII.
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Diervilla pra3COx, 88.

Digging, 39.
Dublin plotholders, 154.

Economy in using potatoes, 23.
Edgeworthia papyrifera, 70.

Erica cinerea coccinea, 118.
Everlasting flowers, 184.

Farm garden, the, 107.
Flower gardening at Kew, 4, 34.

Flower associations, 92.
Flower Show, Glasgow, 157.
Food jDroduction, 1, 52.
Forestry, 97.

Forest trees of Canada, 42.
Front gardens, 49.
Fruit crop, Ireland, 120, 121, 122.
Funkia lancifolia tardiflora, 169,

Gardeners and food production, 17.

Garden pests, 76, 86.
Gardening for the home, 125.
Gardens in war time, 106.
Gaultheria hispida, 170.
Gentiana Freyniana, 150.
Goat's Rue, 48.

Golden Club, the, 102.

Grafting fruit trees, 58.

Greenhouse plant, a beautiful, 4.

Ground Cherry, the, 87.

Heather, a crimson, 21.

Henbane, 132.
Herbaceovis and alpine plants, 22, 70.

Herbaceous border, making of, 172.

Herbaceous borders, 51.

Herbaceous plant, a useful early-flowering, 103.

Herb industry, the, 40.

Herbs at Abbeyleix, 148.

Hints on watering in greenhouses, 16.

Hoeing, 51.
Honeysuckles and other handsome fruiting

shrubs, 184.

Hydrangea arborescens grandiflora, 134.

Hydrangea paniculata, 151.

Hymenanthera crassifolia, 5.

Hypericum patulum Henryi, 20,
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Iberis tenoreana petrsea, 89.

lUicium religiosum, 21.
Insect, a rare, 106.
Intercropping, 168.
Iris puniila cyanea, 89.

Irises, 107.
Irish School of Gardening tor Women, 15ti.

Juniperus, the genus, and its conmiercial im-
portance, 28.

Kerria jajjonica, 103.

Lectures for Piotholders, 178.
Leek, the cultivation of the, 90.
Lcucojum vcrnuvi carpafhicimi, 35.

LiijiLsticmn aromaticuvu 36.
Ligustrum Prattii, 169.
Lilies in July, 126.
Lilimn resale, 119, 149.
Lilium pseudo-tigrinum. 150.
Lilium Biondi, 150.
Lonicera ciliosa, 89.
Lonicera pileata, 169.
Lysichitum camischatcensc, 81.

jNIacrotomia echioides, 88.
Manure for allotments, 33.
Mimosa, the, 70.
3Ionth's WorJi, the, 13, 29,

126, U2, 168, 174, 186.
45, 61, 77, 94. 110.

Nerine flexuosa alba, 7.

Obituary, 25.
CEnothera missouriensis, 149.
Onion mildew, 133.
Onion sets, 53.
Orontium aquaticum, 102.

Pa30nies, 112.
Pine, the maritime, 21.
Pentstemon secundiflorus, 134.
Peai'S, culture of bush, 161.
Pittosporum bicolor, 89.
Planting t)u1bs, 131.
Plants and the ivinter, 73, 101, 136, 137, 138, 139.

140, 141, 150.
Potato growing in allotments and small gardens,

26.
Potatoes, 135.
Potatoes, large, 102.
Primulas, notes on some new, 8.

Primula denticulata as a euf flower, 52.
Primula sinensis, the wild, 37.
Priniula sino-purpurea, 88.
Primula Winteri, 71.
Primrose Evelyn Arkwright, 99.
Prostranthera lasiantJios, 133.
Pterostyrax hispidium, 102.
Pyrethrum and Poppy, 35.

Quercus pontica, 6.

Random notes, 168.
Raspberry, the, 2.

Reviews, 56, 57, 58, 73, 96, 103, 104, 176, 181.
Rhododendron avunculatum, 149.
Rhododendron bullatum, 168.
Rhododendron micranthum, 5.

Phododendron ruhiginosum, 118.
Rhododendron sphmranthum., 133.
Rhododendro)is, Chinese, 100, 183.
Roll of Honour. 89.
Rosa Willmottite, 6.

Roses, late, 6.

Roses, Wichuraiana Ramblers, 145.
Rural education. 179.

Salad plants, some easily grown, 44.
Saponaria ocymoides versicolor, 103.
Saxifraga apiculaia alba, 71.
Saxifraga burseriana magna, 53.

Saxifraga eotylcdon Icelandica, 19, 37.

Saxifraga longifolia, 7.

Saxifraga paradoxa x longifolia, 100.
Scarlet Runners, 76.
Sclerotinia diseases, 74.

Seakale and asparagus, forcing, 10.

Sedum pilosum, 103.
Sedums. three years' work at, 11.

Seed sowing, 53.
Seed potatoes at ihe National Museum, 24.
Seeds for autumn sowing, 124.
Sidalceas, the, 64.

Siiou'flale, the Carpathian, 35.
Soil cultivation, 51.
Solanum jasniinoides, 36.
Spraying potatoes, 65.
Ste])he)i (leorgc Rose, 89.
Sfernbergias, 3. 20.
Storing fruit, 170.
Suburban and Allotment Gardens, 12, 27, 38,

59, 75, 91, 109, 123. 142, 155, 173, 185.
Succession crops for allotments, 67, 123.
Syringa japonica, 102.

The Sl^un/c Cabbage, 92.
Tomatoes out of doors, 69.
Tree planting in Newry, 182.
Trees and shrubs. 115.
Trollius asiaticus, 134.

Vegetable food. 54.
Vegetable harvest, the. 129.
Vegetables, calendar of cultural operations, 80
how to grow and exhil)it, 179.

Veratrum Wilsoni, 36.
Violas, 84.
Viola sicheana, SS.
Vitis inconstans Lowi, 169.

Walnut Tree and Pecan Nut Tree, the.
Weeds, 85.
Weeds, eradication of, 171.
Winter moths, 180.
Winter Sweet, 21.
Winter and the rock garden, 82.
Women on the land, 108.
Wonderful plants, 24.

Yuccas, hardy., 149.

153.

Printed by John Falconer, Dublin.



BEE-KEEPING MADE PROFITABLE
Evsry Bee-Kesper whe rieslrss suosms shiuld raari

THE miSH BEE JOUfiNAL
(ESTABLISHBfi 1991,)

•ffiolal Organ of the Irish and Affirtated Bcakeepers*
Associations.

THE LARGEST PENNY PAPER IN THE WGRLD.
B«««iTed iritk outhuaiastic approval and con^atalations at
Homo and Abroad. Sead post eard for Spceimea Copy froe.

" One «f tlio lirigbtest in th» Werid."— G/«antn?» (Ameriea*).
" Ono of tho livdlioRt and best Apiarian Jeuraals in all

Europe."

—

Amerienn Bet-Keeper.

Monthly Id. ; Is. 6d. par Annum, Poat Pre*'

Bj tho Editor "Irish Bee— iviit Journal." The best boek
on ike subject j6% piibliskcd. 33d pn^os. 150 illastratioss.

Paper ooTOr, 2s. ;
pestage, 4d. Linen sorer, it. ;

postage, 4d.

From tbo Offiea, Ikisb Bee Josbnai,, I.ougk Kynn, Dremod, and
of aU newsagents.

THE PHAeTICil BEE gDIBE.

"Irish Gardenin
AN ILLUSTRATED MONTHLY

OfBcci—53 Upper Sackville St., Dublin

lubtariptient.—3/- |itr annum, post free,

Bditorial.—All Editorial Communications, copy
and photosfrapha should be addressed to
"The, Editor."

Business Communlcationf.—All letters re-

jfarding Subscriptions, Advertisements, and
other buainass matters must be addressed
" The Managfer."

i WINDOW GLASS j
^ Polished Plats for Shop V^lndaws
^ Horticultural Glass at Lowest Rates
^ InOrisinaiaoOft. Boxen. aVOD VALUE

t Death to the Weeds

!

% HOYTS'S W^BRD KILLBR.
6 Strtngly ReMTnmettdei t«r (ft« Bettrattitn of WettU, A«i
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@ 17 LOAV3R SACKVILLR ST., DUBLIN
^ PLEASE UESmeX IBIS rA^BB

BEST
COALS

Gas Goke, Breeze and Slack
Prompt and careful attention to Orders

Flower&McDonald
14 D'OLIER STREET, DUBLIN

Also at Malahide, Skerries and Balbriggan
Telegrams " DONALD, DUBLIN." Telephone No, «48.

BOOKS
Reports, Pamphlets and Transactions

Published, Printed, Illustrated and

Bound on the Best Termsfor Authors

Editors, Secretaries and others by

=FALCONER=
Printer &* Book-Binder

53 Upper Sackville St., DUBLIN



"// Winter comes, can Spring be far behind?
"

•POWER

'

WATERFORD
Established

1858 FOR GARDEN AND FARM. Telegrams

—

Seedmerchants."

SOW WHEAT.
QF all crops on the farm, none

will be so important next

year as the wheat crop. Every

farmer should strive his utmost

to produce a maximum crop. Not-

withstanding last year's large in-

crease, the yield only sufficed

for two months* supply. Secure

good seed.

sow POWER'S
PEDIGREE SEED WHEATS.

Squarehead Master, Squarehead Red,

Double Standap White, Qu6en Wilhelmlna.

special Cash Prices on application

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT
Power's Fruit Trees, Forest Trees,

Roses, Ornamental Trees, Hedge Plants.

All in splendid condition and well rooted.

Catalog^tes and Estimates Free.

POWER'S WALL FLOWER PLANTS,
Blood Red, Cloth of Gold. Eastern

Queen, Fire King, Golden Monarch, Prim-

rose Dame, Ruby Gem, Vulcan, Ellen

Willmott, White Dame (White Gem),
Mixed, all colours, per loo . . 7/-

POWER'S SWEET WILLIAMS, PINK
Beauty, Scarlet Beauty, Crimson, or

Auricula Eyed, Mixed, per doz,', 2/-,

per 100 12/6

POWER'S FORGET - ME - NOTS,
Strong Transplanted, Royal Blue,

and Dissitiflora, per doz., 2/- per 100 12/6

oNION SETS, FOR IMMEDIATE
Delivery, per lb., 2/- (post free 2/5).

POWER'S COLLECTIONS, DARWIN
and Cottage Tulips, the most brilliant

of all Spring Flowers. 250 in lo finest

named varieties, 24/-; 100 in 10 varieties,

10/- ; 50 in 10 varieties, 5/6, carriage paid.

COLLECTIONS DAFFODILS AND
Narcissi, most popular varieties, fine

large bulbs, 250 in 10 named varieties, 20/-

;

100 in 10 varieties, 8 /6; 50 in lo varieties, 4/6

1 000 nr^^^^^^ DAFFODILS IN
ijKJKJKJ X splendid mixture for 40/-
or a 100 for 4/6 carriage paid.—Power's,
Seed Merchants, Waterford.

AMONG THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
Flowers of the Garden—Spanish and

English Iris—and quite easy to grow.
100 Spanish Iris in six varieties, 7/-; 100
English Iris in six varieties, 12/-; Mixed
Spanish Iris, 5/-; English, 10/- per lOO.

AMOST STATELY AND GRACEFUL
Plant, bearing a flower like unto the

Lily, is the Crown Imperial ; extra large

Bulbs, in Red, Yellow or Mixed, 7/6 per

dozen, 4/- per half-dozen.

SNOWDROPS SINGLE OR DOUBLE
4/6 and 5/- per 100 post free. Wm.

Power and Co., Bulb Grovi^ers, Waterford.

DARWIN TULIPS IN SPLENDID
Mixture, vinequalled for bedding, and

first-rate for cutting, per 1,000 60/-, per

100 '6/6.— Power's, W^aterford.

WM. POWER & Co.. ^^"Te'd Mfch'intri^'"^ WATERFORD
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Miscellaneous Section*

SEED of choioe and raro ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
Ehould send for my Catalogue, they will find something

new and doairablo. H. CORREVON CHB.VE-BOURG,
GEN'EVA.

-m

DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
is the most interesting Nursery in the

Country and contains the most com =

plete Collections of Shrubs and Plants

extant. T. SMITH.

SANKEYSOPOT
*^ Zhe BEST and ChcapcsK
state quantity of each siArequired and have "carrlafe paid."
quotation ("carriage" (ppLenllyimounts to hall value ot

- Roods),

SPECIAL POTS of

rite for P^lce List, free. _
scriptions. Bulb BowU and Fe
from 2d; each.

f?fCHARD SANKETA SON, LT.9,
Bulwell PoFFcriies. NOTriNGHAM.

BOLTON'S
THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

SWEETJEAS
Awarded 134 Gold Medals

Catalogues Post Free :: ::

ROBERT BOLTON, F.R.H.S.
THE SWEET PEA SPECIALIST

WARTON CARNFORTH

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES
Have Produced the Finest
Apples and Pears on Record

60 Acres of Choice Fruits to select from. Please see our
Illustrated Catalogue, free l>y post, before ordering elsewhere.

King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd.,
HEREFORD

AUTO-SHREDS l;S?S*?.
[.eaf-niininii Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pott infoting pi iiit> uiuler gU!>^, &c.
Simple lo use, no apparatus required. In

Bozet to Fumigate I,ooj cubic feet, 6(1.;

lo.ooe cubic feet. S». 6(1. eacb. Obtained
of Seedsmen and Flo(iat»: if unobtiiiiiable

apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Lid.

Who.letale llorticuJtural Sundrickmeo,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N E.

Trai« Terms lad Catalogue of SuoJrUs upon receipt of buaincss card

XOW IR THE TIME TO PLANT KELWAYS
COLOUR BORDEIiS of hardy plants arranged to

givo a suocessinn nf lilonni dm'ing the Spring, Sum-
mer and Autumn. NO^V THAT LABOL'R IS

SCARCE these hoideris .solve the difficulty of having

a garden always in bloom without the trouble of re-

planting and lifting the plants every year. Plant a

boifler now and you will he able to enjoy its

l)eauty i'oi' scveial years without any additional

expense. Send tlie measurements of your beds or

borders and we will recommend a selection of plants

suitalile Inr your district, and quote our special re-

duced War Prices.

E.ilfiirf frn)n a Irfter rrreirpd fintu

"2ft 11 '16.

' Last year, this month I believe, I wrote you

ir Colour Borders when you submitted Price List.

J also had a price and plan from \ , and

finding lie was much cheaper I gave him an order

for over .£8 wortli ot i)lants. The majority of the

plants were hardly worth growing, and the colour

scheme was so l)ad that I have i)ul]ed up some and

given them away.
"

TvlTAVW & S(A\ Thr Eoya] IlorVirulhiihii^,

LAN(iI'Oi;T. SOMERSET.

* EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

50 p-illons of mixed solution f. ill kill all

»ceUs On 900 >quare >ard> of palhi, &.c.

I'OWDHK.
1/- tin for II galls, tolutii'n

IS .,15 M
6- 100 ,, ,.

LIQUID. I—no.

i gallon - 2- drum 6d.

I „ - 36 - „ 9d. extra

a „ - 6/3 ,. 1/6 „

5 ,.
. 14- - ,. a/6 ,.

10 „ - 26/6 - ca.k 5/- „
' EUREKATINE'—The successful fumigant.

' EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux
Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Shade, (fee.

Largrer sizes of above articles at proportionately lower prices.

SOLD BY AGENTS
TOMLINSON& HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN
Dublin AoKNTS : T. McKenzie 4 Sons, Ltd., 21'2 Gt. Brunswick 81. ; W. F.

Welli &aon, 61 Uppei SackviUfSt. : Sir J. W. Mickey, Ltd. 23 Upper
SiekTille St ; Hoee & R<>).«rt«on. Ltrt.. 2S MarT St.. 4c. tt^

tfyOUCdULDCo
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,
yOu would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

MRISHPHOTOENORAVINGC.
|> 50mid.abbeyst, dublin.



Laxton's Fruit Trees
MANY NEW FRUITS FOR 1917.

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries.

AS. . .

Standards, 2/6 each, 24/- doz. ; Bushes, 1/6

to 3/6 each ; PYRAMIDS, 2/6 to 5/- each;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each ; Cordons,

from 1 /6 to 2/6 each ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Gatalog^ue Gratis,

Pamphlet 7vUh valuable Cultural details, post JreeJor id. stamp.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

SPECIAL OFFER
Ericas (Hardy Heaths), to bloom next

spring, summer and autumn.
Ericas 100 plants in 10 vars. for 20/-

100 „ 15 .. 25-
100 , 20 „ 30-— 100 „ 30 ,. 35 -

100 „ 40 ,, 40/-— 100 ,. 50 , 50;.
Hypericum calycinum (St. John's Wort),

2/6 doz. ; 15/- 100.

Hypericum hircinum nanum, 4/- doz.
Moserianum . . 4/- doz.

Genista hispanica, 12 in. bushy, 4'-
doz. : 25/- 100.

Whin or Gorse, double-flowering, nice
plants, 3/- to 5/- doz.

Beech, purple, 2 to 3 ft., 5/- doz. ; 3 to

4 ft., 8/- doz.
Veronica cupressoides, 4/- doz. ; V.

Hectorii, 6/- doz.
Cupressus lutea compacta, 1 to IJ ft.,

9d. each, 8/- doz.
Lavender nana compacta, 12 in. bushy

3 - doz., 20/- 100
Polygala Chamaebuxus lutea, 9d. each,

8- doz.
Polygala Chamaebuxus purpurea, 7d.

each, 6/- doz.
Juniper Tamariscifolia, 9 to 15 in., 1/-

each, 10/- doz.

A large s/ocl- of other Hardy Plnn/s.
5 per cent, discount off and plants packed free

__^
on prepaid orders.

SYDNEY SMITH, Tansley Old NursbHes,

Near MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
Please address in full as above.



DICKSON'S HAWLMARK SEEDS
AND SEED POTATOES

are admitted by general consent to be the best for the soil and cHmate of

Ireland. They are the produce of our own stock seeds, and at our exten-

sive trial grounds every variety, before being sent out, is thoroughly

tested, and exhaustive experiments are constantly being initiated and
carried out with the object of still further improving our stocks.

THOSE WHO WISH TO GROW THE BEST CROPS SHOULD
SOW THE BEST SEEDS, and we would point out that, all our seed

crops being carefully grown and harvested under personal supervision,

our seeds are of highest purity and germination.

We never part with our stock seeds, so that it is important to

remember that our proprietary strains cannot be obtained elsewhere.

Prices modcnite. It will pay run to look throngli our

catalogue, a copy of which ivill be sent post free. :: ::

ALEX, DICKSON & SONS, LTD.
61 DAWSON STREET, DUBLINi<^ HAWLMARK

C HEALS' NURSERIES

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c. ::

in immense quantities and
in the pink of condition ::

Send for Catalogue to

J. CHEAL & SONS, LTD.
The Nurseries, Crawley, Susseie

THE .

NONE-SO-HARDY
Nursery Products
Are absolutely healthy and regularly transplanted

(Department Inspected)

A few lines are . .

APPLE TREES, in fruiting state, 9/- to 15- do:.

LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, splendid plant-

ing stuff, from 2/6 per 100; also from 20 - per 1,000

THORN QUICKS, from lO/- to 25,- per 1,000

AU other Trees and Siirubs for general planting at

similar low rates

A smalltrial order will convince of the very meritorious
quality of our stuff

Very extensive stock to select from. Satisfaction

assured Catalogues free on application

Wa M HM Bji^%|k.i rk "None-so-Hardy" Nurseries

. HAMIVIOIMD, SHILLELAGH

CANT'S
CHAMPION

ROSE S
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Oept. K.^

COLCHESTER
Catalogue Post Free on application

Telegrams ;
" FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER." Tel. No. 182



By Appointment to ^TJwfei?^'' His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Ltd
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Altlwugh we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out urgent private work- We ask our patrons

give us as much time as possible for the carrying

out of such workf so that we may arrange to have

it done without reducing our War Service output.

EDINBURGH
^Reslstered Omce and Works BALCARRES STREET,

( and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS.
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

oil application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)



IRISH GARDENING

R, H. S. Trials, 1916.

Thp: following awards have Ijucn luaile to Savoy
("atjljagfS by tlie Council of the lioyal Horti-
cultural Society after trial at Wisley :

—

Award of Merit.—No. 17, Norwegian, sent by
Messrs. Jiarr. Covent (iarden ; No. 31, Perfection,
raited, introduced and sent by Messrs. Suttou A:

Sons, heading. Iliglily Commended.—No. 9,

Sugarloaf, raised, introduced and sent by ^lessrs.

Sutton «k' Sons, Reading. Commended.—No. 45,
Driimhead Covent Garden Late, raised, intro-

d»iced and sent by Messrs. Watkins & Simpson,
ijondon : No. 29, Perfection, sent by Messrs.
Hurst, London ; No. 37, Selected Drumhead,
introduced and sent by Messrs. Sutton & .Sons,

Reading (awarded as an early variety good for
market): No. 7, Toiu Thumb, re-selected, sent
and introduced by Messrs. Carter & Co., Raynes
I'ark, S.W.
N.B.—Tlu' awartl is given to a strain, and

where the trial gives evidence of the existence of
several strains, aa in the case of " Perfection "

Nos. 29 and 31, the award applies only to the
strain indicated.

Catalogues.

SuTTOx's Amateur's Guide.—We have been
favoured with a copy of the 1917 issue of thi;

excellent work and find it as sumptuous and
useful as ever. Messrs. Sutton's fame for strains

of vegetable and flower seeds is world wide, and

has not diminished since the outbreak of war.
Realising tlie importance of an ample food supply
;\,nd the likelihood of a shortage from external
sources, they immediately concentiated on ijro-
viding a plentiful supply of fiist class seeds of
vegetables. Their su[)plies liave been adiuirabl>-
maintained botli in (juantity and quality, and
their novelties ar(! always welcomed. The luesent
issue is as full of interest as any of its predecessort.

MES.SR.S. Webh & Sons, Wordsley, Stourbridge,
favour us Avith a copy of their seed list for 19lt.
They riglitly urge the necessity for increased
production from our gardens, and the selection
of vegetable seeds offered is remarkably full and
complete. We would especially direct the atten-
tion of amateurs to the collections, for a year's
supply of vegetables, ranging from 2s. Od.
upwards. Needless to say, flower seeds are well
represented, and all who require such will find
their wants amply catered for.

SiK Ja.mes Mackey, Ltd., the well known
Dublin seedsmen, have issued their new catalogue
for 1917. As befits the times, first attention is

given to vegetables, and in addition to their
standard strains numerous novelties find a place.
Despite great difficulties adequate supplies of

most things are available, and no garden need be
without a fvdl supply of vegetables during the
coming season. Flower seeds, too, are offered in

quantity as well as grass seetls and garden
sundries. Printed on excellent paper and pro-
duced in first class style, it forms a useful garden
manual.

^^$xS>0<i><XjXi

WAR TIME SEEDS
FOR YOUR GARDEN

SEED POTATOES, SWEET PEAS, &c.

GET OUR SPECIAL LIST

EDMONDSON BROS.
10 DAME STREET DUBLIN

^<t>^>-=^><S>-4>-=S><t><5>^><«><^



VI IRISH GARDENING.

Reviews.

Concrete and Constructional

Engineering.*

We have loccivcd h copy o£ the ;ibo\ c Juuiiuil,

containing a'uong other interesting items a
supplement dealing with the use of concrete for

garden edgings. As a rule we do not care for hard
stiff edgings in the garden, but there are
situations in which they are necessary. For
instance, a strong edging is very often necessary
to a carriage drive where there is much traffic

and where it is undesirable to have grass. Suit-
able stones are often difficult to procure, and in

norrnal times cement is not expensive. Again,
stone edgings are frequently used in conjunction
with flagged paths, now so poj^ular in certain
styles of gardening. In suburban and other small
gardens pernianent edgings are frequently prefer-
able to grass on account of the labour in keeijing
the latter, and the hard line of the permanent
edging can be broken by the use of low-grow'ing
plants.

In the supplement referred to different types
of edgings are illustrated with instructions as to
their manufacture. Probably when this method
of using concrete becomes better known through
the medium of the gardening Pre^s there will be
a considerable extension of its use.

Annuals and Biennials.!

By GERTKUDE JEKYLL, witli Cultural Notes by
E. H. Jenkins.

Despite the abnormal conditions of the last
two and a half years there are still people
enthusiastic enough to write books on gardening
matters. 80 long as it does not interfere with
the one great object of national importance we

* Published at 4 Cat!^.arine St., Aldwych, W.C.
t Published by Country Life, Ltd-, 20 Tavistock

.Street, Covent (Jarden, W.C : George Newnes,
Ltd. , 8-11 Southampton Street, W.G. New York ;

Charles Scribner's Sons. Price, 7s. (id.

arc glad, and it augurs well for an early resump-
tion of gardening when more peacefid times
return.
The present volume juaintains on the whole

the higli standard we woidd expect from such a
patron of gardening as Miss Jekyll and from such
a well known practical cultivator as E. li. Jenkins.
Needless to say, the printing and general produc-
tion of the work is in the usual higli class style
we associate with the "Country Life" Library.
Piiiited ill bold, clear type on good paper, reading
is a pleasure, while the numerous illustrations,
several 'n\ colour, are of the highest excellence.

The book is divided into three parts—the first

of numerous chapters describing various ways of
using annuals and biennials, seed raising and sub-
sequent cultivation : part two gives an admirable
and most complete alphabetical list, with descrip-
tions and colour of all the best annuals and
biennials, and part three gives a colour chart
with heights and also selections for various pur-
poses—surely no amateur could ask for more.

Generally speaking, the cultural recomnieiula-
tions are sound, though the autliors—skilled
though they be—have not, we think, realised to
the full the value of annuals for a summer
display, nor the comparative hardiness of so-
called half-hardy annuals. The use of hardy
auTiuals sown iti situ for a border display may be
good enough for those who want a brief show,
but from the middle of Jidy to end of August
is too short ; far better sow half-hardy annuals in

a cold frame in early 31arch, plant out in June,
and have a display from July to October, Here
practically all our half-hardy annuals and some
hardy ones are sosvn in cold frames early in
Mai'ch and pricked out when large enough

;

they provide fine sturdy stuff for planting out in

June. Two things which benefit from a little

heat are Verbenas and Petunias. Our best hardy
annuals are those sown in cold frames in seed
trays during October and November and pricked
out by the workmen on wet days during winter
and early spring ; treated thus, Larks^jurs.
Clarkias, Godetias, Chrysanthemums, A:c., grow
very strongly and flower nearly all summer.
We have derived much pleasure from a perusal

of this book, and heartily recommend it to
amateurs and others desirous of realising the
immense possibilities in annuals.

DICKSOINSV
CHAMPION ROSES
^

are the

FINEST OBTAINABLE

and grown on an

exposed situation

succeed where
others fail.

Illustrated Catalogue

: on application :

HUGH DICKSON, LTD
ROYAL NURSERIES. BELFAST.

Have You a Garden?
sow . . .

DRUMMOND'S
CELEBRATED

Vegetable & Flower Seeds

AWARDED 97 FIRST PRIZES IN 1914-15

W. Drummond & Sons, Ltd

57 & 58 Dawson Street, DUBLIN
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Winter Spraying of Fruit Trees.

rpHE following extracts arc from the " Spraying

-^ Calendar," given by I'rofessor Pickering, M.A..

F.R.S., Director of the Wohnrn Ex])erimental Fruit Farm,

and F. V. Theobald, M.A.. Vice- Principal, South Eastern

Agricultural College, Wye, Kent, in their very useful hand-

book, " Fruit Trees and their Enemies." (Copies of this

book can be had jiost free for Is. 9d. each.)

" Apart from the consideration of the direct action of a

winter wash in destroying various pests which are probably

present, moss, lichen and dead bark must always accumu-

late, and the freer trees are kejit from these the healthier

they will be, and the less will be the opportunities afforded

for insects to flourish on them."

" From January to March.—Spray tree with a caustic

paraffin emulsion for cleansing them of dead bark, and

destroying moss, lichen, mussel scale, small apple, ermin

moth, gooseberiy and currant scale, gcosel crry spider.

currant shoot and fruit moth, pear leaf blister mite, and

possibly other insects."

Winter spraying is now resorted to bj- practically every

up-to-date fruit grower. The formula most recommended

for Winter Spraying Emulsion is as follows:—Soft soaj)

i lb.
;
paraffin (solar distillate). 5 pints ; caustic soda, 2 to

2i lbs. ; water, 9^ gallons. The neces.sary aiticlcs for thi.s

and all other Spraying and Fumigating Mixtures can be

had, with directions for mixine, from T). M. Watson.

M.P^S., Tlortieultural Chemi«t. 61 South Creat George's

Street. Dublin. 'Phone. 1971.

THOMSONS
V IHe. PtAMT 6^ VEGETABLE

MAMUR1&
Famous

for over 31 Years
Ensures success in your .

'grarden : so compaunded from\
the finest ingrredients procurable

Tas to combine STIIVIULATING^
,

with LASTING effects, producing
in every crop vigrorous, healthy and
fruitful growth.
The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL

experience in gardening.
Used by Amateur and Professional

Gardeners the worid over.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM

AND TOP DRESSING MANURE,
I PRICES:—Vine, PlantanrI Vegetahle Manuie—lc\
' 20-. 56 lljs., 12/6 ; 28 lbs., 7,t;: 14 ll.i,, 4/6: 7 lbs

•2fi: tins. 26. 1/- and 6(1. Car. paid any-

'

where on 56 lbs. and up. Speci tl Chry-"
1 siiithemum .t Topdressing M uiure—56

lbs., 20/- ; 28 lbs.. 11/. ; 14 lbs., 6/- ; 7
lbs, :i6; tins. 1 •. Car. p lid any-

where on 28 Iba and up.

Sold by all Seedsmen
OR FKll.M50LL ?

MAKERS

W=^ TnOMSON65bN5 L^o CLOVfMF0RD5.N.B.*

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY

"NIQUAS"
(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED

A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and etlcctive Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Treet and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from it» use

• It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES— Half-pint, 1/.; pint, 1,6 ; quart, 2/6; half-gallon, 4'-

gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 25/-; ten gallons, 46/-
i gallon sufficient for So gallnns of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2;6, 5/6 each : and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss througli exposure, sS lbs., 8,6; 56 lbs., 13/6; 112 lbs., 22'6

CORRY'S
'OPTIIVIUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
I'lices—

Lbs. 7 14 2S 5fi 112

Each 1/9 3/- 5,'- 7/6 12,- f..

5c\vt. 10 cut. 1 ton
5^/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigating In Greenhouses .

«LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Regriatered No. 62,697

To destroy Insect Pests. The Uandle attached to each Cone only needs
lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames antl "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small gfreenhousi-s up to 1,500 cubic feet.

Pi ice, 8d. each.
No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500

cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation is for destroying D.iisies and otiicr weeds on lawns
and at ihc same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If one tic

Is tried %s a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales arc
largely increasing.

Tins, 1;-, 2/6, and 6/- each ; Kegs, i cwt., 8,6 ; i ewt., 16/-

;

I c.t., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
<'SUIVIIViER CLOUD" SHADING

Resristered Trade Mark No. 14,620.

(The only genuine original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass

In packets, 1/- for 100 feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatioas Free el Duty, for AgricultiirBl

and Horticultural Purposes.
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Dublin Wholesale Markets.

Di^RiNG last iiionlli ilic tone of the market was
not what one would expect at that season of the
year. Tlve severity of (he weather during- the early
part of tbe month, and the cold snap towards
("hristmas. had a detrimental effect 071 the supplies
of garden produce.

In th(> fruit section. Irish grown apples were
sent in, packed in barrels : but there were a few
bushel boxes to be seeii. A consignment of apples
from Beltui'bet. packed on the system advocated
by the Department of Agriculture, and bearing
the In.and of the Ulster Fruit (iroweis' Associa-
tion, .arrived in excellent condition, and realised
the h.andsonu' figure of 45s. per barr<'I. On the
whole, OTilya liberal supply reached the salesmen,
and the prices realised were about the av^erage.
Th»'re was ai fair quantity of American apples, for
which there w.as a good demand, a^id prices held
firm. Grapes were moderately supplied, and
realised ordinary prices.

The only flowers offered for sale in quantity
were f'hrys.anthemums, and these were e.agerly
bought up. principally for the hospitals. There
were also supplies of Smilax and Holly.

In the vegetable section, supplies were not up
to the usual standard, and the returns were in
soine instances disa.ppointing. Cabbages im-
proved in price towa-cls the end of the month.
Havoys have also advanced, and the quality was
good. Tauliflowers were in good dem.and, the
quality was fair. Telery arrived daily, .and was
eagerly sought after, but the i^eturiis were rather
poor. Carrots and parsnips were equally well
supplied. Brussels sprouts are still arriving, and
effect a ready sale. Onions are scarce and dea:-.
The following is the price list for the mojith :

—

Apples

—

American
Irish, Select

„ :\iixed

Frt'tt.

per barrel

per l)ox

From
s. d.

38

25 n

Flowers.
Chrysanthemuiiis per doz. bunches 1 6
Smiiax .. .. 1(1

Mistletoe .. .. 19

To
s. d.

40
45 n
?,()

15 fl

2

1

2 (I



Miscellaneous Section*

EED of choioe and rare ALPINES, from a very largo

collection. AU those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
liould send for my Catalogue, they will find something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENEBOURG,
OBXEVA.

DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
is the most interesting: Nursery in the

Country and contains the most com-
plete Collections of Shrubs and Plants

extant. T. SMITH.

SANKEYS^g^^POT
^^ Ghe BEST and ChcapesK
SlMc quantity of each s
quolation ("carrlajfc" 1^m.cnt\y i

eoods), or write for Price List. free.

5P6CUL POT5 of all descriptions. . Bulb Bowl* and Fcrr
Pan* (ro^ "^ '--^

f?fCHARD SAhfKEVA SOAf, LTP,
Bui well PoU-cries. NOTTINGHAM.

BOLTON'S
THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

SWEET PEAS
Awarded 134 Gold Medals

Catalogues Post Free :: ::

ROBERT BOLTON, F.R.H.S.
THE SWEET PEA SPECIALIST

WARTON CARNFORTH

PERRrsNew Catalogues Now Ready. Free

Perennial and Alpine.
Hardy Ferns. Seed.
Japanese Lilies.
Water Lilies and Bos Plants.

HARDY PLANT FARM, ENFIELD. MIDDX.

AUT0-SHREOSi;gJ?S*'2
Le«f-(nioine iiiiggott. Mealy Bue 'oa
all Pciti iofetcine plantt under gLaM, &e.

Simple to use, no apparatus required. In

Eose* to Fumicate i,ooo cubic feet, 6d.;

lo.ooa cvbic feet, 3>. 6d. each. Obtained

of Seedamcn and Floriats ; if unobtainable

apply direct—

W. DARLINQTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wkolcaaic Horticukural Sundrieamen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Trad* Tarmaaad Catalogue of SundfUa upo« receipt of bualncaa card

GOVERNMENT LAND SCHEME.

Kehvay's grosv Vegetable Seeds of all kinds on the

largest possible scale, whieli are, however, only

supplied to seedsmen. We nhall be glad to recom-

mend seedsmen to any private person or organisa-

tion requiring- the finest selections under the above

Scheme. Land and labour are too valuable at

present to waste on inferior stocks.

Enquiries will receive prompt attention.

KELWAY & SON, Wholesale Srrd Growers.

LANGPORT.

SEEDS SEEDS
VEGETABLE FLO^VER

HIGHEST QUALITY BEST VALUE
Please write for our unique 124 pag^e pocket seed

guide, full of practical and useful information free.

THE PREMIER SEED 00., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY ^TBEDING.

$0 gallons of mixed lolution will kill all

weeds on aoo iquare yard* of paths, Ac.

POWDER.
1/- tin for It i^alls. solution

V9 ., »5 ..

S/- „ 100 „ „
LIQUID.

I ration - 2/-

I „ - 3/B
> „ • •/•

s .. - w/-
„ JO .. - 2619 .

' EUREKA A INE'—The successful fumigant.
EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux

Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Shade, Ac.

Larger sizes of above articles at proportionately lower prices.

SOLD BY AGENTS
T0ML1NS0N& HAVWARD. Ltd., LINCOLN
DoBLix AoBNTs : T. McKfnii« & Sons, Ltd., 212 Gt. Brunswick Bt. ; W. F.

Weill &3on, 61 Uppei SKkvUle St. : Sir J. W. M»okey, Ltd. 13 Upper
SackTiUe 8t ; Hotg t Rohert«on, Ltd., 2»Mtry8t.. kc. kc.

I—»o.
- dmm Od.

„ 9d. catra

„ 1/6 ..

- „ »/6 ..

eaak 5/- „

\fiou (9UID Qo
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

ir.»!W;?:WI!H(
50 MIIXIABBEY ST, DUBLIN.
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Laxton's Fruit Trees
MANY NEW FRUITS FOR 1917.

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries.

AS. . .

Standards, 2/6 each, 24/- doz. ; Bushes, 1/6

to 3/6 each ; Pyramids, 2/6 to 5/- each
;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each; Cordons,

from 1/6 to 2/6 each ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue Gratis.

Pamphlet with valuable Cultural details^ post /reeJor id, stamp.

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

SPECIAL OFFER
Ericas (Hardy Heaths), to bloom next

spring, summer and autumn.
Ericas 100 plants in 10 vars. for 20/-

100 „ 15 „ 25/-
100 „ 20 „ 30/-
100 „ 30 „ 35/-
100 „ 40 „ 40/-
100 ., 50 „ 50/-

Hypsricum calycinum (St. John's Wort),
2/6 doz. : 15/- 100.

Hypericum hircinum nanum, 4/- doz.
Moserianum . . 4/- doz.

Genista hispanica, 12 in. bushy, 4/>
doz. : 25/- 100.

Whin or Gorse, double-flowering, nice
plants. 3/- to 5/- doz

Beech, purple, 2 to 3 ft., 5/- doz. ; 3 to
4 ft. 8/- doz.

VeronioB cuprestoides, 4/- doz. ; V.
Hectorii, 6/- doz.

Cupressus lutea eompacta, I to l| ft,

9d. each, 8/- doz-
Lavender nana eompacta, 12 in. busby

3/. doz., 20/- 100
Polygala Chamaebuxus lutea, 9d. each,

8/- doz.
Polygala Chamaebuxus purpurea, 7d.

each, 6/- doz.
Juniper TamariscifoHa, 9 to 15 in., 1/-

each, 10/- doz.

A large stock of other Hardy Plants.
S per cent, discount off and plants packed free

on prepaid orders.

SYDNEY SMITH, TansleyOld Nurseries,

Kear MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
PImmma addr^aa In tall am abovm»



DICKSON'S HAWLMARK SEEDS
AND SEED POTATOES

are admilted by i^eiieral consent to be the best for the soil and climate of

Ireland. They are the produce of our own stock seeds, and at our exten-

sive trial grounds every variety, before being sent out, is thoroughly

tested, and exhaustive experiments are constantly being initiated and

carried out with the object of still further improving our stocks.

THOSE WHO WISH TO GROW THE BEST CROPS SHOULD
SOW THE BEST SEEDS, and we would point out that, all our seed

crops being carefully grown and harvested under personal supervision,

our seeds are of highest purity and germination.

We never part with our stock seeds, so that it is important to

remember that our proprietary strains cannot be obtained elsewhere.

Prices niodcnitc. ft ivill pay you to look through our

catalogue, a copy of ivhich ivill be sent post free. :: ::

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, LTD.
HAWLMARK 61 DAWSON STREET, DUBLIN

GARDENING BY POST^
Hundreds of thousands of gardeners have

already heard the welcome knock of the

Ryder Postman, and orders are pouring in

for these famous seeds. This season, because

of war conditions, Ryders are forced to

abandon, temporarily, the familiar penny

packet policy, and the price of

Ryders' Seeds
of the usual best quality, has been increased

mmmmmmsm^mmtKmmi. to Ud. per packet.

You will need the best vegetable seeds for your vegetable garden ; you cannot

get any better than Ryder Seeds. Stocks are short. Order your seeds early.

ILLUSTRATED CATALOGUE FREE
S •

I 1 p < , • Liil lo-da\ lor copy of llie 1CJ17 Illiisli-.aled Catalog-uc, which will then reach you by return.

.\'» Air-cnis. Only Address:

RYDER & SON, Ltd., Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS
Vnc A'vttcrs' I'ei^ri'/able SiTtis njid gw.v yonr 07vn fond.



By Appointment to % His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR. Ltd
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out urgent private work. We ask our patrons

give us as much time as possible for the carrying

out of such work, so that we may arrange to have

it done Without reducing our War Service output.

EDINBURGH
Ueeistered Office and Works BALCARRES STREET,
(

and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON- 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS.
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on ;ipplication.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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WAR TIME SEEDS
FOR YOUR GARDEN

SEED POTATOES, SWEET PEAS, &c.

GET OUR SPECIAL LIST

lEDMONDSON BROS.
10 DAME STREET DUBLIN

VEGETABLES
LIKE THESE
may be grown

WAR-TIME GARDENING
— MEANS

to obtain the maximum amount of produce that
the ground is capable of yielding. It must, how-
ever, be borne in mind that the FINEST CROPS
can only be obtained by sowing the FINEST
SEEDS and using the BEST FERTILISERS.

In

Every Garden

WEBBS' SEEDS
PUREST AND MOST PRODUCTIVE.

Awarded Hundreds of Gold, &c., IVIedals, including
the ROYAL HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY'S and
the ROYAL AGRICULTURAL SOCIETY'S
GOLD IVIEDALS FOR VEGETABLES IN 1916.

For Prices and Full Particulars of

WEBBS' VEGETABLE & FLOWER SEEDS,
WEBBS' POTATOES, LAWN GRASS SEEDS,
WEBBS' SPECIAL GARDEN MANURES
See Webbs' Garden Catalogue for 1917.

Post Free to all who have Gardens.

WEBB & SONS, Ltd., The Kings Seedsmen, STOURBRIDGE
Represented by Mr. W. ROURKE, 4 Woston Terrace, North Circular Road, DUBLINB
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

Thk monthly mouliiif,^ of the Council was held at

thd Society's Otlicos. 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin,

on the rilh ult. J 'resent -—Messrs. J. Wylie-
Ilenderson, W. Ushei", H. Bill, Robert Anderson,
Sir Frederick AV. .Moore, E. D'Olier, Ci. M. Koss,
M.A. : .1. E. (ieoghegan, AI.A, : Rev, Canon
Hayes. Francis V. Westby, D,L. ; and .Tames J.

.Mcbonough, with Mr. R. T. Harris, LL.D., pre-

siding. Jlegrets at inability to attend Avcro

received from Messrs. E. II. Walpole, A. V. 3Iont-

gomory and George Watson. 31essrs. E. Walpole
and R. T. Hariis wore re-elected Chairman and
Vice-(;hairman respectively. Sir Frederick W.
Moore Hon. Secretary and the various committees
were appointed for the ensuing year. Letters from
Lady Moore and Lady Arnott were read. It being
now " definitely known that tlie Royal Dublin
Society's premises at Ballsbridge, being in posses-

sion of tlie military, will not be available for the
spring show, the Secretary was directed to notify
Tneinbors of the Society that the Council regret it

will not be possible to hold the spring show, but
that it is hoped to make arrangements for an
important show and fete in August. Sir Frederick
Moore reported, for the Irish Branch of the
Vegetable Products' Committee working under
the auspices of the Royal Horticultural Society
of Ireland, tliat he had. that day, been able to

purchase a quantity of high grade apples,, samples
of which were on the table, on advantageous
terms, for despatch to the Graiid Fleet and to the
Irish Naval Bases.

Answers to Correspondents.
Gooseberry Mildew,

"AxxiouK."—Wo have no knowledge of the use
of " Sar " in this country. It is essential to
remove several inches from the ends of the shoots
when pruning, as the post is most prevalent there.
Immediately now spray with blue stone— I lii. to
ir> gallons of water—and again before tlie l>uds
open. When the lea ves are fully developed, spray
with sulphide of potassium— J oz. to a gallon of
water. A gallon ought to do at least 12 bushes,
so that 10-18 gallons ought to do the lot. thus
8-9 ozs. of sulphide would be suflicient. See also
Irish (iARDEXiNo forJ|May. 1916, for latest
information.

Catalogues.

Un the eve of going to piess \\ e have i-eceived a
copy of Wm. I'oAVKR & Co.'s new seed list for
1917. Produced in their usual high-class style
and replete with abundance of beautiful illus-

trations, it is an excellent Garden Guide. At the
present time, when so many are taking up vege-
table growing for the first time, the collectiors
of vegetable seeds offered on page will be
welcome. P'rom 2s. Od. to 10s. Od. post free these
collections include all the best and most useful
varieties, and shoidd be just the thing for allot-

ment holders. On page 2t) a useful calendai" of
monthly operations is given which should prov<>.

vastly usefid for reference. Needless to say all

the best vegetables and flowers are listed in the
body of the catalogue, and iMessrs. Powers' strains
have a reputation which should ensure abundant
sales and cfjnally abundant crops.

Edmondson Brothers have favoured iis with a
copy of their 1917 Seed List, and we find it as
useful and interesting as ever. While rightly
eniphasising the comparative scarcity of many
necessary seeds they have, nevertheless, made
up a good list, and their numerous patrons will

find their wants amply catered for. Vegeta»bles
are largely in everyone's mind this year, and
Edmondson's are apparently in a position to meet
all reasonable demands. Flower seeds, too, are
offered in admirable variety, and will doubtless
find many purchasers.

Dickson's, Chester, need no introduction to
readers of Irish Gardening, and their well-

known strains of Vegetable and Flower Seeds
are again prominently before us. Their selections
lack nothing in variety, and there need be no
lack of flowers and vegetables with their list to
select from.

Little A: Ballantyne, Carlisle, an old estab-
lished firm, have also issued their custonaary full

and complete catalogue of seeds, including
novelties of recent introduction, and their many
customers will find all their requirements fully
niet.

PlEftN, HEftLTHY, VIGOROyS

m FRUITFUL TREES

There is no WAR ECONOMY
neglecting to Spray this Winter.

CLEWSTONE FHUIT PLASTA TION. \



IRISH GARDENING Vll

= Walpoles Irish Linen =
;

—

is a :zzi

1 Luxurious Necessity 1
—— mo.ti.T.H. AsIIUusLixUmI. This TiiWe. Cloth hprottily designed with

ahajiu'Ock spniyfl. and is uiado fiom a. auperirtr grade o£ heavy pure liueii —-—
(Uiiuafk. It will wash aud wear splendidly.

Clotbft—2 l.y 3 yards. I« 3 each. 2 by 2* yards. 13/3 each. ,.

nH -2 by y ,. 18 3 „ -IhbySi ,. »»/3 ..

iV by a „ «33 ,. ai by 3* ,. «6,-» ,. ZZ:
WapklDS—Breakfast Size, i«;« do/. Dinner Size, IW.O doz.

jMso in Htrified and other Floral Designs.

All Ordert arc sent Catrunjt Paid. ——

I WALPOLES' I
^8, 9, 10 Suffolk St., DUBLIN =

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY

THOMSONS
Vl/^E.PLAMT 6 VEGETABLE

MAMURie^
Famous

for over 3') Vears
Ensures success in your

_
'^Srarden : so compounded frorn^,
the finest Ingredients procurable

'as to combine STIMULATING,
^ with LASTING effects, producing
in every crop vigorous, healthy and
fruitful growth.
The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL

experience in gardening,
by Amateur and Professional
Gardeners the world over.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
.AND TOP DRESSING MANURE ^

PKiCES:—vine, riantaad VefeUble ilanuro
•; 3«lb3.,]2/6; 38 lbs.. 7.*; 14 lbs.. 4f6; 7 _

: « ;
tins, 2JL 1/- and t>4. Cai . paid »oy"

where on o6 lbs. and up. Special Chry-
saiitheujum i Topdre.sing M>inuK—3«i
lbs., 20/-; 28 lbs.. 11/-; u lb.s..6/-; 7
Ibj.. 3/6; tins. 1/-. Car. paid any-

where on 28 Ibi and up.

Sold by all Seedsmen
OK FBOU

<<

Ibg..

50LE ^

MAKERS

W-' TnOMSt)Nfi50f15 \J° CLOVEMrORDS.N.B.

NIQUAS"
(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED

A Concentrated Extract ot Quassia, combined with otker raluable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for tyriBg-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Tree* and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use.

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES—Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ; quart, 2/6; half-gallon, 4/-
gallon, 7/8; £ve gallons, 2S/* ; ten gallons, 46/-

I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 36 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Stayinf; Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d,, 1/-, 2/6, 6/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, 38 lbs., 8/6; 56 lbs., 13/6; its lbs., 22/6

CORRY S

"OPTIMUS"WORM POWDER
(NON-POISONOUS)

For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greeas
Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 66 112 5 cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigating In Greenhouses.

"LETHORION"
IMPROVED METAL CONES

Registered He. 62,687

To destroy Insect Pests. The Oandle attached to each Oon« ealy needs
lighting, and there it no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feel.

Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and othar weed* on lawna
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If obc tin

is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sale* are
largely increasing.

Tins, V; 2/6, and S/- each ; Regs, i cwt., 8/6 ; | cwt.. 16/-

;

z cwt., 30/<

ELLIOTT'S
''SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Reslttered Trade Mark No. U,628.

(The only genuine original and Improved artlolo)

For Greenhowses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.

In packets, 1/- for loe feet of glass, and 2/8 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufaoturers

:

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatloas Frse ) Duty, for AgrieiiltiirKi

and Horticultural Porposss.
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" Hawlmakk " Entkkprise.—lu the Northern
Whig of January 1st appeared a fine illustration

of Messrs A. Dickson tS: Sons' handsome new
premises in Belfast. Of inxposing appearance
and admirably equipped for business, this noble
building is fiublcmatic of the firm's onterprist?

and success. Headers of Irish Oakdexixc! need
no introduction to our friends, who first set up
business as lon^ ago as ISBli, and have steadily

built up a world-wide connection. Priniarily

identified with Kosps, of which they have raised

Inmdreds of celebrated varieties, their activities

are manifold, and embrace seed growing bulb
growing and floral decoration. As growers,
raisers, and exhil)itors of Sweet Peas they
have reached front rank, and in the present
urgently important lines of farm and vegetable
seeds they are the vendors of numerous notable
strains. Their new catalogues are now in the
hanf^ls of their customers, and with the increased
facilities resulting from the possession of new and
improved premises we have no doubt they will

!)(' rewarded by an increased volume of business.

Sweet Pea Annual 1917,

This annual, issued by the National Sweet Pea
Society, free to all members of the society, is now
ready "and is full of most interesting matter for

all growers of the •' Queen of Annuals." It is

profusely illustrated, one of the most striking of

the illustrt.tions being a photograph of a trench

taken out for Sweet Peas in the garden of Mr.

Cerard Black's at Clareville.

Mr. Black knows how it should be done and
does it. how few do. this picture is an object

lesson to all Sweet Pea growers, go and do likewise.

Some of the most interesting articles are.—" Xew
Earlv-flowering Long Season Sweet Peas," and
" Winter-flowering Spencers," showing how
blooms can be had for ten months out of the

twelve. Sweet Peas in Nova Scotia, in Devon,
at the Front, are well described ;

" Impressions "

by Thomas Stevenson and " Random Notes " by
(•". H. Burt are full of information, and " What
Scotsmen have done for Sweet Peas" are short

notes of the achievements of sonie of the great

leaders, in the marvellous improvements that have
been acconxplished in the beauty, form and

Winter Spraying of Fruit Trees.

rpHE following extracts are from the " Spraying

Calendar,"' given by Professor Pickering, M.A.,

F.R.S.. Director of the Wobnrn Exjicrimental Fruit Farm.

and V. V. Theobald, M.A., Vice-Principal, South Eastern

Agricultural College, Wj'c, Kent, in their very useful hand-

hook. " Fruit Trees and their Enemies." (Copies of this

book can he had post free for Is. 9d. each.)

"' Apart from the consideration of the direct action of a

winter wasli in destroying various pests which are probably

present, moss, lichen and dead bark must always accumu-

late, and the freer trees are kept from these the healthier

they will be, and the less will be the opportunities afforded

for insects to flourish on them."
'" From .Januaiy to March.—Spray tree with a caustic

])araf!in PTUiilsion for cleansing them of dead bark, and

destroying moss, lichen, mussel scale, small apple, ermin

moth, gooseberry and currant scale, gooseberry .spider,

currant shoot and fruit moth, pear leaf lilister mite, and

possibly other insects."

Winter s])raying is now resort'.-d to by practically every

up-to-date fruit grower. The formula m.ost reccmmended

foi Winter Spraying Emulsion is as follows :—Soft soap

J lb. ;
paraffin (solar distillate), 5 pints ; caustic .soda, 2 to

2i ll)s. ; water, 9i gallons. The necessary articles for this

and all other Spraying and Fumigating Mixtures can be

had, with directions for misins, from D. M. Wataon,

M.P.S., Itorticultiiral Chemi?t, 61 South Great George's

Street. Dublin. "Phone. 1971.

fragrance of the most popular of all the annuals,
since Mr. Henry Eckford (himself a Lothian)
undertook the great work of his life, the ennobling
of the Sweet Pea. The National Sweet Pea
Society's Secretary, ^Ir. II. D. Tigwell. Greenfoid,
Middlesex, will welcome as members all who take
an interest in Sweet Peas, the subscription being
only five shillings.

j
CHEALS' NURSERIES

I
ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS

I
ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c. ::

I
in immense quantities and

I in the pink of condition ::

Send for Catalogue to

J. CHEAL & SONS, LTD.
The Nurseries, Grawley, Sussex

THE .

NONE-SO-HARDY
Nursery Products
Are absolutely healthy and regularly transplanted

(Department Inspected)

A few lines are . .

APPLE TREES, In fruiting state, 9/- to 15 • do:.

LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, splendid plant-

ing stuff, from 2/6 per 100; also from 20'- per 1,000

THORN QUICKS, from 10/- to 25/- per 1.000

All other Trees and Shrubs for general planting at

similar low rates

A small trial order will convince of the very meritorious
quality of our stuff

Very extensive stock to select from. Satisfaction

assured Cataloe^ues free on application

Wl_l A niii^«r>IWir% "None-so-Hardy" Nurseries

. HAMIVIOND, SHILLELAGH



FOOD PRODUCTION IN IRELAND, 1917

Farmers to the Rescue!
National
Duty

Guarantee
Against Loss

cans of

Production

Compulsory
Tillage

Arable Land

PLOUGH
NOW

Through various effects of the War, a great extra
quantity of food grown at home this year is absolutely

necessary to secure our population against the
danger of privation. The farmer alone can supply

that need.

To secure him against risk of loss in performing this

vital duty the Government have guaranteed him a fixed

or contract price for wheat, oats, and potatoes of the

1917 crop.

The Department of Agriculture have taken special

measures to ensure that a supply of seeds, manures,

and implements will be available in Ireland for the extra

tillage. Loans for seeds and manures are being made
available by the Local Government Board through the

Rural and Urban District Councils for holders under £ 1

valuation, and loans for implements and machinery will be

provided by the Department for other holders.

Under the Defence of the Realm Act occupiers who hold

ten acres or over are required to cultivate in 1917 one-
tenth of the arable land on their holdings in

addition to their tillage area of last year. That

is, if you hold, say, 40 acres of which 30 are arable, you must

till the same amount that you tilled last year and 3 acres

in addition.

Means land which is cultivated or can be cultivated. Every

farmer knows just what portion of his land can be cultivated.

Therefore, do not wait for an inspector to tell you. Go ahead

and

With the horses and the ploughs at present in the country.

We have enough of both in most districts. Motor

tractors are good, but there are few of them yet in Ireland,

and a supply may not get here in time. Don't wait for them.

Use the horse and plough at once.

Seed is being kept for you to purchase. Loans will be

provided. Manures are being mobilised. Consult your

County Committee, your County Agricultural Instructor,

and the Department. Get to work on your arable land.

Leave the appealing and the asking for exemption to others.

THERE NEED BE NO SCARCITY OF FOOD IF THE
IRISH FARMERS DO THEIR DUTY, AND THEY WILL

Department oi' Aj<riculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland.
Dublin, .lanuary, 1917.
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Dublin Wholesale Markets.

THf continued severity of ihe weather has had
the effect of considej-ably curtailing supplies in

tlie Dublin Wholesale Markets. There has, how-
iver. been no marked increase in prices.

The supply of Irish apples was under average,

lud prices renaained as last month. This was
probably accounted for by the continued scarcity

of sugar.
Following Christmas, home grown flowers were

very scarce, as there is usually a falling off in the
dennind at this season. A considerable supply of

foreign flowers is now appearing, and can be
obtained at I'easonable prices.

Vegetable supplies were normal. York and
Savoy cabbage, a few flaskets of Cauliflowers of

very inferior quality, and a fair quantity of

Brussels Sjirouts were on sale. Celery was well

sup]>lied and eagerly sought after. Carrots were
i^ood and plentiful. There was a marked falling off

ill Parsnips. Leeks were abundant and effected a
leady sale. Onions continue to be scarce, and
owing to the foreign supplies being somewhat
interfered with owing to shipping conditions,
prices w ere very high.
The following is a price list for the month •—



Miscellaneous Section*

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
sliould send for my Catalogue, tliev will fiml something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
is the most interesting Nursery in the

Country and contains the most c6m =

plete Collections of Shrubs and Plants

extant. T. SMITH.

SANKEYS'^^POT
*^ tShe BEST and Cheopesh
State quantity ot each jMbreouired and have " carriafe paid"
quotation ("carriage" fMffirlently amounts to half value ot

goods), or w
SPECIAL POTS o( all d.

for Price List, free

iptions. Buib Bo\

R/CHARD SANKE^A SON, LTP,
6ulwell PoU-eries. NOTKtNGHAM.

BOLTON'S
THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

SWEETIEAS
Awarded 134 Gold Medals

Catalogues Post Free :: ::

ROBERT BOLTON, F.R.H.S.
THE SWEET PEA SPECIALIST

WARTON CARNFORTH

PERRrSNew Catalogues Now Ready, Free

Perennial and Alpine.
Hardy Ferns, Seed.
Japanese Lilies.
>Vater Lilies and Bog Plants.

HARDY PLANT FARM, ENFIELD. MIDDX.

AUTO-SHREDS l5£f?S*'.':
Leaf-oiinine Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pestt infetting plants under gU^, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In

Eozec to Fumigate 1,009 cubic feet, 6(1.:

10,000 cubic feet, 3t. 6(1. each. Obtained
of Seedsmen and Florists; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wkoletale Horticukural Sundrietmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, N.E.

Tra4«T*rnuaBdCaUIocueofSuDdrU* upon receipt of bi.4int*i card

>,()\V IS Till-: TIMi: T() PLANT KELUAY'S
(ILADIOIJS r.Cl.liS (All I'.ritish) if you wisli t<.

have a L;!iirii>us display of fiowers iu the .\utuijiu

wlu'ii jjloKiM.s all' scarce,

i\i'l\\a\ s. tile cli.-iiiipion growei's. of (ilatlinli. arc
(itfciini,^ a \\i<lc selection of lyeautiful varieties in all

colours at greatly reduced prices during the war.
^^rite at once foi- their illustrated catalogue and

make a iselection that will enahle you to sentl flowi-rs

to the Wounded Soldiers iu Hospitals and Nursing
Homes from Jtily till the frosts come. Gladioli are

invaluable for cutting, as every hud opens in water.
They last for a fortnight and are so bright and clieer-

t'ul that they are ])artieularly well suited to Invalids.

For decoration of all kinds the (lladiolus Kelwayi
is pre-eminent.

('(tnl(i(ir ikihI mid jKiikiiiii her fur jiicjKiiil itnlrr.

KI-:i.\VAV iV- SON. Urtail Phiiif Drparhnr,,!

.

l.ANM'OKT. SO.MEIiSET.

SEEDS SEEDS
VEGETABLE FLOAVER

HIGHEST QUALITY BEST VALUE
Please write for our unique 124 pag-e pocket s«ed
guide, full of practical and useful information free.

THE PREMIER SEED CO., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES VEARY WEEDING.

JO gallons of mixed solution will kill all

weeds on *oo square yards of paths, ftc.

POWDBR.
1/- tin for II galls, solutioa

1/« ., »S ..

•/- „ 100 ,, „
LIQUID. I—so.

i gallos - 2/- - drum 6d,

I „ - 3/8 - >. 9d. eatn
a „ . S/e • „ 1/6 „
5 .. - 1*/- - .. »/6 »
10 „ • 26/6 - cask $/• u

' LURE KATINE'—The successful fumjgant.
' EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux

Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.

I-arger sizes of above articles at proportionately lower prices.

SOLD BY AGENTS
TOMLINSON & HAYWARD, Ltd., LINCOLN
Dublin Agents : T. McKenzie* Sons, Ltd., 212 Gt. BruDSWick 81. ; W. F.
Welle ASon, 61 Uppei Sickville St. : Sir J. W. Mackey, Ltd. 23 Upper
3a.ekTille St ; Hoeg t Rohertaon, Ltd.. M Mtry St.. tc. tc.

ffyOU&ULDCo
to each rea<ier of this paper and
could personally draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,
you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

^OMIIXABBEYS'LDUBIdN.
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To Horticulturists

PLANTS MUST BE FED
The two main elements of success in

gardening are proper tillage and in-

:: telligent Fertilizing ::

Always follow up your Autumn and

Winter manurmg with a topdressing

ni the Spring and early Summer of

NITRATE OF SODA
It is easily applied-quick in its action

—and a necessary ingredient for the

:: well-being of the plant ::

Any of the Leading Seedsmen

and Dealers will supply it.

Send for the Pamphlets

entitled " Chemical Ferti-

lizers in the Garden " and

The Manuring of
Orchards and Fruit Trees,'

supplied gratis and post

free, by

The Chilean Nitrate

Committee
18 DONECALL QUAY, BELFAST

or

Friars Buildings, New Broad Street,

LONDON, E.G.

SPECIAL OFFER
Ericas (Hardy Heaths), to bloom next

spring, summer and autumn.
Ericas 100 plants in 10 vars. for 20/-

100 „ 15 „ 25/-
100 „ 20 „ 30/-
!00 „ 30 „ 35/-
100 „ 40 „ 40/-
100 „ 50 „ 50/.

Hypericum calycinum (St. John's Wort),
2/6 doz. ; 15/- 100.

Hypericum hircinum nanum, 4/- doz.
IVIoserianum . . 4/- doz.

Genista hispanica, 12 in. Ibushy, 4/-
doz. ; 25/. 100.

Whin or Gorse, double-flowering, nice
plants, 3/- to 5/- doz

Beech, purple, 2 to 3 ft., 5/- doz. ; 3 to
4 ft. 8/- doz.

Veronica cupressoides, 4/- doz. ; V.
Hectorii, 6/- doz.

Cupressus lutea compacta, I to II ft.,

9d. each, 8/- doz.
Lavender nana compacta, 12 in. bushy

3/- doz., 20/- 100
Polygala Chamaebuxus lutea, 9d. each,

8/- doz.
Polygala Chamaebuxus purpurea, 7d.

each, 6/- doz.
Juniper Tamariscifolia, 9 to 15 in., 1/-

each, 10/- doz.

A large s/ork „/ ,,/licr Hardy Plants.
6 per cent, discount off and plants packed free

on prepaid orders.

SYDNEY SMITH, Tansley Old Nurseries,

Near MATLOCK, DERBYSHIRE
Please address in full as above.
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DICKSON'S HAWLMARK SEEDS
AND SEED POTATOES

are admitted by o^eneral consent to be the best for the soil and climate of

Ireland. They are the produce of our own stock seeds, and at our exten-

sive trial g-rounds every variety, before being- sent out, is thoroughly

tested, and exhaustive experiments are constantly being initiated and

carried out with the object of still further improving our stocks.

THOSE WHO WISH TO GROW THE BEST CROPS SHOULD
SOW THE BEST SEEDS, and we would point out that, all our seed

crops being carefully grown and harvested under personal supervision,

our seeds are of highest purity and germination.

We neve'- part with our stock seeds, so that it is important to

remember that our proprietar}^ strains cannot be obtained elsewhere.

Prices moderale. If iviU pay you to look through our

catalogue, a copy of which ivill be soU post free. :: :;

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, LTD.
DAWSON STREET,

GARDENING BY POST.
Hundreds of thousands of gardeners have

already heard the welcome knock of the

Ryder Postman, and orders are pouring in

for these famous seeds. This season, because

of war conditions, Ryders are forced to

abandon, temporarily, the familiar penny

packet policy, and the price of

Ryders'Seeds
of the usual best quality, has been increased

to lUl. per packet.

You will need the best vegetable seeds for your vegetable garden ; you cannot

get any better than Ryder Seeds. Stocks arc short. Order your seeds early.

ILLUSTRATEI) CATALOGUE FREE
Send postcard to-day for copy of the 1417 Illustrated Catalojju e, which will then reach you by return.

Xo Agents. Only Atti/n's^ :

RYDER & SON Ltd., Seed Specialists, ST. ALBANS
So7o /Cyders' Vegetable Seeds auii gro7v your ow)!^ food.



By Appointment to His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Ltd.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out urgent private work. We ask our patrons

give us as much time as possible for the carrying

out of such workf so that we may arrange to have

it done without reducing our War Service output.

EDINBURGH ^
Resistered Office and Works BALCARRES STREET,

( and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON-8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL. KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photograpliic
views of Horticultural Building's free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE : Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)



WAR TIME SEEDS
FOR YOUR GARDEN

SEED POTATOES, SWEET PEAS, &c.

GET OUR SPECIAL LIST

EDMONDSON BROS.
10 DAME STREET DUBLIN

Every Garden

WAR=TINE GARDENING
MEANS

To obtain the maximum amount of Food
Crops that the ground is capable of yielding.

To achieve this it is essential to sow only
THE FINEST SEED and use THE BEST MANURES

WEBBS'
"WAR-TIME" COLLECTIONS OF

Vegetable Seeds
Finest Quality unU Kest Value Dhtainahle.

Webbs' 5 - Collection niiit.iins 25 choice varieties

Webbs' lO- Collection ciirituins 38 choice varieties

AVebbs' 15 - Collection <'<>iil:iiMs 49 choice varieties

V^ebbs' 21 - Collection <i>iit:iiiis 68 choice varieties

^Aebbs' 42 • Collection (<>iit:iiris 94 choice varieties

CARRIAGE PAID. J. Is/ ,>/ Co„/t'///s „n ,if>f>l!ra/io„.

The ROYAI, HORTICLLTIJRAI, SOCIETY'S and ROYAL
AORICULTIIRAL SOCIETY'S GOLD MEDALS (HiMhest

Honours) awarded to WEBBS' VEGETABLES in 1916 : :

CATALOGVE d Seeds, Potatoes, Manures. Jr., /'(^sT FREE.

I

WEBB & SONS, Ltd., The King's seedsmen, STOURBRIDGE.
Represented by Mr. W. ROURKE, 4 Weston Terrace, North Circular Road, DUBLIN
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

TiTK monthly iiu^etiiig ot the Council was held

at the Societv'.s olTioes, ") Molesworth Street,

DiihHn. on the 9th iilt., Reg. T. Harris, Esq.,

LL. I)., presiding. A draft proof of schedule for

the Autumn Show, as revised hy the schedule
committee, was considered, amended- and passed

for pi'iiiting. Tije Autumn Show, to l)e held in

conjunction with a fi-te to he arranged in aid of

tlie fund for supplying fruit and vegetahles to

the Navy, was fixed foi- August 2 1st and 22nd.

It was decided to offer prizes and medals at the

same show for vegetables grown by allotment
liolders in the Dublin district, particiilars of

which will be circulated per leaflet as early as

possible. A vote of condolence, moved to Mb.

E. 11. Walpole, Chairman of the ('ouncil. was
passed by the members standing.

R. H. S. Trials.

The following awards have been made to Celery

and Celeriac by the Council of the Royal Horti-

cultural Society after trial at Wisley :

—

AwAKDS TO Celery.—Aumrd of Merit—'No. .30,

Clayworth Prize Pink, raised, introduced and sent

by Messrs. Sydenham, Birmingham; No. 31,

Clayworth Prize Pink, sent by Messrs. Hurst,
London; No. 11, Invincible White, raised,

introduced and sent by Messrs. Debbie & Co.,

Edinburgh. Hif/hly Commended—No. 0, Early
Pose, sent by Messrs. Hurst, London {A.M. 1900) ;

No. 19, Incomparable Crimson, raised, introduced
and sent by Messrs. Carter, Paynes Park, S.W. ;

No. 26, ^Matchless Pink, raised, introduced and
sent by Messrs. A. Dickson, Belfast.

Awards to Cei.eui\c.—Highly Commended—
No. 12, Delicatesse, introduced and sent by
Messrs. Barr, Taplow ; No. 1.5, Late Summer, sent
by Messrs. Barr, Taplow ; No. 3, Ordinary Type,
raised, introduced and sent by Messrs. Sydenham,
Birmingham; No. 1. Selected, raised, introduced
and sent b\ .\h-ssrs. Sutton. Reading.

^^The Irish Bee Journal"
The February number contains many items of

interest to entliusiasts and much helpful infor-

mation for beginners.
" Ovir Readers at Home " section contains an

interesting account of a Wicklow apiary, and
there is a contributed article by Ernest EatoTi.

The Expert Advice column contains uiany useful
replies to quei'ists. and tlic MoTitlTs Work is

fully dealt with.

Answers to Correspondents.
SrBscKiiH-:!:.—See paper ))y Mrs. Bland in this

issue. We advise you to comminiicate with the
Secretary, TTnited Irishwomen. Lincoln Cliambers,
Lincoln Place, Dublin. It would be useful to
find out vvliether there is a sul)-centrc in your
district. The difficulty with individual growers

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cat«, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & i/-Tins& i5/-per C\vt.(i.or, l.onion)

ol all Chemists, Stores and \iiiseiviiicn.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awardfd Medai at Royal Horticultui al

Exfrhilio*!. ]Qii

CLEAN, HEALTHY, VIGOROUS

AND FRUITFUL TRIES

There is no WAR ECONOMY ,„

necjloctitig to Spray this WiiUer,

deriving
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Walpoles Towels
are Soft and Strong
riirsr sir..!.- Illl. k.ll.H, k I'l.wi-ls ll;ur |Usl ^lin\.,l ll Illr f;l. I..r\.

As tli.-v wnc ..i-,l,.|v.l wlii'ii pii.-.'S witc 1..«lt Hi;ui ii..«, \\M,i-..i,i>

are DtlVviii;,- Ui.m

Below to-day'sValue
This MlliT steps wli.n tlic g.Hids luu sulil.

«. I.-I!..i,iciv,l Hmkiiln. K r..HiI i>liiii lumniod iniN A.'.x.il "—
Ntiong Towel fov eveivila\ 11-.1 -m/i 'JU Ii\ 43 iiulu'- .^Imul :^

rim «. (HI )mIi il.i/ui.

*i. «. - Halt Uleaeheil - —
lluckah.iek 'l'..«el. pbiin
lleliis. Si.lin,|i.lr..i liiii.l

:lliinel,es. S|..-,ial IVi.r
1 6 li.r- lialf duzull.

U. :l. ^Ilemslit.lie.l
ll.irkal.aek Tmvel. Hean
lifiilU (hie. fiiUi

hl.;„iir.|.an.l-.K..l weal-
ill-, -\/:-2-i by :js iii.l.i-.-

Sv i:il I'lier. 13 ,„,
li:iir.lM2rii.

Walpoles
Pay carriage

WALPOLES'
SUFFOLK ST.

DUBLIN

TnOM80NS
VIME.PLAMT 6 VEGETABLE

MAMUR1&
Famous

for over 30 Years
Ensures success in your

^garden : so compounded frorn^-,
the finest ingrredients procurable ,

ras to combine STIMULATING 1

,

with LASTING effects, producing
in every crop vigorous, healthy and
fruitful growth.
The direct result of LONG PRACTICAL

experience in gardening.
Used by Amateur and Professional

Gardeners the world over.

THOMSON'S SPECIAL
CHRYSANTHEMUM
^ AND TOP DRESSING MANURE ^

I PKICESj-Vine, Plautand Vegetable Maniiic-1 cut
• -i*-: o«lbs.,]2^: 28Ibs.,7/6;14 lbs.. 4/11 7ibs

2/C; tins. 2£, ]/- and fid. Car. paid' any.'
where on 58 lbs. .and up. Special Chry.
santberaum 4 TopdressLng M.anure—56
lbs., 20/-

; 28 lbs.. U/- : 14 lbs., 0/- ; 7
lbs., 3/6; tins, 1/-. Car. paid any.

where on ZS Ibi and up.

Sold by all Seedsmen
OR FROMSOLE ^

MAKERS

W^ Tt10MSON650M5 L^" CLOVfMFORDS. N-B."

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY
(( NIQUAS"

(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED
A Concentrited Extract of Quassia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Tree* and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 J
quart, 2/6; half-gallon, 4'-

gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 26/-; ten gallons, 45/-
I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 5/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, aS lbs., 8/6; $6 lbs., 13/6; iia lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIMUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 H 28 5r. 112 5cwt. lOcwt. Hon
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fuinigatins in Greenhouses.

"LETHORION"
IMPROVED METAL CONES

Registered No. 62,697

To destroy Insect Pests. The Candle attached to each Gone only needs
lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. Vor frames and "lean-to's" up to i,ooo cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feel.
Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. P'or a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If one tin

is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are
largely increasing.

Tins, 1/-, 2/6, and 6/- each ; Kegs, k cwt., 8/6 ; j ewt., 18/-

;

I cwt., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
''SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Registered Trad* Mark No. 14,629.

(The only genuine original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.
In packets, 1/- for 100 feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Freparatioas Frse •! Duty, for AjricHHural
and Horticultural Purposes.
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ih> the drying ami iiiaiki'tiug i)l' llic. lu'ihs. Willi a

central depot availaMe this hecomtss .simplified.

Note Ml\at. .Mrs. Bland says re ((uantities reijuircd

ami kinds wanted. We liope to publish as much
information as ])ossiltle fiom time to time.

Catalogues.

MlisSKs. Jv. \\ai,i.A( !•: \ Co.. ("olclieslei-. Iiave

favoured us witlv a copy of their Spring Catalogue
of liilies, liegonias. (iladioli and New Chinese
IMants. iV:c. Tlie fiontispiece shows a chaiining
illustration of the beautiful new Primula helodoxa
at home in Vunnan, and inside is a line ligure

of I*, nutans. A spiay of Berberis W'il.sonse.

beautifully coloured, is shown as a loose-leaf

<Miclosure, and will doubtless tempt many to

possess so lovely a shrub. The body of the
«-alalogue is replete with all the best and most
beautiful bulbous and cormous plants, for many
of whicli .Messrs. Wallace are specially famous.

.Mks.sh.s. C.\nnkli- A: Sons. Eynsford. Kent, send
llieir Seed and Plant (iuide. ilany novelties in

seeds and ])lantsare olTered. together with concise
cultural directions for the princij)al crops. On
pagi^ on<' collecti(»ns for cottagers and amateurs
are olTered as well as juore expensive ones for

larger gardens.

.Mk.s.shs. |,i-j-ri,K \ B.\i,l.A.N'jy.\K. Carlisle, send
their new season's list of farm seeds. These lists

are of paramount importance to all who are in
any w^ay resi^onsible for farming operations at
the present tinxe. Their many customers will
find this old established firm has made ample,
provision for meeting the extra deniand likely
to arise from increased tillage.

Mkssrs. Hydkk. of St. Albans, well kjiowii as the
pioneers of the penny seed packet, have sent us
a copy of the new list for 1917. Theii- thou.sands
of customers will not l)e surprised to learn that
they have been conyjfjelled to raise the minimum
price of their pacjiets to l|d. Everyone will
realise the necessity of this, and the only wonder
is that they can still offer so cheaply ; it is surely
a triumph of business organisation. The cata-
logue is as interestingas ever and freely illustrated.
The large number of people now taking up
gardening for the first time will find this a ust^ful
Jist.

W. Drtmmoxi) i^ Sons. Ltd.—This wAl known
firm has i.ssued its new catalogue of seeds, iVc.
and^e have every confidence in reeommending
it to the notice of our sub.scribers. ' Handsomely
produced and containing many beautiful illus-

trations it will be foimd replete with everything
necessary to en.sure a plentiful supply from our

The Grand New Chinese :

PRIMULA HELODOXA
A.M., R.H.S., 1916

Other New Chinese Primulas, &c.

BERBERIS NEW CHINESE SPECIES

LILIES . GLADIOLI—BEGONIAS
Are a few of the items offered and described in our

SPRING CATALOGUE, Post free on application

R. Wallace & Co. Ltd.,
KiLNFiELD Gardens, Colchester, ESSEX

BEGONIAS SEED 2 6 and

5/- per packet

for Exhibition, Greenhouse, Redding, Hang-
ing Baskets, &c. Awarded 45 Gold Medals.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed (rold Medal Collecbon.

choice named varieties in strong ground
roots, 1 2/-, 1 5/-, 20/-, 25/- & 30/- per doz.

OTHER SPECIALITIES

Carnations. Cyclamen, Polyan-
thus, Blue Primrose, Violets, &c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH,

CHEALS' NURSERIES
I

ORNAMENTAL TREES, SHRUBS 7

ROSES, FRUIT TREES, &c. :: ;

in immense quantities and ;

in the pink of condition ::
•

y

Send for Catalogue to

J. CHEAL & SONS, LTD.
^ The Nurseries, Crawley, Sussex .;

THE

NONE-SO-HARDY
Nursery Products
Are absolutely healthy and regularly transplanted

(Department Inspected)

A few lines are . .

APPLE TREES, in fruiting state, 9/- to 15- doz.

LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, splendid plant-

ing stuff, from 2/6 per 100; also from 20 - per 1,000

THORN QUICKS, from lO/- to 25 - per 1.000

All other Trees and Slirubs for general planting at

similar low rates

A small trial order will convince of the very meritorious
quality of our stuff

Very extensive stock to select from. Satisfaction

assured Catalogues free on application

W i M KaBfl^%iik.ir% "None-so-Hardy" Nurseries
HAIVIIVIOND, SHILLELAGH



Points about Allotments

THE RIGHT THING TO DO

1

.

Apply for an allotment to the Clerk

of the Urban or Rural District

Council of the dislriLt in which you

Hve.

2. Many merchants are willing to do

their utmost to meet the requirements

of allotment holders. ,\ Coniinitlec

oi' plothoklers would be useful to

negotiate with traders or farmers for

supplies.

3. When farmyard or stable manure

cannot be obtained, use light refuse

(but not coal ashes) and supplement

it . with four parts superphosphate

(or two to one mixture) and one part

sulphate ot ammonia, at the rate of

3| lbs. to 4 lbs. per perch.

4. To till the grass land allotments

use the spade NOW—turn the

sod well under and have the grass

\\tl\ covered.

5. Potatoes grown on the ridge system

will give fair crops—when time is

limited this method can be used

with success.

6. Put at least three-quarters of new

plots under potatoes. Grow suc-

cessional crops of other veg^etables,

such as cabbage, lettuce, broad beans

and cauliflower, where the soil is in

g-ood order. Good crops of vege-

tables cannot be obtiiined on newly

turned up grass lands unless the

soil is well and deeply cultivated

and manured,

7. Plant enough early varieties of

potatoes to keep the family sup-

plied during July. A second early

variety such as "British Queen"
should be grown for August and

September, leaving the main crop

of varieties like " Up-to-L)ate " for

lifting when growth is completed.

^
I
^HE utmost effort is needed to secure the maxiinum production

•^ of food from each allotment. Garden owners and Gardeners

can help their neighbours by distributing surplus plants and by

circulating the Department's leaflet on the "Treatment of Allotments."

REMEMBER
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gardens. Kxcelleni collections ol" vegetable seeds
are ottered from 10s. (5d. to £3 ;}s., calculated to

give a year's supply according to the size of the
garden, and to those who have previously had but
little experience in cropping these collections-

"shoiild prove a boon. It is hardly necessary to
;idd that the body of the catalogue contains all

the well kjiown strains for which the firni is noted
and, in addition, recent novelties of merit.

Thk I'kkmier Seed Co., Brighton, have issued a
most instructive and interesting catalogue of
\cgetalde and flower seeds, as well as various
roots and tubers, for spring planting. Of compact
size and profusely illustrated it is most convenient
for carrying into the garden. A special feature
is juade of cultural hints which should appeal to
very numy people who are now, for the first time
perhaps, taking xip gardening with a view to food
production. Another very important feature,
designed to siniplify matters for cottagers and
othexs, is the offer of collections of flower and
vegetable seeds, the latter being especially
important and I'anging in price from Is. Od. to 21s.
("ollections of flower seeds are oft'ered from Is. to
2s. Throughout the body of the catalogue a first

rate selection of varieties is offered at pi'ices'ran-

giiig from 2d. per packet upwards, so that people
of snuill means are well catered for. Further
particulars will be found in our advertisement
pages, and we heartily commend this catalogue
to the notice of our readers.

Messrs. Suttons' Farmers' Year Book is a
first rate publication, and grapples in a practical
manner with the food problem. It is excellently
illustrated with fine field and farm photographs,
and otters within its covers all that is required
Tor cropping the farm. Much practical informa-
tion is supplied, and the catalogue is a really
useful manmil of luisbandry.

The Culture of Profitable Vegetables

in Small Gardens.*

By Sutton & 8ons, Reading.

This excellent little booklet is designed to help
those who nuiy be taking up vegetable growing
for the first tiiue. In clear, simple and concise
language; directions are gi\ en as to preparing the
soil, seed sowing and transplanting, till the Ix^st

and most popular vegetables being dealt with.
Brevity is the keynote throughoiit, and there is

no unnec(;ssary talking round the subject.
A useful chart is given at the end showing at a

glance the approximate tiuui of sowing or plant-
ing, distances apart, &c., while a calendar of
vegetables in use each month of the year is also
given.

In a future issue we think it would be an
advantage if the authors gave the approximate
quantity of seed or plants required for certain
areas ; for instance, allotment holders are already
inquiring of us what quantity of ])otatoes they
will require to plant half their allotment, say
of an acre, and so on.
We commend this booklet to the notice of our

readers.

* Simpkin, .Afarshall, Hamilton, Kent & Co.
London. Price Cd.

Mowing Machines,

There will doubtless still be some use for the.se
miplements during the ensuing summer, and it

will be Avell to examine them without delay.
Any repairs necessary shoidd be seen to at once,
as restrictions may be pvit on the manufacture of
machines, or even of parts thereof. Most of the
large manufacturers are now biisilj engaged on
war work, but possibly still have in stock the
various parts of all the standard makes. In case,
however, that even these may not be available!
later in the season we strongly urge all users of
grass machines to have them repaired at once
where necessary.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.
Owing to tlve unsettled state of the woatlier
during the month, supplies of garden produce
have been very small and much below the average
for the corresponding period last year.

Apples, mainly of the Bramley variety, packed
in barrels, have been moderately supplied.

In the flower section, a noticeable sign of
spring has shown itself by the presence of some
fine bunches ot Narcissi, Arum Lilies, akso
Malniai.son Carnations and Violets.
The display of vegetables throughout the

month was very poor. Cabbages and Savoys
were of fair quality, and prices for these advanced
considerably. Cauliflowers were very scarce, the
recent severe frost having destroyed the plants
in many places. A very large quantity of Brussels
sprouts arrived in excellent condition, and the
prices realised were well above the average.
Carrots and parsnips were plentiful and realised
good prices. Leeks, although oidy of fair quality,
were readily disposed of. Jerusalem artichokes
and forced rhubarb were abundantly supplied.
Onions continue to be very scarce and dear.

The following is the price list for the month ;—

•

From To
Fri'it. s. d. s. d.

Aj)plcs

—

Bramleys per barrel . oT) u in (i

per J bushel .10 —
Flowjors.

I)er do/,, bunches (i H !t (t

per \ doz. bunches fl !>

Narcissi
Arum Lilies

Malmaison
Carnations per doz. bunches 2 (i <> (I

llvacinths „ „ 1 I !>

Alolets ,, „ 2 (> 2 y

Vegetables.

Cabbage—York per load . 1!J •> 21) (
Savoy .21 30

Cauliflowers ])er flasket . 1 I U
Brussels Sprouts per float . 1 <• .">

I'ai'snips per .sack . ;J 10
Carrots per buncli . 10 1

Rhubarb per doz. bunches 1 10 2 o
Artichokes (Jor.) per float .30 40
Parsley per tray .16 IS
Thyme per bunch . 3 6
Sage .04 00

II. J. B.



Miscellaneous Section*

SEED of clioice and rare ALl'IXKS. from a very lar;,'e

i-i)lle(;tioii. All those who possess a IKH'K GAI'UKN
aliould send, for my (!atalot;ue. tliev will find sortietlii'is?

new and desirable. H. CORREVO>; CHENE-BOURG,
GENE\A.

DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
is the most interesting Nursery in the

Country and contains the most com =

plete Collections of Shrubs and Plants

extant. T. SMITH.

SANKEYS'g^'POT
*^^hc 3EST and Chcapesh
Statt quantity of each lUBrequh-ed and have " carriage paid."
quotation ("carriage" fflj^ently amounts to half value oi_

- goods), or wrtte for Price List, free. ^

f?lCHARD SAAf/OEV^» SOAT, LTS>,
Buiwell PoM-eries. NOTW/VCHAM.

BOLTON'S
THE LEADING HOUSE FOR

SWEETIEAS
Awarded 134 Gold Medals

Catalogues Post Free :: ::

ROBERT BOLTON, F.R.H.S.
THE SWEET PEA SPECIALIST

WARTON— CARNFORTH

—BERRY'SPNew Catalogues Now Ready, Free

Perennial and Alpine.
Hardy Ferns, Seed.
Japanese Lilies.
AVater Lilies and Bog Plants.

HARDY PLANT FARM, ENFIELD. MIDDX.

AUTO-SHREDS .;iS?,"\'i-
Lc-af-iiiiiiing Maggcts. Mealy [lug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.

Simple to use, no apparatus required. In

Boxes to Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.;

No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I/- each;

for tender and ordinary plants, 10,001.

cubic feet, 3*. 6d. each. Obtained of

Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON &. SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, E. S.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of business

KELWAY'fci GRACEFUL AxNU BEAUTIFUL
•LANGPRIM" HYBRID GLADIOLI. These

new Glcidioli are most graceful, and provide
yellow, amber and (ipiicot shades not to be found
in our other largo flowered hybrid Gladioli.
They are quite hardy and flower in July and

August. .

They fiburish in towns, and are invaluable for

decorating hospital.'^, churches and the home.
Send for reduced War I'rii-c Lists of our new

varieties.

KKLWAY & SON. lietail I'lunt J)ri,n,ti

J/AXGPORT, SOMERSET.
nt,

SEEDS
VEGETABLE

SEEDS
FLOAVER

HIGHEST QUALITV BEST VALUE
Please write for our unique 124 page pocket seed

ouide, full of practical and useful inrorniation free.

\ THE PREMIER SEED CO., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

'EUREKA' WEED KILLER.
SAVES WEARY WEEDING.

50 gallons of mixed solution will kill all

weeds on aoo square yards of paths, &c.

POWDER.
1/- tin for 13 galls, solution

1/8 „ »S ,,

6/- „ 100 ,, „
LIQUID, i-so.

4 gallon - 2/- • drum 6d.

I „ - 3/6 - „ gd. extra

a „ - 6/6 • „ 1/6 „

5 „ - 14/- - „ a/6 „
10 „ - 25/6 - cask s/- ,1

' EUREKATINE'—The successful fumigant.
EUREKA' Insecticide, Lawn Sand, Hellebore Powder, Bordeaux

Mixture, Worm Killer. Hayward's Summer Shade, &c.
Larger sizes of above articles at proportionately lower prices-

SOLD BY AaE^TS
TOMLINSON & HAYWARD. Ltd., LINCOLN
Dublin- Agents : T.' McKenzie * Sons, Ltd.. 212 Gt. Brunswick St. ; W. F.

Wells & Son, 61 Uppei Stckville St. : Sir J. W. Mackey, Ltd. 23 Upper
Sackvlllf St :Hogg & Robertson. Ltd.. 21 Mnrv St.. &c. tc.

IfYOlil C»ULD Co
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

WpHOTOlNORAVINGC
\J- s6m\ dabbeyst, DUBLIN.



To HorticultuHsts

PLANTS MUST BE FED
The two main elements of success m
gardening are proper tillage and in-

:: telligent Fertilizing ::

Always follow up your Autumn and

Winter manuring with a topdressing

in the Spring and early Summer of

NITRATE OF SODA
It is easily applied-quick in its action

—and a necessary ingredient for the

:: well-being of the plant ::

Any of the Leading Seedsmen

and Dealers will supply it.

Send for the Pamphlets

entitled " Chemical Ferti-

lizers in the Garden " and
" The Manuring of
Orchards and Fruit Trees,"

supplied gratis and post

free, by

The Chilean Nitrate

Committee

ESTABLISHED 1832. TELEPHONE 3351 (Private Branch Exchange). TELEGRAMS—" BROOKS," DUBLIN

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, PAINTS, &c.

GLASS

PAINT

" DEAUTITE
"

BOILERS

GREENHOUSES
Also TIMBER, SLATES,

• •

Cut to dimensions, packed and delivered at your rail-

way Station. Also stocked in the regular box sizes.

" BROMAS " for general household and estate purposes

"VALENTINE " for hay barns, &c., doubles the life of

galvanized iron.

'' PETREX " for conservatories, does not flake off.

Plastic Repair Compound for repairing leaky roofs and

cracked glass, also for General Repair Work.

and heating plants, newest Types, Please ask for lists.

And GARDEN FRAMES.

BRICKS, IRONMONGERY, and every Building Requisite

BROOKS
THOMAS & CO.

LTD.

BUILDERS' PROVIDERS, Sackvillc Placc, Dublin



Dickson's Emerald
LAWN GRASS SEED

Produces a Rich, Green, Velvety

Turf, and is composed of the finest

dwarf evergreen grasses. Price
1 /4 per lb. ; 1 4/ 6 per stone

THE DICKSON
LAWN MOWER
^ The lightest and most durable

moderate-priced Mower in the

market, British make, and guar-

anteed to give satisfaction,

10-inch. 37/6 ; 12-inch,

40/- ; 14 -inch, 45/;-

1 6-inch, 50/-

/

Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd.

HAWLMARK, 61 Dawson St., DUBLIN
:^XWVv'Vv'WV^/W;

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY .-. .-. Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM— SURREY

BEGONIAS SEED 2/6 and
5/- per packet

for Exhibition, Greenhouse, Bedding, Hang-
ing- Baskets, &c. Awarded 45 Gold Medals.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed Gold Medal Collection.

choice named varieties in strong ground
roots, 1 2/-, 1 5A, 20/-, 25/- & 30/- per doz.

OTHER SPECIAUTItS

Carnations. Cyclamen, Polyan-
thus, Blue Primrose, Violets, &c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH.

^

RYDER and 'SUN'*
For GARDEN
Ryders Seeds and Kine

SUCCESS
., ,

-
, .

& Sol are an irresist-
ible combination for successful gardening

Dvi^cD-r wi^^'v!?^"
garden or allotment withRYDERS VEGETABLE SEEDS, and the

tloral corner with Ryders Flower Seeds, and
you take the best possible initial step toward
line heavy crops of vegetables and beautiful
displays of fragrant flowers.

RYDERS SEEDS
WILL NEVER DISAPPOINT YOU
They are of that high qualitv that aUvavs spells satis-
faction. \\ artime price, lid. the packet.'

SUGAR BFFT ^°^ J*" MAKING. The
. ^I'.^'^^V Ui:.!:.!

be^^t variety for growing
in tliis_ country. I-ull instructions for sowin- growing.
.^lu^ using with each packet. 8d. per OZ. ; 4 ozs. 2s. 6cl.

IllustratedCATALOGUE FREE
Send a postcard now for your copy. /

ALL SEED ORDERS DISPATCHED BY
''

RETLRN OF POST. <-_

Only Address—

•

T-

RYDER & SON,
SEED SPECIALISTS,

ST. ALBANS.
No Agents.

Beware of Imitators.



Bv Apfointment ro His MAjtsiv rHt King.

MACKENZIE & MONGUR, Ltd.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING. VENTILATING AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out urgent private work- We ask our patrons

give us as much time as possible for the carrying

out of such work, so that we may arrange to have

it done without reducing our War Service output.

PniWRTTPrW ^^®"*^*^"'^ °'°''* *°^^"'^'' BALCARRES STREET,
( and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW— 121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free
on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)



IRISH GARDENING.

Cultivation of Medicinal Plants.

IJMMEUIATKLY OH llu' t)ut bleak ol' war an urticlo

appeared in The Joiinuil of I lie Hoard' oj Agri-

culture (S«pteml)er 1911) tL-aling with the culci-

vation of medichial plants in Great Britain. It

was at that time believed that, since medicinal
plants had been largely imported to a very con-

siderable exterit fronx enem>- countries, a shortage

of the more important drugs was liable to occr.r

in Great Britain. Prices rose rapidly on the out-

bi'eak of war, and, as an example, it may be said

that Belladonna root, which was worth 45s. per
cwt.in January, 1914, sold for 65s. in June 1914,

rose to 100s. "by August, 1914, and at present
realises several times that price.

•During the past two years much has been
done to increase the home supply of drug plants,

and it may now be said that, with the exception
ot our essenti.al species, there need be no anxiety
as to our supply of drug-yieldiiig herbs. Indeed,
as will be pointed out below, the four species
referred to are liliely to be put on the market in

sufficient quantity to meet all home demands.
The Board have given, the whole subject careful

consideration, and have consulted the National
Health Insurance Commission (England), and a
recent communication from the Commission to
the Board brings out certain important facts
and is printed below with the concurrerco of the
Commission.

" The question [of mediciiiul plants] has been
widely discussed in the public Press, in which
statements have been made which may have the
effect of misleading the public in attaching an
undue value to the production of plants which
are of small medicinal or commercial importance,
and it seems desirable that consideration should

]^e given to tlie subject with a vie.v to determine
the following ciuestions, namely :—

(1 ) What honui-grown plants are of essential
nuHlicinal importance V

(2) What qxiantities of such plants are
rcqiiired ''.

(3) What steps should be taken to encourage
the production of such plants in the
((uantities required ?

(1) Although many home-grown plants are

used in the treatment of disease, only four can,
in the opinion of this Department, be regarded,
from a medical point of view, as really essential

—

Belladonna, Henbane, Digitalis, and Colchicum.
These plants are of great value in the treat-

ment of disease, and, in the view of this Depart-
ment, it is important that the home production
of the plants should be increased to such an
extent as to render this country self-supporting,
at all events as regards the quantities required
for home consumption.

(2) As regards the quantities of these four
plants that are required, it is impossible to make
a precise statement, but from inquiries that have
been made by this Department it appears that
the quantity of belladonna required for home
consumption only may be estimated, approxi-
mately, as equivalent to about 50 tons of the
dried leaves and about 50 tons of the dried root
anniially. The quantity of henbane and digitalis

required is probably equivalent to about
20-25 tons of the dried leaves of each plant
annually, while the quantity of colchicum re-

quired appears to be considerably less. These
estimates relate to home consumption only ; in

addition, much larger quantities are needed for

the manufacture of medicinal preparations for

export.
(3) It appears that there is sufficient digitalis

WAR TIME SEEDS
FOR YOUR GARDEN

SEED POTATOES, SWEET PEAS, &c.

GET OUR SPECIAL LIST

EDMONDSON BROS.
10 DAME STREET DUBLIN

»-<><><^><><><>tt:»<><2><»;»<><><><$><><^^
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and coliliicum growing wild in this country to

naeet home requirements, and that it is unneces-

sary to set aside land for the cultivation of these

plants. A considerable proportion of the home
demand for belladonna and henbane could also

be met l>y the colle tion of wild plants, but the

demand could only fvlly be met by skilled culti-

vation. It would seem, therefore, that as regards

digitalis and colcliicum, and to a certain extent
belladonna and henbane, much could be done to

provide the iiuantities needed for home consump-
tion by the dissemination of information as to

the most suitable methods for collection, the
encouragement of co-operation between associa-

tions of collection and wholesale drug merchants,
and by the encouragement of the provision of

drying facilities. As the successful cultivation of

belladonna and henbane requires skill and ex-

perience, it is doubtful whether a large quantity
could be produced by small cultivators without
organisation and skilled supervision, but this

acreage under cultivation by the larger culti-

vators has considerably increased since the out-

break of war, and it is probable that it now suffices

together with what could be obtained from the
collection of wild plants, for home requirements."

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

5 MOLESWOBTH STREET,
Dublin, March, 1917.

NOTICE
To Allotment Holders situated icithin a jour miles'

radius oj the G.P.O., Dublin.

Special prizes offered by the Society at the
Society's Autumn Show, which, by kind per-

mission, will be held in Lord Iveagh's Grounds,
Dublin, August 21st and 22nd, 1917, for a col-

lection of four kinds of vegetables grown by
bona fide allotment holders in the Dublin district

comprising an area within four miles radius of

the G.P.O.
The exhibits may consist of any four of the

following :—viz., potatoes, dish of ten ; onions,

dish of five ; cabbages, two ; lettuce, three

;

broad beans, twelve pods ; cauliflowers, two

;

turnips, five ; carrots, three. First prize, silver

medal and 15s. ; 2nd prize, bronze medal and 10s.

;

3rd prize, 7s. ; 4th prize, 5s. ; 5th prize, 3s.

Exhibitors will have free entry for exhibits. A
pass will be given adnuttiiig exhibitor free to the
show.

Entries, accompanied by a voucher from the
local secretary, stating that exhibitor is a bona
fide allotment holder, and that the vegetables
exhibited have been cultivated solely in his

(or her) allotment, must be sent to the Secretary,
Royal Horticultural Society, 5 Molesworth Street,
Dublin, by August 10th. All exhibits must be
staged by 10 a.m. on August 21st, the first day
of the show.

The monthly meeting of the council was held at
the society's offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin,
on the 9th vilt., Mr. G. M. Ross, M.A., presiding,
A letter was read from Lord Iveagh generously
granting the use of his grounds for the society's
autumn show, August 21st and 22nd, and Lady
Ardilaun wrote kindly renewing her prizes for the
ensuing year, .suitable acknowledgments being

Destroying Weeds.

Ehom now oil garden and park walks, avenues,

&:c., will be producing their spring crop of weeds,

and the unfortunate aspect of the matter is that

all available labour is required for other work
than scuffling these walks. However, science has

come to the rescue, and has given us weed-killing

preparations, which I'ediice to a nxinimum the

labour necessary to destroy the weeds. There

is no doubt that of these preparations Smith's
" Perfect " Weed Killer (Liciuid and Powder)

holds apremier place, and the Irish Agent (D. M.

Watson, 61 South Great George's Street, Dublin)

finds the demand still increasing. This is mainly

the result of satisfied users recommending Smith's

Weed Killer to their friends. Another thing

which has stood to Smith's Weed Killer is the

fact that the solution is a much stronger one than

many on the market, ancl that even when the

j)rices of the ingredients advanced considerably

(as they did a year or two ago) the full original

strength has always been maintained. Prices,

&c., are giver on page x of this issue, and it

should be remembered that Mr. Watson also

makes a speciality of all kinds of Insecticides,

Fungicides, Vaporising Compounds, Fertilizers,

&c. In fact he has a fair claim to be considered

the only specialist in Ireland in Horticultural

Chemicals.

-^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cat», &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free,

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)

of all Chemists, Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" GO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticullural
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Walpoles Towels
are Soft and Strong
These Strong Huckaback Towels have just arrived froiu the factory.

Aa they were ordered when prices were lower than now, Wai.poles'
are offering them

Below to-day'sValue
This nflVr stops when thv fn.iils are old.

G. I.—Boiflerert Hiukalack Tinve!, plain bennned ends. A fc'o

strong Towel for everyday nue. Size 20 by 43 inches. Spec
Price O" per half dozen.

G. «. —Half Bleached
Huckaback Towel, plain
hem,s. Splendid for hard
wear. Large .size. 27 b\'

:!6 inches. Special Pri.e.

7,1.6 per half dozen.

G. 3. — Hemstitched
Huckaback Towel. Bean-
tifully tine. fnlly
bleached, and good wear-
ing, si/e24 by :18 inches.
Special Price, 3 3 per
half dozen.

T'

Walpoles
Pay carriage

WALPOLES'
SUFFOLK ST.

DUBLIN fc/tjfcj
'

'

fiitM k>jxvr:=rs^A^ -Ai^ii M/»m:XSfai

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY
"NIQUAS"

(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED
A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Trees and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use.

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES— Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ; quart, 2/6; halt-gallon, 4/-
gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 25/-; ten gallons, 45/-

I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 5/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, aS lbs., 8/6 ; 56 lbs., 13/6; iia lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIMUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens;

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 56 112 5 cwt. 10 cwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 2^0|•

For Fumigating in Greenhouses.

«LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Registered No; 62,597

To destroy Insect Pests. The Candle attached to each Cone only needs
lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feet.

Price, 8d. each.

No. 3,. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
^..u:^ f^^f Price, 1/- each.cubic feet.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation \% for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If one tin

is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are
largely increasing.

Tins, 1/-, 2/6, and 6/- each ; Kegs, i cwt., 8/6; i ewt., 16/-;

I cwt., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
'•SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Registered Trade Mark No. 14,629.

(The only genuine original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.

In packets, 1/- for io« feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatloas Free tf Duty, for AgrlcHititra]

and Horticultural Purposes.
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made to Lord Ivoagli and Lady Avdilaiin. It

was decided that at the next meeting of the

council proliminai-y ai raiigcments be made for

the Fete to be hehl. for the benefit of the funds

of the Irish Brancli of the Vegetable Products
Committee in conjunction with the autumn show.

The Vegetablk Products Committee for
SuppLYixG Fresh Fruit and Vegetables
to our Sailors.

The second annual general meeting of the Irisli

Branch will be held at 5 .Molesworth Street,

Dublin, (.n Aprd Itl), at 4 p.m., at which tlie

Marquis of lleadfort, President of the Irish

Brfiiicli, Ims kindly promised to presi<!e.

The Horticultural Directory,

Our old friend, so long issued from the Journal

of Horticidture office, has now reached us from the

ofifice of the Gardeners' Chronicle, and instead of

the familiar orange-coloured cover it now appears

in bright red garb. Within the covers all the use-

ful features, which have so long made this work
indispensable, are maintained and kept up to date.

As an address book, the Directory should be on
every tradesman's desk, and to the gardener the

lists of certificated plants are extremely useful.

A new feature is the Pro Patria list, in which are

given the names of gardeners who have fallen in

the great struggle.

We heartily recommend the Du-ectory to all

engaged in horticulture, and from personal

experience we can testify to its value. The
price is one shilling.

Answers to Correspondents.

Mixing Slaked Lime, Wood Ashes and Sul-
pHxVTE of Ammonia.—The gas formed was

Ammonia, wliich is always set free from Sulphate
of Ammoiiia when this substance is mixed vvith
lime. Hence they shoidd on no account be mixed
together. Apart from any damage done, as in
this case, four'-fifths of the escaping ammonia is

nitrogen, the ingredient for which sulphate of
ammonia is bought, and to which it pwes its

fertilizing po\\;'r.

Catalogues.

Messrs. Blackmork <V: Langdon, whose fame
as Begonia Spi'cialists is well known, have issued
their new catalogue. Many beautiful illustrations
adorn the pages, which are full of intere.st from
cover to cover. Begonias are not the only plants
engaging the attention of this enterprising firm,
as their strains of Delphitiiums, Aquilegias.
Cyclamens, kc, are in the front rank. all

readers interested in the most beautiful florists'

flowers would do well to secure a copy of the
catalogue.

Wisley Trials.

The following further awards have been made
to Savoy Cabbages by the Council of the Royal
Horticultural Society after trial at Wisley :—
Award of Merit. —No. 18—Green Curled, sent

by Messrs. Dobbie & Co., Edinburgh. No. 44

—

Late Drumhead, sent by Messrs. Nutting,
London. No. 25—-New Year, sent by Messrs.
Sutton, Reading. No. 41—Ormskirk Late Green,
sent by Messrs. Sydenham, Birminghanx. No 43—Ormskirk Hawlmark Selection, sent by Messrs.
A. Dickson, Newtownards. No. 42—^Ormskirk,
sent bv Messrs. Nutting, London.

\Mi^Ce^^l/)^ed3}esfrqyers

KILLS ALL :

WEEDS, . >.
[

MOSSES, &Cm
[

On Carriage Drives, J
Gravel Paths.

Double the strength of' S

'^mosi Weed Killers. S

1 erallon to60 eraltons^
water. J

•
1 ffaiion Drum, 3 6 ... Drum Free.* 2

40 ., Cask, 90/- each., Cask Free. 5

limrsWEEDOL
Povyder Weed Killer

Pep 1/9 Tin,
To make 25 Gallons.

" Saves Trouble and
Expense of Returning

Packages.

CMomsJ^^^i3^,J^



Points about Allotments

THE RIGHT THING TO

1

.

Apply for an allotment to the Clerk

of the Urban or Rural District

Council of the district in which you
live.

2. Many merchants are willing to do

their utmost to meet the requirements

of allotment holders. A Committee
of plotholders would be useful to

negotiate with traders or farmers for

supplies.

3. When farmyard or stable manure

cannot be obtained, use light refuse

(but not coal ashes) and supplement

it with four parts superphosphate

(or two to one mixture) and one part

sulphate ot ammonia, at the rate of

3j lbs. to ^ lbs. per perch.

4. To till the grass land allotments

use the spade NOW—-turn the

sod well under and have the grass

well covered.

5. Potatoes grown on the ridge system

will give fair crops—when time is

limited this method can be used

with success.

6. Put at least three-quarters of new

plots under potatoes. Grow suc-

cessional crops of other vegetables,

such as cabbage, savoys, broad beans

and cauliflower, where the soil is in

good order. Good crops of vege-

tables cannot be obtained on newly

turned up grass lands unless the

soil is well and deeply cultivated

and manured.

7. Plant enough early varieties of

potatoes to keep the family sup-

plied during July. A second early

variety such as " British Queen

"

should be grown for August and

September, leaving the main crop

of varieties like " Up-to-Date " for

lifting when growth is completed.

^ I ^HE utmost effort is needed to secure the maximum production

ot food trom each allotment. Garden owners and Gardeners

can help their neighbours by distributing surplus plants and by

circulating the Department's leaflet on the "Treatment of Allotments."

REMEMBER
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Dublin Wholesale Markets.
The supply ol' garden piodiue during the- month
has been very .scarce, and by all appearances
this scarcity is likely to continue until the new
season's crops come in.

Apples have been supplied in moderate quan-
tities. A few barrel; of Bramley Seedling, of ex-
cellent quality, were seen. There were also a few
barrels of mixed apples which realised good
prices. Tn all instances the prices were above the
average.

Large consignments of Narcissi, from Gross-
channel sources, were eagerly bought up. Arum
Lilies were plentiful. Anemone "St. Brigid "

and Violets were in good demand.
There has been a general fallitig oft' in the

supply of vegetables. Leeks were the only
vegetable that was in anyway abundantly sup-
plied, but the prices were rather low. York
cabbage and Savoy have shown a distinct ad-
vance in price, and the quality of the latter was
very good. Cauliflowers continue to be sent in
in limited quantities, and prices are low.
Brussels Sprouts seem to be the only vegetable of
its kind that has escaped the severe frosts. It is
never missing from the market, and the demand
and prices are always good. Carrots and Parsnips
of good quality brought the usual prices. The
new season's Rhuliarb has arrived, but with the
shortage of sugar there was little demand for it.

The following



Miscellaneous Section.

D EPARTMENT of AGRICULTURE and TECH-
NICAL INSTRUCTION FOR IRELAND.

TRAINING OF WOMEN
FOR FARM WORK.

The Department of Agriculture and Technical lnstruc~

tion have made arrangements for a further short

Special Course of Training in Farm Work, to be given

at ihe Munster Institute, Cork, to young women v/ho

desire to undertake farm work in the present emergency.
The Course will be sufficient to render a suitable young

woman useful on a farm. It will also suffice to enable

those who, from any cause, may not prove suitable for

farm labour to test their capabilities before actually

entering upon service.

For particulars apply to

THE SECRETARY, Department of

Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland, Upper Merrion St., Dublin.

DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY
is the most interesting Nursery in the

Country and contains the most com =

plete Collections of Shrubs and Plants

extant. T. SMITH.

KINGSTOWN ::

Horticultural Show
WEDNESDAY
1st AUGUST, 1917

Schedule of Prizes, &c., from the Hon. Secretary
Kingstown Horticultural Society, Technical
School, Kingstown.

AUTO-SHREDS i^S^^L^
Leaf-milling Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In
Boxes to Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.;
No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I;- each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000
cubic feet, 3*. 6d. each. Obtained of
Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Lid.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesnien,
HACKNEY, LONDON. E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of business card

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLA^'T AT REDUCED
PIMCES KELWAY'S GLADIOLUS BULBS (All

British), if you wiish to have a glorious display of

flowers in the autumn when blooms are scarce

Write at once for their Illustrated Catalogue and
make a selection that will enable you to send
flowem to the Wounded Soldiers in Hospitals and
Nursing Homes from July till the frosts come.

Canidiic pdid niul juifl-iinj jrrr for picpnid order.

1\I:L\VAV \ SOX. 7iV/r//7 Plaiil Drjxntnicnt,

l..\N(U'01{T, somers!-:t

SEEDS
VEGETABLE

SEEDS
FLO>VER

HIGHEST QUALITY BEST VALUE
Please write for our unique 124 page pocket seed
guide, full of practical and usefid information free.

THE PREMIER SEED CO., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

SANKE^S^gS«^''POT
"^ ^he BEST and ChcapcsK

ently

rite for. I

SPECWLfPOTS of all descriptions Bulb BowU and Ft

Bulwel I Pohheries^Aror7f//VO//y<I>v:

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very lar;:f

coUootiori. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send, for mv Catalogue, thev will find somethina;

new a.. d desirable.
' H. CORREVON, CHENE-BOURG,

GENEVA.

JfVtiiU(^uu>!Go
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

'miSHPH0ld|N(iRMG6
i^SOMIKABBEyST, DUBLIN.



To Horticulturists

PLANTS MUST BE FED
The two main elements of success m
gardening are proper tillage and in-

:: telligent Fertilizing ::

Always follow up your Autumn and

Winter manuring with a topdressing

in the Spring and early Summer of

NITRATE OF SODA
It IS easily applied —quick m its action

—and a necessary mgredient for the

:; well-being of the plant ::

Any of the Leading Seedsmen

and Dealers will supply it.

Send for the Pamphlets

entitled " Chemical Ferti-

lizers in the Garden " and

The Manuring of
Orchards and Fruit Trees,"

supplied gratis and post

free, by

The Chilean Nitrate

Committee
18 DONEGALL QUAY, BELFAST

or

Friars Buildings, New Broad Street,

LONDON, E.G.

ESTABLISHED 1832. TELEPHONE 3351 (Private Branch Exchange). TELEGRAMS—" BROOKS," DUBLIN

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, PAINTS, &c.

GLASS

PAINT

• • •

0*

"DEAUTITE"

BOILERS . ,

GREENHOUSES

Cut to dimensions, packed and delivered at your rail-

way Station. Also stocked in the regular box sizes.

" BROMAS " for general household and estate purposes

"VALENTINE " for hay barns, &c., doubles the life of

galvanized iron.

'• PETREX " for conservatories, does not flake off.

Plastic Repair Compound for repairing leaky roofs and
cracked glass, also for General Repair Work.

and heating plants, newest Types, Please ask for lists.

And GARDEN FRAMES.

Also TIMBER, SLATES, BRICKS, IRONMONGERY, and every Building Requisite

THOMAS & CO.

LTD.

BUILDERS' PROVIDERS, Sackvillc Placc, Dublin
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My Hardy Plant Catalogue
IS

NOW READY .-. .-. Post Free on Application

SPEC/A UTIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

W. IrtZ^ELLS, Junior
Hards Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

BEGONIAS SEED 2 8 and

_^_^ ^/" P®"" Packet

for Exhibition. Greenhouse, Bedding-, Hang--
w.g Baslvets. &c. Awarded 45 Gold Medals.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed Gold Medal Collection-

choice named varieties in strong- g-round

roots, 1 2/-, 1 5/-, 20/-, 25/- & 30/- per doz.

OTHER SPECIALITIES

Carnations. Cyclamen, Polyan-
thus, Blue Primrose, Violets, &c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH.

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on
Garden Walks, Drives, Roads, «SlC.

==" ACME "===
Powder Weed Killer

Awarded
Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition ;

Commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

Dissolves quickly in Cold Water.

Sufficient to makSizes—No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

No. 3 Carriage Paid

? !'.'> gallons, 2/3 Tin.

Mil „ 8/- „

Tins Free

LIQUID WEED KILLER.—Send for particulars.

Lawn Sand.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds,
but fertilises the grass. 7 lbs., 2/3; 14 lbs.,

4/3 ; carriage paid on 56 lbs., 1 6/-

Arsenate of Lead Paste.—For destroying all

leaf~eating insects, caterpillars, &c. 1 /3 per lb.

" Fumerite. ' '—For destroying all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 14 lbs.. 3/9; 28 lbs.,

7/- ; 56 lbs., 1 2/6 ; 21 /- per cwt., carriage paid.

Extract of Quassia.—Pint, 1/6; carriage paid
on I gallon, 5; -

Compound Quassia-Tobacco Insecticide.-—
Pint, 1 /6, post free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
TONBRIDGE, KENT, and RIVER ST., BOLTON, LANCASHIRE
.Sol.l l,y Mkssrs. Havks. CnNVNoHA.M A RiiH.Nsi.v. l.i'i... (ir.ift.jii St., am!

£i€£Ce^sl/i^ed3)est^qyers

KILLS ALL

WEEDS, - .

MOSSES, fir-c,

On Carriage Drives,

Gravel PathsL

Dpoble the strength of
-' most Weed Killers.

t ffallttn to60 eraOons'
water.

1 g-aiion Drum, 3 6 ... Drum Free.

., Cask, 90/- each., Cask Free.

Littles WEEDOL
Powder Kfeed Killer

Pep 1/9 Tin.
To make 25 Gallons.

Saves Trouble and
Expense of Returning

Packages.

j5^1a^^^^



Bv Appointment to 'f^^^^^^^ ^^^ Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONGUR, Ltd
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND SANITARY ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out urgent private worl?. We ask our patrons

give us as much time as possible for the carrying

out of such worky so that we may arrange to have

it done without reducing our War Service output.

EDINBURGH
^Resistered Office and Works BALCARRES STREET,
( and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural JBuildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravja Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

The monthly meeting of tlu' Coimiil was held
at 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, on the 13th ult.,

Mr. E. H. Walpole presiding. Sir Frederick
iloore conveyed to the Coumil acknowledgments
of the Executive of the Irish Branch of the
Vegetable Products' Committee for supplying
fruit and vegetables to the Xavy, which had been
expressed at the second annual meeting of the
latter, for the valuable help afforded to the pro-
ject by the Society. A provisional committee was
appointed to make preliminary arrangements for

the Fete to be held in the interests of the above
project, in conjunction with the August Show.
It was resolved that 'a letter be sent to members
of the Society advising them of the Fete and
asking for their kind co-operation in the matter.
A cultural certificate was awarded to Mr. G.
Bower, gardener to Sir Stanley H. Cochrane,
Woodbrook, Bray, for fine samples of Giant
Mignonette exhibited at the meeting.

The Growing of Medicinal Plants.

This matter has received attention fi-om the
Agricultural Organisation Society of England.
The Governors appointed .Mr. Escombe, a well

known botanist, to inquire into the subject. His
report was to the effect that the cultivation of
medicinal plants was too uncertain commercially
(() warrant it being undertaken by sntall holders
ill jdace of growing food stuffs.

Catalogues.
W. Wells, jun., of Merstham, Surrey, well
known as a grower and raiser of Chrysanthemums,
sends his new list of herbaceous and alpine plants.
It is a compact and very well printed book con-
taining the cream of hardy plants suitable for

general cultivation. Two coloured plates of

Delphiniums are included as well as a double page
engraving of the fine new variety Mrs. H. Kaye.
The prices throughout are very reasonable, and,
as catalogues are likely to be scarce now, those
interested in hardy plants would do well to write
for a copy.

Humble Pie.

Cold Potatoes can be used np in many ways,
l)ut the following method makes an excellent
dish :—Slice the potatoes and line a pie-dish with
them, and on this put a little parsley, pepper,
salt, and a small amount of onion. Another
layer of sliced potatoes and seasoning, which
may be repeated until the dish is full, and over
all may be poured a little milk. The dish can
then be put in a warm oven and allowed to get
thoroughly heated through. It should be served
hot. P.

Show Fixtures, 1917,

August 1st—Kingstown Horticidtural Show.
Hon." Sec—R. Macdonald, M,A., Technical
Institute, Kingstown.

August 8tli—Terenure and. Districts Horticultural
Society. Hon. Sec.—E. Carroll, 1 Rostrevor
Terrace, Rathgar.

IT MUST BE
"ABOL"

KiLLS ALL INSECT PESTS.
Xo other Inseclicide possesses such
Stirling qualities as '"Abol, " Each
time 3"ou purchase "Abol" you can
rest assured that your money has been
well invested. " Abol" is the means
of increasing the value of all plant life.

Non-poisonous. Get a tin to-day.
Pint, 1/6; quart, 26; ^ gallon, 4/-;
gallon, 7/6 ; 5 galls., 27/6.

ABOL'
FERTI LIZER

FERTILIZES MOST
Increase your garden crops by one-
third ! Get the most you can out of
your garden. " Abol " Fertilizer is

unequalled, and it is being used more
than ever this season. Tins 6d., i -,

2 6; Bags, 28 lbs., 76;! cwt. 18 -

WEEDS ? " ABOL "
Cheap. Effective. Gallon makes lA/CCn 1^ 1 1 I CD
50. Tins—i gall. 3/- ;

gall. 4 6 ;
VVttl^ KILI.bK

3 galls, if,-; 10 gall. s6/- IS WHAT YOU WANT
If difficulty in obtaining from

SEEDSMEN, IRONMONGERS, &c., WRITE US
E. A. WHITE, Ltd., 57 Beltring, PADDOCK WOOD, KENT.

-^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as AVorms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & 1/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
ot all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal al Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQii



V) IRISH GARDENING.

A List of the most Desirable Varieties

of most Kinds of Fruits,

Thr list, was compilod by the Boyal Hoitirultural
Society's Fruit Coiuiuittee and sent to about a
hundred experienced gardeners in Great Britain

one question (15). wliich dealt with market
varieties of apples.
The seh'itions will be found most interesting

and instructive, and should prove exceptionally
useful to intending planters, as it is often a source

of wow'y to tlie inexperienced to select varieties

most likely to succeed..

Tlie voters for Ireland were Sir F. W. Moore,

Fruit Growing in British Columbia.

A PENTICON ORCHARD—TWO YEAR OLD TREES-
FINE SPECIMENS OF B.C. APPLES—SPRAYING FRUIT

TREES SCIENTIFICALLY. (Photo by courtesy of the

Agent-General for B. C.

)

and Ireland, of whom apparently eighty-five

replied.
They were requested to state the varieties

which were found best and most satisfactory in

each voter's own district and to confine them-
selves strictly to the list submitted. They were
also particularly requested to give their opinion
from a private garden point of view, except in

Royal Botanic Gardens, Dublin ; Mr C. Bennett,
Muckross Abbey, Killarney ; Mr. T, W. Bolas,
Mount Stewart, Newtownards ; Messrs. A. Dick-.

son & Sons, Newtownards ; and Mr, W. H. Lee,
Powerscourt Castle, Wicklow.
The list is sold by W. Wesley & Son, 28 Essex

Street, Strand, London, W.C, Price, 2s. net,

post free.
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All ladies who
wish to economise

will welcome Walpoles' Spring

Sale of Household Linens. It

offers, even now things are so

dear, Bargains at Factory Prices.

But the offers can only hold

good while Stocks last. So ladies

should write at ones

for Walpoles'

Sale Catalogue

which tells all about the Bargains.

>Valpoles Pay Carriage

on all Orders in the British Isles.

WALPOLES'
SUFFOLK STREET
DUBLIN.

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY
"NIQUAS"

(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED
A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Tree* and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use.

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES—Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ;
quart, 2/6; halt-gallon, 4/-

.
gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 26/-; ten gallons, 46/-

I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 5/6 each : and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, 38 lbs., 8/6; 56 lbs., 13/6; iia lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIIVIUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens,

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 56 112 5 cwt. lOcwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 2.AOI'

For Fumigating in Greeryhpuses.

"LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Registered No; 62,697

To destroy Insect Pests. The Oandle attached to each Oon* ealjr need*
lighting, and there is no further trouble. Tkey are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feet.
Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If oae tin
is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are

largely increasing.

Tins, I/-1 2/6, and 6/- each ; Kegs, \ cwt., 8/6 ; i cwt., 16/-

;

I cwt., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
''SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Regrlstered Trade Mark No. 14,620.

(The only g^enulne original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.
In packets, 1/- for loe feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatioas Free el Duty, (or AgriCHltRraf

and Horticultural Purposes.
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Dublin Wholesale Markets.
During the moutli the supplies of vegetables
exceeded slightly those of the preceding month.
The spring being so late, no fresh vegetables of

any sort were to be seen. But with the genial
weather coming now it is hoped that it will

hasten on Cabbage and Salads.
The supplies of Irish-grown Apples have

apparently become exhausted, as only a few
bai'rels of Bramley Seedliiig were sent into the
market. The prices were the siime as last month.

In the flower section the market was well
stocked with Narcissi, Arum Lilies, Anemone
" St. Brigid," Carnations and Tulips.

Vegetables sold well throughout the mouth.
Cabbage advanced in pi'ice although they were
of rather poor quality. Savoy Cabbage has also
risen ii). price ; one load fetched the extraordinary
figure of 90s. There were small lots of Broccoli,
also Celery ; this vegetable was of fair quality,
and the prices realised were good. The quantity
of Brussels Sjjrouts was up to their usual standard,
and prices rose considerably. Cari'ots and
Parsnips were plentiful ; the latter vegetable
gained in price as compared with last month.
There was a moderate sujDply of Leeks, also of
White and Yellow Turnips. Spinach, Parsley,
Sage and Thyme were xip to the average standard.

Bhiibarb was sent in in fair quantity, and the
prices were very good.
The following is a price list for the month :—

Apples

—

Bra ni 1 e y's
Seedling

American

Narcissi
Arum Lilies
Anemone "St.

Brigid "

Carnations
Tulips

York Cabbage
Savoy ,,

Celery
Cauliflowers
Leeks
Carrots
Parsnips
Brussels Sprouts
Rhubarb
Parsley
Artichokes, Jer.
Thyme
Spinach

Fruit.

per barrel

From To

,

s. d. s. d'.

. 38 40 (»

. 46 50
Flowers.

per doz. bunches 10 2,,1820

VECiIiTABLE.S.
per load 40

45
per doz. bunches 3
per flasket . 1

per doz. bunches o i(t

,,.10
per bag . 3
per float . 4
per doz. bunches 3
per tray . 2 3
per i bushel . 4
per doz. bunches 1 4
per tray . 2

K.

(50

90

8
3
4
1

2

J. B.

Smith's "Perfect"

Patent PowderWEED KILLER
MARVELLOUS INVENTION ^ MOST EFFECTIVE

Nothing like it ever seen before. Soluble in Cold Water. All Tins Free. No Return Empties
PRICES -

25 gallons £0 2 3 postage and packing 6d.
100 „ 9
200 „
300 ,,

500 „
1,000 ,,

Eigfht Tins sent Carriag^e Paid to any Station in Ireland.

ANY DEFECTIVE TINS WILL BE EXCHANGED
In ordering 1 Tin remittance must include 8d. for postase and pacl<iiis

2 Tins „ , lOd. „
3 Tins ,, ,, Is. „ „

TESTIMONY
Enniscobthy

The Powder Weed Killer

I got from you last month
is the best I ever used.

Glenellen, Miltown

Your Weed Killer is the

only one I ever tried that is

any use. Yours never fails

—L. Cbeaghb Ckeaghe-
HOWABD

1



Miscellaneous Section.

KINGSTOWN ::

Horticultural Show
WEDNESDAY
1st AUGUST, 1917

Schedule of Prizes, &c., from the Hon. Secretary
Kingstown Horticultural Society, Technical
School, Kingstown.

iKO^OM - poiso:nous
KEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH * #

McDOUGALL'S
WEED KILLER:

WRITE FOR PRICCS^AND N*IVIE "*
OF LOCAL DEALER TO

McOougaJI Bras. Ltd., Port St., Manchester.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

WEEDITE
.DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.
Ko trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lb». post free, 38., or 2S
lbs. to dress 360 square yards,

6s. 3d., carriage paid,

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.^ranmer St., LIVERPOOL

AUTO-SHREDS ^i'i^H™.'-
Leaf-mining Maggots, Mealy Bug and %^
.•ill Pests infesting plants under glass, &c. |^
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In -^
Boxes to Fumigate I,o00 cubic feet, Od.; •

No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, i/-each;. \

for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000
cubic feet. 3a. 6d. each. Obtained of

Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct—

W. DARLINQTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesnien,
HACKNEY, LONDON. E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of business card

NOW IS THE TIMl'] TO PLANT at Reduced piices.

Kelway's new and choice Hardy Perennial Plants of>-ay

all kinds

Kelway's Famous Gladioli.

Kelway's many-coloured Pyrethrums.
Kelway's Gay Gaillardias.

Write fur Reduced Price Lids to

KELWAY & SON, Eetail I'htni Depariineut,

LAXGPORT, SOMERSET.

m^^ PREMIER SEEDS
VEGETABLE FLOAA/ER

HIGHEST QUALITY BEST VALUE
Please write for Special List of Seeds for sowing-

now, post free.

THE PREMIER SEED CO., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

*^^^M^7^
-- Che^BEST and ChcapesK
state iquantlty of each aMbrequired and have " carriage paii"

• quotation (" carriage " tpptjently amounts to hall value ol

r-^-^T goods), or write lor Price List, free.
^

SPECIAt=POTS of all descriptions. Bulb Bowls and Fern
Pan4 from 2d. each.

RICHARD SANKEy-A SO/V, LTP,
Buiwe 1 1 PoUertes; A^-Qr^y/yc///!/*/.

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send for my Catalogue, they will find something

new and desirable. H. CORREVON, CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

TFyouC^ULDCo
to each reader of this paper and
could personedly draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the

cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
jBgues, &c.

l> 50MID./liBBEYST.l>lJBUN.



Greener Lawns, Finer Flowers, more forwardVegetables

IN ONE WEEK!
After only one week you can see the effect on Lawns, Flowers and Vegetables which

have been Fertilized with Nitrate of Soda—an inexpensive chemicah for sale

everywhere. Ordinary Farmyard Manure requires to lie in the soil months and

months before it begins to feed plants.

Nitrate of Soda
begins to be absorbed and assimilated by Plants immediately. The results are

manifest in the first week. Nitrate of Soda, besides being very quick in I's

action, is cheap, but must be used judiciously.

Sold for Pamphlet " Chemical Fertilisers in the Garden,'" supplied gratis

, . and post free by

THE CHILEAN NITRATE COMMITTEE, Friars House, New Broad St., London, EX.

And 18 DONEGALL QUAY, BELFAST

ESTABLISHED 1832. TELEPHONE 3351 (Private Branch Exchange). TELEGRAMS—" BROOKS," DUBLIN

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, PAINTS, &€.

GLASS

PAINT . . .

"DEAUTITE" ,

BOILERS . ,

GREENHOUSES

Cut to dimensions, packed and delivered at your rail-

way station. Also stocked in the regular box sizes

" BROMAS " for generaKhousehold and estate purposes

"VALENTINE " for hay barns, &c., doubles the life of

galvanized iron.

'• PETREX " for conservatories, does not flake off.

Plastic Repair Compound for repairing leaky roofs and
cracked glass, also for General Repair Work.

and heating plants, newest Types, Please ask for lists.

And GARDEN FRAMES.

Also TIMBER, SLATES, BRICKS, IRONMONGERY, and every Building Requisite

BROOKS
THOMAS & CO.

LTD.

BUILDERS' PROVIDERS, Sackvillc Place,
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My Hardy Plant Catalogue
IS

NOW READY .-. .-. Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

BEGONIAS SEED 2/6 and
5/- per packet

for Exhibition, Greenhouse, Bedding, Hang--
ing Baskets, &c. Awarded 45 Gold Medals.
Illustrated Catalogue free.

DELPHINIUMS
from our unsurpassed Gold Medal Collection.

choice named varieties in strong ground
roots, 1 2/-, 1 5/-, 20/-, 25/- & 30/- per doz.

OTHER SPECIALITIES

Carnations. Cyclamen, Polyan-
thus, Blue Primrose, Violets, &c.

BLACKMORE & LANGDON, BATH.

For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on
Garden Walks, Drives, Roads, &c.

=—"ACME"^
Powder Weed Killer

Awarded
Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition

;

Commended by Royal Horticultural Society.

Dissolves quickly in Cold Water.

Sizes—No. 1. Sufficient to make 25 gallons, 2/3 Tin.
No. 2.

,, ,, ,50 ,, 4,2 „
No. 3. ,, ,, UlO „ 8/- „

No. 3 Carriage Paid. Tins Free.

LIQUID WEED KILLER,—Send for particulars.

Lawn Sand.—Marvellous killing effect on weeds,
but fertilises the grass. 7 lbs., 2/3; 14 lbs.,

4/3 ; carriage paid on 56 lbs., 1 6/-

Arsenate of Lead Paste.—For destroying all

leaf-eating insects, caterpillars, &c. 1 /3 per lb.

" Fumerite. ' '—For destroying all ground vermin.
To be dug into the soil. 14 lbs., 3/9; 28 lbs.,

7/- ; 56 lbs., 1 2/6 ; 21/- per cwt., carriage paid.

Extract of Quassia.—Pint, 1/6; carriage paid
on I gallon, 5/-

Compound Quassia-Tobacco Insecticide.—

'

Pint, 1/6, post free.

ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
TONBRIDGE, KENT, and RIVER ST., BOLTON, LANCASHIRE
Sold by Messrs. Hates, Conyxgbam & Eobinson, Ltd., Grafton St., and

Messrs. DRUiMMosD A Sons, .57 and 58 Daw.son St., Dublin.

£i€£Ce^sl/\^edIDes^qyers

•" •ontn ui «'»,•• "

flTTLE'S?mm
KILLS ALL

WEEDS. . -

MOSSES, efc,
On Carriage Drives,

Gravel Paths.

Double the strength of

most Weed Killers.

I e^iio'i to6o e**'*'^*
water.

1 ffaiion Drum. 3 6 ... Drum Free.

^40 .. Cask. 90/- each., Cask Free.

LITTLE'S WEEDOL
Powder Weed Killer

Per 1/9 Tin.
To make 25 Gallons.

Saves Trouble and
Expense of Returning

Packages.

!7^omSaliMe
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By Appointment to if^^^!^ '^'^ Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE f MONGUR, Ltd.

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFDUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and

renewals. We ask <>^^ patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the carrying out of such worki>

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

EDINBURGH
(Reslstered Office and Works BALCARRES STREET,

I
and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St,

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

The Autumn Show will be held in Lord Iveagh's
Grounds, Dublin, on August 21st and 22nd, and
entries close on August 13th. The schedvile

includes the usual classes for Fruit, Flowers and
Vegetables, though it is possible that the first and
last sections will be most popular. It is most
desirable in times like the present that every-
thing possible should be done to stimulate the
production of anything in the way of food in

the greatest qviantity and of the highest quality.

Classes are introduced for Allotment Holders,
and we hope there will be a large response.
Employers will be doing a great service if they
encourage their gardeners to enter the lists, and
by putting up as many exhibits as possible
stimulate the allotment holders to continiie

their efforts not only this year, but in years to

come. Ireland can produce some of the finest

garden produce in the world, let us then get
from the soil every ounce it ran be made to yield.

New York Botanical Garden.
Bulletin No. 35 contains the Annual ReiDorl
of the Secretary and Director- in- Chief, and is most
interesting as showing the immense interest taken
in botanical science and nature study by our
cousins across the sea. A pleasing feature is the
practical interest taken in the gardens by wealthy
citizens who do not hesitate to contribute in cash
towards the development of the garder and to the
furtherance of various studies and investigations.

For the Red Cross.
The Glasgow and West of Scotland Horticultural
Society has again decided to hold a Flower Show
in aid of the funds of the Red Cross. An advance
copy of the schedule has been kindly sent to us,
and the Society is to be highly congratulated on
the excellent Prize L'st whkh is not inferior to
some of the best sent out in neace times. We
gather that in addition to entries for competition,
plants, flowers, fruit, vegetables and honey are
also received for sale, the proceeds, together with
those of the Show, being handed to the Red Cross
and other War Funds. Last year no less a sum
than £425 was thus allocated and it is interesting
to note that this is the third Show and Sale
promoted by the Directors.

Valuable prizes are offered throughout ; for
instance, in the class for 12 dishes of fruit the
prizes are £15, £10, £7 and £3, while for 8 bunches
of grapes the first prize is £8 and the Thompson
Challenge Trophy value 50 guineas, and other
prizes of £6 and £4 respectively. Equally
generous prizes are offered for flowers and
vegetables.

A special class is confined to allotment holders.
Intending competitors should write at once for a
schedule that there may be ample time to study
it. The Show opens on Wednesday, 5th Septem-
ber, and entries close on 22nd August.

Show Fixtures, 1917.
August 1st—Kingstown Ho.'ticultural Show.

Hon, Sec.—R, Macdonald, M,A., Technical
Institute, Kingstown.

August 8th—Terenure and Districts Horticultural
Society. Hon. Sec—E. Carroll, 1 Rostrevor
Terrace, Rathgar.

August 21st and 22nd—Royal Horticultural
Society. Lord Iveagh's Grounds.

€€ ff

IT MUST BE
ABOL

KILLS ALL INSECT PESTS.
No other Insecticide possesses such
sterling quaUties as "Abol," Each
time you purchase "Abol" you can
rest assured that your money has been
well invested. " Abol " is the means
of increasing the value of all plant life.

Non-poisonous. Get a tin to-day.
Pint, i/6 ; quart, 2/6 ; § gallon, 4/-

;

gallon, 7/6 ; 5 galls., 27/6.

ABOL ? ?

FERTI LIZER
FERTILIZES MOST

Increase your garden crops by one-
third ! Get the most you can out of
your garden. "Abol" Fertilizer is

unequalled, and it is being used more
than ever this season. Tins 6d., i/-,

26; Bas^s, 28 lbs., 7 '6: i cwt, i8/-

WEEDS? "ABOL
Cheap. Effective. Gallon makes lA#CCr> I/' 11 I CD
so. Tins—1 gall. 3/- ;

gall. 4/6 ;
*»ttL» IMI.I.tK

3 galls. I?-; 10 gall. 36/- IS WHAT YOU WANT
If difficulty in obtaining from

SEEDSMEN, IRONMONGERS, &c., WRITE US
E, A. WHITE, Ltd.. 57 Beltring, PADDOCK WOOD, KENT.
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^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r, London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Aivardai Medal a I Royal Horticultural

Exhihittou, iQii.
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Summer Bedding Plants

A War Regulation.

ALTHOUGH mucb of the ground at our disposal must be
utilised for food production, the ornamental mu^t not

be overlooked, and it is right that gardens should be main-
tained as far as is possible. Food production has

encouraged us to cultivate empty or waste corners, witli

the result that our gardens still provide adequate space for

flowers. Soldiers home from the Front will enjoy home
flowers, and it is part of our duty, while growing as much in

the way of vegetables as we can, to keep the garden bright

with summer flowers.

Many readers who have economised in the use of fuel for

their glasshouses will have but a small supply of bedding
plants ready for putting out, and will obtain what they
require from a good nursery. A large supply ^f -vp-eU-

grown bedding plait" is ready at Messrs. Watson's Nur-
series, Clontarf, Dublin. All propagated plants, such as

Geraniums, Begonias, &c., are grown singly in pots, and
annuals are transplanted, nursed in cold frames and
finally hardened oii. Messrs. Watson's new list of Beddirg
Plants (28 pages) is the most complete of its kind in this

country. Mary pretty things for bedding are detailed

which are not commonly obtainable in nurseries. The list

includes an exceptionally good collection of named
Antirrhinums, including Sutton's well-known strains, all

grown in separate colours.

Vegetable plants are quoted in large quantities and will

be in great demand this season.

The War Regulation referred to above should not be
overlooked by Messrs. Watson's customers. Owing to the
scarcity of paper the Government has restricted the issue

of catalogues except to applicants who write for a copy.
For this reason Messrs. Watson's new Summer List has
not been posted to their customers as usual, but the lists

are ready and a copy will be sent by return on receipt of
card addressed to Clontarf Nurseries.

Rabbtt-keeping in War Time.*

By C. J. Davies.

A HANDY booklet for those interested in the
keeping of rabbits either as a hobby or for
commercial purposes. Excellent advice is given
as to hutches for the various breeds, also recom-
naendations as to feeding, breeding, killing, and
diseases and pests, embracing practically all that
need be known on the'subject, and for the modest
price of sevenpence.

* Country Lije, Ltd., 20 Tavistock Street,
Covent Garden, W.C. k.

THE COOPER

ARE WHAT YOU WANT

^^ COOPER'ST NICOTINE (V2) SUMMER FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparalion for Apple-Sucker, Green-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT and other TREES.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; 1, 2. 5, and IJ Call. Drums;
and in 20 and 40 Gall. Casks.

^ Cooper's MILDEW (V2K) FL'jn

For ROSE, STRAWBERRY and olher MILDEWS
Sold in Qrt. Tins ; 1, 2, 5, and 10 Gall. Drums ;

and in 40 Gall. Casks.

,ra COOPER'SV ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in su -

pension, coats foliage uniformly, and does not scorch
when properly prepared.

Sold in 1, 5, and 10 lb. Tins ; and in 50 and 100 ib. Kccs.

^ C03psr's WEE01C30E
After trial—Received the' Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society.

Kills Weeds on Garden Paths and Gravelhd Spaces.

Sold in Qrt. Tins ; i, 1, 2, and 5 Gal!. Drums, and in 20 and

40 Gall. Casks.

1 gall, make* 100 galls, of effective Weedkiller

GQOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A~re-inforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Battles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart, and ^ Gall.

Tins.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE S
Sole Manufacturers

:

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berldumitted.

NON-POISG|HOUS

POWDtR INSECTierOlVWlSH
DE^RPYSAPHlS,BLACK&GMENF^j^l3fffeBellLLARSiM

In Cartons to make 10 gallons of Wash •/" I of Nurserynier

,, .. .. 50 3/6 'a"d Sepdsmen

me DOUGALL BRO s LTo port ST MANC^HESTER.
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Snowy White
Perennials

Walpoles' Royal
Irish Linen

Table Cloths

Napkins
Sheets

Pillow Cases
Towels .

Afternoon Tea Cloth

Fancy Linens

Handkerchiefs

Bedspreads .

Catalogue and Patterns

will be sent Post Free

WALPOLES'
Of DUBLIN

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY
"NIOUAS"

(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED
A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with otker valuable
inj^redients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for tyriBg-
'"e and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Trees an4
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its «e.

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES—Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ; quart, 2/6; haU-gallon, 4/-;
gallon, 7/6 ; five gallons, 26/- ; ten gallons, 45/-

I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

"STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, ed., 1/-, 2/6, 5/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
veatloss through exposure, aS lbs., 8/6 ; 56 lbs., 13/6 ; 113 lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIMUS WORM POWDER

(N0N>P01S0N0US)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens,

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 66 112 5 cwt. 10 cwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigatinaf in Greenhouses.

"LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Registered No: 62,697

Todestroy Insect Petts. The Candle attached to each Gone only needs
lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price^^. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses tip to 1,500 cubic feet.
Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If one tin
is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are

largely increasiiig.

Tins, 1/., 2/6, and 6/- e*ck ; Kegs, J cwt., 8/6 ; i cwt., 16/-

;

z cwt., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
^'SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Resristered Trade Mark No. 14,629.
(The only genuine original and Improved article)

For GreenhoMSes. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.
In packets, 1/- for 100 feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatioas Free ef Duty, for Agricultural
and Horticultural Purposes.
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Dublin Wholesale Markets.
There hag been a general activity in the market for the

past month. This activitj^ was mainly due to buyers

coming to see what vegetables were for sale ; the majority

of them were badly disappointed. This has been the worst

month in the markets for a number of years. But better

prospects are looked for in the near future. The supply of

Irish grown Apples, as one would expect, is completely

exhausted, and American supplies are considerably

restricted by the submarine blockade.

The flower dejjartment is the only one that is holding its

own ; large supplies of Narcissi, " Pheasant 'Eye " Tulips,

Anemone " St. Brigid," Doronicum, Heaths, Lilac, and
Camellia, all were sent in in good condition and readily

bought up.

In the vegetable section, Savoy Cabbage has nearty

gone; as it is getting late in the season for this vegetable

we cannot expect any more. York Cabbage was sent in

in fair quantity, but the equality was the poorest seen in

the market for years. The seed was apparently sown in

early autumn, and, aided by the few weeks of bright

sunshine early in the month, most of it had gone to seed.

Numerous loads were disposed of in the market at what
would be called " good prices." In the absence of good
York Cabbage, Broccoli had come greatly into evidence

during the month, and, taking it all round, it was of good
equality, and demanded good prices. Brussels Sprouts,

Celery and Parsnips have almost gone; of Leeks only a few
bunches were seen. There were small supplies of Carrots,

also some trays of Salad, but the heads were small.

Rhubarb was well supplied ai^d in fair demand, notwith-

standing the scarcity of sugar. It has been suggested to

use Sugar Beet, but this vegetable is gone, so Dates have

been used instead to -sweeten it. The price ha.s fallen a

little toward the end of the month. Kadish and Seakale
were soon bought up ; Mint was the only herb seen.

The following is a price list for the month :

—

From To
Fruit. s. d. s. d.

Apples (American) ])er barrel

Strawbcriies per box

Camellia
Lilac

Lily of the Valle^

Tulips
Heaths
Narcissus " Pheasant
Eye "

Anemone " St. Brigid

Violas

Flowers.
per doz. bunches

Cabbage (York)
Broccoli

Celery
Seakale
Lettuce
Scallions

Spinach
Cucumber
Potatoes (New)
Leeks
Rhubarb
Mint

. 48



Miscellaneous Section*

My Hardy Plant Catalogue
IS

NOW READY .-. .-. Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

Hard:/ Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

^OM - POISONOUS
KjEEP YOUR PATHS CLEAN

WITH I ft •

MCDOUQALL'S
WEED KILLER;

WRITE FOR PRICES^AND NAME '

OF LOCAL DEALER TO
McDougall Bros. Ltd.. Port St.. Manchester.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT at Reduced prices.

Kohvay's ne^- and cdioice Hardy Porcunial Plants of

all kinds.

Kehvay's Famous Gladioli.

Kelway's many-coloured Pyrethrums.
Kehvay's Gay Gaillardias.

Write for Reduced Price Lists to

KELAVAY & SON, Retail Plant Department,

LANGPORT, SOMERSET.

PREMIER VEGETABLE SEEDS
HIGHEST QUALITY. BEST VALUE
See our Special List of the Best Varieties for

Summer and Autumn Sowing, post free.

THE PREMIER SEED CO., Ltd., 117 London Road, BRIGHTON

SANKEYS"^°''P0T
'^ Xihe OEST and ChcapesK
state auantltv o» e^h >Utlreauired and have "carriaje paid"

SPECIAL-POTS of all descriptions. Bulb Bowls and Fern

Pans from 2d. each.

RtCHARD SANKEXA SON, LTP,
Bulwell PoFFcries. NOTWf^CHAM.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

WEEDITE
.DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.

tso trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lbs. post free, 3s., or 28
lbs. to dress 250 square yards,

Os. 3d., carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

AUTO-SHREDS
Is CERTAIN

..w.w --....-—.^ DEATH to

Leaf-milling Maggots, Mealy Bug and
.ill Pests infesting plants under glass, Sx.

.Simple to use, no apparatus required. In

Koxes to Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet, 6d.;

No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I/- each;
for tender and ordinary plants, io,o<jo

cubic feet. 3». 6d. each. Obtained of

Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesnien,

HACKNEV, LONDON, E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of business card

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who poaaess a ROCK GARDEN
should 8et;d for my Catalogue, thev will find .something

new and deairaUe. H. CORREVON, CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

tfyouG>utDC6
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the

cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
Vou can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

iRI^H?H(nb£N(iRAnN(i&
i> 60Mlb.ABBEyST, DUBLIN.



Greener Lawns, Finer Flowers, more forwardVegetables

IN ONE WEEK!
After only one week you can see the effect on Lawns, Flowers and Vegetables which

have been Fertilized with Nitrate of Soda—an inexpensive chemical, for sale

everywhere. Ordinary Farmyard Manure requires to lie in the soil months and

months before it begins to feed plants.

Nitrate of Soda
begins to be absorbed and assimilated by Plants immediately. The results are

manifest in the first week. Nitrate of Soda, besides being very quick in its

action, is cheap, but must be used judiciously.

Send for Puniphlct " ChemJcal Fertilisers in the Garden,'" supplied gratis

and post free by

THE CHILEAN NITRATE COMMITTEE, Friars House, New Broad St., London, EX.

And 18 DONEGALL QUAY. BELFAST

ESTABLISHED 1832. TELEPHONE 3351 (Private Branch Exchange). TELEGRAMS—" BROOKS," DUBLIN

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, PAINTS, &c.

GLASS . . ^
Cut to dimensions, packed and delivered at your rail-

way station. Also stocked in the regular box sizes.

PAINT . . ,
" BROMAS " for general>household and estate purposes

"VALENTINE " for hay barns, &c., doubles the life of

galvanized iron.

'* PETREX " for conservatories, does not flake off.

" DEAUTITE "
. Plastic Repair Compound for repairing leaky roofs and

cracked glass, also for General Repair Work.

KUlLtlv^ , . and heating plants, newest Types. Please ask for lists.

GREENHOUSES And garden frames.

Also TIMBER, SLATES, BRICKS, IRONMONGERY, and every Building Requisite

BROOKS ™
BUILDERS' PROVIDERS, Sackvillc Placc,

THOMAS & CO.

Dublin
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CASH PRIZES,

CUPS. MEDALS,
&c.

For Competition in

Classes for

—

FLOWERS,
FRUIT AND

VEGETABLES
S^.

WEDNESDAY, 1st AUGUST

Kingstown Flower Show
AND

Allotment Holders' Display
(NINTH ANNUAL EXHIBITION)

AT

PEOPLE'S PARK, KINGSTOWN

Conducted by the Kingstown Horticultural Society

=Q
Special Classes for

Allotment Holders

for both Gardens

and Produce.

&

Schedule of Prizes

from the Hon. Sec,

Technical School,

Kingstown.

TERENURE AND DISTRICTS HORTICULTURAL SOCIETY

ANNUAL SHOW I

IN AID OF

. The Red Cross . .

WEDNESDAY, 8th AUGUST 19/7 I'

St . Joliii Aiiibulaiice Associdtioii

VEGETABLES :: flowers :: fruit
open Classes. Novices' Classes. Entries close J st August.

Schedule post free from E. Carroll, Hon. Sec, 1 Rostrevor Terrace, Rathgar

LITTLE'S
PESTICIDE
For BLIGHT, "BLACK SPOT,"

&c., on Apple or other Fruit Trees

1 Gal. Drums .

5 & 10 Gal. Drums
40 Gal. Casks .

. 8/- each
7/6 per gal.

6/9 per gal.

ANTIPEST
Kills Red Spider, Caterpillar, &c.

Used by all the leading Gooseherrv Groiveis

4/6 per gallon

Weed Destroyer
kills all weeds, mosses, &c.

On Carriage Drives, Gravel Paths

More than . .

DOUBLE THE STRENGTH
OF MOST WEED KILLERS

I Gallon to 60 Gallons of Water

I Gal. Drum
40 Gal. Cask

Morris, Little 6 Son, Ltd., Doncaster

4/6 (Drum Free)

140/- (Cask Free)



By Appointment to His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONGUR, Ltd
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATINC, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNOERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and

renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the- carrying out of such work*

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

BALCARRES STREET,
SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

--p^w^w^ww-pi^ Yj (Resistered Office and Works

HiDlNbUKuM ^ „, ,, , ^ ^
/ and Edinburgh Foundry,

W. RICHARDSON & Co
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

The monthly meeting of the Council was held at

the Society's offices, 5 Molesworth Street. Dublin,

on the 8th ult., the Marquis of Headfort, Presi-

dent of the Society, presiding. The following

members of the Council were present, viz. :
—

Lady Albreda Bourke, Sir Frederick W. Moore,

R. T. Harris, LL.D. ; J. Wylie-Henderson, J. E.

fieoghegan, M.A. ; E. D'Olier, A. V. Montgomery,
J. J. McDonough, W. F. Gunn, J. P. ; George
Watson, H. Bill, and Robert Anderson. Regrets

were received from F. V. Westby, D.L. ; D. L.

Ramsay, J. P. ; Henry P. Goodbody, and E. H.
Walpole. Sir Frederick Moore reported proceed-

ings of the Committee appointed to make arrange-

ments for the fete, to be held in conjunction

with the Society's Autumn Show, in Lord Iveagh's

grounds on August 21st and 22nd, in support
of the project for supplying fruit and vegetables

for the Navy, and other niatters were dealt with
in connection with it. A collection of 25 bunches
of Pyrethrums in 25 varieties were exhibited at

the meeting by Messrs. Wm. Watson & Sons, Ltd.,

Clontarf Nurseries, for which a vote of thanks
and commendation for gtneral excellence were
accorded.

Sho'w^ Fixtures, 1917.

August 1st—Kingstown Horticultural Show.
Hon. Sec—R. Macdonald, M.A., Technical
Institute, Kingstown.

August 8th—Terenure and Districts Horticultural

Societ5\ Hon. Sec.—E. Carroll, 1 Rostrevor
Terrace, Rathgar.

August 21st and 22nd—Royal Horticultural
Society. Lord Iveagh's Grounds.

Trials of Stocks (under Glass) and

Myosotis at Wisley, 1917.

The following awards have been made to Stocks
and Myosotis by the Council of the Royal Horti-
cvdtural Society after trial at Wisley :

—

Stocks.—Award of Merit.—No. 14, Crimson
Brompton, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch, Exeter.
No. 166, Mammoth Pale Lilac, sent by Mr.
Dawkins, Chelsea. No. 112, Mammoth Pyramid
Flesh Colour, sent by Messrs. Hurst, London.
No. 133, Mammoth Rose, sent by Mr. Dawkins,
Chelsea. No. 162, Nice Giant Light Blue, sent
by Messrs. Nutting, London. Highly Com-
mended.—No. 137, Abundance, sent by Messrs.

IT MUST BE
€€ABOL >f

KILLS ALL INSECT PESTS.
.No other Insecticide possesses such
sterling qualities as "Abol." Each
time you purchase "Abol" you can
rest assured that your money has been
well invested. " Abol " is the means
of increasing the value of all plant life.

Non-poisonous. Get a tin to-day.
Pini, i/6; quart, 2/6 ; i gallon, 4/- ;

gallon, 7/6 ; 5 galls., 27/6.

ABOL ??

FERTILIZER
FERTILIZES MOST

Increase your garden crops by one-
third ! Get the most you can out of
your garden. " Abol " Fertilizer is

unequalled, and it is being used more
than ever this season. Tins 7d., i/-,

2/6; Bags, 28 lbs., 7/6; I cwt. 18/-

WEEDS? "ABOL
Cheap. Effective. Gallon makes \mgBCr^ 1^11 I CD
SO. Tins—i gall. 3/- ; gall. 4/6 ;

»»ttU IMLil.bK
3 galls. 13- ; 10 gall. 36. |S WHAT YOU WANT

If difficulty in obtaining from

SEEDSMEN, IRONMONGERS, &c., WRITE US
E, A. WHITE, Ltd.. 57 Beltring. PADDOCK WOOD, KENT.

19

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with Instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 1 5/- per Cwt.{f.o.r, London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen,

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal tiorticultuial

Exhibition. JQil.
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Dickson & Robinson, JVIan Chester. Nos. 101, 102,

Almond Blossom, sent by Messrs. 1{. Yeitch,
Exeter, and Messrs. Hurst, London. Nos. 114,

117, 118, Beauty of Nice, sent by Messrs. Dickson
& Robinson, Manchester ; Messrs. Hurst, London ;

Messrs. Watkins & Simpson, London. Nos. 177,

178, Cote d'Azure, sent by Messrs. R. Veitcli

and Messrs. Hurst. No. 45, East Lothian
Crimson, sent by Mr. A. Dawkins. No. 40, East
Jjothian Scarlet, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch.

Xo. 13, Giant Brompton Crimson, sent by
-Messrs. Barr, London. No. 78, H. .J. Vansittart

Neale, sent by Messrs. Hurst. No. 70, Inter-

mediate White, sent by Messrs. R. Yeitch. No.
152, .John Bright, sent by Messrs. Dickson
Robinson. Nos. 82. 84, SO, Madame Riviore, sent
by Messrs. Dickson & Robinson, R. Veitch, and
Hurst. Nos. 17.3, 174, Mammoth Dark Blue, sent
by Mr. Dawkins and lAFessrs. Hurst. No. 132,

Mammoth Pyramidal Rose, sent by Messrs.

Hurst. No. 124, Mammoth Pyramid Salmon
Rose, sent by Messrs. Hurst. No. 156, Mammoth
Pyramid Ten-week Blood Red, sent by Messrs.
Hurst. No. 147, Mammoth Pyramid Ten-week
Crimson, sent by Messrs. Hurst. No. 167,
Mammoth Pyramid Ten-week Lilac, sent by
Messrs. Hurst. No. 108, Mammoth Pyramid
Yellow, sent by Messrs. Hurst. No. 88, Mont
Blanc, sent by IMessrs. Hurst. No. 107, Nice
Canary Yellow, sent by Messrs. Watkins k
Simpson. No. 123, Nice Giant Early Salmon,
sent by Messrs. Nutting, London. No. 122,
Novelty (unnamed), sent by Messrs. Hurst.
Nos. 164, 165, Parma Yiolet, sent by Messrs.
Barr «fe Hurst. No. 76, Perpetual White, sent by
Mr. A. Dawkins. No. 104, Princess May, sent by
:Messrs. R. Yeitch. No. 27, Purple Brompton.
sent by Messrs. R. Yeitch. No. 119, Pyramid
Chamois, sent by Messrs. Watkins & Simpson.
Nos. 127, 128, 129, Queen Alexandra, sent by
Messrs. Hurst, Messrs. Watkins cSr Simpson,
Messrs. Dickson & Robinson. Nos. 139, 140,
Rose of Nice, sent by Messrs. R. Yeitch and
Messrs. Hurst. No. 113, Souvenir de Nice, sent
by Messrs. Barr. No. 28, Yiolet Queen, sent by

THE COOPER
leilCULTURAL REMEDIES
ARE WHAT YOU WANT

COOPER'S

NIGOTIl^E (V2) mmifi FLUID
FOR SUMMER SPRAYING

A Nicotine Preparation for Apple-Sucker, Green-Fly,
&c., on FRUIT and other TREES.

SoM in Qrt. Tins : 1, 2, 5, and 10 Call. Drums;
and in 20 and 40 Gall. Casks.

C00D3r'S MILDEW (V2K) FLUID

For ROSE, STRAWBERRY and other MILDEWS
Sold in Qrt. Tins ; 1, 2, 5, and 10 Gall. Drums

;

and in 40 Gall. Ca.ki.

COOPER'S

ARSENATE Of LEAD PASTE
FOR THE DESTRUCTION OF THE CODLING MOTH

AND LEAF-EATING CATERPILLARS.

Mixes well, adheres well, remains a long time in su-
p;nsion, coals foliage uniformly, and does not scorch

when properly prepared.

Sold in 1, 5, and 10 lb. Tins ; and in 50 and 100 lb. Kcei.

Cooper's WEEDICIOE
After trial -Receiucd the " Commended" award

of the Royal Horticultural Society,

Kills WcmIs on Garden Paths and Gravelhd Spaces.

Sold ill Qrt. Tins ; i, 1, 2, and 5 Gall. Drums, and in 20 and

40 Gall Casks.

1 gall, makes 100 sails, of effective Weedliiller

J^ COOPER'S FUMIGATING FLUID

A reinforced NICOTINE PREPARATION for

Destroying INSECT PESTS in Glass-houses.

Sold in Bottles in 5 sizes; and in Pint, Quart, and ^ Gall.

lias.

Latest Prices on application

OF AGENTS EVERYWHERE

Sole Manufacturers

:

WILLIAM COOPER & NEPHEWS, Berkhamsted.

MON-POISQHOUS
POWDER INSECTICIDEWASH

DESTROYS APHIS.BLACK &GREEN FLY. CATERPItLARS.ET':
in cartons to maKe 10 gallons of Wash, } I' \ of Nurserymen i

50 3/6 I and Seedsmen -

Mc DOUGALL BROS LT9 PORT ST MANCHESTER:
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PILLOW
CASE S

Walpoles' hold a limited

stock of an exceptionally

good quality Hemstitched

Cotton Pillow Case, size

20 X 30 inches, which

they offer at 1/6 each.

Also some Plain ones at

Jm^\^2 each

and l/liandI/6

Only a limited quantity

in stock—Great Bargains.

WALPOLES'
SUFFOLK STREET,
•: DUBLIN. ::

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY
"NIOUAS"

(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED
A Concentrated Extract of Qu:issia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Trees and
Plant"!, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use.

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES— Half-pint, 1/-; pint. 1/6 ; quart, 2/6; half-gallon, 4/-;
gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 25/-; ten gallons, 46/-

I gallon sufficient for 8o gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, S/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, aS lbs., 8/6 ; 56 lbs., 13/6 ; 113 lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
'OPTIMUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens,

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
/'rices—

Lbs. 7 H 28 56 112 5 c«t. lOcwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigatins in Greenhouses.

«LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Registered No; 62,697

To destroy Insect Pests. The Uandle attached to each Cone only needs
lighting, and there is no further trouble. Thej-are most efiicacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feel.
Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If one tin
is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are

largely increasing.

Tins, 1/-, 2/6, and 6/- e«ck ; Kegs, i cwt., 8/6 ; i ewt., 16/-

;

I cwt., 30/-

ELLIOTT'S
'•SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Registered Trade Mark No. 14,629.

(The only genuine original and Improved article)

«v. For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.
-y In packets, 1/- for 100 feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY e Co., Ltd.. LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatioas Frte ef Duty, (or AgricHititral

and Horticultural Purposes.
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Messrs. Daniels, Novwicli. No. 91, White of Nice,

sent by Messrs. Watkins &: Simpson. No. 93,

White of Nice No. 2, sent by Messrs. Hurst.

No. 109, Yellow of Nice, sent by Messrs. Hurst.

Awards to Myosotis, 1917.—Award of Merit.

—

No. 82, Alpestris Indigo Queen, sent by Messrs.

R. Veitch, Exeter. Highly Commended.

—

No. 83, Alpestris Indigo Queen, sent by Rev. J.

Jacob, Whitechurch. No. 14, Alpestris alba,

sent by Messrs. Hurst, London. No. 12, Alpestris

stricta alba, sent by Messrs. Hiirst. No. 63, Blue
Eyes, sent by Messrs. R. Veitch. No. 62, Bouquet
(blue), sent by Messrs. Sutton, Reading. No. 1.5,

Perfection Rose, sent by Messrs. Sutton. No. 23,

Pink Gem, sent by Messrs. Sutton. No. 9, Pyra-
mid White, sent by Messrs. Carter, Raynes Park.

No. 87, Royal Blue, sent by Messrs. Sutton.

No. 11, Stricta White Gem, sent by Messrs. Barr,

London. No. 16, Victoria Rose, sent by Messrs.

Barr. No. 3, White Pearl, sent by Mr. E H.
Bowers, Roscommon.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.

Thk month's markets showed unmistakeable signs

of the return of summer. After an interval

extending back to late last autumn the stalls are

again becoming stocked with excellent produce

and surrounded by eager purchasers. Already

the effects of the food production crusade niay

be noted—vegetables are niore abundant and
flowers less so than in former seasons.

Pyrethrums were the prominent feature of the

flower market, large consignments arriving aiid

finding ready buyers. In addition, there were

supplies—somewhat limited—of Roses, Spiraeas,

Pelargoniums, Carnations, and Lilac, all of which

\\ere rapidly disposed of.

The first of the fruit crop arrived in the market

this month. Strawberries and green goose bei:ries

have been coming in steadily. 'J'he forij^er' sold

well, but the latter were not in so much demand.

In consequence of the scarcity of sugar it might

perhaps be as well that the berries were allowed

to ripen. However, the Sugar Controller has

arranged that persons who apply for it may have

a certain amount, at least, of suitable sugar for

preserving. The prospects of the season's crops

are said to be excellent all round.

As already mentioned, there was an abundant
supply of vegetables, but chiefly of the kinds that

are usually ready a month earlier. Good firm

heads of Cabbage took the place of, and were

selling at a slightly reduced figure than, the

poorer leafy sort coming in up to the end of May.

Cauliflowers were scarce and are not yet of first

quality. Peas were the novelty and fetched high

prices by the float. White Turnips, Carrots

Radishes, Salad and Cucumbers sold readily at

good prices. A fair amount of Rhubarb was on

offer and changed hands at considerably reduced

prices.

The following is a price list for the month :
—

Strawberries

—



Miscellaneous Section*

J)EPAf:TMi:XT OF AGRTCULTURR AND TECII-

MCAi. ixsTiircTrnx foi; rnF.r.AND.

TRAINING IN

Agriculture, Foiestry, Horticulture

and Creamery Management.

I'er!--ons who desire to nttend any of the courses in

tlie above mentioned subjects, to be provided by the

Department duriiig the. year 1917-18, should apply

without delay for prospectuses, &c., to the Secretary,

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for lielarid. Tipper Merrion Sticot. Dublin.

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send for my Catalogue, they will find something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

Save
weary
Weeding
and^l
Backache

WEEDITE
.DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.

No trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lbs. post fre«, 38., or 28
Ib3. to dress 350 square yards,

68. 3d,, ciirriage paid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

\fVQiimi-i>(io
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute ot your time,
you would be glad ot the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for
Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

50Mm4BBEYST;DUBMM^

NOW IS THE TIME TO ORDER.—KELWAY &
SOX, TIic Uoijdl HoiticuJfiiri-'ffn, Langport, Somer-

set, are now booking ordeis lor their Choice Hardy
Perennial Plants to be delivered in tbo Autumn.
Plant a Cohur Border this Autumn, ami you will

be al)]o tn enjny its beauty for many years without

any additional expense or trouble. Send the

measurements of your borders, and they will re-

connnend a se]eetion| of flowers suitable for your
district and quote their reduced prices. Pseonies,

Delphiniums, Phloxes. Gaillardias and other beauti-

ful flowers inchuled in their Colour Schemes, which
provrde blooms fi'om early Spring to late Autumn.

Wrifp )inir tn the Rffail Plant Department for

PF.nrcEn Price Lists.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY Post Free on Application

SPECIAL/T/ES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

W. WELLS, Juniox-
Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

SANKEYS"^"^««'POT
*^ ^he BEST and ChcapcsK
5tate quantity of each sUl^equired and have " carriage paid

'

quotation (** carriage" fj^tjently amounts to half value ol

jroods), or write lor Price List, free.

SPECIAL POTS of all descriptions- Bulb Bowls and Fern
Pan* from 2d. each.

Pf/CHARD SANKETA SON, LT9,
Bulwcll Pol-Feries. bUOTTINGHAM.

AUTO-SHREDS SS'?.™''
Leaf-mining Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In
Bo.xes to Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet, 6d.;
No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I /-each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000
cubic feet, 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of
Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINQTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON. E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of busineis card



Laxton's New Strav/berries for 1917

LAXTONIAN
The best maincrop yet raised

. OPEN GROUND RUNNERS, 20s. 100 ; 4s. doz.

In pots, 30s. 100 ; 6s. doz.

The Grand New Forcing Variety—

LAXTON'S KING GEORGE V.

in Pots, 20s. 100 ; Open Ground, 6s. 100.

Also ADMIRAL, THE DUKE, and BOUNTIFUL

LAXTON'S THE EARL .'. LAXTON'S THE QUEEN
LAXTON'S MAINCROP

Early Potted Runners of

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
For Forcing, 20s. 100 ; Open Ground, 6s. 100.

The Largest Cultures in Europe. Grown specially for

Runners. Grand Plants. Millions Sold Annually.

A Full Priced Catalogue and Cultural Hints

ivill he sent on application. LAXTOKIA-N

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

ESTABLISHED 1832. TELEPHONE 3351 (Private Branch Exchange ). TELEGRAMS—"BROOKS," DUBLIN

HORTICULTURAL GLASS, PAINTS, &c.

GLASS

PAINT

• •

t • •

"DEAUTITE" .

BOILERS . .

GREENHOUSES
Also TIMBER, SLATES,

Cut to dimensions, packed and delivered at your rail-

way station. Also stocked in the regular box sizes.

" BROMAS " for general household and estate purposes

"VALENTINE " for hay barns, &c., doubles the life of

galvanized iron.

'• PETREX " for conservatories, does not flake off.

Plastic Repair Compound for repairing leaky roofs and
cracked glass, also for General Repair Work,

and heating plants, newest Types, Please ask for lists.

And GARDEN FRAMES.

BRICKS, IRONMONGERY, and every Building Requisite

BROOKS
THOMAS & CO.

LTD.

BUILDERS' PROVIDERS, Sackvillc Placc, Dublin
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Royal Horticultural ?^^ Society of Ireland

AUTUMN
SHOW & FETE

In aid of the project for supplying

Fruit and Vegetables to our Sailors

Lord Iveagh's Grounds, Dublin
(by kind permission)

TUESDAY & WEDNESDAY
, e^^ries close

AUGUST 2/ St and 22nd, 1917
I

AUGUST 13th

Schedules post free from E. KNOWLDIN, Sec, 5 Molesworth Street, DUBLIN

II

LITTLE'S
PESTICIDE
For BLIGHT, "BLACK SPOT,"

&c., on Apple or other Fruit Trees

I Gal. Drums . . 8/- each
5 & 10 Gal. Drums . 7/6 per gal.

40 Gal. Casks 6/9 per gal.

Weed Destroyer
KILLS ALL WEEDS, MOSSES, &c.

On Carriage Drives, Gravel Paths

ANTIPEST
Kills Red Spider, Caterpillar, &c.

Used by all the leading Gooseberry Groivets

4/6 per gallon

Morj than . .

DOUBLE THE STRENGTH
OF MOST WEED KILLERS

I Gallon to 60 Gallons of Water

I Gal. Drum
40 Gal. Cask

4/6 (Drum Free)

140/- (Cask Free)

I Morris, Little 6 Son, Ltd*, Doncaster \



By Appointmeni to > His Majesty the King.

MAGKENZIE & MONCUR. Ltd.
HOTHOUSE BUIL.DERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and
renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much
time as possible for the carrying out of such work*

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

l^^niNRTTPrW ^^^*'**"*"^ °''°*'*' *°'^^"'''' BALCARRES STREETi
( and Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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Gardeners and Foresters under the

Department of Agriculture.

Atti'NTIon is dii'ectcd lu Ihe auiiouiicuiUL'ui in

our julvei-tisiiig columns ivlative to courses ol'

training in Horticulture and Forestry to be held
during the year 1917-lS under the Department
of Agriculture.
The tlorticultura! School attached to the

Albert Agricultural College, Glasnevin, Dublin,
will be open to two classes of resident students,
viz.— (1) Horticultural Instructors in Traininu
and (2) Apprentices. No applicant will be
eligible for admission to the first mentioned covn-se

who has not had from five to seven years' con-
tinuous experience of gardening. Applicant!? for

admission as aiaprentices will not be required to

liave had any special experience of this nature.
Students admitted as Horticultural Instructors

in Training will receive an allowance of 10s. per
week and be provided with board and residence
at the College. Apprentices will be provided
with board and residence at the College and will,

after some months' training, be eligible to receive
in additioii an allowance of Hs. per week.

The course for Horticultural Instructors in

'i'raining will provide facilities for the stvidy of

the sciences bearing on horticulture. Indoor

instruction will be supplemented by work in

garden and orchard, special attention being
devoted to fruits, vegetables, plant diseases and
insect pests. In the case of the apprentices, out-
door instruction will be supplemcutevl by special
classes designed to enable an apprentice to
understand the principles underlying horticultural
practice.
Arrangements have also been made for a course

of instruction for non-resident pupils, open to
both male and female students. These students
will be required to take part for seven or eight
liours daily in all thi- operations carried out in
the College gardens. They will, in addition,
receive class room instruction in the sciences
bearing on gardening oxierations. No remunera-
tion will be allowed in the case of these extern
students. The instruction will be provided free.

Applicants for apprenticeships in forestry are
not expected to have had any special knowledge
of fdi'estry, but preference is given to those who
have had experience of work in woods.

Apprentices are allowed 1 Is. per week, witli
furnished lodging, during the period of ti-aining.

Tlie Department also offer valuable scholar-
ships in horticulture and forestry tenable at the
lioyal College of Science, Dublin. The scholai-

ships are renewable for a total course of four year
and enable the holders to obtain, free of cost, the

most advanced technical and scientific training.

WEBBS
Vegetable Seeds
FOR AUGUST SOWING

WEBBS' Emperor Cabbage 6d. and
I - per pkt. ; 16 per oz.

'WEB3S' Favourite Cabbage 6d. and
I - per pk-. ; 16 per oz.

WEBBS' Red Globe Tripoli Onion.

WEBBS' Monster White Tripoli
Onion.

WEBBS' Mammoth Red Tripoli

Onion, each I/- per packet.

WEBBS' Winter White Cos Lettuce.

WEBBS' Hardy Green Cabbage
Lettuce, each 6d. and I/- par pkt.

WEBBS' Prizetaker Turnip 6d. pkt.

WEBBS' Early Frame Radish 6d. pkt.

Pos/ Free.

WEBB & SONS
THE KING'S SEEDSMEN LTD

Wordsley, STOURBRIDGE

The Best Cabbage for August Sowing

WEBBS' EMPEROR (*' Britain s Great Cabbage")

6d. and Is. per packet; Is- 6d. per ounce- Post Free

The earliest and best cabbage in cultivation. Remarkably free from any tendency to bolt
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Review,

Farming by Motor,*

This is one of a scries of books issued by tlie

Temple Press and designed to urge the necessity
of greatly increasing our area of cultivated land
with the' object of producing far more of our
necessary foodstuffs within our own shores. No
matter what the future may liold in store—and
no one knows—there is little doubt that never
again shall we allow oiuselves to be menaced
with a food shortage. Laoour has in the past
been a limiting factor, but by the greater use of

machinery this obstacle will be overcome. With
more highly trained men on the land—technically
and scientifically—there will result a greater
production. Motor power has come to stay, and
the book under notice is a worthy attempt to

show what has already been accomplished in the

use of farm machinery \\ orked by motor. .Many
types of motors are illustrated and described, and
their adaptations to ploughing, harrowing, rolling

and sowing clearly shown, while their use at
harvest time is not omitted. No doubt motor
power will be most serviceable on large level

farms, and it is conceivable that the cost of

working will be most economical on such.

In any case this is a matter which can no
longer be ignored by anyone engaged in farming,

and we heartily commend the booklet to all our
readers who are in anyway interested in farm
management and maximum T)roduction.

The Shipping Shortage.

Canadian Apple Growers want an Embakco
ON Imports.

A DEr,p:(iATlON representing apple growers visited

Victoria and asked the Government to support
their appeal to the federal authorities at Ottawa
for an embargo against imported apples, to be

put in force so long as the British embargo due to

shipping dilliculties continues. British Columbia
growers are expecting a large apple crop this year,

and with a restricted market in sight will have
to meet greater competition than formerly,

unless the embargo requested is declared. The
Premier informed the delegation that the Govern-
ment would go into the question and do what
it covdd for their relief. The party is now on its

way East, holding conferences eii route with
representatives of farmers' instittites on the
prairies, and will confer with Ontario and mari
time province meii in Eastern Canada, after which
a united delegation will visit Ottawa and place
their request before the Government.

—

Canadian
News Items, July, 1917.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

The monthly meeting of the Council was held
at o Molesworth Street, Dublin, on the 13th ult.,

Mr. A. V. Montgomery presiding. Application
was received from the Kingstown Horticultural
Society for affiliation, which was granted ; judges
were nominated for the Autumn Show to be held
in Lord Iveagh's grounds on the 21st and 22nd
insts., and other preliminary arrangements made

* The Temple Press, Etd., 7-15 Rosebery
Avenue, London, E.C.I. Price 1/fi net.

in connection witli it. It was decided that
personal tickets of admission to the show, bearing
a stamp covering the Aniusements Tax, should
be issued to annual members, with the six
transferable tickets as heretofore marked " com-
plimentary. " Members Avho have not yet paid
their subscriptions for the current year are
requested to do so, so as to avoid delay in tbe
issue of these tickets covering the tax. " The
Adjvttant," a beautifvd seedling Delphinium wdth
solid massive spikes of sky-blue flowers flushed
wdth royal pvirple, sent by Mrs. D. O'Connell
Miley, Ailesbury Road, was granted the Society's
Award of Merit.

Trials of Oriental Poppies and Tall

Bearded Irises at Wisley, 1917.

The following awards have been made to
Oriental Poppies and Tall Bearded Irises by the
Council of the Royal Horticultural Society after
trial at Wisley.

Oriental Poppies.—Highly Commended.—No.
6(>, Beauty of Livermere, sent by Messrs. Wallace.
No. 17, Bobs, sent and raised by Mr. Notcutt,
Woodbridge. No. 07, Boadicea, sent and raised
by Messrs. Barr. Taplow. No. 35, Cerise Beauty,
sent and raised by Messrs. Barr. No. 3. Elsie G.
Harkness, sent and raised by Messrs. Harkness.
No. 20, Felix, sent and raised by Mr. Notcutt.
No. 59, Hesperia, sent by Messrs. Bunyard.
No. 32, Mrs. J. Harkness, sent by Messrs. Hark-
ness. No. 26, Mrs. Perry, sent by Messrs. Barr,
raised by Mr. Perry. No. 48, Orange Globe, sent
and raised by Messrs. R. Veitch. No. 30, Rose
Queen, sent by Messrs. Wallace. No. 52, Royal
Scarlet, sent and raised by Messrs. Barr. No. 50,
Taplow Scarlet, sent and raised by Messrs Barr.
No. 33, V. L. Harkness, sent and i-aised by Messrs.
Harkness. Commended.—No. 44, Silverblick,

sent by jVIr. Notcutt.
Tall Bearded Irises.—Award of INIeint.—No.

841, Dominion, sent and raised by Mr. A. J.

Bliss, of Tavistock. Nos. 58, 138, 139, 144, 035,

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and
protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists, Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" GO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQtl.
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Iwr
ii ACME "

WEED KILLER
For Destroying Weeds, Moss, &c., on
Carriage Drives, Garden Walks, &c.

Awarded Gold Medal by Anglo-American Exhibition; Com-
mended by Royal Horticultural Society.

POWDER WEED KILLER

1

No. X.

No. 1.

No. 2.

No. 3.

Dissolves quickly in CulU Water.

Size of Tins :

Sufficient to make 12i gallons, 1/4. Tostage 5d.

2.') „ 2;3. ,, 6d.

,, ,,
M ,, 4;'2. ,, 7d.

,, ,, luo ,, 8/-. Post free.

LIQUID WEED KILLERS
One gallon to be mixed with 25 g^allons of water.

PRICKS.—1 gallon, 2/6 (tin 1,'-); 5 gallons, 10- (drum 4,6);

10 gallons, 19/2; 20 gallons, 36/8; 40 gallons, 71,8.

Carriage paid on 5 gallons. Drums or Casks of 10 gallons and
over charged 8/- each, allowed when returned.

Strength, 1 in 50. Prices on application.

SOLUBLE PARAFFIN.— Mixes instantly with water and does

not separate. 1 lb., 2/-. 1 oz. suflicient for 1 gallon water.

ARSENATE OF LEAD (Paste) for destroying all leaf-eating in-

sects. 1 lb.,1,3. Postageod. 1 lb. sufficient for 2.5 galls, water.

''FUMERITE" for destroying all ground vermin, slugs, &c.

(To be dug into the soil). 7 lbs., 2/6 ; 561bs., 12/6, carriage

paid.

EXTRACT OF QUASSIA INSECTICIDE.— Pint, 1/- ; 1 gall.. 3 -.

COMPOUND EXTRACT OF QUASSIA-TOBACCO INSECTICIDE.—
Pint, 1,6, postage 5d; i|uart, 2,6, post paid; gallon. 5/6,

drum 1,6, carriage paid.

SUMMER SHADING, LAWN SAND, &c., &c. Prices and par-

ticulars on application.

THE ACME CHEMICAL CO., Ltd.
TON BRIDGE, KENT, and RIVER ST., BOLTON, LANCASHIRE

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY

"NIOUAS"
(NON-POISONObS) IMPROVED

A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with otker valuable

ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-

ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Trees and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES— Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ;
quart. 2/6; halt-gallon, 4,'-;

gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 25/-; ten gallons, 45/-

I gallon sufficient for So gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers

Analysis on AppMcatlon

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 6/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-

vent loss through exposure, aS lbs., 8/6 ; 56 lbs., 13/0 ; iia lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIMUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens,

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 66 112 5 cwt. 10 cwt. 1 ton

Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigating in Greenhouses.

"LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Reeristered No; 62,597

To destroy Insect Pests. The Oandle attached to each Oont ealy needs

lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacious.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feet.

Price, 8d. each.

No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500
cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i> for destroying Daisies and other weeds on lawns

and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If oat tin

is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are
largely increasing.

i Tins, 1/-, 2/6, and 6/- e«ck ; Kegs, J cwt., 8/6 ; i ewt., 16/-

;

: 1 cwt., 30/-

' ELLIOTT'S
'(SUMMER CLOUD" SHADING

Registered Trade Mark No. 14,629.

(The only e^enulne original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.

In packets, 1/- for loo feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers

:

CORRY 6 Co., Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatioas Free ef Duty, for Agricultural

and Horticultural Purposes.
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pallida Dalmatica,
Veitch, and Wisley.
cess Beatrice, from
Xo. ()S(). ])allida Kev.
Biinycvrd. (Xo. (iSlj

t'roiii .Messrs. Forbes, H.

Xos. 270. 77S, pallida I'riii-

.Messrs. Barr A: Jiunyard.
W. Wilks. sent l)y Messrs.

IS identical with Nos. 27()

and 778.) Highly Commended.—No. 582, Le
Keve, sent by .Mr. Terry, Enfield ; Mary, from
Mr. G. Reuthe, Keston. Commended.—Nos. 42.'3,

536, Calypso, sent by Messrs. Barr and Mr. Terry.

No. 810, Dawn, sent by Messrs. Wallace, Col-

chester. Nos. 527, t)28, Innocenza, sent by Mr.
I'arry and Messrs. Forbes. No. 837, BosMlind.

sent by .Mr. Bliss, of Tavistock.

Trials of Broad Beans and Annual

Poppies at Wisley.

The following awards have been made to Broad
Beiins and Annnal Poppies l)y the Conneil of the

Horticultural Society after trial at Wisley, and
one variety of Mid-season Pea wliich received an
Award of Merit last year has now received a P'irst-

class Certificate after further trial.

liriHitl lU'iDis.—Award of Merit. No. 5, Broad
Windsor, from Messrs. Uobbie & Co. No. 26,

Ivxhihition liOngpod. from Messrs. Dobbie & Co.

No. 4."). Green Giant, sent by Messrs. Sutton &
Commended.—No. 22, Erdington

Messrs. Holder & Tilt, Birming-
Giant Windsor, sent by Messrs.
No. 41. Green Leviathan, sent by

No. 10, Green Windsor, sent

Sz Sons. No. 2, Mammoth

Sons. Highly
Gem, sent by
ham. No. 1,

Sutton & Sons.
Messrs. Carter & Co.
by Messrs. Sutton
Windsor, sent l)y Messrs. Carter & Co. No. 25,

Prizetaker Exhibition Longpod, sent by Messrs.
Bunyard. No. 33, Prolific Longpod, sent liy

Messrs. Sutton & Sons. Commended.—No. .S9.

Invieta, sent by Messrs. Nutting. No. 8. Market
Garden Windsor, sent by Messrs. Carter & Co.
ilid-seosnn Pen.—First-chiss Certificate.—To Pea

Clipp(M-, sent by Messrs. Sydenliam (A.M.. 1916).

Aitinidl Poppies.—Award of Merit.—No. 21,

Dwarf Scarlet Fringed, sent by Messrs. R.
Veitch. No. 20, Scarlet King, sent by Messrs.
Barr. Higlily Commended.—No. 24, Cardimil
Bhish. sent l)y Messrs. Dol)l)ie. No. 25, Cardinal
Scarlet, sent by Messrs. Do'hlne. No. 5, Dainty
Lady, sent by Messrs. Barr. No. 7, Dane))rog,
sent by Messrs. Barr. No. 52, Peacock Poppy (P.

pavoninnui), sent by Messrs. Barr. No. 13, Strain
of Dwarf Doul)]e Paeony-flowered mi.xed, sent by
Messrs. Barr. Nos. ."57 and .38. Strain of New
Doxdile Queen, sent by Messrs. Barr and Messrs.
R. Veitch. Nos. 50 and 51, \nnbrosum, sent l)y

Messrs. DoT)bie and Barr No. 4. The Adiniriil.

sent by Messrs. Barr. No. 14,. Wliite Colossal,

sent V>y Messrs. Barr. No.. 15. Whit"^ Swmu (svn

Snowdrift"), sent by Messrs. Barr. Commond(>d.

—

No. 43, Picotee. sent by Messrs. Barr.

Show Fixtures, 19 1 7.

August 1st—Kingstown Horticultural Show.
Hon. Sec.—E. Macdonald, M,A.. Technical
Institute, Kingstown.

.\ugust 8th—Terenure and Districts Horticultural
Society. Hon. Sec. -E. Carroll,,! Rostrevor
Terrace, Rathgar.

Anq-nst 21st and 22nd—Royal Horticultural
Society. Lord Iveagh's Grounds.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.
DfKiNG the month there were to be seen large
supplies of fruit, flowers and vegetables. The
weather conditions were favourable for the
lipening of the several kinds of fruit, especially
Strawberries. Of these splendid samples were
to be seen in the market in pimnets ; packed in

crates containing twenty-four per crate (a

punnet holding one pound approximately). This
mode of packing prevents the scpiashing of the
fruit in transit. Other consignments arrived in

trays of several pounds each and also in fo\ii'

pound baskets. Gooseberries were sent in in tiie

green state, until the middle of the month, when
some choice lots of ambers in a I'ipe condition
w ere noticed ; also Black and Red Currants of

good quality. There were Cherries on .show, also
Peaches, the latter were not in good demand.
In the flower section the supply of Roses,

Carnations, Sweet William (red and y)ink), Sweet
Pea, and Cornflowers were abundant. There was
a brisk demand and good prices.

In the vegetable department York Cabbages of
fair quality continue to hold prices above the
average. Cauliflower, Lettuce and Spinach were
equally well .supplied and readily disposed of.

Peas, Beans, White and Yellow Turnips.
Radi.shes. Carrots and Cucvunbers sold well.
Small quantities of Rhubarl) were seen, but it i.s

displaced by the season's fruit.

The following is a ]>rice list for the month :

—



Miscellaneous Section*

DEPARTMENT OF AGKlCULTUliE AND TELii-

NICAL INSTRUGTION FOR IRELAND.

TRAINING IN

Agriculture, Forestry, Horticulture

and Creamery Management.

Persons whu desire to attend any of the courses in

the above mentioned subjects, to be provided by the

Departiuent durilig ithe>i year 1917-18, should apply

without delay for prospectuses, &c., to the Secretary,

Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction

for Ireland, Upper Merrion Street, Dublin.

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very large

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
sliould fleiifl for my Cataloffue, thev will find something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

EEDITE
.DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.

No trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lbs. post free, 38., or 28
Iba. to dress 250 square yard4,

68. 3d., carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

IfyouOULDGo
to each reader of this paper and
could personedly draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,
you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for
Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

^

il(iin)17(i!lWl!r<f(

50 Ml b.ABBEYST DUBLIN.

NOW IS THE TlMf: T(J I'LA.NT.

Kill.WAY & SON, THE liOYAL HORTICUL-
TURISTS, UANGPORT, SOMERSET, aic now
hooking ordns for their Cli'oico Hardy Purennial
riantP. Plant a COLOUR ]JOi;i)ER tliis Autumn
and you will be able to cujoy it.s beauty for many
years, without any additional expouse or trouble.

Scud the measurements of your border!?.

Pieonicis, Delpluuiiiius, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and
other beautiful iloweis. included in their Colour
Schemes, which pi-ovide blooms from earlv Sprinnj,

to late Autumn.

Write now to the lictail Plant I )c|)ai'lmeiit tor

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY Post Free on Application

SPECIAL/TIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

MSI. m^ELLS, Junior
Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

SAjiKEYS'S^^^POT
"^ Che BEST and Cheapcsh
state quantity of each sjCbrequired and have "carriage, paid."

quotation: (" carria^ " ipKentty: amounts to half value ol

^ ." I^oods), or wi

5PECIAI^POTS ol all de Bulb Bowls and Fe

R/CHARD SANKEyASPU, LT.9,

Buiwe 1 1 PoFhcries, NOTTjNGfiAM.

AUTO-SHREDS D"ES?i";f
Leaf-miuing IVIaggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In
Boxes to Fumigate 1,000 cubic feet, 6d.;
No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I/- each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000
cubic feet, 3*. 6d. each. Obtained of
Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
H.\CKNEY, LONDON, E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of business card
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Leixton's New Strawberries for 1917

LAXTONIAN
The best maincrop yet raised

OPEN GROUND RUNNERS, 20s. 100; 4s. doz.

In pots, 30s. 100 ; 6s. doz.

The Grand New Forcing Variety—

LAXTON'S KING GEORGE V.

in Pots, 2Ds. 100 ; Open Ground, 6s. 100.

Also ADMIRAL, THE DUKE, and BOUNIIFUL

LAXTON'S THE EARL .-. LAXTON'S THE QUEEN
LAXTON'S MAINCROP

Early Potted Runners of

ROYAL SOVEREIGN
For Forcing, 20s. lOD ; Open Ground, Cs. 100.

The Largest Cultures in Europe. Grown specially for

Runners. Grand Plants. Millions Sold Annually.

A Full Priced Catalogue and Cultural Hints

ivill he sent on application.



Wallace's Irises and Iris Gardens
" Man has availed himself of the great laws of evolution in mightier matters

than the Iris ; but in no theatre of his unsleeping efforts has he created

purer beauty or wakened for flower lovers a truer joy than among the bearded

Irisc3 of June."—Eden Phillpotts in Country Life, June 24th, 1917.

NOW is the time
to plant the BEARDED IRISES

OUR NEW IRIS LIST is much more than a mere catalog-ue. It introduces a new system
of Classification. Varieties are arrang-ed according- to Colour Groups and Time of Flowering.
It is well illustrated, contains a complete list of the best and newest types, and offers for the

first time new Hybrids raised by Mr. A. J. Bliss, including DOMINION, the finest Iris yet raised

THE IRIS WALK AT HALLINGBURY PLACE.

Under the Paper Restriction Order, 1917, we can only send^ you_this j[st^ and all our other Publications

if you apply for them.

Send a postcard now, authorising us to send you our lists as published.

Alcazar



By Appointment to ^ His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONGUR. Ltd.
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and

renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the carrying out of such work^

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

l?nTWPTTPriT ^^*'*^*"^'^ °°'*'*' '^°'^^°'^^ BALCARRES STREETi
l!iUlJNJ5Unijll

I ^^^ Ednburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

L0ND0N--8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW— 121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE CF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

FrowKR Show and Fete for the Supply of

Prttit and Vfgetari.es to the Fleet.

Atx will agree that under present circunistances
the display of fruit, flowers and vegetables,
though lacking somewhat in tlie number of
entries, was well up to the usual high standard of

quality. This was particularly noticeable in the
vegetable classes, where the produce generally
was of the highest excellence. Fruit, considering
ttie season, was good, while the display of hardy
cut flowers was of the best, and notable for the
number of choice varieties exhibited. The
weather was on the whole favourable, and the
music discoursed by the bands of the Royal Irish
Fusiliers and Royal Irish Constabulary added
greatly to the pleasure of the gathering. On the
second day His Excellency the Lord Lieutenant
and Lady Wiinborne made a tour of inspection,
accompanied by the Marquis of Headfort, Sir
Frederick Moore and Mr. Knowldin, Secretary.
Tasteful exhibits were put up by JNIessrsv Watson,
CJontarf, who showed beautiful Roses and many
fine herbaceous plants. Mr. Coey, Donard
Nurseries, showed rare and beautifvil trees and
shrubs : Messrs. Drummond, herbaceous plants;
Messrs. Jones, Kilkenny, lovely Gladioli, and
Mr. Mills, Terenvire, Roses, fruits, &c. Special
mention should be made of the competitive
exhibits from allotment gardens, which showed
considerable skill, and which we hope will

become a permanent feature of future shows.

TuIIamore Show,
We believe this was the first flower show held in
conjunction with the King's County Farming and
Industrial Society. The Horticultui\al Instructor,
Mr. Clarke, and Mr. W. Roberts are to be con-
gratulated on its success.

The town was full of people brought together
by botli the agricultural and horticvdtural aspects
of the show, and in the hotel the previous very wet
evening one heard lengthy discussions on the Corn
Production Bill and the price of crops and beasts.
The weather cleared up on the morning of the
show : a fine warm day brought a large concourse
of visitors, and the crowds of people among the
throbbing farm tractors and other agricultural
implements exhibited in the show grounds
created a lively scene.

One large marquee was devoted to the flower
show and a small separate charge of admission
made. A native who approached tlie entrance
to inquire what was within tvirned away remark-
ing, humourously, that bacon and cabbage was
more in his line, so there is work for horticul-
turists in King's County, and nothing is more
certain than that exhibitions held annually, and
as well managed as this year's show, will stimulate
the pursuit of gardening throughout the county.

Mr. W. Roberts. Charleville Gardens, staged a
fine collection of fruit in all seasonable varieties,
his grapes in the well- finished style familiar to
his fellow competitors in Dublin Show. The
amateurs' entries were small but encouraging,

LITTLE'S
s

PESTICIDE
For BLIGHT, "BLACK SPOT,"

&c., on Apple or other Fruit Trees

1 Gal. Drums .

5 & 10 Gal. Drums
40 Gal. Casks .

. 8/- each
7/6 psr gal.

6/9 per gal.

A N T I P E S T
Kills Red Spider, Caterpillar, &c.

I'sfd by all Ike lending Gooseberry Groii'cis

4/6 per gallon

Weed Destroyer
KILLS ALL WEEDS, MOSSES, &c.

On Carriage Drives, Gravel Paths

More than . .

DOUBLE THE STRENGTH
OF MOST WEED KILLERS

I Gallon to 6o Gallons of Water

I Gal, Drum
40 Gal. Cask

4/6 (Drum Free)

140/- (Cask Free)

=j Morris, Little 6 Son, Ltd., Doncaster
^
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and the trade exhibits formed the major part of

the show. In Class 1, for the best collection of

Roses arranged for effect in a space of 32 square
feet, ^Tessrs. Watson & Sons, f'lontarf and
Killiney Nurseries, won first prize, and Messrs.

Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd.. second prize.

Notable in Messrs. Watson's group were tall

stands of Red Letter Day and General McArthur,
backed with taller pillars of Wichuraianas.
Mme. Edouard Herriott (not to use its incorrect
and less pleasing cognomen, " Daily Mail Rose ")

was fine, also J. L. Mock : and a border of Rod-
hatte round the base of the group was striking.

The last is one of the best dwarf Folyantha
Roses for bedding, and possesses handsome foliage

as well as a continuous profusion of flowers.

Messrs. Watson were again first, and Messrs
Alex. Dickson & Sons second in Class 2, for the
best collection of herbaceous flowers. The
Phloxes • were in good form in the first prize

group.

First prize for collection of vegetables fell to

Messrs. Alex. Dickson & Sons, Ltd.. who also

staged an interesting series of seed trials in pans,
these examples showing the excellent germination
of Hawlmark seeds. Other non-competitive
exhibits included a large collection of cut speci-

mens of flowering shrubs, roses and hcbaceous
flowers from Messrs. Pennick, of Delgany. Their
Wichuraiana Roses were remarkably fresh and
bright in colour. Messrs. Ramsay & Son, Balls-

bridge, staged a group of plants suitable for room
decoration, and Messrs. Jones, seedsmen, Kil-

kenny, put up a selection of their choice varieties

of Gladioli,

Tercnurc and Districts* Show.

This society held its annual show on Wednesday,
8th August. This year's show was announced
to be principally a show of food products without
excluding flowers altogether. Exhibitors rose to

the occasion, and the show of vegetables and
hardy fruit made a display for number of entries

and quality of exhibits long to be remembered.
In the flower section the Sweet Peas were wonder-
fully good, and the hardy cut flowers and rambler
Roses made a good display.

The show was opened informally at 1 o'clock.

At o'clock, when the general attendance was
about its best. Sir T. W. Russell, M.P., gave an
address, the significance of which cannot be under-

rated as dealing with food production principally

by allotments. Replying to a vote of thanks.

Sir T. W. Russell was drawn into the question of

control of cattle prices, which was an important
digression, though outside the scope of the show.
These speeches were duly reported in the daily

papers of Thursday, 9th August, and will well

repay perusal.

The Sweet Pea Cup was won by Viscount
Powerscourt, K.P., with an outstanding collec-

tion. Miss Field, of Shanganagh Park, was
second, and Mrs. J. W. Cleeve, of Salisbury House,
Marlfield, Clonmel, third.

Roses generally, except ramblers, were poor.

The Rose Cup was won by Viscount Powers-
court. K.P.

The Challenge Cup for hardy c\it flowers was

retained by W. Seymour Bird, Esq., K.C., this
being his second time of winning.

The Challenge Cup for a Collection of Six
Vegetables also remains with the winner at the
last show—Col. R. Claude Cane.

An exhibit of Border Carnations, grown from
home-saved seed, was put up by E. Kelly, Esq.,
of Kingstown. The competitive exhibit won
easily in its class, and this, together with a non-
competitive exhibit of Carnations, was recom-
mended by the judges for a silver medal.

The Irish School of Gardening for Women, at
Meanee, Terenure, pvxt up an excellent professional
exhibit of vegetables and flowers. Another at-
tractive exhibit of a similar character was that
of St. Gatien's School of Market Gardening.
Each of these stands was recommended a silver
medal.

The only trade exhibit was that of E. ^lills,

Rose Villa Nurseries. It was excellent in every
way. The only real good Roses, outside the
ramblers, put up at the show were on this stand,
and they were good. Violas also were shown in
good form ; also an exhibition Tomato grown in
pot wonderfully covered with fruit. The judges
directed special mention of the Roses and
Tomatoes, and recommended a silver medal.

This show was held under the auspices of the
Joint V.A.D. Committee for Ireland, to the aid
of which the net proceeds are to be presented.
The show concluded with an auction of produce
kindly presented by exhibitors, and bidding was
extremely spirited.

This was a really good show, and the promoters
are to be congratulated on its success. The
Rathmines U.D.C. presented prizes for tlieir

allotment holders, but the competition for these
prizes was disappointing. Beginners are notably
diffident. Probably this year's experience will

give them confidence, and lead to stronger com-
petition another year.

V Slugs
Slugs

" SANITAS " POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Woi"ntl8, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sampit
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/-Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r, London)
of all Chemists, Stores and Nurserymen,

THE •SANITAS" GO.,Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E. ""

Awarded Medal a I Royal Horticultural

Exhibition, iqii
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Correspondence*
NOTKS FKOM A CoUNTY UoWX (iAKUKN.

YOUK article on Allotment (iardens after tlie war
.seems to be a very tiuioly one, as surely tlie end
is nearly in sight.

In the town near which I li\ e over 100 allot-

ments were taken up last year, and those, it is

<>enerally understood, have done immense fiood

in the neighbourhood in many ways. They have
brought all classes together in friendly rivalry :

politics,religious|differences, and social distinctions

have been sunk, and all have assisted each other

in their wooing of Mother Nature.
I do not think building operations will interfere

for several years, and then only by gradual

stages ; and I do think the allotment garden has

come to stay, as it is a great means of grace and
its reward is certain.

In games a man may sow but sometimes will

not i*eap, as when a long practised cricketer goes

out for a " duck," and golf requires a decade, if

then, to be in the first rank. It is not so Avith the

Allotment, " a man reaps as he sows." Dig
deeply, manure heavily, topdress frequently, are

not bad " saws."
I was well pleased with your fruit chart, it

shows up the prospects at a look. I would like

to assist next year.
Is Atropa Belladonna an English wildflower ?

I cannot see it in John's Flowers of the Field
[Yes, but not very common.—Ed.] I think it

will do best in sun like other plants if it has a
deep root-run. Has Mrs. Bland reail " The
Harvester," by Gene Stratton Porter ? it would
interest her. I do not think Cabbages in Rose
beds are a success, but Leeks might do : I am
trying them.

Walter Smyth.
Holywood, Co. Down.

Irises and Iris Gardens.
Under this title Messrs. E. Wallace cV Co., of
Colchester, have issued a delightful booklet
dealing with the several beautiful sections of Iris

which do so much to beautify our gardens in early
summer. The booklet is more than a mere cata-
logvie ; it is produced in high-class style and is a
valuable work of reference. The classification of
the various sections has been designed so as to
enable Iris lovers to choose exactly what they
want and place their Irises just I'ight as regards
time of flowering, colour and height. This is a
distinct convenience and renders the book a true
garden companion. The illustrations are many
and beautiful, and give an excellent idea of many
of the newest and best varieties, as well as of tlie

effect produced by groups and masses. The
descriptions arc very well done and will be a dis-
tinct lielp in making a selection and in arranging
to the best adv:'ntage. The present is considered
a good time to plant Irises, and in our advertise-
ment colmnns will be found further particulars of
^lessrs. Wallace's collections. We strongly advise
lovers of Irises to secure a cojiy of " Irises and
Iris Gardens " without delay.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.
At tliis siason uf the yeaj'. it is always e.\|.((ted that lar.Ue

supplies of fruit, flowers and vegetables would Ix; sent into
the market, and during August this expectation was

fully realised, 'i'lie dry weather last jiioutii hail a cletri-

mentaleffeet upon iStrawberries; Rasi)berries, (iooseberries.

Currants (black, red and white) were sent in iu large

quantities, but the supply became exhausted rather early

in the month. Ap[)les of very good quality and free from
disease were a prominent feature of the market. Beauty
of Bath, Irish I'each and Mr. (iladstone were much sought
after and fetched good prices. (!ra])es. Pears, Plums,
Peaches, Apricots and Nectarines were abundantly supplied
and the prices realised held firm above the average.

Indeed it is a matter for surprise that such good prices

obtain having regard to the scarcity of sugar, which one
would think would seriously affect the demand. In
consequence of the shipping difficulty in the way of foreign

imj^orts, home-grown Tomatoes, which have been exten-

sively cultivated this season, were disposed of to great

advantage.
There were fairl}' large lots of flowers, which arrived in

a fresh condition, and were easily disposed of—Asters,

Carnations, Gladiolus, Gypsophilia and Sweet Pea. As
regards the latter, the continued showery weather during
the end of the month adversely affected this much prized
flower, large supplies of vegetables were hi evidence.

York Cabbage sold at the average price, but for extra
qualitj^ prices ranged very high. Turnips were more or

less a glut on the market, and the same might be said of

Mushrooms. Cauliflowers, Brussels Sprouts, Onions,
Lettuce, Thyme and Cucumbers, all of good quality,

brought good average prices.

The following is
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IRISH SCHOOL OF GARDENING
FOR WOMEN

MFANEE, TERENURE, DUBLIN.

Recognised by the Department of Agriculture and Tech-
nical Instruction. Professional and Amateur Sections.

Session opened September, 1917. Prospectus on
Application to HON. SECRETARY, 9 Mountpleasant
Square. DUBLIN.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES
Have Produced the Finest
Apples and Pears on Record

60 Acres of Choice Fruits to select from. Please see our
Illustrated Catalogtie, free by post, before ordering elsewhere.

King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd.,
HEREFORD

p /p each offered for copies, in good condition,
^ ^ of the issues of Irish Ganleninfj for March
1906. and February 1907. Address

—

The Manager.
Irlsh\iT ardeniny , 53 Upper Sack\dlle St., Dublin.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

GARDEN AIDS

BOOKLET FREE

EEDITE
DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.
Jv'o trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lbs. post free, 38., or 28
lbs. to dress J50 square yards,

Os. 3d., carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

ifVOUC^ULDCo
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,
you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for
Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

II [I l!M;7A'iI!T(!cK

50 Ml D.ABBEYST, DUBLIN.

NOW is THE TIME TO PLANT.

1vi;l\vay & .son, the royal horticul-
turists, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, are now
booking orders for their Choice Hardy Perennial

Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn
and you will be able to enjoy its beauty for many
years, without any additional expense or trouble.

Send the measurements of your borders.

Paeonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and
other beautiful flowers, included in their Colour
Schemes, which provide blooms from early Spring

to late Autumn.

AVrite now to the Retail Plant Department for

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

SEED of choioe and rare ALPINES, from a very large
c/jUaction. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send for my Catalogue, thev will find something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

•^ ^he BEST and ChcopesK
state quantity of «ch sif^equtrcd and have "carriage paid'
quotation ("can' " ' '

SPECIAL POTS of all de

R/CHARD SAN*r£y<i SO/V, LT9,
Buiwell Po^^eries, NOTrjNOMAM.

AUTO-SHREDS .5-e'S?!™''
Leaf-miuing ^Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In
Boxes to Fumigate i.oQO cubic feet, 6d.;
No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I/- each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000
cubic feet, 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of
Seedsmen and Florists ; if unobtainable
apply direct

—

W, DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upott receipt of business card
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Laxton's Fruit TreesEl
MANY NEW FRUITS FOR 1917.

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries.

as. . .

Standards, 2/6 each, 24/- doz. ; Bushes, 1/6

to 3/6 each ; Pyramids, 2/6 to 5/- each
;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each; Cordons,

from I /6 to 2/6 each ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalog^ue Gratis.

Pamphlet 'with valuable Cultural details, post Jree/or id. stamp,

LAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD

LITTLE'S
PESTICIDE
For BLIGHT, "BLACK SPOT,"

&c., on Apple or other Fruit Trees

1 Gal. Drums .

5 & 10 Gal. Drums
40 Gal. Casks

. 8/- each
7/6 per gal.

6/9 per gal.

Weed Destroyer
KILLS ALL WEEDS, MOSSES, &c.

On Carriage Drives, Gravel Paths

ANTIPEST
Kills Red Spider, Caterpillar, &c.

Used by all the leading Gooseberry Grotvers

4/6 per gallon

More than . .

DOUBLE THE STRENGTH
OF MOST WEED KILLERS

I Gallon to 6o Gallons of Water

1 GaL Drum
40 Gal. Cask

4/6 (Drum Free)

140/- (Cask Free)

Morris, Little 6 Son, Ltd., Doncaster
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Estabh'shed 1820

S. Spooner & Sons
FRUIT TREE GROWERS

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLQW^ MIDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half a million to select from

Thousands of Maiden Two and

Three=year Old Apples on

English Paradise.

Catalogues free on Appli-

cation. Inspection invited.

©)

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

CANTS
CHAMPION

ROSES
The Cheapest and the Finest

Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. K.)

COLCHESTER
Catalogue Post Free on application

Telegrams: " FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER." Tel. No. 182

a

a

a
a
a
â
a
:*=

a
*
a
a
a
a
a

NOTICE
TO THE ::

READERS OF
IRISH :; ::

GARDENING

R EADERS of Irish Gardening arc asked to

kindly introduce the paper to any of their

^
friends interested in plants and gardening.

They will recognize that it well sustains its

old standard of Excellence as to authoritative articles on

both the practical and scientific side of Gardening.

Every Irish Gardener and every owner of any size

Garden in Ireland should obtain Irish Gardening

(monthly), and read it ; and having read it should pre-

serve it for binding. It is worth it ! The current No.

introduces new features and new writers of undoubted

authority in the world of horticulture.



By Appointment to His Majesty the King.

MACKENZIE & MONCUR, Ltd
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATINC, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFODNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and

renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the carrying out of such worky

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

Y^T\J1^T%T1T^^^TT (^^S^^®^^ OSlce and Works

JliUlWBUKuH , „,. , , „ ,
/ and Edinburgh Foundry,

L6ND0N— 8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

BALCARRES
SLATEFORD

STREET,
ROAD.

W. RICHARDSON & Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

IVIANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE : Belgravia Chambers, Victoria St., S.W.)



BRITISH BULBS
FOR CULTIYATION IN FIBRE

Round Bowls

1/6, 2/6, 3/6, and 4/6

Oval Bowls 4/6

Oblong Bowls, plain

1/6, 2 - and 3 6

Prepared Fibre

per bushel . . . . 4/6

per peck . . . , 1/6

Narcissus and Daffodils
Per do?.. — s. d

Barri ConspicUUS, yellow, with crim-
son cup . . . . . . . . ..09

BiCOlor Empress, white perianth,
golden trumpet . . .

.

.

.

..16
Madam Plemp, the finest bicolor I 9

Victoria, a fine flower of perfect
form . . . . . . . . . . ..14

Emperor, primrose perianth and g-olden
trumpet .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..16
Golden Spur, clear golden-yellow 16
Sir V\/atk.in, golden-yellow : a grand

flower .

.

.. .

.

.

.

..13
Von Sion or Telamonius Plenus

(Double Daffodil) . . . . ..16

Polyanthus Narcissus
s. d.

Grand Monarque, white, with yellow

cup 2 3

Scilly V\/hite, pure white, early

White Pearl, early white

I 3

I 6

Snowdrops

Single

Double

Per loo—s. d. Perdoz.— s. d.•4 8

••5 9

EDMONDSON BROTHERS
SEED AND BULB MERCHANTS

10 DAME STREET DUBLIN
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

'^^^^mm^^^^'^^^^^^^^^m^^^^^m^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
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Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

The monthly meeting of the Council was held at

the Society's otBces, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin,

on the 13th inst., Dr. R. T. Harris presiding. A
financial statement of the Fete and Show held in

Lord Iveagh's grovmds, August 21st and 22nd,

was submitted by Sir Frederick Moore, Hon.
Secretary, and the Finance Committee, and
accounts in connection with both passed for

payment. It was noted by the returns that

substantial help will be afforded to the Irish

Branch of the Vegetable Products Committee
for supplying fruit and vegetables to our sailors,

and it was ordered that results and acknowledg-
ments be furnished to those ladies and gentlemen
who organised and carried out the fete so

efficiently, and those who kindly contributed to

its success as soon as possible.

Mr. Herbert Beddington, The Cott^age, Bally-

hooly, Co. Cork, w-as elected a member of the

Society. Messrs. Chas. Ramsay & Son, The
Royal Nurseries, Ballsbridge, were awarded a
First Class Certificate and cultural commendation
for stands of Cactus and Collarette Dahlias
exhibited at the meeting.

Trials at Wisley, I9I8,

The Royal Horticultural Society will hold trials

of Achilleas ' (all kinds). Candytufts (perenniaj

varieties), and Chrysanthemum maximum and
its allies at Wisley in 1918. Three plants of

each variety to be tried, together with the
necessary entry forms (one for each variety),

should reach the Director, R.H.S. Gardens,
Wisley, Ripley, Surrey (Station, Horsley,
L. & S. W. R.), by November 30, 1917. Forms
of entry can be obtained from the Director at
the above address.

Trial of Late Peas at Wisley, 1917.

The following awards have been made to Late
Peas by the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society after trial at Wisley :

—

Award of Merit.

No. 24. Latest of All ; sent by Messrs. Barr.
Nos. 57, 58. Longstander ; sent by Messrs.
Sutton and Messrs. Barr. No. 42. Rearguard ;

sent by Messrs. Hurst. Highly commended.—
No. 30. Autocrat ; sent by Messrs. Simpson.
No. 23. Perpetual Bearer ; sent by Messrs. Barr.
No. 2. Reliable ; sent by Messrs. Harrison.
Nos. 12, 14. The Gladstone ; sent by Messrs.
Simpson and Messrs. Barr. Commended. No- 25.

Anticipation ; sent by Messrs. Carter. No. 20.

Late^Queen ; sent by Messrs. Nutting. No. 45.

Michaelmas : sent by Messrs. Barr. No. 55. Ne
Plus Ultra, Selected : sent bv Messrs. Barr.

Home-Grown Bulbs.

Edmoxdsox Brothers, of 10 Dame Street,

Dublin, are now offering a good selection of all

the finest hardy bulbs, corms and tvibers. Dutch
bulbs, such as early Tulips and Hyacinths are

not available so far, but with the many fine

things which can be grown at home these wall

hardly be n\issed. What could be more beautiful

than Daffodils in March and April, Cottage and
Darwin Tulips in April and May, Spanish Irises

in June : Snowdrops, too, that come in February,
and the nodding Scillas or Bluebells which flower

in May are beautiful, and have the great advan-
tage over eai'ly Tulips and Hyacinths in that

they may be planted where they can remain, and
will increase in beauty every year. These, as

well as Grape Hyacinths, Jonquils and Lilies,

Messrs. Edmondson offer at reasonable rates.

Of other spring flowers for autumn planting a

good selection is offered—Violas, Forget-me-Nots,
Arabis, Alyssum, Polyanthuses and Primroses,

all of which go well with bulbs. Amateurs and
allotment holders will find the lists of tools and
manures useful. Now is the time to apply Basic

Slag to allotments, and it can be purchased in

suitable small quantities very cheaply. Those
who contemplate investing in a spade or other

tool will find the illustrations useful. It would
not be a bad thing if some of the excessively long-

handled spades still seen about Allotments were
discarded in favour of a decent short-handled

tool, which will do twice as much work in half

the time, and do it better with less strain on
the worker. You must call or send for the

Catalogue.

yy Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from

other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r, London)
of all Chemists. Stores and Nurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibition. iQii. _
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Colchicums & Crocus Species

FOR IMMEDIATE PLANTING.
COLCHICUMS:—

autuiEiiale album
„ ., ploiium 1 /- uacli

,, plenum
maxiiuuuj

., mixed
BunimuUerii
giganteum .

.

speciosum .

.

,, album 1/6 eaeli

,, [.maximum ( T.S. )1, 6 each
Veratrifolium

per doz. per 100 per 1,000

20

20
17
10
15

15
15
70

CROCUS SPECIES.
Autumn flov/cring—

Asturieus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

3 6
nusii 16
Grsecus 2
Ochioleueus .

.

.

.

.

.

16
Salzmanni .. .. .'. 16
Siculus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

16
Speciosus Aiteliisouii .

.

.

.

—
Tingitanus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

16
Zonatus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

—
Winter flowering :—

Auclierii .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

2

Caucellatus tar Da pascenus .. 4
Chrysantbus .

.

.

.

.

.

16
,, fusco-tinetus .

.

3
Hytmalis 16
Isauricus .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

SO
Vitellinus 3

Spring flowering

—

Aerius .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

24
Aureus .. .. .. .. 16
Baunaticus . .

.

.

.

3
Heufellianus 2
Kotschyanus .

.

.

.

.

.

3
Meesiacus .

.

.

.

. . .

.

3
,, stellaris . . .

.

14
Versicolor obscurus .. .. 2 6

,, violasceus .. .. 16

7 6
10
7 6
8

7/6 &10 - 65

7 6
6 &7

&S5I-

55 - &65/

10 6

Complete Collection, with descriptions, will be found in Bulb
List, which will be posted on application.

T. SMITH, DAISY HILL NURSERY, NEWRY

DICKSON'S

HAWLMARK BULBS

Owing to the prohibition of the

importation of bulbs we cannot
offer Hyacinths, Crocus or

early Tulips this season. We
have, however, large stocks of

Darwin Tulips, Narcissus, Iris,

Snowdrops, Anemones, Gladioli and

many other choice Spring bulbs.

Quality good. Price moderate. See

our Catalogue.

ALEX. DICKSON & SONS, Ltd.

61 Dawson St. DUBLIN

Ask Your Nurseryman

or Seedsman
For the following Well Known and Highly

Efficient Horticultural Preparations.

THE CHEAPEST INSECTICIDE OF THE DAY

"NIOUAS"
(NON-POISONOUS) IMPROVED

A Concentrated Extract of Quassia, combined with other valuable
ingredients, forming a cheap, safe, and effective Insecticide for syring-
ing and dipping. It destroys all Insect Pests infesting Trees and
Plants, whilst no possible injury to vegetation can result from its use

It can be applied with syringe or pump, or used for dipping.

PRICES—Half-pint, 1/-; pint, 1/6 ; quart, 2/6; half-gallon, 4/-;

gallon, 7/6; five gallons, 25/-; ten gallons, 45/-
I gallon sufficient for So gallons of water.

STANDEN'S MANURE
(Established over 35 Years)

Exceeds all others in General Fertilising Properties and Staying Powers
Analysis on Application

Sold in Tins, 6d., 1/-, 2/6, 6/6 each ; and in Kegs, well secured, to pre-
vent loss through exposure, 38 lbs., 8/6 ; 56 lbs., 13/6 ; zis lbs., 22/6

CORRY'S
"OPTIIVIUS WORM POWDER

(NON-POISONOUS)
For the complete destruction of Worms on Lawns, Bowling Greens,

Putting Greens, and Golf Links.

NOT INJURIOUS TO ANIMALS OR BIRDS.
Prices—

Lbs. 7 14 28 56 112 5 cwt. 10 cwt. 1 ton
Each 1/9 3/- 5/- 7/6 12/- for 57/6 110/- 210/-

For Fumigating in Greenhouses.

«LETHORION "

IMPROVED METAL CONES
Registered No; 62,697

To destroy Insect Pests. The Oandle attached to each Gone only ncedi
lighting, and there is no further trouble. They are most efficacioui.

No. I. For frames and "lean-to's" up to 1,000 cubic
feet. Price, 6d. each.

No. 2. For small greenhouses up to 1,500 cubic feet.

Price, 8d. each.
No. 3. For a well secured house of 2,000 to 2,500

cubic feet. Price, 1/- each.

FOWLER'S LAWN SAND
This preparation i» for destroying Daisies and other weed* on lawns
and at the same time stimulating the growth of the grass. If ob* tin

is tried as a sample, its value will be at once appreciated. Sales are
largely increasing.

Tins, 1/-> 2/6, and 6/- e*ck ; Kegs, i cwt., 8/6 ; i cwt., 16/-

;

I cwt., 30/-

SHADING
ELLIOTT'S

<<SUMMER CLOUD"
Registered Trade Mark No. 14,629.

(The only genuine original and Improved article)

For Greenhouses. A pleasant green shade is given to the glass.

In packets, 1/- for 100 feet of glass, and 2/6 each for 300 feet.

Sole Manufacturers :

CORRY a Co.. Ltd., LONDON
Merchants and Manufacturers of Nurserymen, Seedsmen and Florists'

Sundries and Tobacco Preparatloas Free ef Duty, for AfrlcHltural

and Horticultural Purposes.
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Catalogues.

" Hawlwark " Bulbs.

Undeterred by war prohibitions or any other

war-time difficulties Messrs. A. Dickson & Sons

have got together a stock of bulbs, corms and

tubers which should go far to satisfy their

numerous clients during the coming planting

season and, of course, next spring. As in other

cases Dutch bulbs are not available, but, not-

withstanding, there are " oceans " of the beautiful

hardy things we can grow at home, and what

could be better ? All sorts of popular spring and

summer flowering plants are offered—Aubrietias,

Forget-me-Nots, Pansies and Polyanthuses, Ice-

land Poppies and Wallflowers, Foxgloves, Canter-

bury Bells and Sweet Williams ; and to mingle

with them there are Darwin and Cottage Tulips

in rare selection, as well as Daffodils and Irises,

St. Brigid Anemones grown in Ireland, and

charming " Glory of the Snow " (Chionodoxa)

Freesias for indoors, and many-hued Hellebores

to flower from early spring onwards. Cyclamens

and Ixias, Muscaris and Kafifir Lilies, all help to

swell the list. Not the least important section

of the Catalogue is the list of Sweet Peas for

autumn sowing. All the finest varieties are

ofl'ered, and " mirahile didu " most of them at

3d. a packet. Send for a Catalogue.

Power's Bulbs.

The well-known Waterford firm are now ready to

send their bulb list to all who care to ask for it.

Like all other bulb merchants they are short of

some few kinds which are usually imported, but

otherwise they will be able to supply quantities

of the most beautiful hardy bulbs, tubers and

corms. Daffodils, Narcissi, Jonquils and Cottage

Tulips, with Anemones, Chionodoxas, Muscaris

and Irises will suffice to nuake the garden gay in

spring and early sununer. Ixias, so lovely in

their varied colours, should be planted freely in

light, warm soil, and will more than compensate
for the lack of Hyacinths and early Dutch
Tulips. Snowdrops and Winter Aconite are

lovely harbingers of spring, and give early

promise of still further beauty to follow. The
list can be obtained from Wm. Power «fc Co.,

Waterford.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.

For tlie past month garden iJroduce of all kinds

has been fairly well forwarded, and prices re-

mained fairly steady.

This being a very favourable season for the

growth of Cabbages, they have been supplied in

abimdance. The quality was excellent, and the

prices reasonable enough, but, owing to the

increase in quantity, they were not so dear as in

the previous month, although at the end of the

month prices increased a little. Cauliflowers of

good quality are scarce, and the demand being

good they are selling well. There has been no
dearth in W hite Turnips, Vegetable Marrows,

Peas and Lettuce, and they sold at moderate
prices. Carrots and Parsnips were plentiful and
sold at reasonable prices. French Beans and
Parsley are plentiful and hard to dispose of at

reasonable prices. The supply of Beet has been

poor, therefore it is selling fairly well. There
being no foreign Onions imported now the home
grown article is selling exceptionally well.

At the beginning of the month small fruits in

season were selling much the same as they were
the previous month. Large quantities of mixed
lots of Apples, such as thinnings and windfalls,

were supplied in the beginning of the month,
with the result that they sold badly. Towards
the end of the month Apples of good quality were
supplied, properly graded and packed, and brought

good prices. Plvims seem to be scarce this year

and demand good prices. Owing to the scarcity

of Pears the prices were very good. Blackberries

have been vei^y moderately supplied, 'and com-
mand a ready sale.

There was a good demand for cut flowers, and
they were selling well.

Tile following is a price list for the month ;

—
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KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES
Have Produced the Finest
Apples and Pears on Record

60 Acres of Choice Fruits to select from. Please see our
lllustratt'd Catalogue, free by post, before ordering elsewhere.

King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd.,
HEREFORD

THE .

NONE-SO-HARDY
Nursery Products
Are absolutely healthy and regularly transplanted

(Department Inspected)
A few lines are . .

APPL.E TREES, in fruiting state, ID/- to 15/- dos.
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, splendid plant-
ing stufl, from 2/6 per 100; also from 25/- per 1,000
SITKA SPRUCE, DOUGLAS FIR,
THUYA OCCIDENTALIS, and other Orna-
mental Conifers.

THORN QUICKS, from 10/- to 25/- per 1.000

A small trial order will convince of the verj' meritorious
quality of our stuff

Very extensive stock to select from. Satisfaction
assured .*. Catalog:ues free on application

W i A lui Ail ^\ 1^1 r^ "None-so-Hardy" Nurseries
. riAMMOND, shillelagh

O /p each offered for copies, in good condition,
•^ ^ of the issues of Irish Gardening for March
1900, and February 1907. Address

—

The Manager,
Irish Gardening, 5.3 Upper Sackville St., Dublin.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

GARDEN AIDS

BOOKLET FREE

WEEDITE
J)EATH TO WEEDS,

«n Garden Paths, &o.

No trouble. Simply dust U on

10 Ibi. post fre«, 38., or 28
lbs. to dress 350 square yards,

•a. 3d., carriage paid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

tfVouOuu^Co
to each reader of this paper and
could perponeJly draw his attention
to your own advertisement, at the
cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,
you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

msnTtmsmfiir
50 Ml DABBEYST, DUBLIN.

NOW IS THE TIME TO I'LANT.

KELWAY & SON, THE ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURISTS, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, are now
booking orders for their Choice Hardy Perennial

Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn
:in(l yon \\ill be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty

for many year^;, without any additional expense oi

trouble.

Send the measurements of your borders.

Pteonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and
other beautiful flowers, included in their Colour

Schemes, which provide blooms from early Sprins;

to late Autumn.

Write now to the Retail Plant Department for

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

SEED of choice and rare ALPINES, from a very largo

eoUeotion. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send for my 'ataloffue, tbev will find something
new and desirable. H. CORREVON CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

WSL. lArE:]L.]:.S, Junior-
Hardy Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

SANKEYS«^>^'*POT
*^ tShe 3EST and ChcapcsK
state quantity of each sMbrequtred,and have "carriage paid"

quotation ("carriage" fpmiently amountit to half value ol

^qods), or write -for Price ^List, tree.

SPECIAL POTS o( all descriptions. Bulb BowU ji-d Fern

Paha from 2d. each.

R/CHARD SANK£y Sf SO/V, LT9,
Bulwell PohFcries. NOTTINGMAM.

AUTO-SHREDSB'i'i'i?>".'„^
Leaf-miuing Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.
Simple to use, no apparatus required. In
Boxes to Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet, 6d.;
No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, I/- each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000

cubic feet. 3S. 6d. each. Obtained of

Seedsmen and Florists ; it unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesnaen,

HACKNEY, LONDON. E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of businesscard
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LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES
MANY NEW FRUITS FOR 1918.

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries.

AS . . .

Standards, 2/6 each, 24/- doz.; Bushes, 1/6

to 3/6 each ; Pyramids, 2/6 to 5/- each
;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each ; Cordons,

from 1 /6 to 2/6 each ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalog^ue Gratis.

Pmnphlel, with valuable Cultural di'lails, post Jrec Jor id. stamp.

liAXTON BROTHERS, BEDFORD
Established 1320

S. Spooner & Sons
FRUIT TREE GROWERS

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW .MIDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half a million to select from

Thousands of Maiden Two and

Three=year Old Apples on

English Paradise.

Catalogues free on Appli-

cation. Inspection invited.

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

CANT S

I

CHAMPION 3
&
Age

ROSES I
&

The Cheapest and the Finest |
Stock in the Kingdom. ^

&

FRANK CANT & CO.
^

—

m
Braiswick Rose Gardens (Dept. K.) ^

COLCHESTER I
Cnialogue Post Free on applieation

Telegrrams: " FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER." Tel. No. 182

Q)^'J^J* J^ J^ J^ J^J^3^ J^ J)* J* J^ J



Department ot Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland.

LIST OF THEDEPARTMENT'S LEAFLETS.
No.

12

"3

«4

'5

i6

'7

i8

'9

20

23

24

25
26

27
28

29
3C

3«

32

^3

34

35
36

37

38

39

40

4'

42

13

44

45
46

47
48

49
50

5'

52

S3

Name

Tlie Warble Fly.

The Use and Purchase of Feeding StiifTs

Footrot in Sheep.
The Sale of Flax.
Celery Leaf-Spot Disease or Blight
Charlock (or Preshaugh) Spraying
Fluke in Sheep.
Timothy Meadows.
The Turnip Fly.

Wirewoi-nis.
Prevention of Wjijte Scour in Calves.
Liquid Manure.
Contagious Abortion in Cattle.
Prevention of Potato Blight.
Milk Records.
Sheep Scab.
The Use and Purchase of Manures.
Swine Fevet,
Early Potato Growing.
Calf Rearing.
Diseases of Poultry—Gapes.
Basic Slag.

Dishorning Calves.
Care and Treatment of Premium Bulls.
Fowl Cholera.
Wintei Fattening of Cattle.

BreetUng and Feeding of I'igs.

Blackleg, Black Quarter, or UlueQuartei
Flax Seed.
Poultry Parasites—Fleas. Mites, and

Lice.

Winter Egg Production.
Rearing and Fattening of Turkeys.
Profitable Breeds of Poultry.
The Revival of Tillage.
Tiie Liming of Land.
Field Experiments—Barley.

t( ., Meadow Hay.
>> ,, Potatoes.

1

1

, Mangolds.
M ,, Oats.

II ,, Turnips.
Permanent Pasture Grasses.
The Rearing and Management ofChickens
"Husk" or "Hnose" in Calves.
Ringworm on Cattle.
Haymaking.
The Black Currant Mite
Foul Brood or Bee Pest.
Poultry Fattening.
Portable Poultry Houses,
The Leather-Jacket Grub.
Flax Growing Experiments.
The Construction of a Cowhouse

SPECIAL
for Stock.

No. Name

54

55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63

64

65
66

67
68

69

70

7»

72

73

74

75
76

77
78

79
80

83

84
85
86

87

90
9'

92

93

94

95
96

97

I 99

LEAFLETS
Pi-

Calf Meals.
The Apple.
Cultivation of the Root Crop
Marketing of Fruit.

Sprouting Seed Potatoes.
Testing of Farm Seeds.
The Packing of Butter.
Field Experiments—Wheat.
The jManagement of Dairy Cows,
"Redwater" or " Blood Murrain " in

Cattle.

Varieties of Fruit suitable for cultiva-
tion in Ireland.

Forestry : The Planting of Waste Lands.
Forestry : The Proper Method of Plant-

ing Forest Trees.
Forestry : Trees for Poles and Timber.
Forestry : Trees for Shelter and Orna-
ment.

The Prevents, n of Tuberculosis in Cattle,
Forestry : Planting, Management, and

Preservation of Shelter-Belt and
Hedgerow Timber.

Forestry : The Management of Planta-
tions.

Forestry : Felling and Selling Timber.
The Planting and Management of

Hetlges.
Some Common Parasites of the Sheep.
Barley Sowing.
American Gooseberry Mildew.
Scour and Wasting in Young Cattle.
Home Buttermaking.
The Cidtivatioti of Small F"ruits.

Catch Crops.
Potato Culture on Small Farms.
Cultivation of Main Crop Potatoes.
Cultivation of Osiers.
Ensilage.
Some Injurious Orchard Insects.
Dirty Milk.
Barley Threshing.
The Home Bottling of Fruit.

The Construction of Piggeries.
The Advantages of Eaily Ploughing.
Black Scab in Potatoes.
Home Preservation of Eggs.
Marketing of Wild Fruits.
Cost pf Forest Planting.
Store Cattle sr Butter, Bacon and Eggs.
Packing Eggs for Hatching.
W^eeds.
Tuberculosis in Poultry.

Seaweed as Manure.

Catch Crops—Spring Feedin
Autumn Sown Cereals.
Eggs and Poultry.
The War and Food Production.
Spring Wheat.
Winter Manuring Grass Lands.
Feeding of Pigs—Use of Boiled Swedes.
Destruction of Farm Pests.
Grain Crops.

Trc^atment of Allotments for the Growiii

10

1

1



By Appointment to His Majesiy the King.

MACKENZIE & MONGUR, Ltd.
HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although we are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and
renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the carrying out of such work,

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

P^mWRTTPrW ^"*'"*^*"'^ ^'^^ *°^^"'^'' BALCARRES STREET,
JiiLllJNISUnljM

> ^^^ Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON—8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W. RICHARDSON s Co.
SPECIALISTS IN THE

'\ MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Albert Mansions, 92 Victoria St.,S.W. 1.)



BRITISH BULBS
FOR CULTIYATION IN FIBRE

Round Bowls

1/6, 2/6, 3/6, and 4/6

Oval Bowls 4/6

Oblong Bowls, plain

1/6, 2/- and 3/6

Prepared Fibre

per bushel . . . . 4/6

per peck . . . , 1/6

Narcissus and Daffodils
Perdoz. — s. d

Barri ConspiCUUS, yellow, with crim-
son cup . . . . . . . . ..09

BiCOlor Empress, white perianth,

golden trumpet . . .

.

.

.

..16
Madam PIcmp, the finest bicolor I 9

Victoria, a fine flower of perfect

form .

.

'
.

.

. . 14
Emperor, primrose perianth and golden

trumpet .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..16
Golden Spur, clear golden-yellow 16
Sir VVfatkin, golden-yellow ; a grand

flower .

.

.. .

.

. . ..13
Von Sion or Telamonius Plenus

(Double Daffodil) 16

Polyanthus Narcissus
s. d.

Grand Monarque, white, with yellow

cup . . . . . . . . . . ..23

Sctlly Wilite, pun- white, early 13

\Mh\te Pearl, early white ..16

Snowdrops

Single

Double

Per loo—s. d. Per doz.— s. d.

4 8

..5 9

EDMONDSON BROTHERS
SEED AND BULB MERCHANTS

10 DAME STREET—DUBLIN
SEND FOR CATALOGUE

^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^m^m
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Fruit Trees.
Almost 2U acres of oui Killincy luusciics aiv stocked

with well over 200,000 Fruit Trees in all forms. Po])iilar

varieties of market apples caii be supplied by the thousand.
Trained trees for wall and espalier are extra fine, and
purchasers will be pleased with the vigour of growth and
distinct evidence of skilful care in the cultivation of our
tree.s. Prices are very moderate, and new Catalogue will

be sent post free on request.

" The Apple Trees (350) duly arrived ; they are simply
tip-top stuff. Indeed I am sorry 1 got any trees from
England. Their trees lack the root system yours have got

:

they could not compare with yours for size, shape or

anything else. I have learned a moral : any more orders
go to Dublin, not across the Channel."—A. L. S., Esq.,

Athy.

" Of the 2,200 Apjile Trees I got from you two years
ago, not one died. They are fine and hardy, with no sign

of disease, and when you are in the district you ought to

call and see them. My fii-st planting is yielding a barrel

to the tree."—J. B. P., Esq., Co. Kildare.

Royal Horticultural Society of Ireland.

Thk monthly meeting of the council was held
at the offices, 5 Molesworth Street, Dublin, on the
12th uit._. Dr. R. T. Harris, and subsequently the
Marquis of Headfort (President of the Society),
presiding. Also present—Sir Frederick W. Mooih'.
W. F. Gunn, J. P.; J. E. Geoghegan, M.A.; ,1.

Wylie-Henderson,, H. Bill, W. Fsher, D. I..

Ramsay, J. P.; G. M. Ross, M.A.; Robert
Anderson and J as. J. McDonough. Regrets were
received from Messrs. E. D'Olier, A. V. Mont-
gomery, E. H. Walpole, George Watson, and
F. V. Westby, D.L. Concluding business of the
last Fete and Show was dealt with, and a vote
of sincere sympathy and condolence was passed
to Mr. and Mrs. Westby and family on the loss
of their son, killed in action in France. A certi-
tificate of merit and cultural commendation was
awarded to Messrs. Wm. Watson & Sons, Ltd.,
for a collection of Perennial Asters exhi1)ited at
the meeting.

Roses.
The Roses both in our Clontarf and Killinc}^ Nurseries

have attracted numerous visitors this year, the collection

including all recent novelties, right uj) to those sent out
for the first time in 1917. For quality, rij^e vigorous
growth and abundance of fibrous roots, our Rose Trees
willcomjjare with those of any firm in the United Kingdom.
" Watson's Special Rose Discount," as detailed in new
Rose Catalogue, is a discount worth having. Send for

new price list.

All Communications to WM. WATSON & SONS, Ltd.,

CLONTARF NURSERIES, DUBLIN.—[Advt.]

THOMSONS
V1ME,PLAMT frVEGEtABLE

Unrivalled
lor all Guraeii Crops.

So Conijiounded us to combine
Stinuihitiii;,' witli lastini: etfects.
Prodiicos \ii,'omus, healthy, and

fruitful growth Also

THOMSON'S
Special Topdressing Manure.

An E.xcellent Stimulant.

PRICES
Note—Quantities of 56lbs. and over are

supplied in 28Ib. bays.
Vine, Plant, and Vegretable Manure.—
n2lbs,, 24/-; 56 lbs., 13/6; '28 lbs.,
7/6 ; 14 lbs., 4/6; 7 lbs.. 2/6 ; Tins, 2/6,
1 ', and 6d. C'arriaf;^ paid on 56 lbs.
and up anywhere in United Kingdom.
Special Topdressing: Manure—'J61bs.

20/-; 28lbs., 11/- ; 14lbs., 6/-; 71bs.,
3/6: Tins, 1/- Carriage paid on 281b.

..
and up anywhere in United

Kingdom Also
Thomson's Styptic, 3/- and 1/6

per bottle.
Sold for Horticultural pur-

poses by all Seedamen
and Xurserymun,

or from50LL ^

MAKER5

W^ TnOMSONdSOfiS ir^ CLJOVrarORDS.N.B.

The Irish Forestry Society.

In response to an appeal for the celebration
of the National Arbor Day for Ireland, officially

fixed for the first Saturday in November, many
encouraging replies from County Councils, rural
authorities, and other public bodies have been
received by the committee. The movement has
further been splendidly taken up by the masters
and mistresses . of JBoys'. - and Girls' National
Schools, under the National Board of Education,
prompted by a circular letter from the Commis-
sioners of the National Board. The origin of the
Arbor Day movement is thus given in the opening
page of a pamphlet issued by the Irish Forestry
Society (to be obtained from the Secretary, 5

Molesworth Street, Dublin)—viz :

" In the y^ar 1872 a young man named Julius

Sterling Morton, in the State of Nebraska, U.S.A.,

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instruotlons Free.

6d. & i/- Tins & 15/- per Cwt.(f.o.r. London)
of all Chemists, Stores and Nurserymen.

THE ''SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E.

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhihiliofi. iQii.

10
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perceiving that the trees, the great source of

wealtli to tlie States, were being felled without
any provision for planting, and that a scarcity
of timber was imminent, planted a tree on his

marriage day. He appealed to every young man
similarly circumstanced to follow his example.
The result in his own State of Nebraska since
that day is that over six hundred millions of

trees have been planted, perpetuating the supply
of timber, and enriching the State to an enormous
extent. The movement spread to other States,

which took it iip and gave grants of land and
money. Arbor Day was established as a public
holiday, and has become a national institution."

Dublin's Arbor Day celebration will this year,
by permission of the Rathmines and Rathgar
Urban Districts Council, be held m Harold's
Cross Park on Saturday, November 3rd, proceed-
ings commencing at 3 p.m., at which George
Metcalfe, Esq., J. P., will preside, and various
public men have been invited to speak in the
interest of the Arbor Day movement generally,

and of the urgent need of tree-planting through-
out Ireland in particular.

Trials of Spring Sown Onions at

Wisley, 1917

The following awards have V)een made to Spring
Sown Onions by the Council of the Royal Horti-
cultviral Society after trial at Wisley :

—
Highly Commrndcd.—No. ,35, Al, sent by

Messrs. Sutton, Reading. No. 20, Ailsa Craig,
sent by Messrs. Dobbie, Edinburgli. No. 12,

Bedfordshire Champion, sent by Messrs. Sutton,
Reading. No. .32, Champion, sent by Messrs. E.
W. King, Coggeshall. ('nmmcndcd.—No. 2fi, Up-
to-Date, sent by Mr. Gray, Sandy, Beds.

Trial of Spring So"wn Beet at Wisley,

1917.

The following awards have l)een made to Beet
by the Council of the Royal Horticultural
Society after trial at Wisley :

—
First Class Crrtificdti'.—'No. 41, Green Top,

Sutton's Strain, sent by Messrs. Sutton. Aicdnl
nf Merit.—No. 57, Brydon's Exhibition, sent by
Messrs. Barr. No. 45, Cheltenham Green Top,
sent by Messrs. Sydenham. Nos. 36. .37, Dewar's
Northumberland Red, sent by Barr and Nutting.
No. 38, wliich was sent in as Covent Garden Com-
pact Top by Messrs. Barr l)ut was considered
identical with Nos. .36 and 37. No. 49, Sutton's
Perfection, sent, raised, and introduced by
Messrs. Sutton. No. 53, Nutting's Selected Red,
sent by Messrs. Nutting. Hiqlily Commcndrd.—
Nos. 67, 68, 69. Deep Blood Red Non-Bleeding,
sent by McLennan. Veitch, Bell; raised and in-
troduced l)y Bell. No. 65. Sutton's Black, sent by
Sutton. No. 66, Dobbie's Purple, sent by Dob-
bie. The Committee consider 65 and 66 to be
identical. No. 48, Market Favourite, sent, raised,
and introduced by Sutton. No. 29, "Veitch's In-
termediate, sent by Sutton. No. 73, Yates' Non-
pareil Red, sent by Barr. raised by Yates.
Commnidpd.—No. 31. Carter's Perfection, sent

raised, and introduced by Carter. No. 52, Prag-
nell's Exiiibition, sent by Barr. No. 23, Queen
of the Blacks, sent by Barr.

Awards to Potatoes-

Awards to Potatoes resistant to Wart Di.sease
grown at Wisley to compare cropping and cook-
ing qualities.

The names in l)rackets following the names of
the variety are of those who presented tlie seed,
or from whom it was purchased. The seed was
in each case grown in Scotland or Ireland.

Award of Merit.—Nos. 30. 31. Golden Wonder
(Dobbie. Sutton). Nos. 6, 7, 8. Great Scot (Dol>-
bie, Sutton, Veitch), with which the Connnittee
considered No. 9, Sir Douglas Haig (Sands) and
No. 10. Southampton Wonder (Toogood) to be
identical. No. 20, King Albert (Sands). No. 5.

King George (Sutton). Nos. 27, 28 Langworthy
(Dobbie, Sutton), with which the Connnittee
considered No. 29. Whats Wanted (Sutton) to be
identical. Hiylily ('ommnidcd.—No. 26, Burn-
house Beauty (Dobbie). No. 4, Conquest (Sut-
ton). No. 45, Dominion (Dobbie). Nos. 13, 14,

Favourite (Dobbie, Sutton). Nos. 32, 33, Rob
Roy (McAlister. Veitch). No. 44. St. Malo Kidney
(Fidler). No. 22. The Crofter (Dobbie). No. 24.

Twentieth Century (Sutton). Nos. 42, _43. White
City (Dobbie. Sutton). No. 49, Western Hero
(Veitch). This variety has not yet been grown
in the trials carried out inider the Board of

Agriculture for wart-resistance.

Catalogues,

Messrs. Watson. Clontarf Nurseries. Dublin, are
now in a position to submit catalogues of their
Roses and Fruit Trees, and those who have not
already done so may well send a P.C. for copies.

In their Rose List everything that is best in Roses
of all kinds is offered—Hybrid Teas, Perpetuals,
Ramblers, &c., are offered in forms to suit all.

A feature of the Rose Ijist is the full and accurate
descriptions accompanyi^ng each variety. The
delicate art shades found in many of the
newer Roses are by no means easy to describe
on paper, but Messrs. Watson have sxicceeded
in conveying a very accurate impression by
means of carefully worded descriptions.

Fruit Trees.

At their extensive new nurseries at Killiney
Messrs. Watson have got together a fine collection

of the best Fruits of all kinds, and have given
particidar attention to Apples, which have a great
future in Ireland. Kitchen and dessert varieties

are grown extensively, and can be obtained in all

shapes suitable for garden and orchard. Pears,
Peaches and Plums, Apricots, Cherries and
small fruits are extensively grown, and all the
requirements of a modern fruit grower can be
met from the stock grown at Killiney. The
nurseries occupy an open exposed situation en-

suring sturdy, short-jointed, well-ripened growth,
which will render the young trees amenable to

after cultivation anywhere.
No time should be lost in sending for cata-

logues and obtaining any necessary trees or

bushes,



Miscellaneous Section.

KING'S ACRE FRUIT TREES
Have Produced the Finest
Apples and Pears on Record

60 Afres of Clioice Fruits to select from. Please see our
Illustrated Catalogue, free by post, before ordering elsewhere.

King's Acre Nurseries, Ltd.,
HEREFORD

THE .

NONE-SO-HARDY
Nursery Products
Are absolutely healthy and reg^ularly transplanted

(Department Inspected)
A fiMv lines are . .

APPLE TREES, In fruiting state, 10/- tol5/-doz.
LARCH, SCOTCH, SPRUCE, splendid plant-
ing stuff, from 2/6 per ICO; also from 25/- per 1,000
SITKA SPRUCE, DOUGLAS FIR,
THUYA OCCIDENTALIS, and other Orna
nicutul CouilV-rs.

THORN QUICKS, from 10/- to 25/- per 1.000

A small trial order will convince of the very meritorious
quality of our stuft"

Very extensive stock to select from. Satisfaction
assured .*. Cataiog'ues free on application

W. HAMMOND, "None-so-Hardy" Nurseries
SHILLELAGH

O /G each offered for copies, in good condition,
^ ^ of the issues of Irish Gardening for March
1906, and February 1907. Address—The Manager,
Irish Gardening, 53 Upper Sackville St., Dublin.

Save
weary
Weeding
and
Backache

GARDEN AIDS

BOOKLET FREE

WEEDITE
.DEATH TO WEEDS,

on Garden Paths, &c.

No trouble. Simply dust it on

10 lb«. post free, 38., or 28

lbs. to dress 360 square yards,
68. 3d., carriage pmid.

BOUNDARY CO., Ltd.
Cranmer St., LIVERPOOL

Ifyou C^uiu> Co
to each reader of this paper and
could personally draw his attention

to your own advertisement, at the

cost of a few shillings only, and with-
out wasting a minute of your time,

you would be glad of the chance.
You can do what comes to the

same thing—use an Illustration Block
in your advertisement that will com-
pel his attention. We can get up
sketches and supply blocks for

Advertisements, Booklets, and Cata-
logues, &c.

iRISHPHOToENtiRAVINGe.
|J^ 50MID.ABBEYST, DUBLIN.

NOW IS THE TIME TO PLANT.

KELWAY & SON, THE ROYAL HORTICUL-
TURISTS, LANGPORT, SOMERSET, are now
booking orders for their Choice Hardy Perennial

Plants. Plant a COLOUR BORDER this Autumn
and 3-ou will be able to enjoy its exquisite beauty

for many year.s, without any additional expense or

trouble.

Send the measurements of your borders.

Pteonies, Delphiniums, Phloxes, Gaillardias, and

other beautiful flowers, included in their Colour

Schemes, which provide blooms from early Spring

to late Autumn.

Write now to the Retail Plant Department for

REDUCED PRICE LIST.

SEED of choioe and rare ALPINES, from a very large

j

collection. All those who possess a ROCK GARDEN
should send for my Catalogue, thev will find something

I new and desirable. H. CORREVON, CHENE-BOURG,
GENEVA.

My Hardy Plant Catalogue

NOW READY Post Free on Application

SPECIALITIES

PHLOX, DELPHINIUMS ::

MICHAELMAS DAISIES, ALPINES

IftT. m^ELLS, Junior
Hardv Plant Nurseries

MERSTHAM SURREY

SANKRrS''^POT
*^ tShe BEST and ChcopcsK
state quanUty of each jU^equired and hav«; " carriage paid.'

quotation ("carriage" wftiently, amount* to hall value ol

- goods), or write tor Price lilst, free. ^
SPEefAL=POTSo( all descriptions. Bulb Bowls and Ferr

Pahi frbm 2d;, each. •'
; i

RiCHARD SANKEY&SON.LTP,
Bulwell PoU^eries. NOTTilNOHAM.

AUTO-SHREDS^S"/h^"'
Leaf-milling Maggots, Mealy Bug and
all Pests infesting plants under glass, &c.

Simple to use, no apparatus required. In

Boxes to Fumigate i.ooo cubic feet, 6d.;

No. 4 Packet 2,500 cubic feet, l/-each;
for tender and ordinary plants, 10,000

cubic feet, i%. 6d. each. Obtained of

Seedsmen and Florists ; i( unobtainable
apply direct

—

W. DARLINGTON & SONS,
Ltd.

Wholesale Horticultural Sundriesmen,
HACKNEY, LONDON, E. 8.

Trade Terms and Catalogue of Sundries upon receipt of businesscard
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LAXTON'S FRUIT TREES
MANY NEW FRUITS FOR 1918.

Many Thousands of Well Trained, Beautifully

Rooted Apples, Pears, Plums, Peaches,

Nectarines, Apricots, Cherries, Figs,

Vines, Nuts, Gooseberries, Currants,

Raspberries.

as . . .

Standards, 2/6 each, 24/- doz. ; Bushes, 1/6

to 3/6 each ; PYRAMIDS, 2/6 to 5/- each ;

Espaliers, 3/6 to 5/- each ; Cordons,

from 1 /6 to 2/6 each ; Wall Trees, 3/6

to 7/6 each.

New fully Illustrated and Descriptive Catalogue Gratis.

Pamphlet, with valuable Cultural details, post Jree Jo?- id. stamp.

:?^: .^^t'

BROTHERS, BEDFORD
Established 1320

S. Spooner & Sons
FRUIT TREE GROWERS

HOUNSLOW NURSERIES
HOUNSLOW.^=.=-MIDDLESEX

Fruit Trees a Speciality

Over half a million to select from

Thousands of Maiden Two and

Three»year Old Apples on

English Paradise.

Catalogues free on Appli-

cation. Inspection invited.

©
©
©
©
©
©

©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©
©

CANT'S
CHAMPION

ROSES

&

a)

The Cheapest and the Finest ^
Stock in the Kingdom.

FRANK CANT & CO.
Braiswick Kose Gardens (Dept. K.)

COIiCHESTER
(JaialogHc Post Free on applieation

Telegrams: > FRANK CANT, COLCHESTER. " Tel. No. 182

a

a
a
a

(i*Qi^a^j^^^^^ji^j^j)^j^ji^j^^^0



Department of Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland.

LIST OF THE DEPARTMENTS LEAFLETS.

N«. Name

I

2

3

4
5
6

7
8

9
10

II

12

«3

'4

<S
i6

'7

i8

»9
20
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22
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25
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27
28
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30
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32
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34

35
36

37
38

39
40

41

42

43

44
45
46

47
48

49
50

51

52

53

Ni).

The Warble Fly.

The Use and Purchase of Feeding Stuffs

Footrot in Sheep.
The Sale of Flax.

Celery Leaf-Spot Disease or Blight

Charlock (or Preshaugh) Spraying
Fluke in Sheep.
Timothy Meadows.
The Turnip Fly.

Wireworms.
Prevention of White Scour in Calves.

Liquid Manure.
Contagious Abortion in Cattle.

Prevention of Potato Blight.

Milk Records.
Sheep Scab.

The Use and Purchase of Manures.

Swine Fever.

Early Potato Growing.

Calf Rearing.
Diseases of Poultry—Gapes.

Basic Slag.

Dishorning Calves.

Care and Treatment of Premium Bulls.

Fowl Cholera.

Winter Fattening of Cattle.

Breeding and Feeding of Pigs.

Blackleg, Black Quarter, orBlueQuarte.

Flax Seed.
Poultry Parasites—Fleas. Mites, and

Lice.

Winter Egg Production.

I^earing and Fattening of Turkeys.
Profitable Breeds of Poultry.

The Revival of Tillage.

The Liming of Land.
FipM F.xpprinients—Barley.

Meadow Hay.

,, ,,
Potatoes.

,, ,
Mangolds.

!, ,,
Oats.

,, If
Turnips.

Permanent Pasture Grasses.

]

The RearingandManagementofChickens
"Husk" or"Hoose"in Calves.

Ringworm on Cattle.

Haymaking.
The Black Currant Mite
Foul Brood or Bee Pest.

Poultry Fattening.
Portable Poultry Houses.

I

The Leather-Jacket Grub.
i Flax Growing Experiments.
' The Construction of a Cowhouse

Name

54

55
56

57
58

59
60
61

62

63

64

65
66

67
68

69
70

71

72

73

74

75
76

77
78

79
80
81

82

83

84
85
86

87
88

89
90
9'

92

93
94
95
96

97
98

99

Calf Meals.

The Apple.
Cultivation of the Root Crop^

Marketing of Fruit.

Sprouting Seed Potatoes.

Testing of Farm Seeds.

The Packing of Butter.

Field Experiments—Wheat.

The Management of Dairy Cows,
"Redwater" or "Blood Murrain" in

Cattle.

Varieties of Fruit suitable for cultiva-

tion in Ireland.

Forestry : The Planting of Waste Lands.

Forestry : The Proper Method of Plant-

ing Forest Trees.
Forestry : Trees for Poles and Timber,

Forestry : Treec for Shelter and Orna-
ment.

The Prevention of Tuberculosis in Cattle.

Forestry : Planting, Management, and
Preservation of Shelter-Belt and
Hedgerow Timber.

Forestry : The Management of Planta-

tions.

Forestry : Felling and Selling Timber.

The Planting and Management of

Hedges.
Some Common Parasites of the Sheep.

Barley Sowing.
American Gooseberry Mildew.

Scour and Wasting in Young Cattle.

Home Buttermaking.
The Cultivation of Small Fruits.

Catch Crops,
Potato Culture on Small Farms,

Cultivation of Main Crop Potatoes.

Cultivation of Osiers.

Ensilage.

Some Injurious Orchard Insects,

Dirty Milk,

Barley Threshing.

The Home Bottling of Fruit.

The Construction of Piggeries.

Tiie Advantages of Early Ploughing.

Black Scab in Potatoes.

Home Preservation of Eggs.

Marketing of Wild Fruits.

Cost of Forest Planting.

Store Cattle •r Butter, Bacon and Eggs.

Packing Eggs for Hatching.

Weeds,
Tuberculosis in Poultry,

Seaweed as Manure.

SPECIAL LEAFLETS,
Pig Feeding—The Need for Econoni}-,

Poultry ,, ,, M
Digging and Storing Potatoes.

Sulphate of Ammonia,
Flax Seed for 1918 Sowing.
Purchase of Basic Slag.

Prices of Superphosphate.

,, Compoimd Fertilisers,

-

Catch Crops—Spring Feeding for Stock.

Autumn Sown Cereals.
Eggs and Poultry.

The War and Food Production.

Spring Wheat.
Winter Manuring Grass Lands.

Feedingof Pigs—Use of Boiled Swedes
Destruction of Farm Pests.

Grain Crops. , . ^- . rxr » .1
Treatment of Allotments for the Grownig of \ egetables

14

16

17

Copies of the above Leaflets can be obtained, FREE OF CHARGE and post free, en

application to the Secretary, Department of 'Agriculture and Technical Instruction for Ireland.

U pper Merrion Street, Dublin. Letters of Application so addressed need not be stamped, and

envelopes should be marked " Publications."



His Majesty the King.

UR. Ltd
1

HOTHOUSE BUILDERS
HEATING, VENTILATING AND ELECTRICAL ENGINEERS AND IRONFOUNDERS.

Although ice are at present employed largely on

National War Service, we are still in a position to

carry out private work in the way of repairs and

renewals. We ask our patrons to give us as much

time as possible for the carrying out of such worki

so that we may arrange to have it done without

reducing our War Service output.

l?TMlVT15TTl?riI ^"®^*'*"*^ °°^" "^^"^^ BALCARRES STREET,
EDIMBUKGM

^ ^^^ Edinburgh Foundry, SLATEFORD ROAD.

LONDON-8 Camden Road, N.W. GLASGOW—121 St. Vincent St.

W RICHARDSON & Co
SPECIALISTS IN THE

MANUFACTURE OF ALL KINDS OF

HORTICULTURAL

BUILDINGS,
ALSO

HEATING ENGINEERS
PLANS AND ESTIMATES prepared free

of cost.

LARGE CATALOGUE of photographic
views of Horticultural Buildings free

on application.

DARLINGTON
(LONDON OFFICE: Albert Mansions, 92 Victoria St., S.W. 1.)



ITISH
FOR CULTIVATION IN FIBRE

Round Sowls

1/6, 2/6, 3 6, and 4 6

Oval Bowls 4/6

Oblong Bowls, plain

1/6, 2 - and 3/6

Prepared Fibre

per bushel . . . . 4/6

per peck . . . , 1/6

Narcissus and Daffodils
Perdoz.— s. d'

Barri ConspiCUUS, yellow, with crim-
son cup .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..09
BiCOlor Empress, white perianth,

golden trumpet .

.

.

.

.

.

..16
Madam PIcmp, the finest bicolor I 9

Victoria, a fine flower of perfect
form .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..14
Emperor, primrose perianth and g-olden

trumpet .

.

.

.

.

.

.

.

..16
Golden Spur, clear golden yellow 16
Sir AVatkin, golden-yellow ; a grand

flower . . .

.

.

.

.

.

..13
Von Sion or Telamonius Pienus

(Double Daffodil) 16

Polyanthus Narcissus
s. d.

Grand IVIonarque, white, with yellow

cup ..2 3

Sciliy ^Vhite, pure white, early 13

White Pearl, early white .. 16

Snowdrops
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Fruit Trees.
Almost 20 acres of our Killincy muserics arc stocked

with well over 2l>0,000 Fruit Trees in all forms. Popular
varieties of marivot apples can be supplied by the thousand.

Trained trees for wall and espalier are extra fine, and
purchasers will be pleased with the vigour of growth and
distinct evidence of skilful care in the cultivation of our
trees. Prices are very moderate, and new Catalogue will

be sent post free on request.

" The Apple Trees (350) duly arrived ; they are simply
tip-top stuff. Indeed I am sorry I got. any trees from
England. Their trees lack the root system yours have got

;

tiicy could not compare with yours for size, shape or

anything else. I have learned a moral: any more orders

go to Dublin, not across the Channel."—A. L. S., Esq.,

Athy.

" Of the 2,200 Apple Trees I got from you two years
ago, not one died. They are fine and hardj^ with no sign

of disease, and when you are in the district you ought to

call and see them. My first planting is yichling a barr-l

to the tree."—J. B. P., Esq., Co. Kildare.

Roses,
The Roses both in our Clontarf and Killiney Nurseries

Iiave attracted numerous visitors this year, the collection

including all recent novelties, right ujj to those sent out

for the first time in 1917. For quality, ripe vigorous

growth and abundance of fibrous roots, our Rose Trees

will compare with those of any firm in the United Kingdom.
" Watson's iSpecial Rose Discount," as detailed in new
Rose Catalogue, is a discount worth having. Send for

new price list.

All Communications to WM. WATSON & SONS, Ltd.,

CLONTARF NURSERIES, DUBLIN.--[Advt.]

THOMSONS
VIME.PLAMT 6 VEGETABLE

MAMUR1&
Unrivalled

for all Garden Crops.

8o Compounded as to combine
Stim'ilntin'^ with lastinaotfects.
I'milifi's v;;,'(irou-;, iio.'i Itliv, :iiid

fruitful {,'nnvtli Also

THOMSON'S
Special Topdressing Manure.

An Excellent Stimulant.

PIIICES f
Note—Quantities of oeibs. and over are

Supplied in lisllj. bass.
Vine, Plant, and Vegretable Manure.—
]12lbs,, 24/-; 56 lbs., 13/6; 28 lbs.,

7/6 ; 14 lbs., 4/6; 7 lbs., 2/6 ; Tins, 2/6,
1/-, and 6d. Carriage paid on 56 lbs.
and up anywhere in United Kingdom.
Special Topdressingr Manure—-Gibs.
20/-; Sslbs., 11/- ; a41bs., 6/-; 71bs.,

3/6: Tins, 1/- Carriage paid on 281b.

^ and up anywhere in United
Kingdom Also

Thomson's Styptic, 3/- and 1/6
per bottle.

Sold for Horticultiiral pur-
poses by all Seedsmen

and Xurserymen,
or fromSOLE :

MAKERS

Rathmines Bushy Park
Terenure.

Allotments^

W^ TnQMS0N^5i0fl5 ,lJ°€li)VENrORD5.N.B;

Prizes and . Awards gainkd by Mkjibers
DCRXXG 1917.

(1 ) Terr)! K re and Dislricfs H orti cultural Society's
Show, held August 8th, 1917: — (o) Collec-
tion of 4 vegetables (confined to f{athinines
U. D. 0. Allotment Holders)— 1st Prize. J. J.
Sheehan. Plot 108 ; 2nd Prize, F. S. Smitli,
Plot 62 ; 3rd Prize, A. W. H. MacGarvev. Plot 03 ;

V.H.C., L. J. Mason, Plot 17. (b) Collection of
4 vegetables (open to residents of Terenure and
Districts)— 1st, 2nd and 3rd Prizes as in (a),

{c) Round Potatoes (confined to Rathmines
U. D. C. Allotment Holders)—1st Prize, 1>.

Mulvany, Plot 57 : 2nd I'rize, Wm. Salmon,
Plot 20." (d) Kidney Potatoes (confined to Rath-
mines U. D. C, Allotment Holders)—1st Prize,
Wm. Smith, Plot 34a ; 2nd Prize, Wm. Salmon,
Plot 20. (e) Runner Beans (open to Terenure and
District)—3rd Prize, L. J. Mason, Plot 17.

(2) Royal Horticultural Society's Autuvm Shotv,
held 21st and 22nd August, 1917 :—Collection of
4 vegetables—open to allotment holders (not
necessarily amateurs)—3rd Prize, A. W. II
MacGarvev, Plot 63 : 5th Special, William
Humphries, Plot 64 ; H.C., T. Peat, Plot 86.

(3) Vacant Land Cultivation Produce Shoic,
held 1st September, 1917 :

—

{a) Collection of not
less than 5 vegetables—1st Prize. A. W. H.
MacGarvev. Plot 63 ; C. F. S. Smith, Plot 64.

(6) Collection of 4 vegetables—H.C., Wm.
Salmon. Plot 20. [c) l^otatoe.s—1st Prize, T.
Peat, Plot Sij : H.C., Wm. Salmon, Plot 20.

(4) Rathmines U. D. C. Prizes for Plots (con-
fined to Rathmines CJ. D. C. Allotment Holders)

—

l.st Prize, A. W. H. MacGarvey, Plot 63 ; 2nd
Prize, L. J. ^lason. Plot 17 ; 3rd Prize, A. E.
Yeomans, Plot 32 ; 4th I'rize, J. J. Sheehan,
Plot 108 ; 5th Prize. Wm. Humphries, Plot 04;
6th Prize, T. Peat, Plot 80.

(5) Prize presented by Chairman of Rathmines
U. D. C. for Potatoes (confined to Bushy Park
Allotment Holders). Three roots dug up by

^ Slugs
Slugs

"SANITAS" POWDER
will rid your Garden of Slugs and

protect your Seeds and Plants from
other pests such as Worms, Rats,
Mice, Sparrows, Cats, &c.

Leaflet and Free Sample
with instructions Free.

6d. & l/- Tins & 15/- per Cvvt.ff.o.r. London)
01 all Chemists, Stores and Xurserymen.

THE "SANITAS" CO., Ltd.
Limehouse, London, E. ^'

Awarded Medal at Royal Horticultural

Exhibifiov. iqii.
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Colchicums & Crocus Species
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judires on each competitor's plot :—Jiidgf Culti-

vation— Iwt Prize, Win. Brown, Plot 1 (points

obtained, 27) : 2nd Prize, -M. (ircenwood. Plot 24
(points obtained, 211) : Hrd T'rizo. T. Calvert,

Plot 92 (points obtained, 24). Drill Cultivation—
1st Prize, J. A. Po)>b, Plot 38 (points obtained.

55 i) ; 2nd Prize, T. Peat, PlotSli (])oints obtained.

54|) ; 3rd Prize, F. S. Smith, IMot (52 (points

obtained, 41).

It is interesting to note that, as regards this

(No. 5) competition, the average yield of ridge

cultivation is only one-half of that of drill culti-

vation. Jioth ridge and drill were judged on the
Sfime lines.

The total value of the prizes won by Bushy Park
xVllotment Holders amounts to £9 18s. Od.

Yours faithfully.

Louis J. .Mason.

Dublin Wholesale Markets.
I'm-: market for the previous mouth was wel^

supplied with frvut, flowers, and vegetables.

Owing to the large quantity of vegetables
being su]>plied, prices were not so good as they
were the previous month. Both York and Savoy
Cabbages of good quality were supplied in

abundance, and sold at somewhat low prices.

Cauliflowers were plentiful, and met with a
ready demand. Celery was also plentiful, and
the quality far superior to that of last season's

crop, but the demand was poor.
There was a particvilarly dull inquiry on White

Turnips, and terms were correspondingly low.
Lettuce, Parsley, Articliokes, and Brussels

Sprouts were selling at ordiiiary prices. Carrots
and Parsnips were fairly well supplied, and easily

disposed of. A feature of last month's markets
was the appearance of a quantity of French
Onions, which sold at good prices ; bixt it appears
now to be the intention of the Govei'nment to

retain all the best Onions in France for the future.

Home-grown Onions w^ere scarce, and readil.\

bought up.
Apples of good quality, in barrels, bushel boxes,

and trays, were selling exceedingly Avell, but
small soi'ts were not selling so well. The markets
were fairly well supplied with Pears of good
(quality, which commanded high prices. At the
beginning of the month Grapes were cheap, but
towards tlic end of the month they were selling

better. Th(i delays in voyage and ti-ansit of
foreign commodities has a deteriorating effect on
the condition of same, with the result that
Almeria grapes, &.C., arrive in very poor and
unsaleable order.
Chrysanthemums, Roses and Violets were the

most notable flowers in the market, and were
easily disposed of.

The following is the price list for the month :

—
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